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SEA ICE STRENGTH
This tension t est specimen is one of the types used in this research for 
the determination of the mechanical properties of sea ice.
Application of research findings was made in the design of this o f f ­
shore oil drilling platform In Cook Inlet, Alaska. It has provisions 
for 3? wells with 8 through each 14,5 foot diameter leg. Eleven such 
platforms are in various stages of completion.
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4Abstract
This report contains the results from a study of the mechanical and structural 
properties of sea ice; the study commenced in 1958 and was completed in 
late 1965. Most of the experimental work is based upon stress-strain tests 
in both direct compression and direct tension. Approximately 3800 of these 
tests were made.
Those parameters anticipated to have significant effect upon strength were 
measured: temperature, salinity, rate of loading, crystal size, crystal Io-
graphic orientation, history of the ice and depth in the ice sheet. All 
of these are found to be signifificant except that the history factor itself 
tended to be determined by the other parameters.
The analysis was accomplished primarily by the testing of models by linear 
multiple regression. The models selected yield good results with multiple 
correlation coefficients between 0.70 and 0.98 over a range of petrofabric 
types.
Sea ice is shown to be complex and its description requires five classi­
fications of petrofabric types, each of which exhibit somewhat different 
characteristics. The load rate proved to be a highly significant parameter 
in both strength and stiffness in most cases. Ice failing in tension is 
somewhat less sensitive to load rate than is ice in compression.
The interrelated effects of salinity and temperature were studied using 
the brine volume concept. This study yielded positive confirmation of 
the brine volume concept, evidence of solid salt reinforcement, and evidence 
of failure plane selectivity to bypass strongly reinforced planes. These 
aspects pertain to both tension and compression failure modes.
Depth in the ice sheet is shown to be a strength factor when related to 
each of three parameters; rate of loading, brine volume and solid salt 
rei nforcement.
Additional work accomplished in conjunction with construction of large 
offshore oil drilling platforms had provided significant information concerning 
oscillatory failure of sea ice in compression and strength reduction at 
very high load rates. The ice failure force oscillation is an ice property 
and is not primarily a function of the response of the structure. The 
amplitude of oscillation is large and at a frequency in the range of most 
space frame structures. The failing ice may cause forced resonant vibration 
in structures, and the forces are large enough to resonantly vibrate structure 
weighing several thousand tons. , -
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5Preface
The work accomplished under the Office of Naval Research Arctic Project 
is covered in Chapters 1-9. Chapter 10 is included as additional work 
which grew directly from that supported by ONR. This additional work is 
a practical application of sea ice mechanics to the design and construction 
of offshore drilling platforms in Cook Inlet, Alaska. At the present time 
there are eleven such platforms in various stages of design, construction, 
or operation. A representative structure costs 10 million dollars exclusive 
of well drilling expenses, contains 2500 tons of steel, and provides conduits 
for dri11i ng 32 we I Is.
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C h a p te r I
INTRODUCTION 
I. I GENERAL PROPERTIES, A REVIEW
I. 1.1 Basic Properities of Ice. Pure ice is a crystalline material, 
and its properties can be rather well described by the parameters which 
have been used in the description of most other crystalline materials.
The general topic of this research is that of ice strength and a de­
scription of strength based on physical properties.
The most important physical property of pure ice in the context of 
this investigation is that of ice crystal type which occurs at pressures 
and temperatures within range found in nature on the earth's surface.
This type is a simple hexagonal crystal and is one in which the atomic 
spacing and bond strength vary greatly within the crystal (I).
A useful analog model of the ice crystal is that of a stack of plastic 
plates between which are sandwiched layers of stiff grease. The hexa­
gonal pattern is in the plane of the plastic sheets and represents 
the plane of greatest atomic bond strength. The crystal axis perpen­
dicular to the plates is the optic or C-axis.
The stacked plate analogy is particularly useful in visualizing the 
effects of temperature, rate of load application and direction of load 
application on deformation and strength.
The temperature effect can be envisioned with the model observed at 
temperatures of -IOO°C and +I00°C. At the colder temperature, the 
plastic plates are brittle and exhibit elastic properties. The grease 
layers also act elastically with little evidence of viscous behavior.
At the warmer temperatures, both layers exhibit strong viscous behavior 
with the grease layers being nearly liquid.
It is seen that temperature influences the amount and rate of deforma­
tion due to loading. The rate of load application is also seen to 
have a strong influence on the amount of deformation that would occur 
prior to fracture of the crystal. The sensitivity to rate of load 
application is particularly evident when the load is applied in a manner 
such that shear stresses force the plastic plates to slide over each 
other. Very slow rates of loading result in large deformations prior 
to failure and afford the opportunity for fracture at small total loads. 
On the other hand, extremely rapid loading rates result in small deforma­
tions.,by the time the total stress has reached a large value,and frac­
ture occurs. Generally, the slow loading rates result in relatively 
'viscous deformation and low failure strengths. Rapid loading rates 
result in relatively elastic deformation and high failures strengths.
The model clearly indicates the strong influence of the direction of 
load application on deformation and failure strength. The greatest 
deformation and least strength obviously occurs if the plates slide
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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over each other; deformation along the basal plane of the crystal.
Greater strength and less deformation occurs if the force is applied 
perpendicular to the basal plane or parallel to the basal plane.
The characteristics of single ice crystals as described here in analog 
form have been studied in some detail by Nakaya (2^ and others (3,4).
The viscous and elastic properties associated with temperature, load 
rate, and direction of loading have been partially evaluated by these 
investigators, and single ice crystals have been shown to be quite 
anisotropic with respect to strength and deformation. Additional 
work is required, however, for a clear understanding of basic mechanisms.
Polycrystalline ice can be formed to provide a homogeneous mass con­
sisting of a great number of small crystals which are randomly oriented 
with respect to their c-axes. Such ice behaves isotropically but never­
theless exhibits strong sensitivity to temperature with respect to 
the relative importance of both viscous and elastic deformation. The 
most interesting work accomplished in this area has been performed by 
Jellenick and Brill (5). Their results indicate a great increase in 
viscous behavior with warm temperatures and a large increase in rate 
of deformation and total deformation with both increasing temperature 
and applied load. The values they obtained are not of particular impor­
tance here, but it is important to note that they found polycrystalline, 
pure ice to simultaneously deform viscously and elastically at those 
temperatures which can reasonably be expected in nature. Such a result 
is expected for a material near the melting point, and all naturally 
occurring ice is relatively near the melting point when compared with 
most other crystalline materials. Considerable research is now being 
directed toward the understanding of properties of materials at high 
temperatures, but most of this work tends to be of I ittle value in 
the study of sea ice.
1.1.2 Physical Properties of Sea Ice. In sea ice, discrete volumes 
of entrapped brine are found within a matrix of pure ice. The brine 
is entrapped during the growth process because the growth rate of pure 
ice exceeds the downward convection rate of enriched brines at the 
growth face. Numerous investigators have studied this entrapment process 
and it is very well established that the brines are truly entrapped 
rather than being incorporated within ice crystals (6). It can be 
seen that the amount of entrapped brine is a function of the growth 
velocity. Some details of this process are described in Chapter 6.
The entrapped brines have a profound influence on the physical make­
up of sea ice. The most important characteristic is the presence of 
liquid brine within the sea ice matrix at all temperatures and times.
The ice crystal analog model can be expanded to include sea ice by 
incorporating large bubbles of antifreeze, or brine, in some of the 
grease layers. It is possible to freeze all of the brine, but with 
very few exceptions this does not occur in nature. The quantity of 
liquid brine, the chemical composition of the brine, the chemical composi­
tion of sea ice solids, and the internal geometry of sea ice crystals, 
each exhibit considerable variation with temperature. A complete 
description of these complex relationships with temperatures and salinity 
is given in Chapter 6.
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The entrapped brines drain out of the pure ice matrix at warm tempera­
tures. This knowledge is ancient as evidenced by the fact that Eskimos 
have used old sea ice to provide a supply of potable water. The amount 
of entrapped liquid brine is then also a function of age as well as 
growth velocity and temperature.
1.1.3 Mechanical Properties of Sea Ice. The addition of antifreeze 
along some basal planes of the ice crystal analog completes the mechan­
ical property analog for sea ice. The strength and resistance to de­
formation is substantially reduced along basal planes due to the lack 
of strength and the low viscosity of the antifreeze.
Several investigators have studied sea ice strength by numerous experi­
mental methods including direct compression, bending, and ring tensile 
tests. A great many tests have well established the effect of liquid 
brine on ice strength. The best single work is that of Assur and his 
development of a brine volume concept based upon results of ring tensile 
tests. Assur's work is reviewed in detail in Chapter 6.
The ring tensile test has been most extensively used, and these tests 
have provided the data upon which most detailed analytical work has 
been based (7). The test consists of machining a right circular cylinder 
of ice which is then loaded on its sides with the specimen splitting 
from end to end. The test is quite similar to tension tests performed 
on portland cement concrete cylinders. It will be noted that deforma­
tion measurements of such load tests would be very difficult to achieve, 
and no provision can be made for careful measurement of direction of 
load application with respect to crystal orientation. The latter pro­
vision is not necessary if the material is found to be homogeneous, 
but it will be shown in Chapter 3 that sea ice is not homogeneous.
For this type of specimen and loading, the rate of load application 
is not a discrete value throughout the test specimen because the stresses 
vary both radially and rotationally about the cylinder axis.
The bending tests also measure tensile strength, but they do not yield 
good results for detailed evaluation of rate of loading, direction 
of local application and deformation. -■
Very little detailed work has been accomplished in evaluating compres­
sive strength characteristics (8).
Deformation measurements of sea ice are very limited. Elastic deforma­
tion properties, however, have been studied by means of seismic methods 
which should correspond to extremely high rates of load application 
(9).
,1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
1.2.1 The Need to Identify Mechanical Properties. The structural 
analyses of sea ice structures, for example floating ice sheets, require 
knowledge of two mechanical properties. The first is the deformation 
characteristics; viscosity and elastic modulus. If the ice is cold 
and the load rate is large, the structure can be analyzed by assuming ice
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to behave elastically. If the ice is warm and the rate of loading 
is slow or the load is constant, the ice can be assumed to behave viscously. 
Intermediate cases of toad rates and temperatures require visco-elastic 
solutions. In all cases, the stress-deformation-time relationship 
must be known.
The second required property is the strength. After the structural 
analysis is accomplished, it is possible to determine how much force 
can be applied to the structure provided the ice strength is known 
and predictable. It is noted that the force required to fail the struc­
ture is of interest from two aspects. The first is concerned with 
the load which can be supported by an ice structure. The second is 
concerned with the load an ice structure may impart to an obstacle 
in its path.
1.2.2 Parameters which Apparently Govern Mechanical Properties. The 
more obvious parameters which would be expected to govern the mechani­
cal properties of sea ice include temperature, salinity and rate of 
load application. The direction of load application relative to that 
of crystal orientation is also important if the sea ice is not homo­
geneous, thus the crystal Iographic characteristics of the ice should 
be significant. The possibility should be considered that certain 
factors associated with the chemical composition of sea ice with parti­
ally frozen bri ne.
1.3 EXPERIMENTS
1.3.1 Experimental Design. Measurements of crystal size, shape, and 
degree of randomness in orientation are required. These measurements 
are quite effectively made by standard thin section techniques using 
a universal stage (10). Salinity determination is a we I I-standard- 
ized process. ,
The mechanical properties are best determined by stress-strain tests 
■in direct compression or direct tension over selected ranges of load 
rate and temperature. The load rate must be over a large range from 
zero upward. The zero load rate actually prescribes a creep test at 
constant load. The temperature range of importance is from the melting 
temperature to at least -20°C and preferably to -30°C.
Stress-strain tests are desired for representative types of sea ice 
and for numerous directions of loading if the ice is inhomogeneous 
or anisotropic. . .
1.3.2 Expected Experimental Results. Physical property measurements 
coupled with the stress-strain test measurements should provide data 
to described deformation and strength in terms of physical properties, 
rate of loading, and direction of loading. It is anticipated that 
these descriptions would be complex. Previous work by other investigators 
has shown the description of strength to be quite complicated even
with fewer parameters than are considered here.
1.3.3 Experiments Accomplished. Stress-strain and creep tests in
both direct tension and direct compression are developed. The details of
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experiments are described in Chapter 2. Also described in that chapter 
are the series of experiments and measurements required to described 
the physical properties of sea ice.
The experiments were all performed as outlined in the section on experi­
mental design, however, sea ice was found to possess a broad spectrum 
of crystal Iographic types and to exhibit more aniso tropic behavior 
than had been anticipated. As the experimental program progressed, 
the range of experiments accomplished had to be reduced and did not 
include ali of the combinations desired by the experimental design. 
Additionally, it was found that the mechanical properties varied in 
some subtle fashion with depth in the ice sheet, and depth then became 
another parameter of the study. Equipment limitations restricted the 
desired ranges of loading rate and temperature.
1.4 PREVIEW OF RESULTS
1.4.1 Early Results. The amount of data collected was quiet large, 
and detailed analysis has not been completed on all of it. Chapter 
3 is a report of many results which could be determined without re­
course to detailed analysis. These early results are,, in large part, 
plots of raw data which show the very strong dependence of the more 
important parameters. In that chapter is shown the extremely aniso­
tropic behavior of the deformation and strength of sea ice. Five sea 
ice classifications were found to be required in order to describe 
the great variability of sea ice types. The ranges of strength and 
deformation are shown to be enormous even within the somewhat restricted 
experimental limits which were used.
Later chapters indicate the complexity encountered in developing de­
scriptions of strength and deformation, and this paper does not incorporate 
an analysis of all the data which were collected, but rather covers 
a detailed analysis of certain portions of the experimental results.
1.4.2 Load Rate Effect. The parameters of ice type, direction of 
loading, temperature, and salinity are all shown in Chapter 3 to be 
significant. Each of these parameters, however, were prescribed to
be measured at nearly descrete values by the manner in which the experi­
ments were accomplished. The data could then be sorted on the basis 
of these parameters. The remaining parameter of most importance, based 
on evaluation of raw data, is rate of load application. Load rates 
were not determined at discrete values, but varied over a continous 
spectrum. This parameter was then the first to be considered in the 
detailed analysis. Chapter 5 contains the detailed analysis of rate 
of loading with respect to the other variables, and the results of 
Chapter 5 show widely varying significance of load rate on strength.
1.4.3 Effect of Brine Volume. The next parameter selected for study 
was the one interrelated with temperature and salinity which describes 
the amount of liquid brine, or brine volume, in the system.
Very early*analysis of the brine volume effect proved to be complex, 
and for this reason, a small portion of the data of particu larly good 
quality was selected for first analysis. The first analysis is
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reported in Chapter 6 and is concerned with the compressive strength 
of one ice type at a single depth in the ice sheet. The analysis is 
then expanded in Chapter 7 to cover this particular ice type for com­
pressive strengths over the entire depth within which this ice type 
was found to occur. '
The brine volume-strength analysis for both tensile and compresive 
strengths as well as some analysis of deformation characteristics is 
further extended in Chapter 8 to cover a second ice type.
1.4.4 Solid SaIt Effect. As the brine in sea ice becomes colder,
a continual precipitation of solid salts occurs. Analysis of the data 
indicates the possibility that these deposited solid salts reinforce 
sea ice in certain directions of compression loading. Such reinforce­
ment was not found in.the analysis of tension tests. The analysis 
of the effects due to solid salts is described in conjuction with the
descriptions of brine volume effects because the two effects are inti­
mately interrelated. The first description of solid salt reinforce­
ment is in Chapter 6 and continues through Chapter 9.
1.4.5 FaiIure Mechanisms. The data revealed the possibility of solid 
salt reinforcement only in some of the ice types and loading directions. 
The reason for this apparent inconsistency is pursued in Chapter 9
in which the possibility is considered of a shift in failure plane 
from a reinforced to a non-reinforced one. The failure plane shift 
concept is shown to have some merit, but not all questions are satis­
factorily resolved.
1.4.6 Additional Considerations. The investigator was afforded the 
opportunity to do further experimental work beyond that previously 
described here. Some of the results of this additional work are described
in Chapter 10. It is of particular significance that the range in
the rate of load application used in Chapters 2 - 9 ,  and which was 
afforded by the stress-strain apparatus, does not allow accurate evalua­
tion of the load rate effect at very high load rates. Also of signi­
ficance is a preliminary evaluation of a pulsating ice failure which 
is found to occur when an ice sheet fails in edge loaded compression.
1.5 CLOSURE
The large amount of experimental data acquired under this project has 
been only partially analyzed. Those complete portions of the analysis 
constitute a description of the strength of some types of sea ice in 
terms of physical properties, rate and direction of loading, and depth 
within the ice sheet.
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All experimental work by the University of Alaska } supported by 
the Office of Naval Research Geography Branch,was accomplished at the 
Arctic Research Laboratory at Barrow, Alaska. Two eight by twelve foot 
portable food storage refrigeration units were enclosed in an insulated 
structure and modified for temperature-controlled laboratories. Within 
these laboratories were installed all ice testing equipment including 
a three-cell triaxial shear machine which provided adequate loading capa­
bilities within budgetary limitations.
2.2 PETROFABRICS; CRYSTAL SIZE, SHAPE AND OR IENTATION
All measurements of petrofabrics were made by use of polarized light 
and a large universal stage patterned after the smaller Rigsby Stage
(I). Thin sections were prepared from each sample to provide petrofabric 
profiles which correlated with strength specimens. Additionally, petro­
fabric profiles were obtained from several locations in the Arctic Ocean 
and others in the vicinity of Barrow, Alaska.
2.3 MEASUREMENTS OF PARAMETERS
2.3.1 Temperature. Temperature measurements were made with calibrated 
thermistors located at various locations including several in tempera­
ture controlled laboratories with one thermistor at each test cell location 
and within a few inches of the test specimen.
With all other parameters-he Id constant, the test temperature was varied 
through the range to be expected in Nature. Distinct temperature points 
were used to allow easier analysisjthose most frequently used were 
-2°, -5°, -10°, and -2I°C. Two effects on mechanical properties are expected 
to result from temperature differences. The first and probably most 
significant for sea ice is the brine volume or volume of liquid phase 
contained interstitiaI Iy in the ice matrix. The second is the effect 
on the crystalline ice material.
2.3.2 Rate of Loading. The rate at which load is applied to ice affects 
the maximum strength and the apparent stiffness or apparent modulus of 
elasticity. With all other parameters held constant, the ice was tested 
in a series of discrete load rates. These rates varied from 20 psi/min
to several thousand psi/min.
2.3.3 Salinity. Chlorinity was determined for each test specimen for 
most of the testing program. During the first tests a titration technique 
was used and later a conductivity apparatus was calibrated and used.
The conductivity method proved to be accurate and much more rapid than 
the titration method. Salinity is calculated from chlorinity values, 
and brine volume is calculated from temperature and salinity values.
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2.3.4 Ice Type Classification. The ice type classifications are de­
scribed in the next chapter. Usually classification of samples was not
a difficult problem because the ice proved sufficiently uniform in large
enough volumes to obtain several test specimens with very similar petrofabrics.
2.3.5 Crystal Orientation. Where applicable, crystal orientation was 
prescribed for each test specimen. An example is one ice type with collinear 
preferred c-axis orientation and foliation perpendicular to the c-axis.
The test specimen could then be cut from a sample in any crystallographic 
orientation. Four orientations were generally used:
a. the specimen oriented vertically in the ice sheet and perpendicular 
to the c-axis,
b. the specimen, oriented horizontally in the ice sheet and at 0° 
to the c-axis,
c. horizontal and 45° to the c-axis, and
d. horizontal and 90° to the c-axis.
2.3.6 Age and History Factors. When possible, a given type of ice was
sampled several times between its formation and summer thaw. One sample
of very old polar pack ice which was obtained in the summer of 1962 haJ 
a very similar petrofabric to one found in newly formed ice and thus allowed 
a good examination of long term age effects.
2.4 SAMPLING
It was determined early in the testing program that small core samples 
had many disadvantages, therefore, most sampling consisted of sawing out 
large samples of approximately two cubic feet. The ice varies consider­
ably in many properties with depth; therefore, consistently similar specimens 
could be obtained only from the same depth. Sampling was performed to 
allow the preparation of many specimens from the same depth, thus providing 
minimum petrofabric and salinity differences between individual specimens.
2.5 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
Four general types of tests were run; compressive stress-strain, tensile 
stress-strain, compressive creep and tensile creep. These test types 
were selected because of the large amount of useful information which 
can be extracted and because of the ease with which such results can be 
mathematically incorporated into structural analysis calculation procedures. 
There were 3762 sea ice tests and 305 single crystal tests.
2.5.1 Compression Stress-Strain Tests. The field sample was slabbed
to provide sizes which could be handled with a band saw. Specimen blanks
approximately 2" x 2" x 3" were prepared. These blanks were turned to 
cylindrical shape 1.4" in diameter on a metal working lathe and trimmed 
to 2.6" long. The ends were then trued to parallel smooth surfaces perpen­
dicular to the cylinder axis.
A loading apparatus was devised and constructed to prov/ifeaxial loading.
The specimen was placed in the apparatus, and two dial indicators were 
set to.measure deformation while loading proceeded. The load was measured
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with a proving ring and time was recorded to allow calculation of load 
rate. The data indicated on the moving dials were all simultaneously recorded 
photographically and were later transcribed from film onto computation 
sheets. Figure 2.1 shows the plotted stress-strain curve for a representa­
tive test.
From the stress-strain curve many mechanical properties can be determined:
a. Modulus of elasticity or stiffness (apparent)
b. The maximum stress attained or "maximum strength".
c. The stress at time of rupture or "ultimate strength".
d. The energy required for failure.
In addition to the plotting of the curve, the rate of loading and modulus
of elasticity were calculated in a rather crude fashion to allow modest
interpretation and analysis in the field. Continual checks were made to
insure measurement accuracy of all parameters. During the time of field
data acquisition, the interrelationships were plotted and followed to ascertain, 
in a rough fashion, the effects of the various parameters.
2.5.2 Tension Stress-Strain Tests. The problems encountered in the develop­
ment of a satisfactory direct tension test for ice were formidable and 
required extensive work. Suitable equipment and procedures were not pro­
ductively used until January 1962. Some 900 tension tests were run sub­
sequent to that date and constituted the major effort of the final field 
season.
Several systems of direct tension equipment and procedure were tried, 
and each in turn proved to be inadequate but pointed the way to improvement.
Following is a brief description of the final design. Many aspects of
this design were dictated by local Barrow problems; availability of material, 
skilled shop personnel and tools for investigator use. Therefore, certain 
promising avenues could not be pursued and the final product is a com­
promise.
The device is essentially a pair of aluminum end fixtures between which 
a test section of sea ice is welded and then pulled in tension to failure. 
Problems encountered in welding the sea ice to aluminum with distilled 
water dictated an intermediate thickness of distilled water ice.
The problems of preventing bending and torsional stresses from occurring 
in the test section demanded three degrees of articulation of the end 
fixture. This in itself is not difficult to provide when precise deformation 
measurements are not required, but the combination of end articulation 
and deformation measurement provided a multitude of difficulties. Figure
2.2 shows a test specimen prior to placement in the testing machine.
The aluminum end fixture is shown in Figure 2.3. The upper view is an 
exploded view showing the component parts and the lower view shows the 
assembled fixture.
The complete test set up is shown in Figure 2.4. The test specimen as 
shown in Figure 2.2 is set on knife edges in the loading frame and
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subsequently an extensometer with dial indicators was placed in position 
to measure deformation.
The deformation measurements were made from the ends of brass capped pins 
which can be seen in Figure 2.3. These pins were carefullly greased for 
their entire length except for the notched end which was incorporated 
in the weld. Thus the pin was fixed only at the end of the sea ice specimen 
and transferred sea ice deformation through the test heads to a point 
where the deformation could be measured. -
Several types of deformation measuring devices were evaluated, but the 
only type which produced acceptable results was the dial indicator. Reason­
ably precise stress-strain data required deformation measurements of 0.00001 
inch. Dial indicators of 0.0001 inch were available and were sufficiently 
sensitive to allow interpretation of 0.00001 inch movements if extreme 
care was exercised. This art was developed to a high degree using photo­
graphic collimation techniques. Figure 2.5 shows a representative stress- 
strain curve from tension test #1943. Data acquisition and reduction 
was quite similar to that for compression tests.
The preparation of tension specimens proved to be difficult and time consum­
ing initially. ConsiderabJe improvements were made in procedures such 
that preparation time was cut from 5 hours to 20 minutes per successful 
specimen.
2.5.3 Compression and Tension Creep. After the development of reliable 
stress-strain apparatus, additional equipment was constructed to determine 
creep behavior in both tension and compression. These tests did not require 
a testing machine because only constant load was applied to the specimen, 
thus two tension creep cells and five compression creep cells were operated 
continuously after their fabrication was completed. The time durations 
of many of the creep tests were several days; therefore, the number of 
creep tests is quite small. Figures 2.5 and 2.7 show representative creep 
curves for compressive and tensile creep, respectively.
2.6 DATA REDUCTION
2.6.1 Field Calculations. All data acquired were reduced in the field 
such that stress-strain or creep curves could be plotted. Late in the 
project, April 1962, the University of Alaska IBM 1620 computer was used 
to assist in field calculations. '
The field calculations were carried to a point of assuring reliable results. 
This required considerable summarization of data to enable observation 
of general relationships and patterns of behavior of the numerous parameters.
2.6.2 Refined Data Reductions. It was determined during the winter 
of 1962-1963,after leaving Barrow*that the field data were more sensi­
tive to the rate of loading than had been determined by field calculations.
It was further determined that the rate of loading and modulus of elasticity 
values could then be considerably refined by using a more complex and 
exacting calculation procedure than would have been reasonable in the 
field.
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Figure 2.1
Tension Test Loading Heads.
Figure 2.3
Tension Test Specimen with Loading Heads Attached.
Figure 2.2
Complete Tension Test Set Up.
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The rate of loading calculation necessitated the plotting of stress vs. 
time for all stress-strain tests and the fitting of a linear curve through 
the data. The results were much more consistent than those of the crude 
field calculations. An example is shown in Figure 2.8.
The modulus of elasticity or Young's modulus of ice is actually a misnomer 
but is used for lack of a better term. Ice is a viscoelastic material, 
therefore, the slope of the stress-strain curve is time dependent. Never­
theless the apparent stiffness modulus of the material at varying load 
rates is a most important material property and must be known for structur­
al analysis of ice structures by elastic methods.
For field calculations an arbitrary definition of stiffness was established 
which a I lowed adequate monitoring of data as they were acquired. When 
detailed analysis was initiated, inconsistencies indicated that a more 
reliable definition of stiffness was needed. This new definition was 
established and new stiffness calculations were accomplished for all stress- 
strain tests. The first segment of a 11 stress-strain curves were plot­
ted to large scale as shown in Figure 2.9. The resulting value of modulus 
of elasticity shows substantial improvement over the field calculations 
with the new stiffness definition based on a secant modulus from the origin 
to one third the average ultimate strength of the replicate tests. The 
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C h a p te r 3
EARLY RESULTS
3.! GENERAL
This chapter contains an outline of gross observations and general trends 
which are presented prior to discussion of the detailed findings.
3.2 ICE FORMS
Several structures of ice have been found, and each has been tested through 
portions of the spectra of other parameters.
Most of the ice tested was near-shore, first-year sea ice,obtained a few 
hundred yards offshore at Barrow, Alaska. One sample of summer polar 
ice was obtained about 200 miles north of Barrow.
The ice forms are he'-e classified primarily on the basis of crystal structu 
in terms of size, shape, and orientation, and on the basis of chlorinity.
3.2.1 Classi fications.
Fine-grained. This crystal type exhibits random orientation in all direc­
tions with a grain size of about I mm. The chlorinity tends to be the
highest of the ice types with a value around 5 l/2°/oo (parts per thousand).
This ice type was found extensively more than 10 inches below the surface 
only during one of three years' sampling and is generally found near the
surface of the ice sheet. During one season it was found in an area that
had been exposed to rather heavy winds during the initial formation of 
ice crystals on the water surface. This fine-grained slush ice had a 
chlorinity of 6.7 to 7.3°/oo.
Medium-grained. This type has a vertical c-axis with a grain size of 
about I mm by 2 mm by 4 mm long. The medium grain has been found in the 
top 10 inches of the ice sheet. The chlorinity tends to be around 5°/oo.
Center ice. This type is characterized by a horizontal c-axis having 
random orientation in the horizontal plane. It is generally found from 
the surface to a 40-inch depth. The grain size is in the order of 6 mm 
by 12 mm by 24 mm with the platelets stacked 6 mm thick. The chlorinity 
tends to be around 3°/oo.
Bottom ice. This structure has been found 20 inches or more below the 
ice surface and is characterized by a horizontal c-axis and a strongly 
preferred c-axis in the horizontal plane. The grains are similar in shape 
to the center ice but increase in size with depth to about 20 mm by 40 
mm by 80 mm at a 72-inch depth. The chlorinity varies from about 2°/oo 
to 0,l°/oo as found with old polar ice from the central Arctic Ocean.
Both fine grained and center ice have been described previously (I, 2). 
Profiles of ice studied are shown in Figure 3.1.
3.2.2 Bottom Ice. Considerable interest is causedby the mere presence 
of bottom ice, its extent and mechanism of formation. The Initial dis­
covery of the petrofabric was made in seasonally grown ice in the
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immediate Barrow vicinity and was sampled by a SIPRE corer. The crystal 
size was too large to prove collinear, horizontal orientation, so the sampling 
procedure was changed to large block sampling cut with a chain saw.
The -first indication of the extent of bottom ice formation was shown by 
a 10 foot square sample taken in March of 1962 from the 5 foot thick seasonal 
ice at Barrow. It was found that the very strongly azimuth preferentia- 
tion was uniform and collinear over the entire section. This indicated 
that the extent of bottom ice was large with respect to ice sheet thick­
ness. If bottom ice is indeed a general feature of Arctic Ocean sea ice, 
problems can be expected to be encountered due to the anisotropic behavior 
of the ice sheet since orientation affects strength.
No detailed petrofabric data were taken of this sample, but the collinear 
orientation was so dramatic that specimens could be cut at any angle to 
the c-axis by direct visual measurement of angle based on platelet orienta­
tion seen in reflected light without magnification. Many of the tests 
with special load-c-axis orientations for bottom ice were on specimens 
from this large sample. Results shown in later chapters clearly show 
the anisotropic behavior due to col inear orientation.
The presence of extensive bottom ice in seasonal ice was determined during 
a two week field trip in April, 1963. Seven large samples of seasonal
ice were obtained from broadly spaced locations in the Beaufort and Chuckchi
Seas. These sample locations were between I48°W 74° O'N and I76°W 72°
30'N. All ice at depths below 36 inches was found to be "bottom ice".
Four of approximately 250 thin sections are shown in Figure 3.2, showing 
the general "bottom ice" petrofabric. These four thin sections are paral­
lel to the plane of the ice sheet and are from two corners of a one foot
square sample section from depths of 48 and 59 inches of the same sample,
#2. Virtually all crystals in these two sections have their c-axes hor­
izontal 1  2°, i.e. in the plane of the photograph. The arrows indicate 
the envelope of azimuth directions of the c-axis for all crystals in the 
section. It can be seen in this case that all crystals are lined up within 
40° over a much larger area than that of one thin section. Many individual 
thin sections have an envelope of azimuth orientation of less than the 
25° shown. Figure 3.3 shows histograms of four samples from the following 
locations:
Sample 8 was from the middle of a refrozen lead several hundred feet wide 
and shows the col inear orientation preferentation at the surface.
These data were acquired by removing a single ice block of the full thick­
ness of the floe by use of a long chain saw. The cross sectional shape 
of the sample was approximately one foot square, and one inch thick hori­
zontal cross sectional slabs were taken at each foot of thickness from 
the top plus one at two inches below the surface and one at two inches 
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slab one inch thick was removed. The slabs were keyed for relative position 
from the block, covered with polyethylene, packed in insulated boxes and 
returned to the Barrow laboratory within a few hours.
Four thin sections each four inches square, were prepared from each hori­
zontal slab. One thin section was cut from each corner and was keyed 
for position relative to the original ice block. The histograms shown 
in Figure 3.3 results from the four thin sections, and therefore are representa­
tive of the complete foot square sample.
Table 3.1 includes the statistical information from the four represen­
tative locations. The other samples showed similar results, but the photo­
graphic negatives were accidently destroyed before prints could be made.
Table 3.1 
Sea Ice Crystal Orientation
Sample Depth, Mean Maxi mum Standard
i nches angle from spread in deviation
arbitrary orientation of orienta-
datum ang1e; angle;
2 12 +2.38° 170 ° 37.0°
24 -2.18 80 16.4
36 -1.60 90 14. 1
48 -0.70 30 6.2
56 -1.37 40 8.6
3 12 -1.39 180 32.2
24 -3. 13 180 23.3
36 +4.58 I8Q 37.3
45 + 1.69 130 16.2
7 12 -2.69 80 17.3
24 -0.17 180 26.6
36 -0.66 130 19.1
48 -1.31 180 25.4
56 +3.01 80 15.2
8 2 -4.44 180 42.7
12 -0.92 180 23.0
22 0.00 120 9.9
On the basis of these samples, it appears that bottom ice is indeed a 
general Arctic feature and anisotropic behavior of the gross ice sheet 
can be expected. This may shed some light'on the extreme variability 
of the ring tensile test and various loading tests in which the petro­
fabric and crystal orientation are not considered to be parameters.
The "azimuth" of the colinear orientation does not change significantly 
with depth in the floe; therefore, the mechanism of its formation can 
not be dependent on a driving force which has geodetically oriented flux 
lines such as a magnetic field or an ocean current. The floes in the 
ocean are constantly in rotational motion, but the colinear orienta­
tion remains fixed relative to the ice floe, not to the earth.
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One hypothesis which agrees with the evidence obtained thus far is based 
upon the existence of strain fields associated with polygonal cracking 
of the ice sheet due to thermal shrinkage. Two observations point in 
this direction. The first is the lack of bottom ice in upper portions 
of the ice sheet which grew before thermal cracking occurred. The thermal­
ly induced strain field is undefined vectorially before cracking occurs. 
Bottom ice is a general petrofabric feature in those portions of the ice 
sheet which were formed after thermal cracking and thus after the thermal­
ly induced strain field became vectorial Iy defined.
The second observation is the large horizontal extent of the colinearity 
relative to the transition thickness through which the ice type changes 
from center ice to bottom ice, i.e. horizontal and random^in that plane 
to horizontal and colinear in that plane. This evidence precludes simple 
crystal growth selectivity through such thin transition layers.
Other hypotheses include the effect of lateral heat flow due to cracks, 
but the large volumes and consistent occurrence of bottom ice makes this 
somewhat suspect. The ice is formed well below the bottom of any crack 
and also occurs in crack free areas.
Also to be considered is the crystal form in liquids near their freezing 
points. This is virtually impossible to measure at this time in the field.
Following the first hypothesis, a series of cracks was exposed in Elson 
Lagoon near Barrow, and samples containing a crack were removed. The 
median of the azimuths was then determined relative to the crack azimuth 
by visual inspection of the thin section on the universal stage. This 
is a crude technique and is subject to fairly high error, but the alterna­
tive of determining orientations of individual crystals could not be ac­
complished in the time avaiIable.
The results are shown in Figure 3.4. There the collinear c-axis azimuths 
can be seen to follow the crack azimuth very well except in areas where 
many cracks intersect. The statistical results show very high prabability 
of parallel azimuths of crack and c-axis.
These data do not prove any of the hypotheses, but tend to disprove the 
lateral heat flow concept because I) the thermal cracks contained split 
crystals, thus had been formed after the crystal and 2) the lateral 
heat flow to an open crack should be very nearly normal to the crack and 
the confusion in orientation near intersecting cracks should not be as 
severe as the data sh'ow'.
3.3 STRENGTH
The strength to be discussed is the maximum strength achieved in unconfined 
compression and tension.
3.3.1 Rate of Loading. Rate of stress application has been increased 
from constant load. The actual rates achieved depend on the forms of 
ice and equipment limitations. The upper limit of loading rates tended 
to be 3000 pounds per square inch per minute for compression and 100
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psi per minute for tension. The constant load tests involved loading 
by three methods. The first is by direct load of hanging weights, the 
second by a load amplifying knife edge lever system and the third, by 
maintaining a constant load by a screw jack through a proving ring. The 
rates of loading were obtained by the use of a motor driven variable speed 
transmission which in turn drove a screw jack. The load was measured 
by proving rings.
3.3.2 Temperature. The temperature effect has been followed through 
the various ice structures at temperatures which could be expected in 
the ice. Additional temperature ranges have been studied in some cases, 
but the generally used temperatures were -2°, -5°, -10° and -20°C. This 
provided two temperatures above and below that at which sodium sulfate 
begins to precipitate.
3.3.3 Crystal Orientation. The notation for direction of loading and 
crystal orientation for all of the data is as follows, a is the notation 
for the applied stress vector, Z is the vertical direction and C is the 
c-axis direction. The notation a: Z, a : C gives rather complete infor­
mation with c : Z = 90° being a specimen orientated horizontally and 0:
Z = 0° being a vertical specimen, a : C = 0° indicates the load applied 
parallel to the c-axis and a : C = 90° is perpendicular to the c-axis.
The details of notation are shown in Figure 3.5 for the specific case 
of bottom ice where C : Z = 90°.
3.4 GENERAL RESULTS
The results shown here are indicative of the general trends which will 
be discussed in detail in following chapters. Only a small part of the 
data were used for these preliminary studies but are representative of 
the total data in a general way.
Compressive strengths are shown in Figure 3.6 for four orientations. Both 
the grain size and chlorinity change with depth in the ice sheets, and 
the depth of this particular group of data is noted. The chlorinity at 
this depth was 2.l°/oo. The strength is significantly higher for a :
Z = 0°, a : C = 90° than for a : Z = 90°, a : C = 90°.
This relationship has been observed for all bottom ice tested. A composite 
picture of compressive strength relationships between ice structures is 
shown in Figure 3.7. These curves represent the closest representations 
a: C angle possible C a : Z = 90°, a : C = 90° or random) for the various 
ice types and within similar orientations. There is shown a strong chlorinity- 
strength relationship with the exception of the medium grain and center _
ice. The curve of pure ice single-crystal strength is the upper limit 
of the envelope of the single crystal data.
Tension results for summer pack ice are shown in Figure 3.8. As expected, 
the scatter is proportionally greater than for the compression tests.
The effect of variable brine volume has not yet been determined.
The creep rate shown in Figure 3.9 is the minimum slope of a strain-time 
curve. In general, for creep rates of less than I in./in./min X 10"^,














Crack Effect on C-Axis Orientation 
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Large crack
>
Sample Crack Azimuth*, C-axis Azimuth*, Differer
Number Degrees Degrees Degrees
1 75 69 +6
2 62 62 0
3 39 42 -3
4 39 52 -13
5 54 62 -8
6 26 30 -4
7 49 88 -39*
8 15 37 -22
9 26 38 -12
10 31 41 -10
11 76 88 -12
12 17 46 . -29
13 25 26 -1
14 50 53 -3
15 0 55 -55
IS 94 34 +60
17 11 24 -13
18 1 34 -33
19 7 61 -54
Ave a Std Dev
All Tests 12.9 24.1
All Teets except i!7 11.5 22.0
All Tests except 117 & 14-19 10.8 9.4
Poor thin 
Section
Figure 3.4 Figure 3.5
Rate of Loading Effect on Strength 
New Sea Ice, Compression, 5(J"-60" Depth
Rate of Loading 100 psi/min
Figure 3.6
Comparative Strength and Load Race Effects 
Compression
Figure 3.7
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the rates do not become greater than this minimum with increasing time. 
For greater creep rates than I in./in./min X \0~5, +he creep rates reach 
a minimum and then becomes increasingly greater with increasing time, 
ending with a disruptive failure. These particular curves are for bottom 
ice undergoing slow thawing and also at -6°C.














The general form of the equation for the strength of sea ice was assumed 
to be
CT= [aXf(x,)Xf(x2)] Cf(xn)] 4.1
where any fCxj) could be established depending upon the physical or chemical 
mechanism being considered. The specific independent variable x. was 
assumed to affect strength according to some reasonable physical law, 
and a function was selected to describe the mechanism. The function was 
then statistically tested to check validity.
4.2 EXAMPLE OF BASIC TECHNIQUE
The compression strength depends very critically upon the rate of loading 
and so this was selected as the first parameter to study. Certain other 
variables were important, but the data could be sorted to provide groups 
for which those specific parameters were constant within the group: petro­
fabric type, crystal orientation, age of ice, and degree of spring time 
disintegration. Other variables were not sortable in a systematic way 
because of inter-relationships among them which were probably complex 
in nature: temperature, salinity, brine volume, and depth in the ice sheet.
A reasonable-fitting function was selected for load-rate (R), tempera­
ture (T), salinity (S), brine volume (V) and depth (D) which yielded the 
set of equations for n groups of data,
o, = Ca|X f |( R ) X f |(T )X f| (S )X f|(V)Xf,(D)]
a 2 = [a2X f 2 (R)Xf2 (T)Xf2 (S)Xf2 (V)Xf2 (D)] 4.2
° n = CanX f ( R ) X f  (T)Xf (S)Xf (V )X f( D) ] .n n n n n n n
It was reasoned that variability due to all independent parameters except 
load rate (R) can be reasonably well extracted by linear multiple regres­
sion techniques on equations of the form,
In a = in a + In [f(R)]r + In Cf(T)]+ ... 4.3
yielding a, r, t ... and whereupon the values of the load rate function 
can be evaluated by
In [If(R)U r = ln<r - In a - In Cf(T)U"*" ... 4.4
The load-rate function then can be studied in detail. When one is sat­
isfied with its evaluation, the variability of strength due to load-rate
can be extracted from strength values by .
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°a fCR) = [aXf(T)Xf(S)Xf(V)][f(D)] 4.5
where a is now defined Strate.3
Each succeeding parameter or group of inter-related parameters then can 
be studied in turn, and each individual parametric function can be statis­
tically evaluated in relation to the entire equation.
4.3 DISPERSION MEASURED IN NATURAL LOGARITHMS
Many of the calculations are in units of natural logs so the log values 
are often more readily available than anti logs. Because of the excessive 
computer cost of conversion from logs to anti logs, it is desireable to 
have a measure of the relative variation of the actual numbers when per­
forming a statistical analysis of the natural logs. With caution, the 
standard deviation of the natural logs can be used. The mathematical 
relationship is as follows:
x = average of data
s = standard deviation of data
cv = coefficient of variation of data
Inx = average of logrithms of data
S = standard deviation of logrithms of data
I. Assuming
. . Inx+ S Inx- S(x+s) - (x-s) % e - e
I nx S I nx2 s ft e e
by definition, s = (cv) (x)




2. If the data have reasonable dispersion, 
I nx
x % e
2 cv % e 4.9
3. Where S is less than 0.20
Se & I + S and I- S
cv % (I + S ) - ( | - S ) 4.10
e
e
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cv 'V S 4.1 I
A later data review indicates that this relation is very good for values 
of S up to 0.17. Apparently assumptions I and 2 cause scatter and 
assumption 3 causes a systematic error at S values higher than .17.
The standard deviation of the log values becomes larger than the coefficient 
of variation of the actual numbers; however, the standard deviation of 
the log values can be used as a guide to perhaps 0.30 or more. It is 
possible to calculate and remove the systematic error.
I + X + oT +
2X 
2!















and the systematic error is S3/6. The relative errors is -— 3 ^
cv % s
2
or s /6. When S = 0.40, the relative error is only about three per cent.
4.4 SIMPLE INTERRELATIONSHIPS
Early analysis demonstrated that interrelations exist between rate of 
loading and other independewf variables, particularly temperature. The 
multiple regressions for determining broad functional relationships was
Strength = A(Depth)^ (Sa! inity)s (Temp)"*” (Rate + 50)r ....
This equation will handle most simple interrelationships on the basis 
of the followi ng:
Strength = A(Depth)^ (Temp)^ (Rate)1" (Temp x Rate)m 
Strength = A(Depth) , (Temp), (Rate)r (Temp)m (Rate)m 
Strength = A(Depth) (Temp) m (Rate)r m
The regression, in solving for A, d,t+m, etc., automatically sorts out the 
simple interrelationships and assigns variation in the dependent variable 
in the most simple manner.





The data were grouped according to tension, compression, petrofabric, crystal 
orientation, degree of spring-time disintegration and experimental precision. 
These groups were then analyzed as outlined in Chapter 4 with respect to 
rate of loading.
5.2 RATE OF LOADING EFFECT, COMPRESSION
5.2.1 Initial Analysis. The best fitting rate function was determined 
to be of the form (Rate + Constant)r, and the constant was found to vary 
between 25 and 100 psi/min by solving the regression equation
Strength=A(Depth)^ (Salinity)s (Temp)"*" (Rate+Const)r 5.1
The rate exponents, r, generally ranged from .15 to .50 and tended to group 
for ice of the same type and orientation. The fit using this equation tended 
to be satisfactory for most of the data with multiple regression coefficients 
up to and beyond .90. .
It was then found that the rate constant, Const,' and rate exponent, r, were re­
lated within petrofabrics and orientation families, but were otherwise 
variable. See Exhibit 5.1.
Exhibit 5.1 of this report shows, in addition to the r-Const curves, the 
curves of the multiple regression coeffient, R, versus Const. The rate
exponent curves show a fine family relationship but the curves for the multiple
regression coefficient fail to show a definite pattern. The best-fitting 
Const was studied thoroughly, and (Were ..found to vary from less than -20 x,—
to greater than 100 in a generally random way with an average value being 
perhaps 10 or 20.
Because Const is rather random, and because the average Const is reiatively 
smalI, a Const of zero wiI I be used for the time being. Any further study of 
it is deferred until creep information is considered.
5.2.2 Factors Controlling the Rate Exponent. The combination of ice 
type-crystal orientation define both the ice used and how it is loaded in 
strength testing. Basic sorting of the data is, first by crystal type, 
and secondly, by orientation with each group consisting of a single type 
and orientation. Since there are frequent references in the balance of 
this paper to ice of a single type and orientation, this will be abbreviated 
to singto. Analysis demonstrated that different singto not only had dif­
ferent strengths but they had different rate functions. Study of the center 
ice demonstrated that rate exponent, r, varied with depth and temperature.
5.2.3 Rate Exponent for a Single Type-Orientation Group(Singto). Once 
it had been determined that temperature and depth controls r, the ice in 
each compression singto was sorted into groups with essentially single depths
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and temperatures. The effect of ice age was ignored but pack ice was kept 
separate from other ice. The total number of groups, total number of samples 




ICE TOTAL TOTAL GROUPS SAMPLES
GROUPS SAMPLES USED USED
Fi ne 4 68 4 68
Med 90-90 6 196 5 174
Center 18 61 1 14 566
Bot 90-00 9 274 8 265
Bot 90-45 8 234 7 221
Bot 90-90 7 232 7 232
Total Horizontal 57 1615 45 1526
Vertical
Med 00-90 2 32 2 32
Bot 00-90 10 274 8 242
Total Vertical 12 306 10 274
About 93$ of the data were used.
Exhibit 5.2 is a listing of the data developed. It shows the identification 
of each singto, number of samples,average In(depth), average in(temp), average 
1n(sa1inity), and the fitted rate exponent, r, from a regression of the 
data. Ignore for the moment the column InCrotvar x e). The starred data 
were eliminated because of an atypical rate exponent. Comments on Exhibit
5.2 show the apparent reasons for this atypical behavior. Exhibit 5.3 shows 
a center ice rate exponent plotted against In(depth) and In (temperature).
5.2.4 Developing General Rate Functions. The average rate exponent for 
the different singto were approximately as shown in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2 











Bot 00-90 . 17
The fine, medium, and center ice all falls within the same general depth 
range and the bottom ice is also within a general depth range. It is obvious 
that the rate exponent is a function
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of type and orientation as well as depth and temperature. A new variable, 
Rotvar, for Rate Orientation and Type Variable, was introduced and a rate 
exponent equation was assumed.
r=A(Depth)m (Temp)n (Rotvar) 5.2
The center ice was selected as the primary ice from which to work and it 
was assigned a Rotvar value of 1.00. Each other horizontal singto was compared 
to the center ice by fitting values of Rotvar. The values are shown in 
Table 5.3
Table 5.3 -








When the horizontal data groups were analysed by weighted regression, 45 
data groups and 1526 samples yielded the following equation:
- = .166(Depth) 138 , -r- ,. 09 ,D , .(Temp) (Rotvar) 5.3
where the subscript h represents horizontal specimens, depth is in inches 
and temperature in °C, r being used in the equation,
Strength = A(Depth)^ (Sa I i nity)S (Temp)^ (Rate)r
This completes the development for the general rate function for horizontal 
ice which has the statistical description given in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4
Rate Function Statistics, Horizontal Loading, Compression 
(Performed on Logarithms of Variables)
Constant Term 
R Squared
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The same procedure was used with the vertical ice. However, there were 
oniy two singto, one of which was a very weak group. It was found that 
the Rotvar function was not important for the data available and the general 
rate function for 10 data groups and 274 samples is
ry = .316(Depth) *'2'5 (Temp) 5.4
where v indicates vertical specimens, depth is in inches and temperature 
in °C.
The statistical information is given in Table 5.5
Table 5.5
Rate Function Statistics, Vertical Loading, Compression 





Ind Var Regr Coef Std Error Part Cor Coef t 
Depth -.12281 .01085 -.56286 -11.316
Temp -.09640 .00899 -.53301 -10.716
5.2.5 Testing the General Rate Functions. The general rate functions for 
compressive strength were tested by the method outlined below to determine 
how well they fit the data.
1. Dividing the strength by the rate function removes the variation 
due to rate and only the variation due to other factors remains.
2. STRATE ONE is defined as the strength divided by the best-fitting 
rate function from equation 5.1.
3. STRATE TWO is defined as the strength divided by the general rate 
function.
4. The general rate function fit can be determined by comparing the 
dispersion of STRATE ONE to that of STRATE TWO for each data group.
The coefficient of variation was used as the measure of dispersion.
5. If the coefficient of variation for STRATE TWO is not greatly 
different from that for STRATE ONE for the individual data groups, 
it can be concluded that the derived general rate function has 
survived a rather rigorous test.
Exhibit 5.4 lists for each data group the number of observations, the mean, 
standard deviation, and coefficients of variation for each STRATE ONE and 
STRATE TWO. The tests for the general rate functions are that (I) the average 
value of STRATE TWO should be very close to that of STRATE ONE, and that
(2) the coefficient of variation of STRATE TWO should also be very close 
to that of STRATE ONE. All data, including the groups eliminated earlier, 
were processed.
In examining Exhibit 5.4,which represents horizontal ice, it is seen 
that 36 of the 53 groups have coefficients of variation for STRATE ■
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TWO smaller than for STRATE ONE. These particularly good fits are in the 
fine ice, center ice, and bottom 90-90 ice. In the medium 90-90, bottom 
90-00 and 90-45 ice, the coefficients of variations for STRATE TWO are usually 
larger than those for STRATE ONE.
Since coefficient of variation is affected by differences in size of either 
the standard deviation or the average value, it is considered that a dif­
ference in coefficient of variation of about 0.0050 is smallest for which 
it can be said that the differences should be examined. Using this criterion, 
the coefficients of variation of STRATE TWO are found to be too large for 
the following ice groups.
ICE NUMBER
Fi ne 0 of 4
Med 90-90 2 of 6
Center 0 of 19
Bot 90-00 2 of 9
Bot 90-45 2 of 8
Bot 90-90 0 of 7
It would seem that the horizontal general rate function fits the fine, center 
and bottom 90-90 ice very we I I but there is some question about the other 
th ree s i ngto.
The medium 90-90 ice indicates that the rate exponent decreases with in­
creasing depth which is contrary to the general rate function being used 
for horizontal ice. However, three data groups are of early ice and the 
fourth is at the melting temperature so the data are not generally good.
The bottom 90-00 groups that do not fit well are small and one is at the 
melting temperature. The remaining data groups fit quite well for the 
bottom 90-00 ice. The two bottom 90-90 groups are also small. One is 
warm and has a very low range of rate. It seems reasonable to conclude 
that the general rate function for horizontal ice fits the data adequately 
we I I.
5.2.6 The Orientation and Type Function of Rate Exp. Rotvar is the orienta­
tion and type function of the rate exponent, r, and it is a simple multi­
plying variable that ranges from .55 to 1.26 in the equations.
r = A(Depth)d (Temp)"*" (Rotvar)
Exhibit 5.5 is a plot of Rotvar versus average STRATE TWO for the different 
horizontal singto. This plot indicates a good curvilinear relationship 
between the two groups. A least squares parabolic fit yields the equation
Rotvar = .709 + .443 (Strate Two) - .088 (Strate Two)^ 5.5
with a standard deviation of .036. When this equation is differentiated 
and the derivitive set equal to zero, it yields a maximum Rotvar of 1.27 
at a STRATE TWO value of 2.5. These values are very close to those values 
for 90-45 ice and possibly indicates that 90-45 ice represents a limiting
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case of the general load rate functions. The physical significance of this 
point should be pursued. Each STRATE TWO mean contains some error due to 
experimental variability and additional variability due to undefined func­
tions of temperature, brine volume, depth and perhaps other variables. The 
different singto, however, have been tested at temperatures and brine volume 
of roughly the same average values and ranges, so this relationship should 
not be completely discounted.
Table 5.6 shows the values of Rotvar and STRATE TWO for horizontal singto 
and indicates an inverse relationship between Rotvar and STRATE TWO. This 
relationship is probably the result of the number of crystal boundaries and 
inter-platelet brine planes which are oriented in the plane of maximum principal 
shear. The greater the number of boundaries and brine planes, the more 
viscous the bulk properties might be expected to be. One reason for this is the 
lesser ice area and the higher local shear stress in ice which bridges the 
brine plane and possibly the crystal boundaries. A second reason is the 
probable orientation of the bridging ice basal plane/being parallel to the 
brine plane.
Table 5.6
Values of Strate, Compression
MENTATION ROTVAR STRATE TWO AVERAGE
Bot 90-45 1 .26 2.87
Center 1 .00 4.28
Med 90-90 .79 4.95
Bot 90-90 .79 4.90
Bot 90-90 .60 5.47
Fine .55 5.34
5.2.7 Characteristics of Strate. Strate should have less variation than 
does strength because the variability due to rate has been removed. Some 
problems exist in measuring the change in variation.
The calculations were made in l o g a r i t h m s  and it is more convenient to use 
the log values that are available.
If In(strength) = i-j
Strength = e'  ^ = e'e ^
where i is the average and j  is the standard deviation of In(strength).
The value of ej seems to be the most useful measure of variability of strength.
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Table 5.7











Fi ne 1.99 1.35 .64 65 1 .97
Med 90-90 1.66 1.56 . 10 15 3.50
Center 2.03 1 .66 .37 36 4.31
Bot 90-00 1.73 1 .42 .31 43 3.48
Bot 90-45 2.17 1 .39 .78 66 11.9
Bot 90-90 1.84 1 .38 .46 55 4.46
Med 00-90 1.53 1 .53 .00 00 3.26
Bot 00-90 1.91 1.69 .22 24 2.79
A 11 Comp 2.28 2.68
o1 -31 4.25
In examining the data contained in Table 5.7 it is seen that all ice ex­
cept the suspect medium 90-90 ice shows substantially higher values of J 
for strength than for strate. The bottom 00-90 ice, which is the strongest 
and least rate sensitive, had the least variation removed. The bottom 90­
45 ice, which is the most rate sensitive, had the greatest variation removed.
Since " Strate = Strength/(f(Rate))
f(Rate) = Strength/Strate
and a useful comparison may be made by setting
Average f(Rate) = Average Strength/Average Strate.
Table 5.7 lists the average f(Rate) for the different singto. The varia­
tion within each singto is reduced, but at the same time, the spread be­
tween the different singto is increased as compared to the value for strength.
Exhibit 5.6 shows average strength and average strate versus orientation 
for the bottom ice.
5.3 RATE OF LOADING EFFECT, TENSION
5.3.1 Initial Analysis. For the tensile strength testing, a series of
direct tension testing apparatus was developed. An improved model was adopted 
with test 880 and the final model was adopted with test 1446.2. The data 
have been classified according to the apparatus used. Data prior to test 
880 are classified as "very early" and are not used, data from 880 to 1446.2 
are classified as "early" and are used but considered questionable. Data 
continuing from 1446.2 on are classified as "late" data and are considered 
to be generally good. The early and late data were kept separated in this 
analysis.
The tension data fall into four failure types; good test, weld failure, 
head failure, and no failure. Obviously, in the analysis of maximum
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strength, only the good tests can be used. For some tests, no rate informa­
tion is availble and these data cannot be used in an analysis of the effect 
of rate on strength.
A total of 1054 tests were available and those which were eliminated are 
shown in Table 5.8.
Table 5.8 
Tension Data Eliminated
Type Tests Removed No. Removed
Very early tests 139
Weld Failure 54
Flead Fai 1 ure 38
No Failure 1 1
No Rate Information 35
The 777 tests remaining were sorted by ice type, orientation, an
or late. Table 5.9 shows the inventory of tests •
Table 5.9
- Inventory of Useabl e Tests
Ice Type Ice Orientation Early Late Total
Major Groups
Fi ne 90-11(Random) 26 - - 26
Medium 90-90 9 12 21
Center 90-11(Random) 32 155 187
Bottom 00-90 - - 100 100
Bottom 90-00 23 144 137
Bottom 90-45 1 1 92 103
Bottom 90-90 26 124 150
Minor Groups
Bottom 22-90 — 6 6
. Bottom 67-90 — 6 6
Bottom 90-22 1 6 7
Bottom 90-67 - - 6 5
Bottom 45-90 _ _ 29 29
Tota 1 128 649 t TT
Total, Major Groups 127 597 724
The minor groups shown are essentially based on strength information at 
a single depth, temperature, and rate of loading. They cannot be used in 
determining the rate function. The data remaining for analysis are the 
724 tesisof the seven major type and orientation groups. In compressive 
strength, the factors that controlled the rate function had proved to be 
ice type, ice orientation, depth, and temperature.
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The 724 remaining tension tests, which were already sorted by type and orienta­
tion were further sorted into groups with limited temperature and ice depth 
ranges and also with the early data kept separate from the late data. Table 










Fi ne 2 26 0 0 2 26
Medi urn 1 9 1 12 2 21
Center 90-11 2 32 II 155 13 187
Bottom 00-90 0 0 7 100 7 100
Bottom 90-00 1 23 7 1 14 8 137
Bottom 90-45 1 1 I 7 92 8 103
Bottom 90-90 1 26 7 124 8 150
Tota 1 8 127 40 597 48 724
i average size of the individual data group is 15 tests. The Iargest
number of tests and largest number of groups are from the center ice.
5.3.2 Factors that Control Rate Exponent. The analysis for the general 
rate function for tensile strength is quite similar to that used for compres­
sive strength. Some difference arises due to the nature of the tension 
test and to improved analytical procedure.
Three factors affected the results as compared to those for compression 
resuIts.
1. Tensile strength proved to be less dependent upon the rate 
of loading than did compressive strength.
2. Tensile strength data have much more scatter than compres­
sive strength data.
3. The number of tests per group (average of 15) was relatively 
smalI.
As a result, the pattern of rate effect on tensile strength was much less 
clear than the pattern observed in the compressive study.
A few tests with low strength, particularly at high loading rates, were 
foundjand because tension tests are particularly sensitive to flaws, it 
is possible that these involved flawed specimens. It was decided to eliminate 
the obviously weak specimens, and 26 tests were eliminated as shown in Table 
5.11. Later testing under a different study, as reported in Chapter 10, 
has shown a strength reduction at very high load rates, much higher than 
those reported here.






Fine 90-11 26 0
Medium 90-90 21 0
Center 90-11 187 10
Bottom 00-90 100 9
Bottom 90-00 137 2
Bottom 90-45 103 0
Bottom 90-90 _[50 5_
TotaI 724 26
In no case were more than three tests removed from a group.
Exhibit 5.8 lists the information developed showing identification of the 
individual groups, the number of tests per group, the averages of the natural 
logs of strength, depth, temperature and rate, the standard deviation of 
the natural log of rate, the rate exponent and the Student's t for the rate 
exponent value.
5.3.3 Rate Exponent for a Single Type and Orientation Group. When the 
rate exponent values, r, had been obtained for the individual groups, it 
was necessary to combine them to see if they would fit an equation of the 
form
r = A(Depth)m (Temperature)11 5.6
Two problems developed; the first was scatter in rate exponent within the 
singto due to the small number of tests per group and the scatter inherent 
in the tension data; the second was the need for weighting the data groups.
No means was found for handling negative values of exponents in a regres­
sion analysis and it was necessary to partly ignore the data groups with '
a negative rate exponent. Forty six groups now remained, three with negative
rate exp. values and 672 remaining useable tests.
Weighting of the data was required because:
1. Each data group represented different numberrof observations,
2. The range of rate for the different groups varied greatly, and
3. The significance of the rate exponent value for the different 
groups, as measured by t-test, varied.
An arbitrary weighting formula was adopted:
I /2Weight for the group = (No. of obs) (range) (t ) 5.7
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Obviously, the number of observations is a direct component of a weight­
ing formula. The range is because the data group with the greater range 
of load rate should give a better indication of the rate function. The range 
was defined as In(Rate) plus the standard deviation of In(Rate). It had 
been observed that the relationship between the square root of Student's 
.t and significance defined in percentile values is approximately linear 
in the normal range of t. This is the basis for using in the weight­
ing formula.
A weighted multiple regression was used to fit a data group with the eq­
uation:
r = A(Depth)9 (Temperature)^ (Rotvar) 5.8
where Rotvar is a constant for each singto which allows all singto to be 
grouped as in the analysis of compression data. Table 5.12 shows the results 
obtained for each singto and the multiple corelation coefficient.
Table 5.12
Rate Exp, for Tension Singto
Si ngto Groups Av r A a b R
Center 13 .053 .054 -.142 .065 .387
Bottom 00-90 6 .036 .012 .319 -.078 .380
Bottom 90-00 6 .040 1 arge -1.919 -.448 .886
Bottom 90-45 8 . 109 .613 -.382 -.165 .660
Bottom 90-90 8 .048 .554 -.628 -.050 .268
The analysis is continued similar to that for compression.
5.3.4 Developing General Rate Functions. Rotvar (Rate Orientation and 
Type Variable)again is a multiplying function in the rate exponent. It 
is designed to be a constant for each singto. Center ice, which has the 
most data, the largest number of data groups, and the greatest^range in 
depth, was assigned a Rotvar value of 1.00 in the same manner as with the 
analysis of compression data. All other singto must then have Rotvar fitted 
so they may be grouped with center ice.
The final fit for the horizontal rate function is
rh = .082(Depth) ‘2^  ( T em pe ra tu re )( Rot va r) 5.9
with the Rotvar values shown in Table 5.13. R, the multiple correlation 
coefficient, is 0.74.
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Table 5.13 




Bottom 90-00 1 .82
Bottom 90-45 4.48
Bottom 90-90 2.12
For the vertical (bottom 00-90) ice, the rate exponent is
ry = .012(Depth)' (Temperature) 5.10
5.3.5 Testing the General Rate Function. Strate, the strength function 
with the rate effect removed, is obtained by dividing strength by the rate 
function. The compression rate analysis had shown that weaker ice had a 
larger rate function; and therefore, strate for the weaker ice was proportion­
ately smaller than for the stronger ice. As a result, the relative varia­
tion for strate was greater than that for strength when all of the data 
were grouped, even though the rate function had been responsible for much 
of the variation in the data. It was expected that tension data might show 
the same phenomena, and statistical analyses were made on the small data 
groups for a true indication of the result of removing the rate effect.
Exhibit 5.9 shows the sums, raw cross products, averages, standard devia­
tions and coefficients of variation for the individual data groups for both 
strength and strate. Exhibit 5.10 shows the same information for combina­
tions of data, by singto and larger groupings. Table 5.14 summarizes the 
information in the Exhibits by showing selected information regarding the 
coefficients of variation of the groups. The basic test is whether the 
coefficient of variation for strate is less than that for strength; if so, 
part of the variation in the strength data is accounted for by the rate 
function.
Table 5.14
Study of Coefficient of Variation for Strength and Strate
Singto All Groups Late Groups Ratio of Coefficients of Variation
Strate/Strength
______  improved/total improved/total_______A M _______  Late________
Med i um 2/2 I/I 1 .516 . 886*
Center 12/13 1 I/I 1 .878 .848
Bottom 90-00 7/8 6/7 1 .00 1.01
Bottom 90-45 8/8 7/7 .844 .862
Bottom 90-90 6/8 5/7 .972 .955
Al 1 Horiz 35/39 30/33 1 .092 1.103
Bottom 00-90 4/7 4/7 1 .036 1.036
Al1 Tension 39/46 34/40 1 .133
*one group only
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The coefficient of variation for strate is decreased for 35 of the 39 data 
groups and 30 of the 33 groups of late data. This decrease indicates that 
the extraction of the rate function dependence has indeed been successful 
in removing some of the variation in the data.
The ratio of the coefficients of variation of strate to that of strength 
for a singto and also for a larger group indicates an improvement in the 
variation in the entire group if the ratio is less than one. The center 
and bottom 90-45 ice show a relatively large improvement indicating that 
rate does account for a substantial portion of the variation of these data. 
The bottom 90-90 shows a smaller improvement and the bottom 90-00 is not 
affected. The horizontal data, when grouped show that the relative varia­
tion is greater in strate than in strength. This result is identical to 
that discovered in analysis of the compression data. The vertical data 
also show an increase in relative variation.
5.4 RATE OF LOADING EFFECT: TENSION AND COMPRESSION C0MPARISI0NS
It is desireable to examine the average values of strength and strate for the 
different singto for both tension and compression. The study of the medium 
ice is limited by the small number of tests, particularly in tension, but 
the other data should provide good comparative values. Table 5.15 shows 
the average strength and strate values in compression and tension as well 
as some comparative results.
Table 5.15
Strength and Strate Values
Singto Compression Tension Comp/Tension
Strength Strate Ratio Strength Strate Ratio Strength Strate
Med 90-90 493 140 3.50 94.4 35.0 2.70 5.22 4.00
Center 313 72 4.31 96.3 74.5 1 .29 3„25 0.97
Bot 90-00 822 237 3.48 1 14.2 92.3 1 .24 7.20 2.57
Bot 90-45 210 17 1 1 .9 100.2 56.2 1 .78 2.10 0.30
Bot 90-90 600 134 4.46 156.8 120.6 1 .30 3.19 1.1 1
Al 1 Horiz' 405 90 4.52 1 16.3 85.7 1 .36 3.48 1 .05
Bot 00-90 985 354 2.79 261.7 216.8 1 .21 3.76 1.63
A 11 Data 465 109 4.25 129.6 98.7 1 .31 3.59 1.10
The ratio of strength/strate is also the average function of rate for the 
singto. It is apparent that the rate function is extremely important in 
compressive strength with an average value for all horizontal data of about 
4.52. In tension, the equivalent value is only 1.36 showing 'that rate is 
much less important in tensile strength.
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All compressive strengths ere much greater than tensile strengths for the 
same singto. The compressive and tensile strate values, however, are roughly 
equivalent with a compressive-strate/tensile-strate ratio for all horizontal 
data of 1.05. The individual singto behave differently .however. The weaker, 
more rate-sensitive, singto (bottom 90-45 and center) is weaker in compres­
sive strate than in tensile strate; the stronger, less rate sensitive singto 
remain stronger in compressive strate than in tensile strate.
Table 5.16 is a listing in ascending order of compressive rate functions 
for the various singto, their compressive and tensile average rate func­




S i ngto Comp. Tension Comp/Tens
Bot 00-90 2.79 1 .21 1 .30
Bot 90-00 - 3.48 1 .24 2.81
Center 4.31 1 .29 3.34
Bot 90-90 4.46 1 .30 3.43
Bot 90-45 1 1 .9 1 .78 6.69
Al 1 Horiz 4.52 1 .36 3.32
The singto ranking for average tensile rate functions is the same as for 
compressive rate function, but the compressive rate functionsincrease more 
rapidly than do those for tension.
5.5 SUMMARY
5.5.1 Conclusions
1. The strength of sea ice increases as the rate of loading
increases, within the load rate range of these experiments.
2. The data studied indicate that general rate functions can
be written for both horizontal and vertical strength.
3. The variables that affect the rate function are depth,
temperature, orientation and ice types.
4. The rate function included in the equation
Strength=(Rate+Constant) r   (All other effects)
has been adopted; however, the constant seems rather random.
An average value of 10 or 20 psi/minute was found but with 
wide scatter and no defineable pattern. This constant is 
important only at low load rates where the effect of creep 
may enter. Since creep is not being studied at this time, 
a rate constant of zero is used.
5. The general rate functions are of the form (Rate)r, and fol­
lowing are the empirical expressions for r.




rch 0. i 66(Depth)0
.138,T .0.09,n , , (Temp) (Rotvar)
1 ce Rotva r
Fi ne 90-11(Random) 0.55
Med i um 90-90 0.79
Center 90-11(Random) 1 .00
Bottom 90-00 0.60
Bottom 90-45 1 .26
Bottom 90-90 0.79
Vertica1 (Bottom 00-90)
n 7ic(n 4-U1- -123,- .-0.096 rcv = 0.3l6(Depth) (Temp)
zonta1 
rth=0 .082(Depth)-0'
295,— ,-0.064,- , . (Temp) (Rotvar)
1 ce Rotvar
Med i um 90-90 4.48
Center 90-11(Random) 1 .00





n n n i - n  j-u 10 • 3 I 9 . - 0 . 0 7 8  r .^=0.012(Depth) (Temp) .
Depth is in inches, temperatures in °C and rate in psi/minute.
It is not known why depth and temperature affect the rate function. 
It is interesting that sign reversal between horizontal and 






For almost all of the small groups of data, the relative 
variation of strate is less than that for strength.
When all data of a single type and orientation of ice are 
grouped, the relative variation of strate is less than that 
for strength only if the ice is fairly rate-sensitive. For 
ice not rate sensitive, the relative variation of strate is 
greater than that for strength.
When all data are grouped, the relative variation of strate 
is greater than that for strength.
While the average rate function in compression has a value of 
about 4.52, the average rate function in tension is-approximately
1.35. Compressive strength is several times as sensitive to 
rate as is tensile strength.
The average compressive strength (horizontal only) is about 3.5 
times as great as the average compressive strate. However, the 
average compressive strate is only about 1.05 times as great as 
the tensile strate. The conclusion is that the gross difference
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in compressive and tensile strength is due to the large 
effect of rate in compression.
II. In examining the individual ice type and orientation 
groups, it is found that some of the weaker types and 
orientations are weaker in compressive strate than in 
tensile strate. The stronger types and orientations 
maintain a stronger compressive than tensile strate. The 
effect of ice type and orientation is extremely important 
in strate.
Later it may be possible to refine the results obtained in this analysis 
and express them in a less empirical manner. The achievement thus far is 
the development of general rate functions. The general rate functions for 
horizontal forces appear to fit the data well with the exception of medium 
90-90 ice. Enough sample types, orientations and depths were available 
to yield results in which confidence can be accepted. The vertically oriented 
ice data were sharply limited in number of samples, types, and orientations; 
the results are then much more tentative than for the horizontally oriented 
ice.
The measurement of variation of strength and strate is not entirely sat­
isfactory. A better measure could be obtained by a statistical analysis 
of the anti log values. The value of eJ does provide a measure of vauability, 
but this type of measure is questionable as to the precision which it can 
provide.
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Chapter 6
BRINE AND SOLID SALT EFFECTS - CENTER ICE - ONE INCH DEPTH
6.1 INTRODUCTION
6.1.1 Sea Ice Formation. The freezing of sea water is rather complex 
because the sea water is a dilute solution of several salts. The salts depress 
the freezing point below the freezing temperature of fresh water, and when 
freezing begins, pure water ice is formed and the excluded salts become 
segregated in the liquid brine. Part of the enriched"brfne drains away
from the growth boundary of the ice, but part is trapped in the ice struc­
ture and gives sea ice a net salinity. The ice and its entrapped brine 
cool as the ice sheet thickens. With the lowering of the temperature, the 
salt in the brine begins to precipitate and is incorporated into the solid 
ice structure. Sea ice thus has three major phases:
1. Pure water ice.
2. Liquid brine of varying concentration.
3. Solid salts of several types.
Ringer (I) investigated the freezing of sea water and established the order 
and temperature at which salts precipitate. Nelson and Thompson (4) con­
firmed Ringer's conclusions. Assur (7) developed a complete phase table 
at intervals of two degrees over the range 0°C to -54°C for standard sea 
ice (sea ice with a salinity of 34.325 per mil) showing:
1. Ions i n solution
2. Water
3. Sol id salt
4. Ice
Assur's table was used for the phase studies in this report.
Table 6.1 gives information concerning precipitated salts from Assur's phase 
table at the three points of -22°, -36° and -54°C. The table shows the 
individual salts which precipitate in sea ice, the temperatures at which 
they begin to precipitate, the quantity (in gm/kg of sea water) which has 
precipitated at the three temperatures and the ratio of individual salts 
to the total precipitated salts expressed in per cent.
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Table 6.I
Quantities of Precipitated Solid Salts at Various Temperatures.








CaC03-6H20 -2.2 0.243 2.8 0.314 0.6 0.319 0.5
Na2S04 -l0H20 -8.2 8.171 94.5 8.883 18.8 8.883 14.0
MgCI2 -8H20 -18.0 0.235 2.7 1.579 3.3 2.284 3.6
NaCI-2H20 -22.9 0.000 0.0 36.492 77.2 38.034 59.8
KCI -36.8 0.000 0.0 0.000 0.0 0.725 l.l
MgCl2*12H20 -43.2 0.000 0.0 0.000 0.0 13.275 20.9
Unk. Salts 0.000 0.0 0.046 0.1 0.061 0.1
Total 8.649 47.314 63.576
Of the 34.325 grams of ions in one liter of standard sea water at 0°C, 1.040 
grams remain in solution at -54°C. The 33.285 grams not remaining in solution 
are in the 63.576 grams of solid salts shown in Table I, mostly as hydrates.
The lower surface of sea ice remains at the freezing point of the sea water 
(-l.8°C) while the upper surface temperature is control led by the air temp­
erature, wind, and snow cover. Temperatures in the Arctic do not get ex­
tremely low and the sea ice normally has a cover of snow; therefore, ex­
tremely low sea ice temperatures do not normally occur. Only sodium sulfate 
and sodium chloride salts seem important in sea ice because the calcium 
carbonate is present only in trace quantities and MgC^-SI^O, which begins 
to precipitate at -I8°C, has deposited only small quantities at -22.9°C 
where large quantities of sodium chloride begin to precipitate. The other 
salts, such as potassium chloride, may never precipitate in Nature except 
in isolated instances.
6.1.2 Current Knowledge of General Physical Properties. Weeks (8) des­
cribes ice formed, while there was still wave motion, in the top sheet as 
small crystals with vertical crystal Iographic axes except that the crystals 
have been disarranged and tilted by the wave action. The amount of wave 
action governs the degree of disarrangement. Below the initial ice sheet, 
the crystals grow downward and change orientation to a horizontal c-axis.
The crystals are composed of small platelets normal to the c-axis and the 
brine and air trapped in the ice is distributed in the individual ice crystals 
between the platelets of pure ice. During the freezing process, the plate­
lets are first completely separated by layers of brine and form a skeletal 
layer of 1-2 cm thickness. As the freezing continues, ice bridges begin 
to connect the platelets and the ice begins to have some strength.
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Anderson and Weeks (5) have shown that the cylinders of brine between 
the ice platelets are either circular or elliptical in horizontal section 
and often extend vertically entirely through the ice sheet. When sea 
ice fails in tension or flexure, it breaks primarily along the brine cells 
parallel to the small platelets because the liquid brine reduces the ef­
fective cross-sectional area of the ice and because the brine cell geo­
metry produces stress concentrations. Two geometric models were developed 
by Weeks and Anderson, one with round brine channels and one with brine 
channels of constant width. The reduced cross-section and stress con­
centration were incorporated in equations for strength with the effective 
cross section reduction expressed in terms of brine volume,the ratio of 
liquid brine volume to total volume.
Anderson and Weeks also reported that solid salts would exist at tempera­
tures below the eutectic points of the various constituents, but they 
believed that the solid salts would affect strength only after sodium 
chloride began to precipitate. They limited their analysis to warm ice 
but concluded that solid salts would act as binders rather than stress 
concentrators in very cold sea ice because'others reported that the very 
cold sea ice could have strengths higher than lake ice.
Assur (7) discussed and further developed a description of the properties 
of sea ice. He developed the geometric model with brine channels with 
elliptical cross sections. This model is the most useful that has been 
developed. Figure 6.1 is a block diagram of it showing the vertical brine 
channels, ice platelets, and bridging ice. The three axes are the crystal 
axis, brine axis and zenith axis. (Assur used a growth axis pointed 
down rather than the zenith axis up.)
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Figure 6.2 Plan view of elliptical model.
Figure 6.2 is a plan view of Assur’s elliptical model.
The' geometry of the elliptical model is easily developed. The ratio of 
the major to minor axis is,
E = rb/ra ’
The cross-sectional area of an ellipse is,
2
F = ’’r r, = nr, /e a b b
The relative brine volume in a unit thickness is 
2
v = Tr. /ea b b o o
The relative brine area in the brine plane (Z-B plane) is 
2r, ‘ ‘
Fg ”
14a b £v o o
•nr b 2






The strength in the brine plane is
a =o (|-F ) = a (|o g o
4a ev o \
TTb
6.5
where o is the ice strength of the specimen and ffo is the basic strength 
of the bridging ice, including stress concentration effects. Equation 6.5 
is equivalent to Assur’s Equation 22 except that physical values are used 
instead of dimension less relationships and that the brine channels are un­
interrupted and extend through the model. This strength relationship is 
intended to be representative for strength in the brine plane in tension, 
shear, and compression.
Assur studied the ring tensile strength of 327 specimens and found he could 
show a linear relationship between the average strength of data groups and 
v 1/2 for those data without precipitated salts (v = brine volume expres­
sed as a ratio of brine volume to total volume). However, he found the speci­
mens with solid salts were stronger and concluded that the solid salts rein­
forced the ice. Precipitation of solid sodium sulfate decahydrate caused 
an abrupt increase in strength of one-third and precipitation of sodium chloride 
dihydrate caused a rapid, but smooth, increase in strength. Assur
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hypothesized that when failure occured in the plane of the brine channels,
the brine channels acted as stress concentrators but that a relatively thin
layer of solid salts was adequate reinforcement to reduce stresses in the
pure ice. When strength increased rapidly with precipitation of sodium
chloride, the failure in the brine plane probably occured first in the bridging
ice rather than in the reinforced brine channels. The strength of cold
ice with large quantities of sodium chloride dihydrate was found to be more
than twice or perhaps even three times the strength of natural fresh water
ice. Assur also commented that it is possible to assume that salt inclusions •
increase strength by reducing crack propogation.
Weeks (9) studied salt ice (NaCI ice) as simplified ice suitable for lab­
oratory studies. His Iaboratory-grown ice at the SO.S^depth (13, Fig. I) 
appears to have had crystals with the c-axis horizontal but randomly orient­
ed. He found the ring tensile strength of solid salt-free ice between 
-5° and -2I.2°C to be a linear function of v'/2 and not affected by the tempera­
ture of the pure ice platelets. For ice containing solid sodium chloride 
(below -2I.2°C) the ring tensile strength was independent of both the tempera­
ture of the sample and the volume of solid salt present in the ice. Weeks 
reasoned that if the brine pockets were filled with salt with strength equal +
to or greater than the ice matrix, the fai lure would occur in the matrix 
and the strength measured would be that of the ice in the matrix.
Weeks also found the ratio of stress concentration in salt ice to that in 
fresh water ice to be about 1.20, implying that roughly the same stress 
concentration exists in fresh water ice as in salt ice. The salt ice that 
Weeks produced was fundamentally different from sea ice because it had a 
single eutectic point of -2I.2°C. At that temperature, all of the brine 
crystalizes and the system goes directly from a brine-ice system to a solid 
salt-ice system. On the basis of his studies of salt ice, Weeks reexamined 
Assur's data and hypotheses and suggested that:
1. The strength of very cold sea ice may approach but will not exceed
the strength of fresh water ice.
2. The sodium sulfate decahydrate either does not reinforce the sea ice
or makes it about 20 per cent stronger. The correct alternative 
cannot be decided from the data.
3. The crystallization of NaC|.2H20 and possibly Na2S04.l0H20 might
reinforce the brine pockets and create one or two discontinities in 
sea ice strength at unique temperatures at which critical amounts of 
reinforcing salt have been deposited.
Brown (10) experimented with in-place cantilever tests of sea ice strength 
at Wales, Alaska, in 1958 and 1959 and at Thule in 1961. He concluded that 
his data did not indicate any sudden increase in flexural strength caused 
by precipitation of sodium sulfate decahydrate. He reasoned that any increase 
in flexural strength due to the precipitation of salts should be gradual 
since the salts are coming out of solution gradually as temperature decreases.
Graystone and Langleben (II) experimented with ring tensile tests on sea 
ice during the winter of I960. They found from their data from specimens 
not having solid salts, when adjusted for temperature and sorted into groups 
with small ranges of v'^2, that ring tensile strength was linear with
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v . They found that their data of specimens with solid sodium sulfate 
fits this same linear expression and suggests that the solid salts do not 
have a reinforcing effect, perhaps remaining in suspension rather than being 
incorporated into the solid structure. .
The sea ice described in this report has been classified as in Chapter 4:
1. Fine-grained, at or near the surface, with the crystals having a
random orientation in all directions, Chlorinity is high.
2. Medium-grained, at or near the surface, with a vertical c-axis and
with larger grains.
3. Center ice, found from at or near the surface to a depth which is 
usually legs than two feet. The c-axis is horizontal but is random 
in that plane.
4. Bottom ice, found from the lower boundary of the center ice to the 
bottom of the ice sheet. This type has a horizontal c-axis with the 
direction preferred.
Pack ice more than one year old has been found to be essentially of the 
bottom ice type but with greatly reduced salinity.
6.2 BRINE SOLIDIFICATION
6.2.1 Examination of the Strate of Center Ice. Most investigators, using 
ring tensile tests, have found seajce strength to be a linear function 
of vI/2 and, except for Assur, have not reported solid salt effects. The 
analysis herein has shown that temperature has a limited effect on the rate 
function. Except to account for this dependence,the analysis will proceed 
on the basis used by others with the primary effects of temperature and 
salinity controlling brine volume and any secondary effects being identi­
fied after the brine volume function has been defined.
The largest single grouping of data of this study consists of compression 
tests made on center ice in early winter 1961-1962 after the testing equipment 
and techniques had been perfected but before the ice sheet had frozen deep 
enough to supply bottom ice. These center ice data proved extremely useful 
in finding the rate function, so it was also investigated to see the effects 
of brine volume on Strate, the definition of Strate being strength divided 
by the load rate function.
Figure 6.3 contains a plot of strate versus (l-v^^) for 148 center ice 
specimens at a depth, of one inch; 82 of the specimens were ice without 
solid salts and 66 contained solid sodium sulfate. The specimens were 2.5 
inches long, 1.4 inches in diameter, and were tested in direct compression. 
This plate shows:
1. The center ice exhibits a uniform behavior making it possible to use
it for further analysis. |
2. The Strate for center ice without solid salts is linear with (l-v ).
3. Ice with solid salts is much stronger than the Strate-brine volume
relationship can explain, so the excess strength must be due to 
salt reinforcement.
I /2
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Assur (7) suspected that sodium sulfate reinforced ring tensile specimens. 
Figure 6.3 shows that sodium sulfate strongly reinforces center ice in com­
pression
The ice crystals of the center ice are small Con the order of one-fourth 
inch in horizontal dimensions) so that a test specimen with a diameter of
1.4 inches contains a substantial number of crystals in each cross section.
If the orientation of the crystals is random enough, the center ice can 
be a relatively homogenous material at the macro scale. Apparently this 
Is the explanation for the uniform behavior of this ice.
Equations 6.1 to 6.5 were developed for the study of failure in the brine 
plane. Center ice failure must be mainly in the brine planes of the crystals 
but with some platelets edge-loaded or loaded from the flat side. It appears 
that the center ice failure system cannot be identified but perhaps can 
be considered analogous to failure in the brine plane.
The least squares line on Figure 6.3 is for the ice without solid salts.
Its equation is
a = -34.44 t 191.12 Cl-V,/2) 6.8a
where og is Strate. It can be put in the form of equation 6.5 in the 
following manner:
I /2a = A + B(l-v ' )a
I /2a = A + B - Bv a
a = (A + B) CI - -r|p v ,/2) a A+B
The basic strength of the "bridging" ice is:
a = A + B = 156.68 6.9
o
A geometric constant for center ice without solid salts is
sc ■ m  -- '-22 6 '10
The equation for the least squares line rewritten is
a = 156.68 (l-l.22v,/2) 6.1 Ia
with a standard deviation of 17.94 and correlation coefficient, R, of 0.78.
Exhibit 6.1 is a listing of the data used in this analysis and plotted on 
Figure 6.3. Exhibit 6.2 explains the code used in Exhibit 6.1.
The reinforcement effect of the solid sodium sulfate makes It necessary 
to examine these salt deposits geometrically, quantitatively and qualita­
tively. .








Indication of Solid Salt Reinforcement 
Center Ice, One Inch Depth
Figure 6.3
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Terms and Symbols:
In general, the terms and symbols used in this report are those used by 
Assur (7) with the necessary additional terms and symbols.
A ice - Ice deposited in association with solid salts.
Sa 1 i - Salty ice - the combination of solid salts and aice.
Strate - Ice strength with the rate function removed, psi.
B-axis - Brine axis.
C-axis - crystal axis.
G-axis - Assur's growth axis.
Z-axis - Zenith axis.
F - Average cross sectional area of a brine channel.
Fa - Effective ice area in the brine plane. Relative.
Fc - Salty ice (sali) area in brine plane. Relative.
Fd - Cross sectional area of brine and sali. Relative.
Fe - Sali and brine area in the brine plane. Relative.
Fg - Brine area in the brine plane. Relative.
G9 - Geometric constant for failure in brine plane.
Ga - Geometric constant for failure in the C-Z plane.
GC - Geometric constant for failure in the center Ice.
S - Relative solid salt volume.
Q - Quality of sali. Ratio of solid salt volume/sali volume.
T - Temperature, °C. Always measured from 0°C down regardless of sign.
ao - Platelet spacing. .
bo - Brine channel spacing in the brine plane.
d - Delta or incremental value.
ra - Minor radius of the brine channel.
rb - Major radius of the brine channel.
rc - Minor radius of the sali deposit.
rd - Major radius of the sali deposit.
V - Relative brine volume.
va - Relative brine and sali volume.
vb - Relative sali volume.
v0 - Brine volume at zero strength.
vs - Relative volume of solid salts.
e - Ratio of brine pocket radii.
ei - Ratio of sali pocket radii.
a - Measured or raw strength, psi.
°a - Strate. psi.
- Calculated strength, psi.
°o - Basic strate of bridging ice. psi.
ar - Strate reinforcement of sali. psi.
as - Salt reinforcement of strate in sali. psi.
°t - Basic strate of ice in the C-Z plane, psi.
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6.2.2 Geometric Model for Ice-Salty Ice-Brine System. The geometric models 
developed in the past (5,7) have been for ice-brine systems. Salt rein­
forcement makes it necessary.to develop a more complete model that includes 
the solid salts. Assur's phase information, to be developed in more detail
in the following sections, indicates that ice is forming at the same time
the solid salts are precipitating. The ice that forms in association with 
solid salts has been called a ice (associated ice). The combination of aice 
and solid salts has been called sali (salty ice). •
The brine channel size, at the time the solid sodium sulfate begins to pre­
cipitate, Is quite small: in the order of 0.03 mm in diameter. The ice 
obviously forms on the sides of the brine channel walls and the apparent 
salt reinforcement indicates that the solid salts must also be deposited 
there. The exact structure and composition of sali is unknown.
The elliptical model shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 serves as the basis for
further model development. Figure 6.4 shows a plan view of the model with
sali deposited on the inner walls.of the brine channels.
Figure 6.4. Plan view of sea ice model with deposited sol id salts.
The radii of the brine channels are still ra and r^. Two new radii, rc 
and r<j are defined as the outer limits of the sali and correspond to the 
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The cross-sectional area of sali and brine in one brine channel,
2
F = 'r r = -d c d e
The relative volume of sali and brine,
71 r2
a e ,a b ' I o o
In the brine plane the total area of brine and sali is 
2 r ’- -Fe - r irb
I o j---




Thus the area of sali in the brine plane is
14a
F = F -F = c e g [ V v .  - 6.16
If e. = e, eq. 6.16 becomes
F = c
14a e .—   —i
k - [ ^ .  -
6.17
The sali is considered to have two strength functions. The first is the 
strength of the ice and is defined by equation 6.5. The second strength 
function to be superimposed on the first is due to salt reinforcement.




e. v ev 6.18
where a is the salt reinforcement for the specimen and is the reinforce­
ment strength of the sali. This is a strate function describing sea ice 





If the brine channel shape remains constant, a becomes
a = a + a ' f i r -  (l \  - H 6 .20
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Figure 6.5 shows the strength relationship as compared to brine volume.
The strength of the ice increases with the brine volume function to a tempera­
ture of 8.2°C. At that temperature the solid salts begin to precipitate 
and reinforce the ice; then the strength follows the steeper curved line 
which is the sum of ice strength and salt reinforcement.
Figure 6.5. Diagram of ice strength and superimposed salt reinforcement.
Defining a geometric factor for ellipses 
4a e
G ~ / Trb~ 6 *21
and a sali area function 
S = J~\T - J ~ 7
equation 20 becomes
■ «o [l - e f f \  + asGS
6.22
6.23
If there is no solid salt, S is zero and equation 6.23 becomes equation 
6.5. G, the geometric factor, contains three variables, aQ , bQ and e . If 
any of these change, G changes and the strength should change. Differentia­
ting equation 6.23,
da __a
dG = - 0 J ~ 7  + S ac
6.24
It has been reported (13,14) that an increase in platelet thickness reduces 
the strength of the ice. Equation 6.24 shows that this would be true for 
an ice-brine system but if sali is present an additional effect occurs which 
is opposite in sign. The net result depends on several factors.
a
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The strength functions that have been derived are based on the concept of 
failure in the brine plane. Sea ice may also fail in other planes. Figure 
6.6 shows orientation of forces on a block of ice.
Figure 6.6. Orientation of compressive forces on sea ice.
Tensile forces are shown but compressive forces could be easily shown by 
reversing the directions of the force vectors. In general, the ice fails 
across the platelets by crushing, sheai> or tension. Ice with 90-45 orienta­
tion fails in shear along the brine plane and 90-00 ice in tension tends 
to fail by tensile separation of the bridging ice in the brine plane. The 
c-z plane is geometrically representative of cross-platelet failure planes.
The equations for strength in the c-z plane can be developed in a manner 
similar to that used for brine plane failure. For a brine-ice system
•H
aa at 1- 6.25
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where a+ is the transverse strength of the actual ice in the plane of failure. 
For a brine-sali-ice system




If e | equals e this becomes
a = a , a t I -
'4b
ira £ o
+ a ira e o
6.27






a = a , ( I - G Jv) + a G S a t  a s a
If equation 6.29 is differentiated with respect to G_
6.29
da.
dG” yfv + Sa 6.30
This differential is similar in form to equation 6.24. However, if G and 
Ga are examined, it is seen that
r _ 1  1
7T G
so that changing one of the parameters, such as the platelet thickness, 
ac , increases one geometric factor while reducing the other and increases
one strength while reducing the other.
Equations 6.25 - 6.30 for cross-platelet failure may be valid in tension 
and shear. They can not be used universally in compression because the 
ice platelet when loaded on their edges, exhibit column failure of the 
platelets at high brine volume values as was seen in failed specimens.
The equations developed for the strength of salt-reinforced ice strength
could be extended to include a second form of sali (such as sodium cloride 
sali) by adding another element similar to the one for sodium sulfate sali.
6.2.3 Sea Ice Phases and Strate of Center Ice. A study of the various 
aspects of sea ice phases was made using Assur's phase and brine volume 
results (7) as source information while at the same time an effort was made 
to relate the phase information to the center ice strength. The study was 
intended to be as complete as possible, and the final values
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desired were the relative volumes of the various components of sea ice and 
the relationships between these components. Calculations were made for 
two degree temperature increments from zero to -54°C.
Assur's phase information was considered accurate to the second phase and 
the third phase was carried as a computational convenience. Three signifi­
cant numbers were used for brine volume calculations. The values generated 
in this study are estimated to have accuracy of two phases for standard 
sea ice and three or four for sea ice of I o/oo salinity. An average sea 
ice density of 0.926 gm/cc was used although density varies somewhat with 
temperature and salinity (3). Molecular weights and most specific gravities 
were obtained from the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 40th Edition, 
but the effect of temperature on the specific gravities of the various salts 
is unknown and was not considered.
Assur, in constructing his table, calculated brine volume for sea ice with 
a salinity of I o/oo so that the brine volume for ice of any salinity could 
be obtained by multiplying the table value by the salinity. This procedure 
was followed for the various relative volumes.
After the phase information was developed, curves were fitted to the various 
important relationships wrfk an expression of the form:
Y = A + B (X)N 6,31
by solving first for the best-fitting N and then solving by least squares 
for A and B.
6.2.4 Quantitative Aspects of Salt Deposits. While values have been 
generated in the phase studies to -54°C, the data ranges from -1° to -2I°C 
and this study is primarily concerned with that temperature range. All 
temperatures used are positive in sign while measuring temperatures below 
0°C. Table 6.2 shows the important quantitative information obtained from 
the source data and developed in the phase studies for ice of I o/oo sal­
inity to a temperature of -22tfC.





Quantitative Data for 1 o/oo Sal
Ions v v A v s s





AA i ce 
cc/l
Sa1i A Sa1i 
cc/ 1 cc / 1
S
Rel.
0 .000 1000.00 .000 .000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .0000
- 2 .001 24.00 .000 .000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .0000
-4 .001 12.40 .000 .000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .0000
-6 .002 8.60 .001 .000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .0000
-8 .002 6.67 .001 .000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .0000
- 1 0 .050 5.35 .075 .074 1 .037 1.037 1 .1 13 l.lll .0071
- 1 2 .073 4.82 . 1 12 .036 1 .773 .735 1 .885 .771 .0124
-14 .083 4.33 . 127 .015 2.290 .517 2.418 .532 .0163
-16 .090 3.95 .137 .0 10 2.687 .396 2.825 .406 .0194
-18 .095 3.65 .145 .007 3.018 .331 3.163 .338 .0221
-2 0 .099 3.38 .151 .006 3.312 .294 3.464 .300 .0245
- 2 2 . 1 0 2 3.14 .158 .006 3.566 .254 3.724 .260 .0268
The curves that have been fitted to the cumulative values in Table 6 . 2 and
their standard errors are :
Curve S. E
Salt used = 0.926 - salt shown = 0.109 - 17.98/T2-48 .001 6.32
v = 1.03 + 45 .80/T .07 6.33
vs = 0.168 - 26.53/T2-45 .002 6.34
Aice = 6.55 - 32.28/r767 .017 6.35
Sa 1 i = 6.60 - 35.26/T"808 .009 6.36
S = I0.082 - 0 .180/T-381 .0001 6.37
The units i n 'the equations are identical with those in Table 6 .2 . The brine
volume data used for curve fitting ranged from -2° to -22°C. All other
curves are for the range from -10° to -22°C and can probably be extrapolated 
to -8.2° and -22.9°. Ions used, v, vs, aice, and sali for any salinity 
can be calculated by multiplying by the salinity in o/oo. Values for S 
for any salinity can be calculated by multiplying the table value by the 
square root of the salinity in o/oo.
Figures 6.7 through 6.12 show curves of the different quantitative func­
tions versus temperature with both cumulative and incremental values plotted 
on the same graph. All cumulative curves, except brine volume, show that 
the incremental rate decreases with the lower temperatures. The incremental 
values have a minor abreation at -12° because the incremental value used 
for -10° is for the range from -8.2° to -10° rather than -2.0°C.
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Sali area function of sice center ice> °r, the salt reinforcement for the 
center ice being examined, can be determined by using the following relation­
ship derived from equation 6,23:
was calculated for each specimen with solid salts and was then plotted 
against S, the sali area function in the brine plane, in Figure 6.13. This 
figure shows:
1. or increases with increasing S, and
2. This reinforcement, which must pass through the origin, is not 
Iinear with S.
I /2Figure 6.13 shows the Strate of the center ice to be linear with (l-v ) 
if no solid salts are present. S is a similar area function, and the salt 
reinforcement should logically be linear with it. The Iack of linearity 
indicates that there must be one or more additional sali functions affecting 
salt reinforcement. The factors which may be involved are:
1. Change in shape of the brine channels.
2. Change in the proportion of salts in the sali (quality changes).
3. Change in failure mode or location.
6.2.5 Effect of Brine Channel Shape on Salt Reinforcement. It has been
reported (5) that as the brine channels become colder and smaller they tend
to become rounder. If the brine channel shape changes, the true equation
for o is r
where is the geometric factor, G, but excluding the shape factor, e.
Figure 6.13 shows that the change in shape between -1° and -5°C cannot be 
extreme or the linearity between strate and (l-v1/2) WOuld be affected. 
Some change in shape can be accepted as negligible because changes in the 
square root of e are small; thus Strate would not be significantly sensi­
tive to changes in shape.
If the brine channels do change from ellipses to circles, the change would 
probably be fairly uniform with decreasing brine volume. Table 6.3 shows 
the relative brine volume of 8 o/oo ice at various temperatures.
cr = a - a (I-G /v) r a o 6.38
6.40
Table 6.3



























Sail Volume Sali Area
Amount of Solid Sait Reinforcement
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Most of the brine volume change occurs at warm temperatures, and the change 
between -10° and -2 1 ° is so small that any gross change in brine channel 
shape between the two temperatures is highly improbable. The brine channels 
probably do change shape as the brine volume becomes small but this alone 
cannot explain the curvilinear relationship between or and S.
6.2.6 Qualitative Aspects of Sali. The two qualitative aspects of sali 
are:
1. The salt or salts contained in the sali, and
2. The quality or relative amounts of salt at any radius within,an 
annular ring of sali.
The salts precipitated in sea ice were identified by the freezing of sea 
water in a closed system with subsequent examination the salts which pre­
cipitated in the bottom of the container (4). It has not been conclusively 
decided that the same salts precipitate inside the brine channels nor 
that they are incorporated in the sali.
The quality or amount of salts in the sali can be measured in several 
ways:
1. Weight of saits/weight of sali.
2. Volume of salts/volume of sali.
3. Moles of ions lost from the brine/moles of water lost from the
The volume ratio appears best because the model employs volumes, and salt 
reinforcement is apparently a physical phenomenon which depends on volumes. 
This approach allows analysis of effective strengths over effective cross 
sectional areas of the failure plane. Specific weights for the salts 
have been used in these phase studies with the assumptions that any thermal 
volume changes are small and that any error in specific weight is constant.
Table 6.4 shows some of the qualitative aspects of sodium sulfate sali.
Q, the quality function, is the ratio of salt volume to sali volume.
bri ne.
Table 6.4
Qualitative Aspects of Sodium Sulfate Deposits.
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Curve S. E.
Q = 0.034 + 2.707/T1,9° .00043 . 6.40
Q = 0.145 - 0.237 S ’ 229 .00075 6.41
A moles Salts/H20 = 0.00176 + 30.60/T3 '86 .00032 6.42
Sali/Brine = -0.892 + 0.174 T - 80 .0074 6.43
Table 6 .6 shows the ratio of moles of salts to H2O to be very small; in 
the order of 0.2 to 0.5 per cent. Q, the ratio, salt volume/sali volume, 
is in the order of five per cent. Furthermore, 0 begins at 0.084 (extra­
polating equation 6.41 to a temperature of -8.2°C) when sodium sulfate 
precipitation begins and then continuously decrease with lowering tempera­
ture. The incremental values of Q show a minimum around -19° and a moderate 
increase at lower temperatures due to the precipitation of a small quantity 
of MgC12 .8H2O .
Equation 6.42, the relationship between Q and S, shows that quality drops 
continuously with increasing S for constant salinity. This is import­
ant to consider in evaluating the sketched, non-linear curve in Figure 
6.13.
Figure 6.14 indicates 0 as a function of temperature, Figure 6.15 indicates 
the relationship between Q and S for I 0/00 sea ice, and Figure 6.16 indicates 
the molecular ratio of salts to water. Table 6.4 and Figure 6.17 indicate 
the ratio of sali volume to brine volume.
The sali quality factor meets the requirement of a parameter necessary
to explain the curvilinear relationship between ar and S in Figure 6.13.
If the solid salt reinforces the salt, it is reasonable to expect some 
direct relationship between the amount of salt and the amount of reinforc­
ement. The sali quality for sodium sulfate sali begins at 0.084 and drops
fairly rapidly to a value of about 0.021. This loss in quality may explain
the declining incremental salt reinforcement with decreasing temperature.
6.2.7 A Combined Sali Function. If sali reinforcement depends on both
S (the sali geometric function) and Q (the sali quality function) a com­
bined sali function must be used. The simplest form is found by expressing 
<rs in terms of Q.
as = KQ® 6.44
K is a constant, e is a fitting exponent, and Q is the cumulative quality 
function. The equation for salt reinforcement is
0 = GSa = GSKQe. 6.45r s
Since ar is determined from experimental data and G and S are either known






Sali Quality Function Solid Salt Volume, Ratios to 
Sali and Relative Solid Salt Volume
Figure 6.14 Figure 6.15
Salt-Uater Ratio in Brine Sali-Brine Ratio
Figure 6.16
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or can be calculated, the equation can be altered to
CTr - m e 
GS ' KQ 6.46
For the data under study, Q and 0r/GS were calculated for each experimental 
test. The mean values obtained for -10° and -21° were
Temp Q ar/GS
- 0.0 0.0
-1 0. 0.0680 1200.
-2 1 . 0.0423 650
The equation fitted to these points is
a = 39,400 Q 1 ' 3 6.47s ’
The salt reinforcement function then becomes
a = 39,400 GSQ 1 , 3 6.48
and the overall fitting equation for the data being examined is
a = Rater[l56.68(l-l.22vly^  ) + 39,400 (1.22) S Q 1*3^ 6.49
Figure 6.18 shows calculated strength versus measured strength using equation 
6.49. The least squares line has the equation
a = 22.69 + .98 a c
with a standard deviation of 73.18 and correlation coefficient of 0.973. 
This fit is highly satisfactory although it might be possible to rework 
the constants and find a slightly better fit. Further refinement is not 
justified because the overall function is as precise as the data.. -
Equation 6.23 using the combined sali function for salt reinforcement is
a = Rate1" [ao (l-GvI/2) + KGSQ1 "3H 6.50
The variables such as v, S and Q in this equation are combinations of the 
original independent variables measured for each test specimen. Assuming,
1. aQ is a function of depth in a generalized growth rate expression.
2 . bQ is a constant controlled by ice formation parameters.
3. e is controlled by temperature,
the independent variables and their importances can be evaluated. Table
6.5 shows the independent variables and the elements in equation 6.51 to 
which they contribute. If the element appears twice in the equation, a 
double score is shown. An indication of the range of the variable is also 
given.

















Plot of Calculated Strength versus Measured Strength
Measured Strength, am , psi
Figure 6.18
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Table 6.5












Med i um 
Sma I I
Temperature is seen to be involved in all elements in equation 6.51, depth 
in three, salinity in two and rate in one. The range in rate is the great­
est and that of salinity the smallest. In order of descending importance, 




SaIi n i ty
Some concept of the value for <7s, the salt reinforcement effect for sodium 
sulfate, can be obtained from equation 6.48. Table 6.6 shows values of 
as and the ratio % / %  for the ice under study. as represents the bulk sali 
strength at the unique temperatures shown.
Table 6.6


















The salt reinforcement in the center ice is extremely important as shown 
in Table 6.6 and Figure 6.3.
The combined function for salt reinforcement developed in this section is 
plausible and convenient. It was developed as one possible explanation 
of the data and is based entirely on parameters which have been developed 
by the application of phase information to the center ice under study. However, 
Figure 6.13 defines the curve of salt reinforcement only by data at two 
points other than the origin. The continuous curve which has been assumed 
has not been proved, and the combined function for salt reinforcement pre­
sented here is only a suggested function which fits the data very well and 
which is based upon a reasonable physical model.
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6.3 FAILURE TYPES
The failure type was recorded during testing as a piece of available infor­
mation which may later be of value. Exhibit 6.1 lists the failure type 
for each test and Exhibit 6.2 explains their coding. Some simplifications 
were made in the classifications for this analysis:
1. "Bulge" failure was considered to be plastic failure, and
2. "Tensile" and "shear" failures were lumped together because 
those failures initially classified as "tensile" failure 
were later found to actually be shear failures.
Figure 6.19 indicates that failure type is apparently controlled by loading 
rate and temperature with a change in pattern when solid salt begins to deposit. 
The solid salts have two effects:
1. The plastic failure type ceases, and
2. The upper limit of the failures without visible deformation abruptly 
jumps to a higher load rate.
Loading rate, temperature, and solid salts seem to govern the failure pattern. 
These parameters also govern strength.
6.4 REEVALUATION OF PUBLISHED DATA
6.4.1 Assur's Ring Tensile Data. Assur (7) used 327 ring tensile tests 
from various sources in an effort to define the tensile strength of sea 
ice. The tests are grouped into narrow ranges of salinity and further sub­
divided into narrow ranges of brine volume. Strength values were adjusted 
to a common temperature of -I0°C to remove any temperature effect. Group 
averages with about nine tests per group were used for strength and brine 
volume data points. He found that strength at constant temperature was 
linear with the square root of salinity and therefore with the square root 
of brine volume. Precipitation of solid salts at low temperatures affected 
tensile strength and Assur interpreted the data as indicating a relatively 
thin layer of sodium sulfate which abruptly increased strength by one-third 
with no further reinforcement effect. Solid sodium chloride also produced 
a rapid increase in strength.
Assur's work is extremely important because he was the first to report the 
influence of solid salts on the strength of ice. His work has been the 
basis for further study of solid salts and their effects.
Weeks (9) studied salt ice (NaCI Ice) and found that tensile strength was 
linear with v^/2 and continuous. He re-evaluated Assur's data and, con­
sidering only the ice without solid sodium chloride, showed the plot of 
strength is linear with v^/2 . He fitted two lines to the data, one to the 
data without solid salts and the other to that data plus that with solid 
sodium sulfate. He was unable to determine the correct curve but concluded
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that sodium sulfate probably did not reinforce the ice.
Assur's results have been reworked in this study because it is the only 
large group of sea ice tension data available with enough information to 
be treated in the same manner as the compression center ice data of the 
'tudy. The information available for the individual groups is:
1. Number of tests in the group.
2. Average temperature.
3. Average salinity..
4. Average square root of brine volume.
5. Average strength.
Type, orientation, rate of loading and depth are not published.
I /2The relationship between strength and (l-v ) for the without solid salts 
data is:
Strength = I9.73(l-2.37vl/2) kg/cm2 6.51
° 0 from equation 6.51 is 280.6 psi. Three groups with solid sodium sulfate 
fall below the least squares line for salt-free ice and were discarded.
They were also discarded by Weeks. The brine volume effect was removed 
using equation 6.39 and the salt reinforcement was found for all ice with 
solid salts as shown in Figure 20. Figure 6.21 shows the relationship between 
or and S, the sali area function, for the remaining sodium sulfate ice.
The equation for the least squares fit is
= 0.31 + 35.97 S kg/cm2. 6.52
The sodium sulfate reinforcement is less than that found for the center 
ice in compression, but it is still almost twice the basic ice strength.
Figure 6.22 shows the effect of both the retained sodium sulfate ice and 
the sodium chloride ice, and the sodium chloride reinforcement is obviously 
I a rge.
This analysis of Assur's data shows that the functions developed for ana­
lysis of compression data for center ice can be used to demonstrate both 
sodium sulfate and sodium chloride reinforcement in the tensile strength 
of sea ice. Assur's data do not contradict the findings of analysis herein 
of compression data, but rather they show an excellent and only available, 
picture of possible sodium chloride reinforcement.
6.4.2 Graystone and Langleben. Grays+one and Langleben (II) also report 
ring tensile data which appear to show sodium sulfate reinforcement. The 
information published is not adequate to be reworked in the manner that 
Assur's results were reworked, but the inference of salt reinforcement exists.
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6.5 CONCLUSIONS
The main conclusions reached in this study of salt deposits are the following:
1. Center ice behaves in a consistent manner making it suitable 
for analysis.
2. The strength of the center ice in compression is linear with 
(|_v l/2 ) but the slope of the curve changes abruptly with the 
initial precipitation of sodium sulfate.
3. Precipitation of solid sodium sulfate may result in strong 
rei nforcement.
4. Sodium sulfate is precipitated in association with the formation 
of a large amount of new ice. This combination of solid salt 
and associated ice (called sali) is four to ten times as strong 
as salt-free ice. The reinforcement can be tentatively explained 
in terms of the area of sali in the failure plane and the 
relative volume of sol id salts in the sali.
5. The mechanism by which solid salts may reinforce ice is not known.
Two possibilities are that the salt crystals destroy the 
alignment of planes of weakness or that they inhibit crack 
propogation.
6. Little is known about solid salts in sea ice. This subject 
requires more study.
7. The primary parameters affecting the strength of sea ice in 
compression are:
A. Ice type and orientation
B. Rate of loading
C. Bri ne volume
D. Sali volume and quality
E. Plate thickness
F. Brine channel shape.
Some of these parameters can be expressed in simpler variables 
such as temperature and salinity.
8. The strength function of sea ice is probably continuous. Dis­
continuities are not evident in the data.
9. An examination of the published data of others suggests sodium 
sulfate reinforcement and sodium chloride reinforcement is also 
apparent in Assur's results.



















Pattern of Failure Types 
Center Ice, Compression
Figure 6.19
Sodium Sulfate Salt Reinforcement • 
Ring Tensile Tests Alter Assur
Figure 6.21
Sodium Sulfate and Sodium Chloride Salt Reinforcement 
Pinp Tensile Tests After Assur
Figure 6.20
Evidence of Brine Reinforcement, 
Ring Tensile Test After Assur
Figure 6.22
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Chapter 7
GENERAL FUNCTION FOR COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF 
CENTER ICE AT ALL DEPTHS
7.1 INTRODUCTION
A general function for the compressive strength of center ice of varying depth 
is of the form
Strength = f(rate) [f(brine volume + salt reinforcement)]
and fits the data available with a correlation coefficient greater than
0.93. The strength of this ice of a single type and orientation can be expres­
sed in terms of four primary variables; rate, temperature, depth and salinity.
The rate function was obtained in Chapter 5, and its value increases with 
rate, depth, and negative temperature.
The brine volume-strength function is controlled by depth, geometry of the 
brine channels, and brine volume. If the ice is very warm, strength is 
controlled by brine volume. When the ice is colder, strength is controlled 
by both brine volume and depth. The equations which have been developed 
do not explain the effect of depth on the brine volume function. Several 
questions have been raised which cannot be answered by the center ice data 
because of the limited range of depth within which the center ice petro­
fabric was found to occur.
Center ice shows salt reinforcement from solid sodium sulfate decahydrate 
at all depths, and the salt reinforcement is proportional to the amount 
of salty ice in the failure plane and the quality of the salty ice. For 
some unknown reason, the salt reinforcement decreases with depth, but the 
reinforcement is a significant portion of the strength of colder ice. The 
strength of the salty ice fraction is several times the strength of ice 
without salt.
It is possible to use the functions developed in this chapter to integrate 
the compressive strength of sheets of center ice if the ice is warmer than 
-22.9°C, the mode of failure is the same as for the test specimens,and the 
thickness, rate of loading, salinity and thermal regime are known. The strength 
of a 40-inch thick sheet varies from 6.2 to 37.9 kips per horizontal inch 
of sheet depending on loading rate and thermal regime. The average hori­
zontal compression strength through the 40-inch thickness is 155 to 950 
psi.
7. 2 CENTER ICE DATA, COMPRESSION
The center ice compression data is the largest single group which was obtained. 
This ice has proved to be the best group of data for initial analysis be­
cause of the high quality of data, quite uniform ice behavior, and because 
the bottom ice can be considered a special case of center ice with the crystal 
axes aligned. Results of analysis on center ice have been shown to be good
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in Chapter 6, in which the strength of center ice at a depth of I" was described.
Table 7.1 is an inventory of the numbers of tests by depth and temperature 
of all center ice tests. There were 598 tests remaining after 13 tests 
at 4 inches and -I0°C were discarded because they were abnormally weak.
Table 7.1























































A GENERAL STRENGTH FUNCTION FOR I INCH CENTER ICE
An overall equation for compressive strength was developed for one inch 
center ice as follows:
Strength = f(rate)Cf(brine volume + salt reinforcement)] 7.1




f(rate) cent, ice =Rate
(.166 Depth*13® Temp’^ )
f(brine volume) = a (I o G V 1'2 )
Salt reinforcement = G S K Q'
oQ = the basic strength of the Ice
G = a geometric factor
v = relative brine volume
S = relative area of salty ice in the brine plane
K = a fitting constant
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crg = s+rate
ar = salt reinforcement
a5 = reinforcement value of the salty ice (unit reinforcement) 
crm = measured strength 
ac = calculated strength 
Fra = function of rate
Fbv = function of brine volume
e = a fitting exponent
The general equation of interest in this analysis is
Strate = aQ (I - G v 1/2) + G S K Q8
Q, S and v have been calculated directly from Assur's phase information.
In the study of I" ice, values were obtained for oQ and G while studying 
the brine volume function, and values were obtained for K and e while studying 
salt reinforcement. The objective of this chapter, assuming this general 
equation to be suitable, is to find more general values of a , G, K and 
e as functions of depth.
7.4 THE BRINE FUNCTION, LIQUID AND SOLID
7.4.1 Genera I. In Chapter 6, a linear relationship was observed between 
the strate of center ice and (l-v^/2) jn fhe warmer ice before solid salt 
precipitation. All I", 4" and 7" depth specimens have tests at -I, -2, 
and -5°C, and these three temperatures are adequate to show linearity. The 
deeper depth test groups do not have three temperatures in the non-solid
salt temperature range, and linearity cannot be proved for these depths
but is assumed to be true because of the behavior of tests from I", 4" and 
7" depths.
I /2Average values of strate and (l-v ) were calculated for each single-tempera­
ture, single-depth group of tests. Table 7.2 is a listing of these values 
and Figure 7.1 shows the values with only the main depths and temperatures 
being considered.
Table 7.2
I /2Average Strate and (l-v )
(l-v'/2)/Strate
Depth
Temp 1" 4" 7" 1 1” 17"
-1° .3792/28.4 .4167/32.1 .4338/40.4 .5049/39.8
-2° .5933/79.2 .6363/58.7 .5436/43.5 .6664/49.4
-5° .7321/106.0 .7527/72.5 .7843/49.8 .7772/39.2 .7848/48.9
-10° .7962/150.2 .8203/85.7 .8347/86.6 .8081/90.9 .8481/52.2
-21° .8580/178.9 .8713/110.3 .8791/85.7 .8778/74.0
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These test groups retain all variability not explained by the general rate 
function and include any errors; sampling, experimental or analytical. With 
this in mind, the broad picture outlined in Figure 6.1 exhibits the fol­
lowing qualities in a general sense.
1. For constant depth, the slope of the 1 i ne decreases as the depth 
i ncreases.
2. The constant depth curves all appear to originate in the same general 
region where strate is between 30 and 40 and.U-v''^) ]s between
.35 and .50
3. Salt reinforcement is apparent for all depths.
4. The function, (l-v^^)^ increases with increasing depth for the same 
temperature., thus salinity decreases with depth. .
5. There is no indication that the relationship between strate and (l-v ) 
is not linear in the temperature range without solid salts.
6. The slope of the lines of constant temperature vary. The line for -1° 
ice is positive and shows strate increasing with increasing depth
and increasing (l-vl/2), At colder temperatures, the slopes become 
strongly negative, thus suggesting that brine volume controls strate in 
warm ice but that depth controls at colder temperatures.
Figure 7.2 shows strate versus depth for the -2°, -5°, -10° and -21° ice.
The -2° and -5° lines show a curvilinear relationship between strate and 
depth with the 17 inch ice apparently being abnormally strong. The -10° 
line shows a strate-depth relationship apparently to exist but it is not 
simple and smooth, and the 17 inch ice appears to be abnormally weak and 
does not show salt reinforcement at -10° as it does at other depths. The 
-21° line is smooth with the 17" ice again showing less brine reinforce­
ment than might be expected.
A set of fitting functions can be determined for the non-solid salt (sali 
free) ice temperature range. Some idealization will be required because 
of anomalous data, but the final results will show this to be reasonable.
Anchor points; brine volume versus depth. — I°C: Figure 7.3 shows average
strate versus average (l-v^/2) for +be ice without salt reinforcement. These 
values indicate that it is possible to describe the family of lines by first 
defining an anchor point at a temperature of -1° in terms of brine volume 
and strate at -1° and then describing the slope of the line in terms of 
depth.
The first need is to determine a salinity function in terms of depth. Table
7.3 shows the average salinities for the data at each depth for the center 
i ce.















Salt Effects with Depth 
Center Ice, Compression
Figure 7.1
Strate at Depth, -5° 
Center Ice
Figure 7.2B
Strate at Depth, -10° and -21°C 
Center Ice
Figure 7.2A
Strate at Depth, -I-* and -2' 'C 
Center Ice
F i g u re 7. 2C
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Table 7.3












The salinity, except for the II" depth, fits a line: 
Salinity = 7.25 - 0.95 In(Depth) 7.6
Analysis in Chapter 6 indicated a brine-volume function for sea ice with 
a salinity of I o/oo.
Brine Volume = I.03 + 45.80/T 7.7
Brine volume can be found for any salinity by multiplying the results of 
equation 7.7 by the salinity in o/oo. Table 7.4 shows the values of brine 
volume and (l-v ) for various depths based on salinity from equation 7.6 
for -l°C.
Table 7.4
I /2.I dealized Bri ne Volume and (l-v ), -I C.












I /2This depth - (l-v ) relationship can be fitted to the following 
equation:
(l-v,/2) = .177 + .243 Depth 138
The equation of the least squares line for strate is
strate -I' .75 + 84.9 (l-v,/2)
7.8
7.9













Salt Effects With Depth, 
Center Ice With Solid Salt
Figure 7.3
Salty Ice Oualitv at Various Depths
Ouality, of Sail, Q
Figure 7.5
Values of Coefficient K at Various Depths
Figure 7.4
Slope of Brine Volume 
Function Versus Depth
Figure 7.6
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With a least squares line forced through the origin, the equation becomes
Strate |0 = 81 (l-v'^) 7.10
Using equation 7.10, an anchor point for each constant temperature curve 
can be based on the -1° curve and defined in terms of depth.
X0 = 0.177 + 0.243 Depth0 J 38 7.11
Y0 = 81 X0 7.12
7.4.2 Slope of Brine Volume Function. A least squares line was fitted 
between the anchor point for a particular depth and the -2° and -5° data 
for that depth. The slope of this least squares line represents the brine
volume function for that depth based on the anchor point. Table 7.5 shows
the various depths, number of observations, anchor points, and slope of
the least squares line through the anchor points.
Table 7.5
Anchor Points and Least Squares Slopes
Depth Obs Xo Yo Slope
1" 81 .42 34.0 242.7
4 99 .47 38.0 124.3
7 15 .50 40.5 27.9
1 1 18 .52 42.1 -1 1 .0
17 46 .54 43.7 27.5
32 8 .59 47.8 9.9
36 10 .60 48.6 14.9
Figure 7.6 shows slope versus depth. A regression, analysis weighted by 
number of observations, between slope and depth yielded equation 7.13.
. 443Slope = -61. + 309.4/Depth 7.13
Table 7.6 shows the measured slopes, the calculated slopes, and the differ­
ences.
Table 7.6
Slope of Brine Volume Functions (units = I/inch)
Depth Measured Slope Fitted Slope Difference
1" 242.7 248.3 -7.6
4 124.3 106.6 17.7
7 27.9 70.1 -42.2
1 1 -II .0 45.7 -56.7
17 27.5 27.4 . 1
32 9.9 4.5 4.4
36 14.9 2.1 12.8
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The 7 and I I inch data have the poorest fit but both are for smal I numbers
of data, the general fit seems good.
For any calculated strength, an equation can be written as follows:
Y - Y = M ( X - X ) ,  7.14o o
where M is the slope of the line and (XQ , Y0 ) is the anchor point. This
equation can also be written in the form:
Y = Y  - M X  + M X  7.15o o
which is of the form:
Y = A + BX .
where X is (l-v )
A = Y - MX o o
It was shown in Chapter 6 that
o = o  (l-Gv,/2) a o
where oQ = A + B 
G = B/(A+B)
In the existing situation
o = A + M = Y  - M X  + M  7.16o o o
G = M/o 7.17o
I /2Brine volume function = o (l-Gv ) 7.18o
where Xq  = 0.177 + 0.243 Depth0 '138 
Y0 = 81 Xc
M = -61 + 309.4/Depth0,443
7.4.3 Salt Reinforcement. Chapter 5 showed the effect of salt reinforce­
ment on I" center ice and the reinforcement is described by equation 7.19.
where
or = G S K Qe , 7.19
G is the geometric factor determined in the brine function study.
S is the salty ice (sali) area in the brine plane.
K is a fitting coefficient.
Q is the quality of salty ice (sali).
e is a fitting exponent.
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Figure 7.1 shows solid salt reinforcement to be found in all center ice 
studies; therefore a general approach may be followed.
0 = 0 - (liquid brine volume function) 7.20r s
was calculated for each test with solid salts and average values of ar 
for each depth and temperature are shown in Table 7.7. S, the sali area 
function, is also shown in the table.
Table 7.7
















Of the elements in equation 7.19, 0p, 6, S, and Q are either measured or 
defined models. The unknowns are K and e. A new strength function is defined 
and used to describe additional geometric and phase information.
q GS K 7.21
The value of oq for each test was calculated, and the average values with 
the standard deviation for each depth and temperature are shown in Table 
7.8 accompanied by the value of Q for that temperature.
Table 7.8





I" 4" 7" I I" 17"
848/410 524/583 2145/1842 2700/881 64/2382 .0680
431/203 424/218 374/311 793/752 .0423
Figure 7.5 shows oq versus Q for the various depths. It is obvious that 
no precise salt reinforcement function is possible. The scatter inherent 
in the rate and brine volume functions have been carried into the salt rein­
forcement function. In the analysis of the center I" ice, it was found 
that e, the exponent of Q, was about 1.3 for the best fit. In this analy­
sis it appears that a value of e of 1.0 will be satisfactory. The remain­
ing unknown is K, with equation 7.21 becoming
o = K Qq
The best fitting value of K for each depth was determined by
K = E(? gq
7.22
Q








1" 63 11,595 302
4" 97 8,547 390
7" 32 30,675 1777
11" 17 39,712 881
17" 50 5,352 1862
18-21" 29 6,475 682
25-29" 17 44,400 2345
Figure 7.4 shows K as a depth function with the number of observations for 
each depth shown. K exhibits great variation; however, the high values 
are all for small groups of observations and the larger groups tend to show 
a pattern. A series of weighted, linear regressions were made of the Depth- 
K values with the weighting factor being the number of observations.
Table 7.10 
Relationships of K and Depth
Regression Data used Number of Y A B R
No Observations
llll All 305 14,513 10,926 401 .258
1112 Less 25-29 288 12,748 14,265 -193 -.128
1 1 13 Less 25-29, II 271 11,057 13,518 -321 -.288 ‘
11 14 Less 25-29,111,7 239 8,430 10,624 -283 -.896
The only significant relationship between K and depth is found i n Regres-
sion 1114 with a correlation coefficient of 0.9 for the equation 
K = 10624 - 283(Depth) 7.24
If the depth function in K proves to not be significant, an alternate would 
be to use a constant value of about 10,000. This completes the definition 
of equation 7.1 and the general strength function for center ice is now 
ready for testing and evaluation.
7.5 TESTING, ADJUSTING, AND EVALUATING THE COMPLETE STRENGTH FUNCTION
The general expression for the compressive strength of center ice is
1/2Strength = Rate1" [a (l-G v ) + G S K 0U 7.25
with the following values for the individual components of equation 7.25.
0.138 0.09
r = 0.166 Depth Temp
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a = Y - M X  + M 
0 0 o
Y = 8 1  Xo o
0.138
X = 0.177 + 0.243 Depth
° .443
M = -61 + 309.4/Depth
G = m/a0
S = (SV+BV)I/2 - (BV)I/2 = Sa|I/2(.082 -
.381 
I80/T )
v = SaICI.03 + 45.8/T)
Sal = 7.25 - .95 In(Depth)
K = 10600 - 280 Depth
I .90 '
Q = .034 + 2.707/T
Strength was calculated for each individual test using equation 7.25. These 
values were compared with the measured value and two regressions were made, 
each on the calculated strength in terms of the measured strength. The 
first by a general least squares fit and the second with a least squares 
fit forced through the origin. These results are shown in Exhibit 7,i and 
in Table 7.11.
Table 7.11
Comparative Statistical Information, K =  f(Depth)
- Least Squares Line - - - Line Through Origin






1" 155 35 .98 91 .7 .958 1.041 93.8
4 196 10 1 .00 69.1 .965 1.023 96.3
7 52 75 .72 94.4 .861 .872 102.1
II 35 142 .52 91.6 .822 .787 120.7
17 96 84 .74 92.4 .892 .908 103.3
18-21 29 67 .79 58.8 .888 .952 63.8
25-29 17 51 .67 42.1 .910 .813 46.4
32-36 18 74 .61 22.5 .865 .976 33.3
Al 1 598 33 .92 92.4 .934 .984 94.2
The information shown in Table 7.11 indicates the general expression fits 
well. The equation was adjusted by changing K to a constant value of 10,000 
and ignoring the depth effect.
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Tab le 7.12
Plotback Statistics 1 1 nformat ion, K = 10,000
- Least Squares Li ne - - ■ Li ne Through Origi n
Depth Number of A B Stand. R S lope Stand
Observat ions Dev. Dev.
1" 155 36 .93 91 .0 .958 1 .035 93.2
4" 196 7 1.02 70.1 .965 1 .034 70.2
7" 52 73 .74 97.2 .861 .889 104.3
1 1” 35 137 .55 89.7 .841 .809 1 17.8
17" 96 76 .80 96.9 .897 .951 105.4
18-21" 29 65 .86 58.4 .905 1 .022 63.1
25-29" 17 54 .70 40.9 .919 .842 45.8
32-36" 18 74 .61 22.5 .865 .976 33.3
Al 1 598 33 .93 90.9 .937 .997 92.7
The slope of the single curve from the origin through all of the data is 
very close to 1.00. The correlation coefficient for this line is .934 which 
is satisfactory.
Exhibit 7.2 shows the value of the brine volume-strength func+ion in tabular 
form for each degree from -|°C to -22°C, and for 7 depths. Exhibit 7.3 
shows the value of (l-v ^ 2) for +he same temperatures and depth. Figure
7.7 shows the brine volume-strength function versus (l-v^^) for +he different 
depths and is the model derived from the data shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.3.
The salt reinforcement for constant temperatures and depth groups is shown 
in Exhibit 7.4, and Figure 7.8 shows salt reinforcement as a function of 
depth for three temperatures and Figure 7.9 shows salt reinforcement versus 
temperature.
Strate, the sum of the brine volume strength function andthe salt rein­
forcement, is shown for the same depths and temperatures in Exhibit 7.5, 
and Figure 7.10 shows strate versus temperature for constant depths. The 
brine volume strength function and the salt reinforcement are apparent in 
this figure, and the reduction of both components with increasing depth 
is also apparent.
7.6 INTEGRATED COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF AN ICE SHEET, CENTER ICE,
HORIZONTAL LOADING.
The practical problem of a moving ice sheet impinging on an obstacle such 
'as a piling is one of timely concern. It is known that the mode of failure 
in such a circumstance can be direct compression; therefore, the net strength 
through the sheet thickness can be integrated from the information developed 
for center ice. A natural ice sheet normally exists with a roughly linear 
temperature gradient; about -2°C throughout during summer melt and with 
upper surface temperature about -20°C during cold winter periods.
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All the parameters of strength thus far studied load rate, salinity, brine
volume and brine reinforcement, vary both with temperature and depth. The
limitations of integrating the sheet strength with the information thus 
far developed are as follows.
1. The entire sheet need be composed of center ice,
2. The ice may not be colder than -22.9°C which is the initial 
precipitation temperature of sodium chloride dihydrate, and 
has not been studied,
3. The mode of failure must be the same as for the specimens tested, and
4. The accuracy of the model.
With these limitations in mind, three example integrations are performed 
for an ice sheet 40 inches thick as follows:
1. The temperature is held constant at -2°C thus reflecting a summer con­
dition. (Warm regime)
2. A linear temperature gradient is established with -22°C at the upper
surface and -2°C at the lower surface thus reflecting a cold period.
(Medium regime)
3. A linear temperature gradient is established with -22°C at the upper
surface and -I2°C at the lower surface simulating the center ice
upper layer of an 80 inch thick ice sneet during a cold winter 
period. (Cold regime)
4. Load rates of 100, 300, 1000, and 5000 psi/min are used with each 
temperature profile yielding 12 integrations.
5. The integration is performed by finite summation of one inch 
i ncrements.
Exhibit 7.6 shows the temperatures for the three thermal regimes at the 
top of each increment, Exhibit 7.7 shows the values of rate exponent for 
each inch for each thermal regime, Exhibits 7.8, 7.9 and 7.10 show the rate 
functions, (Rate) r , for the warm, medium, and cold thermal regimes at 
the four different loading rates. The rate function increases with increas­
ing temperature, increasing depth, and increasing rate, and it ranges in 
value from about 2 to about 19. This is a multiplying function and shows 
the rate function to be highly important.
Exhibit 7.11 indicates the general brine volume functions, XG , Y0 , B(or M), 
aQ , G, and salinity at various depths, and Exhibit 7.12 shows the brine 
volume-strength functions (in psi)” for the three thermal regimes at each 
inch of depth. The latter is sensitive to both depth and temperature near 
the surface but approaches a constant value which is independent of depth , 
or temperature at deeper depths.
The salt reinforcement values are shown in Exhibit 7.13 for the three thermal 
regimes. The difference in reinforcement between the medium and cold ice 
is small, thus indicating the results of the solid salt quality function.
Exhibit 7.14 shows strate, the brine volume strength function, and the salt 
reinforcement values. Strate decreases rapidly with depth in the upper 
levels because both the brine volume strength function and the salt rein­
forcement exhibit this characteristic. For the ice under study, strate 
varies from about 45 to 240 depending on depth and temperature. In Exhibits
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Brine Volume Function at Various Depths 
Liquid Brine Only
Idealized Function for Strate
Figure 1J
Idealized Solid Salt Reinforcement at 
, Various Temperatures
Idealized Solid Salt Reinforcement at 
Various Depths
Figure 7.9 Figure 7.10
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7.15, 7.16 and 7.17 are shown the strengths (strate times the rate function) 
of warm, medium, and cold ice respectively at the four different loading 
rates. Also shown are the totals or integrated strengths and the average 
strengths. The integrated strengths for the different rate-thermal regime 
combinations are shown in Table 7.13. Strength varies from about 145 to 
1300 psi.
Table 7.13
Integrated Center Ice Sheet Strengths, lbs/inch of width 
Thickness of 40"
Rate, psi/min Warm Medium Cold
100 6,400 10,500 11.400
300 8,500 14,500 15,900
1 ,000 11,700 20,600 23,000
5,000 17,800 33,100 37,900
The medium and cold ice sheets are substantially stronger than the warm 
ice sheets,and the cojd ice is somewhat stronger than the medium ice. Increas­
ing rate from 100 to 5,000 psi/minute increases the strength by three times.
Figure 7.11 indicates the strength-depth relationship for a rate of 1,000 
psi/minute for the three thermal regimes. In general, the warm ice strength 
is almost constant with depth because the brine volume-strength function 
decreases with depth but the rate function increases. The medium and cold 
ice have appreciable strength gradients with depth due to overriding effects 
of brine volume and solid salt reinforcement.
7.7 CONCLUSIONS
1. The general compressive strength function has been developed 
for all horizontally loaded center ice which inherently has 
horizontal crystal orientation but random orientation in the 
horizontal plane. The geometric variables used were based on 
bottom ice which is similar to center ice but has colinearly 
oriented crsytals in the horizontal plane. Center ice can then 
be expected to behave somewhat as bottom ice if bottom ice pro­
perties were integrated in orientation about the horizontal plane.
These geometric variables have shown to fit the data very well, 
but further refinements must await detailed analysis of bottom 
ice.
2. Center ice from varying depths in the ice sheet has a systematic 
pattern, thus making it possible to develop a general strength 
function with a correlation coefficient of 0.93 for 598 specimens 
with variation of temperature from -1° to -2I°C and depths from I 
to 36 inches.
3. The general strength function is
Strength = f(Load Rate)Cf(brine volume + solid salt reinforcement)H
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4. The function of load rate is
A ICC n xl.0*I38t. 0.09
(Load Rate)0 ’166 Dep+h Temp =f(Rate>
5. The trine volume function is complicated. The greatest strength 
attenuation is due to liquid brine occuring with warm tempera­
ture near the ice sheet surface. The value of the function 
becomes much less with depth for all temperatures although it 
remains linear with strate for a particular depth. The details 
are expressed in equation 7.18. The reason for the attenuation 
of the brine volume effect with depth is not yet clear. The 
most intriguing speculation concerns platelet widths increasing 
with depth and the possibility of a shift in brine plane 
failures through the bridging ice to interior platelet ice.
The failure plane shift is tentatively considered in Chapter
9. It is interesting to note here that such a shift does not 
negate the solid salt reinforcement concept, but rather en­
hances it for two reasons: I) the solid salt reinforced ice
is most probably stronger than interior platelet ice and 2) the 
reinforced brine channels may well inhibit crack propogation 
and increase the platelet ice's net rupture strength. Thus, the 
strength in the brine plane may exceed the strength in the 
platelet plane, and further, the strength in the platelet plane 
may be enhanced because of inhibition of crack propagation 
from platelet to platelet. Certain other speculations can be 
made about variability of brine channel shape, brine plane 
contaminates between channels, stress concentration, crystal 
lattice dislocations, and surface energy, but no clear evidence 
can be discerned.
6. All center ice indicates strong reinforcement due to precipitated 
sodium sulfate decahydrate. The reinforcement for a single depth 
is proportional to the salty quantity but the effect decreases 
with depth. This reinforcement is a significant factor in the 
strength of colder ice thus implying that salty ice is several 
times stronger than salt-free ice. Although intriguing, no 
definitive data are yet availalbe for describing the mechanism
of reinforcement.
7. The six primary variables which govern strength are ice type, 
orientation, load rate, temperature, depth and salinity.
8. The strength functions developed in this chapter are limited
to ice warmer than -22.9°C and having direct compression failure.
9. The equations for center ice strength allow integration through 
a thickness up to 40 inches. Reasonable average strengths range 
between 155 to 955 pounds per square inch for reasonable field 
conditions and for failure modes in direct compression.
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Chapter 8 
STRENGTH FUNCTIONS, BOTTOM ICE
8.1 INTRODUCTION
General load rate functions were developed in Chapter 5 for each ice petro­
fabric type and orientation. The development of this chapter is the determina­
tion of functions for brine volume and solid salt reinforcement for bottom 
ice by methods described in Chapters 6 and 7. The amount of data collected 
was very large; therefore, the orientation effect was closely studied with 
the data selected from a single depth and load rate.
8.2 AVERAGE STRENGTH
Tensile and compressive strengths are affected by the rate of loading, thus 
standard rates of loading were established and a calculation was made to 
determine the most probable strength at that rate for each orientation.
The standard rates which were selected are 200 psi/min for tension and 460 
psi/min for compression. The most probable strength values for each orienta­
tion were then obtained as follows:
1. For the main orientations (00-90, 90-00, 90-45 and 90-90), for
which rate functions have been established, a group of 6 to 12
tests was selected with rates near the standard. Strate for the 
group was averaged and the appropriate rate function was applied 
to find the most probable strength.
2. For other orientations (22 1/2-90, 45-90, 67 1/2-90, 90-22 1/2, 
and 90-67 1/2) the tests were generally grouped near the standard 
rates. A linear regression of strength versus rate was calculated, 
and the strength was adjusted to reflect its value at the standard 
rate by use of the regression equation. This value was examined 
to ensure that it was typical. Sparsity of data in these orien­
tations precluded development of a general rate function of high 
confidence.
Without a suitable general rate function, value of strate could not be de­
termined with a high level of statistical significance. It is for this 
reason that the analysis in this chapter is made in terms of strength at 
the fixed value of load rate. Table 8.1 shows, for each orientation, the 
number of tests, strength at the standard rate, and standard deviation of 
the strength for both tension and compression. Figure 8.1 shows strength 
versus orientation in one configuration and Figure 8.2 indicates the same 
information in another configuration.
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Tensile and Compressive Strength at Standard Conditions 
for Different Orientations.
Orientation Tension Compression
Number of Strength Stdev. Number Strength Stdev. 
Observations (Rate=200) of (Rate=460)
Observations
T a b le  8.1
00-90 9 284 68 12 1260 175
22 1/2-90 6 169 19 9 638 150
45-90 4 192 15 12 790 250
67 1/2-90 6 132 22 7 348 40
90-90 8 153 25 8 612 1 15
90-67 1/2 5 151 25 8 329 82
90-45 8 1 10 27 6 259 145
90-22 1/2 6 109 8 8 356 70
90-00 9 132 13 8 1020 210
It is interesting and important to note that Figures 8.1 and 8.2 indicate 
the same pattern of strength versus orientation in compression as in tension. 
The fact that tension and compression strength patterns are similar reinforces 
the probability that each is roughly correct.
The quadrant from the b-axis to the c-axis is the zone containing the brine- 
basal failure plane and it will be studied in the greatest detail. The character 
of the strength-orientation function, the extreme variation in strength, 
and the known structure of the ice in this quadrant suggest that the strength 
and other mechanical properties of the brine-basal plane can be defined 
and is worthy of tentative analysis.
8.3 ELASTICITY ,
8.3.1 General. E, the modulus of elasticity, or Young's modulus, is defined 
by the slope of the stress-strain curve. In determining E for individual 
data, a stress-strain plot was made and the average strength for a group 
of similar data was determined if the plot showed substantial curvature.
A secant slope was then obtained between a point of zero stress and a point 
equal to 1/3 the average maximum failure stress of repeated tests.
Tests were sorted by type, orientation and sampling date, and it was observed 
that E was strongly dependent on rate of loading. Table 8.2 indicates the E 
dependence of the various parameters including the best-fitting rate exponent, 
Exp, in the equation as determined by regression,
E = Rate^XP(AII other functions).
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T a b le  8 .2
Orient Tension or 
Compress i on
No. of data Rate Exp. t-test Correlation Coefficient 
Multiple With With 
Strength Rate
00-90 T 65 .02 0.9 .39 .21 .13
90-00 T 53 .13 2.9 .56 .34 .38
90-45 T 58 .40 9.6 .84 .72 .71
90-90 T 67 .09 2.6 .44 .03 .30
00-90 C 113 .20 8.8 .74 .74 .58
90-00 c 105 .27 7.6 .71 .64 .56
90-45 c 95 .46 14.5 .84 .71 .79
90-90 c 1 14 .32 8.8 .72 .76 .62
The information presented in Table 8.2 is not intended to be definitive.
It is presented to indicate some of the characteristics of E, shown by the 
tests, but without detailed analysis. This information shows generally:
1. The pattern of E versus rate is very similar to that for 
strength.
A. The E-rate relationship is curvilinear.
B. The exponent in compression is larger than the exponent in 
tension.
C. The pattern of exponents versus orientation is similar to 
that for strength.
2. The multiple correlation coefficients are all significant and 
are highly significant in most cases.
3. Partial correlation coefficients between E and strength and 
between E and rate are found to be significant in most cases.
It is important to remember that this is average information, and the modulus 
of elasticity has not been studied in detail.
8.3.2 Elasticity at Various Orientations. The data which have been studied 
for strength for different orientations were also subjected to a cursory 
examination of modulus of elasticity. For the different groups of tests,
E has been determined by fitting a least squares line for E versus rate 
and then finding E for the standard rates of 200 and 460 psi/min for tension 
and compression respectively. Table 8.3 shows these values of E for the 
different orientations,and Figure 8.3 shows E versus orientation.
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Values of E at different orientations.
Orientation E in compression 
Rate = 460 psi/min
E in tension 
Rate = 200 psi/min
00-90 2.47 x !05 10.23 x I05
22 1/2-90 .72 " 8.54 "
45-90 1.54 " 8.73 "
67 1/2-90 .56 " 6.22 "
90-90 1.75 " 7.90 "
90-67 1/2 1.13 " 4.76 "
90-45 .93 " 4.19 "
90-22 1/2 .58 " 4.27 "
90-00 1 .30 " 8.11 "
Two points are important:
1. The modulus of elasticity for tension is approximately 5 times 
greater than that for compression.
2. The modulus of elasticity-orientation plot shows the same shape 
as that for strength-orientation.
The E orientation pattern in the brine-basal plane shows the same deep,broad 
valley as the strength -orientation. This reinforces further the confi­
dence in the general strength-orientation pattern in the brine-basal plane 
shown by the data under study. It also suggests that the same sort of orienta­
tion relationship can be used to define the value of E in the brine-basal 
plane.
8.4 TENSILE STRATE FUNCTIONS OF 90-00, 90-45 AND 90-90 ORIENTATIONS
Strate has been defined as the strength with the rate function removed and 
Table 8.4 shows -the average tensile strate and (l-vl/2) for 44 inch depth 
ice for the three orientations, 90-00, 90-45 and 90-90 for temperatures 












Obs. Strate , 1/2 l-v
-2° 20 78.4 .6512 15 53.3 .6568 16 108.2 .6703
-5 22 104.1 .7696 12 61.8 .7720 23 125.6 .7820
-10 8 1 12.8 .8355 1 1 72.4 .8421 20 150.0 .8328
-21 12 121.2 .8726 14 70.7 .8781 14 145.2 .8790
It is immediately obvious that no salt reinforcement is shown by the data.
Furthermore, while the data appear approximately linear with (l-v1'^), if 
is not sufficiently sensitive to changes in ( l - v ^ )  -f-0 allow fitting of 
the general model.









Sea Ice Strength at Various Orientations 
under Standard Conditions n  r Tensile and Compressive Strength under Standard Conditions
F i gu re 8.
Modulus of Elasticity at Various Orientations 
under Standard Conditions
Figure 8.2
Strate, Brine Volume, and Orientation Relationship 
Bottom Ice, Tension
Orientation, 0:2-0 :c
Figure 8.3 Figure 8.4
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and In standard form,
Equation 
o = -46.4 + 193.0 (l-v1/2)
a = -3.4 + 86.2 (l-va
/2
a = -31.9 + 207.8 (l-v a
)
1/2





90-00 a = 146.6 (l-l.32v,/2) 8.6a
82.8 (l-l.04v,/2)90-45 a = a 8.5
90-90 a = a 175.8 (l-l.I8v,/2) 8.6
These provide the strate functions needed to describe the tensile strength 
of sea ice at 44 inches of depth.
8.5 COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH FUNCTIONS OF 90-00, 90-45 AND 90-90 ORIENTATIONS.
8.5.1 Strate Functions. Table 8.5 and Figure 8.5 show the average compres­
sive strate and (l-vl/2) for 44 inch ice for the three orientations,.90-00, 















-2 59 212.2 .682 45 14.09 .682 66 91.65 .700
-5 55 245.7 .800 47 17.22 .790 82 110.4 .802
-1C 36 341.0 .832 34 17.07 .836 37 148.3 .839
-21 28 351.1 .881 24 22.33 .877 29 198.1 .881
Figure 8.5 demonstrates that the strength of 90-45 ice In compression, as 
in tension, shows no salt reinforcement*and is relatively insensitive to 
changes in brine volume. On the other hand, the strength of 90-00 and 90­
90 orientations in compression show a greater sensitivity to changes in 
brine volume function and also show strong salt reinforcement. The shape 
of the brine volume function for the 90-00 and 90-90 orientations can not 
be determined because only two temperature, -2° and -5°, are available, 
in the non-solid salt temperature range. The brine volume function is as­
sumed to be Ii near.
Linear equations fitting the above data and weighted for the number of observa­
tions are shown on the following page.




90-00 Al 1 a = a -256.0 + 671.2 (l-vl/2) .381 8.7
90-00 2,5 o = a 18.58 + 283.9 (l-v'/2) -.065 8.8
90-45 Al 1 0 = a -8.62 + 32.82 (l-vl/2) .263 8.9
90-90 Al 1 a =a -253.5 + 478.0 (l-vl/2) .530 8.10
90-90 2,5 a = a -37.0 + 183.8 (l-vl/2) .201 8.11
Also shown are the linear brine volume equations in standard form.
Orient Temps Equation
90-00 2,5 a = a 302.5 (l-.938vl/2) 8.12
90-45 Al 1 a - a 24.2 (l-!.36vi/2) 8.13
90-90 2,5 a = a 146.8 (l-l .25v,/2) 8.14
The 90-45 ice shows no salt reinforcement and equation 8.13 completes the 
description of the strength of 90-45 compression ice at 44". A salt 
reinforcement term is required for the other two orientations.
8.5.2 Solid Salt Reinforcement Functions. Solid salt reinforcement 
is described as in Chapter 6,
a = a r a a (l-Gvl/2) o 8.15
a is salt reinforcement, and cjq and G are the constants in equations 
8^12 and 8.14. Table 8.6 shows the calculation of a for the 90-00 
and 90-90 ice at -10 and -2I°C. r
Table 8.6
Calcul ation of SaIt Rei nforcement
Orient Temp
°C
Number of 1 
Observations
-v,/2 meas ca Ic
o = o . 
r m
90-00 -10 36 .832 341.0 254.8 86.2
90-00 -21 28 .881 351.1 268.7 82.4
90-90 -10 37 .839 148.3 1 17.2 31.1
90-90 -21 29 .881 198.1 124.9 73.2
As for center i ce
S = (Sali + v),/2 - v l/2
 c
8.16
where Sali is the relative quantity of solid salts and associated ice 
(salty ice). An equation has been developed for S for the temperature 
range, -8.2° to -22.9°C.
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S = (Salinity),/2 (.082 - .180/Temp'381) 8.17
For the data under consideration, average S is 0.0154 at -I0°C and
0.055 at -2!°C, the details of which are shown in Figure 8.6.
In the study of salt reinforcement of center ice, the general function 
developed for salt reinforcement was '
a = G S K Qe 8.18r
where G is the geometric constant found in determining the brine volume 
function, S has been defined, Q is a quality function for salty ice, e 
is the fitting exponent for Q, and K is a fitting constant. is calcu­
lated from equation 8.15, S is calculated from equation 8.17, and Q can 
be calculated from
Q = .034 + 2.707/T 
and from equation 8.18
.90 8.19
I = K 0 8. 8.20
Table 8.7 shows the different values involved in equation 8.20 for the 
90-00 and 90-90 compressive data.
Table 8.7
Salt Reinforcement Data
Ori ent Number of Temp 
Observations
ar G S a /GS 0
90-00 36 -10° 86.2 .938 .015 6.20 .068
90-00 28 -21 82.4 .938 .055 1600 .052
90-90 37 -10 3.1. 1 .25 .015 1600 .068
90-90 29 -21 73.2 1.25 .055 1060 .042
Figure 8.7 gives the salt reinforcement data of Table 8.7 with a third 
point at the origin for each orien^ion. The relationship is linear for 
the 90-90 data, and e can be taken as I. Using a weighted least squares 
line through the origin, K Is approximately 250,000, but it was later necessary 
to adjust this to 30,000 when the functions were tested. The salt rein­
forcement for 90-90 compression is
= 30,000 G S Q 8.21
'90-90 c
For the 90-00 salt reinforcement, an equation can be fitted using a value 
of e of 2.5, but this increases the value of K by several times. Another 
approach is suggested by Figure 8.8 which shows the salt reinforcement to 
be constant at approximately 85 psi, and this approach will be used because 
of its simp Iicity.
a










Strate, Brine Volume, and Orientation Relationships 
Bottom Ice, Compression
Plotback of 90-00 Tension Tests
Figure 8.6
Solid Salt Reinforcement Function Solid Salt Reinforcement, Bottom Ice, 
Compression
Figure 8.7 Figure 8.8
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8.6 TESTING THE STRENGTH FUNCTIONS
8.6.1 Plotback Check. Plotback of the calculated value versus the measured 
value was used for the strength functions that were developed in the preceding 
two sections for strength at 90-00, 90-45 and 90-90 orientations in both 
tension and compression. Figures 8.8 to 8.13 show the calculated strength- 
measured strength using the following equations:
Fig. Ori ent Tension or Equation 
Compression
8 90-00 T = f(rate) (146.6(1-1.32v'/2)) 8.22
9 90-45 T = f(rate) (82.8(1-1.04v'/2)) 8.23
10 90-90 T = f(rate) (175.8(1-1.18v'/2)) 8.24
11 90-00 C = f(rate)(302.5(l-.938v,/2)+85.)* 8.25
12 90-45 C = f(rate) (24.2(1-1.36v'/2)) 8.26
13 90-90 C = f(rate)( 146.8(1-1.25v,/,2) +
30,000 G S 0)* 8.27
*Salt reinforcement only below -8.2°C.
Five statistical tests are used to determine the fit of the plotback and 
thus the fit of the equations, the results of which are shown in Table 8.8
1. The average residual.
2. The least squares slope from the origin through the data.
3. The standard deviation of the residuals.
4. The correlation coefficient.
5. The coefficient of variation.
Table 8.8









90-00 T 62 124.7 .985 .73 - . 13 17.8 .143
90-45 T 52 1 15.0 .978 .77 .10 17.2 .150
90-90 T 73 172.9 .961 .53 .01 35.7 .206
Al1 Tens 187 140.8 .971 .62 - .01 26.0 .185
90-00 C 188 1039. .968 .86 - II. 273. .263
90-45 C 150 323. .980 .95 - 2.9 85.4 .264
90-90 C 214 771. .963 .93 4.0 185. .240
A 1 1 Comp 552 740. .967 .90 - 2.8 201. .272
A 11 Data 739 589. .967 .90 - 2.1 174. .296
The average residuals are negligible indicating that the average calcu­
lated strength is close to the average measured strength. The slope,
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Plotback of 90-45 Tension Tests Plotback, 90-90 Tension Tests
Figure 8.9 Figure 8.10
Plotback of 90-00 Compression Tests Plotback of 90-45 Compression Tests
Figure 8. Figure 8.12
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which is calculated by least squares/shows an average value of approxi­
mately .97 with a systematic grouping of all data about that value. This 
indicates that all calculated values should be increased by approximately 
3 percent to yield the best least squares fit; however, this small systematic 
error is ignored because the functions are probably as accurate as the 
data.
The correlation coefficients vary between 0.53 and 0.77 for tension and 
between 0.86 and 0.95 for compression. This is highly satisfactory. The 
coefficients of variation show a standard deviation in tension of 15 to 
20 percent of the average value of measured strength. The compression 
data show the standard deviation of the residuals is approximately 25 
percent of the average value of measured strength; however, while the 
compression data show a higher coefficients variation, it also shows 
a higher correlation coefficient, and this apparent anomaly results from 
the different distributions and ranges of the data. The tension data 
are relatively insensitive to rate, and the range of rate was smaller 
than for compression. On the other hand, the compressive strength is 
much more sensitive to load rate and the range of the load rate is much 
greater. Consequently, the range of the compression data is much greater 
than the tension data. The tension data occur in a group removed from 
the origin by a discrete amount and have a fairly uniform density over 
a limited range. The result of this distribution gives relatively high 
average values which in turn yields a low coefficient of variation. The 
compression data, however, extend from near the origin for a relatively 
great range with high density near the origin, and decreases in density 
at the higher strengths. This gives average values that are relatively 
low and a correspondingly high coefficient of variation. The great range 
makes possible a high correlation coefficient.
The plotback plot and statistical analysis generate the following comments; 
90-00 Tension. Figure 8.6
The data appear to be well centered on the line of perfect agreement.
Because of the weak rate function, the data for the different tempera­
tures are grouped separately, and the range for an individual tempera­
ture is small. This explains both the correlation coefficient (.73) and 
the coefficient of variation (.143). The fitting function is satisfactory.
90-45 Tension. Figure 8.9
These data also appear to be well centered on the line of perfect agreement. 
Because of the stronger rate effect, the data for the different tempera­
tures overlap, and those for a single temperature have considerably more 
range than for 90-00 tension. The correlation coefficient is relatively 
large (.77) because of the increased data ranges.
90-90 Tension. Figure 8.10
This group of tests has the smallest correlation coefficient (.53) and
the largest coefficient of variation (.206) of any tension group. It
is relatively insensitive to load-rate, with the data grouped by tempera­
ture; however, the plot shows a general curve for the data as a whole.
The reason for this is two-fold:
I. The data for each temperature tend to show a substantial 
scatter, and
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2. The function used is a compromise because the -10° data show a 
substantial strength increase over that expected from the strate- 
(l-vl/2) relation for -2° and -5°. This suggests solid salt rein­
forcement. The strength for -21°, however, drops to an approxi­
mately linear relationship with the -2° and -5° data, thus making 
the solid salt reinforcement concept questionable.
The -2° data fall: on the line of perfect agreement. The -5° data fall 
somewhat above it. The -10° data fall below it and the -21° data fall 
above it. The correlation coefficient is sufficiently large to show a 
moderate correlation.
90-00 Compression. Figure 8.11
This pattern is fairly typical of the compression data groups. Because 
of rate sensitivity and range, the data for different temperatures over­
lap extensively, and for each temperature there is enough range in strength 
values to demonstrate a linear pattern. The correlation coefficient (.86) 
is quite good, but the standard deviation of the residuals (273.) and the 
coefficient of variation (.263) are both high. The function includes 
a constant salt reinforcement value, and it is obvious that salt rein­
forcement must be considered for this orientation. If the density of 
the data were more uniform, the coefficient of variation would be some­
what sma11er.
90-45 Compression. Figure 8.12 .
Most of the comments regarding the 90-00 compression apply here, but the 
correlation coefficient is higher (.95), the differential density is more 
marked, and the overlap of the data for different temperatures is greater. 
The coefficient of variation (.264) is the same as for the 90-00 data 
and the fit for each temperature seems adequately centered and linear.
Since no salt reinforcement is involved in the calculated strength, it 
appears certain that this orientation has insignificant salt reinforce­
ment. These data and those for 90-45 tension show that the 90-45 ice 
is more consistant in performance than all other orientations studied.
90-90 Compression. Figure 8.13
The comments regarding the 90-00 and 90-45 compression data generally 
apply to this ice. The correlation (.93) is almost as good as the 90­
45 data but the coefficient of variation (.272)' is the greatest of any 
data group studied. Differential data density is seen to be much of the 
reason. The different temperatures overlap at the lower strengths; how­
ever, this function contains a salt reinforcement element which drives 
the -10° and -21° data into somewhat exclusive zones. Both the -10° and 
-21° data seem satisfactorily linear and these data, like the 90-00, appear 
to define a linear envelope indicating either random scatter or a second 
order effect not yet identified.
AlI Tension.
Statistical information has been calculated for groups of all tension, all 
compression, and all tests, in general, the All Tension grouping 
shows values that are approximately average for the three groups. The
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This grouping shows an overall correlation coefficient of .90 but a rela­
tively high coefficient of variation (.272) due to differential data density. 
The average residual is essentially zero and the least squares slope through 
the origin is .97. The poorest results were obtained from the 90-00 data.
h 11 Data.
because the compression data is approximately 3 times as numerous as the 
tension data, this shows primarily the results of the compression analysis.
The data show a correlation coefficient of .90, a high coefficient of vari­
ation (.290), an essentially zero average residual, and a slope by least 
squares through the origin of about .97. Since tension strength is much 
weaker than compression, the effect of differential density noted in the 
compression data is intensified in this grouping of all 739 data.
It is concluded that the strength models and the functions derived there­
from express the behavior quite well and are considered adequate for the 
further analysis in Chapter 9.
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Plotback of 90-90 Compression Tests
Figure 8.13
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Chapter 9 
BRINE PLANE - BASAL PLANE FAILURE
9.1 INTRODUCTION
The extremely low strength and stiffness of Ice subjected to basal plane 
shear stress is well known and has been intensively investigated in fresh 
ice, single and polycrystaline. Substantial evidence has been found in 
this study for proposing that sea ice properties are sometimes dictated 
by basal plane characteristics of ice within platelets rather than by the 
parallel brine plane with its liquid brine and solid salts. These effects 
were not discernable in center ice, but became quite clear in observations 
of certain bottom ice properties.
Should basal plane failure be significant, several properties should be 
apparent, but before proceeding to such a list, the following considera­
tions are put forth.
A shift from brine plane failure to basal plane failure could occur at 
warmer temperatures and would be difficult to ascertain without data over 
many small increments of temperature. Such data do not exist, but this 
type of shift is quite unlikely because of very low areas of bridging ice 
in the brine plane near the melting point. Ice specimen failures under 
these conditions in the laboratory have resulted in considerable delamina­
tion of crystals. This was not generally found in specimens with high shear 
stresses in the brine-basal plane, but was found with edge loading of the 
pI ate Iets.
Nothing is known about the crystal orientation of the bridging ice,' at 
least sufficient detail is not available to allow a definitive strength 
analysis. It is conceivable that bridging ice is not a continuation of 
platelet ice, but the presentation which follows will consider only the 
continuation concept.
9.2 BRINE - BASAL PLANE CHARACTERISTICS
9.2.1 Necessary Conditions. Two parallel planes will be considered.
The first is the brine plane including the total interplatelet brine at 
-l.8°C, the solids that form from this liquid, and the ice bridging from 
platelet to platelet at -l.8°C. The second is the basal plane within the 
fresh ice platelet.
Brine-plane failure requires several elements:
I /21. A linear relation between strate and (l-v ) with strate sensi­
tive to v.
2. A reasonable value of v0 , perhaps in the order of .5 to .65.
3. Salt reinforcement. All solid salts are deposited in the brine 
plane, therefore, salt reinforcement indicates that failure oc­
curs either in the brine plane or in a failure plane cutting the 
brine plane.
Basal plane failure characteristres to be expected would include:
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1. A rather limited relationship between strength and brine volume. 
Brine volume would probably be of some effect until enough ice 
had formed to provide a continuous platelet structure through 
the specimen. Beyond that point, the strength should remain 
approximately constant except for the direct temperature effect 
on the platelet structure strength.
2. Relatively high creep rates at cold temperatures.
3. No salt reinforcement.
9.2.2 Mechanical Properties in the Brine-Basal Plane. The behavior of 
the 90-45 ice in both tension and compression suggests a basal plane 
failure in the ice platelets between brine planes. This question is 
left open for the present and a general function for either the 
brine or basal plane or both can be developed without definitely ident­
ifying the specific plane involved.
Figure 9.1 shows a specimen with unit cross-sectional area loaded with an 
axial force o.AB and a crystal axis at an angle 0 with a. The brine-basal 
plane of weakness cuts the specimen at EF perpendicular to the c-axis. 
Figure 9.2 shows a force diagram of the upper part of the specimen with 
the internal forces a„.EF, and a 'EF. .
o -EF = cr.AB-cos n
a >EF = a*AB'sin s






o = asi n 0 cos 0 s
2
a = a /cos 0 n
a = a /sin 0 cos 0 s
Figures 9.3 and 9.4 show the situation when 0 approaches 90° and 
it can be shown,
a CD = aAB s i n 0 e
2a = asin a0 e










Equations 9.5, 9.6 and 9.9 yield ultimate strength values based on three 
modes of failure in the b-c-axis plane. The most important strength 
function here is that for shear in the brine-basal plane. Equation 
9.4, where as is the shear strength in the brine-basal plane, can be 
solved for as for the 90-45 data. Since sin 6 cos 0 is 0.5 for 0-45°,
0.5 a90-45 9.10
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Figure 9. Figure 9.2




Figure 9.3 Figure 9.4
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Figure 9.5 shows the function s i n cos which becomes infinite if 0
isO° or 90° and attain a value of 2.0 for© = 45°. This function forms 
a broad, deep valley similar to the apparent shape of the strength func­
tion.
The function is valid at angles greater than OVless than 90°. Near 0° 
and 90° the lack of information prevents definition of the shape of the 
curve from data. Two possibilities present themselves:
1. If 90-00 and 90-90 orientations have unique modes of failure 
based on the frontal and edge loading of the platelet structure, 
equations 9.5 and 9.9 would begin to govern as the angle between 
load and the c-axis departed from 0° and 90°.
2. If sea ice acts as a granular or amorphous material when loaded 
on these two axes, the strength should remain approximately 
constant until' another mode of failure controls strength.
Figure 8.5 shows strength versus orientation with both options I and 2 
under the standard conditions outlined in Chapter 8. The scale factor 
used for the central part of the function is obtained using equation 9.10 
which yields 129.5 psi in compression and 55 psi in tension. At both ends 
of the curve, strength is
°n = 90-00 strength 
a = 90-90 strength
9.11
9.12
By definition, the 90-00, 90-45 and 90-90 strength values are on the curve. 
The 90-22 1/2 and 90-67 1/2 values are the only ones available for testing 
the curves and these strengths are shown in Table 9.1 and Figure 9.6. Three 
values fit rather nicely but the 90-22 1/2 strength in tension is lower 
than it should be. The fit is sufficiently satisfactory to indicate that 
the strength-orientation relation is a good first approximation for the 
data avai lable.
Table 9.1
Estimated-Measured Strength Values for Odd Orientations
Orientation Tensi le Strength Compressive Strength











The shape of the curve is undefined between 0° - 22 1/2° and 67 1/2°
-90°. Evidence from tests of laboratory grown single,fresh,ice crystals 
indicates the strength to be very sensitive to 9 near 0° and 90°. The 
sea ice tests did not show such high sensitivity, but the expected true 
shape of the curves are shown dotted. Certain additional effects would 
be expected from experimental error due to lateral restraints at specimen 
ends and end interference with brine plane and platelet continuity.

















. Plane Function Strength Orientation Relationship
Figure 9.5 Figure 9.6
Rate Function-Ocientation Relationship Strate Values for Bottom Ice Loaded 
on the Brine-Basal Plane
Figure 9.7
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9.2.3 Rate Functions in the Brine-Basal Plane. The rate functions for 
tensile and compressive strength were developed in Chapter 4 with the 
general approach
Strength = f(rate) X (All other functions)
where
f(rate) = Rate1"
The exponent, r, is empirically fitted to the compression strength data 
in the horizontal plane:
r = 0.166 Depth''38 Temperature’89 Rotvar 9.12comp^ c
and, for tensile strength
-  195 -  064
r = .082 Depth ’ Temperature ’ Rotvar^ 9.13
Rotvar is the Rate Orientation and Type Variable empirically fitted for the 
different orientations and types. Table 9.2 shows the values of Rotvar for 
bottom ice.
Table 9.2
Values of Type and Orientation Variable for Several Orientations




The f(rate) is shown in Table 9.3 and Figure 9.7 for tension and compression 
for 44 inch ice at -5° at rates of 200 psi/min for tension and 460 psi/min 
for compression.
Table 9.3
Rate Functions for Standard Conditions.
Orientation Compression Tension
r f(rate) r f(rate)
90-00 .194 2.79 .0445 i .266
90-45 .407 8.60 .109 1 .78
90-90 .255 3.86 .052 1 .32
Comparison of Figure 9.7 with Figures 8.1 and 8.3 indicates that, in the 
basal plane, an inverse relation exists between the rate function and 
both strength and modulus of elasticity.
9.2.4 Brine Volume and Salt Reinforcement in the Brine-Basal Plane. 
Four data groups represent direct loads on the brine-basal plane. The 
90-00 data is loaded directly on the basal plane in either tension or 
compression. The 90-45 data is loaded at 45° to the'brine-basal plane
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The 90-45 tension data indicate some similarities to the 90-00 tension 
data. There is no salt reinforcement and there is apparently a linear relation­
ship with (l-v^/2), ctq is about 83 psi compared with 147 for the 90-00 
ice. The slope is relatively flat with a G value of 1.04 and an (I-v ' )  
intercept of .04. In this case, the requirement for a reasonable v value 
is not met.
The 90-45 compression data shows no salt reinforcement, it is fairly linear 
with (l-vl/2)^ ancj if has a reasonable value for vc . However, this ice 
is very weak, with a 0o of .3 that for 90-45 tension. Since aQ is in 
terms of strate, it is necessary to calculate a rate function to compare 
strengths. Using a rate of 500 psi/min, a depth of 44 inches and a tempera­
ture of -5°, the rate functions for tension and compression are 2.68 and
12.4 respectively. In this representative case, the ratio of compression 
to tension rate functions is 4.64, thus the compressive strength for this 
ice is greater than for tension.
The evidence is not entirely satisfactory to explain the occurrence of 
solid salt reinforcement in some orientations but not in others. There 
is, however, enough evidence to demonstrate the possibility of failure plane 
shift from the brine plane to the basal plane within platelets at cold 
temperatures when the brine plane strength may be strongly reinforced with 
sol id salts.
It should be noted that no solid salt reinforcement has been indicated 
by tension tests on bottom ice. The question of possible solid salt rein­
forcement as reported by Assur has not been verified by the direct tension 
tests of bottom ice used in this study.





Direct application of the work shown in the preceding chapters was made 
on a specific project from 1963 through 1965; determination of ice loads, 
design, fabrication, erection and performance testing of a large offshore 
oil drilling platform in Cook Inlet, Alaska. The analysis in Chapters 
4 through 9 were not completed, and parts had not yet been initiated. Early 
analysis had given considerable insight to the engineering properties of 
sea ice, and intuitive reasoning could be used with discretion. It should 
be noted here that the time requirement for establishing the design condi­
tions in a new environment was very short. For example, specially manu­
factured steel for the future structure was ordered less than six months 
after the project was conceived and three months after the author began 
work on the design conditions. The tone of this chapter, therefore, is 
quite different from that of preceding chapters which were in a research 
instead of design atmosphere.
The actual study was accomplished in a different manner than outlined here. 
Actually, the work resulted in a set of four reports, each a substantial 
refinement of the other. This chapter will contain only those portions 
which show the end product and the method of achieving it. Work which 
was exploratory and was later refined will be deleted in the interest of 
clarity and brevity. Further, much of the detailed work has yet to be ' 
released from proprietory status.
10.1.1 The Problem. The problem is rather simple to state: "What will 
be the forces imposed by ice on an offshore oil drilling platform in Cook 
Inlet, Alaska?" There is some experience concerning lateral loads on 
piling or structures by ice in rivers and in some other situations. The 
extrapolation of this experience to the Cook Inlet is, however, not prac­
tical because of the different parametric factors that are known to occur 
in Cook Inlet. These include high tides, large tidal velocities, high 
mineral content in the form of soil particles in the water, and considerable
. mixing of fresh river water with sea water. No previous work has been
done in attempting to describe the ice conditions in Cook Inlet.
10.1.2 Status of Knowledge. The description of lateral loads on struc­
tures due to ice is an empirical relationship, and the literature con­
tains certain empirical expressions describing these lateral forces on
i such structures as bridge piers located in rivers. Mechanical properties
of ice are highly variable thus leading to different failure modes and 
great differences In strength. Extensive differences in heat transfer 
result in large differences in ice growth rates, even in locations with 
similar ambient weather conditions. Therefore, it Is impossible to closely 
predict lateral loads on a specific structure in a specific location without 
first determining for the specific ice the expected thickness, the strength 
of that ice, and the failure mode exhibited when such ice impinges upon 
a structure. Of necessity, then, an empirical ad hoc experimental approach 
must be followed if answers are to be found in reasonable time.
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10.2 INITIAL OBSERVATIONS
Cook Inlet. Cook Inlet, Alaska, assumed considerable engineering impor­
tance after the discovery of offshore oil in the summer of 1962. The Inlet 
is one of the most difficult in the world in which to work because of 
35 foot tides and six knot tidal velocities. The high latitude of 62° 
results in strong coriol is forces, so this/coupled with the Inlet geometry, 
causes considerable cross currents at both ebb and flood tides. The water 
is quite turbulent through its entire depth and has a high silt suspension 
content which makes it virtually opaque. The water depths are variable 
from 135 feet to -35 feet, based on mean low tide, resulting in frequent 
choppy wave action, extensive mud fiats and three to four foot tidal bores. 
The general distribution of atmospheric air pressures coupled with the 
geometry of surrounding mountains and valleys allows full gales to frequently 
occur and the attendent water waves have heights of about 30 feet. Katabatic 
winds are very strong in the Turnagain and Knik Arm vicinities. The influx 
of fresh water from numerous rivers is highly variable from summer to winter 
resulting in an attendant variabi I ity in salinity in the Inlet. .
These factors alone make Cook Inlet a difficult place in which to work, 
but the climate is sufficiently cold in the winter to also create a sea 
ice cover of up to 3.5 feet. This ice forms in floes of up to two miles 
in diameter which move up and down the Inlet with the six knot tide and 
travel distances in the order of 25 miles per tide.
The study of this ice is the topic of this chapter. The general character­
istics of'the Inlet are shown in Figures 10.1 through 10.4.
10.3 ICE THICKNESS PREDICTIONS
The thickness of the sea ice in Cook Inlet is derived from two mechanisms.
The first is the growth thickness and the second is the mechanical stack­
ing or rafting. The analysis of growth of sea ice in Cook Inlet has proved 
to be an interesting problem. Many factors are contributing to the growth 
and decay of the ice sheet, and fundamental information of the oceanographic 
and weather parameters of the Inlet area are too meager to allow competent 
analysis from first principles at the present time. Therefore, the analysis 
prior to construction of the first offshore drilling platform was subject 
to wide limits of confidence.
10.4 RAFTING
At the time of maximum ice growth in the Inlet and at the time of sampling 
for strength measurements, thickness determinations were made of several 
floes during 1963-64. They were quite uniform in thickness of about twelve 
inches. At this time, general observations were made concerning the occur­
rence of rafting, and it was determined, and is shown in Figure 10.5, that 
the majority of the rafting occurs when the ice is quite thin and generally 
does not appreciably affect ice thickness. However, it will be noted that 
some small areas of rafting do indeed occur which can double the thick­
ness of the ice sheet. Several locations were observed in which the one 
foot thick ice sheet had rafted with its full thickness, thereby resulting 
in a two foot thick ice sheet. It will be noted, however, that not only
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Wind at Middleground Shoal Platform A.
Figure 10.2
Wind and Waves which Commonly Occur in the Summer in Cook Inlet,
Figure 10.3
Common Winter Ice Cover in Cook Inlet.
Figure 10.4
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the fact that the ice sheet doubles in thickness is important, but also 
of significance is the horizontal extent of such thickening. The field 
determination of rafting effects is complex because a search must be con­
ducted for the maximum rafting effects. This is a population sampling 
program which requires a large number of observations.
10.5 ICE STRENGTH
10.5.1 Mode of FaiIure. The most important observation made during the 
first winter of the study was the mode of failure of the ice when impinging 
upon a temporary exploratory drilling platform. Figures 10.6, 7 and 8 
show the general features of the failure type. At the time these pictures 
were taken, the tidal movement was into the Inlet, or a flood tide. The 
"A” arrows in all figures indicate the platform orientation with the "A" 
arrow indicating "up Inlet" toward Anchorage.
It can be observed that the failure mode of the ice is direct compression.
No significant tension cracking of the ice floes occurred, and the total 
volume of ice impinging upon a single platform piling is crushed into very 
small pieces. Figures 10.9, 10 and II show this failure in detail. Figure 
10 shows in particular the ice being reduced to small particle size.
Figures 10.6, 7, and 8 show that orientation of the platform relative to
the direction of general ice movement is of little significance in reducing 
ice forces on the platform due to forces imposed by floes, be they rafted 
or not. This can be observed particularly in Figure 10.7 in which the 
"trailing" piling might have been expected to receive substantial force 
reduction. Piling No. 3 in Figure 10.7 can be observed to be offset about 
one piling diameter and is apparently receiving negligible force reduc­
tion due to the path cut by piling No. I. This compression failure mode 
makes the utilization of ice cutters of questionable value.
Also to be observed from Figures 10.6, 7 and 8, is the type of path cut
through the floes. The platform is obviously a restriction to the move­
ment of individual floes. The configuration and point of contact of up­
stream floes with the particular floe which is being extruded past the 
platform results in differing path shapes. In Figure 10.6 it can be seen 
that a curvilinear path is being generated, probably dictated by the floe 
immediately upstream from the one being cut. Figure 10.7 shows a large 
floe moving past the platform in which no major floes are obvious upstream 
and the path generated is straight. Figure 10.8 again shows a curvilinear 
path. The upstream conditions at the time of the photograph are unknown.
10.5.2 Ice Strength Testing, 1962-63. Mid-Inlet ice was sampled at Middle- 
ground Shoals immediately after the maximum ice growth conditions occurred 
during the winter of 1962-63. The only major ice-growing weather occurred 
during the first week of February and sampling was done on 7 February when 
the ice was thickest. Five samples were collected and salinity profiles 
were determined for each sample. Eighty-two compression and tension tests 
were made from the ice collected.
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Ice F a il le Against Platform 11, Note the Double Thick Rafted 
Section and the Compression Failure on all Four Legs.
Figure 10.7
Ice Failure Against Platform, I, Note the Double Thick Rafted 
Section and the Small Floa Size.
Figure 10.6
Ice Failure Against Platform,III, Note the Curvalinear Path and 
Nature of Floe Splitting which does not Reduce Platform Loads.
Figure 10.8
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10.5.3 Ice Strength Testing, 1965-64. Two favorable Ice growing periods 
occurred during the winter, mid-January and mid-February. The January 
period provided the best ice and five samples were studied in detail. One 
sample, number 6 , was collected during March for detailed study. All samples 
were collected to correlate with unique test pile (see 10.6) data. The 
first day of test pile data collection produced the most important bit 
of record for the season. On this day, 22 January, ice was sampled, numbers 
4 and 5, which appeared to best match this record.
The samples were collected, flown directly to Anchorage by helicopter and 
stored in a deepfreeze until tested. Compression tests, salinity tests 
and crystalographic thin sections were run on each of the six samples.
10.5.4 Ice Strength Testing, 1964-65. Six large field samples were col­
lected, and direct compression strengths were determined over a range of 
load rates and temperatures. Five samples (1-5) were collected in conjunction 
with force measurements on MGS-A, the completed structure. Previous test 
pile results indicated loads or forces at high load rates to be about 
one-half of those at low load rates. The results of the load rate -strength 
data show this clearly in Figure 10.12. The dotted line denotes Arctic 
sea ice properties as determined from slower load rates. It should be 
noted that the actual strength of this particular ice is much lower than 
average for Cook Inlet ice and the temperature effect is very slight, due 
to the low salinities (less than 2 parts per thousand). There were three 
ice growth periods during the winter, and these samples were taken on 16 
and 20 February, during the third growth period. Onsite observations and 
impressions indicated the highest ice strengths during the first period, 
with the second and third periods producing increasingly weaker ice.
10.6 LATERAL ICE FORCES ON PILING
10.6.1 Field Measurements. A test pile was erected on the temporary 
drilling platform previously shown. Figure 10.13 shows the test pile for 
this project at the right side of the figure. It was a 36 inch diameter,
20 foot long cylinder supported as a simple beam. The lower hinge was 
a piece of 3/4 inch plate which also served to support the pile verti­
cally. The upper end was unsupported either vertically or horizontally 
except by a 300,000 pound load cell and adequate rigging to prevents its 
being pushed over.
The second test pile shown in Figure 10.13, erected by others, is of canti­
lever design. It was totally collapsed by ice forces before useful data 
could be acquired from it. The simple beam test pile facility was destroyed 
when the entire platform failed and disappeared in December 1964.
Several interesting factors were observed. First, and most important, 
is that the largest ice forces occurred when the ice velocity was very 
slow or zero. The action seen in Figure 10.14, Case J, occurred with a 
change in velocity of from 3 or 4 miles per hour to zero. In Figure 10.14, 
the trace runs from left to right and from top to bottom. Starting with 
the upper left corner (Point C), the ice velocity is high but si owing- 
down by point D. This slowing resulted from the breaking away of a large 
chunk of the ice floe which had already passed the platform and thus 
ceased pulling the floe past the platform. From point E to F on the
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Detailed Ice Failure II, Note the Small Size of Crushed Ice.
F i g u re 10.10
Strength-Load Rate Relationship, Field Sanple 
Cook Inlet Ice
Detailed Ice Failure III, Note the Rolling Berm of Broken Ice.
Figure 10.11 Figure 1 0. 1 2
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record is the slowing of the floe to a complete stop at about point F.
Very little motion or ice breakage occurred between points B-A and F.
This slow ratcheting failure is characteristic of all the low velocity 
failure experienced during the winter. This floe seemed to be uniform 
in thickness over its entire area.
Slow, ratcheting failure was also experienced by small floes which were 
held against the test pile by currents which were insufficient to fail 
the ice. If this floe were struck by another, a substantial amount of 
ratcheting failure occurred until eventually, enough ice was backed up­
stream to provide adequate force to increase the velocity. Then the forces 
were reduced.
This mode of ice failure produces severest structurla loading and occurs 
with very small rates of loading. The actual rate of loading for this 
type of failure has not been measured, but it is believed that the failure 
occurs at velocities between virutally zero and 50 feet per minute. Normal 
high velocity failures may be as high as 600 feet per minute. The ratcheting 
failure appears to occur only at low ice temperatures and has been recorded 
only twice, once in early 1964 on the test pile at MGST' I and once in late 
1964 on MGS-A. The replotted MGS-A record is shown in Figure 10.15.
Reasonably accurate values for resonant structural frequency were available 
for MGS-A, but not for MGST-I. The MGS-A ratcheting ice failure frequency 
and the resonant structural frequency are nearly identical at 1 . 2 cycles 
per second. This is very important if the mechanism is forced, poorly 
damped, reasonant vibration caused by an osciallatory failure of the ice 
which happens to occur at the same frequency as the resonant structural 
frequency. Laboratory studies, reported below, indicate the vibrations 
to be forced, but that damping is too great to allow signifiicant amplifi­
cation.
A 2:1 ratio of ratcheting induced forces to high velocity induced forces 
is a consistant value found in results of direct compression tests, test 
pile data, MGS-A data and laboratory pile loading data. The ratio is 
thus found both in static and dynamic situations and clearly shows this 
to be a load rate effect of the ice rather than resonant amplification 
of structural stresses.
10.6.2 Oscillatory Forces.
1. Laboratory Measurements. The experimental set up is shown in
Figure 10.16. The ice was frozen in place with the tank and 
associated equipment in a cold lab. The full ice sheet was cut into 
four smaller pieces which could be forced past the pile by the 
variable speed drive equipment. Each small "floe" was failed 
at a very slow velocity for half its length and then at the 
highest velocity which the equipment was capable of producing 
for the second half. The forces were determined by SR-4 strain 
gage measurements of the cantilevered, fixed end, one inch 
diameter pile. Various test sections were mounted at the top 
of the pile; single piles of 1/4, 1/2, I and 2 inch diameters 
and double piles of the identical diameters and variable spacing.
2. Data Evaluation. Precision measurement of the ice thickness was 
impractical; therefore, all forces are related to those of a one 
inch diameter pile at high velocity failure. This base run was
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Tesc Pile Installation. The Test Pile used 
is on the Right and Is a Simple Beam
Figure 10.13 Figure 10.14
Ratcheting Failure 
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made on each new tank of ice and provided adequate references 
for force and stress values.
The ice was not identical from day to day; therefore, the 
ratio of the failure stress at high velocity to that at low 
velocity is more meaningful than either of the absolute 
values.
3 . Loading Rate. The loading rate effect was clearly shown by 
experiments and was very simi lar to the effects observed on 
the platforms and to those of the direct compression tests 
in the laboratory. This feature is shown in Figure 10.17 by 
the decreasing ratio of the ice failure stress for high load 
rate (af) to the failure stress for low load rate (°s). The 
2: 1 ratio of low velocity to high velocity failure was repro­
duced and substantiated similar results by other methods of 
measurement.
4. Superstructure Mass Effect. This parameter was studied by 
adding weights to the top of the pile test section. The 
results are shown in Figure 10.18. These tests were run 
only on the one inch diameter section only and are shown for 
the slow velocity failure as a failure stress ratio using 
the unweighted one inch test section (a s) as 100$. There
is no appreciable effect within the range of the experiments.
There is a slight reduction in failure stress with increased 
superstructure weight, but the effect is very small. The 
range of superstructure masses used would be equivalent to 
the deck weights of MGS-A which range from zero to approxi­
mately 5000 tons. Therefore, the deckmass parameter has a 
negligible effect on ice failure stress at the slow veloci­
ties within the scope of these tests. This result should 
be studied further with particular emphasis on low ice temp­
eratures (<% ) where ratcheting failure has been observed in 
the field.
5. Vibration. The results concerning oscillating ice forces and 
structural vibration are shown in Figure 10.19. The most 
severe restraint of the present design criteria is that of 
ratcheting ice failure which occurs frequently at very low
ice velocitites. The slow speed experimental tests duplicated 
the ratcheting failure for all pile sizes and spacings and 
were easily induced. All of the data in Figure 10.19 are of 
the ratcheting type and it is easily seen that the frequency 
of this type failure is not matched to the resonant frequency of 
the structure but rather is a characteristic of the ice. It 
will be further noted that the frequency associated with the 
laboratory grown ice is approximately 5 cycles per second with 
the spread in data decreasing with increased "deck mass". It 
is doubtful that the decrease in data spread is due to decreasing 
resonant frequency per se, but rather is apparently depen­
dent on the structural mass, structural time response, and ice 
failure force relationships. The difference between the ex­
perimental value of approximately 5 cps as compared with 
approximately I cps for the prototypes is most probably due 
to the differences in the ice. It was not possible to
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Load Rate Effect Laboratory Experiments Resonant Frequency of Structure and Oscillating Ice Force Frequency
Single 1" Diameter Leg Slow Velocity, Ratcheting Type Failure
Figure 10.17 Figure 10.18
Structural Mass Effect, 1" Diameter Leg, 
Ice Force Factor
Figure 10.19
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experiment with lower ice temperatures, but it should be 
expected that there is a frequency-temperature relationship 
due to the large changes in ice properties with varying-ts*,?- 
It should be noted that earlier the ratcheting frequency 
was speculated to be generated by the resonant frequency 
of the structure; this must now be seriously questioned.
The two data records from prototypes showing ratcheting 
failure frequencies which were nearly equal to the struc­
tural resonant frequencies could now be considered coin­
cidence. It is of considerable importance, however, to be 
aware of the high probability of the ratcheting failure's 
matching the structural resonant frequency.
There does exist a possibility for forced, damped, resonant 
vibration of platforms at a time of very large ice forces. 
This, of course, is not a trivial matter. The degree of 
damping to be expected is variable between structures and 
is probably most dependent upon structural deflection in 
the water and water displacement per cycle. The extent 
to which damping is accurately included in the two pro­
totype records is not known. None of the experimental 
data show the characteristic forced resonant vibration 
amplification, th ough the experimental device had far 
less damping than the prototypes. All evidence, thus far 
indicates the damping to be great, and the amplification 
due to forced vibration is insignificant. The 2:1 ratio 
of low to high speed failure stresses is further substan- 
tion of the validity»fa load rate function concept as seen 
in Figure 10.12.
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The data shown in Exhibit 1.2.1 is a summary of values calculated from the 
experimental data shown in Exhibit A. This summary includes the mechanical 
properties of failure strength and stiffness, the test parameters of 
temperature and load rate, and many physical properties of the ice.
A specimen of the data is shown below. The decimal is ommitted in the data 
and immediately below each "word" in the specimen below is the word number.
12250 2639011 808011 531 210 10000 8230 5400 Word
(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)




b = date of collection
2 I Nov-3 1 Dec
3 I Jan-31 Apr
4 I May-15 May
5 16 May-31 May
6 I June-15 June
7 16 June-I Aug
8 I Aug-31 Oct
d = crystal type code
1 fine




ee -angle between sigma and zenith, 0° to 90° 




g = faiIure type 
Code
2
Tension meaning Compression meaning
good test no visible deformation
weld failure tensile failure
(7) (8) Word Number
I 0 Decimal place
c - location of collection
1 100 yards of theater
2 I mile off ACS
3 100 miles north of Barrow
4 200 miles north of Barrow
5 100-150 yards north of 
theater, 1961
6 300 yards north of theather
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hh - age of sample at time of test, days. 
i i - depth from top of ice to center of specimen, inches, 
j - type of test, "I" is compression, "2" is tension
4 Chlorinity o/oo
5 Temperature -°C. ^
6 Modulus of Elasticity, psi x 10 .
7 Failure Strength, psi.
8 Rate of Loading, psi/min.
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EX H Ia  IT  1 .1  COMPRESSION DATA, REDUCED
ID CODE 1 CODE 2 CHL TEMP r a t e MODULUS STRENG
0009.0 .2120000 500081 4 .5 4 18.9 30.00 4 05 .00
0010.0 .2120090 500081 5 .39 16.8 35.00 4 13 .00
0011.0 .2120000 500081 4 .18 14 .3 89.00 4 10 .00
0012.0 .2120000 500081 5.11 16.8 88.00 509 ,00
0014*0 .3120000 502081 4 .4 4 18.9 79.00 5 40 .00
0015*0 .3120000 502081 4 .71 18.9 580.0 785.00
0017.0 .3120000 500081 5 .09 21 .0 82.00 4 61 .00
0C13.0 .3120090 500081 5.22 2 1 .0 5 9 0 .C 8 89 .00
0020,0 .3120000 5 0 0 0 81 4 .0 7 21 .0 30.00 4 36 .00
0021,0 .3120000 500081 4 .72 21 .0 700.0 8 86 .00
0 0 2 2 .C . 312CC90 501031 4 .4 9 2 1 .0 260 .0 6 9 2 .0 0
0027.0 .3120000 501081 6 .7 0 21 .0 1230, 894 ,00
0 0 3 0 .C .3120000 501C31 4 .5 7 14.0 220C. 742 .00
0041 .0 .3120090 500081 4 .0 0 10.0 80.00 347 .00
0042,0 .3120090 500C81 4 .05 10.0 5 1 0 .C 628 .00
0 045 .0 .3120090 500081 4 .21 10.0 1320. 831 .00
0046 .0 .3130090 500081 3.60 10.0 2 5 0 .C 4 45 .00
0047 .0 • 3 1300C 0 5Q0C31 4 .7 7 10.0 3 6 .OC 4 57 ,00
0050 .0 .3130000 500081 3 .46 18.9 2200. 8 72 .00
C051.0 .3130090 50CC81 3 .76 18.9 470 .0 582 .00
0057 .0 .3130090 501081 2 .39 21 .0 510.0 9 20 .00
0058 .0 . 3 15CCC0 501081 5.32 21 . C 85.00 551 .00
0059 .0 .3130090 501081 4 .0 4 21 .0 34.00 553 .00
0060 .0 .3 14CC9G 5GG481 2 .23 14 .3 71.00 929 .00
0061 ,0 .3140090 50C481 2 .27 14.3 660.0 1270.0
CC62.0 .3140090 500431 2 .46 14.3 93.00 1040.0
0063 ,0 .3140090 500481 2.52 14.3 56C.0 544 ,00
0064 ,0 .3140090 503431 2 .33 14.3 990.0 1003.0
0065 ,0 .3140090 5004ei 2 .62 14.3 91.00 1007.0
0066 .0 .3140090 5004ei 2 .3 0 14,3 55.00 806 .00
0071*0 .3140090 500481 2.41 10.0 87.00 800 .00
0072»0 . 3 14C090 500481 2 .19 10.0 610.0 0 1330.0
0073 ,0 .3140090 500481 1.92 10.0 4 8 . OC 578 .00











600 . C C 1143.0
795 .00
0083»C .3149090 500601 1.66 6 .0 0 120.0 01 .1000 329 .00
0034.0 .3149000 5006 01 1.86 6 .00 130.0 .860000 4 75 .00
CC85.0 .3149045 50C601 1.86 6 .00 8 2 .CC .500000 105.00
CC86.0 .314909C 5C0601 1.99 6 .00 970.0 8.60000 733 .00
0087 .0 .3149000 500601 1.99 6 .00 92C.0 6 .20000 958 .00
DC88.0 .3149045 500601 1.99 6 .00 660.0 1.40000 240 .00
0C69.0 . 3 140C90 500601 1.99 6.CC 1000. 917 ,00
0C97.0 .3130090 500081 4 .U 6 14.3 93.00 4 55 .00
0C98.C .3130000 500081 4 .3 6 14.3 540.0 741 .00
0099.0 .3130090 500081 3 .87 14.3 93.00 4 76 .00
0103.0 .3130000 501081 3 .97 14 .3 1 5 7 .C 6 22 .00
0104.0 .3139000 501081 14.3 150.0 6 .20000 4 77 .00
0105.0 .3139090 501081 4 .8 0 14.3 134.0 1 .00000 338 . 00
0107,0 .3139090 50i c  ei 14.3 165.0 1 .30000 514 .00
0108 .0 .3139000 500081 5 .28 14.3 1G60. 917 .00
0109 ,0 .3134545 500081 5.28 14.3 800. u 1 .40000 530 .00
0119 ,0 .3229011 5C0081 .100 14 .3 520 .0 1 .90000 376.00
H 1 C .0 .3129090 5C0QB1 5 .28 14.3 1000. 667 .00
0120 ,0 .3220000 500081 .070 14.3 88 .00 494 ,00
C 12 L« G .3  229C90 50CC81 .070 14.3 89 .00 1.10000 416 .00
0122.0 .3220000 500081 .070 14.3 4 6 0 .C 262 .00
0125.0 .3249090 501601 1.15 14.3 740.0 403 .00
0126.0 .3249000 501601 1.15 14.0 125.0 227 .00
0128,0 .4120000 500081 5 .13 14.3 245 .0 587 .00
0131.0 .4120000 501081 6 .56 14.3 580.0 680 .00
0132.0 .4129090 501081 6 .56 14 .3 1030. 1 .50000 756 .00
0134.0 .4130000 501C81 4 .8 9 14 .3 930.0 1.80000 676 .00
0136.0 .4139090 500C81 4 . 4 ? 14 .3 143.0 .710000 383.00
0139 ,0 .4130011 502081 3 .29 14.3 4 5 .OC 4 70 .00
0149 .0 .4139090 500081 4 .5 4 6 .00 460 .0 4 29 ,00
0151 ,0 .4139090 500081 5 .30 6 .0 0 825 .0 1.20000 375.00
0157 .0 .5149090 50C6C1 2 .4 9 6 .00 84C.0 1 .00 000 608 .00
0159 .0 .5149000 500601 2 .4 9 6 .0C 910 .0 1.40000 599.00
0161 ,0 .5149045 500601 2 .49 6 .00 870.0 2 .10000 278.00
C166.0 .5140090 500601 2 .93 6 .00 1060. 7 .30000 1345.0
0196 .0 .5120000 500081 3 .98 2 .00 4 7 0 .C 303.00
0197 .0 .5120000 500081 3 .98 2 .00 940 .0 9 .20000 741.00
0198 .0 .5120000 500C81 3 .98 2 .0 0 880 .0 1 .00000 593.00
0199.0 .5120000 500081 2 .3 6 2 .00 44C.0 .230000 147.00
0200 .0 .5120000 500081 2 .36 2 .00 735 .0 1 .90000 4 10 .00
0201 .0 .5129090 500001 2 .36 2 .00 295.0 .150000 116.00
0202 .0 .5129090 500081 2 .3 6 2 .00 765.0 2 .00000 225 .00
0203 .0 .5120000 500081 2 .3 6 2 .00 880 .0 1 .50000 8 6 6 .OC
0204 .0 .5129090 500051 2 .3 6 2 .00 550 .0 . 19 00 QQ 168*00
0207.0 .5140090 500601 2 .90 2 .00 530.0 743.00
C208.0 .5140090 500601 2 .90 2 .00 98C.0 1.4000C 1013.0
0209 .0 .5140090 500601 2 .90 2 .00 520 .0 738.00
0210 ,0 .5140090 500601 2 .90 2 .00 9 6 0 .C 2 .60000 901.00
0211 .0 .6149090 501601 2.13 2 .00 60C.0 231.00
0212 .0 .6149000 5C1601 2 .13 2 .00 740 .0 1 .90000 4 69 .00
0213 .0 .6149045 5C16C1 2 .13 2 .00 740 .0 1 .90000 163.00
0 214 .0 .6149090 500601 2.19 2 .0C 175.0 1 .40000 146.00
0 2 1 5 .C .6149000 501601 2 .19 2 .00 120.0 .340000 110.00
0216.0 .6140045 501601 2.19 2 .0C 160.0 .600000 109,00
0217.0 .6140090 501601 1 .68 2.00 184.0 4 .40000 765 ,00
0219.0 .6149090 501601 2.50 2 .00 6 80 .0 .650000 650 .00
0220.0 .6149000 502601 2.5C 2.00 60C.G .340000 499 .00
0221.0 .6149045 5C2601 2 .50 2 .00 4 60 .0 .  190000 1 5 3 .CO
0222 .0 •6140090 501141 1.21 1.00 530.0 4 7 7 .CO
0223 .0 .6140090 501141 1.21 1 .00 510.0 413 .00
0224.0 .6140090 501101 1.21 1.00 740.0 1.60000 411 .00
0225.0 .6 U 0 0 9 0 501141 1.21 1.00 1060. .760000 492 .00
ID CODE 1 CODE 2 CHL TEMP RATE MODULUS STRENG
0226.0 .6140090 502141 1.21 1 .00 184.0 1*20000 245.00
0228.0 .6149000 501121 2 .64 1.00 530.0  .690000 204.00
0229.0 .6149045 501121 2 .64 1 .00 580.0  .160000 143.00
0230.0 .6149090 502121 2 .64 l.C O 140.0  .450000 79 .000
0231.0 .6149000 502121 2.64 1.00 120.0 .220000 92 .000
0232.0 .6149045 502121 2 .64 1 .00 33 .00  .120000 47 .000
0233.0 .6140090 501601 2 .58 l.C O 560*0 587.00
0234.0 .6140090 501601 2.5P 1.00 870 .0  l.COCOC 385 .00
0235.0 .6149090 50 1601 2.58 1.0C 960 .0  1.2C0C0 429 .00
0236.0 .6149000 5C1601 2.58 l.C O 630 .0  .710000 293 .00
0237.0 .6149045 502601 2.58 1.00 675 .0  .280000 103 .00
0238 .0 .7149090 501501 .740 1.00 132.0  .460000 256 .00
0 239 .0 . 7249COO 502501 .740 2.00 24u«0 •390C00 2 6 9 ,CO
0240.0 .7149045 501501 .740 1.00 130.0 .160000 7 1 .COO
0244.0 .7149090 503121 .250 1.00 480 .0  .340000 166.00
0242.0 .7140090 501501 .670 1.00 95.00 370 .00
0241,0 .7140090 501501 .870 l.C O 110.0 .340000 333 .00
0245.0 .7149000 503121 .250 l.O C 660 .0  2 .00000 196 .00
0246.0 .7149045 503121 .250 l.C O 940 .0  .930000 158.00
0247.0 .7149090 5C4121 .250 l.O C 111.0 .340000 285 .00
0248.0 .7149000 504121 .250 L .00 140.0 .390000 315 .00
0249.0 .7149045 504121 .250 l.C O 18C.C 1 .00000 111 .00
0250.0 .7140090 501081 .050 2.00 520.0 577 ,00
0251.0 .7140090 502081 .050 2.00 1040. 660 .00
0252.0 .7140090 501C81 • 05C 2.0C 83.00 266 .00
0253.0 .7140090 501081 .050 2 .CO 560.0 499 .00
0254 .0 .7140090 502081 .050 2.00 920.0 312.00'
0255 .0 .7140090 501081 .050 2 .CO 62. on 225 .00
0256 .0 .7140090 501081 .050 2.0C 540*0 5 32 .00
0257 .0 .7140090 501081 .050 2 .CO 1120. 6 00 .00
0258 .0 .7140090 500081 .050 2* CO 41.00 341 .00
0259 .0 .7140090 502181 .050 2 .00 53.00 295 ,00
0260 .0 .7140090 502181 .050 2.00 550.0 702 ,00
0261 .0 .7140090 502181 .050 2.0C i o e c . 6 2 0 .0 0
0262 .0 .7140090 503181 • 05C 2.00 62.00 441 .00
0263 .0 • 7140090 503181 .0  50 2 .CO 4 80 .0 379 .00
0264.0 .7140090 503181 .050 2 .00 1020. 530 .00
0265.0 .7140090 503181 .050 2.00 48.00 371 .00
0266.0 .7140090 502181 • C50 2 .CO 540,0 4 8 S .00
0267 .0 .7140090 50218 1 .050 2 .00 950.0 400 .00
0268.0 .7140090 505081 .400 10. C 4 0 .OC 3 22 .00
0269.0 .7140090 504C81 .400 10.0 33C.0 4 5 3 .0 0
0270.0 .7140090 505031 .40C 10.0 1C40. 754 .00
0271.0 .7140090 505081 .400 10.0 46.00 2 29 .00
0272 .0 .7140090 505081 .400 10.0 445.0 2 29 .00
0273 .0 .7140090 505081 .400 10.0 1240. 6 98 .00
0274 .0 .7140090 506081 .400 10.0 43.00 4 4 9 .0 0
0275 .0 .7140090 505081 .400 10.0 500.0 786 .00
0276 .0 .7140090 506081 .400 10.0 1200. 189 .00
0277 .0 .7140090 506181 .40C 1C.0 3 5 .OC 4 9 6 .0 0
0278 ,0 .7140090 506181 .400 10 .0 480.0 1333 .0
0279 .0 .7140090 506181 .400 10.0 1060. 972 .00
0280 .0 .7140090 506181 .400 10.0 51.00 4 9 6 .0 0
0281 .0 .7140090 507181 .400 10.0 600.0 790 .00
0282.0 .7140090 507181 .400 10.0 1200. 803 .00
0283 .0 .7140090 507181 .400 10.0 47 .00 395 .00
Y284.0 •7140090 507181 • 4'JC 10.0 565.0 8 24 .00
0285.0 .7140090 507181 .400 10.0 840.0 4 4 7 .0 0
0286»0 .7140090 502181 .090 2.00 430 .0 2 77 .00
Y287 .0 .7140090 502181 .090 1.00 430.0 4 1 0 .0 0
0268 .0 .7140090 503181 .090 1.00 560.0 7 29 .00
0289 .0 .7140090 505181 .090 1.00 810.0  i . 40000 5 87 .00
0290 .0 .7144590 503181 .090 1 .00 760.0  1 .10000 4 0 2 .0 0
0002 .0 .2120000 500081 3 .51 12.0 250.0 377 .00
0003*0 .2120000 500081 4 ,7 4 8 .00 300.0 280 . CO
0004 .0 .212COOO 500081 5.53 1 0 .c 270.0 270 .00
0005.0 .2120000 5CG081 6 .4 7 14.0 300.0 379 .00
0006.0 .2120000 500081 5 .74 14.3 85.00 4 28 .00
0007 .0 .2120000 500081 5 .49 1 4 .C 270*0 575 .00
0291 .0 • 7149090 503181 .090 1.00 530.0  .430000 202 .00
0292.0 .7144545 503181 • oyo 1.00 650.0  .860000 290 ,00
0293 .0 .7149000 503181 .090 1.00 875.0  1 .10000 583 .00
0294 .0 .7149045 503181 .090 1.00 750 .0  3 .90000 206 .00
0295 .0 .7140090 503181 .090 1.00 990.0  3 .70000 387 .00
0296 .0 .7144590 503181 .090 1.00 9CO.O 1 .55000 545 .00
0297 .0 .7149090 504181 • 09C 1.00 873.0  1*90000 595 .30
0293 .0 .7144545 504181 .090 1.00 74C.0 .780000 219 .00
0299 ,0 .7149000 504181 .090 1.00 7 40 .0  2 .40000 371 .00
0300 .0 .7149045 5C5181 .090 1.00 5 60 .0  .780000 165 .00
0301 .0 .7140090 504181 .090 1.00 800.0  2 .10000 974 .00
0302 .0 .7144590 504181 • 090 1.00 845.0  1 .70000 582 .00
0 303 .0 .7149090 504281 «C90 2.00 750.0  .800000 & 27 .00
0304 .0 .7144545 504181 .090 1.00 520.0 .620000 177 .00
0305 .0 .7149000 504181 .090 1.00 660 .0  .720000 4CG .00
0306 .0 .7149045 504181 .130 l.O C 530.0  .220000 1 8 2 .OC
0307 .0 .7140090 504181 .130 1.00 1930. .110000 1131 .0
0 308 .0 .7144590 505181 .130 1 .00 1590. 1 .30000 803 .00
0309 .0 .7149090 505181 .130 1.00 1700. 1 .20000 4 32 .00
0310.0 .7149045 505181 .130 1.00 1150. 3*60000 2 29 .00
0311 .0 .7140090 505181 .130 1.00 14GC. .800000 4 4 5 .0 0
0312 .0 .7149090 505181 .130 1.00 1550. 1 .30000 3 96 .00
0313 .0 .7149045 505181 .130 1.00 1560. 3 .40000 241 .00
0314 .0 .7140090 505181 .130 1.00 1735. 1 .50000 4 6 6 .0 0
0315 .0 .7149090 505181 .130 1.00 146C * .860000 6C3.CC
0316 .0 .7149045 505181 .130 1.00 930.0  .480000 178 .00
0317 .0 .7140090 505181 . 1 3C 1.00 180.0 1 .30000 4 66 .00
1318.0 .7149090 505181 .130 1.00 130.0 .450000 2 4 5 .OC
0319 ,0 .7149045 505181 .230 l.C O 1 0 3 .G .620000 9 1 .000
0320 .0 .7140090 505281 .130 l.C O 153.0  1 .00000 5 1 6 .CC
0321 .0 .7149090 506181 .130 1.00 130.0  .580000 237.00
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EXHIBIT 1.1 C O M P R E S S I O N  DATA. R E DU CE D
ID CODE 1 CODE 2 CHL TEMP RATE
0009.0 .2120000 .500081 4 .5 4 I S . 9 3 0 .U J
0010.0 .2120090 .500081 5 . 39 16.8 35 .00
0011.0 .2120000 .500081 4 .1 8 14 .3 89 .00
C012.0 .2120000 .500081 5.11 16 .8 8E.OO
CC14.0 .3120000 . 5~2C81 4 .4 4 18.9 79 .00
0015.0 .3120000 • 5o2"8 1 4 .71 18 .9 5 80 • u
0 0 1 7 .C .3120000 • 500C8 1 5 .09 21 .0 82 .00
0018.0 .3120090 •5vU081 5 .22 21 .0 69C.U
0020.0 .3120000 .500081 4 .0 7 2 1 .0 30 .00
0021.0 .3120000 .500081 4 .72 2 1 .0 700 .0
0027.0 .3120090 .501031 4 .4 9 21 .0 260 .0
0C27.0 .3120000 .501081 6 .7 0 21 .0 1230.
0030 .0 .3120000 .501081 4 .5 7 14 .0 2200.
002*1.0 .3120C9C .520081 4 • DC 1 0 .C 80 .00
002*2 • G .3120090 • 5 0 C 0 8 1 4 .0 5 10 .0 5 1 0 .C
0045.0 .3120090 .500081 4 .2 1 10.0 1 320.
0046.0 .3130090 .500081 3 .60 10 .0 250 .0
0047.0 •3130000 •5UOC01 4 .7 7 10 .0 3 6 .Gj
005C.C .3130000 .500081 3 .46 18 .9 2200.
0C51.C .3130090 .500081 3 .76 18.9 4 7 0 .0
0057.0 .3130090 • 5-0 1081 3 .3 9 2 1 .0 51C.0
0058.0 .3150000 .5C1C81 5 .32 2 1 .0 85 .00
0059.0 .3130090 .501081 4 . 04 2 1 .0 34 .00
0 0 6 0 .C .3140090 .500481 2 .2 3 14.3 71 .00
0061.0 .3140090 .500481 7 .27 14.3 660 .0
0062.0 .3140090 .5-00481 7.46 14.3 9 3 .Ou
0063.0 .3140090 .500481 2 .52 14 .3 560 .0
0064.0 .3140090 .503481 2 .33 14 .3 990 .0
CC65.C . 314 0 C 9 0 .500481 2 .63 14 .3 9 1. Oo
0066.0 .3140090 •500481 2 .30 14.3 55 .00
0071.0 .3140090 .500481 2.41 10 .0 87 • <J J
0072.0 .3140090 .300481 2 .19 10 .0 6 1 0 .0
0073.0 . 3 14G090 .500481 1.92 10.0 4 8 . J J
CC77.0 .3140090 .500601 2 .72 6 .0 0 94 .00
0078.0 .314009C .500601 2 .9 6 6 .0 0 6 0 0 .C
0 0 7 9 .C .3140090 .501601 1.94 6 .00
0083.0 .3149090 .500601 1.86 6 .0 0 120 .0
0084.0 .3149000 .500601 1 .86 6 .0 0 130.0
0085.0 . 3149C45 .500601 1.86 6 .0 0 82 . j j
0086.0 .3149090 .500601 1.99 6 . JO 570 .0
0057.0 .3149000 .500601 i.y9 6 .0 0 9 2 v .u
C088.0 .3149045 .500601 1 .99 6 . CO 6 6 0 .v
CC39.C .3140090 .5C06C1 1 .99 6 .0 0 I O c C.
CC97.C .3130090 .500061 4 .0 6 14.3 93 .00
CC98.0 .3130000 •500C81 4 . 36 14 .3 5 4 0 .C
0 0 9 9 .C .3130090 .500081 3 .8 7 14 .3 93.0C
0103.0 .3130000 .501081 3 .97 14 .3 157.0
0 1 0 4 .C .3139000 •501C81 14 .3 1 5 0 .C
0105.0 .3139090 • 5 C l 0 81 4 .8 0 14 .3 134.0
C107.0 .3139090 .501081 14 .3 165.0
C10S.0 .3139000 .500081 5 .28 14.3 1060.
0109.0 .3134545 .500061 5 .23 14 .3 60 3 .0
0119.0 .3229011 . 5CC081 . IOC 14.3 524 .0
0110.0 .3129090 .500081 5 .28 14 .3 10C0*
0120.0 .3220000 • 5CCC8 1 • 0 7C 14 .3 83 .00
0121.0 .3229090 .500081 .0  70 14.3 89 .00
0122.0 .3220000 . 5onoe i .0  70 14 .3 68'J.C.
0125.0 .3249090 .501601 I .15 14 .3 74 0 .0
0126.0 .3249000 .501601 1.15 14 .0 12 5 .0
C128.0 .4120000 .5 0 0 0 8 ! 5 .13 14.3 245 .0
0131.0 •41200C0 .501081 6 .5 6 14.7 sec.c-
0 1 3 2 .C .4129090 •5C1C91 6 .3 6 14.3 1 C 7 J.
0134.0 .4130000 .5 v lC 8 1 4 .8 9 14.3 930 .0
0 1 3 6 .C .4139090 • 5 0 C 0 81 4 .4 3 14.3 143.0
0139.0 .4130011 .502031 0 .2 9 14.3 4 5 .CO
C149.C .4139090 .5^0081 4 . 54 6 .00 45 0 .0
0151.0 .4139090 .50-0081 5 .30 6 .0C 825 .0
0157.0 .5149090 .500601 2 .49 6 .0 0 84C .0
0159 .0 .5149000 .500601 2 .49 6 .0 0 910 .0
0161 .0 .5149C45 • 5CC6C 1 2 .49 6 .0 0 8 7 0 .C
0166.0 .5140090 .500601 2 .93 6 .0 0 1C 60 .
0196.0 .5120000 .500081 3 .93 2 .0 0 4 7 0 .0
0197.0 .5120000 .5000-81 3 .98 2 .0 0 94 0 ,0
0195.0 . 5 120C00 • 500081 3.98 2 .0 0 880 .0
0199 .0 .5170000 • 5 C' 0 C 81 2 .3 6 2 .00 4 4 0 .C
0200.0 .5120000 .500081 2 . 36 2 .00 735 .0
d20 1 .0 .5129090 .500081 2 . 36 2 . CO 295 .0
0202 .0 .5129090 . 500081 2 .3 6 2 .0 0 765 .0
0203 .0 .5120000 .500081 2 .36 2 . CO 980 .0
0204 .0 .5129G90 .500081 2 .3 6 2, CO 550.0
0207.0 .5140090 .500601 2 .9 0 2 .00 530 .0
0208 .0 .5140090 .5 0 0 6 0 ! 2 .9 0 2 .0 0 98C.0
0209 .0 .5140090 .500601 2 .9 0 2 .00 5 2 0 .G
0210 .0 .5140090 .500601 2 .9 0 2 .0 0 960 .0
0211.0 .6149090 .501601 2 . 13 2 .0 0 600 .0
0212 .0 .6149000 .501601 2 .13 2 .0 0 7 4 0 .C
0213 .0 .6149045 .501601 2 .1 3 2 .0 0 740 .0
0214.0 .6149090 .500601 2 .19 2 .0 0 1 7 5 .C
0215.0 .6149000 •5016C1 2 .19 2 .0 0 120.0
0216 .0 .6140045 .50  1601 2 .1 9 2 .0 0 160.0
0217 .0 .6140090 .501601 1 .68 2 .0 0 184.0
0219 .0 .6149090 .501601 2 .5 0 2 .00 680 .0
0220.0 .6149000 .502601 2 .5 0 2 .0 0 600 .0
0221.0 .6149045 .502601 2 .5 0 2 .0 0 460 .0
0222.0 .6140090 .501141 1.21 1 .00 530 .0
0223 .0 .6140090 .501141 1.21 1 .00 510 .0
0224 .0 .6140090 .501101 1.21 1.00 740 .0
0225.0 •6140090 .501141 1.21 1.00 1060.
ID C O D E  1
M O D U L U S S T R E N G 0 2 2 6 . 0 . 6 1 4 0 0 9 0
0 2 2 8 . 0 . 6 1 4 9 0 0 0
4 0 5 . 0 0 0 2 2 9 . 0 . 6 1 4 9 0 4 5
4 1 3 . 0 0 0 2 3 0 . 0 . 6 1 4 9 0 9 0
4 1 0 , 0 0 0 2 3 1 . 0 . 6 1 4 9 0 0 0
5 0 9 . 0 0 0 2 3 2 . 0 . 6 1 4 9 0 4 5
5 4 0 . 0 0 0 2 3 3 . 0 . 6 1 4 0 0 9 0
7 8 5 . 0 0 0 2 3 4 . 0 . 6 1 4 0 0 9 0
4 6 1 . 0 0 0 2 3 5 . 0 . 6 1 4 9 0 9 0
8 8 9 . 0 0 0 2 3 6 . 0 ■ 6 1 4 9 Q C 0
4 3 6 . 0 0 0 2 3 7 . 0 • 6 1 4 9 0 4 5
8 8 6 . 0 0 0 2 3 8 . 0 . 7 1 4 9 0 9 0
6 9 2 . 0 0 0 2 3 9 . 0 . 7 1 4 9 0 0 0
8 9 4 . 0 0 0 2 4 0 . 0 . 7 1 4 9 0 4 5
7 4 2 . 0 0 0 2 4 4 , 0 . 7 1 4 9 0 9 0
3 4 7 . 0 0 0 2 4 2 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
6 2 8 . 0 0 0 2 4 1 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
8 3 1 . 0 0 0 2 4 5 . 0 . 7 1 4 9 0 0 0
4 4 5 . 0 0 0 2 4 6 . 0 . 7 1 4 9 0 4 5
4 5 7 . 0 0 0 2 4 7 . 0 . 7 1 4 9 0 9 0
8 7 2 . 0 0 0 2 4 8 . 0 - . 7 1 4 9 0 0 0
5 8 2 . 0 0 0 2 4 9 . 0 . 7 1 4 9 0 4 5
9 2 0 . 0 0 0 2 5 0 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
5 5 1 . 0 0 0 2 5 1 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
5 5 3 . 0 0 0 2 5 2 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
9 2 9 . 0 0 0 2 5 3 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
1 2 7 0 . 0 0 2 5 4 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
1 0 4 0 . 0 0 2 5 5 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
5 4 4 . 0 0 0 2 5 6 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
1 0 C 3 . 0 0 2 5 7 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
1 0 0 7 . 0 0 2 5 8 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
0 0 6 . 0 0 0 2 5 9 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
8 0 0 . 0 0 0 2 6 0 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
0 1 3 3 0 . C 0 2 6 1 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
5 7 8 . 0 0 0 2 6 2 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
7 3 8 . 0 0 0 2 6 3 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
c 1 1 4 3 . 0 0 2 6 4 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
7 9 5 . 0 0 0 2 6 5 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
U l . l C O O 3 2 9 . 0 0 0 2 6 6 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
. 8 6 0 0 0 0 4 7 5  . CO 0 2 6 7 . C . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
. 5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 5  . j O 0 2 6 8 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
6 . 6 0 0 0 0 7 3 3 . 0 0 0 2 6 9 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
6 . 2 0 0 0 0 9 S o . u C 0 2 7 0 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
1 . 4 G C 0 C 2 4 0 . m/0 0 2 7 1 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
9 1 7 . 0 0 0 2 7 2 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
4 5 5 . 0 0 0 2 7 3 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
7 4 1 . 0 0 0 2 7 4 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
4 7 6 . 0 0 0 2 7 5 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
6 2 2 . 0 0 0 2 7 6 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
6 . 2 0 C C 0 4 7 7 . 0 0 0 2 7 7 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
1 . O Q C O O 3 3 3 . 0 0 0 2 7 8 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
1 . 3 0 0 0 0 5 1 4 , 0 0 0 2 7 9 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
9 1 7 . 0 0 0 2 6 0 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
1 . 4 0 0 0 0 5 3 0 . 0 0 0 2 8 1 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
1 . 9 0 0 0 0 3 7 6 . C O 0 2 6 2 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
6 6 7 . 0 0 0 2 8 3 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
4 9 4 . 0 0 0 2 8 4 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
1 . 1 C C C O 4 1 6 . 0 0 0 2 6 5 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
2 6 2 . 0 0 0 2 6 6 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
4 0 3 . 0 0 0 2 8 7 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
2 2 7 . 0 0 0 2 8 8 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
5 S 7 . 0 0 0 2 8 9 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
6 6 0 . 0 0 0 2 9 0 . 0 . 7 1 4 4 5 9 0
1 . 5 0 0 0 0 7 5 6 . 0 0 0 0 0 2 . 0 . 2 1 2 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 6 7 6 . :o 0 0 0 3 . 0 .2 1 2 0 0 0 0
. 7 1 0 0 0 0 3 8 8 . 0 0 0 0 0 4 . 0 .2 1 2 0 0 0 0
4 7 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 5 . 0 . 2 1 2 0 0 0 0
4 2 9 . 0 0 0 0 0 6 . 0 . 2 1 2 0 0 0 0
1 . 2 0 0 0 0 3 7 5 . 0 0 0 0 0 7 . 0 . 2 1 2 0 0 0 0
l.OCOOO 6 0 8 . 0 0 0 2 9 1 . 0 . 7 1 4 9 0 9 0
1 . 4 0 0 0 0 5 9 9 . 0 0 0 2 9 2 . 0 . 7 1 4 4 5 4 5
2 . 1 0 0 0 0 2 7 8 . 0 0 0 2 9 3 . 0 . 7 1 4 9 0 0 0
7 . 3 0 0 0 0 1 3 4 5 . 0 0 2 9 4 . 0 . 7 1 4 9 0 4 5
3 0 3 . 0 0 0 2 9 5 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
9 . 2 0 0 0 0 7 4 1 . 0 0 0 2 9 6 . 0 . 7 1 4 4 5 9 0
1.00000 5 9 5 . 0 0 0 2 9 7 . 0 . 7 1 4 9 0 9 0
»23 0 C 0 0 1 4 7 . 0 0 0 2 9 8 . 0 . 7 1 4 4 5 4 5
1 . 9 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 . 0 0 0 2 9 9 . 0 . 7 1 4 9 0 0 0
• 15 O C C O 1 1 6 .C C 0 3 0 0 . 0 . 7 1 4 9 0 4 5
2 . 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 5 . 0 0 0 3 0 1 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
1 . 5 0 0 0 0 8 6 6 . 0 0 0 3 0 2 . 0 . 7 1 4 4 5 9 0
. 1 9 0 0 0 0 1 6 8 . 0 0 0 3 0 3 . 0 ♦ 7 1 4 9 0 9 0
7 4 3 . 0 0 0 3 0 4 . 0 . 7 1 4 4 5 4 5
1 . 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 . 0 0 3 0 5 . 0 . 7 1 4 9 0 0 0
7 3 8 . 0 0 0 3 0 6 . 0 . 7 1 4 9 0 4 5
2 . 6 0 0 0 0 9 0 1 . 0 0 0 3 0 7 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
2 3 1 . 0 0 0 3 0 8 . 0 . 7 1 4 4 5 9 0
1 . 9 0 0 0 0 4 6 9 . 0 0 0 3 0 9 . 0 , 7 1 4 9 0 9 0
1 . 9 0 0 0 0 1 6 3 . 0 0 0 3 1 0 . 0 . 7 1 4 9 0 4 5
1 . 4 0 C 0 0 1 4 6 . 0 0 0 3 1 1 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
. 3 4 0 0 0 0 1 1 8 . 0 0 0 3 1 2 . 0 . 7 1 4 9 0 9 0
. 6 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 9 . 0 0 0 3 1 3 . 0 . 7 1 4 9 0 4 5
4 . 4 0 0 0 0 7 6 5 . 0 0 0 3 1 4 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
. 6 5 0 0 0 0 6 5 0 . 0 0 0 3 1 5 . 0 . 7 1 4 9 0 9 0
. 3 4 0 0 0 0 4 9 9 . 0 0 0 3 1 6 . 0 . 7 1 4 9 0 4 5
. 1 9 0 0 0 0 1 5 3 . 0 0 Y 3 1 7 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
4 7 7 . 0 0 0 3 1 8 . 0 . 7 1 4 9 0 9 0
4 1 3 . 0 0 Y 3 1 9 . 0 . 7 1 4 9 0 4 5
1 . 6 0 0 0 0 4 1 1 . 0 0 0 3 2 0 . 0 . 7 1 4 0 0 9 0
. 7 6 0 0 0 0 492 .00 0 3 2 1 . 0 . 7 1 4 9 0 9 0
CODE 2 CHL TEMP RATE MODULUS STRENG
502141 1.21 1. 00 184 .0 1.20000 245 .00
50 1121 2 .6 4 1 •00 5 8 0 .0 .690000 204 .CO
601121 2 .6 4 1 . 00 6 8 0 .0 . 16OC00 143 . 0 0
502121 2 .6 4 1. 00 140 .0 .450000 79. DCO
5D2121 2 .6 4 1 •00 120. 0 .220000 92. OOO
502121 2 .6 4 1 . oc 3 3 .00 . 120000 47 . 000
501601 2 .5 8 1 . 00 5 6 0 .0 587 .CO
501601 2 .58 1 . CO 8 7 0 .0 1 .00000 385 .00
501601 2 .58 1 . 00 9 6 0 .0 1 .20000 429 .00
501601 2 .58 1. 00 6 6 0 .C .710090 293 .00
502601 2 .58 1. 00 6 7 5 .0 .280000 103 .00
501501 .740 1 . 00 1 3 2 .C .460000 256 .00
501501 .740 1 . 00 140 .0 .38COOO 269 .00
501501 .740 1. 00 130 .0 . 160000 71. ooo
503121 .250 I . 00 4 8 C .  0 . 340000 166 .00
501501 .870 1. 00 9 5 .0 0 370 .00
501501 .370 1. CO 110 .0 .340000 333 .0 0
503121 • 2 5C 1 . GO 6 6 0 .0 2 .00000 198 .o c
5-J3121 .250 1. 00 9 4 C . J .930000 156 .00
504121 .250 1. 00 111 .0 .340000 285 .00
504121 ♦ 250 1 . 00 140 .0 .390000 315 .00
504121 .250 1 . 00 1 80 .0 1.00000 111 . 0 0
501081 • C5G 2 . 00 5 2 0 .0 577 .00
502081 .050 2 00 1040. 680 .0 0
501081 .050 2 00 6 3 .0 0 268 .0 0
501081 . 0 5 0 2 . 00 5 6 0 .a 499 .00
502081 .050 2 . 00 9 2 0 .0 312 .0 0
501081 .050 2. 00 5 2 .0 0 225 .00
501081 .050 2. 00 5 4 0 .0 532 .00
501081 .050 2 . 00 1120. 600 .0 0
5 0 0 0 S 1 .050 2 . 00 4 1 .0 0 341 .00
502161 • 050 2. 00 5 3 .0 0 295 .00
5 C 2 ia i • C5C 2. 00 5 5 0 .0 702 .00
502181 • 050 2 . 00 1080. 620 .00
503181 .050 2 . 00 62 .U 0 441 .0 0
50 3 181 • 050 2. 00 45 0 . 0 379 .0 0
50:3181 .050 2. 00 1C 2 U • 530 .00
503181 .050 2 . 00 4 8 .0 0 371 .0 0
502181 .050 2 . 00 5 4 0 .0 488 .0 0
502 181 .050 2 . 00 4 5 0 .0 400 .00
505081 .400 10 • 0 4 0 .OC 322 .00
504CS1 .400 10 .0 3 3 0 .0 453 .00
505081 .400 10 .0 1040. 754 .00
505081 .400 10 .0 46 UU 229 .00
5X15081 .400 10 . 0 4 4 5 .U 229 .00
505081 .400 10 .0 1240. 696 .00
506081 .400 10 .0 43 .0C 649 .00
505081 • 400 10 .0 5 0 0 .0 786 .00
506081 .400 10 .0 120C. 189 .00
506181 .4-0 0 10 .0 3 5 .0 0 496 .00
506]81 .400 10 .0 4 8 0 .0 1333 .0
506)81 .400 10 .0 1060. 872 .0 0
5J6181 .400 10 .0 5 1 .0 0 496 .00
507161 .400 10 .0 6 0 0 .U 790 .DO
507181 .400 10 .0 1200. 603 .0 0
507)81 .400 10 .0 4 7 .0 0 395 .00
5C7131 • 4 U u 10 .0 5 6 5 .G 624 .o c
507]81 • 400 10 .0 8 4 0 .0 4 4  7 .00
502181 .090 1 . 00 4 8 0 .0 277 .00
502181 ♦ 090 1 . 00 4 3 0 .0 410 .00
503181 .090 1. 00 5 6 0 .0 729 .00
503181 .090 1 . CO 8 1 0 .0 1.40000 587 .00
503181 .090 1 . oc 760 . 0 1.1UOOC 402 • uC
5C0081 3 .51 12 .0 2 5 0 .0 377 .00
500381 4 .7 4 6 .oc 3 0 0 .0 28C .0 0
500081 5 .5 3 1C .0 2 7 0 .0 270 .00
500081 6 .4 7 14 .0 3GU.U 379 .00
500C81 5 .7 4 14 .3 8 5 .0 0 428 .00
500081 5 .4 9 14 .0 2 7 0 .0 575 .00
503181 .090 1 . 00 5 3 0 .0 .430000 262 .CC
503181 .090 1 . CC 6 5 0 .0 •86CC00 290 . 0 0
603131 .090 1 . 00 6 7 5 .0 1.10000 583 .00
503181 .090 1. 0 0 7 5 0 .C 3 .9CC00 206 . 0 0
5C3181 .090 1 . 0 0 9 9 0 .0 3 .70000 387 . 0 0
503181 .090 1. 0 0 9 0 0 .0 1 .550CO 545
504181 .090 . 0 0 8 7 3 .0 1 .90000 595 . 0 0
504181 .090 1 . 0 0 74C .0 .780000 219 .00
504181 .090 1. 0 0 74 y.O 2 .40000 371 . 0 0
50 518 1 .090 1. oc 5 6 0 .C •78O0CC 165 . 0 0
5041 8 1 .090 1 . 0 0 8CC.C 2 .10000 874 .00
SC-4181 .090 1 . 00 8 4 5 .0 1.70000 582 .00
504181 .090 1. 00 75C.O .800000 427 . JO
504181 .090 1 . 00 5 2 0 .0 .62C00C 177 • 00
5C4181 .090 1 . 00 66C .0 .720000 400 .0 0
504181 .130 1 . 00 5 3 0 .0 • 22CCCC 182 .00
504181 .130 1 . 00 1930 . .  UCCCO 113 1 . 0
505181 .130 1 . 00 1590. 1 .30000 803 .00
5C5181 .130 1 . oc 1700. 1.2000C 432 .00
505181 .130 1 . 00 1150. 3.60C0C 239 .00
505181 • 130 1 . 00 1400. .800000 445 .00
505181 .130 1 . 00 1550. 1 .30000 396 .00
505181 .130 1 . 00 1560. 3 .40000 241 .00
505181 .130 1 . 00 1735 . 1 .50000 466 .00
505181 .130 1 . 00 1460. • 660000 603 .00
5C51B1 .130 1 . 00 9 3 0 .0 .430000 178 .00
505181 .130 1 . 00 1 80 .0 1.30000 468 .00
5C5131 .130 1 . 00 130 .0 .450000 245 .00
505181 .130 1 . 00 1 03 .0 .620000 91 . 000
505181 ♦ 130 1 . 00 1 53 .0 1.00000 516 .00
506181 • 130 1 . 00 1 3 0 .0 •580000 237 .00
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ID CODE I CODE 2 CHL TEMP RATE MODULUS STRENG
0322 .0 .7149045 506181 .1 3 0 1 .00 17U.U .230000 153.00
0323 .0 .7140090 5C6181 .130 1 .0 0 9 9 .CO .320000 2 60 .00
0324•0 .7149090 506181 .130 1 .00 78 .Cu .340000 321 .00
0 3 2 3 .G .7149045 506181 .130 l.O C 3 8 .00 .450000 89 .000
0326 .0 .7140090 509181 .110 2 .0 0 3 0 0 .0 1.00000 437 .00
0327 .0 .7149090 508181 .110 2 .0 0 190.;* 4 .10000 6 10 .00
0 128 .0 .7149045 508181 . 110 2 . CO 71.V-0 .900000 103.00
0 129 .0 .7140090 5C8181 . 110 2 .0 0 19C.0 1 .OOCOO 570.00
0 330 .0 .7149090 5C8181 .110 2 .0 0 3 3 0 .C 2 .40000 575.00
0 331 .0 .7149045 5C9181 .110 2 .0 0 139.0 1 .OOCOO 242.00
C 332 .0 .7140090 509181 .110 2 .0 0 210 .0 2 .50000 770.00
0 333 .0 .7149090 509181 . n o 2 .0 0 1 5 0 .C 1 .30000 345.00
0 335 .0 .7140090 509181 .1 1 0 2 .0 0 1790'. 0 .98000 807.00
0 336 .0 .7149090 509181 .110 2 .0 0 1670. 1 .30000 535.00
0 337 .0 .7149045 509181 .110 2 .0 0 i m . .870000 220.00
0 3 3 8 .0 .7140090 5C9181 .110 2 .0C 3000 . 2 .00000 1030.0
0339 .0 .7149090 509181 .110 2 .0 0 29 00 • .670000 611.00
0340 .0 .7149045 5C9131 .110 2 .0 0 1140. 1 .70000 250.00
0141.0 .7140090 509181 .110 2 . CO 214 ,00
0342 .0 .7149045 509181 .110 2 .0 0 1050. 1 .20000 353 .00
0343 .0 .7149090 510161 .110 2 .0 0 3 2 C O' • 2.30OOC 616 .00
0344.0 .7149011 510081 .040 2 .0 0 .800000 1 4 2 .bO
0345 .0 .7149011 510061 • 04b 2 .0 0 .450000 1 5 C .J0
0346 .0 .7149011 510081 .040 2 .0 0 870.0' .830000 181.00
0 347 .0 .7140090 510091 .040 2 .0 0 14 b 0 * .900000 611 .00
0 348 .0 .7140090 510081 • C4U 2 .0 0 1100. .490000 240 .00
0350.0 .7149011 510091 »04C 2 .0 0 68 J . 0 .840000 1 2 4 . j O
0151 .0 .7149011 510081 .040 2 .0 0 685 .0 .950000 8 6 .COO
0^52 .0 . 714C090 510-JB1 .C40 2 . CO 145 J . 1.70CG0 436 .00
0353 .0 .714901 1 511081 .0 4 0 2 .0 0 100.0 .290000 61.000
0754 .0 .714901 1 511081 .040 2 .0 0 6 9 0 0 .5  7Cn C0 57. C-'iO
C355.C .7149011 511C 9 1 .040 2 .0 0 16 3 .0 .620000 115.00
0356 .0 .7140050 511081 .040 2 .0 0 160. l •56CC00 L92.0  0
0357 .0 .7140090 511081 .040 2 .0C 1 4 0 .j I.IO O C O 255 . JO
0 3 5 8 .C .7140090 511091 .040 2 .0 0 130. J •53COOC 364.00
0359 .0 .7149011 511081 .030 1 .00 4 5 .u- .5C00QC 90 .0-0
0360 .0 .7149011 511081 • C3C 1 .00 62 .00 . 500CC0 59.000
0361 .0 .7149011 511081 .030 1 .00 115.0 .290000 65.000
0362 .0 .7140090 511081 .030 1 .00 101 .0 .480000 2 1 0 .JO
0363 .0 .7140090 511091 .0  3 0 1 .00 1 3 8 .-J •510C0C 302.00
0364 .0 .7140090 511081 .030 1 .00 9 3 .0 0 .270000 243 .00
0365 .0 .7149011 511081 .030 1 .0 0 1320. 172.CC
0366 .0 .7149011 510081 • 030 1 .00 1000. 1.20000 139. UO
0367 .0 .7149011 512081 .030 1 .00 1C70. .620000 87.000
0368 .0 .7140090 512081 . 0 3 : 1 .00 4 6 8 .CO
0369 .0 .7140090 51208 1 .030 1 .00 5 8 2 .u .390000 362.CC
0370 .0 .7140090 512081 .030 1 .00 1370. .600000 500 .00
0371 .0 . 71490! 1 513081 .030 1 .00 7 60 .0 .270000 177.00
0 372 .0 .7149011 512C81 .030 n o o 9 7 0 .0 .420000 158.00
0373 .0 .7149011 512C31 .030 1 .00 1060. .360000 223 .00
0374 .0 .7140090 512081 .030 1 .00 l lC u . .640000 349.00
0375 .0 .7140090 513081 • 0 4C l.C O 1450. •22COOC 551.00
0376 .0 .7140090 513091 .040 1 .00 14 ')0 . .600000 395.00
0377 .0 .7140090 513081 .030 l.O C 1500. .720000 543.00
0378 .0 .7140090 513081 .030 1 .00 1100. .370000 4 0 8 .CO
0 3 7 9 .0 .7140090 513081 .030 1.00 5 I 0 . 0 .300000 197.00
0 380 .0 . 714C090 511081 .0  30 1.00 1170. .410000 4 31 .CO
0 781 .0 .7140090 513081 .030 1 .00 1450. .720000 373.00
0 382 .0 . 714U090 514081 .030 1 .00 lU4w . .580000 293.00
0 383 .0 .7140090 514081 .C3C l.C O 1520. .720000 529.00
0 384 .0 .2329090 5^0041 4 .3 0 6.00 92 . C 2.000CC 668.00
0 385 .0 .2329090 501041 3 .98 6.00 1340. 1.10000 2 1 2 . on
0 386 .0 .2329090 531C41 3 .5 8 6.00 2000 . 3.40COO 275.00
0 387 .0 .2329090 500041 3 .9 8 6.00 1760. 316.00
0 388 .0 .2329090 500041 4 .2 7 6 .U0 1530. 2 .30000 322.00
0 389 .0 .2329090 500041 4 .2 7 6.00 1055. .010000 292.00
0 390 .0 .2329090 500041 4 .2 7 10. C 1375 . .580000 387.00
0 391 .0 .2329090 500041 V.OG 5 .0 0 1470. .970000 582.00
0 392 .0 .2329090 500041 4 .0 0 9 .0C 1500. .710000 408 .00
0 3 9 3 .0 .2329090 500041 4 .0 0 9 .0 0 3900 . 9 .30000 947,00
0 3 9 4 .0 .2329090 500041 4 .0C 9 .0 0 6500. 1018.0
0 3 9 5 .0 .2329090 500041 4 .C C 9 .0 0 620U. 1105.0
0 3 9 6 .0 .2329090 50004 1 4 .C C 9 .0 0 5600. 3.10000 1033.0
0397 .0 .2329090 500041 4 .0 0 9 .0 0 30w0. 4 .60000 603 .00
0 3 9 8 .0 .2329090 500041 4 .0 0 9 .0C 3050 . 5 .50000 620.00
0 3 9 9 .0 .2329090 500041 4 .C C 9 .0 0 6500. 5 .50000 1033.0
0 4 0 0 .0 .2329090 500C41 3 .4 5 5 .0 0 1570. 3 .40000 460 .00
C 4 0 L .0 .2329090 503041 3 .45 9 .0 0 4150. 9 .30000 932.00
0 4 0 2 .0 .2329090 500041 4 .0 7 9 .0 0 7400. 3 .2000C 818.00
0 4 0 3 .0 .2329090 500041 4 .0 7 9 .0 0 1900. 2.00000 665.00
0 4 0 4 .0 .2329090 500041 4 .0 9 9 .0 0 4000. 603 .00
0 4 0 5 .0 .2329090 500041 4 .0 9 9 .0 0 5300. 4 .20000 694.00
0 4 0 6 .0 .2324545 500061 4 .3 8 9 .0 0 1700. 3 .10000 420 .00
0 4 0 7 .0 .2324545 500061 4 .3 8 9 .0 0 1800. 6 .70000 549.00
0 4 0 8 .0 .2324545 5C0061 4 .3 9 9 .0 0 1620. 6 .30000 468 .00
0 4 0 9 .0 .2324545 5vjQ061 4 .3 9 9 .0 0 1630. 3 .10000 545.00
0 4 1 0 .0 .2324545 500061 4 .0 1 9 .0 0 1000. 499 .00
0 4 1 1 .0 .2324545 500061 4 .0 1 9 .0 0 1OO0. 504.00
0 4 1 2 .0 .2324545 500061 3 .8 0 9 .0 0 1000. 516.00
0 4 1 3 .0 .2324545 500061 4 .0 1 9 .0 0 970 .0 513.00
0 4 1 4 .0 .2320000 5-0061 3 .2 5 9 .0 0 1000. 611 .00
0 4 1 5 .0 .2320000 500061 3 .25 9 .0 0 1130. 740.00
0 4 1 6 .0 .2320000 500061 3 .25 9 .0 0 1200. 736.00
0 4 1 7 .0 .2320000 500061 3 .2 5 9 .0 0 1100. 643.00
0 4 2 0 .0 .2329090 5C0041 5 .6 0 14 .3 1700. 2 .00000 370,00
0 4 2 1 .0 .2329090 500041 5 .6 0 14 .3 1600. 1.40000 513.00
0 4 2 2 .0 .2329090 500041 5 .6 0 14 .3 1500. 1.60000 559.00
0 4 2 4 .0 .2329090 500041 5 .2 5 14 .3 1600. 1.10000 269.00
0 4 2 5 .0 .2329090 500041 5 .2 5 14 .3 1400. 1.10000 412 .00
0 4 2 6 .0 .2329090 500041 5 .2 5 14 .3 1310. 1 .30000 455 .00
ID CODE 1 CODE 2 CHL TEMP RATE MODULUS STRENG
0428 .0 .2329090 500041 6 .5 8 14 ,3 153.0 .970000 273.00
0429 .0 .2329090 500C41 6 .5 8 14 ,3 264 .0 .90CCQ0 236.00
0430 .0 .2329090 500041 6 .5 8 14 .3 1 5 3 .U .710000 193.00
0431 .0 .2329090 500041 6 .5 8 14 .3 134 .0 .590000 226.00
0432 .0 .2329090 500041 6 .06 14 .3 3 37 .0 1.80000 330.00
0433 .0 .2329090 500041 6 .0 6 14 .3 3 4 5 .0 1.80000 350,00
0434 .0 .2329090 500041 6 .0 6 14 .3 320 .0 1.30000 197.00
0436 .0 .2329090 500041 6 .06 14 .3 4 1 0 .0 4 .20000 461 .00
0437 .0 .2329090 500041 6 .0 6 14 .3 2 8 0 .0 .630000 249.00
0439 .0 .2329090 500041 6 .0 0 14 .3 1400. 1 .00000 367.00
0440 .0 .2329090 500041 6 .0 0 14 .3 840 .0 2.20000 380.00
0441 ,0 .2329090 5G0U41 6 .0 0 14 .3 8 1 0 .0 4 .20000 340.00
0443 .0 .2329090 500041 6 .0 0 14 ,3 980 .0 370.00
0444 .0 .2329090 500041 6 .0 0 14. 3 8 4 0 . 0 2 .20000 347.00
0445 .0 .2329090 500041 5 .1 7 14 .3 5 0 0 C . 625.00
0446 .0 .2329000 500C 41 5 .17 14 .3 5100 . 537.00
0447 .0 .2329090 500041 5 .17 14. 2 48uC. 7 .70000 534.00
0448 .0 .2329090 500041 5 .17 14. 3 6100 . 9.30000 630.00
0452 .0 .2324545 500041 5 .87 14. 3 120.0 .220000 111.00
0453 .0 .2324545 500041 5 .8 7 14. 3 226 .0 .360000 128.00
0454 .0 .2324545 500041 5 .87 14 .3 410 .0 .180000 270 .00
0457 .0 .2324545 500041 5 .87 14 .3 750 . J 2 .60000 237.00
0458 .0 .2324545 500041 5 .87 14 ,3 5600. 3.60000 928 .00
0459 .0 .2324545 500041 5 .87 14 .3 1540. 2 .10000 323.00
0461 .0 .2329090 500061 5 .77 14 .3 166 .0 1.80000 2 4 5 ,uO
0462 .0 .2329090 500061 5 .77 14 .3 2 1 0 .0 1.70000 462 .00
0463 .0 .2329090 5C0061 5 .77 14 .3 190 .0 1.70000 365.00
0465 .0 .2329000 500061 5 .7 7 14 .3 195.0 1.70000 476 .00
0466 .0 .2329090 500081 *5.77 14 .3 760 .0 1.70000 640 ,00
0467 .0 .2329090 500081 5 .7 7 14 .3 530 .0 1.20000 525 .00
0468 .0 .2329090 500001 4 .1 7 14 .3 360 .0 3.40000 670 .00
0469 .0 .2329090 500081 4 .1 7 14 .3 9 5 0 .0 3.40000 555 .00
0472 .0 .2329090 500081 4 .1 7 14 .3 960 .0 3.40000 683 .00
0476 .0 .2329090 500081 4 .9 2 14 .3 6440. 1219.0
0477 .0 .2329090 5G0C81 4 .9 2 14 .3 640C. 1132.0
0478 .0 .2324545 5CC081 4 .92 14 .3 3 6 1 .0 1 .30000 325 .00
0481 .0 .2324545 500081 4 ,9 2 14 .3 160 .0 1.20000 491 .00
0483 .0 .2324545 500081 4 .9 2 14 .3 171 .0 1.20000 377 .00
0001 .0 .2120000 500081 5 .08 12 .0 2 7 0 .0 351 .00
0404 .0 .2324545 5000 81 4 .6 4 14 .3 124 .0 1.20000 420 .00
0485 .0 .2324545 500081 4 .8 4 14 .3 160 .0 2.20000 529 .00
0487 .0 .2324545 5C0G81 4 .8 4 14 .3 5900. 4 .20000 1133.0
0468 .0 .2324545 500081 4 .6 4 14 .3 6300 . 1 .10000 1076.0
0490 .0 .2324545 500081 4 .8 4 14 .3 6500 . 4.30000 902 .00
0495 .0 .2339011 500181 2 .98 10 .0 174 ,0 2.2COOO 252 .00
0496 .0 .2339011 5001 ft 1 2 .98 10 .0 210 .0 2.80000 260 .00
0497 .0 .2339011 5CC181 2 .98 10 .0 1 6 4 .C 1.50000 213 .00
0498 .0 .2339011 500181 2 .98 10 .0 170 .0 1.00000 235 .00
0499 .0 .2339011 5CC181 2 .98 10 .0 13C.C 1.60000 289 .00
0504 .0 .2339011 500181 2 .7C 10 .0 330 .0 268 .00
0505 .0 .2339011 50C181 2 .70 10 .0 4 9 0 .0 9.30000 270.00
0506 .0 .2339011 500181 2 .70 10 .0 8 7 0 .U 1.90000 375.00
0508.0 .2339011 5CC181 2 .7 0 10 .0 970 .0 2.5COOO 435 .00
0509.0 .233901 1 500181 2 .70 10 .0 075 . C 2.50000 430 .00
0510 .0 .2339011 500181 2 .7 0 10 .0 3350. 1 .35000 489 ,00
0570.0 .3349090 500421 2 .57 4 .0 0 120 .0 4.10000 589 ,00
0571 .0 .3349090 500421 2 .5 7 4 .0 0 247 .0 2.20000 431 .00
0572 .0 .3349090 500421 2 .57 4 .0 0 190.0 1.46000 390 ,00
0573 .0 .3349090 500421 2 .57 4 . CO 230 . C 1.31000 395 .00
0574 .0 .33490*50 500421 2 .5 7 4 .0 0 2 60 .0 4.0C000 351 .00
0575 .0 .3349090 5CC421 2 .5 7 4 . CO 2 0 0 .C 1.50000 387 ,00
0576 .0 .3349090 500421 3 .05 4 .0 0 2850. 4.20000 560 .00
0577 .0 .3349090 50G421 3.05 4 .0 0 2260. 2.40000 317.00
0578 .0 .3349090 5C0421 3 .05 4 .0 0 3050. 6.40000 7C0.00
0579 .0 .3349090 500421 3 .0 5 4 .0 0 2150. 1 .10000 536 .00
0580 .0 .3349090 500421 3 .05 4 ,0 0 2300. 4.1C000 465.00
0581 .0 .3349090 50C421 7.05 4.C'0 2100. 2.50000 547.00
0582 .0 .3349090 5C0421 1 .76 4 .00 222 .0 2 .60000 380.00
0583 .0 .3349090 500421 2 .7 6 4 .00 226 .0 1.10000 220.00
0584 .0 .3349000 500421 2 .76 4 .00 135 .0 .300000 458.00
0585*0 .3349000 500421 2 .76 4 .0 0 200 .0 1.20000 450 .00
0586 .0 .3349000 500421 2 .7 6 4 .0 0 195 .0 l.OCOOC 276.00
0587 .0 •3349000 5CC421 2 .7 6 4 .0 0 136 .0 .450000 322.00
0588 .0 .3349000 500421 2 .5 5 4 .0 0 173.0 .700000 4 6 9 .CO
0589 .0 .3349000 500421 2 .55 4 ,0 0 2C00. 1.60000 478 .00
0590 .0 .3349000 500421 2 .55 4 .0 0 1900, 1 .70000 366.00
0591 .0 •3349000 500421 2 .5 5 4 .0 0 1600. .620000 638.00
0592 .0 .3349000 500421 2 .5 5 4 ,0 0 1450. .600000 761.00
0593 .0 .3349000 500421 2 .5 5 4 .0 0 1510. 1 .10000 756.00
0594 .0 .3349045 500421 2 .2 4 4 .0 0 1300. 1 .00000 132.00
0595.0 .3349045 500421 2 .2 4 4 .0 0 160C. 1.60000 228.00
0596 .0 .3349045 500421 2 .2 4 4 .00 1450. 1 .50000 180.00
0597.0 .3349045 5C0421 2 .2 4 4 .00 12CC. 1.20C00 133.00
0598.0 .3349065 500421 2 .2 4 4 .00 1600. 1.5CC00 171.00
0599.0 .3349045 500421 2 .2 4 4 .00 163.0 1.30000 91 .000
0600.0 .3349045 500421 2 .03 4 .00 210 .0 2 .10000 93.000
0601.0 .3349045 500421 2 .03 4 .00 196.0 .880000 76.000
0602.0 •3349045 5C0421 2 .03 4 .00 19 C . 0 .920000 8 5 .OuO
0603.0 .3349045 5CQ421 2 .03 4 .0 0 180*0 .800000 78.000
0604.0 .3349045 500421 2 .03 4 .0 0 493 .0 1.80000 135.00
0605.0 .3349065 500421 2 .03 4 .00 5 5 0 .C 1.00000 107.00
0606.0 .3349090 8C0421 2 .31 4 .0 0 2100. 3 .20000 630 .00
0607.0 .3349090 51)042 1 2 .31 4 .0 0 1950. 2.2COOO 395 .00
0608.0 .3349090 800421 2.31 4 .0 0 2250. 3 .00000 747.00
0609.0 .3349090 800421 2.31 4 .0 0 2050. 2 .10000 532 .00
0610.0 .3349045 500421 2 .31 4 .00 520 .0 1.80000 146 .00
0611.0 .3349045 500421 2.31 4 .00 5 1 0 .C 1.30000 108.00
0612.0 .3339090 500041 4.21 21 .0 2030. 5 .30000 1169.0
0613.0 .3339090 500041 4 .21 21 .0 2100 . 3 .60000 968.00
0614.0 .3339090 500041 4 .21 21 .0 2100 . 1026.0
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ID CODE 1 CODE 2 CHL TEMP RATE
06 16 *0 .3329090 500041 4.21 21.0 2180.
06 20 .0 .3329090 50OO41 5.23 21.0 1950.
06 22 .0 .3329090 5G0C41 5.23 21.0 2250.
06 24 .0 .3329090 500041 5.23 21.0 200C •
06 26 .0 .3329090 500041 3.62 21.0 64 0. 0
06 28 .0 .3329090 500041 3.62 21.0 63 0. 0
06 29 .0 .3329090 500041 3.62 21.0 700.0
06 30 .0 .3329090 500041 3.62 21.0 70 0. 0
06 31 .0 .3329090 500041 5.51 21.0 69 3. 0
06 32 .0 .3329090 500041 5.51 21.0 72 0. 0
06 33 .0 .3329090 500041 5.51 21.0 69 5. 0
06 34 .0 .3329090 500041 5.51 21.0 590.0
06 36 .0 .3329090 500041 4.91 21.0 26 4. 0
0637.0 .3329090 500C41 4.91 21.0 24 9. 0
06 39 .0 .3329090 5^0041 4.91 21.0 26 0. 0
0640.0 .3329090 5C1041 4.91 21.0 26 0. 0
06 42 .0 .3329090 500041 3.33 21.0 26 0. 0
06 43 .0 .3 32 90 90 500041 3.33 21.0 26 0. 0
06 45 .0 .3 32 90 90 500041 3.33 21.0 26 0. 0
06 47 .0 .3 32 90 90 500041 3.33 21.0 25 5. 0
06 50 .0 .3 32 90 90 501041 3.33 21.0 235.0
06 51 .0 .3 32 90 90 500041 3.60 21.0 65 0. 0
06 52 .0 .3 32 90 90 50C041 3.60 21.0 75 0. 0
06 53 .0 .3 32 90 90 500041 3.60 21.0 73 0. 0
06 54 .0 .3 32 90 90 500041 3.60 21.0 730.0
06 55 .0 .3 32 90 90 500041 3.60 21.0 64 0. 0
06 56 .0 .3 32 90 90 500041 2.51 21.0 2CC.C
06 57 .0 .3 32 90 90 500041 2.51 21.0 22 0. 0
06 58 .0 ♦3 32 90 90 500041 2.90 21.0 23 0, 0
06 59 .0 .3319011 500041 5.80 20.0 22 5. 0
06 60 .0 .3 32 90 90 500021 2.90 20.0 25 0. 0
06 61 .0 .3319011 500041 5.60 20.0 23 0. 0
06 62 .0 .3 32 90 90 500021 3.39 21.0 23 5. 0
06 63 .0 .3319011 500041 4.96 20.0 21 5. 0
06 64 .0 .3329090 500021 3.39 21.0 140*0
06 65 .0 .3319011 500041 4.96 21.0 120.0
06 66 .0 .3329090 500021 2.93 21.0 13C.0
06 67 .0 .3 31 90 11 500041 5.25 21.0 110.0
06 66 .0 .3 32 90 90 500021 2.93 21.0 26.00
06 69 .0 .3 31 90 11 500041 5.25 20.0 15.00
06 70 .0 .3 32 90 90 501021 2.93 21.0 16.00
06 71 ,0 .3319011 501041 5.25 21.0 14.00
06 72 .0 .3329090 500021 2.53 21.0 27 .0 0
0 6 73 .0 .3319011 500041 4.95 21.0 26 .0 0
06 74 .0 .3329090 501021 2.53 21.0 29 .0 0
0675.0 .3329090 500021 2.53 21.0 2100.
06 76 .0 .3319011 500041 5.10 21.0 1900.
0677.0 .3329090 500021 2.53 21.0 220C.
06 78 .0 .3319011 500041 5.1G 21.0 1900.
06 79 .0 .3329090 500021 2.53 21.0 2050.
0681.0 .3324545 500031 3.62 21.0 29 .0 0
0682.0 .3324545 500031 3.82 20.0 158.0
06 63 .0 .3324545 500031 3.82 2C.0 1800.
06 84 .0 .3324545 501031 3.82 20.0 1900.
06 85 .0 .3324545 501031 3.62 14.3 1900.
06 86 .0 .3320000 500031 3.62 14.3 1900.
0667.0 .3320000 500031 3.62 14.3 29 .0 0
0 6 88 .0 .3320000 501031 3.62 14.3 1900.
0 6 80 .0 .3319090 500041 5.10 21.0 ICOu.
06 90 .0 .3329090 500021 2.53 14,3 162.0
06 91 .0 .3329090 5C0021 2.53 14.3 150.0
06 93 .0 .3329090 500021 7 .53 14.3 165.0
06 95 .0 .3319011 500C41 5.1c 14.3 1 6 0.u
0696.0 .3329090 500021 2.53 14.3 300.0
06 97 .0 .3329090 5U0021 2.53 14.3 1 6 0.C
06 98 .0 .3329090 500021 2.53 14.3 1 5 6.C
07 00 .0 .3319011 500041 5.10 14.3 150.0
07 01 .0 .3319011 500041 5.1C 14.3 150.0
07 02 .0 .3329090 500021 2.53 14.3 150.0
07 C3 .0 .3 32 90 90 500021 2.53 14.3 160.0
07 04 .0 .3 32 90 90 500021 2.53 14.3 125.0
07 05 .0 .3329090 500021 2.53 14.3 1 6 0 . u
07 10 .0 .3 32 90 90 500021 2.53 14.3 98 0. 0
07 11 .0 .3 32 90 90 500021 2.53 14.3 9 0 0 . C
07 12 .0 .3329090 500021 2.53 14.3 98 0. 0
07 13 .0 .3329090 500021 2.53 14.3 92 0. 0
07 15 .0 .3329090 500021 2.53 14.3 95 0. 0
07 16 .0 .3319011 500041 4.33 14.3 90 0. 0
07 17 .0 .3319011 500041 4.33 14.3 97 0. 0
07 18 .0 .3319011 50CG41 4.33 14.3 9 0 0 . C
07 19 .0 .3329090 500021 2.64 14.3 31.00
07 21 .0 .3329090 500021 2.64 14.3 22.00
07 22 .0 .3329090 5u0C21 2.64 14.3 36.00
07 24 .0 .3329090 500021 2.64 14.3 30.00
07 26 .0 .3329090 501021 2.64 14.3 22.00
07 28 .0 .3319011 500041 3.88 14.3 24.00
07 30 .0 .3319011 500041 3.88 14.3 22.00
07 31 .0 .3319011 500041 3.88 14.3 3700.
07 32 .0 .3319011 500041 3.88 14.3 3650.
07 41 .0 .3319011 501091 4.78 14.3 21 0. 0
0742.0 .3319011 501091 4.78 14.3 21 0. 0
07 43 .0 .3319011 501151 4.78 14.3 215.0
07 44 .0 .3319011 5C1121 4.78 14.3 21 5. 0
07 45 .0 .3319011 501121 4.78 14.3 23.00
0746.0 .3319011 501121 4.78 14.3 1000.
07 47 .0 • 33 L 9 0 1 1 501121 4.78 14.3 190.0
07 48 .0 .3319011 501121 4.78 14.3 17U.0
07 49 .0 .3339011 500171 4.68 14.3 930.0
07 50 .0 .3339011 500211 4.49 14.3 1000.
MO D U L U S ST RE NG ID CODE 1
60 00 0 1119.0 07 51 .0 .3339011
OOOOO 96 5. 00 07 52 .0 .3339011
4 20 00 0 1213*0 0753.0 .3339011
2 70 00 0 94 7. 00 0754.0 .3339011
2 30000 81 0. 00 07 55 .0 .3339011
2 70000 773.00 0756.0 .3339011
30 00 0 940.00 07 57 .0 .3339011
2 10000 740.00 07 62 .0 .4 32 90 90
OO OO O 910.00 0763.0 .4 32 90 90
4 OOOOO 7 5 0 . CO 0764.0 .4 32 90 90
90 00 0 8 4 6 . CO 0765.0 .4 32 90 90
40 00 C 832.00 0766.0 .4329090
60 00 0 68 3. 00 0767.0 .4 32 90 90
70 00 0 61 8. 00 0768.0 .4 32 90 90
40 C0 0 6 0 1 . CO 0769.0 .4329090
40 00 0 5 8 2 . CJO 0770,0 ♦4 32 90 90
40 00 0 8 7 4 . CO 0771.0 .4319011
OO OO O 63 3 . 0 0 0772.0 .4319011
90000 6 1 1. 00 0773.0 .4319011
3 10000 56 1. 00 0774.0 .4319011
40 C0 C 63 7. 00 0775.0 .4319011
2 70 00 0 66 3. 00 0776.0 .4319011
4 7OO0C 96 4. 00 07 77 .0 .4 31 90 11
4 60 00 0 67 2. 00 0778.0 .4319011
3 80 00 0 89 5. 00 0779.0 •4319011
2 1000C 503.00 0780.0 .4319011
2 6C 00 0 48 7 . 0 0 Y781.0 .4339011
40 00 0 863.00 0782.0 .4339011
40 00 0 701.00 0783.0 .4339011
2 70000 529.00 0784.0 .4339011
10000 720.00 0785.0 .4339011
2 60 00 0 546.00 0786.0 .4339011
2 40 00 0 543.00 0787.0 .4339011
2 60 00 0 550.00 0788.0 .4339011
90 00 0 69 4, 00 0789.0 .4339011
40 00 0 533.00 0790.0 .4339011
4 OO OO O 761.00 0791.0 .4339011
80000 529.00 0792.0 .4339011
.700000 26 8.CC 0793.0 .4 32 90 90
40 00 0 4 1 2 . CO 0794.0 .4 32 90 90
40 00 0 0326.0 0795.0 .4329090
40 00 0 412.00 0796.0 .4 32 90 90
20 00 0 42 *. 00 0797.0 .4329090
30 00 0 47 7. 00 0798.0 .4 32 90 90
70 00 0 618.00 0799.0 .4 32 90 90
30000 L195.0 0800.0 .4319011
2000C 9 1 0 . CC 0801.0 .4319011
4 20 00 0 1220.0 0802.0 .'4319011
30000 995. U.0 0803.0 .4319011
4 OOOOO 1463.0 0804.0 .4319011
OO OO O 295.00 0805.0 .4319011
2COOO 4 5 3 . CO 0806.0 .4319011
60 00 0 8 2 4 . OC 0806.0 .4339011
7CO0C 800.00 0809.0 .4339011
00 00 0 671.00 0810.0 .4339011
9CC00 8 3 5 . OC 0811.0 .4 33 90 11
5C000 383.00 0812.0 .4 33 90 11
30000 816.00 0813.0 .4339011
20 CC 0 740,00 0814.0 .4339011
50000 581.00 0815.0 .5339011
OOOOO 46 8. 00 0816.0 .5339011
90000 723.00 0817.0 .5339011
OGCOO 46 2. 00 0818.0 .5539011
OOCOO 45 0. 00 0819.0 .5339011
OOOOO 634.00 08 20 .0 .5339011
30000 395.00 0821.0 .5339011
58000 476.00 0822.0 .5339011
30000 46 0. 00 0823.0 .5 33 90 11
OO CO O 542,00 0824.0 .5339011
56 00 0 504.00 0825.0 .5339011
70 CC 0 40 8. 00 0829.0 .5339011
90 00 0 48 0. 00 0830.0 .5339011
40 00 0 821.00 0831.0 .5339011
40 00 0 7 3 2 . OC 0832.0 .5339011
70 00 0 80 0. 00 0833.0 .5339011
5COOO 64 5. 00 0834.0 .5339011
80000 69 0. 00 0835.0 .5339011
34000 63 4. 00 0836.0 .5339011
50000 64 8. 00 08 37 .0 .5339011
80000 64 1. 00 0836.0 .5339011
80000 544.00 0839.0 .5339011
.900000 362.00 0840.0 .5339011
10000 305.00 0841.0 .5339011
1 OOOOO 323.00 0842.0 .5339011
50000 40 1. 00 0843.0 .5339011
1 30 00 0 40 6. 00 0844.0 .5339011
1 IOCOO 40 5. 00 0045.0 .5339011
3 OO OO O 885.00 0846.0 .5339011
50000 87 4. 00 0847.0 .5 34 90 45
OO OO O 533.00 08 48 .0 .5349045
1 30 00 0 54 0. 00 0849.0 .5349045
2 15000 57 0. 00 0852.0 •5349000
1 66 00 0 57 3. 00 0853.0 .5349000
1 10000 4 1 6. 00 0854.0 .5 34 90 00
3 OOOOO 69 1. 00 0655.0 .5 34 90 90
2 40 00 0 47 4. 00 0856.0 .5 34 90 90
1 40 00 0 40 5 . 0 0 0857.0 .5 34 90 90
2 50 00 0 53 2. 00 0858.0 .5 34 90 90
2 65 00 0 66 2. 00 0859.0
0860.0
.5 34 90 90
.5 34 90 90
CODE 2 CHL TEMP RATE MO DU LU S S T RE NG
500171 4 68 14 3 1000. 3. 10 00 0 538 00
500211 4 49 14 3 1000. 2. 45 00 0 685 00
500171 4 68 14 3 1100. 2. 10 00 0 492 00
500211 4 49 14 3 860.0 2. 30 00 0 450 00
500181 4 68 14 3 980.0 1.90000 428 00
500211 4 49 14 3 9 9 0 . C 2* 30 00 0 516 00
500171 4 68 14 3 1000. 2. 60 00 0 499 00
501021 53 14 3 170.0 3.20000 688 00
501021 53 14 3 170.0 1.60000 665 00
501021 53 14 3 155*0 1.50000 465 00
501021 53 14 3 137.0 1.42000 472 00
501021 53 14 3 143.0 1.45000 414 00
501021 53 14 3 161.0 2.50000 455 00
501021 53 14 3 160.0 1.50000 432 00
502021 53 14 3 161-0 1.65000 450 uo
502021 53 14 3 157.0 1*90000 432 00
501101 75 14 3 159.0 2*40000 502 00
502101 25 14 3 160.0 2. 20 00 0 550 00
502101 25 14 3 160.0 2. 40 00 0 482 00
502101 25 14 3 153.0 1.60000 470 00
502141 25 14 3 162.0 2. 15 00 0 43 3 00
502141 25 14 3 158.0 2. 30 00 0 478 00
502141 25 14 3 160.0 2. 40 00 0 511 DO
502141 25 14 3 157.0 2- 30 00 0 471 00
503141 25 14 3 155.0 1.80000 479 00
503101 25 14 3 157.0 1.90000 503 OC
503203 4 45 14 3 152*0 1.45000 275 00
503201 4 45 14 3 160.0 1-30000 317 00
503201 4 45 14 3 156.0 1.40000 288 00
503181 4 68 14 3 158.0 1.10000 273 00
5C3181 4 68 14 3 158.0 1.60000 270 00
503181 4 66 14 3 146.0 .740000 314 00
506251 24 14 3 150.0 1* 80 00 0 344 00
506251 24 14 3 146.0 2* 35 00 0 386 00
5C6271 24 14 3 163.0 2* 50 00 0 40 8 00
507271 24 14 3 158.0 3. 80 00 0 340 00
5C7271 24 14 3 154.0 2* 60 00 0 432 00
507271 24 14 3 153*0 1.70000 292 00
507021 64 14 3 32*00 1* 40 00 0 330 00
507021 64 14 3 34.00 1*60000 350 00
507021 64 14 3 55.00 1.20000 349 00
507021 64 14 3 66*00 1.80000 418 00
507021 64 14 3 1200. 3.80000 821 00
507021 64 14 3 1200. 4. 40 00 0 830 00
508021 64 14 3 52.00 1.90000 368 00
508121 24 14 3 3 7 • C 0 2. 50 00 0 413 00
508121 24 14 3 1200. 8 1 B 00
503121 24 14 3 47.00 3.30000 538 00
508121 24 14 3 34. vO 2. 25 CO O 434 CO
508121 24 14 3 56.00 1.7000C 491 00
5C8121 24 14 3 31.00 1.40000 387 00
509121 24 14 3 1100. 4. 20 00 0 672 00
509191 4 49 14 3 1060- 3*20000 583 GQ
509191 4 49 14 3 2 5. CO •42CC0C 185 00
509191 4 49 14 3 1070. 1.20000 545 GO
509191 4 49 14 0 2 7 . CO .770000 190 00
509191 4 49 14 0 52.00 •840000 238 CO
510191 4 49 14 3 54.00 .720000 227 00
510191 4 49 14 0 1020. 2* 20 00 0 531 00
501291 24 10 0 160.0 1.30000 238 00
501291 24 10 0 165.0 1.20000 247 00
501293 24 10 0 167.0 1-10000 263 00
501291 24 10 0 169.0 1.10000 262 00
501291 24 10 0 170.0 1-70000 273 00
501291 24 10 0 IK'O. 2. 10 0C 0 485 00
5C1291 24 10 c 26.00 -670CCO 158 CO
502291 24 10 0 10 2 C • 2- 30 CC 0 550 00
502291 24 10 0 1040. 2- 30 00 0 622 00
502291 24 10 0 25.00 .520000 129 00
502291 24 10 0 29.00 .670000 183 00
504321 25 6. 00 158.0 1-00000 251 00
504321 25 6. 00 156.0 .930000 211 00
504321 25 6. 00 160,0 1-1C00C 268 00
504321 25 6. CO 165.0 1.00000 212 00
504321 25 6. CO 168.0 1.40000 280 00
505321 25 2. 00 139.0 •600000 164 00
505321 25 2. 00 145.0 .540000 171 00
505321 25 2. 00 142.0 .730000 184 00
505361 25 2. 10 147.0 .900000 169 00
505361 2 25 2. 00 157.0 1.OOCOO 207 00
506361 25 2. 00 150.0 1.00000 201 00
506361 25 1. 00 66.00 .120000 112 00
5C6361 25 1. 00 77.00 .160000 99*000
506361 25 1. 00 115.0 .270000 195 CO
5C7361 25 1. 00 137.0 .450000 256 00
507361 25 1. 00 93.00 .160000 162 CO
507361 25 1. 00 10.00 •C80000 87 .0 00
507361 25 1.00 15.00 .180000 52.000
514721 25 1. 00 96.00 .280000 75•000
514721 25 1.00 9.300 .150000 35*000
514721 25 1.00 710.0 .380000 145 CO
515721 25 1.00 125.0 •400000 195 00
515721 25 1.00 970.0 .930000 271 00
515721 25 1.00 22.00 .270000 116 00
516721 25 1.00 105.0 •320000 207 00
516721 25 1.00 24.00 •200000 117 00
516681 25 1.00 seo.o .830000 411 00
516681 25 1.00 180.0 1.00000 371 00
516681 25 1. 00 23.00 .310000 160 00
516681 25 l.CO 980.0 1.40000 479 00
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0861.0 .5349090 .518681 2.25 1.00 150.0 .600000 319.00
0862.0 .5349090 .518681 2.25 1.00 25.00 .440000 185.00
0863.0 .5349090 •518661 2.^5 1 .00 77f.O .900000 41 4. 00
0864.0 .5349000 .518651 2.25 1.00 162.0 .740000 42 1. 00
0865.0 .5349000 .518681 2.25 1.00 24.00 .440000 254.00
0866.0 .5349000 .513601 2.25 1.00 970.0 1.25000 48 8. 00
C667.0 .5349000 .518631 2.25 l.CO 153.0 •700000 327.00
OS69.0 •5349000 .518631 2.25 1.00 21.CC .270000 196.CC
0669.0 •5349GCO .519531 2.25 1.00 80 -. g .610000 44 5. 00
0678.0 •5349000 .522581 2.25 2.CC 168.0 1.28000 583.00
C879.0 .5349000 .522581 2.26 2 . CO 165.0 .950000 364.00
0381.0 .5349090 .522501 2.25 2.00 164. u 1.03000 384.00
06 6 2 . C .5349090 .522581 2.25 2.00 163.C .930000 297.00
0663.0 .5349045 .523561 2.25 2.00 113.0 . 33 OCOC 102.00
US84.0 .5349045 .522501 2.25 2.00 120. g .450000 113.00
0865.0 .5349000 .523531 2.25 2. CO 155.0 .690000 330.CC
0336.0 .5349090 .522531 2.25 2.C-C 165.0 1 .OOCOC 321.00
0=37,0 .5 34 90 45 •5255R1 2.26 6.00 117.0 .350000 136.00
0S68.C .5349090 .525531 2.25 6.00 170.0 .930000 314.00
0669.0 .5349050 .525531 2.25 6.00 29.0c 1.1CCOC 299.00
0690.0 .5349090 .525531 2.25 6. CO K  90. 1.60000 47 9. 00
0391.0 .5349090 .525531 2.25 6.00 170. C 1.09000 559.00
CS92.0 .5349000 • 525531 2.25 6.00 152.C .680000 46 6. 00
0693.0 .5349000 .525531 2.25 6.00 22.00 .340COC 313.00
C894.0 •5349CCC .525531 2.26 6.0 C 9 5 0.t 1.65000 560.00
0895.0 .5349000 .525531 2.25 6.00 151.w .030000 50C.O0
0896.0 .5349000 .526631 2.25 6.00 26.00 .940000 285.00
2897.0 .5249000 .526461 2.25 6 » CC 10CO. 1.6CCU0 60 1. 00
0598.0 .5349000 .526461 2.26 6.CC 151. C .990000 4 0 0 . CO
0899.0 .5349090 .526481 2.25 6.00 154.0' .900000 34 4.CO
0900.0 .5349090 .526481 2.25 6.00 29.00 .680000 231.00
09 01 .C ■ 53490CC .526481 2.25 6.00 90C.w 1.3CCCC 5 4 1 . CO
0903.0 .5349045 .527431 2.25 6.00 120.0 .500000 131.00
0904.0 .5349045 .527431 2.25 6.00 20..3 .400000 76.000
0905.0 .5349045 .527431 2.25 6.0C 9 1 • Or 1.10000 291.00
C9C6.C .5349045 *527431 2.25 6 . DC 18.00 . 3CCCCC 62.000
0907.0 .5349045 .527431 2.25 6.00 990.0 .600000 271.00
0960.0 .8449000 .544141 .230 10.0 170.0 .940000 2 0 5 . CO
0962.0 .8449000 .547121 • 23'.: 13.C 3 8.00 .800000 279.40
C968.0 .8449000 .551121 .230 10.0 5 1 . -C .520000 366.20
C969.G .6449090 .554121 .23-, 10.0 5 1 . CO 1.35000 349.70
0971.0 .6449090 .554121 .230 10.0 61.00 3.90000 349.70
0974.0 .5449000 .558091 .230 10.0 95.00 .580000 386.00
0976.0 .5449000 .560091 .230 10.0 2 4 0.C .430000 380.00
09 78 .C .8449000 .560',91 .230 10.0 630. C .950000 44 6. 00
OSdl.O .3449090 * 560C91 .23.'.’ 1C.C 350.0 1.09000 ^C 2. oO
0932.0 .8449090 .561091 .2 30 10.0 38 ”'.C 1.21C00 523.00
0982.0 .8449090 .561091 .230 10 .G 770.0 1 .40000 833.00
0991.0 .6449090 .562061 .230 10. C 5 2.00 .725000 277,00
0993.0 .6449090 .562061 .230 10.0 61.00 1.40000 388.00
09 95 .C .6449020 .564061 .230 10.0 770.0 I . I C jOO 596.00
9997.0 .8449000 .564061 .230 10.0 39.CC . 100000 45 1. 00
1090.0 .8449000 .564061 .2 3C 10 .c 13.OC .030000 217.00
1003.0 .8 44 90 00 .564201 .210 10.0 5C.ce .450000 40 1. 00
1CC4.0 .3 44 90 00 .565201 .210 10 .c 34.00 .440000 285.00
1005.0 .8449000 .565201 .210 10 .c 880 .C 1.18000 781.00
1C26.C •3449CC0 .565201 .210 10 .c 1300. 2.35000 1189.0
1008.0 • 8449 090 . 5 6 5 2 C 1 .210 10 .c 1100. 3• 7CC00 1218.0
1011.0 .8 44 90 90 .565201 .210 10 .c H O C . 6. 20 00 0 113C.C
1C12.C .8449090 •5662*1 .210 10.0 59.40 6. 60 00 0 652.00
1014.0 •8449C9C .566201 • 21C 10 .c 71.CC 3.50000 495.00
1016.0 .8449045 .5=6201 .210 1 0 . c 4 4 . -C •48CC0C 68.00-0
1018.0 .8449045 « 566201 .210 10.c 130. C .000000 157.CC
1C20.0 .6449045 .566201 .210 10.0 28 0.C 1.13C00 2.07,00
1022.0 .8449045 .566201 .230 10.0 7CC.C .610000 223.00
1027.0 .6449000 .567251 .270 10.0 11.00 .300000 372.00
102 S. 0 .8449000 .567251 .270 10.0 180.0 1.6C000 42 7. 00
*029•1 .6449090 .867251 .270 10.0 3950. 4 . 00 00 0 9 9 0 , CO
1C3C.C .8449090 .568251 .270 10.0 12.00 47 5. 00
10 31 .C .8449090 .569251 .270 10.0 460C. 4. 00 00 0 1490.0
1032.0 .3449045 .569251 .270 10.0 13.CO .300000 63.000
1033.0 .8449045 .569251 .270 10.0 3200. 1.95000 533.00
1034.0 .8449090 .569251 .270 10.0 419.0 2.75000 707.00
1037.0 .8449090 .571251 .270 1.00 27.00 2.60000 247.00
1C38.C •8449090 .571251 .270 1.00 57 5.C 2.40000 60 5. 00
1039.0 .8449090 .572251 .270 1.00 3300. 4.8OC00 98 9. 00
1041.C .8449090 .572251 .270 1.00 64.CC 3.00000 343.00
1043.0 .6 44 90 00 .572281 • 19C 1.C0 41.00 1.90000 321.00
1044.0 .8449000 .572281 .190 1.00 624.0 2. 00 00 0 59 2. CC
1045.0 .8 44 90 00 .873281 .19^ 1.00 3uOe. .390000 696 .00
1046.0 .8449000 .573231 .190 1.00 41.00 2 .20000 317 .00
1047.0 .8449045 .573281 .190 1.00 35.CO .560000 85.000
1048.0 .8440045 .573281 .190 l.CC 13.00 .110000 73.000
1 C 4 9 . 0 .8449045 .5742 S 1 .190 1.C0 210C. .500000 308.00
1 C S C »0 .8449045 .574281 .190 1.00 35.00 1.00000 148.00
108*1.0 .6449090 .574261 • 190 1.00 760. 0 3.20000 76 7. 00
1052.0 .8449090 .574281 .190 1.00 3100. 1.60000 740.00
8053.0 .8449000 .574281 .190 1.C0 51 0.C .470000 61 8. 00
1C54.0 .8449000 .574281 .190 l.CC 3800. 1.40000 65 6. 00
1C65.0 .8449045 .578301 .140 1.00 6 5 0 . C .610000 22 1. 00
'1C66.C .6449045 .570301 . 140 1.00 180C. 1.40000 3 3 7 . CO
1C67.0 * 84490CC .578301 . 140 1.00 2000. .860000 69 1. 00
1068.0 .3449000 .578301 .140 1.C0 900.0 .610000 67 2. 00
1069.0 .8449090 .578321 .140 1.00 900.0 •60C000 62 6. 00
1070.0 •8449C90 .570321 .140 1*00 3Q0C. •880000 67 9. 00
107340 .8449045 .579321 .140 1.00 42.CC .350000 92 .0 00
1074.0 .8449045 .579321 .140 1.00 450.0 .370000 233.00
1076.0 .8449045 .579321 • 140 1.00 1550. 1.05000 36 3. 00
1077.0 .8449045 .579321 . 140 1.00 3000. 2. 00 00 0 45 0. 00
1079.0 .6449045 .530321 .140 3.00 46.00 .900000 11 2. 00
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1080.0 .8449045 .580321 • 1 4: 3.00 5 3 0 . u 1.40000 264,00
1081.0 .8449045 .500321 .140 3.00 1700. 1.4COOO 43 2. 00
1083.0 .8449045 .590221 . 140 3 . CO 3450. 1*70000 48 9. 00
1085.0 .8449045 • 5802 81 .190 6.00 40.00 .550000 111.00
1C86.C .8449045 .500281 .190 6 . CO 4 7 G • 0 1.30000 250.00
1C87.C .6449045 *590281 .190 6 . CO 1600. 1.85000 42 4 , 0 0
1C08.O .8449045 .560281 .190 6. 00 3100. 1.50000 69 4. 00
1C90.0 .8449045 .5ol2Bl .190 1 0 . C 46.00 1.10000 122.00
1C91.U .8449045 .581201 • 190 10.0 5 C u . 0 1.00000 31 1. 00
1092.0 .0449045 .561201 .190 10.0 780.0 .630000 353.00
1093.0 .6449045 .581251 • 19u 1C.0 250o. 2. 00 00 0 52 9. 00
1094.0 .6449045 .581291 « 1 9C 10. c 61 8. 00
1094.1 .6449046 .561291 .190 1 0 .c 340 0. 3. 20 00 0 62 6. 00
1095.0 . 3449090 .581321 .140 10.0 1112- 2.90000 1008.0
1C96.0 .3449090 .561321 .140 10.0 1200. 3. 70 00 0 88 0. 00
1097.0 .8449090 .581321 . 140 10.0 2500. 4. 1U 00 0 10 75 .C
1C9S.0 .S449C90 *581321 . 140 10.0 24 J O » 4. 2C 0C 0 1139.0
1099.0 .3449090 .581321 .140 1 0 .c 4250. 5. 40 00 0 1812.0
1100.0 .6449000 .561321 .140 10.0 130 j • 4. 40 00 0 926.00
1101.0 .e449C0C .581321 .140 10.0 1100. 2.40000 1044.0
1102.0 .S449COO .581321 . 140 10.0 2300. 2. 80 00 0 91 8. 00
1103.0 .8449000 .561321 .140 10.0 240- • 5. 00 CC 0 85 4. 00
1104.0 .8449000 .561321 .140 10.0 5250. 3. 30 00 0 1210.0
1106.0 .5449000 .562321 .140 1 0.c 1200. 2. 30 0C O 1089.0
\  106.0 .=449045 .593231 .191 l.CC 730.0 .370000 22 2. 00
1109.0 .3449045 .594261 . 19U 1.00 2000. •46C00C 3 8 2 . CO
1 L1C.0 .3449045 .594341 .140 1.00 4500. 1.40000 51 2. 00
1111.c .8449045 .554341 .140 1.00 246C. .900000 41 1. 00
1112.0 .5440045 .594341 . 140 1.00 4500 • 1.00000 46 1. 00
1113.0 .844904 5 .594341 .140 1 .0: 96 0. 0 .570000 2 9 1 . CO
1114.0 .3449045 .594341 .140 1.00 2450. 1.10000 40 8. 00
1115.C .6449045 . 594241 .14P 1.00 3350* .640000 48 3. 00
1117.0 .2519011 • 5 C 1011 7.00 1.00 170.0 .180000 54 .0 00
1118.0 .2519011 • 5 C 3 911 7.00 1 0 .c 790.0 .910000 42 8. 00
1119.0 .2519011 *503011 7.00 10.0 140.0 .480000 309.00
1120.0 .2519011 .50 30 11 7.00 10.0 I60O. 1.65000 44 2. 00
I12I.C • 2 5 19CI 1 .503011 7.00 1 0 .c 260C. .900000 43 2. 00
1122.C .2519011 .503031 7. JO 10.0 155C. 2.2 OCOC 47 5. 00
1123.C .2519311 .500.51 6. 67 10.0 1500. 1.2C000 40 8. 00
1124.0 .2519011 .500071 6.67 10.0 1150. 1.50000 37 8. 00
1125.0 .2519011 .50 3011 6. 67 10.0 32 0. 0 1.20000 334.00
1126.0 .2519011 .503011 6. 67 1C.0 40 .0 0 .430000 229.00
1127.C .2639011 .501011 5.8C 10.0 118.0 .290000 21 2. 00
1128.0 .2639011 * 5 C 1011 5.80 10.0 6 5 0 . C .605000 273.00
1129.C .2639011 .501011 5.80 10.0 3150. .975000 393.00
1130.C .2639011 .5-1011 5.50 10.0 4 7 U C • .380000 393.00
1131.0 .2629011 .5:1011 5.80 10.0 89 0. 0 .325000 328.00
1132.0 .26*9011 .5-1^41 5.00 10.0 35.00 • 34CC0C 136.00
1133.0 .2639011 .501041 5.80 1C.C 582.0 .550000 23 6. 00
1134.0 .2629011 .501041 5 . SO 1 0 , 0 2600. .990000 361.00
1535.0 .2639011 .501071 4.85 10.0 35.00 .170000 147.00
1136.0 .2639011 • 5 L 1071 4. 85 10.0 47 3. 0 .370000 257.00
1137.0 .2629011 .501071 4.85 1 0 .c 1900. .580CC0 4 5 4. 00
1136.0 .2639011 .5 e 1;11 6. 70 1C.C 47 .0 0 .595000 214.00
1139.C .2629011 .5:ieil 6. 7o 10.0 2G C. U .350000 29 5. 00
1140.0 .2639011 .501011 6. 70 10.0 5600. .020000 43 2. 00
1141.0 • 26 39 0 L1 .5-1041 5.60 10.0 120.0 .550000 149.00
1142.0 .2629011 .501041 5 . SC 20 . C 1C5C • .630000 283.00
1143.0 .2629011 .5G1G41 5.80 10.0 170.0 .520000 158.00
1144.C .2639011 •501071 4. 85 10.0 113.C .480000 127.00
11 45 .C .2639011 .501071 4.85 10.0 140.;. 1.00000 272.00
1146.0 .2629011 .501071 4. 85 1C.C 2 8 0 . C 1 .05000 2 0 6 . CO
U 6 7 . C .2639011 .502041 5 • 3 g 2.00 300.0 .190000 144.00
11 70 .C .2629011 .303071 4 • 8C 2.00 555.0 .810000 168.00
1171.0 .2639011 .303071 4. 80 2.CC 1 0 0.C .640000 149.00
1172.0 .2639011 •30*071 4.8C 2.00 3200. .910003 294.00
1173.0 .2639011 . 3C.3C71 4 . 8 0 2.00 989.0 .570000 157.00
1174.0 .2639011 • 302041 5.3C 2.00 105.0 .370000 151.00
11 76 .C .2639011 .513041 5. 30 2.00 120C. .670000 153.00
1177.0 .2639011 .5V2041 5.30 2.00 237C. .940000 254.00
1179.C .2629011 .504041 5. 30 2.00 36.00 1.70000 99.000
1181.0 .2629011 . 504041 5.30 2 . CO 23.00 .180000 70.000
11 84 .C .2629011 . 3C'4C41 5.30 2.00 1600. .760000 258.00
1185.0 .2639011 . 3C4G41 5.3C 2.00 4070 • l.CCOOC 243.00
1187.0 .2519011 .312041 5.80 2.00 6. 00 00
1189.0 .2519011 .512041 5.30 2.00 10 .3 0 .C04OC0 6.0000
1190.C .2519011 . 513C41 5.&C 2.00 3200. 6.33000 225.00
1191.0 .2639011 . 505041 5*30 2 . CO 330.0 .170000 157.00
1 1 93 .C .2639011 .305041 5.30 2.00 87. JO .036000 70.000
1196.0 .2639011 .505011 4.85 2.CC 630.0 .710000 21 7. 00
1197.0 .2639011 .506011 4.85 2.C-C 683.0 1 .50000 207.00
1198.0 .2639011 .506011 4.85 1.00 9.000 .008000 6. 00 00
1200.0 .2639011 . 30 6041 4.85 1.00 .3100 .002000 16.000
1201.0 .2629011 .306041 4.85 1.00 1.200 .002400 7.0000
1202.C .2639011 .506041 4.85 l.CC 130.0 . C4CCC0 112.00
1203.C .2639011 .507041 4.85 1 .00 15 0.C .032000 80.000
1204.0 .2639011 .507041 4.05 1 .00 87 0. 0 .053000 BO.OCO
1207.0 .2639011 .5^7071 4.85 l.CO 3 7 .ee .056000 74.000
1208.0 .2639011 .507071 4.85 1.00 29 0. 0 .087000 124.00
1205.0 .2639011 .307071 4.85 1.00 49 0. 0 .470000 20 0. 00
1210.0 .2639011 .307071 4.85 l.CO 1700. .350000 L57.00
1213.0 .2639011 .307011 4.85 1.00 40 • g O .070000 70 .0 00
12 14 .C .2639011 .307011 4.85 1.00 125.C .040000 62 *0 03
1215.0 .2639011 .307011 4.85 1.00 150.0 .C62C0O 42 .0 00
1216.0 .2639011 .507011 4 .es 1.00 2 3 0 . C .060000 23.000
1218.0 .2639011 .504041 3.40 20.0 82 0. 0 1.30000 530,00
1219.0 .2639011 .804041 3.40 20.0 5300. 3.20000 905.00
122C.C .2639011 .504041 3.4C 20.0 160.0 1.30000 361.00
1222.0 .2639011 .504041 3.40 20.0 48 .0 0 1.00000 263.00
1223.0 .2639011 . 304C41 3.41 21.0 29 0. 0 1.35000 471.00
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1224 .0  .2639011 .304041 3 .41 2 1 .0 3300. 2 .1 0 0 0 0 8 6 2 .0 0
1225 .0  .2639011 5.31 2 1 .0 5400. 1 .00000 8 2 3 .0 0
1226 .0  .2639011 ♦309011 5 .31 2 1 .0 2 05a. 1 .80000 7 0 0 .0 0
1227 .0  .2639011 5.31 2 1 .0 4 4 . CO .4 50000 3 2 7 .0 0
1229 .0  .2639011 • SO 5 C 71 2 .4 6 2 1 .0 51 .00 1 .10000 2 0 7 .0 0
1230 .0  .2639011 2 .4 6 2 1 .0 2050. 2 .4 0 0 0 0 7 3 0 .0 0
1231 .0  .2639011 .805071 2 .4 6 2 1 .0 5400. 1 .65000 1 100 .0
1233.0  .8449045 .399151 .210 2 1 .0 5450. 2 .7 0 0 0 0 8 1 2 .0 0
1 2 3 4 .0• .8449045 .299151 .210 2 1 .0 2940. 2 .8 0 0 0 0 7 62 .00
1 2 3 5 .C .8449045 .210 2 1 .0 93C.0 1 .60000 5 7 5 .0 0
1236 .0  .6449045 .595151 .210 2 1 .0 3 2 .a u .3 20000 2 6 0 .0 0
1 2 3 9 .C .2519011 .518041 5 .6 6 2 1 .0 64 .00 3 0 4 .0 0
1240.0  .2 5 1 9 0 1'l 6 .6 6 2 0 .0 150.0 .900000 4 8 0 .0 0
1241.0  .2519011 6 .6 6 2 0 .0 9 20 .0 1.70000 6 5 0 .0 0
1242.0  .2519011 .818041 6 .6 6 2 0 .0 580 J  • 2 .4 5 0 0 0 9 1 0 .0 0
1'244.0 .2639011 3 .41 1 . 0 0 2 .100 .0 02000 40 .0 0 0
1245.0  .2639011 •4u6041 3 .41 l.C C 41 . jJ 1 .20000 S O .000
1246.0  .2639011 3.41 1 .0 0 1GC.G .160000 84 .0 0 0
1247.0  .2639011 .307041 3.41 1 .00 24 .00 .0 93000 106 .00
1246,0  .2639011 3.41 1.00 330 .0 .1 90000 9 9 .0 0 0
1249 .0  .2639011 3.41 1.00 940 .0 .100000 9 0 .0 0 0
125C.O .2639011 • 3070 71 2 .4 6 1 .00 16.00 .C75COO 8 4 .0 0 0
1251 .0  .2639011 . 3C7C71 2 .4 6 1 .00 1300 • .290000 2 4 5 .0 0
1252 .0  .2639011 .307071 2 .4 6 1 .00 1700. . 120000 116 .00
1254 .0  .2639011 .308111 2 .85 l.C O 11.00 .330000 5 2 .0 0 0
1255 .0  .2639011 •308111 2 .8 5 l.O C 71 . JO •L92Q0C 124 .00
1256 .0  .2639011 .3 0 6 1 11 2.85 1. 0 0 620 .0 .500000 2 0 7 .0 0
1257 .0  .2639011 .308111 2 .85 l.C O 613.0 . 130000 140 .00
1261 .0  .2639011 .305011 2 .3 5 1 .CO 2100. .930000 2 4 5 .0 0
1266 .0  .2519011 .324041 6 .6  6 3 .0 0 52.00 .600000 1 6 1 .CO
1267 .0  .2519011 .324041 6 .6 6 5 .0 0 115.0 .380000 188 .00
1263 .0  .2519011 6 .6 6 5 .00 560.0 .200000 2 04 .00
1270 .0  .2519011 6 .6 6 5 .0 0 39.00 .200000 220 .0C
1271 .0  .2519011 6 .6 6 5 .00 0 c •45000C 3 04 .00
1272 .0  .2519011 . 324C71 6 .6 6 5 .00 3400. •25000C 2 9 1 .0 0
1 273 .0  .2519011 6 .6 6 5.CC 44 .00 .500000 168 .00
1 274 .0  .2515011 .524011 6 .6 6 5 .00 787.0 1 .10000 2 7 0 .0 0
1 275 .0  .2519011 .324011 6 .86 5 .CO 3510. 1 .20000 2 3 6 .CC
1276 .0  .2639011 5 .2 5 5 .00 48 .00 •550C0O 2 3 0 .CC
1277 .0  .2639011 5 .26 5.00 120.0 .570000 2 3 8 .0 0
1 2 7 8 .C .2 6 3 9 0 1 • 402011 5 .26 5.CC 66C.0 ■CSOOCO 341 .00
1279 .0  .2639011 • 4C2C 11 5 .26 5 .00 2 5 0 .. 1 .1 0 0 0 0 3 5 1 .0 0
1280 .0  .2639011 5 .26 5.0C 56C0. 1.9CCCC 7 0 6 .OC
1283 .0  .2639011 3.59 5.00 4 5 .00 .600000 160.00
1 284 .0  .2639011 3 .59 5 .00 140,0 .630000 2 0 2 .OC
12S5 .C  .2639011 3.59 5 .CC 720.0 .90C0CC 2 7 8 .0 0
1256 .0  « 2639C1 I .80  304 1 3 .59 5.0C 50r--.. 1 .30000 3 4 8 .CO
1239 .0  .2639011 2 .50 5 .0C 24.00 .170000 100 .00
1 2 9 0 .C .2639011 2 .50 5 .00 17C.C 1 .10000 1 8 3 .OC
1291 .0  .2639011 2 .50 5 .00 6 2 j  • 0 1 .30C 0C 2 8 9 .On
1292 .0  .2639011 . 8'.13C 7 1 2 .50 5.00 4 30-. 2 .5 0 0 0 0 3 51 .00
1 2 9 4 .C .2639011 3 .59 5 .00 62.00 •9Q0GCC 162.00
1 2 9 5 .C .2639011 3 .59 5.CC 18.5 ': 1 .40000 2 0 5 .0 0
1 2 9 6 .C .2639011 3.55 5 .00 30v.C 1 .50000 2 5 5 . OC
1297 .0  .2639011 3.59 5 .00 265-. i .e c o c o 4 4 5 .0 0
1299.0  .2639011 .104171 2.4>C 5 . CO 14.00 .120000 7 9 .0 0 0
1300 .0  .2639011 • 3 '4171 2 . Of 5 .00 8 0 .-V .330000 9 8 .0 0 0
1 2 0 1 .C .2639011 2 .90 5 .00 520 .0 .550000 1 4 0 .OC
1702 .0  . 2639C1 1 •504171 2 .90 5.00 6 00 • C .424000 2 4 3 .0 0
1 3 0 4 .C .2639011 2 .67 5 .00 46 .-0 • 130C0C 79 • OGu
1305 .0  .2639011 2 .67 5 ,00 160.0 1 .00000 15C.00
13C6.C .2639011 2 .67 5.00 24.„.-- .710000 2 1 0 .0 0
1307 .0  .2 6 3 9 C 11 2 .67 5.CC 840.0 1 .90000 3 20 .00
13 'JS .O  .2635011 .404111 2 .67 5 .00 1700. . 55COGO 2 0 5 .0 0
1709 .0  .2639011 2 .67 5 .0 0 4750. . B50000 2 6 0 .0 0
1311 .0  .2639011 2.67 3 .00 68.00 .800000 7 9 .0 0 0
1312 .0  .2639011 ♦ 104111 2 .67 5 .0 0 900 .0 1.4CCCC 183 .00
1 3 1 3 .C .26390  1 1 2 .67 3 .00 262C. 2 .30000 4 4 5 .0 0
1314,0  .2639011 .604111 2 .6 7 5.0C 40CC. .280000 4 4 7 ,0 0
1316 .0  .2639011 2 .6 7 5 .0 0 180.0 .200000 1 49 .00
1717 .0  .2 6 3 9 0 1 ! • 3 C 4111 2 .6 7 5 .00 700 .0 .720000 2 35 .00
1318 .0  .2639011 • 3 0 4 U 1 2 .6 7 3 .00 22 50. 1 .30000 2 44 ,00
1319 .0  .2639011 .804111 2 .6 7 5 .0 0 6100. 1 .73000 3 50 .00
1 2 2 5 .C .2636011 . 1C 011 4 .9 4 10 .0 6 6 .CC 1 .10000 3 46 .00
1 3 2 6 .C .2639011 4 .94 10 .0 11C.0 .2 50000 3 96 .00
1327.0  .2639011 • 10 1C11 4 .9 4 10 .0 275 .0 .200000 392 .00
1728.0  .2639011 4 ,9 4 10 .0 1800. 1 .10000 6 7 0 .0 0
1 3 2 9 .C .2639011 .571011 4 .9 a 10 .0 2150. 1 .45000 7 8 0 .0 0
1330.0  .2639011 . S C lO l l 4 .9 4 1C.0 5 10 v • 1 .60000 85 4 .0 0
1331.0  .2639011 .50  1041 3.42 10 .0 67 .00 .840000 2 5 6 .0 0
1 3 3 2 .C .2639011 3 .42 10 .0 157.0 .460000 3 16 .00
’.3 3 3 .0  .263901  1 . i 1' 1C 41 3 .42 10 ,0 373 .0 1 .00000 3 35 .00
1334,0. .263901  1 3.42 1 0 . c 300.0 .3 10000 4 5 0 .0 0
1335 .0  .2639011 3 .42 10 ,0 140-'. .8 00000 5 64 ,00
1336.0  .2639011 . 5 01C 41 3 .42 1 0 .0 3000. .8 40000 6 7 9 .0 0
1337.0  .2639011 .801041 3 .42 10 .0 5200. 1 .30000 7 81 ,00
1336.0  .2639011 .501041 3 .42 10 .0 880 ,0 1 .20000 4 7 9 ,0 0
1339.0  .2639011 . 1 O' 0 71 2 .3 7 10 .0 74.50 .9 50000 2 2 0 .0 0
134C.0 .2639011 • 1C 1C 71 2 .3 7 10 .0 165.0 1.20000 3 5 9 .0 0
1341.0  .2639011 2 .3 7 1 0 . c 420 .0 3 .30000 2 9 9 .0 0
1342.0  .2639011 .501071 2 .3 7 10 .0 790 .0 .770000 6 1 8 .0 0
1 3 4 3 .C .2639011 2 .3 7 10 .0 1950. .600000 4 9 6 .0 0
1344.0  .2639011 .505071 2 .2 7 10 .0 2700. .500000 3 8 7 .0 0
1345.0  .2639011 .105111 3 .7 0 10 ,0 53.00 .5 70000 2 6 1 .0 0
1346.0  .2639011 3 ./ 0 10 .0 170.0 .8 20000 3 3 8 .0 0
1 3 4 7 .C .2638011 • 10 5111 3 • / C 10 .0 290 .0 .4 70000 394 ,00
1 3 4 8 .C .2639011 3 .70 1C.0 980 .0 1 .10000 7 3 4 ,0 0
1349.0  ,2639011 •515111 3 .70 10 .0 2700. 2 .0 5 0 0 0 83 1 .0 0
1350 .0  .2639011 .805111 3 .7 0 10 .0 5400. 1 .50000 9 1 2 .0 0
1351 .0  .2639011 . 1C 61 U 3 .7 0 10 .0 66 .00 .830000 2 3 6 .0 0
ID CODE 1 CODE 2 CHL TEMP RATE MODULUS STRENG
1352.0 .2639011 .506111 3 .7 0 10 .0 170.0 1.00000 451 .00
1353.0 .2639011 . 106111 3 .7 - 1C. 0 420.0 1.40000 4 59 .00
1354.0 .2639011 • 506111 3 .7 0 10 .0 11C0. 2.7C000 825 .00
1355.0 .2639011 .866111 3 .7 L 10 .0 2 5 0 c. .850000 810 ,00
1356.0 .2639011 .8^6011 3 .7 0 10 .0 515 u • 1.75000 952.00
1357.0 .2 6 3 9 0 !1 .506111 3 .7 0 10 .0 75 .00 .680000 289.00
1358.0 .2639011 .106111 3 .7 0 10 .0 120.0 .600000 320.00
1359.0 .2639011 .106111 3 .7 0 10 .0 321 .0 .950000 394,00
1360.0 .2639011 .506111 3 .7 0 10 .0 540 .0 .460000 559.00
1361.0 .2639011 . {• D b ll l 3*70 10 .0 1700. 1 .90000 711 .00
1362.0 .2639011 .806111 3 • 7u 1C.0 3603. 2.00000 870 , OC
1363.0 .2629090 .106171 3 .K 4 10 .0 78 .-0 .460000 338.00
1364.0 .2629090 .105171 3 .o 4 10 .0 10C.C .610000 358.00
1365.0 .2629090 .106171 3 .6 4 10 .0 1 7 0 .C 1.00000 360.00
1366.0 . 2629C90 . 106171 3 .8 4 1 0 . c 330 .0 .700000 425 .00
1 3 6 7 .C .2629090 . 107171 3 .8 4 10 .0 7 6 v . u .420000 610.00
1368.0 .2629090 • 8.-6171 2 .34 10 .0 14C0. 1 .40000 663 .00
1369.0 .2629090 .806171 3 .8 4 10 .0 2500. .350000 732,00
1370.0 .2629090 « 8 u6171 3 .8 4 10 .0 43Cc. .480000 837.00
1371.0 .2629090 .107171 3 .8 4 1C.C 75 .00 .700000 388.00
1 3 7 2 .C .2629090 . 1-.-7171 3 .8 4 10 .0 12 4 .L .750000 423 .00
1373.0 .2629090 .107171 3 .8 4 10 .0 7CC.0 1.60000 500.00
1374,0 .2629090 ,107171 3 .6 4 10 .0 9 5 0 .C .920000 570.00
1 3 7 5 .C .2629090 •507171 3 .8 4 10 .0 25CC. 1 .00000 7 0 0 .OC
1376.0 .2629090 .107171 3 .6 4 10 .0 5C00. 1.70000 650 .00
1377.0 .2629090 .107171 3 .6 4 10 .0 1 2 .Uy .100000 261.00
1378.0 .2629090 .X '7 1 7 1 3 .6 4 10 .0 62 .00 .250000 410 ,00
1 3 7 9 .C .2629090 .107171 3 .6 4 10 .0 700 .0 1.00000 500.00
1380.0 .2629090 . 1-7171 3 .8 4 1 0 .0 640.00
1 3 8 1 .C .2625090 .5 .7 1 7 1 3 .8 4 10 .0 39CC. 3 .30000 737.00
1 3 8 2 .C .2629090 .507171 3 .8 4 10 .0 540C. 2.30000 918.00
1333.0 .2629090 .507261 2 .3 2 10 .0 8 0 .CO .680000 340.00
1384.0 .2629090 .107261 2*32 10 .0 1 1 0 .C .900000 269.00
1365.0 .2629090 .107261 2 .3 2 10 .0 190.0 .700000 359.00
1 2 8 6 .C .2629090 . K 7 2 6 1 2 .3 2 10 .0 320 .0 1.30000 345.00
1337.0 .2625090 . 1.-7261 2 .3 2 10 .0 335 .0 1.30000 278.00
1 ?• c 8 ,  0 .2629090 .107261 2 .8 4 1 0 .c 1600. 7.60000 635 .00
1369.0 .2529090 .507261 2 .e 4 10 .0 3400. 1.80000 635 .00
1 3 9 0 .C .2629090 .807261 2 .S 4 10 .0 3950. 1 .60000 560.00
1391.0 .2629090 . 100261 2 .8 4 10 .0 7 3 .OJ .540000 263.00
1392.0 .2629090 .108261 2 .8  4 10 .0 160.0 .600000 335.00
1393.0 . 2629C90 • 100261 2 .8 4 10 .0 B5C.C 1.00000 523.00
1394.0 .2629090 . £ ‘•8261 2 .8 4 10 .0 57QC • 1.21000 490 .00
1395.0 .2629090 . ir.8261 2 .8 4 10 .0 69 .00 .580000 300.00
1 3 9 6 .C .2629090 . 1;; 8 2 6 1 2 .8 4 10 .0 284 . d .700000 315.00
1397.0 . 2629C9C .108261 2 .8 4 10 .0 87C.0 1.10000 540.00
1393.0 .2629090 .800261 2 .6 4 10 .0 59CC. 2.80000 617 .00
1422.0 .2639011 . 122C71 2 .3 7 10 .0 76 .00 .830000 255.00
1423.0 .2639011 .522071 2 .2 7 1 0 . c 67 .-0 .440000 206.00
1424.0 .2639011 .122071 2 .3 7 10 .0 1 2 C .0 .240000 255 .00
1425.0 .2639011 .122071 2.'<7 10 .0 240 .0 .600000 2 9 9 .OC
1426.0 .2639011 .225071 2 .3 7 10 .0 890 .0 1.20000 453 .00
1427.0 .2639011 .222071 2 .3 7 10 .0 1700. 1.40000 717.00
1428.0 .2639011 .522071 2 .3 7 10 .0 657 .00
1429.0 .2639011 .522071 2 .3 7 10 .0 640 .00
1430.0 .2639011 .526071 2 .3 7 10 .0 79 .00 •92CQ00 478 ,00
143 1 .0 .2639011 • 126C71 2 .3 7 10 .0 5 5 .CC . 18C00C 378,00
1432.0 .2639011 .523071 2 .2 7 10 .0 125.0 .580000 282,00
1433.0 .2639011 • 123071 2 .3 7 10 .0 357 ,0 2.800C0 366.00
1434.0 .2639011 .425071 2 .3 7 10 .0 9 90 .0 1.50C00 575.00
1 4 3 5 .C .2639011 •425071 2 .3 7 1 0 .0 170c. 1 .50000 651 .00
1 4 3 6 .C .2639011 .026071 2 .3 7 1 0 . c 3100. 1 .30000 637 .00
1437.0 .2639011 .626071 2 .3 7 10 .0 510c. .980000 8 43 .00
1436.0 • 2639C11 •126C71 2 .3 7 10 .0 63 .00 .480000 357.00
1439.0 .2639011 .426071 2 .3 7 1 0 .0 380 .0 1 .00000 525.00
1440.0 .2639011 . 326C71 2 .3 7 1 0 . c 8 6 0 .C .820000 710 .00
1441.0 .2639011 .126071 2 .3 7 1 0 .0 72 . cC .060000 347 .00
1442.0 .2639011 .526071 2 .2 7 1 0 . c 286.0 .540000 4 50 .00
1 4 4 5 . 0 .2629011 * 326071 2 .3 7 1 0 . c 900 .0 .680000 5 60 .00
1444.0 .2639011 .127071 2 .3 7 1 0 .0 3 4 .00 .500000 4 00 .00
1445.0 .2639011 • 327C71 2 .3 7 10 .0 720.0 •640000 6 86 .00
1460.0 .2639011 .536011 4 .9 4 2 1 .C 53 .00 1.40000 4 54 .00
1461.0 .2639011 .536011 4 .9 4 21 .0 1100. 1 .80000 9 11 .00
1462.0 .2639011 .136011 4 .9 4 2 1 .0 11CC. 2 .20000 8 74 .00
1463.0 .2639011 .836011 4 .9 4 21 .0 5800. 2 .70000 1257.0
1466.0 .2630011 .336011 4 .9 4 2 1 .  c 2800. 2 .29000 1050 .0
1471 .0 .3639011 • 304011 3 .8 C 21 .0 1C0L. 1 .00000 8 29 .00
1472.0 .3639011 .204011 3 .8 0 21 .0 10GC. 2 .10000 8 61 .00
1473.0 .3639011 . 104011 3 .8 0 2 1 .C 8 5 .00 1 .70000 490 .00
1474.0 .3639011 .804011 3 .8 0 2 1 .0 2700. 1 .90000 1071.0
1475.0 .3639011 • 504C 11 3 .8 0 2 1 .0 5500. 2 .40000 1130.0
1476.0 .3639011 .105011 3 .8 0 2 1 . 0 128.0 2.20000 518.00
1477.0 . 3639C11 .105011 3 .8 0 21 .3 2 0 J.O 1.40000 591 .00
1478.0 .3639011 .105011 3 .8 0 21 .0 4 1 J.U 1 .36000 690 .00
1479,0 .2639011 • 140041 2 .9 6 21 .0 63.00 1 .41000 320,00
1460 .0 .2639011 . 140041 2 .9 6 21 .0 1 8 .CO .750000 488 .00
14S1 .0 .2639011 . 340C41 2 .9 6 2 1 .0 990 . 0 1.20CCC 737.00
1482.0 .2639011 • 340C41 2 .9 6 21 .0 970 .0 1.70000 696 .00
1483.0 .2639011 .640041 2 .9 6 2 1 .0 57CC. 1.8UOOO 1070.0
1484.0 .2639011 .540041 2 .9 6 2 1 .0 340.0 .770000 513.00
1 4 8 5 .C .2639011 .340041 3 .2 0 2 1 .0 2800. 1 .99000 1008.0
1466.0 .3639011 • 1C6041 3 .2 0 21 .0 6 8 .CO .950000 328 .00
1 4 3 9 .C . 3639C11 .106041 3 .2 C 21 . C 110.0 .670000 325.00
1490.0 .3639011 •1C6C41 3 .2 u 21 .0 18-.0 1.40000 4 39 .00
1 4 9 1 .C .3639011 . 106041 3 • 2o 21 .0 360.- 1.30000 530 .00
1492,0 .3639011 •4C6041 3 .2 0 21 .0 100C. L . 25000 764 .00
1493.0 .3639011 .406041 3 .2 0 21 .0 990.0 .820000 685 .00
1494,0 .3639011 . 5C6041 3 .2 0 2 1 .C 1900. 1.90000 8 10 ,00
1495.0 .3639011 . 10604 1 3 .2 0 21 .0 5800. 1.90000 1062.0
1503.0 .2629090 .147171 2 .6 8 21 .0 76.00 1 .20000 504.00
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1504.0 .2 62 90 90 .147171 2.68 21.0 235.0 1.70000 667.00
1505.0 .2 62 90 90 .547171 2.68 21.0 1100. 2. 10 00 0 949.00
1506.0 .2 62 90 90 .847171 2.66 21.0 2300. 2. 20 00 0 1026.0
1507.0 .2629090 .847171 2.68 21.0 5800. 1.80000 1163.0
1508.0 .2 62 90 90 . 147171 2.68 21.0 40 0. 0 1.70000 758.00
1514.0 .2629090 .553261 1.95 21.0 54.00 .250000 378.00
1515.0 .2629090 .553261 1.95 21.0 190.0 .920000 497.00
1516.0 .2629090 .453261 1.95 21.0 670.0 1.87000 656.00
1517.0 .2629090 .553261 1.95 21.0 2000. 1.00000 860.00
1518.0 .2629090 .553261 1.95 21.0 5800. 1.03000 1054.0
1519.0 .3639011 .118171 2.64 21.0 68.00 .780000 394.00
1520.0 .3639011 . 118171 2*64 21.0 200.0 .900000 48 9, 00
1521.0 .3639011 .118171 2.64 21.0 540.0 .590000 723.00
1522.0 .3639011 .418171 2.64 21.0 1800. .780000 910 .00
1523.0 .3639011 .518171 2.64 21.0 6300. 1.19000 1132.0
1530.0 .2629090 .163171 2.68 1.00 48 .0 0 .280000 186.00
1531.0 .2629090 .563171 2.66 1.00 24.00 .080000 127.00
1532.0 .2 62 90 90 .463172 2.68 1.00 510.0 1.28 00 0 240,00
1533.0 .2629090 .463171 2.68 1.00 1600. .440000 350.00
1534.0 .2629090 .863171 2*68 1.00 2900. .320000 424.00
1535.0 .2629090 .363171 2.68 1.00 47.00 .270000 331.00
1536.0 .2629090 .563171 2.68 1.00 49.00 .090000 112.00
1537.0 .2629090 .563171 2.66 1.00 1<*00. .019000 175.00
1538.0 .2629090 .464171 2.67 1.00 98.000
1539.0 .2629090 .565261 1.95 1.00 38.00 .038000 160.00
1540.0 .2629090 .565261 1.95 1.00 72.50 .200000 120.00
1541.0 .2629090 .565261 1.95 1.00 97.000
1542.0 .2629090 . 167171 2.68 1.00 120.0 .600000 295.00
1543.0 .2629090 .467171 2.68 l.CO 880.0 .540000 46 0. 00
1544,0 .2629090 .567171 2.68 1.00 3800. .400000 440.00
1545.0 .2629090 .567261 1.95 1.00 91.00 .150000 151.00
1546.0 .2629090 .567261 1.95 1.00 341.0 .120000 132 .00
1547.0 .2629090 .868261 1.95 1.00 4400. 1.44000 46 5. 00
1548.0 .2629090 .168261 1.95 l.CO 742.0 1.60000 308.00
1549.0 .363901 1 .134171 2.55 2 . CO 145.0 • 48 CC 00 2 05.00
1550.0 .3639011 .134171 2.63 2.00 261.0 •25C00C 207.00
1551.0 .3639011 .334171 2.75 2.00 1320. .6C0C0C 1 6 3.OC
1552.0 .3639011 .334171 2.50 2.00 4450. 2.40 00 0 4 09.00
1553.0 .3639011 .134171 2.52 2.00 176.0 1 .20000 241,00
1555.0 .3639011 ♦134171 2.48 2.00 3C0.0 .270000 2 2  S.CO
1556.0 .3639011 .334171 2.48 2.00 850.0 .720000 243 .00
1557.0 .3639011 .334171 2.79 2.00 2 6 0 0 . .440000 316 .CO
1558.0 .3639011 .134171 2.69 2. CO 25.uO .078000 139 .CO
1559.0 .3639011 .134171 2.70 2.00 61.00 .530000 183.00
1560.0 .3639011 .135041 2.65 2.00 44.00 .190000 121.00
3 561.0 .3639011 .135041 2.78 2.00 24.00 .240000 125.00
1562.0 .3639011 .135041 2.95 2.00 157.0 2.00000 169 .CO
1563.0 .3639011 .335041 2.58 2 . CO 34.00 .080000 141 .00
1564.0 .3639011 . 135041 2.60 2.00 4CG.0 1.1OC00 184,00
1565.0 .3639011 . 135041 2.80 2.00 2 9 0 . C .540000 150.00
1566.0 .3639011 .135041 2.88 2. CO 1250. 1.06000 199.00
1567.0 .3639011 .335041 3.08 2. CO 700.0 • 4 5 C 0 0 0 1 7 1.OC
1560.0 .3639011 .335041 3.33 2. CO 3650. .230000 171.00
1569.0 .363901 1 .335041 3.10 2. CO 37CC. . 9 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 , 0 0
1573.0 .3639011 .135011 3.60 2. CO 47.00 .250000 141.00
1574.0 .3639011 .136011 3.65 2.00 174.0 .140 00 0 90.000
1575 .C .3639011 .336011 2.85 2.00 3700. .610 00 0 2 7 6 . CO
1578.0 .3639011 .101011 3.67 2.00 35.00 .290000 169.00
1579.0 .3639011 . U 1 C U 3.V5 2.00 33.00 •27COOO 152.00
1560.0 .3639011 . 131011 4.00 2.00 32.00 .210000 142.00
1581.0 .3639011 .101011 4.05 2 . CO 68.00 .650000 161.00
1582.0 .3639011 .101011 4 . CO 2 . CO 35. OC *820000 142.00
1583.0 .3639011 .101011 3.90 2.00 90.00 .420000 1 6 l.CC
1584.0 .3639011 .101011 4.12 2.00 220.0 .140000 172.00
1585.0 .3639011 .101011 3.66 2 . CO 314.0 .380000 214.00
1586.0 .3639011 .101011 3.63 2.00 340.0 .550000 21 6. 00
1587.0 .3639011 .401011 4. 20 2.00 1100. .330000 26 8. 00
1588.0 .3639011 .401011 3.95 2.00 1400. .660000 26 0. 00
1589.0 .3639011 .401011 3.95 2.00 1200. .380000 29 1. 00
1590.0 .3639011 .301011 4 . 3C 2.00 2100. .240 00 0 25 2. 00
1591.0 .3639011 .301011 4.07 2.00 3000 . .860000 190.00
1592.0 .3639011 .301011 4.26 2.00 3800. 1.20 00 0 23 7. 00
1594.0 .3639011 . 102011 3.70 2.00 36.00 .210000 142.00
1595.0 .3639011 .102011 4.05 2.00 4 5 . CC .640000 131.00
1596.0 .363901 1 .102011 4.00 2.0C 74.00 .1 80 00 0 152.00
1597.0 .363901 1 .503011 3.40 2.00 28 0. 0 .3 40 00 0 159.00
1598.0 .3639011 . 103011 3.76 2.00 840.0 .4 70 00 0 206.00
1599.0 .3639011 .303011 4.79 2.00 700.0 .0 40 00 0 71-000
1600.0 .3639011 .304011 4. 00 2.00 2600. .5 50 00 0 117.00
1601.0 .3639011 .303011 3.65 2 . CO 1200. .180000 180.00
1602.0 .3639011 .303011 4.13 2.00 1400. .150000 217.00
16 03 .C .3639011 .303011 4.20 2.00 1500. .590000 180.00
1604.0 .3639011 .102041 2.73 2.00 4300. .0 27 00 0 113.00
1605.0 .3639011 .102041 2.55 2.00 42 .0 0 .2 60 00 0 161.00
1606.0 .3639011 . 1C3041 2.50 2.00 124.0 .550000 131.00
1607.0 .3639011 .103041 2.55 2.00 116.0 .3 40 00 0 152.00
1603.0 .3639011 .103041 2.63 2.00 330.0 •440000 204.00
1609.0 .3639011 .403041 2.57 2.00 320.0 .500000 220.00
1610.0 .3639011 .403041 2.75 2.00 9C 0. 0 .340000 240.00
1611.0 .3639011 .403041 2.50 2.00 960.0 .320000 256.00
1612.0 .3639011 •403041 2.70 2.00 2500. .630000 331.00
1613.0 .3639011 .303041 2.70 2.00 3200. .760000 349,00
1614.0 .3639011 .104041 2.49 2.00 32.00 .350000 110.00
1615.0 .3639011 • 104041 2.90 2.00 28.00 .140000 150,00
2616.0 .3639011 .104041 2.78 2 . 00 51.00 .100000 130.00
1617.0 .3639011 • 104041 2.57 2.00 150.0 .470000 185.00
1618.0 .3639011 • 104041 2.61 2.00 390.0 .330000 259.00
1619.0 .3639011 . 104041 2. 73 2.00 25 0. 0 .140000 192.00
1620.0 •3639011 •404041 2.30 2.00 97 0. 0 .570000 295.00
1621.0 .3639011 •204041 2.75 2.00 720.0 •610000 280.00
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1622.0 .3639011 204041 2.55 2.00 3950, .530000 42 4, 00
1623.0 •3639011 304041 2.56 2.00 390C. .600000 27 2. 00
1631.0 .3 63 90 11 105041 2.75 2.00 37.00 •140000 157.00
1632.0 .3 63 90 11 105041 2.63 2.00 150.0 1.10000 20 5. 00
1633.0 .3639011 405041 2.61 2.00 540.0 .910000 28 5. 00
1634.0 •3639011 305041 2.70 2.00 1350. .870000 38 5. 00
1635.0 .3639011 405041 3.03 2.00 2400. .600000 34 3. 00
1636.0 .3639011 405041 2.60 2.00 2900. .750000 38 0, 00
1637.0 .3639011 303041 2.05 2.00 2400. .410000 4 1 7. 00
1638.0 .3639011 305041 2.86 2.00 2660. 1.69000 381.00
1639.0 .3639011 305041 2.55 2.00 240C. .750000 43 0. 00
1640.0 .3639011 305041 2.23 2.00 5400. 1.07000 47 0. 00
1641.0 .3639011 305041 2.77 2.00 3050. 1.60000 38 3. 00
1643.0 .3639011 105041 2.12 2.00 520.0 .740000 26 2. 00
1644.0 .3639011 305041 2.50 2.00 3100. .350000 340.00
1649.0 .3 64 00 90 107441 2.78 2.00 68.00 .420000 53 7. 00
1650.0 .3 64 00 90 107441 2.47 2.00 61.00 .630000 79 0. 00
1651.0 .3 64 00 90 107441 2.55 2. 00 110.0 1. 80 00 0 75 6. 00
1652.0 .3 64 00 90 107441 2.40 2.00 170.0 1 • 3000C 66 2, 00
1653.0 .3 64 00 90 107441 2.50 2.00 217.0 1.72000 95 1, 00
1654.0 .3 64 00 90 107441 2.50 2.00 220.0 1.00000 89 0, 00
1655.0 .3 64 00 90 308441 2.55 2.00 590.0 1.37000 1433,0
1656.0 .3 64 00 90 108441 2.66 2.00 730.0 2. 50 00 0 1170.0
1657.0 .3 64 00 90 108441 2.63 2.00 675.0 3.00000 1102.0
1658.0 .3 64 00 90 809441 2.55 2.00 1900. 2. 20 00 0 1456.0
1659.0 .3 64 00 90 808441 2.53 2 * OC 2240. 2. 80 00 0 1457.0
1660.0 .3640090 808441 2.55 2.00 2400. 2. 90 00 0 1550.0
1661.0 .3640090 808441 2.60 2.00 5900. 3. 50 00 0 1775.0
1662.0 .3640090 808441 2.53 2.00 5800. 3. 03 00 0 1565.0
1663.0 .3640090 808441 2.68 2.00 5600. 1.60000 98 9. 00
1664.0 .3640090 808441 2.48 2.00 590C • 3. 80 00 0 1797.0
1665.0 .3640090 808441 2.60 2.00 3800. 1.54000 97 4, 00
1666.0 .3640090 808441 2.55 2.00 4700. 1615.0
1667.0 .3640090 908441 2.70 2.00 230C. 2 .60000 1330.0
1668.0 .3640090 108441 2.75 2.00 280.0 2 . 20 00 0 843,00
1669.0 .3640090 108441 2.55 2.00 165.0 1.20000 76 1. 00
1675.0 .3640090 109441 2.75 2.00 90 .0 0 1.20000 60 2. 00
1677.0 .3640090 109441 2.51 2.00 6 3 0 . C 1.10000 1046.0
1678.0 .3640090 809441 2.55 2.00 2200. 1.80000 1279.0
1685.0 .3649090 111441 2.53 2.00 337,00
1666.0 .3649090 111441 2*44 2.00 197.0 3.80000 45 5 . 0 0
1690.0 .3649090 311441 2.44 2.00 1600. 1.37000 50 5. 00
1691.0 .3649090 311441 2.32 2.00 1750. 1.90000 62 8. 00
1692.0 •3649090 311441 2.56 2.00 2000. 1.84000 6X 5. 00
1693.0 .3649090 311441 2.56 2.00 1550. 1.30000 551.00
1706.0 .3640090 113441 2.85 2.00 62.00 .270000 41 3 . 0 0
1707.0 .3640090 113441 2.37 2.00 230.0 1.32000 78 2. 00
1708.0 .3640090 113441 2.70 2.00 43CC. 1.71000 1060.0
1709.0 .3640090 613441 2.40 2.00 7000. 2*15000 649.00
1713.0 .364-0090 813441 2.55 2.00 6500. 2.50000 1456.0
1726.0 .3639011 102041 2.07 1 0 . C 54 .OQ .330000 210,00
1728.0 .3639011 302041 2.75 10.0 508.00
1729.0 .3639011 302041 2.55 1 0 . c 5500. 1.13000 65 3. 00
1730.0 .3639011 302041 3.90 10.0 710.0 .830000 46 9. 00
1731.0 .3639011 302041 4.10 10.0 660.0 .800000 383.00
1732.0 .3639011 302041 3.70 1 0 . c 160C, 1.56000 565.00
1733.0 .3639011 302041 4.30 10.0 1500. .880000 43 2. 00
1734.0 .3639011 302041 3.15 10.0 1500. 1.20000 438.00
1735.0 .3639011 302041 3.10 1C.0 560C. 4 . 60 00 0 7 37.00
1738.0 .3639011 302041 4 . 30 10.0 810.0 .960000 362.00
1742.0 .3649090 800441 2.80 10.0 6400 • 2. 10 00 0 1700.0
1743.0 .3649090 300441 2.70 10.0 1800. 4 . 70 00 0 8 2 5. 00
1744.0 .3649090 3C0441 2.55 10.0 1005. 1 .51000 98 7. 00
1749.0 •3649090 800441 2.55 10.0 6400. 2. 00 00 0 1693.0
1750.0 .3649090 8C0441 1.90 10.0 2 1 65 .0
1751.0 .3649090 800441 1.65 10.0 3700. 1.60000 1530.0
1752.0 .3649090 300441 2.75 10.0 660.0 2*03000 1033.0
1753.0 .3649090 301441 3.05 10.0 100.0 1.10000 47 5 . 0 0
1754.0 .3649090 301441 2.47 10.0 .220000 45 3. 00
1755.0 .3649090 301441 2.78 1C.0 71.00 .770000 3 63.00
1756.0 .3649090 1C 1441 2.30 10.0 175.0 .610000 67 5. 00
1757.0 .3649090 401441 2.97 10.0 180.0 .600000 560.00
1758.0 .3649090 301441 3.26 10.0 160.0 .440000 61 7. 00
1759.0 .3649090 301441 2.60 1C.0 19 5 C • 2. 30 00 0 1175.0
1760.0 .3649090 201441 2.74 10.0 20CC. 1.76000 1463.0
1761.0 .3649090 401441 2.57 10.0 2C5Q. 1 *60000 1350.0
1767.0 .3649000 301441 2.90 10.0 90 .CO • B2 U0 0Q 72 0. 00
1768.0 .3649000 301441 3.42 10.0 55.00 .240000 1910.0
1769.0 .3649000 501441 2.50 10.0 4600. 1565.0
1770.0 .3649000 901441 2.80 10.0 1 9 0.C 1.30000 1065.0
1771.0 .3649000 301441 2.62 10.0 180.0 .770000 1027,0
1772.0 •3649000 301441 3.05 10.0 180.0 1.00000 8 1 6. 00
1773.0 .3649000 301441 2.65 10.0 540.0 .830000 890.00
1774.0 •3649000 301441 3.12 10.0 610.0 1363.0
1775.0 •3649000 201441 2.67 10.0 610.0 2. 10 00 0 8 55.00
1776.0 •3649000 301441 2*52 10.0 1700. 1.75000 1284.0
1777.0 .3649000 301441 3.30 10.0 1600. .680000 1205.0
1778.0 .3649000 301441 2.85 10.0 1350. *780000 1029.0
8779.0 .3649000 801441 2.80 10.0 5400. 1.72000 1334,0
1780.0 .3649000 801441 2.81 10.0 6000. 2.63000 21 77 .0
1781.0 .3649000 801441 2.80 10.0 6500. 1.54000 1572.0
1786.0 .3649000 300441 3.78 10.0 65.00 1.50000 1118.0
1788.0 •3649045 301441 4.80 10.0 21.00 •050000 109.00
8789.0 .3649045 101441 3.80 10.0 6 3 .0 0 .370000 9 7 .0 00
1790.0 .3649045 101441 3.04 10.0 100.0 .900000 110.00
1791.0 .3649045 101441 1.96 10.0 90.00 .170000 133.00
1792.0 .3649045 101441 2.22 10.0 140.0 1.13000 139.00
1793.0 .3649045 101441 2.80 10.0 400.0 .910000 230.00
1794.0 •3649045 501441 2.72 10.0 300.0 .800000 226.00
1795.0 .3649045 101441 3.52 10.0 380.0 1.40000 23 2. 00
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
ID CODE 1 CODE 2 CHL TEMP RATE MODULUS STRENG
1796 .0 .3649045 201441 2 .73 10.0 1400. 1.42000 350 .00
1797.0 .3649045 201441 2 .66 10.0 1120. .750000 340 ,00
1798.0 .3649045 301441 3.02 10.0 1300. .600000 417 .00
1799.0 .3649045 201441 2 .4 0 10.0 4400. 1.82000 588.00
1800.0 .3649045 501441 4 .5 6 10.0 4200. 1.60000 614 .00
1801.0 .3649045 201441 3.55 10.0 4000. 1.20000 543 .00
1803.0 ,3640090 102441 2 .64 10.0 110.0 1.56000 1098.0
1804.0 .3640090 302441 3 .44 10.0 108.0 1.37000 915 .00
1805.0 .3640090 302441 3 .04 10.0 98.00 .840000 1191.0
1806.0 .3640090 302441 3 .15 10.0 2 4 0 .C .950000 1 2 2 1 .C
1807.0 .3640090 302441 3 .14 10.0 240.0 .900000 920 .00
1809.0 .3640090 102441 3.68 10.0 6 3 0 .C 1.40000 1604.0
1810.0 ,3640090 302441 3.21 10.0 666.0 1.24000 1627.0
1811.0 .3640090 302441 3.61 10.0 650.0 1.20000 1355.0
1812.0 .3640090 8C2441 3.50 10.0 2700. 2.10000 2008 .0
1813.0 .3640090 2024*1 2.35 10.0 2500. 2 .04000 1999.0
1814.0 ,3640090 802441 10.0 2300. 1.23000 1635.0
1815.0 ,3640090 802441 3.25 10.0 185S.0
1816.0 ,3640090 8C2441 3 .25 20.0 7 000. 1.81000 2 235 .0
1817.0 .3640090 e02461 3.25 10.0 6900. 4 .80000 2610.0
1823.1 .3649045 102441 3 .25 5.00 30.00 .140000 46 .000
1328.0 •3649045 102441 3 .63 5.00 3 6 .CO .180000 79 .000
1829.0 .3649045 102441 3 .65 5 .CO 73.00 •600C00 82 .000
1830.0 .3649045 102441 4 .1 9 5.00 2 8 0 .G .610000 164.CC
1831.0 .3649045 3C2441 4 .2 7 5.00 3CC.C •590C0C 180.00
1833.0 .3649045 202441 2 .95 5.00 2600. .820000 440 ,00
1835.0 .3649045 102441 3.02 5.00 4400. 1.10000 609 .00
1841.0 .3649090 402441 3 .3C 5.00 97.00 .890000 4 32 .00
1842.0 .3649090 102441 2 .8 6 5 .CO 65.00 1.00000 329 .00
1843.0 .3649090 202441 2 .29 5.00 400.0 1.C8000 564 .00
1644.0 .3649090 302441 2 .95 5.00 680. 0 2.70000 700 .00
1645.0 .3649090 3C2441 2 « SC 5.0Q 460.0 ♦450CQC 5 6 5 .GC
1846.0 .3649090- 3C2441 3 .10 5.00 76. C j •50CC0O 356 .00
1847.0 .3649090 202441 2.35 5.00 1800. 1.40000 900 .00
1646.0 .3649090 202441 2 .4 6 5.00 1650. 1.50000 8 0 2 .CO
1849.0 .3649090 302441 2.58 5.00 8 16 .00
1851.0 .3649090 2C2441 2 .83 5,00 5400. 1.20000 4 6 0 .0 0
1852.0 .3649090 202441 2 .9 7 5.0C 4800. 1 .58 COO 1027.0
1855.0 .3649000 102441 2 .28 5.00 95.00 .480000 576 .00
1856.0 .3649000 302441 2 .66 5.00 95.00 1.00000 657 .00
1857.0 .3649000 302441 2 .35 5,00 1 0 0 .C 1.20C00 6 4 2 .0 0
1858.0 .3649000 3C2441 2 .65 5.00 670.0 1.60C00 900 .CC
1859.0 .3649000 302441 1.88 5.00 57C.0 1.40000 782 ,00
1B60.0 .3649000 302441 3.41 5.00 700.0 2.30000 1144 .0
1861.0 .3640090 802441 3 .25 5.00 6500. 3.30000 1790.0
1862.0 .3640090 EC2441 3.25 5.00 6500. 3.COCOO 1988.0
1863.0 .3640090 802441 3.25 5.00 7300. 2.60000 2 0 4 2 .0
1867 .C .3640090 302441 3 .2C 5 .00 66C.C 1.68000 1363.0
1868.0 .3640090 3C2441 2 .75 5.00 1C0C. 2.2QCOO 1400.0
1869.0 .3640090 3C2441 3 .17 5 .00 680. 0 1.76000 1222.0
1877.0 .3649045 107441 2 .90 5.00 56»0 g .170000 7 6 .COO
1879.0 .3649045 507441 3 .48 5.00 l i e .  C .260000 119.00
1880.0 .3649045 1C 7441 3 .u0 5.00 1 1 4 .C .500000 120.00
1861.0 .3649045 107441 2 .83 5.00 2 7 .CO •BOCOOO 168.00
1882.0 .3649045 307441 2 .90 5.00 1000. 1.11000 331 .00
1883 .0 .3649045 307441 2 .68 5 .00 975 . C 1.20000 290 .00
1884.0 .3649045 3C8441 2 .60 5 .CO 750.0 1*30000 3 23 .00
1685.0 ,3649045 308441 2 .6 0 5.00 3CCC. 1.19000 43 1 .0 0
1686.0 .3649045 308441 3 .00 5.00 3300. 2 .27000 4 1 3 .CO
1687.0 .3649045 3C8441 2 .6 0 5 .00 2600. ♦710CCO 4 21 .00
1888.0 .3649045 308441 2 .85 5.00 3660. 1.40000 4 6 0 .0 0
1894.0 .3649000 308441 2 .60 5 .00 130.0 .350000 7 93 .00
1895.0 .3649000 308441 2.98 5.00 245.0 .960000 839.CC
1896 .0 .3649000 308441 2 .80 5.00 220 . 0 1.30000 900 ,00
1897,0 .3649000 308441 3 .25 5.00 1800. 1.23000 1014 .0
1898.0 .3649000 308441 3 .25 5.00 2000. 2 .64000 9 6 1 .0 0
1899,0 .3649000 308441 3 .03 5 .CO 140C. .136000 702 .00
1900.0 .3649000 808441 3 .31 5 .00 3700. 1.70000 1100.0
1901.0 .3649000 6C8441 3 .00 5.00 390C. 1.32000 1383.0
1902.0 .3649000 808441 3 .00 5.00 3800. 2 .66000 1363.0
1903.0 .3649000 308441 2 .80 5 .00 3 ICC • 3.50000 7 35 .00
1904.0 .3649000 308441 2 .75 5.00 54C0. 2.50000 1283 .0
1905.0 .3649090 808441 3 . JO 5.00 .0000 6.40000 1403.0
1908.0 .3649090 109441 2 .90 5.00 200.0 1.10000 360 .00
1909.0 .3649090 109441 3 .03 5.00 180.0 .990000 42 5 .0 0
1910.0 .3649090 109441 3 .05 5.00 17C.C .880000 351 .00
1911.0 .3649090 309441 3 .05 5.00 15C0. 1.50000 715 .00
1912.0 .3649090 309441 3 .15 5.00 325C. 1.39C00 900 .00
1913.0 .3649090 309441 3 .13 5.00 3800. 1.86000 738 .00
1914.0 .3649090 309441 2 .88 5.00 4100. 1.86000 1132 .0
1915.0 .3649090 209441 3 .10 5.00 5100. 1.27000 1050 .0
1924.0 .3640090 311441 2 .48 5.00 265.0 4.90000 1309 .0
1925.0 .3640090 311441 2 .5 5 5.00 110.0 .860000 1181.0
1926.0 .3640090 111441 2 .8 0 5.00 235.0 2.04000 8 60 .00
1927.0 .3640090 311441 3 .14 5.0C 2 8 0 .C .140000 9 32 .00
1928.0 .3640090 311441 3.13 5.00 7 5 0 .U 2.60000 1463*0
1929.0 .3640090 311441 3 .00 5.00 720.0 U 47000 1225 .0
1930.0 .3640090 311441 3 .00 5.00 1277. .870000 1260 .0
1931.0 .3640090 211441 2 .85 5.00 1800. 2 .52000 1579 .0
1932.0 .3640090 311441 2 .85 5.00 1950. 2 .33000 1490 .0
1933.0 .3640090 811441 3 .00 5.00 4450. 4 .42000 1461 .0
1934.0 .3640090 811441 3 .00 5.00 4400. 4 .34000 1988 .0
1961.0 .3649000 118441 2 .42 2.00 120.0 .970000 4 8 1 .0 0
1962.0 ♦3649000 316441 2 .8 0 2.00 8 5 .OC .350000 4 3 2 .0 0
1963.0 .3649000 318441 3 .3 0 2 .00 120 .C 1.13000 475 .00
1964.0 •3649000 318441 2 .85 2 .00 160.0 .910000 4 94 .00
1965.0 .3649000 318441 2 .7 0 2.00 170.0 1.10000 630 .00
1967.0 .3649000 519441 2 .63 2 .00 1500. 1.62000 9 75 .00
1968.0 •3649000 319441 2 .58 2.00 410.0 .360000 6 77 .00
1969.0 .3649000 519441 2 .9  0 2 .00 540.0 .490000 961 .00
ID CODE 1 CODE 2 CHL TEMP RATE MODULUS STRENG
1970.0 .3649000 .319441 2 .50 2 .0 0 1900. 2 .99000 608.00
1971.0 .3649000 .319441 3.26 2 .00 1500. 2 .16000 922.00
1972.0 .3649000 .319441 2 .9 0 2 .0 0 le o c . 2 .30000 1163.0
1973.0 .3649000 .819441 2 .8 0 2 .0 0 3850. 2 .23000 989.00
1974,0 .3649000 .319441 2 .9 5 2 .0 0 3700. 1.93000 1011.0
1975.0 .3649000 .819441 2 .6 0 2 .0 0 2600. 3 .00000 9 7 6 .CO
1976.0 .3649000 .219441 3.03 2 .0 0 5300. 1 .97000 953.00
1977.0 .3649000 .219441 3 .26 2 .0 0 5000. 1.53000 769.00
1978.0 .3649000 .819441 2 .9 3 2 .0 0 5600. 2 .20000 1200.0
1990.0 .3649000 •220441 3 .00 2 . CO e e .o o 1.60000 413 .00
1991.0 .3649000 .520441 2 .6 5 2 .0 0 103.0 .320000 550 .00
1992.0 .3649000 . 120441 3 .00 2 .0 0 110.0 1.22000 474 .00
1993.0 .3649000 .220441 2*84 2 .0 0 430 .0 .570000 467 .00
1994.0 .3649000 .220441 3 .00 2 .0 0 62C.0 2.30000 673 .00
1995.0 .3649090 •120441 2 .32 2 .0 0 7 8 .OC 1.10000 256.00
1996.0 .3649090 . 120441 2.98 2 .0 0 49 .00 .140000 207 .00
1997.0 .3649090 •120441 2.81 2 .0 0 76.00 .400000 253 .00
1998.0 .3649090 .120441 2 .50 2 .0 0 1 3 5 .C .720000 293.00
1999.0 .3649090 .220441 2 .6 5 2 .0 C 122.0 .530000 251.00
2000 .0 .3649090 .120441 2 .8 6 2 .0 0 150.0 .920000 295.00
2014.0 .3649090 .121441 3 .48 2 .0 0 570.0 1.77000 522.00
2015.0 .3649090 .121441 2.31 2 .0 0 560.0 1.26000 470 .00
3016.0 .3649090 .121441 2 .7 8 2 .0 0 580.0 2.10000 472 .00
2017.0 .3649000 .121441 2 . 50 2 .0 0 1400. .47COOO 693 .00
2018 .0 .3649090 . 121441 2 .05 2 . CO 1400. 1.1C000 4 12 .00
2019 .0 .3649090 .321441 2 .80 2 .0 0 1600. .740000 637 .00
2020 .0 .3649090 .221441 3 .15 2 . CO 5000. 1 .42000 762 .00
2021.0 .3649090 .721441 3 .25 2 .0 0 5100. 2 .48000 754.00
2022.0 .3649090 .721441 2 .53 2 .0 0 5700. 2 .34000 564,00
2025 .0 .3649045 •121441 2 .15 2 .0 0 19.00 .050000 53 .000
2026.0 .3649045 . 121441 2 .98 2 .0 0 35.00 .200000 4 3 .000
2027.0 .3649045 .121441 2 .93 2 .0 0 71.00 .210000 57 .000
2028.0 .3649045 .121441 2.18 2 .0 0 83.00 .380000 77 .000
2029.0 .3649045 . 121441 2 .7 0 2 .0 0 2 8 0 .C .910000 133.00
2030.0 .3649045 .121441 2 . 30 2 .0 0 270.0 .270000 136.00
2031.0 .3649045 .121441 2 . S I 2 .0 0 845.0 2.62000 213.00
2032 .0 .3649045 .121441 2 .16 2 .0 0 1100. 1.36000 203.00
2033 .0 .3649045 .121441 2.31 2 .0 0 4200. 1.87000 323.00
2034 .0 .3649045 . 121441 2 .4 3 2 .00 4100. 1.00000 314.00
2036.0 ,3649045 .121441 2 .7B 2 .0 0 2650. .850000 248 .00
2037.0 .3649045 .121441 2 .8 0 2 .00 250C. 1.08000 277,00
2045.0 .3649090 .322441 2 .65 2 1 .0 89.00 .980000 8 2 8 .OC
2046.0 .3649090 .322441 2 .63 21 .0 96.00 1.57000 675,00
2047.0 .3649090 .322441 3 .22 2 1 .0 99.00 1.60000 980.00'
2048.0 .3649090 .222441 2 .6 0 . 2 1 .0 780.0 4.00000 1530.0
2049.0 .3649090 .722441 2 .6C 2 1 .0 7CC.C .770000 1341.0
2050.0 .3649090 .322441 2 .8 0 2 1 .0 78C.0 2.95000 1372.0
2051.0 .3649090 .822441 2.6G 2 1 .0 feSOC. 2 .44000 1943.0
2052.0 .3649090 .822441 2 . SO 21 .0 6300. 4 .98000 2562*0
2053.0 .3649090 .822441 2 .8 0 21 .0 7100. 3 .33000 2253.0
2060.0 .3649000 .122441 2 .70 2 1 .0 94.00 1.19000 6 3 2 .OC
2061.0 .3649000 .722441 2 .80 21 .0 113.0 2.55000 832.00
2062.0 .3649000 .122441 2.36 21 .0 110.0 2.20000 746.00
2063.0 .3649000 .522441 2.70 21 .0 710.0 2.18000 1281.0
2064.0 .3649000 .822441 2.7C 21 .0 640 .0 1.75000 1457.0
2065.0 .3649000 .822441 2 .70 2 1 .0 750.0 3.34000 1736.0
2066.0 .3649000 .822441 2 .70 2 1 .0 6 900 • 3.25000 2200.0
2067.0 •3649000 .822441 2.70 2 1 .0 0700. 1.57000 2398.0
2068.0 .3649000 .822441 2.70 2 1 .0 2365.0
2075.0 .3649045 .124441 2 .60 2 1 .0 74.00 .580000 110.00
2076.0 •3649045 .124441 2.75 2 1 .0 74.01.' .850000 130.00
7077.0 .3649045 . 124441 2.65 2 1 .0 490 .0 1.31000 343.00
2078 .0 .3649045 .124441 2.87 2 1 .0 570.0 3.30000 335.00
2079.0 ,3649045 .124441 2 .63 2 1 .0 4200. 1.68000 983 .00
2080.0 .3649045 •124441 2.40 2 1 .0 5000. 1.30000 1030.0
2090 .0 .3639011 .101011 3 .86 10 .0 76.00 .370000 359.00
2091.0 .3639011 .101011 3.75 10 .0 80.00 4 .30000 334,00
2092.0 .3639011 .101011 4 .1 9 1 0 .0 78.00 .320000 343 .00
2093.0 .3639011 .101011 3 .96 1 0 .  c 100.0 .210000 409.00
2094 .0 .3639011 .101011 4 .0 4 10 .0 200 .0 .780000 3 6 7 .OQ
2095 .0 .3639011 .101011 4 .0 7 10 .0 160.0 .870000 389.00
2096.0 .3639011 .201011 3.85 1 0 .0 550.0 1.32000 513.00
2097.0 .3639011 .201011 4 .0 6 10 .0 640.0 1 .02000 5 3 1 .OC
2098.0 .3639011 .201011 3 .88 10 .0 580.0 1.10000 574.00
2099.0 .3639011 .201011 3 .93 10 .0 1950. 1 .69000 743,00
2100,0 .3639011 •2CL011 3 .63 10 .0 1700. 1 .25000 687 ,00
2101,0 .3639011 .201011 3 .84 1 0 .0 20CQ. 2 .48000 672 ,00
2102.0 .3639011 •ZC1011 4 .1 3 10 .0 3900. 1 .85000 781.00
2116.0 .3639011 • 5 C1011 3 .05 10 .0 5800. 3 .16000 830.00
2117 .0 .3639011 .201011 4 .0 0 10 .0 6600. 2 .35000 832 .00
2118 .0 .3639011 .201011 3 .76 1 0 .0 1 .87000 811.00
2119 .0 .3639011 •201011 3 .90 1 0 .0 3700. 1 .70000 802 .00
2120.0 .3639011 .201011 3 .65 10 .0 3050. 1.21000 715.00
2121.0 .3639011 .102041 3 .90 10 .0 61.00 1 .33000 228 .00
2122.0 .3639011 .102041 3.11 10 .0 68.00 .580000 253 .00
2123.0 .3639011 .102041 3.11 10 .0 47.00 .310000 212 .00
2124.0 .3639011 .102041 2 .94 10 .0 170.0 2.1300Q 266.00
2125.0 .3639011 .102041 3 .00 10 .0 145.0 .640000 252 .00
2126.0 .3639011 .102041 2 .90 10 .0 166.0 1.30000 172.00
2127.0 .3639011 .102041 3 .00 10 .0 520.0 1.00000 370.00
2128.0 .3639011 .102041 3 .20 10 .0 4 0 0 .C 1.71COO 4C3.00
2129.0 .3639011 .102041 3 .92 10 .0 360.0 .280000 363.00
2130.0 .3639011 .202041 2 .6 7 10 .0 1400. 1.20000 572 .00
2131.0 .3639011 .202041 2.91 10 .0 1600. 1 .18000 577.00
2132.0 .3639011 .202041 2.62 1 0 .c 2000. 2 .74000 500.00
2133.0 .3639011 .702041 3.24 10.0 1.35000 7 6 5 .CO
2134.0 .3639011 .702041 2.91 10 .0 6000. 2 .10000 649.00
2135.0 .3639011 .702041 3 .00 10 .0 6100. 2 .68000 522.00
2136.0 .3639011 .702041 3 .00 10 .0 3600. 2 .14000 610.00
9137 .0 •3639011 .802041 3.00 10 .0 3200. 2 .80000 617.00
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5 .0 0  
78 5 .0 0
81 5 .0 0  
65 5 .0 0  
10 2 .0 0  
11 2 .0 0  
84 2 .0 0  
80 2 .0 0  
50 2 .0 0
82 2 .0 0  
90 2 .0 0  
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1 0 2 . 0 02.00
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3 69 .00
4 1 7 .0 0
4 17 .00
394 .00  
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4 8 0 .0 0
4 7 4 .0 0
4 9 3 .0 0
441 .00
5 73 .00











8 6 0 .0 0
1 040 .0
1 003 .0
ID CODE 1 CODE 2 CHL TEMP RATE MODULUS
2310 .0 .3639011 .510041 58 2 1 .0 51 .00 •290000
2311 .0 .3639011 .510041 30 2 1 .0 76 .00 .620000
2312 .0 .3639011 .510041 2 40 2 1 .0 55 .00 .265000
2313 .0 .3639011 .510041 2 58 2 1 .0 68 .00 .560000
2314 .0 .3639011 .510041 58 2 1 .0 190 .0 1.60000
2315 .0 .3639011 .510041 58 2 1 .0 130 .0 .280000
2316 .0 .3639011 .510041 58 2 1 .0 180 .0 .900000
2317 .0 .3639011 • 510C41 58 2 1 .0 182 .0 1.30000
2318 .0 .3639011 .510041 58 2 1 .0 700 .0 1.80000
2319 .0 .3639011 .510041 58 2 1 .0 5 6 0 .C .700000
2320 .0 .3639011 .510041 58 21 .0 700 .0 1 .30000
2321 .0 .3639011 .210041 2 58 2 1 .0 1850. 1.50000
2322 .0 .3639011 .210041 2 58 21 .0 160C. 1 .10000
2323.0 .3639011 .510041 2 58 21 .0 1900. 1.40000
2 3 2 4 .C .3639011 .810041 2 58 2 1 .0 5700. 2 .60000
2325 .0 .3639011 .8  10041 2 56 21 .0 5900. 1.95000
7326.0 .3639011 .210041 58 21 .0 5800. 2 .10000
2327 .0 .3639011 .810041 58 21 .0 3700. 1.42000
2328 .0 .3639011 .810041 2 58 2 1 .0 3650 . 1.30000
2329 .0 .3639011 .510041 58 2 1 .0 3850 . 1.30000
2342 .0 .3639011 .103171 2 74 2 1 .0 83 .00 1.00000
2343 ,0 .3639011 .133171 2 24 2 1 ,0 9 7 .0 0 1.30000
2344 .0 .3639011 .103171 41 2 1 .0 6 4 .0 0 . 800000
2345 .0 .3639011 .103171 30 2 1 .0 9 7 .0 0 1 .03000
2346 .0 .3639011 .303171 38 2 1 .0 175 .0 1.60000
2347 .0 .3639011 •303171 58 2 1 .0 170.0 1.00000
2348 .0 .3639011 .303171 47 2 1 .0 174.0 .830000
2349 .0 .3639011 •4C3171 2 50 2 1 .0 180 .0 1.18000
2350 .0 .3639011 .303171 2 57 2 1 .0 610 .0 1.40000
2 351 .0 .3639011 .103171 2 32 2 1 .0 510 .0 .630000
2 352 .0 .3639011 • 103171 2 65 2 1 .0 530 .0 1 .10000
2 353 .0 .3639011 .303171 2 62 2 1 .0 180 .0 1 .10000
2354 .0 .3639011 .303171 2 59 2 1 .0 1650. 1 .10000
2 355 .0 .3639011 .703171 2 64 2 1 .0 2100 . 2 .70000
2356 .0 .3639011 .803171 2 30 2 1 .0 5200. .870000
2357 .0 .3639011 •803171 2 74 2 1 .0 2 .20000
2353 .0 .3639011 .203171 2 49 2 1 .0 4750 . 1 .60000
2359 .0 .3639011 .203171 2 25 2 1 .0 3800. 2 .80000
2360 .0 .3639011 .803171 61 2 1 .0 3250. 1 .10000
2374 .0 .3639011 .104171 43 5 .00 7 0 .00 .455000
2375 .0 .3639011 .104171 2 52 5 .0 0 5 4 .00 .420000
2376 .0 .3639011 .104171 31 5 .0 0 4 9 .0 0 .400000
2377 .0 .3639011 .104171 2 25 5 .0 0 5 8 .00 .420000
2378 .0 .3639011 .104171 2 30 5 .00 119 .0 .700000
2379 .0 .3639011 .304171 40 5 .0 0 1 35 .0 .700000
2380 .0 .3639011 .104171 2 40 5 .00 118 .0 .630000
2331 .0 .3639011 .304171 39 5 .0 0 102 .0 .680000
2382 .0 .3639011 .304171 60 5 .00 4 5 0 .0 .660000
2383 .0 .3639011 .304171 25 5 .0 0 4 2 0 .0 .720000
2384 .0 .3639011 .304171 2 30 5 .00 4 5 0 .0 .720000
2385 .0 .3639011 .104171 61 5 .0 0 1500. 1 .90000
2386 .0 .3639011 .904171 46 5 .00 1600. 1 .90000
2387.0 .3639011 .904171 2 76 5 .00 1550. 1 .10000
2368 .0 .3639011 .904171 40 5 ,0 0 5500 . 2 .00000
2389 .0 .3639011 .9C4171 42 5 ,CO
7390.0 .3639011 ♦304171 2 32 5 .00
2391 .0 .3639011 .904171 29 5 .00 2200 . 1 .70000
2392 .0 .3639011 .204171 2 42 5 .00 2650. 1 .20000
2393 .0 .3639011 .3C4171 28 5 .00
2394 .0 .3639011 .204171 25 5 .00 4100 . 1 .45000
2407 .0 .3639011 •214011 3 30 21 .0
2408.0 .3639011 .214011 2 56 21 .0 1900. *910000
2409 .0 .3639011 .214011 2 76 2 1 .0
2410.0 .3639011 .214011 3 15 2 1 .0 2200. 2 .63000
2411.0 .3639011 .814011 90 21 .0 550C. 3 .47000
2412.0 .3639011 .814011 3 10 21 .0 6000 . 2 .70000
2413.0 .3639011 .814011 2 68 21 .0
2414,0 .3639011 .814011 62 21 .0 7800 . 1 .78000
2415.0 .3639011 •814011 68 21 .0
2416.0 .3639011 •814011 2 71 21 .0 5500. 3 .64000
2417.0 .3639011 .814011 48 2 1 .0 4500 .
2 418 .0 .3639011 .814011 2 77 21 .0 4000 . 1 .25000
2 419 .0 .3639011 .115041 2 74 21 .0 9 2 .0 0 1.25000
2 420 .0 •3639011 .115041 2 81 2 1 .0 8 9 .0 0 1.20000
2421.0 .3639011 .115041 2 51 21 .0 9 8 .00 1.51000
2 422 .0 .3639011 .115041 50 21 .0 5 8 .00 .340000
2 423 .0 .3639011 .115041 40 21 .0 190 .0 1.47000
2 424 .0 .3639011 .115041 03 2 1 .0 180 .0 1.22000
2 425 .0 .3639011 .115041 51 21 .0 160 .0 .690000
2 426 .0 .3639011 .115041 67 21 .0 2 0 0 .0 1.53000
2 427 .0 .3639011 .115041 16 2 1 .0 6 3 0 .U 2 .63000
2 428 .0 •3639011 •115041 16 2 1 .0 6 3 7 .0 2 .13000
2 429 .0 .3639011 .115041 85 21 .0 5 80 .0 2 .60000
2430 .0 .3639011 .215041 65 2 1 .0 2200. 3 .20000
2431 .0 .3639011 .315041 65 2 1 .0 2200. 2 .17000
2432 .0 .3639011 .915041 3 05 2 1 .0 2300 . 3 .55000
2 433 .0 .3639011 .815041 40 2 1 .0 6400 . 3 .59000
2434 .0 .3639011 .815041 2 60 21 .0 6100 . 2 .69000
2 435 .0 .3639011 .815041 65 21 .0 610C. 2 .06000
2436 .0 •3639011 .415041 72 21 .0 4000 . 2 .40000
2 437 .0 .3639011 •415041 75 21 .0 4100 . 2 .31000
2438.0 .3639011 .815041 72 21 .0 470C • 2 .61000
2439 .0 .3639011 .815041 96 21 .0 6100 . 3 .39000
2452 .0 .3639011 .110171 41 10 .0 6 6 .CO *950000
7453.0 .3639011 .110171 36 10 .0 9 5 .00 .770000
2 454 .0 .3639011 .110171 30 10 .0 1 10 .0 1 .25000
2455 .0 .3639011 .110171 40 10 .0 6 5 .00 •690000
2 456 .0 .3639011 .110171 23 10 .0 1 20 .0 .610000
2 457 .0 .3639011 .410171 58 10 .0 129.0 .450000
2 458 .0 .3639011 .410171 38 10 .0 170 .0 1.13000
3 1 4 .0 0
3 0 1 .0 0
3 8 0 .0 0
3 0 2 .0 0
3 13 .00
3 3 2 .0 0
3 23 .00
3 20 .00
4 7 8 .0 0








8 6 3 .0 0
8 2 8 .0 0
7 4 9 .0 0
197 .00




4 5 6 .0 0
372 .00




5 4 4 .0 0
7 12 .00
7 1 3 .0 0
8 2 3 .0 0
8 74 .00
6 52 .00
8 7 3 .0 0
1 226 .0  111.00
9 1 .0 0 0
165.00











6 5 2 .0 0
5 00 .00
500.00
4 6 9 .0 0
4 3 1 .0 0














4 1 7 .0 0




4 6 2 .0 0
4 1 7 .0 0










9 5 3 .0 0
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ID CODE 1 CODE 2 CHL TEMP RATE MODULUS STRENG
2 459 ,0 .3639011 110171 2 .3 9 10.0 165.0 2 .06000 229.00
2460 ,0 .3639011 110171 1 .94 10 .0 700 .0 1.70000 379 .00
2461 ,0 .3639011 11U171 1.99 10.0 660 .0 1 .49000 350.00
2 462 ,0 .3639011 410171 2 .6 0 10.0 650 .0 .600000 604 .00
2 463 ,0 .3639011 110171 2 .2 6 10.0 590 .0 1 .30000 348.00
2 464 ,0 .3639011 410171 2 .31 10.0 2000. 1 .80000 652 .00
2 465 .0 .3639011 410171 2 .32 10 .0 1800. 1 .36000 594 .00
2 466 .0 .3639011 410171 2 .39 10 .0 2000. 1 .64000 4 70 .00
2 467 .0 .3639011 410171 2 .0 0 10 .0 4900 . 2 .56000 727 .00
2 468 ,0 .3639011 410171 2 .45 10 .0 5800. 2 .10000 6 35 .00
2 469 .0 .363901 1 41C171 2 .2 6 10 .0 6600. 5 .00000 988.00
2 470 .0 .3639011 110171 2 .5 8 10.0 4200 . 1 .56000 529.00
2 471 .0 .3639011 41C171 l . s e 10 .0 3500. 1 .30000 864 .00
2 472 .0 .3639011 110171 1.39 10 .0 4100 . 2 .65000 539.00
2 473 .0 .3639011 110171 2 .7 6 10 .0 130 .0 .610000 253 .00
2 465 .0 .3639011 111171 2 .4 9 10 .0 4 1 .OC .170000 55.000
2 466 .0 .3639011 111171 2 .46 10 .0 7 3 .CO .480000 104.00
2 487 .0 .3639011 111171 2 .4 2 10 .0 50 .00 .270000 94.000
2 488 ,0 .3639011 411171 2 .25 10.0 7 4 .OC .600000 163.00
2 469 .0 .3639011 111171 2 .4 0 10 .0 144.0 .940000 118.00
2 490 .0 .3639011 111171 2 .59 2 .00 81 .00 .240000 137.00
2 491 .0 .3639011 111171 2 .6 0 2 .00 66 .00 130.00
2 492 .0 .3639011 411171 2 .4 6 2.00 93 .00 •230000 222.00
2 493 .0 .3639011 411171 2 .4 7 2 .00 410 .0 .550000 166.00
2494 .0 .3639011 111171 2 .6 8 2 .00 290 .0 •290000 173.00
2 495 .0 .3639011 411171 2 .7 9 2 .00 3 53 .0 .370000 222.00
2 496 .0 .3639011 411171 2 .6 5 2 .00 1800. 1 .31000 293 .00
2 497 .0 .3639011 411171 2 .48 2 .00 1400. .790000 446 .00
7498 .0 .3639011 411171 2 .4 9 2 .00 2000. 1 .30000 364.00
2 499 .0 .3639011 311171 2 .7 7 2 .00 6 900 . .800000 390.00
9 500 .0 .3639011 311171 2 .48 2 .00 5650. 1 .05000 333.00
2 501 .0 .3639011 411171 2 .3 3 2 .00 6050. 2 .50000 317.00
2 502 .0 .3639011 411171 2 .43 2 .00 2650 . .700000 475 .00
2 503 .0 .3639011 411171 2 .31 2 .00 4300. 2 .14000 385.00
2 519 .0 •4649000 205441 2 .2 4 21 .0 110.0 2 .04000 1024.0
2 520 .0 *4649000 205441 2 ,1 0 2 1 .0 59 .00 1.04000 1043.0
2 521 .0 .4649000 205441 2 .3 4 2 1 .0 110.0 2 .00000 1103.0
2 522 .0 .4649000 205441 2 .4 9 2 1 .0 110.0 2 .00000 1017.0
2 5 2 3 .C .4649000 305441 2 .41 21 .0 270 .0 3 .54000 1277.0
2 524 .0 .4649000 305441 2 .41 21 .0 215 .0 1 .29000 1284.0
2 525 .0 •4649000 4C5441 2 .81 21 .0 87 .00 1054.0
2526 .0 •4649000 205441 2 .48 2 1 .0 235 .0 2.19000 1112.0
2527 .0 .4649000 405441 2 .4 9 2 1 .0 680 .0 1.10000 1343.0
2526 .0 •4649000 805441 2 .4 9 21 .0 620 .0 1.00000 1873.0
2529 .0 .4649000 805441 2 .4 9 2 1 .0 730 .0 1.43000 1776.0
2530 .0 .4649000 805441 2 .4 9 21 .0 770 .0 3 .62000 1437.0
2531 .0 .4649000 805441 2 .56 21 .0 7500. 2 .86000 1530.0
2532 .0 .4649000 8C5441 2 .6 3 21 .0 2800. 3 .21000 2980.0
2533 .0 .4649000 805441 2 .5 9 21 .0 7500. 2 .46000 1833.0
2534 .0 .4649000 8CS441 2 .2 7 21 .0 2600. 2 .88000 1776.0
2535 .0 .4649000 805441 2 .38 21 .0 2500. 2 .90000 2025.0
2536 .0 .4649000 805441 2 .0 6 21 .0 2500. 2 .94000 1876.0
2537 .0 .4649000 805441 2 .5 6 21 .0 4700. 2 .06000 2570.0
2 536 .0 .4649000 805441 2 .7 7 2 1 .0 53C0. •353000 2470.0
2551 .0 .4649045 106441 2 .5 0 21 .0 67 .00 .650000 183.00
2552 .0 .4649045 1C6441 2 .27 21 .0 73.00 .750000 184,00
2553 .0 .4649045 106441 2 .6 0 21 .0 47 .00 .560000 174.00
2554 .0 .4649045 1C6441 2 .56 21 .0 150.0 •610000 260.00
2 555 .0 .4649045 106441 2 .56 21 .0 170. C 1.00000 245.00
2556 .0 .4649045 1C6441 2 .38 21 .0 127 .0 .550000 220.00
2 557 .0 .4649045 406441 2 .5 6 21 .0 510 .0 •600000 583.00
2 556 .0 ♦4649045 106441 2 .43 21 .0 470 .0 .780000 413 .00
2 559 .0 .4649045 106441 2 .7 5 21 .0 .6300 1.70000 412 .00
2560 ..0 .4649045 306441 2 .68 2 1 .0 6800. 2 .80000 1148.0
2561.0 .4649045 206441 2.26 2 1 .C 68C0. 3 .00000 1197.0
2562 .0 •4649045 40 6441 2 .78 21 .0 6700. 2 .80000 1278.0
2563 .0 .4649045 306441 2 .4 9 21 .0 2100. 3.10000 772.00
7 564 .0 .4649045 306441 2 .49 21 .0 1500 • 1.50000 6 47 .00
2 565 .0 .4649045 306441 2 .3 4 21 .0 1500. 1 .00000 697.00
2 566 .0 .4649045 406441 2 .58 21 .0 5000. 4 .10000 912,00
2567 .0 .4649045 806441 2 .49 21 .0 3700. 2.50000 917,00
2568 .0 ,4649045 806441 2 .68 21 .0 3700. 2.10000 968.00
2569 .0 .4649045 806441 2 .55 21 .0 74.00 .880000 226.00
2582 .0 .4649090 207441 2 .57 21 .0 80 .00 3.00000 793.00
2583 .0 .4649090 207441 2 .56 21 .0 91 .00 2 .70000 702.00
2584 .0 .4649090 20744 1 2 .57 21 .0 90 .00 L .40000 764.00
2585 .0 .4649090 207441 2 .20 21 .0 70 .00 1.80000 663 .00
2586 .0 .4649090 207441 2 .29 2 1 .C 250 .0 2 .90000 1040*0
2587 .0 .4649090 207441 2 .82 21 .0 240 .0 2 .70000 997.00
2588 .0 .4649090 207441 2 .30 21 .0 240 .0 3 .00000 1004.0
2589 .0 .4649090 207441 2 .67 21 .0 210 .0 .940000 1047.0
2 590 .0 .4649090 207441 2 .36 21 .0 760 .0 2.80000 1423.0
2 591 .0 •4649090 207441 2 .10 21 .0 720 .0 2.40000 1266.0
2 592 .0 .4649090 607441 2 .04 21 .0 780.0 3.20000 1315.0
2 593 .0 .4649090 207441 2 .15 21 .0 3600. 3.19000 2030.0
2594 .0 .4649090 807441 2 .72 21 .0 2600. 3.10000 2438.0
2595 .0 .4649090 807441 2 .58 21 .0 2500. 2.90000 1735.0
2596 .0 ,4649090 807441 2 .12 21 .0 6500. 4 .30000 2412 .0
2597 .0 .4649090 807441 2 .15 21 .0 7200. 4 .00000 2451.0
2598 .0 .4649090 807441 2 .42 21 .0 7250. 5 .00000 2058.0
2599 .0 .4649090 807441 2 .42 21 .0 5350. 4 .60000 2353.0
2600 .0 .4649090 807441 2 .15 21 .0 5100. 4 .09000 2178 .0
2601 .0 .4649090 80744 1 2 .55 21 .0 4800. 4 .10000 2366*0
2628 .0 •4649000 3C9441 2 .51 10.0 110.0 2.34000 704.00
2629.0 •4649000 309441 2 .71 10.0 102.0 2.36000 953 .00
2 630 .0 .4649000 209441 3 .10 10 .0 87 .00 2.20000 629 .00
2632 .0 .4649000 209441 2 .6 0 10 .0 190.0 1.56000 939 .00
2633 .0 .4649000 309441 2 .7 0 10 .0 190.0 2 .05000 832.00
2634 .0 •4649000 509441 3 .20 10 .0 203 .0 1.00000 953.00
2635 .0 •4649000 209441 2.81 10 .0 212 .0 2 .13000 1097.0
ID CODE 1 CODE 2 CHL * TEMP RATE MODULUS STRENG
2636.0 .4649000 309441 2.90 10 .0 680 .0 4.31000 1570.0
2637.0 .4649000 309441 2 .84 10 .0 740.0 4.16000 1427.0
2638.0 •4649000 309441 2 . VC 10 .0 2500. 5 .12000 1827.0
2639.0 ,4649000 809441 2 .76 10 .0 670 .0 2.60000 1457.0
2640.0 •4649000 809441 2.69 10 .0 2400. 4 ,07000 1693.0
2641.0 •4649000 8C9441 2.81 10 .0 24CC. 2.92000 2084 .0
2642.0 •4649000 809441 2.73 10 .0 7400. 7 .30000 2153 .0
2643.0 .4649000 809441 2.90 10 .0 6900. 4.27000 2216.0
2644.0 .4649000 809441 2.01 10 .0 7200. 8 .30000 2 5 3 0 .C
2645.0 .4649000 809441 2.84 10 .0 4500. 4.32000 2C72.0
2646.0 .4649000 8C944] 2 .80 10 .0 3900. 4.99000 2241.0
2647.0 .4649000 809441 2.80 10 ,0 4750. 4.81000 2227.0
2650.0 .4649000 509441 2 .47 10 .0 2CG0. I . 10000 1283.0
2651.0 .4649090 312441 2 .8C 10 .0 93.00 1.59000 4 75 .00
2652.0 .4649090 312441 2 .69 10 .0 61 .00 .560000 349.00
2653.0 ,4649090 312441 2.61 10 .0 81 .00 .750000 462 .00
2654.0 .4649090 312441 2 .70 10 .0 66.00 2 .20000 398 .00
2655.0 .4649090 312441 2.31 10 .0 210 .0 1.10000 585 .00
2656 .0 .4649090 212441 2 .7 0 10 .0 185.0 1.10000 598.00
2657.0 .4649090 912441 2.61 10 .0 170.0 •880000 682 .00
2658.0 .4649090 512441 2 .40 10 .0 154,0 .620000 689 .00
2659.0 .4649090 312441 2.41 10 .0 730.0 3.09000 1004.0
2660.0 .4649090 312441 2 .70 10 .0 720 .0 3.02000 8 9 0 .CO
2661.0 •4649090 312441 2 .69 10 .0 680 .0 1.81000 1018.0
2662.0 .4649090 312441 2 .76 10 .0 690 .0 3.00000 911 .00
2663.0 .4649090 312441 2 .10 10 .0 2500. 5 .00000 1305.0
2664.0 .4649090 312441 2.61 10 .0 2400. 4 .63000 1307 .0
2665.0 .4649090 212441 2 .58 10 .0 2150. 4 .50000 1383.0
7666.0 .4649090 312441 2.71 10 .0 6500. 4.220C0 1517.0
2667.0 .4649090 312441 2 .63 10 .0 6100. 3 .89000 1471.0
2666.0 .4649090 312441 2 .76 1 0 .c 610 -J • 3 .06000 1305.0
2669.0 .4649090 312441 2 .43 10 .0 6100. 4 .67000 1104.0
2670.0 .4649090 812441 2 .63 10 .0 4900. 3 .33000 1847.0
2671.0 .4649090 312441 2.48 10 .0 3600. .970000 1097.0
2672.0 .4649090 312441 2 .9 0 10 .0 44U0. 2 .57000 1443.0
2673.0 ,4649090 312441 2 .6 0 10 .0 4300. 3 .34000 1457.0
2688.0 .4649045 113441 2 .5 7 10 .0 70 .00 .500000 83 .000
2689.0 .4649045 113441 2 .15 10 .0 41 .00 .350000 75 .000
2690.0 .4649045 113441 2.38 10 .0 60 .00 .860000 89 .000
2691.0 .4649045 113441 2 .15 10 .0 47 .00 .200000 83 .000
2692.0 .4649045 113441 2 .1 0 10 .0 172.0 .510000 123.00
2693.0 .4649045 113441 2 .64 10 .0 160.0 .740000 174.00
2694,0 .4649045 113441 2 .15 10 .0 170.0 1.13000 186.00
2695.0 .4649045 113441 2.58 10 .0 207 .0 1.50000 150.00
2696.0 .4649045 113441 2 .58 10 .0 4 10 .0 .520000 262 .00
2697.0 .4649045 113441 2 .67 10 .0 530.0 1.5C000 240 .00
2698.0 .4649045 113441 2 .51 10 .0 580.0 2 .35000 273 .00
2699.0 .4649045 113441 2 .58 10 .0 1800. 2 .11000 469 .00
2700.0 .4649045 113441 2 .60 10 .0 3100. 3 .00000 435 .00
2701.0 .4649045 113441 2 .40 10 .0 1700. 1.87000 447 .00
2702.0 .4649045 213441 2.26 10 .0 7500. 3 .60000 725 .00
2703.0 •4649045 313441 2 .4 7 10 .0 5800. 4 .40000 772.00
2704.0 .4649045 313441 2 .60 10 .0 5300. 2 .16000 762.00
2705.0 .4649045 113441 2 .6 0 10 .0 3200. .880000 617 .00
2706.0 .4649045 113441 2 .59 10 .0 4350. 1.45000 651 .00
2707.0 .4649045 113441 2 .58 10 .0 3300. 2 .60000 659 ,00
2722.0 .4649000 314441 2.61 5 .0 0 92 .00 1.13000 795 .00
2723.0 .4649000 314441 2 .97 5 .00 81.00 .870000 6 43 .CO
2724.0 .4649000 314441 2 .58 5 .0 0 8 5 .On 1.10000 492 .00
2725.0 •4649000 314441 2.51 5 .0 0 6 9 . uo .640000 5 6 7 .uO
2743.0 .4649000 314441 2.51 5 .0 0 215 .0 2 .34000 783 .00
2744.0 .4649000 314441 2 .77 5 .0 0 2 0 0 .C 1.30000 787 .00
2745.0 •4649000 214441 2 .62 5 .0 0 200 .0 1.10000 727 .00
2746.0 .4649000 914441 2.78 5 .00 185.0 1.00000 1080.0
2747.0 .4649000 514441 3 .24 5 .0 0 540.0 1.23000 825 .00
2748.0 .4649000 514441 2 .74 5 .00 seo.o .750000 1120.0
2749.0 .4649000 514441 2 .36 5 .00 700.0 1.63COO 1302.0
7750.0 .4649000 314441 2.61 5 .00 230u. 1.75COO 1326.0
2751.0 .4649000 314441 2 .47 5 .00 2400. 1.36000 1425.0
2752.0 .4649000 214441 2.81 5 .00 1850. 1.20000 1123 .0
2753.0 .4649000 214441 2 .73 5 .00 62 'JU . 3.03000 1554.0
2754.0 .4649000 214441 2 .62 5 .00 6300. 1.96000 1853*0
2755.0 .4649000 214441 2 .78 5 .0 0 5300. 3.08000 1613.0
2756.0 .4649000 214441 2.81 5 .0 0 4000. 2 .50000 1494.0
2757.0 .4649000 814441 2 .75 5 .0 0 4200. 3 .86000 1442.0
2758.0 .4649000 614441 2 .8 6 5 .00 4100. 2 .59C00 1797.0
2772.0 .4649045 415441 2 .93 5 .00 29 .00 .120000 253 .00
2773.0 .4649045 115451 2 .61 5 .0 0 39 .000
2774.0 .4649045 115451 2 .70 5 .00 55 .000
2775.0 .4649045 415451 3 .05 5 .0 0 29 .00 .220000 93 .000
2776 .0 .4649045 115451 2 .47 5 .0 0 64 .00 .240000 102.00
2777.0 .4649045 115451 2 .70 5 .00 61 .00 .170000 4 69 .00
2778.0 .4649045 315*51 2 .59 5 .00 165.0 .830000 1 5 1 .nO
2779.0 •46490*5 115451 2 .65 5 .00 105.0 .350000 106.00
2780.0 .4649045 315451 2 .5 9 5 .00 380.0 .760000 222 .00
2781.0 .4649045 315451 2 .72 5 .00 29C.0 .430000 222 .00
2782.0 .4649045 515451 2 .73 5 .00 490.0 2 .00000 2 0 8 .OC
2783.0 .4649045 215451 2 .4 4 5 .00 1000. .440000 340 .00
2784,0 .4649045 115451 2 .47 5 .00 14C0. 1.76000 345 .00
2785.0 .4649045 315451 2 .7 0 5 .00 130C. .530000 584.00
2786.0 .4649045 315441 2 .7 0 5 .00 4100. 1.70000 590.00
2787.0 ,4649045 315441 2.89 5 . on 640C. 2 .OOCOO 534 .00
2788.0 •4649045 315441 2 .69 5 .00 4550. 1.00000 550.00
2789.0 .4649045 115441 2 .65 5 .0 0 3450. 1.76000 460 .00
2790.0 •4649045 315441 2 .78 5 .0 0 2600. •680000 939 .00
2791.0 .4649045 315441 2 .80 5 .0 0 3200. 2 .00000 4 7 2 . UQ
2792.0 •4649045 315441 2 .52 5.0C 3150. 2 .20000 481 .00
2809.0 .4649090 116441 2 .2 0 5 .00 85.00 1.90000 326 .00
2810.0 .4649090 416441 2.68 5 .00 7 3 .CC .860000 408 .00
9811.0 .4649090 116441 2 .22 5.00 66.00 .605000 388 .00
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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10 CODE 1 CODE 2 CHL TEMP RATE MODULUS STRENG
2812*0 .4649090 116441 2 .71 5 .00 6 3 .CO •640000 348 .00
2813.0 .4649090 316441 2 .58 5 .00 195.0 1 .13000 622 .00
2824 .0 .4649090 316441 2 .21 5 .00 190 .0 1 .80000 566 .00
2815.0 .4649090 316441 2.78 5 .00 190.0 2.10000 469.00
2616.0 .4649090 316441 2 .U 9 5 .00 162.0 .570000 411 .00
2817.0 .4649090 316441 2 .3 0 5 .00 7 50 .0 2 .94000 792 .00
2818.0 .4649090 316441 2 .Co 5.00 700 .0 .800000 547 .00
2819.0 •4649090 316441 2 .64 5.00 750 .0 2 .35000 647 .00
2820.0 •4649090 316441 2 .20 5.0C 730.0 2 .30000 590 .00
2821.0 .4649090 316441 2 .13 5 .00 200C. 3 .13000 885 .00
2822.0 •4649090 316441 2 .0 6 5 .00 2000. 2 .10000 903 .00
2823.0 .4649090 316441 2 .20 5 .00 1750. 2 .40000 674 .00
2824.0 .4649090 316441 2 .3 0 5 .00 2100. 1 .67000 862 .00
2825.0 .4649090 316441 2 .71 5 .0 0 5500 . 2 .49000 979 .00
2826.0 •4649090 216441 2 .88 5 .00 6150. 3 .35000 1564.0
2827.0 .4649090 216441 2 .3 7 5 .00 2540. ♦65C00C 983.00
2828.0 .4649090 216441 2 .8 0 5 .00 3800. 2 .08000 1110.0
2829 .0 .4649090 226441 2 .81 5 .0 0 4100 . 3 .40000 1179.0
2830.0 .4649090 216441 2 .50 5 .00 4000. 1 .61000 1104 .C
2831.0 .4649090 216441 2 .7 2 5.00 5500. 1 .96000 1126.0
2832.0 .4649090 216441 2 .47 5 .00 59CC ■ 3 .40000 1386.0
2839.0 .4649000 317441 2 .23 2 .00 59 .00 .350000 643.00
2840.0 .4649000 317441 2 .49 2 .00 45 .00 .170000 439 .00
2641.0 .4649000 317441 2 .4 0 2 .00 46 .00 2 .20000 436.00
2642.0 .4649000 317441 2 .39 2 .00 43 .00 .305000 538.00
2654.0 .4649000 317441 2 .58 2 .00 150.0 .570000 530.00
2855.0 .4649000 917441 2 .4 0 2 .00 140.0 .620000 682.00
2856.0 .4649000 917441 2 .3 6 2 .00 148.0 .730000 758.00
2857.0 .4649000 917441 2 .80 2 .0 0 140 .0 .710000 658.00
2858.0 .4649000 317441 2 .7 0 2 .0 0 6 50 .0 1.36000 757.00
2859.0 .4649000 317441 2.61 2 .0 0 5 40 .0 1.52000 625.00
2860.0 •4649000 917441 2 .67 2 .0 0 6 40 .0 1.26000 750.00
2861.0 .4649000 317441 2*60 2 .00 2300. 1 .96000 927.00
2862.0 .4649000 317441 2 .69 2 .00 1900. 2 .29000 896 .00
2863.0 .4649000 317441 2 .78 2 .0 0 1900. 1.77000 911.00
2864.0 •4649000 317441 2 .75 2 .0 0 4000 . 1.58000 975.00
2865.0 .4649000 317441 2 .59 2 .00 3700 . 1 .65000 875.00
2866.0 .4649000 917441 2 .4 9 2 .0 0 3000 . 1 .15000 1090.0
2867.0 .4649000 917441 2 .63 2 .0 0 4900 . 2 .09000 1018.0
2870.0 .4649000 317441 2 .9 0 2 .0 0 5800. 1.72000 1124.0
2685.0 .4649045 319441 2.78 2 .0 0 3 4 .00 .100000
2886.0 •4649045 319441 2.61 2 .0 0 2 0 .00 .061000
2887.0 .4649045 319441 2 .5 9 2 .0 0 6 • 0 0 0 .053000
2688.0 •4649045 319441 2 .69 2 .0 0 4 2 .00 .038000
2689.0 •4649045 319441 2 .46 2 .0 0 3 7 .00 .057000
2890.0 •4&49045 419441 2 .85 2 .00 130.0 .076000
2891.0 .4649045 319441 2 .67 2 .0 0 .098000
2892.0 •4649045 319441 2 .50 2 .0 0 4 5 .00 .042000
2893.0 •4649045 319441 2 .67 2 .0 0 2 0 0 .0 .051000
2894.0 .4649045 119441 2 .35 2 .0 0 4 0 0 .0 .070000
2895.0 .4649045 119441 2 .6 6 2 .0 0 390 .0 .15000
2896.0 .4649045 119441 2 .7 5 2 .00 7 80 .0 .520000 226.00
2897.0 .4649045 119441 2 .60 2 .00 1200. .920000 25e.OO
2898.0 .4649045 119441 2 .53 2 .0 0 1500. 1 .30000 250.00
2899.0 .4649045 119441 2 .67 2 .00 2900 . 1 .00000 352.00
2900.0 .4649045 119441 2 .4 9 2 .0 0 3 000 . 1.0C0CC 387 .00
2901.0 .4649045 119441 2 .70 2 .00 3250. 1.30000 419 .00
2902.0 •4649045 219441 2 .80 2 .0 0 5600. 3 .20000 447.00
2903.0 •4649045 419441 2 .67 2 .0 0 5400. 1 .80000 431 .00
2904.0 .4649045 119441 2 .78 2 .0 0 4200 . 2 .00000 394.00
2905.0 .4649045 319441 2 .75 2 .0 0 4900 . 1 .30000 676.00
2920.0 •4649090 120441 2 .53 2 .0 0 58 .00 .095000 185.00
2921.0 .4649090 120441 2 .7 4 2 .0 0 7 6 .00 . 34000C 279.00
2922.0 .4649090 120441 2.28 2 .0 0 9 1 .00 .570000 341.00
2923.0 .4649090 120441 2 .00 2 .0 0 6 1 .0 0 .80000 411 .00
2924.0 .4649090 321441 2 .50 2 .0 0 145 .0 tUOOOC 210.00
2925.0 .4649090 221441 2.61 2 .0 0 200 .0 3.10000 3B7.0C
2926.0 .4649090 221441 2 .70 2 .0 0 135 .0 .500000 355.00
2927.0 •4649090 221441 2 .70 2 .0 0 125 .0 .820000 1 9 8 .CO
■’ 928.0 .4649090 321441 2 .33 2 .0 0 4 2 0 .0 .540000 432 .00
2929.0 •4649090 321441 2 .73 2 .0 0 4 6 0 .0 1.30000 410 .00
2930.0 •4649090 221441 2 .74 2 .0 0 4 7 0 .0 .520000 265.00
2931.0 .4649090 321441 2 .67 2 .0 0 2000 . 3 .40000 761.00
2932.0 .4649090 321441 2 .79 2 .0 0 1600. 1 .20000 317.00
2933.0 .4649090 321441 2 .17 2 .0 0 180C. 3.70000 617.00
2934.0 .4649090 321441 2 .52 2 .0 0 3900. .960000 505.00
2935.0 .4649090 421441 2 .44 2 .00 4C0C. 5.00000 817.00
2936.0 .4649090 421441 2 .9 ? 2 .0 0 310C. 1 .10000 839.00
2937.0 •4649090 321441 2.48 2 .00 5250 . 1 .86000 772.00
2938.0 .4649090 321441 2 .29 2 .0 0 4700 . 1 .30000 673.00
2939.0 .4649090 321441 2 .1 0 2 .0 0 5250. 3.50000 788.00
2940.0 .4649000 321441 2 .09 2 .0 0 5200. 2.50000 544.00
2955.0 •4640090 322441 2 .2 0 2 .0 0 130 .0 2.08000 368.00
2956.0 •4640090 322441 2 .68 2 .00 125 .0 1.60000 840.00
2957.0 .4640090 122441 2 .73 2 .0 0 88 .00 .820000 447.00
2958.0 •4640090 122441 2 .69 2 .0 0 109 .0 1.60000 673.00
2959.0 •4640090 422441 2 .76 2 .0 0 120 .0 .490000 765.00
2960.0 •4640090 122441 2 .40 2 .0 0 180 .0 I . 1000 765.00
2961.0 .4640090 322441 2 .76 2 .0 0 190 .0 1.6000 932.00
2962.0 •4640090 122441 2 .50 2 .0 0 175 .0 .880000 796.00
2963.0 .4640090 322441 2 .63 2 .0 0 8 5 0 .0 3.59000 1133.0
2964.0 .4640090 322441 2.69 2 .00 750 .0 2.70000 1246.0
2965.0 .4640090 322441 2.72 2 .00 820 .0 3.2000 961.00
2966.0 •4640090 222441 2.66 2 .0 0 2100 . 2 .14000 910.00
2967.0 •4640090 822441 2.63 2 .0 0 2300 . 3 .29000 1363.0
2968 .0 •4640090 222441 2.68 2 .0 0 2060 . 1 .92000 1306.0
2969 .0 •4640090 822441 2.95 2 .0 0 4950 . 3 .60000 1622.0
2970.0 •4640090 822441 2.65 2 .0 0 4750 . 3 .82000 1587.0
2971 .0 •4640090 822441 2.71 2 .0 0 6000 . 2 .60000 1635.0
2972.0 •4640090 422441 2.80 2 .0 0 5650 . 3 .22000 1600.0
ID CODE 1 CODE 2 CHL TEMP RATE MODULUS STRENG
2973 .0 4640090 822441 2 .40 2 .0 0 6150. 3 .15000 1600*0
2974.0 4640090 822441 2 .15 2 .0 0 5600. 2 .60000 1611.0
2975 .0 4640090 822441 2.45 2 .0 0 6400. 6.00000 1600.0
2976.0 4640090 323441 2 .68 10 .0 115.0 2.91000 1306.0
2977.0 4640090 323441 3.08 10 .0 130.0 1.91000 1283.0
2978.0 4640090 223441 3.10 10 .0 66 .00 1.36000 1363.0
2979.0 4640090 323441 2.97 10 .0 159.0 3.60000 1227.0
2980.0 4640090 323441 2.49 10 .0 240 .0 2.16000 1430.0
2981.0 4640090 323441 2.61 10 .0 220.0 2.80000 1420.0
2982.0 4640090 323441 3 .10 10 .0 2 2 0 .C 5.20000 1348.0
2983.0 4640090 223441 2.71 10 .0 210 .0 1.34000 1112.0
2984 .0 4640090 823441 2.69 10 .0 810 .0 4.16000 2090.0
2965.0 4640090 823441 2.48 10.0 720 .0 2.31000 1727.0
2986 .0 4640090 823441 2.68 10 .0 800.0 4.71000 2079 .0
2987 .0 4640090 823441 2.60 1 0 .0 2700. 3 .40000 2157.0
2988 .0 4640090 023441 2.41 10 .0 2500. 3 .60000 2597.0
2989 .0 4640090 823441 2*88 10 .0 2630. 3 .79000 2583.0
2990 .0 4640090 823441 2.71 10 .0 4600. 7.00000 2333.0
2991.0 4640090 823441 2.40 10 .0 4800. 4.39000 3054 .0
2992.0 4640090 823441 2.55 10 .0 4900. 3 .85000 2729 .0
2993 .0 4640090 823441 2 .60 10 .0 5500. 4 .07000 2990 .0
2994.0 4640090 123441 2 .68 10 .0 6150. 3 .95000 2670.0
2995.0 4640090 823441 2.50 10 .0 6700. 3*62000 2623 .0
-022 .0 4640090 124441 2.42 5 .00 150.0 3.83000 1113.0
3023.0 4640090 124441 2.49 5 .00 110.0 1.67000 983 .00
3024.0 4640090 124441 2.30 5 .00 140.0 903.00
3025 .0 4640090 124441 2.40 5 .00 128.0 1 .62000 1054.0
3026.0 4640090 124441 2 .40 5 .00 2 4 0 .U 4 .0000 1111.0
3027 .0 4640090 124441 2.50 5 .00 120.0 1163.0
3028 .0 4640090 124441 2.38 5 .00 210.0 2 .19000 1086.0
3029 .0 4640090 12444 1 2.16 5 .00 22 4 .0 2.44000 1005.0
3030 .0 4640090 124441 2.49 5 .00 785.0 2 .66000 1442.0
3031 .0 4640090 124441 2.33 5 .00 750.0 2 .66000 1393.0
3032 .0 4640090 124441 2.33 5.00 87C.0 2 .30000 1307.0
3033 .0 4640090 324441 2.28 5 .00 710.0 4.30000 1364.0
3034 .0 4640090 224441 2 .47 5 .00 2500. 2 .90000 1803.0
3035 .0 4640090 824441 2 .80 5 .00 260C. 5 .20000 2400.0
3036 .0 4640090 824441 2.32 5.00 2200. 2 .41000 1713.0
3037 .0 4640090 824441 2 .57 5 .00 6350. 2 .26000 989 .00
3038 .0 4640090 824441 2 .80 5.00 4550. 3.32000 2253 .0
3039 .0 4640090 824441 2.27 5 .00 4200. 2 .07000 1775.0
3040 .0 4640090 824441 2 .10 5 .00 7200. 3 .77000 2093 .0
3041 .0 4640090 824441 2 .19 5 .00 64CC. 3 .50000 2016 .0
3042 .0 4640090 624441 2 .76 5 .00 7200. 4 .68000 2392 .0
3 043 .0 4640090 824441 2.29 5 .00 4100. 4 .83000 1734.0
3 044 .0 4640090 826441 2.68 21 .0 120.0 1.90000 1484.0
3045 .0 4640090 826441 2 .76 21 .0 110.0 1.90000 1320*0
3 046 .0 4640090 226441 2.75 21 .0 110.0 4.33000 1997.0
3 047 .0 4640090 426441 2.78 21 .0 104.0 3.00000 1373.0
3048 .0 4640090 426441 2 .58 2 1 .0 230.0 5.50000 1957.0
3049 .0 4640090 126441 2.81 21 .0 230.0 3.4000C 1731.0
3050 .0 4640090 326441 2 .70 21 .0 190.0 2.30000 1663*0
3052 .0 4640090 826441 2.75 21 .0 850.0 5.40000 2745.0
3053 .0 4640090 826441 2.72 21 .0 750..0 4 .35000 2534.0
3054 .0 464C090 826441 2 .73 21 .0 800.0 4 .03000 2246.0
3055 .0 4640090 826441 2 .4 0 2 1 .0 710.0 3.62000 2 252 .0
3056 .0 4640090 826441 2 .69 2 1 .0 27.00 4.11000 3119.0
3057 .0 464C090 826441 2.62 21 .0 2650. 3 .23000 3119.0
3058 .0 4640090 826441 2.35 21 .0 2700. 6.30000 3119.0
3059 .0 4640090 826441 2 .57 21 .0 5400. 5 .40000 3125.0
3060 .0 4640090 826441 2 .10 21 .0 5400. 4.60000 3317.0
3061 .0 4640090 826441 2.70 21 .0 540C. 5 .04000 3527.0
3062 .0 4640090 826441 2-39 21 .0 7100. 4.00000 3C68.0
3063 .0 4640090 826441 2 .60 21 .0 7300. 6 .7C000 3073.0
3064 .0 4640090 826441 2.55 21 .0 6750. 4 .87000 3643.0
3064.1 4640090 826441 2 .60 21 .0 7300. 4.53000 2220.0
3065 .0 4640090 826441 2 .70 21 .0 7500. 6 .08000 3900.0
3087 .0 4649090 129531 3 .10 5.00 96.00 1.80000 530 .00
3 068 .0 4649090 129531 2 .80 5.00 79.00 .520000 575.00
3089.0 4649090 129531 3.08 5 .GO 70.00 .680000 410.00
3090 .0 4649090 129531 2.40 5 .00 180.0 1.05000 556 .00
3091.0 4649090 129531 2 .63 5 .00 200.0 2.00000 613 .00
3092.0 4649090 129531 3 .10 5 .00 195.0 2.00000 574 .00
3093 .0 4649090 129531 2.90 5 .00 630.0 2.53000 823 .00
3094 .0 4649090 129531 3 .06 5 .00 682.0 2.10000 917 .00
3095 .0 4649090 129531 2 .96 5 .00 700.0 1.66000 689 .00
3096 .0 4649090 329531 3.02 5 .00 2300. 3 .48000 1092.0
3097 .0 4649090 329531 2.31 5.00 2000. 1.44000 853.00
3098.0 4649090 529531 2.88 5.00 2100. 3 .60000 1090.0
3099.0 4649090 229531 2 .83 5 .00 4000. 4 .0000 961 .00
3100.0 4649090 229531 3.03 5 .00 3900. 2 .90000 1298.0
3101.0 4649090 529531 2.40 5 .00 3900. 4 .00000 1006*0
3102.0 4649090 229531 2.66 5.00 6300. 4.55000 1294.0
3103.0 4649090 229531 2.82 5 .00 630.0 3*06000 1234.0
3104.0 4649090 229531 2.60 5 .00 6400. 4 .30000 1730.0
3105.0 4649090 329531 2 .27 5.00 6700. 2 .85000 1170.0
3120.0 4649000 530531 2 .97 5 .00 76.00 .380000 456 .00
3121.0 4649000 330531 2.34 5 .00 89.00 2.30000 754,00
3122.0 4649000 330531 1.90 5 .00 76.00 .780000 453 .00
3123.0 4649000 330531 2.88 5 .00 166.0 1.29000 707.00
3124.0 4649000 330531 2 .93 5 .00 160.0 1.44000 757.00
3125.0 4649000 330531 2 .97 5.00 140.0 1 .52000 764 ,00
3126.0 4649000 330531 2.39 5.00 670.0 2.15000 772.00
3127.0 4649000 330531 2.93 5 .00 710.0 1.85000 864 .00
3128.0 4649000 230531 2.97 5 .00 720.0 1.90000 1122.0
3129.0 4649000 230531 2 .97 5.00 1900. 2 .47000 1144.0
3130.0 4649000 330531 3.13 5.00 1900. 1.63000 1113*0
3131.0 4649000 230531 2.38 5.00 2300. 3 .80000 1438*0
3132.0 4649000 830531 2 .80 5.00 5700. 2 .40000 1572.0
3133.0 4649000 830531 2 .97 5.00 5800. 2 .83000 1783.0
















































































































































































































































































































2 .98  
2 . 1 0
2 .87  
2 .33  2.6C 
2 .80  
2 .80  
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2 .60  
2.01
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3 .1C  
2 .8 0
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2 .33
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2 .78  
2 .9 2  2
2 .8 9  2
2 .5 9  2 
2 .42  2
2 .6 3  22.71 2
2 .78
2 .5 0  
2 . 6 8
2 .5 0
2 .4 9  
2 .5 6
2 .91  
2 .6 9
2 .8 3  
3 .18
2 .78  
2 .8 0  
2 .41
2 .5 0  
2 .81
2 .3 9
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2.88
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2.88
2 .59  
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OC 4 ,000  
00 5 6 .UO 




00 4 40 .0  
00 4 37 .0  
CO 4 40 .0  









00 4200 . 
00 460C. 
00 104.0  
00 9 2 .00  
00 71 .00  
00 188.0  
00 92 .00  
00 2 50 .0  
00 740 .0  
00 190.0  
00 660•G 00 6C0.0 
00 7 2 0 .C 
00 2400. 
00 2300. 
00 2 2 0 U .  
00 4500 . 
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00 6 8 0 .C 
00 690 .0  
00 680 .0  
00 667 .0  
00 650 .0  
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00 615 .0  
00 645 .0  
00 370 .0  
00 310 .0  
00 360 .0  
00 4 00 .0  
00 2 S 0 . 0  
00 372.0 
00 312.0  
00 328 .0  
00 550 .0  
00 530 .0  
CO 6 70 .0  
00 61C.0  
00 6 2 0 .C 
00 4 90 .0  
00 5 7 0 .C 
00 510.0  
00 4 5 5 .0  
00 540.0  
00 550.C 
00 510.0  
00 570.0  
00 500 .0  
00 500.0  
00 4 60 .0  
00 510 .0  
CO 98 .00  
00 84 .00  
00 7 5 .CO 00 150.0 
00 140.0 
00 160.0  
00 630 .0  
00 4 6 0 .0  
00 6 8 0 .o 
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1 .50  
1.49  
1 .87
5. 00 49 .0 0
5. 00 1 7 0 . U
5. 00 150.0
5. 00 160.0
5. 00 64 0. 0





5 . 0 0  4500.
5.00
5. 00 44 00 .
5 . 00 5600.
5 . 00 5700. 
5 . 0C 5600.
5 . 00 66 0. 0
5 . 00 53 0, 0
5 . 00 4 7 0 . 0
5 . 00 64 0. 0
5 . 0 0  37 0. 0
5 . 0 0  52 0. 0
5 . 0 0  54 0. 0
5 . 0 0  62 0. 0
5 . 0 0  62 0. 0
5 . 0 0  48 0. 0 
5 . CO 61 0. 0
5 . 0 0  48 0. 0
5 . 0 0  36 0. 0
5 . 0 0  29 .0 0
5 . 00 4 4 0 . 0
5 . 00 4 4 0 . 0
5 . 0 0  53 0. 0
5 . 00 4 7 0 . 0  
5.CC 3 5 0 . u
5 . 0 0  2 5 3 . C
.0
5 . CO 43 C. C 
S . CO 42 0. 0
5 . 0 0  50 0. 0
5 . 00 39 4. 0
5 . 00 45 0. 0
5 . 0 0  49 C. C
5 . 0 0  4 4 0 . u
5 . 00 4 6 0 . 0
5 . 0 0  520.0
5 . 0 0  43 0. 0
5 . 0 0  4 7 0 . G 
S . C O  4 3 0 . C
5 . 0 0  94 .0 0
5 . 0 0  80 .0 0
5 . 0 0  54 .0 0 
5 . CO 95 .0 0
5.00 176.0
5 . 00 180.0
5 . 00 1 9 2 . C 
5 . CO 170.0 
5 . CO 76C.0
5 . 0 0  se c. u 
5 . C C  70 0. 0 
S . C O  69 0. 0
5 . 0 0  1500.
5 . 0 0  1600. 
5 . CO 1400.
5 . 0 0  5000.
5. 00 4 9 5 C •
5 . 0 0  4500.
5 . 0 0  6950*
5 . 0 0  7700.
5 . 0 0  6100.
5 . 0 0  47 00 .
5. 00 57 0. 0
5. 00 2000. 










5 .0 0  170 .0
5 .0 0  6 10 .0
5 .0 0  6 10 .0
5 .0 0  7 00 .0
5 .0 0  6 50 .0  
5 .0 C  610 .0
5 .0 0  1900.
5 .0 0  1900.
5 .0 0  1800. 
5 .C C  2 IO C • 
5 .0 C  5500.
5 .0 0  5100.
5 .0 0  5600.
5 .0 0  5300.
5 .0 0  4750 .
5 .0 0  4000 .
5 .0 0  4150 .
5 .0 0  4100 .
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ID CODE 1 CODE 2 CHL TEMP RATE MODULUS STRENG
3473•0 .6649045 105441 1 .78 5 .0 0 8 4 .00 .700000 6 4 .1 0 0
3474 .0 .6649045 105441 1 .69 5 .00 4 4 .0 0 .330000 7 5 .2 0 0
3479 .0 .6649045 105441 1 .55 5 .0 0 170 .0 .550000 6 9 .5 0 0
3480 .0 .6649045 105441 2 .1 0 5 .00 .200000 51 .500
3481 .0 .6649045 105441 1 .5 0 5 .00 8 5 .00 .350000 9 1 .1 0 0
3482 .0 .6649045 105441 1 .7 3 5 .0 0 8 7 .0 0 .220000 4 6 .7 0 0
3463 .0 .6649045 105441 1 .39 5 .0 0 450 .0 1.14000 168 .00
3^64 .0 •6649045 105441 1 .48 5 .0 0 3 60 .0 .660000 137 .80
3485 .0 .6649045 105**1 1 .5 4 5 .0 0 4 2 0 .0 1.20000 138.6C
3486 .0 .6649045 1C5441 1 .5 5 5 .0 0 350 . C .410000 153 .70
3487 .0 .6649045 105441 1 .4 7 5 .0 0 150U. 1 .90000 310 ,60
3488 .0 .6649045 105441 1 .80 5 .00 1 2 0 J. .880000 2 59 .10
3489 .0 .6649045 105441 1 .5 2 5 .0 0 1400. 1 .10000 299 .50
3490 .0 •6649045 105441 1 .3 9 5 .0 0 13GU. .890000 2 25 .80
3491 .0 .6649045 105441 1 .68 5 .0 0 3100. 1 .53000 4 1 6 .8 0
3492 .0 •6649045 105441 1 .52 5 .0 0 2850 . .820000 2 94 .80
3493 .0 •6649045 105441 1 .7 9 5 .0 0 4000 . 1 .50000 3 40 .70
3494.0 .6649045 1G5441 1 .7 7 5 .0 0 5100. 1 .40000 4 2 2 .6 0
3495 .0 .6649045 105441 1 .8 4 5 .0 0 4 10 U . 2 .0 5 0 0 0 4 2 7 .9 0
3496 .0 .6649045 105441 2 .0 4 5 .0 0 5300. 2 .40000 4 3 3 .9 0
3525 .0 .6649090 306441 1 .5 7 5 .0 0 128 .0 1 .68000 7 42 .80
3526 .0 .6649090 306441 1 .54 5 .0 0 9 6 .0 0 1 .20000 5 99 .70
3527.0 .6640090 106441 1 .4 7 5 .0 0 130 .0 2 .40000 7 80 .40
3528 .0 .6640090 306441 1 .61 5 .0 0 105 .0 1 .53000 7 50 .40
3529.0 .6640090 806441 1 .75 5 .0 0 7 0 0 .C 3 .25000 1192 .0
3530 .0 .6640090 806441 1 .4 6 5 .0 0 6 0 0 .0 2 .0 0 0 0 0 9 39 .60
3532 .0 .6640090 406441 2 .0 4 5 .0 0 700 . u 3 .00000 9 6 9 .2 0
3533.0 .6640090 406441 1 .6 4 5 .0 0 6 6 5 .0 2 .0 3 0 0 0 9 7 5 .9 0
3534 .0 .6640090 806441 1 .35 5 .00 6000 . 3 .7 4 0 0 0 1157 .8
3535.0 .6640090 806441 1 .3 7 5 .0 0 70C0 • 3 .5 2 0 0 0 8 3 2 .2 0
3536.0 .6640090 806441 1 .3 6 5 .0 0 5200. 2 .8 6 0 0 0 5 84 .60
3537.0 .6640090 506441 1 .3 4 5 .0 0 5500. 4 .2 6 0 0 0 1647 .4
3538.0 .6640090 306441 1 .41 5 . CO 5400 . 3 .50000 1857 .8
3539.0 .6640090 106401 1 .7 0 5 .0 0 11C.0 2 .5 8 0 0 0 1489 .6
3540.0 .6640090 106401 1 .72 5 .0 0 95 .00 1 .84000 8 76 .70
3541.0 .6640090 106401 1 .7 0 5 .00 6 6 . 00 .410000 8 0 6 .3 0
3542.0 .6640090 106401 1 .88 5 .0 0 120 .0 3 .00000 9 3 0 .0 0
3 5 4 3 .C .6640090 806401 1 .7 0 5 .00 740 .0 2 .08000 1456.1
3544.0 .6640090 806*01 1 .7 0 5 .0 0 7 4 0 .0 3 .24000 1615.6
3545.0 .6640090 8U6401 1 .7 0 5 .00 7 4 0 .0 2 .50000 1281.5
3546.0 .6640090 606401 1 .7 0 5 .00 7 5 0 .0 3 .70000 1531 .6
3547.0 .6640090 806401 1 .70 5 .00 700 .0 3 .10000 1246 .6
3546.0 .6640090 806401 1 .6 4 5 .00 7300 . 4 .3 0 0 0 0 1857.8
3549.0 .6640090 8064 01 1 .7 7 5 .0 0 7200 . 4.4COOO 1993 .0
3550.0 •6640090 806401 1 .7 0 5 .0 0 7900 . 5 .5 3 0 0 0 2 398 .3
3551 .0 .6640090 806401 1 .74 5 .00 6100. 1 .70000 1032 .2
3552.0 .6640090 107441 1 .5 6 5 .0 0 189 .0 1 .7COOC 8 31 .50
3553.0 .6640090 107441 1 .53 5 .00 170 ,0 .970000 5 65 .80
3554.0 .6640090 107441 1 .5 2 5 .00 130.0 .920000 7 47 ,40
3555.0 .6640090 107441 1 .6 2 5 .0 0 195 .0 1 .20000 5 15 .30
3556.0 .6640090 807441 1 .4 9 5 .0 0 2CCC. 4 .8 0 0 0 0 1376.1
3557.0 .6640090 807441 1 .48 5 .0 0 2700 . 11 .0000 1829 .3
3558.0 .6640090 3U7441 1 .8 4 5 .0 0 2500 . 2 .2 8 0 0 0 1128 .5
3559.0 .6640090 807441 1 .5 0 5 .00 2200 . 3 .70000 1268 .4
3560.0 .6 6 *0 09 0 8074*1 1 .49 5 .0 0 5700 . 3 .7 0 0 0 0 1 ** 8 .8
3561.0 .6640090 807441 1 .3 0 5 .00 4300 . 3 .0 3 0 0 0 1*7 7 .9
3562.0 .6640090 807441 1 .7 4 5 .0 0 4400 . 7.7COOO 1871 .4
3563.0 .6640090 807441 1 .52 5 .0 0 4 1 CO. 3 .98000 1724 .5
3565.0 .6640090 407401 1 .7 4 5 .0 0 186.0 1 .30000 1076 .6
3566.0 .6640090 307401 1 .8 9 5 .00 200 .0 2 .5 0 0 0 0 1011 .4
3567.0 .6640090 107401 1 .9 9 5 .00 190 .0 1 .90000 9 6 4 ,0 0
3560.0 .6640090 807401 1 .51 5 .0 0 2500 . 3 .2 0 0 0 0 1898 .4
3569.0 .6640090 807401 1 .92 5 .0 0 2500 . 3 .4 0 0 0 0 1682*4
357C.0 .6640090 807401 1 .3 0 5 .0 0 2400. 5 .7 0 0 0 0 1633 .3
3 5 7 1 .C .6640090 8C7401 1 .7 0 5 .0 0 2300 . 3 .1 6 0 0 0 1703.5
3572 .0 .6640090 807401 1 .92 5 .0 0 3700. 1 .90000 2 0 2 0 .0
3573 .0 .6640090 807401 1 .69 5 .0 0 4000 . 4 .4 2 0 0 0 2 202 .4
3574 .0 •664Q09C 807401 2 .1 9 5 .0 0 5003. 3 .7 9 0 0 0 1993*0
3575 .0 .6640090 807401 1.71 5 .0 0 * e o u . 4 .3 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 6 .7
3602 .0 .6644590 308441 1.41 5 .0 0 570 .0 1 .32000 5 46 .90
3603 .0 .6644590 308441 1 .3 6 5 .0C 4 4 0 .G 1 .04000 3 39 .20
3 6 0 4 .C .6644590 3u8441 1. 34 5 .0 0 590 .0 1 .24000 6 2 1 .5 0
3605 .0 .6644590 408441 1 .35 5 .0 0 6 4 0 .0 3 .20000 5 46 .90
3606 .0 .6644590 108441 1 .6 7 5 .0 0 6 0 0 .u 1 .35000 6 0 1 .9 0
3607 .0 .6 6 **5 9 0 108441 1.71 5 .0 0 570 .0 2 .0 0 0 0 0 6 8 5 .6 0
3608 .0 •66**590 1U84 4 1 1 .63 5 .00 560 .0 1 .60000 6 9 7 .6 0
3609 .0 .6 6 **5 9 0 108401 1 .83 5 .00 6 4 0 .0 2 .2 0 0 0 0 6 8 1 .1 0
3610 .0 .6 6 **5 9 0 108401 1 .70 5 .00 670 .0 1 .91000 7 81 .90
3611 .0 .6 6 **5 9 0 108401 1 .7 9 5 .0 0 6 9 0 .0 3 .20000 7 45 .90
3612 .0 .6 6 **5 9 0 108401 1 .8 6 5 .0 0 520 .0 1 .35000 5 62 .70
3613 .0 .6 6 *4 59 0 108401 1.61 5 .0 0 7 2 0 .C 2 .1 6 0 0 0 8 85 .60
3614 .0 .6644590 108401 1 .6 2 5 .0 0 4 9 0 .0 2 .2 0 0 0 0 9 1 0 ,0 0
3615 .0 .6644590 108401 1 .7 0 5 .00 6 6 0 .0 2 .3 0 0 0 0 7 43 .60
3616 .0 .6644590 1084 C 1 1 .7 4 5 .00 7 1 2 .0 3 .00000 9 8 9 .2 0
3629 .0 •6649000 109441 1 .3 4 5 .0 0 520 .0 1 .19000 5 6 1 .2 0
3630 .0 .6649000 109441 1 .38 5 .0 0 4 8 0 .0 .810000 5 9 2 .9 0
3631 .0 •66490C0 309441 1 .3 4 5 .0 0 5 4 6 .0 1 .80000 6 6 4 .5 0
3632 .0 •6649090 109441 2 .0 2 5 .0 0 180 .0 1 .30000 2 1 3 .9 0
3633 .0 .6649090 1094*1 1 .56 5 .0 0 190 .0 1 .19000 2 49 .60
3634 .0 .6649090 109441 1 .4 0 5 .0 0 140 .0 .650000 2 1 6 .3 0
3635 .0 .6649090 1094*1 1 .4 4 5 .0 0 174 .0 1 .40000 4 0 3 .7 0
3636 .0 .6649090 309441 1 .6 3 5 .0 0 380 .0 .720000 3 64 .50
3637 .0 .6649090 309441 1 .98 5 .0 0 6 3 0 .0 .500000 5 6 0 .5 0
3638 .0 .6649090 309441 1 .6 7 5 .0 0 4 8 0 .0 1 .00000 2 6 1 .5 0
3639 .0 .6649090 309441 1 .8 0 5 .0 0 5 7 0 .0 2 .3 0 0 0 0 4 1 5 .1 0
3640 .0 .6649090 1C9441 1 .4 6 5 .0 0 1700. 1 .26000 4 3 2 .4 0
3641 .0 .6649090 109441 1 .4 5 5 .0 0 1650. 1 .70000 6 07 .20
3642 .0 .6649090 809441 1 .5 9 5 .0 0 1700. 1 .83000 4 3 3 .9 0
3643 .0 .6649090 309441 1 .42 5 .0 0 1700. 2 61 .50
3644 .0 .6649090 309441 1 .71 5 .0 0 6 000 . 3 .40000 6 6 0 .0 0
ID CODE 1 CODE 2 CHL TEMP RATE MODULUS STRENG
3645 .0 .6 6 *9 09 0 . 3u9441 1.61 5 .00 5400. 3.97000 971 .50
3 6 *6 .0 .6 6 *9 09 0 .305441 1 • 60 5 .0 0 277 .30
3 6 *7 .0 .6 6 *9 09 0 .609441 1 .49 5 .0 0 277 .30
3664 .0 .66*9045 .111441 1.61 2 .0 0 94 .00 .670000 64. 900
3665 .0 .6649045 .111*41 2 .2 5 2 .0 0 56 .00 .360000 54. 600
3668 .0 .6649045 . 11 1441 1.93 2 .0 0 113 .0 .390000 57. 000
3669 .0 •6649045 .111441 1 .90 2 .0 0 97 .00 .280000 49. 900
3670 .0 .6649045 .111441 2 .2 7 2 .0 0 100 .0 .350000 61. 600
3671 .0 .6649045 .111*41 1 .98 2 .0 0 63 .00 .130000 41. 200
3672 .0 .6649045 .111441 2 .2 2 2 .0 0 390 .0 1.40000 103 .00
3673 .0 .6649045 .111441 2 .6 c 2 .0 0 360 .0 .790000 71. 300
3674 .0 .6649045 .111441 1 .7 0 2 .0 0 365 .0 .700000 103 00
3675 .0 .6649045 .111441 1.67 2 .0 0 334 .0 •650000 136 60
3676 .0 .6649045 .111441 2 .0 4 2 .00 30C.C .500000 95. 00
3677 .0 .6649045 .111441 2 .2 0 2 .0 0 1500. .760000 220 30
3 6 7 8 .C .6649045 .111441 1 .8 6 2 . CO 1350. 1.03000 230 60
3679 .0 .6649045 .111441 2 .6 0 2 .0 0 1300. .900000 174 30
3680 .0 .6649045 .111441 2 .0 8 2 .0 0 1000. .590000 151 30
3681,0 .6649045 .111441 2 .1 0 2 .00 2350. .740000 265 40
3682.0 .6649045 .111441 2 .06 2 .00 2600. 1 .40000 237 70
3683.0 .6649045 .111441 2 .2 0 2 .00 1900. .630000 225 00
3684,0 .6649045 .111441 2 .1 9 2 .0 0 3200. .620000 252 80
3635 .0 .6649045 .111441 2 .68 2 .0 0 3600. 1 .30000 255 10
3686 .0 .6649045 .111441 2 .01 2 .0 0 5100. 1 .29000 332 80
3687 .0 .6649045 .111441 1*60 2 .0 0 4000. 1 .20000 263 10
3688 .0 .6649045 .111441 1 .68 2 .0 0 360C. 1.03000 233 70
3706.0 .6649090 .112441 1 .52 2 .0 0 97 .00 •880000 178 30
3707 .0 .6649090 .112441 1 .80 2 .0 0 90 .00 •460000 233 70
3708 .0 .6 6 *9 09 0 .112441 1 .43 2 .0 0 118.0 1.30000 235 30
3709 .0 .6649090 .112441 1 .80 2 .0 0 79 .00 .380000 221 90
3710 .0 .6649090 .112441 1 .37 2 .0 0 140 .0 .700000 217 90
3711 .0 .6649090 .112441 1.32 2 .0 0 130 .0 .320000 306 70
3712 .0 .6649090 .312441 1 .34 2 .0 0 190.0 1.50000 309 00
3713 ,0 .6649090 .312441 1 .50 2 .0 0 141 .0 •800000 229 80
3714 .0 .6649090 .112441 1 .27 2 .0 0 560 .0 1.50000 375 60
3715 .0 .6649090 .112441 1 .6 4 2 .0 0 540 .0 1.60000 397 70
3716 .0 .6649090 .112441 1 .33 2 .0 0 425 .0 •450000 396 20
3717 .0 .6649090 .112441 1 .43 2 .0 0 560 .0 1.05000 427 10
3718 .0 .6649090 .112441 1 .16 2 .0 0 540 .0 1.40000 380 40
3719 .0 .6649090 .312441 1 .24 2 .0 0 1700. 1.32000 591 40
3720 .0 .6649090 .312441 1 .15 2 .0 0 1700. 1 .60000 214 70
3721 .0 .6649090 .312*41 1 .2 4 2 .0 0 1800. 1 .85000 606 50
3722 .0 .6649090 .112441 1.08 2 .0 0 17CC. 2.3C000 540 90
3723.0 .6649090 .312441 1 .16 2 .00 3100. 1 .60000 305 90
3724.0 .6649090 .312441 1.06 2 .0 0 3400. 2.00000 558 20
3 7 2 5 .C .6649090 .312441 1 .1C 2 .0 0 2900. 1.12000 403 70
3726.0 .6649090 .312*41 1.18 2 . CO 5100. 3.50000 509 20
3727 .0 .6649090 .312441 1 .15 2 .0 0 51C0. 1 .23000 253 60
3728.0 .6649090 .812441 1 .09 2 .0 0 5600. 2 .58000 595 20
3729.0 .6649090 •ei2441 1 .08 2 .0 0 4700. 1.30000 735 30
3730 .0 .6649090 .112441 1 .10 2 .0 0 1850. 1.35000 660 70
3731.0 .6649090 .312441 1 .13 2 .0 0 3150. 1.03000 712 70
3732.0 .6649000 .313441 1 .19 2 .0 0 110.0 •860000 427 10
5733 .0 .6649000 .913441 1 .17 2 .0 0 78 .00 .910000 359 80
3734.0 . 66490CC .313441 1.18 2 .0 0 93 .00 •540000 418 80
3735.0 .6649000 .313441 1 .16 2 .0 0 77 .00 .500000 359 00
3736.0 .6649000 .313441 1.24 2 .0 0 9C .00 .270000 388 30
3737 .0 .6649000 .313441 1 .20 2 .0 0 130.0 •420000 485 90
3738 .0 .6649000 .313441 1 .2 4 2 .0 0 130.0 •440000 *71 60
3739 .0 .6649000 .313441 1 .17 2 . CO le c . o •860000 494 20
374C.0 .6649000 .313441 1 .20 2 .0 0 4500. 1 .40000 501 70
37 *1 .0 .6649000 .313441 1 .3 0 2 .0 0 5300. 1.61000 464 80
37 *2 .0 .6649000 .813441 l . u a 2 .0 0 3950. 2 .00000 562 00
37 *3 .0 .6649000 .313441 1 .1 6 2 .0 0 4600. 1.46000 676 50
3760 .0 .6649000 .313441 1 .23 2 .0 0 420 .0 6.55000 396 20
3761 .0 .6649000 .313441 1 .16 2 .0 0 485 .0 1.30000 482 90
3762 .0 .6649000 .313441 1 .18 2 .0 0 460 .0 .770000 492 70
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ID CODE 1 CODE 2 CHL TEMP RATE MODULUS STRENG
0141.0 .4119090 .104082 4 .41 14.3 06 . JO 138.00
0143.0 .4129090 • 3'.;5082 3 .82 14.3 180.0 105.00
0144.0 .4129090 .105082 3 .32 14.3 90 .00 74.000
0 1 4 5 .C .4129090 . 306G32 3 .82 14.3 14C. J 93.000
0146.0 .4129090 « 1.6082 3 .82 14.3 16C.C 97.000
0147.0 .4129090 • 1^7082 3.62 14.3 130.0 76.000
0154.0 .5149090 • 300602 2 .69 6 .00 170.0 87.500
0 1 5 5 .C .5149000 .100602 2 .20 6 .00 190.0 81.000
0156.0 .5149045 .100502 2 .20 6.CC 170.0 106.00
0163.0 .5149090 .300602 2 .37 6 .00 130.0 87.000
0164,0 .5149000 .100602 2 .3 7 6 .00 140.0 53.500
0165.0 .5149046 .101602 2 .37 6 .00 1 9 0 .C 104.00
0176.0 .5149000 .100602 2 .53 6 . CO 270 .0 33.500
C177.0 .5149045 . 100602 2 .53 6 .00 160.0 50.000
0170.0 .5149090 .101602 2 .53 6 .20 280 .0 92.000
0179.0 .5149000 .101602 1.86 6 .00 250 .0 75.000
0100.0 .5149045 .K 1 6 C 2 1 .86 6 .00 230.0 97.000
C181.C . 5149090 .300602 1 .86 6 .00 260.0 116.00
0185.0 .5149090 .101602 2 .3 0 6 .00 140.0 92.000
0 1 8 6 .C . 5 14909C .100602 2.30 6 .00 160.0 147.00
0195.0 .5130090 . 100082 2 .86 2 .00 520.0 308.00
0418.0 .2329090 .100062 3.25 9.0C 4 20 .0 2 . 150C0 72.100
0419.0 .2329090 . 1 J0042 5 .60 14.3 330.0 2 .50000 95.300
0435.0 .2329090 . 100C42 6 .06 14.3 290 .0 2 .10000 51.000
0438.0 .2329090 .2CC042 6 .06 14.3 400 .0 2.10000 30.800
C442.0 .2329090 .100042 6 .00 14.3 320.0 44.000
0 4 4 9 .C .2329090 . 100042 5.17 14.3 14CC. 1.80C00 41 .900
0450.0 .2329090 . 100042 5.17 14.3 1600. 3 .30000 44 .200
0451.0 .2329090 . 100042 5.17 14.3 1200. 2 .00000 45 .900
0455.0 .2329090 . lcOQ42 5.87 14.3 4 5 .00 1.90000 47 .800
0456.0 .2329090 .100042 5.87 14.3 49 .00 3 .80000 84.900
0 4 6 4 .C •232909C .100082 5 .77 14 .3 47 .00 2 .40000 93.900
0471.0 .2329090 . 100002 4 .17 14.3 49 .00 3.50000 111.30
0474,0 .2329090 . 1CC092 4 .1 7 14.3 1300. 2 .70000 100.50
0 4 7 9 .C .2329090 . 100082 4 .92 14.3 4 8 .CO 3 .20000 120.60
0480.0 .2329090 .100082 4 .92 14.3 46 .00 1.80000 60.300
0482.0 .2329090 .100072 4.92 14.3 46 .00 1.90000 45.500
0 4 8 6 .C .2329090 . ICGC72 4 .6 4 14.3 1100. 3 .10000 77.600
0489.0 .2329090 .200072 4 .8 4 14.3 1100. 3 .80000 110.00
0491.0 .2329090 .200072 4 .64 14.3 1130. 46 .900
0 4 9 4 .C .2339011 . 100162 2.98 10.0 4 7 .00 1.70000 48 .900
0500.0 .2339011 .200182 2.98 10.0 44 .00 2 . 10C00 76.700
0501.0 .2339011 .100182 2.98 10.0 51.00 3 .20000 63 .000
0502.0 .2339011 .100182 2.96 10.0 75C.C 3 .10000 59.000
0503.0 .2339011 .100182 2.70 10.0 090 .0 83.800
0507.0 .2339011 .100182 2 .70 10.0 43 .00 1.30000 51.900
0511.0 .2339011 .100182 2 .70 10.0 46.00 1.10000 77.100
0515.0 .3349000 • 1CC282 2 .44 6.00 45 .00 73.000
0516.0 •334900C •1C0282 2 . 44 6.00 4 7 .CC 92.000
0517.0 .3349090 .100282 2 .44 6.00 4 5 .00 106.00
C516.0 • 33490CC .101282 2 .44 6.00 45.00 55.000
0519.0 .3349090 .101282 2 .44 6 .00 4 4 .UG 71.000
9520.0 .3349045 .101282 2 .44 6.00 45 .00 77.000
0521.0 .3349045 .100282 2 .44 6 .00 44 .00 71.000
0522.0 .334909C .200282 2 .44 6.00 47 .00 78.000
0523.0 .3349045 .200282 2 .44 6.00 46 .00 70.000
0524.0 .3349000 .100282 2.44 6.00 390.0 80.000
0525.0 .3349090 .200262 2.41 6.CC 380.0 74.000
9525.1 .3349090 .100282 2.41 6.00 400 .0 78.000
0526.0 .3349045 .100282 2.41 6.00 370.0 59.000
0 5 2 7 .C .3349000 .100282 2.41 6.00 36C.O 2 .40000 74.000
9528.0 .3349090 . 1CC262 2.41 6.00 400 .0 2 .30000 97.4C0
0529.0 .3349045 .200282 2.41 6.00 3 9 0 .C 2 .50000 72.000
0530.0 .3349000 .100282 2 .56 14.3 47 . JO 3.20000 66 .000
0531.0 .3349090 .100282 2 .56 14.3 47.00 2.90000 69.000
0532.0 .3349045 .100282 2 .56 14.3 48 .00 1.70000 66 .000
0533.0 •3349000 .100282 2 .56 14.3 46 .00 1.50000 55.000
0534,0 .3349090 .100282 2 .84 14.3 4 6 .OC 3.20000 81.000
Y535.0 .3349045 .100282 2 .84 14.3 47.00 1.20000 83.000
0536.0 .3349000 .100282 2 .84 14.3 44.00 1.50000 70.000
0537.0 .3349090 . 100282 2 .84 14.3 44 .00 1.90000 89.300
0538.0 .3349045 .101282 2 .8 4 14.3 44 .00 1.80000 57 .000
0539.0 .3349000 .100282 2 .85 14.3 44 .00 1.50000 29 .000
0540.0 .3349090 . 1C0282 2 .85 14 .3 46 .00 1.70000 107.70
0541.0 .3349045 .100282 Z.tib 14.3 42.00 1.30000 64 .000
0542.0 .3349000 .100282 3 .1 6 14.3 380.0 1.90000 75 .000
0543.0 .3349090 .100282 3 .1 6 14 .3 400.0 1 .70000 84 .000
0544.0 .3349045 .100282 3 .1 6 14.3 370.0 1.60000 59 .000
0545.0 .2349000 .100282 3 .1 6 14.3 400.0 1.70000 78.000
0546.0 .3349090 . 100282 2 .39 14.3 4 4 0 .C 1.90000 79.000
0547.0 .3349045 .100282 2 .3 9 14.3 380 . 0 1 .80000 73.000
0548.0 .3349090 .100282 2 .3 9 14.3 360.0 1.90000 64 .000
0549.0 .3349090 .100422 2 .9 0 4.00 4 6 .CO 1.90000 83.000
O55C.0 .3349090 .100422 2 .9 0 4.Q0 51.00 1.60000 81 .000
0551.0 .3349090 .200422 2.62 4.00 48 .00 1.80000 50 .000
0552.0 .3349090 .100422 2 .62 4.00 48 .00 2.20000 113.00
0553.0 •3349000 .10C422 2 .62 4.00 46 .00 1.20000 38 .000
0554.0 .3349000 .100422 2 .62 4 .00 33.00 1 .10000 32 .000
0555.0 .3349000 .100422 2 .9 0 4 .00 46.00 1.20000 36 .000
0556.0 .3349000 .100422 2 .9 0 4 .00 44.00 1.20000 38.000
0557 .0 .3349045 .200422 2 .90 4.00 44 .00 1.30000 69 .200
0558 .0 .3349045 .100422 2.91 4.00 43.00 .980000 39 .000
0559 .0 .3349045 .100422 2.91 4 .00 4 4 .OC 1.20000 44 .000
0560 .0 .3349045 .100422 2 .91 4 .00 49.00 1.30C00 69 .000
0561 .0 .3349090 .100422 2 .93 4.00 410.0 2.50000 80 .000
0562.0 .3349090 . 100422 2 .9 3 4.00 390.0 1.80000 73 .000
0563 .0 .3349090 .100422 2 .9 3 4.00 520.0 2.00000 95 .000
0564 .0 .3349000 .100422 3 .3 0 4.00 330.0 1 .30000 49 .000
ID CODE 1 CODE 2 CHL TEMP RATE MODULUS STRENG
0565 .0 3349O0C 100422 3 .3 0 4 .0 0 53C.0 2 .00000 42 .000
0566 .0 3349000 1C0422 3 .30 4 .0 0 320.0 1.70000 87 .000
0567 .0 3349045 100422 2 .57 4 .0 0 32C-.0 1.20000 33.500
0568 .0 3349045 100422 2 .57 4 .0 0 310.0 1.50000 45 .000
0569.0 3349045 1J  0 4 2 2 2 .57 4 .0 0 310.0 1.40000 6 2 .OOO
0617.0 332909C 100042 4 .21 2 1 .0 430 .0 5.70000 117.40
0618.C 3329090 100042 5 .23 2 1 .0 390. C 7.50000 146.00
0619.0 3329090 1C0G42 5 .23 2 1 .0 400 .0 3.80000 99 .400
0621.0 3329090 10 0 C 4 2 5 .23 2 1 .0 410 .0 3.50000 115.00
0623.0 3329090 100042 5.23 21 .0 440 .0 4.70000 134.00
0623.0 3329090 300042 3.62 2 1 .0 150.0 6.70000 138.00
0627.0 3329090 100042 3.62 2 1 .0 140.0 6.80000 127.00
0635.0 3329090 100042 4 .91 2 1 .0 130.0 4.10000 132.00
0638.0 3329090 200042 4 . V I 2 1 .0 140.0 5.10000 50.000
0641.0 3329090 100042 3.33 2 1 .0 55 .00 6 .60000 149.00
0644.0 3329090 10 0 0 4 2 3.33 21 .0 57 .00 2.80000 125.00
0646.0 3329090 200042 3 .33 2 1 .0 5 6 . JO 5.40CQ0 80.000
0648.0 3329090 100042 3.33 2 1 .0 57.00 4.00000 134.00
0649.0 3329090 101042 3.33 2 1 .0 56.00 4 .30000 113.00
0689.0 3319011 302042 5 .10 14 .3 2 6 .CC 78.000
0692.0 2319011 100042 5 .10 14 .3 40 .00 93.800
0694.0 3319011 101042 5 .L 0 14 .3 40 .00 .300000 93,800
0699.0 3319011 300042 5 .10 14 .3 43 .00 63 .600
0706.0 3319011 1C0042 4 .33 14 .3 41 .00 99 .000
0 7 0 7 .C 3319011 100042 4 .3 3 14 .3 44 ,00 93 .800
0708.0 3319011 100C42 4 .3 3 1 4 .3 210 .0 125.80
0709.0 3319011 3U0C42 4 .3 3 1 4 .3 180. C 110.50
0714.0 3319011 3U0042 4 .3 3 14 .3 230 .0 127.30
0720.0 3319011 1O0042 4 .3 3 14 .3 7,600 124.20
0723.0 3319011 100042 4 .3 3 14 .3 12.00 161.50
0725.0 3319011 100042 4 .3 3 14 ,3 1 0 .Ou 144.50
0727.0 3319011 100042 3.88 14 .3 14.00 97 .000
0727.1 3319011 100042 4 .3 3 14 ,3 270 .0 130.50
0729.0 3319011 100042 3.88 1 4 .3 2 80 .0 126.60
0 7 3 3 .C 3329090 100022 2 .6 4 1 4 .3 3 30 .0 131.20
0734.0 3329C90 100022 2 .6 4 14 .3 310.0 159.40
0735.0 3329090 100022 2 .64 14 .3 280 .0 0 105.00
0736.0 3329090 11/1022 2 .64 14 .3 310 .0 101.50
0758.0 3319011 102042 5 .25 14 .3 77 .00 127.00
0759 .0 4319011 100042 5 .25 14 .3 6 9 .00 68 .000
0761.0 4319011 104042 5 .25 1 4 .3 57.00 97.000
0880.0 5349000 122582 .700 2 .0 0 38 .00 3.50000 50.400
0914.0 5349090 232632 .700 6 .0 0 4 2 U 0 6 .90000 61 .000
0914.1 5349090 132632 .700 6 .0 0 35 .00 5.80000 82.000
0915 .0 5349000 133632 .700 6.CC 4 2 .00 5.60000 75.000
0916 .0 5349000 133632 .700 6 .0 0 80 . JO 5.80000 84.000
0917 .0 5349000 133632 .700 6 .0 0 4 2 .00 4 .70000 54.000
0918.0 5349090 133632 .700 6 .0 0 50 .00 92.300
C919.0 5349045 233532 .700 6 .0 0 4 2 .00 2 .20000 60.000
0919.1 5349045 234532 .700 6 .0 0 4 3 . j o 2 .20000 60.000
0919.2 5349045 234532 .700 6 .0 0 180.0 5 .70000 77.400
0919.3 5349045 134532 • 7uG 6 .0 0 2 00 .0 6.00000 69.QU0
0920 ,0 5349000 234632 .700 6 .0 0 4 2 .00 57.000
0920.1 5349CC0 134632 .700 6 .0 0 43 .00 63.000
0921 .0 5349000 134632 .700 6 .0 0 5 0 .00 109.00
0922.0 5349045 235432 .700 6 .0 0 4 0 .00 2 .10000 51*000
0922.1 5349045 235432 .700 6 .0 0 2 8 .00 .750000 50.000
0922.2 5349045 13543.2 .700 1 .00 31 .00 .750000 42.000
0923 .0 5349045 235432 .700 1.00 34 .00 1.80000 35.000
0923.1 5349045 236432 • 7uC 1 .00 19C.C 2 .20000 43.000
C923.2 5349045 237432 • 70u 1.00 20C.C 2 .50000 55.000
0923 .3 5349045 237432 .700 2 .0 0 220 .0 1.90000 68.000
0 923 .4 5349045 237432 ♦ 700 2 .0 0 200 .0 4.00000 64.000
0 924 .0 5319011 347082 .300 2 .0 0 56.00 3 .40000 114,00
0924 .1 5319011 248082 .300 2 .0 0 58.00 4 .00000 127.00
0 925 .0 5319011 145082 .300 2 .00 98 .00 236.00
0926 .0 5319011 349082 .300 2 .0 0 48 .OC 3.900C0 120.00
0927 .0 5319011 149082 .300 2 .00 120.0 151.00
0928 .0 5319011 149082 .300 2 .00 120.0 107.00
0929 .0 5319011 150082 .300 2 .00 4 5 .OC 2 *50000 93.000
0930 .0 5319011 150082 .300 2 .00 220 .0 4.60000 77.000
0 931 .0 5319011 150082 .300 2 .0 0 200.0 4.20000 117.00
C 932.0 5319011 151082 .300 6 .0 0 370.0 157.00
0 933 .0 5319011 151002 .300 6 .0 0 210.0 5 .70000 70.000
0 934 .0 5319011 151082 .300 6 . Ou 490 • 0 62.300
0 935 .0 5319011 151082 .300 6 . OC 360. U 102.00
0936 .0 5319011 153082 • 300 6 .0 0 390.0 79.000
0937.0 5319011 153082 .300 6 .00 380.0 3.70000 79.000
0938 .0 5319011 154082 .300 6 .0 0 390 .0 101.00
0 939 .0 5319011 155082 .300 6 .0 0 290 .0 3 .60000 6 4 .OOC
0 940 .0 5319011 155082 .300 6 .0 0 4 20 .0 3 .90000 86.000
0 941 .0 5329090 155022 .300 6 .00 4 3 . 00 1.60000 79.000
0942 .0 5329090 156022 .300 6 .0C 52.00 3 .20000 74.0C0
0943 .0 5329090 156022 • 30u 6 .0 0 5 0 .JO 3.10000 60.000
0944 ,0 5329090 157022 .30  0 6 .00 130.0 33.500
0 9 4 5 .C 5329090 157022 .300 6 .0 0 230.0 4 . OOCOO 101 .CC
0946 .0 5329090 357022 .300 6 .0 0 2 3 0 .C 3 .90000 107.00
0947 .0 5329090 158022 .3UC 6 .0 0 530.0 3.30000 104.00
0 948 .0 5329090 158022 .300 6 .0 0 6 0 0 .C 3.80000 94.000
0 949 .0 5329090 158022 .300 6 .0 0 460.0 4.300C0 8 7 .OOC
0 950 .0 5329090 158022 .300 6 .0 0 240.0 3.60000 94.000
0 951 .0 8449090 126162 .2o0 10 .0 270.0 163.00
0 952 .0 8449C9C 126162 .200 10 .0 160 . C‘ 130.50
0953 .0 8449090 127162 .200 10 .0 210.0 103.20
0954 .0 8449090 131162 .200 10.0 50.00 103.20
0955.0 8449090 131142 .230 10.0 3 0 .uG 4.40COC 97.800
0 956 .0 8449090 139142 .230 10 .0 37.00 ll.O C O O 110.00
0957.0 8449C90 140142 .230 10.0 36.00 12.0000 101.20
0958.0 8449000 141142 .230 10.0 34.00 5.30000 81.300
0959.0 8449000 144142 • 230 10.0 30.00 2.70000 100.60
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3961.0 .8449000 145122 • 230 1 0 . 0 33.00 2.90000 91.300
0 963 .0 .5449000 147122 .230 1 0 . 0 3 2 .CO 80 .300
0964.0 .8449000 147122 .230 1 0 . C 64.00 92.000
0965.0 .8449090 147122 .230 1 0 . 0 6 6 . 0 0 106.10
0966.0 .8449090 248122 • 230 1 0 . 0 28.00 3 , 3 0 0 0 0 68.300
0967.0 .8449090 151122 .230 1 0 . 0 3 3 .OC 3,50000 1 0 1 , 0 0
0970.0 • 8449090 154122 .230 1 0 . 0 29.00 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 67*500
0972.0 .8449090 155122 • 230 1 0 . 0 53.-0 7,30000 1 0 0 , 2 0
0973.0 .8449022 157392 • 230 1 0 . 0 50. J * 2 , 1 0 0 0 0 73.2^0
C975.0 .8449000 158092 .230 1 0 . 0 48.00 1.40000 5 9 .3 J0
0977.0 .8449000 160U92 • 230 1 0 . 0 64.300
0979.0 ,8449000 160092 .230 1 0 . 0 130.0 4.30000 73.600
0980.0 .  8449000 160C92 .230 1 0 . 0 130.0 3 . 7 0 0 0 0 65.300
0984.0 .8449090 161C92 • 230 1 0 . 0 140. C 4.8COOO 80.000
0986.0 ,8449090 161062 .230 1 0 . 0 150.0 77.000
0987.0 .8449090 1 61 06 2 .230 1 0 . 0 150.0 4 , 8 0 0 0 0 82.000
0990.0 .8449090 162062 .230 1 0 . 0 9.500 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 79. 1 0 0
0992.0 .8449090 162062 .230 1 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 1.60000 37.600
0994.0 .8449090 162062 .230 1 0 . 0 9.200 2 .80000 65.300
0996.0 •8449090 164062 .230 1 0 . 0 50.00 1 1 . 0 0 0 0 92.500
0 9 9 8 .C .8449000 164062 .230 1 0 . 0 9.300 1.80000 36.200
1 0 0 1 . 0 •8449000 164062 .230 1 0 . 0 9,3uU 4 .40000 34.600
1 0 0 2 . 0 •6449000 164062 .230 1 0 . 0 9.000 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 35.800
1007.0 .8449000 165202 . 2 1 0 1 0 . 0 92.700
1009.0 .8449090 165202 . 2 1 0 1 0 . c 150.0 7 .30000 115,60
1 0 1 0 . C .8449090 165202 . 2 1 0 1 0 . 0 130.0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 78.400
1013.0 .8449090 166202 . 2 1 0 1C.0 1 0 . 0 0 5.40000 95.500
1015.0 .8449090 366202 . 2 1 0 1 0 . 0 9.500 8 . 0 0 0 0 0 107,90
1015.1 .8649090 266202 . 2 1 0 1 0 . 0 9.900 8 . 6 0 0 0 0 119,00
1C15.2 .8449090 167202 . 2 1 0 1 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 6 .60000 109.00
1017.0 .8449000 166202 . 2 1 0 1 0 . 0 1 0 . UO 2.80000 102.80
1019.0 .8449000 166202 . 2 1 0 1C . 0 14C.0 4.80000 130.70
1 0 2 1 .C .84^9000 267252 • 27L 1 0 . 0 8.600 4.20000 82*600
1C21.1 .8449000 167252 .270 1 0 . 0 9.000 1 0 2 , 2 0
1C23.0 .8449045 267252 .270 1 0 . 0 7.200 .670000 64.000
1023.1 .8469045 168252 .270 1 0 . 0 7.400 .870000 59.900
1024.0 .8449045 268252 .270 1 0 . 0 3 1 .uC 3.00000 74.100
1024.1 .8449045 268252 .270 1 0 . 0 28.40 2.80000 48 .600
1024.2 .8449045 169252 .270 1 0 . 0 2 7 .OC 2.30000 79.800
1025.0 .8449045 268252 .270 1 0 . 0 56.00 3.00000 71.000
1025.1 .8449045 268252 .270 1 0 . 0 56.00 3.30000 61.400
1025.2 .8449045 169252 .270 1 0 . 0 61.00 4.5OOG0 92*800
1C26.0 .8449045 369252 .270 1 0 . c 130.0 5.10000 78 .700
1026.1 .8449045 271252 • 27u 1C .0 130.0 4.00000 51 .500
1035.0 .8449000 369252 .270 1 0 . c 140.0 7.40000 133.00
1035.1 .8449090 170252 .270 1 0 . c 170.0 9.60000 158.00
1036.0 .8449090 271252 .270 1 . 0 0 5 .QuG 1 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 5 8 .CO
1036.1 .8449090 172252 • 27C l.C O 1 1 . JO 9.30000 119.00
1040.0 .8449090 272252 .27,; l .C C 6 8 . 0 0 8.70000 85 .300
1040.1 .3449090 372252 .270 1 . 0 0 56.00 4.60000 79. luO
1040.2 .6449090 274252 .27C 1 . 0 0 51.00 8 . 0 0 0 0 0 111 . 0 0
1040.3 .3449090 174252 .270 1 . 0 0 139.00
1042•0 .8449090 273282 .190 l.C O 150.0 5.80000 1 2 8 .CO
1042.1 .8449090 273282 . 1 VO l.C O 130.0 6.50000 95 .700
1042.2 .8449090 374282 .190 1 . 0 0 150.0 9.10000 104,00
1042.3 .8449090 175282 .190 l.C C 139.00
1057.0 .8449000 175282 .190 1 . 0 0 6.600 1.60000 78.700
1058.0 •8449000 176282 .190 1 . 0 0 57.04 5.00000 106.00
1059.0 .8449000 176282 .190 1 . 0 0 12C.C 4.60000 1 0 2 . 0 0
1061.0 .8449045 276282 .190 1 . 0 0 7.004 .690000 58 .600
1061.1 .8449045 178282 .190 1 . 0 0 6 8 . 0 0 0
1062.0 .6449045 278282 .190 l.C O 50 .c0 1 . 1 0 0 0 0 68 .700
1062.1 .0449045 178282 .190 1 . 0 0 95 .000
1C63.0 .8449045 178282 .190 1 . 0 0 1 1 0 . 0 2.70000 80 .400
1071.0 .8469045 179322 .140 1 . 0 0 6.500 .870000 52 .600
1075.0 ,8449045 17932? .140 1 . 0 0 1 2 0 . 0 6.7G0C0 84 .200
1078.0 .8449045 180282 .19u 3 .00 8.5^0 1.5000C 57 .200
1082.0 .8449045 160232 .190 3 .00 130.0 5.10000 74 .000
1249.0 .2639011 10 2 0 1 2 6 .7 0 1 0 . 0 3.700 2.50000 43* 000
1150.0 .2639011 103042 5 .80 1 0 . 0 3.900 1.30000 3 4 .OOO
1152.0 .2639011 1Q3C12 6 .7C 1 0 . 0 51.00 2 . 8COOO 15.700
1154.0 .2619011 103042 5 .80 1 0 . 0 13C.0 7.90000 74 .100
1155.0 .2619011 107072 4 .8 5 1 0 . 0 10C.C 3.90000 51 .600
1156.0 .2619011 107012 6 .8 0 1 0 . 0 130.0 2.50000 59 .000
1169.0 .2519011 109042 6 .60 1 0 . c 9.G0C 2.40000 71 .200
2262.0 .2639021 107042 5 .30 10,0 57.00 2.30000 40 .000
2163.0 .2639011 1090 72 4 .8C 1 0 . c 81.00 2.5C000 4 3 .200
1164.0 .2639011 1C2042 5 .30 1 0 . 0 14.00 1.40000 27 .000
1165.0 .2639011 U2Q 42 5 .30 1 0 . 0 150.0 1.40000 22 .900
1166.0 .2639011 1C2072 4 . 80 1 0 . 0 75.00 3.40000 57 .000
1169.0 .2639011 103072 4 ,9 0 2 . 0 0 6 6 , CO 2.7COOO 40.800
1175.0 .2639011 103072 4 ,8 0 2 . 0 0 1 2 . 0 0 1.30000 26 .900
1178.0 .2639011 103042 5 .30 2 . 0 0 72.00 1.80000 49 .000
1180.0 .2639011 104042 5 .30 2 . 0 0 1 3 .CO 1.40000 19.000
1182.0 .2639011 104072 4 . SO 2 . 0 0 4,600 1.40000 41 .900
1183.0 .2639011 104042 5 .3 0 2 . 0 0 5.000 •620000 31.300
1188.0 .2519011 113042 5 .8 0 2 . 0 0 1 0 0 . 0 3.50000 52.900
1192.0 .2519011 113042 5 .8 0 2 . 0 0 27.00 1.40000 55.600
1194.0 .2519011 113072 5 . 80 2 . 0 0 15. CC 1.50000 97.000
1195.0 .2519011 113012 5 .80 2 . 0 0 23.40 1.80000 69.000
1199.0 .2519011 114072 6 . 6 6 1 . 0 0 25. JO 3.30000 45 .800
1205.0 .2519011 114012 6 . 6 6 1 . 0 0 7.0000
1206.0 .2519011 114012 6 . 6 6 1 . 0 0 79.00 .830000 30.000
1 2 1 1 . 0 .2519011 115072 5 ,80 1 , 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 .940000 16.100
1 2 1 2 . 0 .2639011 107012 4 .8 5 1 . 0 0 1 2 . 0 0 21.600
1217.0 .2639011 109042 4 .8 5 2 0 . 0 16.00 3 .00000 80.000
1 2 2 1 . 0 .2639011 104012 5.31 2 0 . 0 60.800
1228.0 .2639011 104072 2 .46 2 0 . 0 75.00 4.50000 76.000
1232.0 .2639011 105042 3.41 2 1 . 0 15.00 5 .40000 58.200
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1918.0 .3649090 • 1L9442 3.15 5 .0 0 24 .00 8 .9 0 0 0 0 169.30
1919.0 .3649090 • 1C9442 2 .35 5 .0 0 1300. 9 .3 0 0 0 0 2 07 ,50
1920.0 .3649090 . 109442 3 .10 5 .0 0 980 .0 10 .0000 2 19 .50
1921.0 .3649090 •3U9442 2 .35 5 . CO 1300. 7*20000 2 13 .50
1940.0 •3640090 .312442 2 .80 5 .0C 13.00 5 .10000 199,70
1940.1 .3640090 .112442 2 .90 5 .0 0 2 35 .00
1941.0 .3640090 .212442 2 .6 0 5 .0C 2 00 .50
1941.1 .3640090 .113442 2 .80 5 . CO 41 .00 2 0 .0000 250 .90
1642.0 •3640090 .213442 2 .91 5.0C 118,70
1942.1 .3640090 .313442 2 .91 5 .00 30.00 14 .0000 2 14 .00
1942.2 .3640090 .114442 2.91 5 .00 2 02 .90
1943.0 .3640090 .112442 2 .92 5 .00 1 5 .-C 5 .00000 245 .50
1943. 1 .3640090 .213442 2 .92 5 .00 35.00 4 .30000 2 6 0 .OC
1944.0 .3640090 .313442 2.92 5 .CO 1700. 0 .30000 255 .50
1945.0 .3640090 .113442 2 .95 5.00 1300. 18 .0000 252 .80
1946.0 .3640090 .213442 2 .95 5.00 2 28 .20
1946.1 ,3640090 .114442 2 .95 5 .00 12CC • 1 2 .0000 2 9 6 .6C
1947.0 .3640090 .313442 2.95 5 .00 1800. 9 .50000 2 39 .00
1947.1 .3640090 • 314442 2.95 5 .00 170u. 9 .30000 2 54 ,00
1948.0 .3649000 .114442 2.95 5 .00 26.00 6 .80000 1 3 1 .3C
1949.0 ,3649000 .115442 3.15 5 .00 2 3 .0 c 6 .50000 1 0 9 .uU
1950.0 .3649000 .115442 2.55 5 .00 2 1 .CO 6 .90000 117 .30
1951.0 .3649000 .116442 3.20 5.00 1000. 9 .30000 141 .40
1952.0 .3649000 .116442 3.03 5.00 1300. 9 .40000 159 .30
1953.0 .3649000 .116442 2.H3 5 .00 1500. 1 3 .COCO 1 2 3 .5C
1954.0 .3649000 .116442 3 .00 5 .00 1 9 0 .C 10 .0000 141 .70
1955.0 .3649000 .116442 3.16 5 ,00 190.0 10 .0000 129 .20
1956.0 .3649000 .116442 2.55 5 .00 170.0 9 .10000 124 .30
1979.0 .3649000 .118442 2.55 2 .0 0 3 5 .CO 6 .3C 00C 7 6 .900
1980.0 .3649000 .118442 2.20 2 .0 0 4 2 .00 6.7CCOO 8 5 .5 0 0
1981.0 .3649000 .118442 2 .95 2 .0 0 28 . CO 6 . OOCOO 106 .30
1982.0 .3649000 .119442 3.25 2 .0 0 89C.C 19 .0000 104 .30
1983.0 .3649000 .119442 3 ,34 2 .0 0 640 .0 2 .40000 96 .400
1984 .0 .3649000 .119442 3 .45 2 .0C 820 .0 8 .70000 104 .60
1985 .0 .3649000 .119442 3 .16 2 . CO 15, .0 11 .0000 109 .30
1986 .0 .3649000 .119442 3 .35 2 .0 0 140.0 12 .0000 100 .60
1987 .0 .3649000 . 1 i 9442 3.45 2 .0 0 160.0 6 .90000 139 .00
2001 .0 .3649090 .119442 2 .60 2 .0 0 330 .0 4 .10000 5 2 .300
2 0 0 2 .0 .3649090 .119442 2 .3 0 2 .0 0 1200. 8 . OOCOO 138 .50
2 003 .0 .3649090 •119442 2 .3C 2 . CO 1200. 1 1 .OOOC 135 .50
2 004 .0 .3649090 .119442 2 .3 0 2 .0 0 33 .00 180.50
2 005 .0 •3649C90 .119442 2 .80 2 .0 0 29 . JC 5 .60C00 95*000
2 006 .0 .3649090 . 120442 2 .3 0 2 .0 0 20.>,0 4 .5 0 0 0 0 145 .00
2 0 0 7 .0 .3649090 • 12C442 2.65 2 .0 0 1 7 .C, 3 .60000 117 .50
2 008 .0 .3649090 .120442 2 .90 2 .0 0 9 40 .0 113 . 10
2 009 .0 .3649090 .220442 2 .5 0 2 .0 0 110*. 5 .70000 8 9 .000
2 010 .0 .3649045 .320442 2 .8 0 2 .0 0 9 6 J.u 4 . 100U0 127 .50
2012 .0 .3649045 .320442 2 .70 2 .00 110 - . 5 .10000 144.00
2 0 1 3 .0 .3649045 .120442 3.18 2 . CO 110,'. 5 .40000 85 .500
2 0 3 8 .0 .3649045 • 121442 2 .6 * 2 .0 0 15 . v'v. 1 .90000 74 .8u0
7 039 .0 .3649045 .421442 2 .3 5 2 .0 0 15.00 2 .30000 74 .600
2 040 .0 .3649045 .421442 2 .3 0 2 .0 0 16.0 J .950000 71 .010
2 041 .0 .3649045 .321442 3.11 2 .0 0 990 5 .20000 127.00
2 042 .0 .3649045 .121442 2 .80 2 .0 0 1100. 4 .30000 120.00
2043 .0 .3649045 .121442 2 .90 2 .0 0 1200. 5 .10000 145.00
2044 .0 .3649045 .121442 3 .10 2 .0 0 1200. 4 .40000 145.20
2054 .0 .3649090 .122442 2 .80 2 1 .0 4 7 .0 0 7.5C00C 185.30
2055 .0 .3649090 .122442 2 .83 2 1 .0 4 1 .0 0 0.50000 199.30
2056 .0 .3649090 .122442 2 .15 2 1 .0 5 1 .00 9.1QCQ0 157.30
2 057 .0 .3649090 .122442 2 .8 0 2 1 .0 20C0. 17.CCCC 151.60
2058 .0 .3649090 .122442 2 .7 0 2 1 .0 260C. 1 7 .COCO 152.80
2059 .0 .3649090 .122442 2 .70 2 1 .0 3400. 10.0000 175.00
2069 .0 .3649000 .122442 2 .8 0 2 1 .0 2 2 .00 8 .5000C 148.00
2070 .0 .3649000 .122442 2 . M0 2 1 .0 22 . OC 2.80000 144,60
2071 .0 .3649000 .122442 2*60 2 1 .0 23 .00 6.80CCC 126*30
2072 .0 .3649000 .122442 2 .80 2 1 .0 1300. 15.0000 197.00
2073 .0 •3649000 .122442 3.35 2 1 .0 15CC. 9.1CC00 1 3 0 .3C
2074 .0 .3649000 .122442 2 .80 2 1 .0 12CO. 9 .3  OOOO 147.00
2081 .0 .3649045 .322442 2 .32 2 1 .0 17 .00 3 .20000 102.70
2082 .0 .3649045 .122442 2 .7 0 2 1 .0 26 .00 3 .70000 100.00
2084 .0 .3649045 .122442 2 .70 2 1 .0 2 0 *0 . 7 . OOCOO 106.00
2085 .0 .3649045 .122442 2 .7 0 2 1 .0 2 8 0 *. 9 .40000 144.00
2109 .0 .3639011 .101012 4 .15 10 .0 1 4 .CO 5.1C00C 110 .30
2110 .0 .3639011 .101012 4 .2 6 10 .0 18 . 00 4 .20000 98 .500
2111 .0 .3619011 .101012 3.85 10 .0 17.00 3.70000 97 .200
2112 .0 .3639011 .101012 3 .98 10 . 0 940 . C 4 .80000 122.60
2113 .0 .3639011 .101012 3.79 10 .0 87C.0 7 .70000 138.80
2114 .0 .3639011 .101012 3 .76 10 .0 790 .0 6 .00000 119.20
2115 .0 .3639011 .101012 3 .80 10 .0 140.0 5.50000 117.80
2139 .0 .3639011 . 102C42 3.00 10 .0 1 5 .CC 1.80000 91 .300
2140 .0 .3639011 .102042 3.20 10 .0 15.00 2 .60000 104.70
2141 .0 .3639011 . 1U2042 2 .90 10 .0 1 3 .OC 2 .20000 9 0 .OOC
2142 .0 .3639011 .102042 2 .80 10 .0 950 .0 6.8000C 138.00
2143 .0 .3639011 .102042 2 .8 7 10 .0 610 .0 6*10000 121.50
2144 .0 .3639011 .102042 3.20 10 .0 80C.C 3.3CC00 128.00
2145 .0 .3639011 . 102042 3.00 10.0 150.0 4.80000 108.30
2146 .0 .3639011 . 102C42 3.00 10 .0 1 5 0 .C 5.60000 124.80
2167 .0 .3639011 .103042 3.00 5 . CO 1 3 .OC 9 3 .500
2168 .0 .3639011 .103042 3 .CO 5 .00 14.00 9 4 .300
2169 .0 .3639011 %103042 3.00 5 .00 1 3 .0 * 6 .40000 9 2 .OOC
2170.0 .3639011 . U 3 0 4 2 3.00 5 .00 800 .0 9 5 .000
2171 .0 .3639011 .103042 3.00 5 ,00 810 .0 8 .00000 148.70
2172 .0 .3639011 .103042 3 .00 5 .0 0 7 60 .  0 5 .90000 120.30
2173 ,0 .3639011 . 1C3042 3.00 5 .00 130.0 6 .30000 9 1 .2 0 0
2174 ,0 .3639011 . 103042 3.00 5 .00 910 .0 4 .80000 77 .600
2175 .0 .3639011 .103042 3.00 5 ,00 630 .0 5.10000 104,80
2196,0 .3639011 .104012 3 .35 5 .00 1 3 .CO 2.00000 9 1 .200
2197.0 .3639011 .104012 3.88 5 .00 1 4 .CO 2 .90000 7 9 .500
2198,0 .3639011 .104012 3 .71 5 .0 0 1 5 .OC 1.90000 7 6 .800
2199 ,0 .3639011 .1*4012 3 .55 5 .0 0 7 6 0 .C 6.30000 104 .80
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2 200 .0 .3639011 .104012 3 .5 5 5 .0 0 109 .00
2 201 .0 .3639011 .104012 3 .5 5 5 .00 1C0C. 9 7 .000
2202 .0 .3639011 ,104012 3 .4 7 5 .0 0 104 .80
2 203 .0 .3639011 . 104012 3 .3 5 5 .0 0 9 3 .100
2204 .0 .3639011 .104012 3 .6 0 5 .0 0 1 20 .0 1 .7COOO 9 7 .000
2205 .0 .3649045 .328442 2 .6 9 5 .0 0 16.00 4 .10000 7 3 .200
2205 .1 .3649045 .428442 2 .6 9 2 .0 0 1 4 .CO 3.20000 68 .500
1206.0 .3649045 .126442 3 .5 1 5 .0 0 1200. 8*30000 143.60
2233 .0 .3639011 . 105042 3 .1 9 2 .0 0 15 .00 65 .000
2 234 .0 .3639011 ♦ 105042 3 .41 2 .0 0 16 .00 1 .40000 6 4 .100
2235 .0 .3639011 . 1C 5042 2 .5 0 2 .0 0 1 3 .GO 2.40000 66*400
2 236 .0 .3639011 * 1C5C42 3 .1 9 2 .0 0 700 .0 10.0000 79.2G0
2 237 .0 .3639011 . 10504? 3 .0 9 2 .0 0 86*400
2 238 .0 .3639011 .3 0 5 0 4 ? 3 .1 0 2 . CO 720 .0 9.80000 59 .800
2238 .1 .3639011 .107062 3 .1 0 2 .00 70C.C 12.0000 8 6 .300
2239 .0 .3639011 . 105042 2 .9 2 2 .0 0 110 .0 5.90000 77 .400
2240 .0 .3639011 .1 0 5 0 4 ? 2 .98 2 .0 0 130 .0 36 .400
2241 .0 .3639011 . 105042 2 .9 0 2 .0 0 120 .0 7 .30000 9 1 .800
2242 .0 .3639011 . 105042 2 .9 2 2 .00 1U.0C 77 .400
2243 .0 .3639011 . 1*5042 2 .8 7 2 .0 0 1 1 .OC 3.60000 8 1 .000
2264 .0 .3639011 . 107012 3 .6 5 2 .0 0 1 1 .CO 2.10000 7 8 .500
2265 .0 .3639011 . 1070 12 3 .4 0 2 .0 0 1 3 .CO 1.50000 58 .700
2266 .0 .3639011 .1C  70 1 2 3 .6 6 2 .0 0 12 .00 5 1 .500
2267 .0 .3639011 .107012 3 .7 3 2 .0 0 1 3 .00 2.50000 7 7 .400
2268 .0 .3639011 .107012 3 .7 0 2 .0 0 41C.C 7.70000 9 7 .900
2 269 .0 .3639011 .107012 3 .31 2 .0 0 4 3 0 .0 92 .700
2 270 .0 .3639011 .107012 3 .31 2 . CO 4 7 0 .0 5.50000 105 .10
2 271 .0 .3639011 .107012 3 .7 0 2 .0 0 43 u .C 7.00000 98 .700
2272*0 .3639011 . 10701? 3 .4 9 2 .0 0 97 .900
2273 .0 .3639011 . 107012 3 .5 6 2 .0 0 110 .0 2.30000 83 .600
2274 .0 .3639011 . 107012 3 .3 6 2 .0 0 11C.0 2.80000 87 .500
2275 .0 .3639011 . 1C7C12 3 .43 2 .0 0 6 7 .500
2298 .0 .3639011 . 109012 2 .9 8 2 1 .0 19 .00 6 .40000 97 .000
2 299 .0 .3639011 .109012 3 .1 9 2 1 .0 19 .00 5.30000 9 4 .3 0 0
2 300 .0 .3639011 •1C9012 2 .8 0 2 1 .0 1 9 .CC 4 .80000 98 .700
2301 .0 .3639011 .109012 2 .7 2 2 1 .0 17.00 4 .30000 129 .90
2302 .0 .3639011 . U 9 C 1 ? 2 .3 0 2 1 .0 9 0 C . J 133 .40
2 303 .0 .3639011 . 109012 2 .3 9 21 .0 H O C . 7 .80000 110 .20
2304 .0 .3639011 . 109012 2 .21 2 1 .0 112 .90
2305 .0 .3639011 . 1C9C12 2 .8 5 2 1 .0 123 .90
2306 .0 .3639011 . 109012 2 .2 0 21 .0 180 .50
2307 .0 .3639011 .109012 2 .72 2 1 .0 160 .0 6 .70000 102 .50
2 308 .0 .3629011 .109012 3 .1 7 21 .0 160 .0 10.0000 111 .50
2309 .0 .3639011 . 109012 3 .1 0 2 1 .0 120.0 5.5COOC 9 1 .700
2 330 .0 .3639011 .110042 2 .3 6 16 .9 17 .00 1.40000 9 8 .600
2 331 .0 .3639011 .110042 2 .7 0 18 .9 105 .20
1332 .0 .3639011 .110042 2 .5 8 18 .9 93 .800
2333 .0 .3639011 . 11004? 2 .4 0 18 .9 1 5 .CO 3.40000 102 .50
2334 .0 .3639011 .1 1 0 0 4 ? 3 .3 0 18 .9 880 .0 8.30000 115 .70
2335 .0 .3639011 .110042 2 .6 9 18 .9 123 .00
2336 .0 .3639011 . 110042 2 .6 5 18 .9 130 .50
2 337 .0 .3639011 . 110042 2 .5 9 18 .9 88G .0 6 .7000C 145.80
2 338 .0 .3639011 . 11U042 2 .3 0 18 .9 160. U 6 .70000 119 .00
2 339 .0 . 3639011 . 110042 2 .66 18 .9 120 .0 3.20000 9 4 .000
2340 .0 .3639011 .110042 2 .56 18 .9 150 .0 5.300C0 129 .10
2362 .0 .3639011 .1 0 3 1 7 ? 2 .39 2 1 .G 14.00 2.30C0C 90 .300
2363 .0 .3639011 .3 0 3 1 7 ? 2 .3  2 21 .0 12.00 2.00000 109 .20
2364 .0 .3639011 .1 0 3 1 7 ? 2 .39 21 .0 12.00 3.20000 90 .400
2365 .0 .3639011 .103172 2 .68 21 .0 13.00 1 .8C00C 98 .200
2366 .0 .3639011 .103172 2 .6 9 2 1 .0 830.O 5 .40000 84 .500
2367 .0 .3639011 .103172 2 .40 21 .0 970 . J 8 4 .000
2 368 .0 .3639011 .103172 2 .25 2 1 .G 1CCC. 7.SOC.0O 9 6 .SCO
2 369 .0 .3639011 .1 0 3 1 7 ? 2 .4 0 21 .0 8 30 .0 6 .50000 77 .700
2 370 .0 .3639011 . 103172 2 .12 21 .0 130.0 5 .70000 7 1 .400
2 3 7 1 .C .3639011 • K 3 1 7 ? 2 . bC 21 .0 9 2 .300
2 372 .0 .3639011 .103172 2 .48 21 .0 150 .0 6.3CC0C 9 4 .400
2 373 .0 .3639011 .103172 2 .4 7 21 .0 140 .0 4.60C0C 100 .50
2395 .0 .3639011 .104172 2.21 5.00 11.00 1.2C00C 66 .2C0
2396 .0 .3639011 .104172 2 .64 5.00 9.CLC 1.4COCO 75.0CO
2397 .0 .3639011 .104172 2 .4C 5.0C 9 .500 1.30000 78.6CC
2398 .0 .3639011 .1 0 4 1 7 ? 2 .18 5.00 It  .- 0 1 .70000 6 6 .900
2 399 .0 .3639011 .1 * 4 1 7 ? 2 .52 5.0C 89 .700
2 4 0 0 .0 .3639011 .104172 2 .31 5.00 69C.U 4 .90000 8 8 .000
2 4 0 1 .0 .3639011 . 104172 2 .58 5 . CO 690 .0 7.30000 8 1 .000
2 4 0 2 .0 .3639011 • 104172 2 .79 5 .00 7 4 0 .C 2.70000 93•000
2 403 .0 .3639011 .104172 2 .42 5.00 110.0 2.6COOO 75.3CC
2 4 0 4 .0 .3639011 .104172 2.42 5.00 11C.G 2.50000 75 .300
2405 .0 .3639011 •20417? 2 .42 5 * CC 110.0 4 .60000 84 ,300
2406 .0 .3639011 .204172 2 .42 5.00 10U.O 5.20000 90*500
2440 .0 .3639011 .11-5042 2 .77 21 .0 16.>-0 3.20CG0 92 .000
2441 .0 .3639011 .115042 2 .63 21 .0 19.00 3.3CC0C 9C.0CC
2442 .0 .3639011 .115042 3 .08 2 1 .0 2 0 .CO 4.00000 9 3 .300
2443 .0 .3639011 .115042 2 .46 21 .0 1 5 .OC 2.70000 107 .00
2 4 4 4 .0 . 3639011 • 115042 2 .76 21 .0 0 7 0 . G 8 .200  00 115 .00
2445 .0 .3639011 .1 1 5 0 4 ? 2 .6 0 21 .0 7 6 0 .u e .o o co o 124 .00
1446 .0 .363901 1 .115042 2 .3 9 2 1 .0 9 6 0 .C 8.90000 124 .00
2447 .0 .3639011 .115042 2 .7 2 2 1 .0 87U.0 7 .20000 133.00
2446 .0 .3 6 3 9 0 1 L ♦ 115042 2 .5 0 2 1 .0 16 C * 0 6 .00000 104 .00
2449 .0 .3639011 .115042 2 .66 21 .0 150.0 6 . OOOOO 112 .00
2450 .0 .3639011 •115C42 2 .6 5 21 .0 1 3 0 ., 4.60000 90 .000
2451 .0 .3639011 .1 1 5 0 4 ? 2 .60 21 .0 150.0 6 . 10000 102 .50
2474 .0 .3639011 .310172 2.C1 10 .0 9 .5 * 0 1.30000 8 2 .000
2475 .0 .3639011 .1 1 0 1 7 ? 2 .7 6 10 .0 10. *0 1 .20000 78*300
9 4 7 6 .0 .3639011 .110172 2 .11 10 .0 10. ou 2.00000 6 9 .7 0 0
2 4 7 7 .0 .3639011 .110172 2 .50 1 0 .C S . 500 2.7CC00 8 7 .500
2470 .0 .3639011 .110172 2 .3 0 10 .0 74C .0 5.30000 136 .00
2 4 7 9 .0 .3639011 .110172 2.3C 10 .0 7 9 0 .e 6 .10000 81 .700
2460 .0 .3639011 .110172 2 .4 9 10 .0 0 10 .0 6.20000 109 .00
2461 .0 .3639011 .110172 3 .1 7 10 .0 810 .0 5.70000 9 7 .300
2462 .0 .3639011 .110172 2 .9 9 10.0 140.0 9.20000 7 5 .500
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2483.0 .3639011 .110172 2 .71 10.0 140.0 5.00000 91 .000
2484.0 .3639011 .110172 2 .74 10.0 120.0 4 .60000 66 .200
2506.0 .3639011 .111172 2 .55 2 .00 9 .500 2.00000 72 .700
2507.0 .3639011 .111172 2.51 2 .00 10 .00 .980000 57.000
2508.0 .3639011 .111172 2 .85 2 .00 9 .400 .870000 4 4 .000
2509,0 .3639011 .111172 2.31 2.00 9.QOC 1.10000 65 .000
2510 .0 .3639011 .111172 2.77 2 .00 7 1 0 .C 4 .30C00 57.000
2 511 .0 .3639011 .111172 2.59 2 .00 7 10 .0 5.90000 47 .000
2512.0 .3639011 . 11117? 2 .59 2.00 630 .o 6 .20000 63 .000
2513 .0 .3639011 .111172 2.60 2 .00 560.0 4.700CC 62 .000
2514.0 .3639011 .111172 2.47 2.00 1 U U .J 4 .10CG0 8C.0CC
2515 .0 .3639011 .114172 2.65 2.00 1-0.0 3.30000 67 .20C
2516 .0 .3639011 .311172 2.02 2 .00 100. w 3.00000 98 .000
2517.0 .3639011 .31117? 2.75 2.00 100. C 3 .5C000 40 .400
2518.0 .3639011 .111172 2.12 2 .00 6 3 0 .u 4.6C0CC 7 7 .GUO
2540.0 .4649000 . IC5442 2 .66 21 .0 21 .00 6 .00000 1 4 6 .CO
2541.0 .4649000 .105442 2.1C 21 .0 95 .000
2542.0 .4649000 .1-5442 2 .38 21 .0 19.00 124.93
2543.0 .4649000 .105442 2.27 21 .0 1 2 9 .UC
2544.0 .4649000 • 1u5442 2 .16 21 .0 114.50
7545.0 .4649000 , 1 w544 2 2 .50 21 .0 i2<-e. 12.0000 118.50
2546.0 .4649000 .1-5442 2 .50 21 .0 180 • i- 8 .20000 162.20
2547.0 .4649000 . 10544 2 2 .69 21 .0 1 70 .0 7 .90000 167 .50
2546.0 .4649000 . 105442 2.68 21 .0 1 7 0 .C I u . C-OOC 162.30
2550.0 .4649000 .105442 2 .50 21 .0 2 o .o : 8 .80CCC 126.50
2570.0 .4649045 .307442 2 .57 21 .0 12.00 2.3UC0C 85.000
2571.0 ,4649045 . IC7442 2 .41 21 .0 11. OC 2.4CCC0 88 .000
2572.0 .4649045 . 1C7442 2 .4 J 21 .0 1 7 .Oo 2 .40CCC 92.600
2573.0 .4649045 .107442 2 .68 21 .0 3 .70000 94.100
2574.0 .4649045 . K 7 4 42 2 .45 21 .0 l io O . 4 .70000 141 .40
2575.0 .4649045 .107442 2 .55 21 .0 1C00. 6 .80000 169 .70
2576.0 .4649045 . K '7442 2 .67 21 .0 1000. 6 .50000 138.90
2577.0 .4649045 . 107442 2.51 2 1 .C 100C. 8 .00000 1 1 C .80
2578.0 .4649045 . 107442 2.42 21 .0 1 5 0 .U 5.20000 113 .20
2579.0 .4649045 . 1'- 744 2 2.55 21 .0 1 6 0 .C 4 .50000 144, 10
2580.0 .4649045 . 107442 2.12 21 .0 1 6 0 .C 6.1C00C 113 .50
2581.0 .4649045 .107442 2 .28 21 .0 16C.0 5 .30000 141.40
2602.0 .4649090 .108442 2 .45 21 .0 1 5 .Co 106.50
2603.0 .4649090 . H 8442 2.38 21 .0 19.00 2 • 5OCC0 244 .60
2604.0 .4649090 • 108442 2.45 21 .0 22 .00 2 .60000 149.80
2605.0 .4649090 . 1C8442 2.15 21 .0 15.00 5 .80000 165.20
2606.0 .4649090 .108442 2 .49 21.0 1300. 10.0000 226 .00
2607.0 .4649090 .1-6442 2.35 21 .0 1 3oC • 11.0000 2 04 .30
2608.0 .4649090 • 1C6442 2.33 21 .0 12CC. 188 .80
2609.0 .4649090 . 108442 2 .50 21 .0 1200. 12.0000 2 55 .70
2610.0 .4649090 • 108442 2.15 21 .0 180.0 7 7 .400
2 611 .0 .4649090 . 1C8442 2.01 21 .0 180.0 9 .00000 151.70
2 612 .0 .4649090 .108442 2 .34 21 .0 2 00 .0 14.0000 1 9 5 .CO
2 613 .0 .4649090 . 108442 2 .49 2 1 .C 1 9 0 .C 8.40000 213 .60
2 614 .0 .4649000 . 109442 2 .73 10.0 12.00 12.0000 119.50
2 615 .0 .4649000 . 109442 2 .81 10.0 12.00 147.30
2 616 .0 .4669000 .309442 2 .50 10.0 12.00 6 .40000 82 .500
2 617 .0 •464900C . 10944 2 2 .71 1 0 .C 12.00 1 1 .OCOC 128.20
2 616 .0 .4649000 . 1C9442 2 .69 10.0 110 J  . 12.0000 139.10
2 619 .0 .4649000 . 1C9442 2 .50 1C.0 H O C , 9 .60000 166.50
2 620 .0 .4649000 . 109442 2 .93 10.0 8 3 0 .C 10.0000 168.80
2621.0 .4649000 . 109442 2 .71 10.0 8 30 .0 1 3 .COCO 115.60
2622.0 .4649000 • 109442 2 .80 10.0 146.0 5.00CC0 151.60
2623.0 .4649000 .109442 2 .72 10.0 150.0 14.CCCC 139.60
2624,0 ,4649000 .109442 2.88 1C.C 150. C 116.30
2625.0 .4649000 • 109442 2 .98 10.0 14C.C 178.80
2674.0 .4549090 .112442 2*66 10.0 20 . Cv 8.3COOC 166.90
2675.0 .4649090 .112442 2 .90 10.0 2 0 .o : 9 .20C00 160.80
2676.0 .4649090 .112442 2 .77 10.0 2 0 .CC 7.7OC0C 160.80
2 6 7 7 ,C .4649090 .112442 2 .70 10.0 2 0 .00 148 .90
2678.0 .4649090 .112442 2 .60 10.0 630 .0 10.0000 168.00
2 679 .0 .4649090 .112442 2 .86 10.0 1100. 9 .20000 196.60
2 680 .0 .4649090 .112442 2 .50 1 0 .G l i o c . 10 .0000 161.70
2661.0 •4649090 •112442 2 .77 10.0 1 1 0 J. 11 .0000 170.40
2 662 .0 .4649090 .112442 2 .7 7 10.0 210.0 6 .3000 0 162.00
2683.0 .4649090 .112442 2.61 1 0 .c h o c . 9.40000 181.70
2664.0 .4649090 .112442 2 .91 1C.0 20C.0 9.0CCCC 2 66 .00
2635.0 .4649090 .112442 2.H7 10.0 2 1 0 .C 12.CCOO 177.50
2666.0 .4649090 .112442 2 .78 1 0 . c 2 0 0 .C 6.50000 177.30
2687 .0 .4649090 .112442 2 .67 10. c 190.0 9.QC0Q0 2 20 .40
2709 .0 .4649045 .113442 2 .56 10.0 1200. 6 .90000 147.10
2710 .0 .4649045 .113442 2 .40 1C.0 850 .0 5 .80000 146.10
2711 .0 .4649045 .113442 2.45 10.0 91C.C 3.0COOC 135.10
2712 .0 .4649045 .113442 2 .8 0 10.0 850.0 8 .60000 151.50
2713 .0 .4649045 .112442 2 .29 10 .0 170.0 5.50000 135.20
2714 ,0 .4649045 .113442 2 .50 10.0 150.0 4 .90000 148.00
2 715 .0 ,4649045 .113442 2-58 10.0 160.0 3 .7C000 115.00
2716 .0 .4649045 .113442 2 .5 4 1C.0 150.0 5.50000 109.20
2717.0 .4649045 .113442 2 .36 10 .0 12.00 1.40000 80 .900
2710 .0 .4649045 .113442 2 .51 10.0 12.00 1.60000 90 .900
2719 .0 .4649045 .413442 2 .64 10.0 13-00 .890000 87 .900
2721 .0 .4649045 .113442 2.58 10.0 160-0 5.80000 129.10
2728 ,0 ,4649000 .114442 2 .99 5.00 11-CO 6.30000 118.80
2729 .0 .4649000 .114442 2 .59 5 .00 13.00 8 .00000 116.30
2730 .3 .4649000 .114442 2 .30 5 .00 13.00 6 .80000 125.40
2 731 .0 ,4649000 .114442 2 .88 5.00 1 5 .CO 4.50000 102.60
2734 ,0 .4649000 .114442 3 .20 5.00 8 8 0 .C 7.80000 120.40
2735 .0 .4649000 .114442 2 .80 5.00 750 . t 10 .0000 128 .60
2736 .0 .4649000 .114442 2.73 5 .00 990 .0 13.0000 128.60
2737 .0 .4649000 .114442 3.0C 5 .00 8 90 .0 6.4QC00 114.00
2738 .0 .4649000 .114442 2 .74 5 .00 150.0 9.80000 155.30
2739 .0 .4649000 .114442 2.94 5 . CO 15C.C 6.10C00 135.90
2740 .0 .4649000 •114442 2.78 5 .00 150.0 7.40000 145.50
7741.0 .4649000 .114442 2 .85 5.00 150.0 7 .10000 136.80
2742 .0 .4649000 .114442 2 .68 5 .00 1 5 0 .U 10.0000 145.50
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2759.0 .4649045 115442 2 .67 5 . CO 750 * ^ 6 .20000
2760.0 .4649045 115442 2.7C 5 .00
2761.0 .4649045 115442 2.75 5 .00 100U. 6 .80000
2762.0 ,4649045 115442 2 .60 5 .00 670.0 5.70000
2763.0 .4649045 115442 2 .47 5 .00 150.0 4.80000
2764.0 .4649045 115442 3.1C 5 .00 140.0 4.7C00C
9765.0 .4649045 11544? 2 .61 5 .00 150. V 3.9000C
2766.0 ,4649045 115442 2 .65 5 .00 140.0 2 .70000
2767.0 .4649045 115442 2 .72 5.00 14,00 2.1C00C
2769.0 .4649045 115442 2 .90 5.CC 11.00 2.2COOO
2770.0 .4649045 115442 2 .94 5 .00 13.00 1.8CC0C
2771.0 ,4649045 115442 2 .73 5 .00 810 .0 6 . lOOCO
2793.0 .4649090 116442 2.74 5.0C 1200. 9 .30000
2794.0 .4649090 316442 2.23 5 .00 l l O J . 10.0000
2795.0 .4649090 116442 2 .59 5 .00 H O C . 8 .00000
2796.0 .4649090 116442 2 .3 3 5 .00 1100. 7.70000
2797.0 .4649090 116442 2 .09 5 .00 400 .0 9.00000
2798.0 .4649090 116442 2 .70 5,00 4 10 .0 8.8COOC
2799.0 .4649090 116442 3.00 5 .00 330 .0 9.7C0CC
2800.0 .4649090 116442 2 .23 5 .00 370.- 7.50000
2801.0 .4649090 116442 2 .23 5 .00 1 2 0 .C 7.30000
2802.0 .464909Q 116442 2 .33 5 .00 120.0 8.50000
2803.0 .4649090 11644? 2.16 5 .00 12C.0 10.0000
2804.0 .4649090 116442 2.1'-' 5 .00 120.0 4.20000
2805.0 .4649090 11644? 2 .67 5 .00 24 00 8.70000
2806.0 •4649C90 116442 2 .40 5 .00 27 . JO 7.70000
2807.0 .4649090 11 6*442 2.38 5 .00 24. JO 5.40000
2808.0 .4649090 116442 2 .06 5 . CO 24 .00 6.70000
2833.0 .4649000 117442 2 .70 2 .00 14.00
2834.0 .4649000 117442 2 .60 2 . 00 1 3 .:- 4 . 10000
2835.0 .4649000 1 17442 2 .40 2 .0 0 16 .0  G 1.70000
2836.0 .4649000 117442 2 .54 2 .00 4 .0  CO 4.20000
2845.0 .4649000 117442 2 .57 2 .00 910 .0 9 .30000
2846.0 .4649000 117442 2 .72 2 .00 9 10 .0 9.30000
2847.0 .4649000 2 17442 2 .65 2. OC
2846.0 .4649000 11 7442 2 .60 2 .00 0 20 .0 9.3000C
2849.0 .4649000 117442 2.78 2 .0 0 120. C 9.50000
2850.0 .4649000 1 17442 2 .90 2 .00 14C.0 7.40000
2851.0 .4649000 117442 2.84 2 .00 14C.0 7.90000
2852.0 .4649000 117442 2.21 2 .00 15 0 .0 6.80000
2853.0 .4649000 117442 2.48 2.0C 630 .0 9.30000
2071.0 .464904? 11944? 2 .70 2 .00 7 8 0 .  C 5.00000
2872.0 .4649045 119442 2.49 2 .00 530 .0 5 .40000
2873.0 .4649045 119442 2.59 2 .00 8 30 .0 05.2000
2074.0 .4649045 119442 2 .75 2 .00 9 30 .0 3.70000
2675.0 .4649045 119442 2.45 2 .00 14C-.0 2 *20000
2876.0 .4649045 119442 2.64 2 .00 1 3 0 .v 2 .70C00
2877.0 ,4649045 119442 2.4<3 2 .00 150.0 2.00000
2878.0 *4649045 119442 2.67 2 .00 1 5 0 .u 3.20000
2879.0 ,4649045 419442 2.46 2 .00 10. CO 1.30000
2080.0 .4649045 419442 2.41 2 .00 10.00
2881.0 .4649045 119442 2 .50 2 .00 10,00 1.30000
2882.0 .4649045 41944? 2 .45 2 .00 2 1 .CO 1.10000
2883.0 .4649045 11944? 2 .91 2 .00 140. 0 1.20000
2906.0 .4649090 120442 2.4C 2 .00 H O C . 8.70000
2907.0 .4649090 120442 2.08 2 .0 0 12CC. 6.80000
2908.0 .4649090 120442 2.08 2 .0 0 1200. 7.60000
2909.0 •4649090 120442 2.21 2 .0 0 12 0 'J • 11.0000
2910.0 .4649090 120442 2 .4 ] 2 .0C 150. C 6,60000
2911.0 .4649090 120442 2.64 2 .0 0 i e c .  o 6 .40001
2912.0 .4649090 120442 2.19 2 .0 0 160.0 04.8000
2913.0 .4649090 12C442 2 .e7 2 .CO 180 .0 4.60000
2914.0 .4649090 120442 2.60 2.CC 17 .00 5.10000
2915.0 .4649090 120442 2.15 2.0C 19 .0- 8.00000
2916.0 .4649090 120442 2.08 2.CC 17.CC 7.50000
2917 .0 .4649090 120442 2 .87 2 .00 16.00 8.60000
2918.0 .4649090 320442 2.76 2 .00 9 7 0 .C 7.50000
2941 .0 .4640090 121442 3 .20 2 .00 2 4 .00 12.0000
2942 .0 .4640090 121442 2 .80 ?.Q 0 18.00 10.0000
2943 .0 .4640090 121442 2 .70 2 .00 18.00
2944.0 .4640090 121442 2.61 2 .00 2 9 .00 8.10000
2945 .0 •4640090 121442 3.12 2.CC 240 .0 9.5CC00
2946.0 .4640090 121442 2 .e6 2.0C 2 50 .0 9.50000
3947.0 .4640090 121442 2.81 2 .00 2 30 .0 6 .30000
2948.0 .4640090 121442 2.91 2 .00 250 .0 10.CC00
2949.0 .4640090 121442 3 .10 2 .00 3 1 .0 c 6 .40000
2950 .0 .4640090 122442 2.66. 2.CC 15CC. 9.8CCCC
2951 .0 .4640090 122442 2.41 2.00 20CC. 8 .70000
2952 .0 .4640090 122442 2 .69 2.0C 1800. 8.9CC0C
2953.0 .4640090 122442 ?*7 0 2 . CO 17CC. 1C.OOOO
2954 .0 .4640090 122442 2 .59 2.CC 160C. 12.3C00
2997.0 .4640090 123442 2 .3 ? 1C.0 2 20 .0 9.30000
2998.0 .4640090 123442 3 .10 10.0 3 5 0 .C 11.0000
2999.0 .4640090 123442 2 .79 1 0 .C 350 . C 9.40000
3000.0 .4640090 123442 2.08 1 0 .C 350 .0 6.50C00
3001.0 .4640090 223442 2.51 1C.C- 2500. 12.0000
3002.0 .4640090 123442 2.92 10.0 2200. 12.000C
3003.0 .4640090 123442 3 .10 10.0 2CCC. 11.0000
3004.0 .4640090 123442 2.81 10.0 2 3 - :. 11.0000
3005.0 •4640090 12344? 2 .? e 10. 0 4 6 • J  0 13.UCC0
3006.0 .4640090 12544? 2 .e9 10.0 3 5 .OC 1 1 .OCOC
3007.0 ,4640090 123442 2 .70 10.0 35.00 11.0000
3008.0 .4640090 123442 2 .86 1 0 .c 40 .00 12.0000
3009.0 .4640090 124442 2 .40 5 .CO 1100. 11.0000
3010.0 •4640090 124442 2 .1 ? 5 .CO 22 0 0 . 1 1 .OCOC
3011.0 .4640090 124442 2 .54 5.00 1800. 07.5000
3012.0 .4640090 124442 2.50 5 .00 2000. 8.50000
3013.0 .4640090 124442 2 .50 5 .CO 290.0 9.30000
3014.0 •4640090 124442 2 .24 5.00 280 .0 6.5COOC
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ID CODE 1 CODE 2 CHL
3016.0 .4640090 124442 2*50
3017.0 .4640090 124442 2 .74
3018.0 .4640090 124442 2 .2 6
3019.0 .4640090 124442 2 .6 0
3 020 .0 .4640090 124442 2 .2 9
3 021 .0 •4640090 124442 2 .33
3066.0 .4640090 126442 2-79
3067.0 .4640090 226442 2 .61
3068.0 .4640090 126442 2 ,40
3069.0 .4640090 126442 2*61
3070 .0 •4640090 126442 2*80
3071.0 .4640090 126442 2*76
3072 .0 .4640090 126442 2*76
3073.0 •4640090 126442 2*81
3074 .0 .4640090 126442 2 .3 2
3075 .0 .4640090 126442 2 .81
3076.0 .4640090 126442 2 .5 0
3077.0 •4640090 126442 2 .62
3078.0 •4640090 126442 2 .55
3079.0 .4640090 126442 2 .7 6
3080 .0 •4640090 126442 2 .2 0
3061.0 •4640090 126442 2 .55
3106.0 .4649090 129532 2 .4 9
3107.0 •4649090 129532 2 .69
3108.0 .4649090 129532 2 .9 6
3109 .0 •4649090 129532 3 .10
3110.0 .4649090 129532 3 .20
3111 .0 .4649090 129532 2 .49
3112 .0 .4649090 129532 3 .05
3113.0 .4649090 129532 2 .79
3114.0 .4649090 129532 3 .15
3115.0 .4649090 129532 2 .85
3116.0 .4649090 129532 2*88
3117.0 .4649090 129532 2 .57
3118.0 .4649090 129532 2 .49
3140.0 .4649000 130532 3 .13
3141.0 .4649000 130532 3.19
3142.0 .4649000 130522 2 .70
3143.0 .4649000 130532 3.00
3144.0 .4649000 130532 2 .73
3145.0 .4649000 130532 2 .32
3146.0 .4649000 130532 3 .19
3147.0 .4649000 130532 2 .AO
3148.0 .4649000 130532 2 .73
3149.0 .4649000 130532 2 .46
3150 .0 .4649000 13C532 2 .86
3151 .0 •4649000 130532 3.10
3173.0 .4649045 131532 2 .8 0
3174.0 .4649045 131532 2.80
3175.0 .4649045 131532 2 .98
3176 .0 .4649045 131532 2 .87
3177.0 .4649045 131532 2 .87
3178 .0 .4649045 131532 2.8C
3179 .0 .4649045 131532 2 .51
3180.0 .4649045 131532 2 .83
3181 .0 *4649045 431532 2 . AO
3182.0 .4649045 131532 2 .8 7
3183 .0 .4649045 131532 2 .87
3184 .0 .4  649045 431522 3 .10
3185 .0 .4649045 131532 2 .8 5
3206 .0 .4640090 133532 2 .6 2
3209 .0 .4640090 133532 2 .7 9
3210.0 .4640090 133532 2 .5 0
3211.0 •4640090 133532 2 .9 7
3212 .0 .4640090 133532 2 .5 0
3213 .0 .4640090 133532 2 .58
3214 .0 .4640090 133532 3 .02
3215 .0 .4640090 133532 2 .6 3
3216 .0 .4640090 133532 2 .78
3217 .0 .4640090 133532 2 .38
3218 .0 .4640090 133532 2 .6 6
3219 .0 .4640090 133532 2 .8 0
3221 .0 .4640090 134532 2.7e
3222 .0 .4640090 134532 2 .80
3223 .0 .4640090 134532 2 .98
3225.0 .4640090 134532 3 .1 0
3226 .0 .4640090 134532 2 .8 2
3227 .0 ,4649045 134532 2 .3 0
3228.0 .4649045 134532 2 .51
3231 .0 .4649045 134532 2 .0 6
3233 .0 .4649045 134532 2 .8 0
3250 .0 ,4649090 235532 3 .1 0
3251 .0 .4649000 235532 2 .8 9
3252 .0 .4649090 135532 2 .5 0
3253 .0 .4649090 135532 2 .5 0
3254 .0 .4649090 135532 2 .5 9
3255 .0 .4649090 135532 2 .9 7
3256 .0 .4649000 135532 3 .2 0
3257 .0 .4649000 135532 2 .6 3
3258 .0 .4649000 135532 2 .7 9
3259 .0 .4649000 135532 2 .9 9
326C.0 .4649000 135532 3.18
3261 .0 .4649090 135532 3 .2 0
3279 .0 .4644590 136442 3 .05
3280 .0 .4644590 136442 2 .88
3281 .0 .4644590 136442 2 .95
3282 .0 .4644590 136442 2 .9 0
3283 .0 .4644590 136442 2 .8 2
3284 .0 .4644590 136442 2 .98
3285 .0 .4644590 136442 3 .1 6
TEMP RATE MODULUS STRENG
5 .0 0  2 9 0 .0  9 .10000  379.80
5 .0 0  36 .00  12.0000 292.50
5 .0 0  4 0 .0 0  13 .0000  240,00
5 .0 0  3 2 .0 0  9 .50000  244.30
5 .0 0  3 6 .UO 11 .0000  203,20
5 .0 0  320 .0  08 .9000  195,00
2 1 .0  4 2 .0 0  9 .70000  409 .30
2 1 .0  36 .00  203.40 
2 1 .C 4 0 .0 0  8 .20000  326.70
2 1 .0  4 2 .00  7 .90000  326.70
2 1 .0  380 .0  13.0000 379.70
2 1 .0  3 90 .0  9 .10000  321.00
2 1 .0  410 .0  6 .60000  345.20
2 1 .0  400 .0  9 .30000  382.10
2 1 .0  1300. 11 .0000 249.00
2 1 .0  2200. 14 .0000 463 .90
2 1 .0  250C. 12 .0000  249.00
2 1 .0  2500. 11 .0000  271.20
2 1 .0  4 4 .00  263.50
2 1 .0  170.0  11.0000 357.50
2 1 .0  2700. 11 .0000 351.30
2 1 .0  4 2 .00  351.00
5 .0 0  24 .00  7 .60000  119.10
5 .0 0  2 4 ,00  15.0000 150.10
5 .0 0  21 .00  11.0000 134,00
5 .0 0  2 3 .00  12.0000 150.70
5 .0 0  2CC.0 11 .0000 113.20
5 .0 0  2 0 0 .C 9 .00000  134.00 
5 .CO 180*0 9 .30000  129.90
5 .0 0  180.'0 9 .50000  187.70
5 .0 0  1100. 10 .0000 160.80
5 .0 0  700 .0  8 .20000  140,00
5 .0 0  1100, 7 .40000 178.70
5 .0 0  1100. 7 .40000  190.60
5 .0 0  1100. 7 .80000  148.90
5 .0 0  6 00 .0  84.500
5 .0 0  8C0.C 7 .10000  127.70
5 .0 0  9 0 0 .C 6.3OC00 77.500 
5 .C C  6 00 .0  5 .30000 51.600
5 .0 0  140.0  5 .80000 79.800
5 .0 0  140.0  5 .80000 104,10
5 .0 0  14C.0 6 .40000  129,10
5 .0 0  1 4 0 .^ 6 .40000  68.400
5 .0 0  1 2 .uC 5 * 5UQG0 1 3 0 .UO
5 .0 0  9 .0 i;u  11.0000 108.90
5 .0 0  13 .00  119.90
5 .0 0  13 .00  6 .60000  107.20
5 .0 0  1000. 05 .5000  114.70
5 .0 0  110S. 6 .00000  102.60
5 .0 0  9 30 .0  5 .90000 91.200
5 .0 0  9 8 0 .0  6 .20000  132.30
5 .0 0  1 3 0 .C 2 .60000 96.700
5 .0 0  13C .L 2.4COOO 87.100
5 .0 0  140 .0  3 .40000 102.60
5 .0 0  140 .0  3*40000 84.400
5 .0 0  14 .00  2 .50000  72.000
5 .0 0  1 7 .OC 1 .40000 70.700
5 .0 0  14.00 .830000 70.700
5 .0 0  11.00 1 .40000 63 .800
5 .0 0  1100. 1 .30000 119.50
5 .0 0  1 8 .uO 14.0000 204.50
5 .0 0  3 5 .00  6 .70000  190.90
5 .0 0  3 6 .00  11.0000 190.90
5 .0 0  3 1 .0 0  150.00
5 .0 0  2 7 0 .0  12.0000 190.90
5 .0 0  2 6 0 .C 7 .50000 249.10
5 .0 0  2 70 .0  14.0000 159.10
5 .0 0  2 8 0 .0  9.1C000 195.50
5 .0 0  159.00
5 .0 0  1800. 12 .0000 140.90
5 .0 0  1800. 11 .0000 177.30
5 .0 0  1800. 9 .80000  127.30
2 .0 0  190.0  11.0000 174.10 
2 .0 C  2CC.C 6 .00000  216.80
2 .0 0  2C0.C 10.0000 206.90
2 .0 0  2 10 .0  8 .50000  187.20 
2 .0 C  130 .0  3 .90000  99.800
2 .0 0  160 .0  2 .70000  60.800
2 .0 0  160 .0  1 .00000 34.200
2 .0 0  160 .0  2 .10000  45.000
2 .0 0  8 3 .OC 1 .50000 34.500
2 .0 0  1TO.O 11.0000 65 .100
2 .0 0  1 50 .0  6 .80000  103.10
2 .0 0  160 .0  8 .10000  143.80 
2 .0 C  1 7 0 .o 8 .10000  129.20
2 .0 0  170 .0  8 .30000  141.10
2 .0 0  180 .0  3 .90000  139.00
2 .0 0  150 .0  8 .50000  75.600
2 .0 0  140 .0  5 .60000 87.800
2 .0 0  150 .0  3 .40000  45 .400
2 .0 0  1 1 0 .C 5 .10000  85 .300
2 .0 0  120 .0  9 .60000  71.400
2 .0 0  140 .0  9 .80000  110,50
5 .0 0  2 1 .00  3 .20000  165.50
5 .0 0  2 1 .0 0  137.90
5 .0 0  2 5 .00  4 .30000  147.80
5 .0 0  2 3 .0 0  166.20
5 .0 0  190 .0  8 .20000  180.00
5 .0 0  190 .0  8 .00000  202.30
5 .0 0  2 1 0 .0  8 .40000  183.90




































































3508 .0 .6649000 105442
3509.0 .6649000 105442
3510 .0 .6649045 1C6442
3512 .0 .6649045 106442
3513 .0 .6649045 1C6442
3516 .0 .6649045 106442
3517 .0 .6649045 1C6442
3518.0 .6649045 106442
3519 .0 •6649045 106442
3520 .0 .6649045 106442























CHI. TEMP RATE MODULUS STRENG
2.88  5 .0 0  200 .0  10 .0000  202.90
2 .79  5 .0 0  1500. 13 .0000  197.00
2 .90  5 .0 0  1500. 11 .0000  266.00
3 .1 0  5 .0 0  1300. 9 .8 0 0 0 0  233.80
2 .60  5 .0 0  1300. 9 .50000  180.60
2 .79  5 .0 0  1300. 9 .6 0 0 0 0  226.50
2 .65  5 .0 0  4 7 0 .C 15 .0000  170.80
2 .69  5 .0 0  4 0 0 .0  10 .0000  226.60
2 .79  5 .0 0  4 2 0 .0  11 .0000  187.80 
2 .95  5 .0 0  61 .00  9 .00000  157.00
2 .7 9  5 .0 0  77 .00  8 .7 0 0 0 0  178.70
2 .7 9  5 .0 0  7 2 .OC 7 .30000  193.80
2 .6 9  5 .0 0  65 .200
2 .7 9  5 .0 0  210 .0  5 .20000  177.30
2 .88  5 .0 0  220 .0  6 .50000  223.30 
2.72  5 .0 0  2 0 0 .u 14 .0000  164,20
2 .61  5 .0 0  2 1 0 .C 7 .80000  197.70
2 .6 5  5 .0 0  2 0 0 .U 6 .50000  197.00
2 .6 0  5 .0 0  200 .0  5 .80000  152.40
2.78  5 .0 0  2 2 0 .C 5 .60000  141.20
2 .9 0  5 .0 0  220 .0  4 .7 0 0 0 0  154.30
2 .9 0  5 ,0 0  2 0 0 .0  5 .10000  130.00 
2 .81  5 .0 0  200 .0  7 .20000  163.50 
2 .98  5 . CO 200 .0  5 .80000  105.10
2 .7 0  5 .0 0  2 1 0 .C 6 .9C 000  130.70
2 .3 7  5 .0 0  200 .0  6 .7 0 0 0 0  162.90
2 .4 6  5 .0 0  210 .0  5 .40000  161.60
2 .8 0  5 .0 0  210 .0  3 .10000  130.00
2 .3 9  5 . CO 210 .0  3 .00000  104.50
2 .60  5 ,0 0  180 .0  5 .1 0 0 0 0  179.00
2 .4 6  5 .0 0  180 .0  3 .80000  112.30
2 .78  5 .0 0  180 .0  4 .7 0 0 0 0  111.60 
3 »OC 5 .0 0  180.0  4 .10000  95 .900
2 .9 0  5 .0 0  1 8 0 .C 4 .90000  115.60
2 .4 0  5 .0 0  2CC.0  4 ,00000  107.70
2 .9 0  5 .0 0  190.0  4.9COOO 112.30
1.59  5 .0 0  120.0  11 .0000  139.60 
l .V C  5 .0 0  1 2 0 .C 4 .2 0 0 0 0  90*400 
1 .5 4  5 .0 0  140 .0  8 .90000  132.40
1.75  5 .0 0  140.0  7 .30000  126.10 
1 .85  5 .0 0  15.00 111.40
1.66  5 .0 0  14.00 9 .10000  94 .600
1.49  5 .0 0  1 6 .Ou 9 .40000  133.70 
2 .08  5 .0 0  111.40
1.70  5 .0 0  8 80 .0  10 .0000  101.90
1 .47  5 .0 0  9 40 .0  13 .0000  74 .000
1.44  5 .0 0  9 00 .0  6 .70000  45*600
1 .87  5 .0 0  82C .0  8 .80000  159.60
1.63 5 .0 0  9 90 .0  11 .0000  143.70
1.48  5 .0 0  120 .0  6 .7 0 0 0 0  148.20
1 .70  5 . CO 15 .00  4 .2 0 0 0 0  134.50
1 .46  5 .0 0  12G.C 6 .2 0 0 0 0  99*100 
1 .68  5 .0 0  120 .0  14 .0000  120.50
1.60  5 .0 0  120.0  9 .6 0 0 0 0  127.50
1.48 5 .0 0  140.0  13 .0000  85.500
1.59  5 .0 0  93 .00  10 .0000  100.20
1 .87  5 .0 0  18.00 4 .8 0 0 0 0  75*800 
1.23 5 .0 0  2 0 .00  7 .7 0 0 0 0  94.000  
1.5C 5 .0 0  20.00 42*700
1.45  5 .0 0  1 4 .UO 1 1 .0000  100.60
1.63  5 .0 0  14.00 8 .50000  85*100
1.63  5 .0 0  14.00 4 .0 0 0 0 0  74.200  
1 .58 5 ,0 0  140 .0  12 .0000  78.500
1 .80  5 .0 0  820 .0  7 .70000  111.90
1 .6 0  5 .0 0  7 60 .0  3 .6 0 0 0 0  104.90
1.75  5 ,0 0  820 .0  7 .50000  93*300
1 .70  5 .0 0  7 4 0 .C 12 .0000  113.50
1 .47  5 .0 0  720.0  2 3 .0000  98*300
1.50  5 ,0 0  5 7 0 .C 73 .800
1.63  5 .0 0  17.00 .620000  66 .900
1.92  5 .0 0  16.00 1 .50000  59 .200
1.92  5 .0 0  16.00 1 .20000  74 .000  
1*61 5 .0 0  130.0  4 .5 0 0 0 0  9 1 .600  
2 .02  5 .0 0  1 2 0 .C 2 .30000  97 .100
1.46  5 .0 0  130.0 1 .90000  94 .600
1.67  5 .0 0  124.0  3 .50000  100.90
2 .45  5 .0 0  130.0  3 .60000  92*500 
1 .25  5 .0 0  780.0  7 .40000  107.60
1 .37  5 .0 0  770 .0  7 .00000  88*200
1.79  5 .0 0  820 .0  4 .70000  83*200
2 .1 0  5 .0 0  790 .0  5 .10000  104.20
1.42 5 .0 0  100.0 4 .0 0 0 0 0  202 .30
1.39  5 .0 0  180.0 6 .2 0 0 0 0  231.90
1.47  5 .0 0  200 .0  9 .80000  208 .90
1.45  5 .0 0  200 .0  11 .0000  269 .30
1.46  5 .0 0  200-0 9 .70000  170.80
1.49  5 .0 0  26 .00  200,30
1.40 5 .0 0  25 .00  13 .0000  175.40
2 .60  5 .0 0  180.0  11 .0000  275.90
1.92 5 .0 0  2 2 0 .C 12 .0000  218 .10
1.42  5 .0 0  220 .0  15 .0000  220.30
1.88 5 .0 0  2 20 .0  15 .0000  268.00 
2 .06  5 .0 0  2 2 .00  8 .50000  227 .30  
2 .1 4  5 .0 0  23*00 26 .0000  244.00
1.79 5 .0 0  27 .00  9 .50000  167.50
1.61 5 .0 0  36 .00  15 .0000  284 .20
1.47  5 .0 0  1600. 14 .0000  255.30 
1.34  5 .0 0  1700, 1 0 .0 0 0 0  243.40
1.38  5 .0 0  1700. 13 .0000  222.20
1 .42  5 .0 0  1800. 13 .0000  173.10
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ID CODE 1 CODE 2 CHl TEMP RATE MODULUS STRENG
3596.0 .6640090 .1^8402 1.81 5 . CO 41 .00 11.0000 167.40
3598.0 .6640090 • K 8 4 0 2 1.86 5 .CO 1700. l b . 0000 234 .40
3599.0 .6640090 . 108402 1.92 5.00 18Cw. 16.CC0C 252.80
3600«0 •664UC9C . 108402 1.91 5 .00 1500. 16.0000 255.30
3601.0 .6640090 . 108402 1.72 5.00 15 u u • 14.0000 237.50
3617 .C .6644590 . Iv5442 1.41 5. Ou 210.0 14.0000 1 4 9 .7C
3618.0 .6644690 .1 ^ 9 4 4 2 1.36 5 .0C 220.0 8 .20000 111.60
3 6 1 9 .C .6644590 .109442 1.30 5.00 190.0 11.CC00 123.00
3620 .C .6644590 . 109442 1.71 5.00 2CC.C- 10.0000 164.20
3621.0 .6644590 . IC’9442 1.5U 5.00 220.0 10.0000 6 8 .900
3622.0 .6644590 . 1 .'944 2 1.70 5.00 210 .0 9 .50000 147.10
3623.0 .6644590 . 1C9402 2.17 5 .00 220.0 5 .30000 75 .500
3 6 2 4 .C •6644590 . 109402 1.99 5.00 2 : c . c 7 .30000 216.80
3625.0 .6644590 . 109402 1.03 5.00 2 0 0 .^ 8 .20000 187.20
3626.0 .6644590 . 109402 1.39 5 .00 2C0.C 8.20000 121 .50
3626.0 .6644590 . 2'-9402 2.2C 5.GC 2 2 3 .u 11.0000 75 .5  CC
3648.0 •6649045 .411442 2 .10 2 .00 19. U. 1.40000 6 3 » 0 0
3645.0 .6649045 .111442 2.38 2.0C 17.00 1.60000 66 .900
3650.0 .6649045 .111442 2 .36 2.C0 15.00 .960000 58.80C
3651.0 .664904= .411442 1.98 2.00 13.00 1 . 10C00 55 .400
3652.0 .6649045 . 111442 2 .60 2 .00 17.CC 1.2COOC 52 .600
3652.0 .6649045 . 111442 1.63 2 .00 12C.C 1.4CC0C 71 .000
2654.0 .6649045 .111442 2.01 2 .00 130.5 2 .50000 3C.3C0
3655.0 .6649045 .111442 2 .32 2 .00 120.0 2.80000 55 .900
3656.0 .6649045 . 111442 2 .00 2 .00 1 4 0 .u 2 .70000 9 0 .800
3657.0 .6649045 .211442 1.99 2 .00 llC .C ; 4 .10000 74 .800
3658.0 .6649045 .111442 1.80 2 .00 8 4 0 .o 4 .20000 74 .800
3659.0 .6649045 .111442 2 .01 2 .00 910.0' 5 .20000 91 .600
3660.0 .6649045 .111442 2.35 2 .0C 740.0 6.1000C 86 . 100
3661.0 .6649045 .111442 2.3C 2.CC 805 .0 4 .7C 000 34 ,000
3 6 6 2 .C .6649045 .111442 1.80 2 .00 1100. 4 .10000 77 .700
3663.0 .6649045 .111442 2.04 2.CC 12v.O 3.10000 42 .000
3669.0 .6649090 .112442 1.3C 2 .0C 2 7 .CO 2 .40000 98 .500
3690.0 .6649090 •11244? 1 .36 2 .00 28.00 5 .30000 79 .400
3 6 9 1 .C .6649090 .1 1 2 4 4 2 1.80 2 .0C 3C.GC5 118.20
3694,0 ,6649050 .112442 1.41 2 .00 19C.C 7.70000 78.8CC
3695.0 .6649090 . 112442 1.39 2.0C 2c0.w 6.5COOO 130.00
3 6 9 6 .C .6649090 .112442 1.3C 2 . CO 190.0 8 .40000 82 .100
3696.0 .6649090 .112442 1.8C 2.CC 210.0 7.60000 99 .200
3700.0 .6649090 .112442 1.70 2 .00 1100. 6 .80000 131.30
3701.0 .6649090 .112442 1.36 2.00 120C. 5.50CC0 78 .800
3702.0 .6649090 .112442 1.34 2 .00 1100. 0 .50000 134.60
3 7 4 4 .C .6649000,, .113442 1.17 2 .00 31.00 1.70000 97.2C0
3745.0 .6649000 .113442 1.14 2.00 3C«00 4 ■ n AC/GO 1 0 4 .9C
3746.0 .6649000 .113442 1.14 2.00 34.00 8 .80000 95 .900
3747.0 .6649000 .113442 1.25 2 .00 2 7 .00 8 .30000 97.80C
3749.0 . 66490CC .113442 1.18 2 .00 2C0.U 8 .80000 116.90
3750.0 .6649000 .113442 1.14 2.0C 100.0 5.9C000 78 . 100
3751.0 .6649000 .213442 1.23 2. CO 200.0 6.60000 78.800
5752.0 .6649000 .113442 1.16 2 .00 1 9 0 .C 6 .20000 105.10
3753.0 .6649000 . 113442 1.24 2 . CO 210 .0 7.10000 79 .400
3 7 5 4 .C .6649000 .113442 1.16 2.00 820.0 12.0000 111.60
3755.0 •6649CC0 .113442 1.13 2 .00 1000. 22 .0000 90 .600
3756.0 •6649000 .113442 1.C4 2 .00 120C. 12.0000 130.00
3756.0 .6649000 . 113442 1.24 2.00 120C. 2 3 .COCO 158.30
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LN LN LN LN
ID NOBS RPOW DEP TEM SAL ROTVAR
HORIZONTAL SPEC IM EN S
CFAREV 9 10 111 161 249 40
CFB 19 15 97 24S 228 40
CFC 15 16 139 302 231 40
CFD 25 14 247 266 222 40
CM99* 22 42 139 209 196
CM99B 71 20 l l 3 266 192 76
CM99C 40 25 120 304 187 76
CM99D 17 20 298 147 76
CM99E 35 17 303 230 177 76
CM99F 11 21 303 304 143 76
CRP A 16 30 87 201 100
CRP B 75 17 100 193 100
CRP C l 32 19 230 211 100
CRP C2 42 22 304 180 100
CRP D 89 19 138 86 171 100
CRP E l 48 29 139 230 182 100
CRP E2 62 24 139 304 163 100
CRP F 11 21 211 179 100
CRP G 8 23 195 115 104 100
CRP H 37 24 195 236 158 100
CRP I 14 30 240 161 158 100
CRP J 17 30 240 230 190 100
CRP K 46 24 283 113 152 100
CRP L RV 50 36 263 264 147 100
CRP M 29 29 294 252 192 100
CRP N 7 43 358 140 100
CRP 0 11 86 350 119 14C 100
CRP P 17 35 333 242 140 100
CB904REV 8 22 334 114 40
CB90B 9 15 218 230 -88
CB90C 12 24 327 230 113 46
CB90DREV 44 16 378 69 159 46
CB90E 102 19 379 184 143 46
CB90F 27 19 378 '304 151 46
CB90GREV 28 22 414 27 72 46
CB9CHREV 23 20 397 165 154 46
CB90I 21 20 428 230 102 46
C B9 M R EV 45 44 378 69 143 123
CB94BREV 59 39 379 161 144 123
C89AC 34 42 378 230 158 123
C094D 24 43 378 304 153 123
CB94E 13 20 401 64 148
CB94FREV 19 46 397 161 155 123
CB94GREV 25 33 428 18 -97 123
CB94H 15 39 428 216 -99 123
CB994REV 52 25 378 69 141 73
CB99BREV 42 25 378 161 155 73
CB99C 37 28 378 230 155 73
CB99D 29 26 378 304 151 73
CB99EREV 27 22 397 134 161 73
CB99F 26 22 428 16 126 73
CB99G 19 28 428 230 100 73
VERTIC A L ICE
cm ocs 16 21 208 275 218 2
CM008 16 19 188 181 136 2
CB09A 49 IB 378 69 155 1
CB09B1 24 17 369 161 115 1
CB09B2 60 17 378 161 136 1
CB09C 32 20 378 230 164 1
CB09D 22 12 378 304 155 1
CB09E1 6 18 397 69 167 1
CB09E2 22 26 397 161 160 1
CB09F 10 9 387 255 143 1
CB09GREV 29 18 428 69 -131 1
CB09H 18 14 428 230 -  32 jl
*  c u l l e d OATA GROUPS
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EVALUATION OF STRATE TWO* COMPRESSION
AV SO CV AV SO CV
ID  NOB RPOW ** **S T R A T E  2 **   STRATE 1—
XIOO XlOO X10E4 X10E4 X100 X10E4 X10E4
HORIZONTAL SPEC IM EN S
EX HI BI T 5.4
♦♦♦FINE IC E * * *
CFAREV 9 10 470 1504 319 483 1593 330
CFB 19 15 535 2252 421 522 2720 520
CFC 15 16 558 1014 161 549 1034 188
CFD 25 14 542 1058 195 553 1008 182
***M ED IUM IC E * ♦ ♦
CM994 22 42 486 3948 BOS 3w4 3324 1092 1
CM993 71 20 501 3876 773 497 3592 723 2
CM99C 4C 25 540 2088 366 510 1887 369
CM99D 1? 20 435 3686 846 432 3582 830 3
CM99E 35 17 463 2437 526 507 3 905 375
CM99F 11 21 494 1766 357 524 1144 218
♦♦♦CENTER IC E * ♦ ♦
CRP A 16 30 321 7570 2354 270 7189 2666 4
CRP B 75 17 444 3141 708 448 3399 758 5
CRP C l 32 19 487 2727 560 493 2731 554
CRP C2 42 22 518 1185 228 513 1192 232
CRP D 89 19 408 2671 654 422 2878 662
CRP E l 40 29 432 2412 559 401 2290 570
CRP E2 62 24 468 1621 346 480 1596 332
CRP F 11 21 366 2652 724 370 2706 732 6
CRP G 8 23 383 1674 437 386 2064 535
CRP H 37 24 441 3368 763 454 3409 750
CRP I 14 30 364 2649 728 336 2583 765 7
CRP J 17 30 450 1225 272 436 1161 266
CRP K 46 24 386 2802 726 401 2917 727 8
CRPLi 27 40 390 3571 916 325 3004 921 9
CRPL2 23 29 427 2773 649 442 2740 619
CRP M 29 29 407 1567 385 415 1848 445
CRP N 7 43 375 3466 923 310 2998 966 10
CRP 0 11 86 386 1193 308 11
CRP P 17 35 410 1824 445 394 1914 486
♦♦♦BOTTOM IC F * * *
CB90AREV e 22 539 1348 250 497 613 123
CB90B 9 15 510 3104 608 516 2863 555
CB90C 12 24 540 2283 422 509 2073 407
CB90DREV 44 16 545 1812 332 554 1796 324
CB90E 102 19 560 3077 549 562 3279 582
CB90F 27 19 587 1851 315 604 1832 303
Ce90GREV 26 22 510 3266 640 485 3003 635
CB90HREV 23 20 544 26oC 477 541 2517 465
CB901 21 20 507 3147 620 516 3236 627
CB94AREV 45 44 269 2594 964 218 2270 1041 12
CS946REV 59 39 291 4089 1405 294 4C93 1391 13
CB94C 34 42 291 1515 520 291 1515 520
CB94D 24 43 316 1772 557 331 1726 521
CB94E 13 20 256 1984 773 357 1838 514 14
CB94FREV 19 46 258 1866 723 222 1651 745
CB940REV 25 33 309 2218 718 335 2385 711 15
CB94H 15 39 286 1754 613 319 1366 429
CB99AREV 52 25 461 2255 489 444 2175 490
CB99BREV 42 25 488 1941 398 462 1935 401
CB99C 37 28 509 1540 302 494 1486 301
CB99D 29 26 539 1071 198 549 1C22 166
CB99EREV 27 22 496 2221 447 512 2683 524
CB99F 26 22 466 32o3 687 471 3249 690
CB99G 19 28 487 2421 496 465 2411 497
VERTIC A L SPEC IM EN S
♦♦♦m e d iu m IC E * * *
CMOOA 16 21 539 3385 626 508 3233 636
CMOOo 16 19 519 4848 934 505 4442 879
♦•♦BOTTOM IC E * * *
CR09A 49 16 570 2184 383 574 2183 380
CB09B1 2** 17 610 1645 302 610 1845 30?
CB09B2 60 17 596 2685 450 596 2685 450
CB09C 32 20 640 1649 257 612 1444 235
CB09D 22 12 679 2288 336 696 2283 327
CB09E1 8 18 513 836 162 516 835 161
C309E2 22 26 569 2111 371 493 1170 237
CB09F 10 9 600 2872 479 633 2772 437
CB09GREV 29 18 501 3096 617 505 3102 614
CB09H 18 14 535 4942 923 546 4939 904
1 EARLY 304-405
2 466-479
3 TEMP = -1
4 TEMP = -1
5 TEMP = - 2 .5
6 ONLY 11. TEMP = -1
7 ONLY 14
8 TEMP = - 2 .5
9 POOR RESU LTS
10 TEMP = -1
11 R EG RESS IO N  BLEW UP
12 TEMP s -2
13 TEMP = -2
14 TEMP = -1*2
15 PACIC IC E .  TEMP = -
Rate and Orientation Variable, Compression
Exhibit 5.5
Strength and Strate at Various Orientations 
Bottom Ice, Compression
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ST A T IS T IC A L  A N A LY S IS  OF LN(STRENGTH) AND STRATE






















































ALL HORIZONTAL IC E  
STRENGTH 1703 6.C054
STRATE 1615 4.4992
D IF F  1.5062
VERTIC A L ICE



















































1 . 6 6
1 . 2 2
1.73
1.42





















COFVAR ID  NOBS STR DEP T RATE STDEVR RPOW T
RNTFl 11 3 .945 1.212 1.089 3 .715 .962 - .11 7 .70
RNTF2 15 4 .588 2 .079 1.352 5 .439 .681 - .03 5 .15
.1143 RNTMl 9 4 .3 4 3 .693 1.792 5 .147 1.040 • 162 1.43
.0569 RNTM2 12 4 .612 2 .904 2.343 6 .C 16 1 .114 .178 3.35
RNTC1 21 3 .666 1.493 .964 2 .9 6 3 1.186 .042 • 95
RNTC2A 9 3 .873 1.419 2 .539 3 .C 43 1.322 • 124 1*44
RNTC3A 13 4 .4 3 4 C.000 .693 4 .9 1 6 1.803 .107 2.85
.0820 RNTC4 22 4 .4 1 4 1.405 .693 4 .4 9 2 2.011 .026 2 .2 4
.0893 RNTC5A 12 4 .198 2 .833 .693 4 .6 7 2 1.946 .033 1.53
RNTC6A 14 4 .582 .792 1.6C9 4 .6 6 7 1.951 .050 3 .04
RNTC7 9 4 .3 4 7 2 .833 1.609 4 .2 4 2 2.002 • 033 2 .6 4
RNTC8 16 4 .732 .780 2 .303 4 .9 3 6 1.903 • 069 6 .3 9
.1232 RNTC9 10 4 .4 6 9 2 .833 2 .303 4 . 803 1.940 • 066 1.92
.1179 RNTCIO 7 4 .7 3 4 1.386 2 .939 4 .8 5 3 1.642 • 102 2 .76
R N T C l1 23 4 .7 2 0 .000 3.042 5 .268 1.564 .045 2 .89
RN T C i2 12 4 .667 1.386 3.045 4 .8 6 9 1.670 .063 3 .86
NTC13A 9 4 .5 6 7 2.833 3.045 4 .69C 1.751 • 036 2# 12
.0820 RNT091A 16 5 .476 3.784 .693 5 .442 1.839 • 043 2.75
.0648 RNT092 17 5 .596 3.784 1 .609 5 .4 9 4 1.691 • 028 1.05
RNT093A 13 5 .272 3.956 1.327 4 .9 6 5 1*256 • 034 1.24
7NT094 10 5 .453 3 .689 1 .609 5 .568 1.792 .032 1.80
RNTC95 11 5 .403 3 .764 1.609 5 .473 1.729 • 038 1 .20
. 1445 RNT096 12 5 .711 3 .784 2.303 5 .315 1.749 - .023 .59
.1137 RNTC97A 12 5 .873 3.784 3.C45 5 .270 1.555 • 038 1.83
RNT901 23 4 .3 0 4 2 .986 1.821 3 .543 .96e • 166 3.43
RNT902 21 4 .575 3.784 .693 4 .6 4 4 1.677 - .021 1.03
RNT903 12 4 .6 4 0 3 .784 .693 5 .210 1.512 .057 1.40
• 0951 RNT904 22 4 .858 3 .784 1.609 4 .9 4 7 1.699 .032 2.22
• 0664 RNT905A 15 4 .552 3 .970 1.365 4 .6 1 3 1.532 - .064 1.92
RNT906 18 4 .509 3 .784 1 .609 4 .731 1.603 • 063 1.66
RNT907 11 4 .953 3 .784 2 .303 4 .9 8 6 1.815 .029 1.07
RNT908 13 4 .975 3.784 3.045 4 .8 0 2 1.853 .020 .79
.1325 RNT941 11 4 .2 4 4 3 .366 1.263 3 .736 1 .304 .136 5 .80
. 1969 RNT942 15 4 .613 3.784 .693 5 .666 1.583 • 136 3.70
RNT943 13 4 .2 5 0 3.784 .693 5 .107 1.591 .090 2.11
RNT944 12 4 .673 3 .784 I.6 C 9 5 .132 1.776 .134 5.72
RNT945 15 4 .3 4 4 3 .970 1.365 5.291 1.414 .107 3 .94
RNT946 12 4 .466 3.784 1.609 4 .9 4 0 1.534 • 090 3 .29
RNT947 11 4*822 3.784 2.303 5 .2 4 3 1.606 .118 5 .20
RNT948 14 4 .7 7 6 3.784 3.045 5 .349 1.913 .079 3 .42
• 0685 RNT991 26 4 .5 4 7 2 .639 2.175 3 .872 1.102 .096 2.31
• 0864 RNT992A 18 4 .9 4 0 3 .784 .693 4 .836 1.838 .017 .84
RNT993A 9 4 .6 4 0 3 .784 .693 5 .019 1.440 .075 1.47
RNT994 23 5 .092 3 .784 1 .609 5 .234 1.500 • 064 3.23
RNT995 18 4 .962 3.970 1.355 5 .198 1.373 • 044 1 .7 ?
*0940 RNT996A 12 4 .8 2 4 3.784 1 .609 4 .6 2 2 1.626 .037 1.15
.0991 RNT997 21 5 .240 3.784 2 .303 5 .387 1.691 .071 2.47
RNT998 18 5 .145 3 .784 3.045 5 .330 1.935 .019 • 50









2 .9 0  .0015
I .93 
1.93 












4 .25  - .1587
.1347
. 2 1 0 0
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S T RATE AND STRE NG TH , I N DI VI DU AL DATA G R O U P I N G S
S T R A T E  S T R E N G T H
R N T m i  0 09
’ 8 1 . 8 8 7 2 6 . 5 0
3 9 2 5 . 9 9 6 2 6 9 7  .25
2 0 , 2 0 c 0 8 0 . 7 2 2 2
5 . 5 9 4 3 2 2 . 5 0 7 0
. 2 7 6 8 . 2 7 8 8
RNTV? 0 1?
5 5 2 . 7 8 1 2 5 5 . 0 0
2 6 8 4 2 . 2 ? L 4 C 3 C 6 . 2 6
4 6 •L 6 54 1 0 4 . 5 6 3 3
1 ’ . 1 9 2 2 2 8 . 6 0 9 8
. 2 4 2 5 . 2 7 4 3
RNTC’ 0 2 1
7 7 0 , 7 6 8 9 2 . 9 0
31 7 4 2 . 6 0 4 2 2 4 6 . 8 9
3 6 . 7 0 3 2 42.519:':
1 3 . 1 3 9 4 1 4 . 6 3 1 5
. 3 5 7 9 . 3 4 4 1
R N T C 2 A  0 0 9
3 9 9 . 6 7 4 5 8 . 4 0
1 9 7 C 5 . 6 0 2 6 0 1 2 . 4 6
4 4 . 4 3 0 6 5 0 . 9 3 3 3
1 5 . 5 6 7 9 1 8 . 2 5 - 4
. 3 5 0 3 . 3 5 8  3
RNTC3A 0 13
7 60 .00 1 1 3 5 . 6 0
4 6 ’ 2 1 . 7 4 1 0 6 6 1 9 . 5 6
5 8 . 4 6 1 6 8 7 . 3 5 3 6
1’ .8701 2 4 . 8 6 7 1
. 2 0 3 0 . 2 8 4 6
RNTCA 022
U 5 0 .  19 1829.60
9 6 7 9 7 .1 2  1*4141,22 
6 5 ,9 1 7 8  S7 .1676
7 .5 7 0 5  9 .7224
.1 1 4 8  .1169
RNTC5A 012
6 8 8 .3 3 809 ,30
4 0 2 1 5 .7 6 55850.93
5 7 .3613 67 .4416
8 .1 5 6 7 10.7466
.1421 .1593
RNTC6A 0 14
105C .84 1386 .10
3 0 935 .32 141344,97




6 0 8 .3 9 6 99 .30
4 1 325 .88 5 4955 .19
6 7 .5991 77 .7000
4 .9881 8 .8004
.0737 .1132
RNTC6 C16
1375 .15 1832 ,0 :'
119063.00 213236.02
8 5 .9469 114.50 vQ
7 .6 2 8 1 15.2140
.0687 .1328
RNTC9 010
7 6 5 .8 4 892 .20
60790 .55 83528.10
7 6 .5842 8 9 .2200





STANDARD D EV IA T IO N  
COEFF OF VAR IAT IO N
RNTC’ O 007 RNT907 C U
6 4 3 .5 4 804 .90 1 2 7 4 .7 7 1 5 74 .30
59866.20 94575 .63 150516.56 2 30009.09
9 ’ .9353 114.9057 115•6 883 143.1181
10 .8124 18 .3649 16 .6895 21 .6751
.1176 .1597 .1440 .1514
RNTC’ l  323 RNT908 013
1819 .95 2602 .20 1 566 .23 1901 .10
146026.78 2 99623.18 192048.56 283827.83
7 9 .1286 113.1391 120 .4793 146 .2384
9 .5 7 2 4 15 .3926 16 ,7086 2 2 . c m
. 1209 .1360 ,1 3 8 6 • 15 L 5
RNTC1 2 o 12 RNT941 0 11
1030.12 1287 .60 4 8 6 .9 8 789 . 2C
89043.97 140575.14 2 2 ’ 5 1 .60 59628 .58
85 .6436 107 .3166 44 .2 7 0 9 7 1 . 7454
7 .4738 14 .6868 7 .6 9 7 7 17.340  8
.0870 .1366 .1738 .2417
RNTC13A 0 09 RNT942 015
761 .75 875 .30 7 9 9 .5 8 1560 .40
65609.22 67003 .47 43 8 7 1 .2 0 172 123 .-6
64 .6395 97 .2555 53 .3055 1 0 4 .L266
1’ .9083 15 .3120 5 .4455 2 6 .4573
. 1406 . 1574 .1771 .2543
RNT901 C23 RNT94? 0 1*
1483.70 1808 .10 5 1 4 .5 6 933 .30
105623.20 156880.63 2 0 9 7 1 .2 3 6 9 8 8 2 .2 9
6 4 .5089 7 8 ,6130 39 .5815 7 1 .7923
2 ’ .2248 2 5 .8847 7 .0 9 5 3 15 .4879
.3290 .3292 .1792 .2157
RNT902 021 RNT944 01?
1650.39 2 0 61 .30 7 4 1 .9 4 1327 .90
133933.58 207211.54 4 6 6 7 9 .1 3 156775.05
78 .5900 9 8 .1 6 -9 fe’ .8288 110 .6503
14.5420 15 .4629 8 .5570 29 .8965
.1850 .1574 .1363 .270  1
RNT903 01? RNT945 0 15
9 87 .95 1265.60 7 07 .62 1 2 4 7 .UC
63724 ,43 138950.50 3 6 439 .24 1 16449.76
82 .3298 105.4833 4 7 .1 7 4 9 83 .1333
14 .7277 22.2161 1 4 .7288 3 0 .2164
.1708 . 2 1 0 6 .3122 .3674
RNT904 022 RNT946 C 12
2 2 90 .13 2850 .70 6 1 5 .4 4 1060 .00
240811.14 373825.47 3 1 985 .20 9 6 098 .32
104 .0968 129.5772 5 ’ #2872 8 8 .3333
10 .7255 14 .5350 6 .1 8 3 7 14 .9696
.1030 .1122 .1205 .1694
RNT905A C 15 RNT947 C U
1207.96 1457 ,20 7 9 6 .2 0 1392 ,10
103616.48 140429.32 58199 .11 182092.59
80 .5312 9 7 .1466 7 2 .3 8 2 6 126 .5545
2 ’ .2759 22 .1475 7 .5 3 2 9 24 .3228
.2641 .2279 .1040 .1921
RNT906 C18 RNT948 0 14
1357 .96 1679.40 9 9 0 .7 1 1697 .70
106414.26 163604.88 7 1 511 .13 213962 .73
7 5 .4426 9 3 .3000 7 0 .7 6 5 0 121 .2642
15 .2729 20,1711 10 .3901 2 4 ,9497
.2024 .2161 .1466 .2057
RNTQ^i 026 RNT093A 013
1941.79 2547 .00 2060.91 2493 .20
154956.45 267203.88 332317.80 485832.34
74 .6645 97 .9615 158.5318 191.7846
19.9340 26 .6652 2 ’ .5972 25.2899
. 2669 .2722 .1362  .1318
RNT992A 0 10 RNT094 010
1958.71 2543 .80 1935.59 2344,80
218741,54 367061.60 377605.29 554547.20
108.8173 1 41 .322 ? 193.5590 234,4800
18.1489 21 .0967 18.1171 22.9455
.1667 .1492 .0936  .0978
RNT 9 °3A  0 09 RNT095 O i l
720 .80 952 . 10 2037.66 2471.30
59596.03 105025.19 387’ 06 .82  568033.59
60 .0893 1O5.708B 185.2419 224.6636
15 .2775 2 3 .1937 31.0590 35,8083
.1907 .2192 .1676  .1593
RNT994 023 RNT096 012
2890.20 3802 .70 3’ 11 • 63 3705. 10
370283.75 6487 47 . ’•> 7 9 4 4 ’ 74 .33  .1 1 8 6 0 5 -7E
125.6612 165.2347 259.3025 306.7583
17.9599 2U .1732 58.2477 61 .8430
.1429 .1524 .2246  .2002
RNT 905  c 18 RNT097A 012
2008 .44 2601 .30 3630 .88  4297 .90
228568.57 3R4958.29 1111875.6  1563363.2
l l ’ *5605 144 ,5166 302 .5739  358.1583
16.2058 23 .0435 34 ,7243  46 .7434
. 1452 .1594 .1147  .1335
RNT996A 0 12 RNT091A C l 6
1’ 9 4 .70 1516.10 21 .1713  32.3632
121964.87 196885.05 .1084  .1343
99.5588 126 .3416
16.5729 22 .C 298 RNT092 017
.1664 .1743 40 .7390  5 0 .8 4 9 ? 
.1811 .1859
RNT997 021
3130.60 4 104 .60 RNTC93A 013
493561.74 856664.96 2 ’ .5972 25 .2899
149.0766 196.4571 .1362 .1318
36.6478 52 .1495
.2453 .2668 RNT094 010
18.1171 22 .9455
RNT998 0 17 .0936 .0976
2323.79 2 9 8 5 .3 v
338111.21 557131.23 RNT095 O i l
136 .6940 175.6058 31 .0590  35.8083
35 .7612 45 .3424 ,1676  .1593
• 2616 • 2582
RNT096 012
RNT 091A 016 58 .2477  61 .8430
3 ’ 2 4»2 4 3 6 5 3 .7C .2246  .2QC2
616778.40 943696.41
195.2650 240 .8562 RNT097A 012
2 ’ .1713 32 .3632 34 .7243  46 .7434





4 0 .7390 50 .8492
.1811 .1859
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STRATE AND STRENGTH* SINGTO AND LARGER GROUPINGS













































































































STD . DEV IAT IO N  
C O EFF. OF VARIAT IO N







































































































23814.50 19724.52 1 .20
6614190.00 4556417.10 1.45
261 .697  216.752 1.2C7
65 .1483  55.8836 1.1657
.2489  .2578 .9655
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C O M P R E S S I O N  D A T A  W i T h  S A L T  P R O P E R T I E S *  C E N T E R  ICE
E X HI BI T 6.1
ID A b CHL 5TRATE BV SV IV E STR RATE
11980 263901 50601 485 143610 4171 0 5829 80 60 9
12130 263901 30701 4fi5 10 365139 4171 0 5829 700 700 40
12140 263961 3C7ul 485 0 234560 4171 0 5829 400 620 125
12150 263901 30 701 485 10 29266? 4171 0 5 829 620 420 150
12160 263901 507-1 4S5 225526 4171 0 5 82 9 600 230 230
126^0 263901 30 901 285 J 426304 2451 7549 9300 2450 2100
11960 263901 5C5C1 485 2<- 426940 2104 0 7896 7100 2170 63U
11970 263901 5 C 6 01 485 29 42C9U7 21C4 0 7896 15000 2070 680
15730 363901 12 501 •*60 2C 428544 156? 0 8438 2 5 CO 1410 47
15740 363901 13601 365 20 361C99 158* 0 8416 1400 VOO 174
15750 363901 3 3 6 o 1 285 29 4 2 U4S 0 1236 0 6764 6100 2760 3700
15780 363901 1C 1-1 367 2- 451737 1592 0 8408 2900 1690 35
15790 363901 101-1 395 20 442149 1714 0 8286 27C0 1520 33
15800 363901 10101 400 20 435873 1736 0 8 264 2100 1420 32
15810 363901 10101 405 20 435445 1757 0 H243 6500 1610 68
15820 363901 101-1 uCQ 2- 419C43 1736 0 6264 8200 1420 c 5
158 30 3639C1 1C1;1 398 20 430616 1727 0 6273 4200 16 1C 90
15840 363901 1C1C1 412 2C 421826 170fc 0 8212 1600 1720 22C
15850 363901 10 1 J  I 366 20 437545 1585 0 8412 3800 2140 314
15860 363931 10101 363 20 437105 1575 0 8425 5500 2160 340
15870 363901 4 C K 1 420 20 438447 1322 0 6178 3 300 2680 1100
1588C 363901 40 1 0 1 395 20 431262 1714 0 6286 8600 2600 1400
15890 363901 4U1-1 395 2- 443162 1714 c 8286 3800 2910 12C0
15900 363901 30 K ' 1 430 2o 421151 1866 c 8134 2400 2520 2100
159i 0 363901 30101 4(t? 21 386766 1766 0 8234 8600 1900 300U
15920 363901 3C1C1 426 2 0 404797 1546 0 8152 12000 2370 3800
15940 363901 10 2 J 1 370 2 0 433844 1605 0 8395 2100 1420 36
15950 363901 10201 405 20 421937 1757 0 6243 6400 1310 45
15960 363Q0 1 1Q2C1 40G 29 428236 1736 0 K264 1800 1520 74
15970 363901 50 301 34 C 20 4 c y 812 1475 0 B525 3400 1590 2 80
15980 363901 1C 3 01 376 20 416762 1631 0 8 369 4700 2060 840
15990 363901 3Q3C1 479 20 3 13404 2076 0 7922 400 710 7 CO
16000 363901 304.jl 400 2c 34C746 1736 0 6264 5500 1170 2600
UOi.O 363901 30301 365 20' 397145 15e4 c 8416 1800 1800 12 CO1
16020 363901 30201 413 20 413184 1792 c 8 208 1500 2170 1400
16030 363901 30301 420 20 393301 1522 0 8178 5900 1800 150C
22440 363901 107i-l 352 20 458625 1527 0 8473 15000 2030 68
22450 363901 107-1 358 2-.' 447832 1553 0 B447 62CO 1740 52
22460 363901 107L I 358 20 4583.70 1553 0 8447 3300 1900 47
22470 3639C1 1C701 351 2C 455877 1523 0 8477 22 CO 1770 36
22480 363901 1C 7 0 I K88 20 4 7 491£ 1683 c 6 317 4600 2540 97
22490 363901 1C 7 01 370 ?C 446947 16C5 0 8395 6CC0 2070 150
22500 3639C1 10 7 v 1 352 20 448523 1527 0 6472 6200 2170 l c J
2251 0 363901 10701 348 20 437849 1510 0 6490 7100 1890 150
22520 3639C1 10 7 C I 352 20 482926 1527 0 8473 3200 3380 320
22530 363901 10701 367 20 456771 1592 0 8408 eeoo 2770 460
22540 363901 10701 360 20 446906 1562 0 6438 6000 2570 470
22550 3639C1 10701 364 20 458382 1579 0 6421 11000 34 10 1400
22560 363901 70701 350 20 469508 1519 0 8481 16000 390C 160t
22570 363901 70?<J I 33C 20 461496 1432 0 8568 7000 3560 1500
22580 363901 80701 358 20 468076 1553 0 8447 13000 4540 4200
22590 3639C1 807 C1 376 20 447761 1631 0 8369 15000 3690 4100
22600 363901 207u 1 376 29 464260 1631 0 8369 13000 4170 32C0
2261 0 363901 2C701 365 20 462231 1584 0 8416 15000 4170 360C
22620 363901 207'-1 349 2- 4 602e 3 1514 c 8486 8000 3940 2900
22630 363901 20701 350 29- 460378 1519 0 8481 15000 3920 2800
12760 263901 102C1 526 50 47138G 978 0 9022 5500 2300 48
12770 263901 102^1 526 59 457656 976 0 9c22 5700 2380 120
12780 263901 40201 526 50 461723 976 0 9U22 800 3410 660
12790 263901 402C1 526 50 439696 976 0 9v22 11000 3510 2500
12800 263901 30201 526 50 49449C 97e 0 9022 19000 7060 56C0
21760 363901 1C401 391 59 460126 727 0 9273 5100 234C 96
21770 363901 10401 345 50 466654 641 0 9359 1400 2100 38
21780 363901 10401 329 50 457848 611 0 9389 3500 2120 64
21790 363901 10401 350 50 467388 651 0 9349 2400 22 10 48
21800 363901 10401 360 50 448805 669 0 933 1 3900 2440 220
21810 363901 10401 361 5C 458704 671 0 9329 7200 2600 182
2182C 363901 104 01 330 50 462C63 613 0 9387 4700 2560 140
21830 363901 10401 341 50 45C311 634 c 9366 10000 2410 190
21840 363901 10401 348 50 484220 647 c 9353 5800 3870 390
21850 363901 10401 365 50 469039 678 0 9322 8000 3470 490
21860 363901 704 01 365 50 465335 678 0 9322 10000 3890 1100
21870 363901 70401 365 59 465944 678 0 9322 20000 394C 1140
21880 363901 70401 346 50 470248 643 0 9357 6600 4330 150C
21890 363901 2 0 4 'Jl 338 50 475565 626 0 9372 20000 5900 5900
21900 363901 20401 35C 50 473617 651 0 9349 36000 5730 560C
2191 0 363901 2C401 340 5C 457482 632 c 9368 3500 4700 4600
21920 363901 50401 343 50 469518 637 0 9363 18000 5200 4150
21930 363901 70401 378 50 47C518 703 0 9297 13C00 5060 3400
21940 363901 10401 381 50 467113 708 0 9292 8600 3350 450
21950 363901 70401 365 50 473058 678 0 9322 12000 5330 3000
13250 263901 101C1 494 IOC 501212 492 99 9408 11000 3460 66
13260 2639C1 101CI 494 100 504537 492 99 9408 2500 3960 110
13270 263901 10101 494 100 485276 492 99 94C8 2000 3920 275
13280 263901 501C 1 494 IOC 501464 492 99 9408 11000 6700 1800
13290 263901 50101 494 190 513127 492 99 9408 14500 7000 2150
13300 263901 50 1C 1 494 IC O 504990 492 99 9408 16000 8540 5100
13560 263901 80601 370 ICO 515659 368 74 9557 17500 9520 5150
20900 363901 10101 386 100 502091 384 77 9536 3700 3590 76
209] 0 363901 10101 375 100 493852 373 75 9551 43000 3340 80
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20930 3639011 l C l c l 386 1-C 509666
20940 3639011 1C 1 C l 404 ICC 485027
20950 3639011 10 1C 1 407 100 495292
20560 3639C11 20101 385 10 j 498374
20970 3639U11 20101 406 10U 498805
20980 3639C 11 2 o 1U1 388 1CU 508552
20990 3639011 201C1 393 10- 510212
21000 3639C11 20101 383 100 5C5 108
210*0 3639011 20101 3?4 100 499664
21020 3639011 20 m i 413 ICC 501397
21160 3639011 5CK-1 385 100 499579
21170 3639011 20 1 01 400 i c : 496662
21190 3639011 20101 390 ICC 5C5059
21200 3639011 20101 395 100 49746?
12250 2639011 808-1 531 2 0 435337
12260 2639C11 3 0 9 u 1 531 210 492766
1227C 2639011 5 v 9 0 1 531 210 496435
14600 2639C11 53601 49 4 21-. 517736
14610 2639011 53601 494 210 552369
14620 2 6390 11 13601 494 210 526221
14630 2639011 62 6-01 494 21c 529168
14660 2639011 33601 494 210 526678
1471 0 3639C11 30401 38C 210 524964
14720 3639011 304.: i 380 210 528752
14730 3639 J  11 1041/1 3 P 0 210 524662
14740 3639011 80401 oeo 210 529432
14750 3639011 8 0 4 01 380 210 51964S
14760 3639011 10 5-1 38 0 21- 521704
1477C 3639C11 1 O' 5 0 I 360 2 K 525367
147SC 3639011 10561 38C 21- 525692
22780 3639C11 10901 356 k c 519340
22790 3639011 10 9-1 356 210 52CC9C
22800 3639011 109-1 272 210 527'502
22 B 1 C 3635011 10 9 C 1 272 210 •207C?
22820 3639011 10901 272 210 521255
22830 3639011 10901 272 210 5C3326
22840 3639011 10 901 272 210 523734
2286C 36390 11 1 0 9 v 1 272 21- 52412c
22870 36390 11 10 9 0 1 272 21- 504C65
22880 3639011 1-9-1 272 21- -04672
22890 3639011 2G5C1 r n 2 C 523832
2250C 2639011 2090 1 272 210 5C 8 528
22910 3 6 3 9 0 U 209-1 272 21- 52032C
22930 3639011 e o 5 v i 272 210 522765
22940 3639011 80901 272 210 504499
22950 3639011 2 0 901 272 21- 50258?
22960 3639011 2G9C1 272 210 517602
2297C 3639011 2C5-;1 272 21c 513979
23120 36390 11 214 01 310 210 5 2 38-6
24080 3639011 2 1401 256 2 1C 486821
24100 3639011 21401 315 210 514629
2411 C 3639011 a i4-oi 290 2 10 533662
24140 3639011 314-1 362 2 I J 523811
24160 3639011 814-1 271 210 526074
24170 3639011 91401 248 2 1C 520316
24160 3639011 51401 277 210 530842
77 9538 2100 4090 100 163
81 9516 7800 3670 2C0 127
81 9513 8700 3B5C 16C 141
77 9539 13200 5130 550 146
61 9514 10200 5310 64C 146
7b 9535 11000 5740 580 161
79 9529 16900 7430 1950 164
77 9541 12300 6870 1700 156
77 9540 24800 6720 2000 147
63 9605 1 P 50 C 7810 3900 150
77 9539 31600 3300 58C0 147
8C 9521 23500 8320 6800 14?
78 9533 1 7000 8020 3700 156
77 9 5 39 12100 7150 305C 144
347 9337 1COOO 3230 5400 132
347 9337 IbOOO 7000 2050 138
347 9 337 4500 3270 44 146
3 2 3 93S3 14000 4540 83 177
323 5 393 16000 9110 1100 205
323 «36 3 22000 9740 IIC O 196
3 23 = 58 3 2 7000 1 2570 58CC 198
3 23 9333 22  500 10500 28 00 193
248 9525 100C0 8290 1000 190
246 9525 21 COO 3610 1COC 197
2 46 9525 1 7000 4900 85 190
248 95 2s- 19000 10710 270C 1Q9
248 9525 24COO 1 130C 5500 180
2 46 9525 22OQ0 5180 128 184
248 9523 i4000 5910 20C 191
24b 9525 13800 6500 410 191
233 5555 2CC00 480(1 100 180
233 9553 10000 <♦740 91 18 1
176 c 660 16000 4930 78 195
176 9660 4600 44 10 63 182
17? 5660 14C00 5730 210 183
178 9660 ic c o o 4740 200 153
175 9660 1070 5750 190 188
178 9 660 26000 7500 650 188
172 9660 22400 5990 58c 154
178 9660 14500 6360 740 155
178 9 66C 22000 9500 2CC0 188
173 9660 6000 7590 1410 162
176 9660 1 1000 9230 2060 181
176 9 66C 2 C/0CO 11920 6100 186
176 9660 20000 1CC3C 640C 155
176 966C 33000 8600 34C0 152
178 9660 1600C 104CC 41 CO 176
1 76 9 660 6C00 1C03C 4100 170
203 9612 27000 1 20C C 60 Co 188
167 96R0 9100 64 9Q 1900 130
2C6 5606 26300 336 C 22CC 172
190 5637 34700 1 300C 5500 207
237 9547 17600 12690 78C0 158
177 9 661 36400 12050 5500 192
162 9690 0 10900 4500 181


























































The data shown in Exhibit 6.1 is the data at a relatively advanced stage 
of analysis. Besides the original data, rate of loading, and modulus of 
elasticity, it contains brine volume, solid salt volume, ice volume, strate, 
and the natural log of strate.
A specimen of the data is shown below. The decimal is ommitted in the data 


























8230 5400 132 
(11X12) (13) 
I 0 0
c = location of collection
2 I Nov-3 1 Dec
3 I Jan-31 Apr
4 I May-15 May
5 16 May-31 May
6 I June-15 June
7 16 June-I Aug
8 I Aug-31 Oct
1 100 yards of theater
2 I mile off ACS
3 100 miles north of Barrow
4 200 miles north of Barrow
5 100-150 yards north of 
theater, 1961
6 300 yards north of theather
d = crystal type code
1 fine




ee - angle between sigma and zenith, 0° to 90° 
ff - angle between sigam and c-axis, 0° to 90° 
"II" indicates randomness
Word Meaning 
3 ghh i i j
g = faiIure type
Code Tension meaning Compression meaning
1 good test no visible deformati
2 weld failure tensile failure























hh - age of sample at time of test, days. 
ii - depth from top of ice to center of specimen, inches. 
2  - type of test, "I" is compression, "2" is tension
4 Chlorinity, o/oO
5 Temperature, -°C.
6 Natural log of Strate
7 Brine volume, relative
8 Solid salt volume, relative
9 Ice volume, relative
10 Modulus of Elasticity, Pb '
11 Strength, psi.
12 Rate of loading, psi/min.
13 Strate.















































1 Inch Center Ice, Compression
Exhibit 7. 1A
Plocback, 7 Inch Center Ice 
Compression
Plotback,
4 Inch Center Ice, Connression
Exhibit 7 . IB
Plotback, II Inch Center Ice, 
Compression
Exhibit 7.1C Exhibit 7 . ID












































Plotback, 17 Inch Center Ice 
Compression
Exhibit 7. IF
Plotback, 25-29 Inch Center Ice 
Compression
Exhibit 7. IG
Plotback, 32-36 Inch Center Ice, 
Compression
Exhibit 7 . IE J
Plotback, 18-21 Inch Center Ice, 
Compression
Exhibit 7. IH
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TEMP 1. 2 . 4 . DEPTH 8 . 16. 32. 4 0 .
1 34 .6 36 .6 36 .6 4 0 .4 42 .5 4 4 .9 4 5 .8
2 76.1 63 .2 54 • 6 49 .2 46 .4 4 5 .6 4 5 .7
3 94 .2 74 .8 61 .6 53.1 48 .2 4 6 .9 4 5 .7
4 104.8 81 .6 65 .7 55 .4 49 .2 46 .1 4 5 .7
5 112.0 86 .2 68 .5 56 .9 49 .9 46 .2 4 5 .7
6 117.3 89 .5 70 .5 58 .0 50.4 46 .3 4 5 .7
7 121.3 92.1 72.1 58 .9 50.7 46*4 4 5 .7
8 124.6 94 .2 73 .4 59 .6 51.1 46 .5 45 .6
9 127.2 95 .9 74 .4 60 .1 51.3 46«5 4 5 .6
10 129.5 97 .3 75 .3 6 0 .6 51.5 46 .5 4 5 .6
11 131.3 98 .5 76 .0 6 1 .U 51.7 46*6 4 5 .6
12 133.0 99 .6 76 .6 6 1 .4 51.9 46*6 4 5 .6
13 134.4 100.5 77 .2 6 1 .7 52.0 4 6 .6 4 5 .6
14 135.7 101.3 77.7 6 2 .0 52.1 46 .6 4 5 .6
15 136.6 1U2.U 78.1 6 2 .2 52.2 4 6 .7 4 5 .6
16 i_3 7 • 8 1U2.7 78 .5 6 2 .4 52.3 4 6 .7 4 5 .6
17 138.7 103.3 76.6 6 2 .6 52.4 4 6 .7 4 5 .6
1 8 139 .6 103.8 79.2 6 2 .8 52.5 46 .7 4 5 .6
19 140.3 104.3 79 .5 6 2 .9 52.5 46 .7 4 5 .6
20 141.0 104.7 79 .7 63 .1 52 .6 46 .7 4 5 .6
2 1 141.6 105.1 80 .0 63 .2 52 .7 46 .7 4 5 .6
22 142.2 105.5 80.2 63 .4 52 .7 46*8 4 6 .6
EXH I (31T 7 .6  
TEMPERATURE M ATRIX
E X H IB IT 7.3 J 1-ROOT BR IN E VOLUME* MATRIX
TEMP 1. 2 . 4 . DEPTH 8 . 16. 32. 40 .
1 .4173 .4444 .4728 .5030 .5350 • 5694 .5811
2 ■.5834 .6028 .6232 • 6447 .66  7 6 .6922 .7006
3 .6562 .6722 .6890 .7066 .7267 • 7460 .7529
4 .6992 .7131 .7278 .7434 .7599 .7777 .7837
5 .. 7281 .7408 .7541 .7681 .7831 .7991 .8046
6 .,7493 .7610 .7732 .7862 • 8>Ju0 • 8148 .8198
7 .,7656 .7765 .7380 .8001 .8130 • 8268 .8315
8 ■.7786 .7889 .7998 .8112 .8234 .8364 .6409
9 .,7393 .7991 .8094 .8203 .8319 • 8443 • 8486
10 .,7983 .8077 .8175 .8279 • 8390 .8509 .6550
U  -,8059 .8149 .8244 .8344 .8451 • 8566 .8605
12 .,8125 .8212 .8304 .8401 • 8504 .8615 .6652
13 ■,8183 .8267 .8356 .3450 .8550 • 8657 • 8694
14 ,.8234 .8316 .8402 .8493 .8590 .8695 .8730
15 ..8279 .8359 • 8443 .8532 • 8627 .8728 .8763
16 ',8320 .8398 .8480 .8567 • 8659 .8758 .8792
17 ,. 8356 .8433 .8513 .8598 .8688 .8785 .8818
18 .,8390 .8465 .8542 .8626 .8715 • 8610 • 8642
19 .8420 .8494 .8571 .8652 .8739 • 8633 .8664
20 .6448 .8520 .8596 .8676 .8762 • 6653 • 8684
2i .. 8474 .8545 .8619 .8698 .8782 .6872 • 8903
22 .8497 .8567 .8641 .8718 • 8801 .8890 .8920
EXH I d IT  7 .A SALT REINFORCEMENT FUNCTION
TEMP 1. 2 . 4. DEPTH 8 . 16. 32. 4 0 .
1 • 0 .0 .0 .0 • 0 .0 .0
2 .0 .0 .U • u • 0 .0 .0
3 .0 .0 .0 .0 • 0 .0 .0
4 .0 .0 • u .0 • 0 .0 .0
5 .0 .0 .0 .0 • 0 .0 .0
6 • 0 .0 .0 • 0 • 0 • 0 .0
7 .0 .0 .0 • 0 • 0 .0 .0
8 .0 • C .U .0 .0 .0 .0
9 11 .4 10.1 6 .4 6.1 3 .4 . 7 - .0
10 18.0 16.0 13.2 9 .7 5 .4 1.1 -..1
11 22 .7 20 .2 16.7 12.2 6 .9 1.4 - .1
12 26 .3 23 .3 19.3 14.1 7 .9 1.6 - .1
13 29 .0 25 .7 21 .3 15.5 6.6 1.8 - .2
14 31 .2 27 .7 22 .9 16 .7 9 .4 1 .9 - .2
15 33 .0 29 .3 24 .3 17 .7 10.0 2 .1 - .2
16 34 .6 30 .7 25 .4 18 .6 10.5 2 .2 - .2
17 36 .0 31 .9 26 .4 19 .3 10.9 2 .2 - .2
18 37.2 3 3 .C 27.3 20 .0 11.2 2 .3 - .2
19 38 .3 34 .0 28 .1 20*6 11.6 2 .4 - .2
20 39 .3 34 .9 28.9 21 .1 11.9 2 .5 - .2
21 40 .3 35 .7 29 .6 2 1 .6 12.2 2 .5 - .2
22 41.1 36 .5 30.2 22 .1 12.4 2 .6 - .2
E X H IB IT 7 .5 STRATE OF IC E  SHEET
TEMP 1. 2 . 4 . DEPTH 8 . 16. 32. 4 0 .
1 34 .8 36 .3 38 .6 4 0 .4 42 .5 4 4 .9 4 5 .6
2 76.1 63 .2 54 .6 4 9 .2 46.4 4 5 .6 4 5 .7
3 94 .2 74 .6 61 .6 53 .1 48.2 4 5 .9 4 5 .7
4 104.8 8 1 .6 65 .7 55*4 49.2 46. 1 4 5 .7
5 112.0 86*2 68 .5 56 .9 49 .9 4 6 .2 4 5 .7
6 117.3 8 9 .5 70.5 5 8 .0 50 .4 46 . 3 4 5 .7
7 121.3 92 .1 72.1 58 .9 50 .7 4 6 .4 4 5 .7
8 124.6 94 .2 73 .4 59 .6 51.1 46 .5 4 5 .6
9 138.7 106.1 82.8 6 6 .3 54.6 4 7 .2 4 5 .6
10 147.5 113 .4 88 .5 7 0 .3 57 .0 4 7 .7 4 5 .5
11 154.1 118.8 92 .7 73 .3 56 .6 4 8 .0 4 5 .5
12 159.3 122.9 96.0 75 .5 59 .8 4 8 .3 4 5 .4
13 163.5 126.3 98 .5 77 .3 60 .8 46 .5 4 5 .4
14 166.9 129.0 100.6 78 .7 61 .6 4 6 .6 4 5 .4
15 169.9 131 .4 102.4 8 0 .0 62.2 46*8 4 5 .4
16 172.5 133 .4 1 0 4 .C 8 1 .0 62 .8 46*9 4 5 .4
17 174.8 135.2 105*3 82*0 63 .3 49-0 4 5 .4
18 176.8 136 .9 106.6 82*8 63 .8 49 .1 4 5 .4
19 178.7 138.3 107.7 83 . S 64 .2 49 .2 4 5 .3
20 180.4 139.7 108.7 84 .2 64 .5 4 9 .2 4 5 .3
21 182.0 140 .9 109.6 84 .9 64 .9 49 . 3 4 5 .3
22 183.4 142 .0 110.5 85 .5 65 .2 4 9 .4 4 5 .3
DEPTH WARM MEDIUM COLD
i 2 .00 22 .00 2 2 .00
2 2.00 2 1 .5 0 21 .75
3 2.00 21 .00 2 1 .5 0
4 2.00 2 0 .5 0 21 .25
5 2.00 20 .00 2 1 .00
6 2.00 19.50 2 0 .75
7 2.00 19.00 2 0 .50
8 2 .00 18 .50 20 .25
9 2 . CO 18 .00 2 0 .00
10 2.00 17 .50 19.75
I t 2 .00 17.00 19 .50
12 2 .00 16 .50 19.25
13 2 .00 16 .00 19.00
14 2 .00 15 .50 18 .75
15 2 .00 15 .00 18 .50
16 2 .00 14 .50 18.25
17 2 .00 14.00 16 .00
18 2 . CO 13 .50 17 .75
19 2 .00 13 .00 17.50
20 2 .00 12 .50 17 .25
21 2.00 12.00 17 .00
22 2.00 11 .50 16.75
23 2.00 11 .00 16 .50
24 2 .00 10 .50 16.25
25 2 .00 10.00 16 .00
26 2 .00 9 .50 15 .75
27 2.00 9 .00 15 .50
28 2.00 8.50 15.25
29 2 .00 6 .00 15 .00
30 2.00 7 .50 14 .75
31 2 .00 7.00 14.50
32 2 .00 6 .5 0 14 .25
33 2.00 6 .00 14 .00
34 2.00 5.50 13 .75
35 2 .00 5.00 13 .50
36 2.00 4 .5 0 13 .25
37 2 .00 4 .0 0 13.00
38 2 .00 3.50 12 .75
39 2 .00 3 .00 12.50
40 2 .00 2 .50 12.25
E X H IB IT  7 .7
RATE POWER M ATRIX













13 • 250 .301
14 .253 • 304
15 • 255 .306
16 .257 .308
17 .260 .309
18 • 262 .311
19 • 264 • 312
20 • 266 .313
21 • 268 .314







29 • 280 .317
30 .281 .317
31 .283 • 316
32 • 284 .316
33 • 265 .315
34 • 286 • 314
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RATE FUNCTION FOR WARM ICE
EXHI BI T 7.8 EXHI BI T 7. 10
RATE FUNCTIOON FOR COLD IC E
DEPTH 100 300 1000 5000 DEPTH 100 300 1000 5000
2 094 2 .4 9 B 3.031 3.925 1 2 .503 3 .115 3 .960 5 .457
2 364 2 .9 0 3 3.635 4 .9 1 0 2 2 .905 3 .747 4 .952 7 .190
3 2 517 3*138 3.994 5 .516 3 3 .137 4.121 5 .557 8 .286
4 2 630 3 .3 1 3 4 .266 5 .982 4 3 .308 4.401 6 .017 9 .141
5 2 721 3 .4 5 6 4 .490 6 .372 5 3 .446 4 .629 6 .398 9 .859
6 2 799 3 .578 4 .684 6 .712 6 3 .563 4 .825 6 .726 10.487
7 2 867 3 .6 8 6 4 .856 7 .017 7 3 .665 4 .996 7 .017 11 .049
8 2 928 3 .784 5.011 7.295 8 3 .756 5 .150 7.279 11 .560
9 2 983 3 .872 5.154 7.552 9 3 .837 5 .289 7 .518 12.030
10 3 034 3 .954 5.286 7.792 10 3 .912 5 .417 7 .739 12.466
11 3 081 4 .031 5 .410 8 .018 1! 3 .981 5 .535 7 .943 12.874
12 3 126 4 .102 5 .527 6.231 12 4 .0 4 4 5.645 8 .134 13 .256
13 3 167 4 .170 5 .637 8 .435 13 4 . 103 5 .747 6 .313 13 .617
14 3 206 4 .2 3 4 5.742 8 .629 14 4 .1 5 9 5 .843 6 .482 13.958
15 3 244 4 .295 5.843 8 .615 15 4 .2 1 0 5 .933 8 .641 14.282
16 3 279 4 .353 5.939 8 .994 16 4 .2 5 9 6 .019 8 .791 14.589
17 3 313 4 .4 0 9 6 .031 9 .167 17 4 .3 0 5 6 .099 8 .9 3 4 14.862
18 3 346 4 .463 6.120 9 .334 16 4 .3 4 9 6 .176 9 .070 15.161
19 3 377 4 .515 6 .206 9 .496 19 4 .3 9 0 6 .248 9 .199 15.426
20 3 407 4 .5 6 4 6 .269 9 .653 20 4 .4 2 9 6 .317 9 .322 15.683
21 3 436 4 .613 6 .370 9 .806 21 4 .4 6 6 6 .363 9 .439 15.926
22 3 464 4 .6 5 9 6.446 9 .955 22 4 .501 6 .445 9 .551 16.160
23 3 491 4 .705 6 .524 10.100 23 4 .535 6 .505 9 .6 5 8 16.383
24 3 518 4 .749 6 .598 10.242 24 4 .5 6 7 6 .561 9 .7 6 1 16.597
25 3 543 4 .792 6 .670 10.360 25 4 .5 9 7 6 .616 9 .858 16.802
26 3 568 4 .633 6 .741 10.515 26 4 .6 2 6 6 .667 9 .951 16.998
27 3 592 4 .8 7 4 6 .810 10.648 27 4 .6 5 4 6 .716 10 .040 17.185
28 3 616 4 .9 1 4 6 .877 10.778 28 4 .680 6 .763 10 .125 17.365
29 3 639 4 .953 6 .943 10.905 29 4 .705 6 .808 10 .206 17.537
30 3 662 4 .991 7 .007 11.030 30 4 .7 2 9 6 .851 10 .284 17.701
31 3 684 5 .028 7.071 11.153 31 4 .751 6 .891 10.358 17.857
32 3 705 5*064 7 .133 11.274 32 4 .7 7 3 6 .930 10.428 18.007
33 3 726 5 .100 7 .193 11.392 33 4 .7 9 3 6 .966 10.495 18.149
34 3 747 5 .135 7,253 11.509 34 4 .8 1 2 7 .001 10 .558 18.265
35 3 767 5 .169 7.312 11.624 35 4 .631 7 .034 10.618 18.413
36 3 787 5 .203 7 .370 11.737 36 4 .8 4 8 7 .065 10 .675 18.535
37 3 806 5 .236 7 .426 11.649 37 4 .864 7 .095 10 .729 18*650
38 3 825 5*268 7.482 11.959 38 4 .8 7 9 7 .127 10 .780 18.759
39 3 844 5 .300 7 .537 12.067 39 4 .8 9 4 7 .148 10 .827 18.861
40 3 862 5 .332 7.591 12.174 40 4 .9 0 7 7 .172 10 .872 18.956
E X H IB IT  7 .9
RATE FUNCTION FOR MEDIUM IC E
E X H IB IT  7 .11
GENERAL B R IN E  VOLUME FUNCTIONS
d e p t h 100 300 1000 5000 DEPTH X 0 YO B SIG O G
1 2 .503 3 .115 3 .960 5 .457 .5 • 389 31.56 3 59 .60 2 51 .04 1.432
2 2 .902 3 .742 4 ,944 7.175 1.5 .424 34.38 197.53 148 .06 1.334
3 3 .129 4 .108 5 .536 8 .249 2 .5 .442 35.84 145.17 116 .77 1.243
4 3 .295 4 .380 5.982 9 .076 3 .5 .455 36 .86 116.62 100.40 1.161
5 3 .427 4 .596 6 .346 9 .761 4 .5 .464 37.66 9 7 .90 90 .04 1.067
6 3 .538 4 .783 6 .655 10.351 5 .5 .473 38.31 84 .39 82 .78 1.019
7 3 .633 4 .942 6 .925 10.870 6 .5 .479 38.87 7 4 .02 77 .37 .956
8 3 .7 1 6 5 .082 7 .163 11.333 7 .5 • 486 39 .36 6 5 .72 73 .14 .898
9 3 .789 5 .207 7 .377 11.751 6 .5 • 491 39.80 5 8 .89 69 .75 .644
10 3 .855 5 .319 7 .569 12.131 9 .5 • 496 4 0 .19 53 .12 66 .95 .793
11 3 .914 5 .420 7 .744 12 .476 10 .5 .500 40 .55 4 8 .1 7 6 4 ,61 .745
12 3 .967 5.512 7 .903 12.793 11 .5 .504 40 .68 4 3 .8 6 62 .61 .700
13 4 .015 5 .595 8 .047 13.082 12 .5 • 508 4 1 .19 4 0 .0 6 6 0 .SB .658
14 4 .0 5 9 5.670 8 . 179 13 .347 13 .5 .512 4 1 .48 3 6 .67 59 .37 .617
15 4 .0 9 9 5 .739 8 .299 13.589 14 .5 .515 41 .75 3 3 .63 58 .04 .579
16 4 . 135 5.801 6 .408 13.809 15 .5 • 516 4 2 .00 30 .87 5 6 .86 .542
17 4 .1 6 7 5.858 8 .507 14.010 16 .5 .521 4 2 .24 2 6 .36 5 5 .81 .508
18 4 .1 9 6 5 .908 8 .596 14 .191 17 .5 .524 4 2 .47 2 6 .06 54 .87 .475
19 4 .222 5 .953 6 .676 14.353 18 .5 .527 42 .68 2 3 .94 54.01 .443
20 4 .2 4 5 5 .993 8 .746 14 .496 19 .5 .529 4 2 .89 2 1 .99 53 .24 .413
21 4 .265 6 .028 6 .808 14.622 20 .5 .532 43 .09 2 0 .17 52 .53 .384
22 4 .282 6 .058 6 .860 14.730 21 .5 • 534 43 .28 18 .47 51 .68 .356
23 4 .2 9 6 6 .083 8 .904 14.821 22 .5 • 536 43 .46 16.89 51 .29 .329
24 4 .3 0 7 6 .102 8 .940 14.694 23 .5 • 538 43 .63 15 .40 5 0 .74 .303
25 4 .3 1 6 6 .118 8 .967 14.948 24 .5 • 540 43 .80 14.01 5 0 .24 .278
26 4 .321 6 .126 6 .984 14.965 25 .5 .542 43 .97 12.69 49 .77 .255
27 4 .3 2 4 6 .132 8 .993 15.003 26 .5 • 544 44 .12 11.44 49 .34 .232
28 4 .3 2 4 6*132 8 .9 9 3 15.002 27 .5 • 546 44 .28 10.26 48 .93 ,209
29 4 .321 6 .126 8 .992 14.980 28 .5 • 548 44 .43 9 .1 4 48 .56 .186
30 4 .3 1 4 6 .115 8 .961 14.938 29 .5 .550 44 .57 8 .0 8 48 .21 .167
31 4 .3 0 4 6 .097 8 .930 14.873 30 .5 • 552 44 .71 7 .0 7 47 .88 .147
32 4 .290 6 .072 6 .667 14.784 31 .5 .553 44 .84 6 .1 0 47 .57 .128
33 4 .272 6 .041 8 .831 14.670 32 .5 .555 44 .98 5 .1 8 47 .28 .109
34 4 .2 4 9 6 .001 8 .761 14.527 33 .5 .556 45 .10 4 .3 0 47 .01 .091
35 4 .222 5.953 8 .676 14.353 34 .5 • 558 45 .23 3 .4 5 46 .76 .073
36 4 .186 5.895 8 .573 14.143 35 .5 .559 45 .35 2 .6 4 46 .52 .056
37 4 .148 5*825 6 .449 13.893 36 .5 • 561 45 .47 1 .86 46 .29 • 040
38 4 .100 5.741 6 .302 13 .594 37 .5 .562 45 .59 1 .11 46 .08 .024
39 4 .041 5 .639 8 .125 13.237 38 .5 • 564 45 .70 • 39 4 5 .87 • 008





6 .059  
5.821 
5 .630  
5.471
5.335 
5 .216  
5 .111  
5.016 
4 .929  
4 .850  
4 .777  
4 .709  
4 .646  
4 .5 8 6  
4 .5 3 0  
4 .478  
4 .428
4 .3 8 0
4 .335  
4 .292  
4 .2 5 0  
4 .211  
4 ,173  
4 .136  
4 .1 0 1  
4 .067  
4 .034  
4 .003  
3 .972  
3.942 
3 .914  
3.886 
3 .858  
3 .832  
3 .806  
3 .781 
3.757
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e x h ib i t  7 . 1 2  e x h ib i t  i .14
B R IN E  VOLUME S T R E N G T H  FUNCTIONS STRATE VALUES
DEPTH WARM MEDIUM COLD d e p t h WARM MEDIUM COLD
9 4 .607 194 .633 194.633 1 9 4 .6C 7 239.164 239 .164
2 6 8 .006 118.972 119.085 2 6 8 .006 157.213 157.527
3 60 .051 9 5 .996 96 .161 3 60 .051 129.978 13C.514
4 55 .908 8 4 .0 0 6 84 .205 4 55 .998 114,598 115.218
5 5 3 .504 7 6 .435 76 .660 5 53 .504 104,169 1C5.051
6 51 .809 7 1 .1 4 7 71 .393 6 51.8C9 96 .399 97 .423
7 5C.585 6 7 .2 1 4 67 .478 7 5C.585 90 .267 9 1 .422
6 4 9 .663 6 4 .1 6 0 64 .438 8 4 9 .663 85 .240 8 6 .515
9 4 8 .9 4 7 6 1 .713 6 2 .004 9 4 8 .947 81 .006 82.391
10 4 8 .378 5 9 .705 60 .008 10 4 0 .3 7 8 77.365 78 .854
l i 4 7 .919 5 8 .0 2 6 58 .339 V 4 7 .9 1 9 74.187 75.774
12 4 7 .544 56 .602 56 .923 12 4 7 .5 4 4 71.376 73 .056
13 4 7 .233 5 5 .3 7 7 55 .707 13 4 7 .2 3 3 68 .866 70 .636
14 4 6 .9 7 4 5 4 .3 1 4 54 .650 14 4 6 .9 7 4 66 .606 66 .462
15 4 6 .756 5 3 .383 53 .725 15 4 6 .7 5 6 64 .555 66 .496
16 46 .573 52.561 5 2 .909 16 4 6 .5 7 3 62 .683 6 4 .708
17 4 6 .4 1 8 51 .832 52 .104 17 46 .416 6 0 .965 6 3 .0 7 4
16 4 6 .2 8 7 5 1 .180 51 .536 18 4 6 .2 8 7 59.301 6 1 .574
19 46 .175 5 0 .596 50 .955 19 46-175 57 .914 60 . 192
20 4 6 .0 8  1 5 0 .0 6 9 50.431 20 46.C 81 56 .548 58 .916
21 46 .002 4 9 .5 9 4 4 9 .956 21 46 .002 55 .272 57 .734
22 45 .934 4 9 .1 6 2 4 9 .526 22 4 5 .9 3 4 5 4 ,0 7 ' 5 6 .636
23 45 .878 4 8 .7 7 0 49 .133 23 45 .876 52 .948 55 .614
24 45 .832 4 8 .413 48 .775 24 45 .832 51.881 54 .662
25 4 5 .7 9 3 4 8 .0 8 8 4 8 .4 4 7 25 45 .793 50 .868 53 .774
26 4 5 .763 4 7 .7 9 0 4 8 .146 26 45 .7 6 3 49 .900 5 2 .943
27 45 .738 4 7 .5 1 9 4 7 .870 27 45 .7 3 8 4 8 .971 5 2 .166
28 45 .720 4 7 .2 7 0 4 7 .616 28 45 .7 2 0 4 8 .075 5 1 .439
29 45 .706 47 .0 4 4 47.381 29 45 .7 0 6 4 7 .044 50 .758
30 4 5 .6 9 7 4 6 .8 3 7 47 .165 30 45 .6 9 7 4 6 .837 50 .120
21 45 .692 4 6 .6 5 0 46 .965 31 4 5 .692 4 6 .650 49 .522
32 45 .691 4 6 .4 8 0 46 .781 32 4 5 .691 4 6 .4 8 0 4 8 .9 6 2
33 4 5 .6 9 3 46 .3 2 7 4 6 .610 33 45 .693 46 .3 2 7 4 0 .4  37
34 4 5 .6 9 6 4 6 .1 9 1 4 6 .453 34 4 5 .6 9 8 4 6 . 191 4 7 ,9 4 7
35 4 5 .706 4 6 .0 7 2 4 6 .307 35 45 .7C6 46 .0 7 2 4 7 .4 8 9
36 4 5 .716 4 5 .9 7 0 4 6 .172 36 4 5 .716 45 .9 7 0 4 7 .0 6 1
37 45 .728 45 .8 8 5 4 6 .047 37 4 5 .7 2 8 45 .886 4 6 .6 6 3
38 4 5 .7 4 3 4 5 .821 4 5 .932 38 4 5 .7 4 3 45 .821 4 6 .294
39 4 5 .7 5 9 4 5 .7 8 0 4 5 .8 2 6 39 4 5 .7 5 9 4 5 .780 4 5 .9 5 2
40 4 5 .7 7 7 45 .7 6 8 4 5 .728 40 4 5 .7 7 7 4 5 .7 6 8 4 5 .6 3 7
EX H 1 B IT 7 .13 E X H IB IT  7 .15
SALT REINFORCEM ENT WARM IC E  STRENGTH
DEPTH WARM MEDIUM COLD DEPTH 100 300 1000 5000
1 .000 4 4 .5 3 1 44 .531 1 198 .180 236 .412 286 .832 371 .415
2 • 000 38 .240 39 .441 2 16C .789 197.428 247.235 333 .976
3 .000 3 3 .981 34 .353 - 3 151 .192 188.448 239 .899 331 .263
4 .000 3 0 .592 31 .113 4 147 .310 185.542 238 .926 335 .018
5 .000 2 7 .7 3 4 28 .390 5 145 .637 184.934 240 .273 34C .957
6 *000 2 5 .251 26 .030 6 145 .046 185.424 242*692 347 .764
7 .000 2 3 .053 23 .944 7 145 .060 166 .507 245 .647 354 .984
8 .000 2 1 .0 6 0 22 .076 8 145*440 107.935 246 .690 362.321
9 • 000 19 .292 20*386 9 146 .052 189.570 252.268 369 .678
10 .000 17 .660 18 .846 10 146 .817 191 .334 255 .763 376 .993
11 .000 16 .160 17 .434 l i 147 .687 193 .177 259 .272 384.231
12 .000 14 .774 16 .133 12 148 .627 195 .068 262 .784 391 .377
13 • 000 13 .489 14 .929 13 149 .616 196.985 266 .284 398 .421
14 .000 12 .291 13.811 14 150 .638 198.91V 269.758 405 .361
15 .0 0 0 11 .172 12 .770 15 151 .683 200 .846 273.201 412 .195
16 .0 0 0 10 .122 11 .798 16 152 .741 202 .773 276 .609 418 .925
17 • 000 9 .1 3 3 10 .869 17 153 .808 204 .691 279 .977 425 .555
18 .0 0 0 8 .2 0 1 10 .037 18 154 .878 206 .596 283 .306 4 3 2 .087
19 .000 7 .3 1 7 9 .2 3 7 19 155 .949 208 .487 286 .594 438*524
20 .000 6 .4 7 8 8 .465 20 157 .018 210 .360 289*841 444*871
21 .000 5 .6 7 8 7 ,7 7 7 21 156 .083 212.217 293 .048 451*130
22 .000 4 .5 1 2 7 .1 1 0 22 159 .142 214 .054 296 .216 457 .305
23 .000 4 .1 7 7 6 .481 23 160 .196 215 .874 299.345 463 .401
24 • 000 3 .4 6 7 5 .8 8 7 24 161 .242 217 .674 302 .436 469 .419
25 • ooo 2 .7 8 0 5 .3 2 6  . 25 162.281 219 .455 3C5.490 475 .363
26 .000 2 .1 0 9 4 .7 9 6 26 163.311 221 .218 308 .508 481 .236
27 .000 1 .452 4*296 27 164 .333 222 .962 311.491 487 .040
28 .000 .604 3 .823 28 165.346 224 .688 314.441 4 92 .779
29 • 000 • 003 3 .376 29 166 .350 226 .396 317 .357 498 .455
30 .000 • 000 2 .9 5 4 30 167 .346 228 .086 320.242 504 .070
31 .000 • 000 2 .556 31 168 .333 229 .758 323.095 509 .627
32 • 000 • 000 2 .180 32 169.311 231*414 325 .919 515 .127
33 .0 0 0 • 000 1 .826 33 170 .280 233 .053 328 .714 520.573
34 .000 •coo 1 .4 9 4 34 171.240 234*676 331.480 525 .966
35 .000 .0 0 0 1 .161 35 172.192 236.283 334 .219 5 3 1 .3C9
36 .000 .000 • 869 36 173.135 237 .874 336.931 536 .603
37 .0 0 0 • 000 .615 37 174.070 239 .451 339.616 541 .849
38 • 000 •coo • 361 38 174.996 241.012 342 .279 547 ,050
39 .0 0 0 • 000 • 126 39 175 .915 242 .559 344 .916 552 .206
40 .000 • 000 - .0 9 0 40 176.825 244 .092 347 .530 557 .319
SUMS 6408 .111 8524 .248  11669.371 17793.785
AVERAGE 160 .202 213 .106 291 .734 4 44 .844
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EXHIBIT 7.17
COLD IC E  STRENGTH
D E P T H I CO 30' 1 0 0 0 5 0 0 0
1 5 9 8 . 6 6 5 7 4 5 . 1 5 6 9 4 7 . 16V 1 3 0 3 . 2 4 6
2 4 5 7 . 7 2 1 : 9 - ,  -64 7 s J . ? 3 - ‘ 1 1 3 2 * 7 1 3
3 4 0 9 . 4 6 8 5 17 . b 7 3 7 2 r .2 7? l uc 1 . 5 3 8
4 3 8 1 . 5 1 6 5 0 7 . 5 4 5 6 V 3 , 4c, 1 K 5 4 .  i-.’4
5 3 6 2 . 0 5 9 4 6 6 . ?81 6 7 2 . 1 5 5 1 / 3 5 . 7 9 0
6 3 4 7 . 1 6 7 4 7'j . 104 6 5 5 . 3 6 4 1 0 2 1 . 7 6 7
7 3 3 5 . 1 0 5 4 5 6 . 2 3 6 6 4 1 . 6 7 ? 1 / 1 0 . 1 8 3
8 3 2 4 . 9 6 5 4 4 5 . 6 0 3 6 2 9 . 1 1 0 1 -O j . 171
9 3 1 6 . 2 1 8 4 ) 6 . 8 4 4 fc1 4 • 4 9  7 W l . / ' < /
10 3 0 8 . 5 2 9 4 ?  7 , ?  0 5 6 1 0 . 2 8 2 9 6 3 . 0 8 1
n 3 0 1 . 6 7 5 4 1 9 . 4 5 ^ 6 0 1 . 9 3 6 9 7 - . 6 4 '
12 2 9 5 . 4 9 6 4 1 2 . 4 1 6 5 9 4 . 2 9 4 9 6  8 • 5 C 6
13 2 8 9 . 6 8 3 4 0 5 . 9 3 2 6 8 7 . 2 4 7 9 6 1 . 5 S 7
14 2 8 4 . 7 4 4 4 0 0 . 0 6 0 5 8 J • 7 i) o / 3 p . o 3 2
15 2 8 0 . C 14 3 9 4 . 5 7 9 5 7 4 . 6  10 9 4 9 , 7 0 0
16 2 7 5 . 6 4 ? 3 8 9 . 4 8 6 6 6 8 . 4 0 ? 9 4 4 . 0 *  1
17 2 7 1 . 5 8 3 3 6 4 . 7 3 6 6 6 3 . 5 4 t 9 3 8 . 6 - 9
18 2 6 7 . 8 0 4 3 8 U . 2 4 3 6 6 8 . 6 0 4 4 3 - . 6 t i19 2 6 4 . 2 7 6 37 6 .  1 28 5 6 3 . 7 4 0 92 6 . 6 7 ’.
20 2 6 0 . 9 7 4 3 7 2 . 2 1 4 5 4 9 . 2 6 4 92.1 . 9 0 5
2 1 2 5 7 . 8 7 6 3 6 6 .  63 1 6 4 6 . 0 1 1 4 1 9 . 6 / 6
22 2 5 4 . 9 7 1 3 6 5 . 0 6 1 6 4 u » 9 8 9 9 1 5 . 2 4 1
23 2 5 2 . 2 3 7 3 6 1 . 7 8 6 5 3 7 . 1 7 c 9 1 1 . 1 6 3
2 4 2 4 9 . 6 6 3 3 5 8 . 6 9 4 5 3 3 . 5 6 4 4 0 7 . 2 6 4
25 2 4 7 . 2 3 8 3 ? 5 . 7 7 7 5 3 0 . 1 3 5 4 0 3 . 8 1 6
26 2 4 4 , 9 5 1 3 5 3 . 0 0 9 6 2 6 . 6 6 / p 4 9 . 4 4 2
27 2 4 2 . 7 9 4 3 ? J . 3 V 7 6 2 i . 7 4  5 o 4 0 •52 r
28 2 4 0 . 7 6 9 3 4 7 , 9 2 5 5 2 0 . 8 6 5 8 93 ./6fc
2 9 2 3 8 . 8 3 5 3 4 5 . 5 8 8 5 1 6 . 0 6 7 8 9 0 . 1 5 4
30 2 3 7 . 0 2 6 3 4 3 . 3 7 8 5 1 5 , 4 6 ? 8 8 7 . 1 8 ?
3 ’ 2 3 6 . 3 1 7 3 4 1 . 2 9 0 5 1 2 . 9 5 0 8 6 4 . 3 6 3
32 2 3 3 . 7 C 6 3 3 9 . 3 1 9 5 1 0 . 5 9 4 8 6 1 . 6 7 R
33 2 3 2 . 1 9 0 3 : 7 . 4 6 0 5 C 8 . 3 h ? 6 7 4 . 1 ? !
34 2 3 0 . 7 6 4 3 3 5 . 7 0 9 6 C 6 . 2 6 6 8 7 6 . 7 / C
35 2 2 9 . 4 2 6 3 3 4 . D 64 5 0 4 . 2 7 4 8 7 4 . 4 4 4
36 2 2 8 . 1 7 2 3 3 2 . 5 2 1 5 0 2 . 4 1 4 8 7 2 . 3 0 4
37 2 2 7 . 0 0 2 3 5 1 . 0 8 0 5 0 0 . 6  74 d 7 u . 3 01
38 2 2 5 . 9 1 2 3 2 9 . 7 3 8 4 4 4 . U 5 4 8 6 6 . 4 1 8
3 9 2 2 4 . 9 0 ? 3 2 8 . 4 9 5 4 9 7 . 5 6 6 8 6 8 . 7 1 7
4 0 2 2 3 . 9 7 4 3 2 7 . 3 6 1 4 9 6 . 1 7 7 8 6 5 . 1 4 3
S U M S 1 1 3 9 1 . 2 4 7 15725.4') 6 2 30 3 6 .  3 ’■*4 3 7 b 5 9 . ? U ?
A V E R S E  2 8 4 . 7 8 1  • S 8 . 1 3 b  5 7 6 , 9 5 3  V£.fc,t?o
E X H l a l T  7 . 1 6  
M E D I U M  IC E  S T R E N G T H
DEPTH IO0 300 1UCC 5000
t 596.666 745.156 947.169 1305.246
2 456 .30  L 588.367 777.379 112s.13c
3 406.800 5 ?4 .061 714.676 1^72.287
4 377.673 50 1 ,967 665.622 lu 4 0 . 15C
5 357. 08 I 4 7 V •w ?4 661.115 1C 16 .664
6 341.090 4 6 ].0 9 6 641.605 997.846
7 327.956 446.146 6 2 5 .1 1 ? 981.224
8 316.764 413.248 610.633 966.090
9 306.980 421.832 597.594 95 1 .954
10 298.265 4 1 1 .540 585.6^9 938.528
P 290.392 4 0 2 .1 3 ? 5 74. 5 •> 0 925.629
12 283.197 3 9 3 , 4 3 1 564.099 913.123
13 2 7 6 .5 6 ? 585.331 554.226 900.951
14 270.396 577.717 544.816 889.014
15 264.632 ? 7u.519 535.794 677.265
16 2 5 9 .2C6 563.677 527.038 863.658
17 254.073 557.138 518.676 8 54 . 146
18 249.193 350.859 5 1 0 .46C 842.690
19 244.531 34 4 .  799 502.469 851.248
20 240.C55 338.924 4V4.604 819.773
2’ 235.738 533.200 486.846 808.239
2? 231.554 327.597 479.158 796.584
23 227.478 322.085 471,503 784,765
24 223.487 516.633 463.643 772.731
25 219 .557 311 .21 2 456 .139 760.425
26 2 15.665 •=.5.792 446,250 747.765
27 211 .787 3 )t;.341 440.432 734.745
28 207.901 294,827 432,341 721.234
29 203.286 20C.229 422.581 704.762
30 202.084 2o6 .419 419 .759 699.651
3’ 200.602 2fl4 .443 416.606 693.656
32 199.425 282 .275 4 1 3 .C81 637.206
33 197.936 279.887 409.176 679.646
34 196.314 277.243 404.712 6 71 . C54
35 194.534 2 74 .5 0 ? 399.736 661.294
?6 192.564 271.006 334.116 650.157
37 1 9 0 .?6  3 267.294 387.734 637.502
38 187.676 263 .  C65 380.429 622.929
39 185.028 256 .189 371.977 606 .027
40 181.704 252.473 362.048 586.190
S U M S  10524.920 1450?.553 20638.887 33144.709
A V E R S E 263.123 '* 6 ?  .  5 8 0 515.972 826.617
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EXHIBIT A 
TIME-STRAIN-STRESS DATA
Tensile stress-strain Test 
Tensile creep tests 
Compressive stress-strain test 
Compressive creep tests
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A 2
TIME-STRAIN-STRESS DATA
This exhibit contains the detailed data from stress-strain and creep tests. 
The column headings have the following meaning:
Ti me
This is the clock time which was photographically recorded 
simultaneously with measurements of load and deformation.
Time is generally expressed in the data a hours, minutes, 
and hundredths of minutes. The format of the six digit 
number (123456) is hours in digits I and 2, minutes in 
digits 3 and 4, and hundredths of minutes in digits 5 and
6. In some cases, digits 5 and 6 represent seconds, and 
these cases are noted. Some creep tests have time durations
greater than 99 hours. In these cases the leading 100's of
hours digit has been ignored.
Strai n
Strain is calculated from the raw deformation measurements 
and is expressed as a dimens ion I ess number. The number is 
listed as strain x 10^. Exceptions to the exponent 5 are 
noted.
Stress
Compression: Stress is calculated from the raw data load
measurements and is expressed in pounds per square inch. The
number listed is stress x 10°. Exceptions to the exponent o 
are noted.
Tension: Stress is expressed in pounds per square inch and 
the number listed is stress x loL Exceptions to the 
exponent I are noted.
Test number
A test identification number preceeds the set of time-strain- 
stress data for each test
The tension test are the first test listed and start on page A 4. These are 
then followed by the compression test which begin with test I and continue 
through the remainder of Exhibit A.
Some tension tests were re-run because of weld or head failures. Data 
for the original run and each re-run are listed.
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A 3
Explanatory Notes.
1. Strain data expressed as strain x
2. Strain data expressed as strain x
3. Strain data expressed as strain x
4. Stress data expressed as stress x
5. Stress data expressed as stress x
6. Not used.
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A 4
TIME STRAIN !STRS TIME STRAIN !STRS TIME STRAIN STRS TIME STRAIN STRS TIME STRAIN STRS TIME STRAIN
0141 SEE NOTES 2,4 ,7 41 205911 94 83 167538 237 652 173485 38
set NOTESi 2*4 ,7 093033 0 0 0165 205914 104 92 167539 279 726 173491 50
101903 0 0 093040 0 3 SEE NOTES 2,4,,7 205918 117 100 167542 320 807 173498 54
101910 13 8 093044 13 11 091753 0 0 205920 131 104 167543 350 875 173505 75
101919 49 13 093047 24 20 091801 0 0 205925 167 103 167545 366 953 173511 91
101926 74 19 093050 40 26 091608 3 2 205929 193 105 0435 173517 108
101928 102 28 093054 53 33 091811 8 8 205932 226 97 SEE NOTE 7 173521 116
101940 140 36 093057 64 39 091814 13 17 205936 238 106 150400 0 0 173524 120
101947 167 45 093100 17 47 091017 20 26 205939 116 150403 0 6 173627 125
101952 188 53 093103 88 57 091620 27 35 0185 150405 0 22 173530 133
101957 204 62 093106 100 67 091823 33 44 SEE NOTES; 2,4,,7 150410 0 23 173536 145
102001 218 71 093107 76 091825 37 52 090539 0 0 150415 24 60 173543 156
102006 233 82 0148 091828 42 61 090600 0 150417 32 108 173546 166
102012 250 94 SEE NOTES 2,4 ,7 091831 42 71 090609 150419 84 134 173549 170
102016 265 105 100921 0 0 091834 46 81 090617 I 3 150421 93 208 173555 187
102021 310 109 100929 20 56 091837 53 91 090621 10 11 150422 100 2 12 173561 200
102027 322 110 100935 36 36 091840 59 101 090625 25 19 150426 LOO 212 173567 250
102032 392 86 100940 50 56 104 090628 36 26 150428 100 212 173586 279
102040 404 112 100946 64 76 0176 090631 46 34 150432 128 296 173595 312
102044 420 138 78 SEE NOTES 2,4,,7 090634 55 43 150433 144 338 173603 354
0142 0154 204633 0 0 090637 63 51 150434 180 382 0460
set NOTES 2*4 ,7 SEE NOTES 2,4 ,7 204702 1 0 090640 74 56 150436 236 445 093000
135220 0 0 213035 0 0 204710 1 2 090644 84 65 150437 236 510 093037
135315 70 34 213039 10 11 204713 8 8 090647 97 71 0438 093047
135332 150 53 213042 20 19 204716 16 17 090649 109 77 165250 0 0 093055
135340 181 68 213045 27 27 204719 23 20 090653 123 84 165256 0 0 093062
135600 185 67 213047 33 36 204723 33 090655 92 165260 0 33 093070
140803 188 67 213050 39 43 0177 0186 165261 36 77 093077
150800 195 67 213053 46 51 SEE NOTES 2,4,,7 SEE NOTES. 2,4,,7 165262 48 114 0464
155115 196 68 213056 54 59 214846 0 0 195252 165263 76 156 142700 0
170000 200 68 2130S9 62 67 214859 0 0 195304 0 0 165264 96 201 142707 0
180800 203 68 213102 70 76 214904 0 I 195308 1 165265 168 250 142769 0
190000 204 69 213105 78 84 214910 2 2 195312 8 7 165266 172 299 142777 4
201500 207 68 68 214914 9 8 195315 17 16 165267 208 339 142785 8
210000 208 67 0154 214917 17 12 195318 25 24 165266 142793 12
222200 209 67 SEE NOTES 2,4 ,7 214922 42 18 195321 33 32 0442 142800 24
244000 213 68 201508 0 0 214928 71 25 195324 38 41 162725 0 0 142808 44
080700 225 68 201516 0 0 214931 83 29 195327 46 50 162729 0 18 142813 52
081013 357 201545 1 1 214934 96 33 195330 51 58 162731 0 55 142822 52
0143 201548 3 4 214937 :109 37 195333 59 68 162732 0 97 142829 84
SEE NOTeS. 2,4 ,7 201552 13 11 50 195336 67 77 162734 0 147 142835 106
100502 27 0 201554 21 19 0178 195338 72 66 162735 8 184 142643 120
100700 28 0 201557 33 27 SEE NOTES 2,4,,7 195341 79 94 162736 16 233 142849 136
100717 0 20 201600 38 34 094218 0 0 195345 88 105 162737 40 271 142856 148
100732 70 36 201604 40 44 094232 0 1 195348 96 115 162738 44 303 142863 166
100738 89 51 201607 50 54 094240 0 2 195351 103 123 162739 56 337 142870 188
100742 100 63 201610 67 69 094242 10 8 195355 113 140 162740 60 369 142877 212
100746 109 77 201614 78 70 094246 20 17 195358 121 156 162741 60 409 142085 236
100750 131 81 74 094249 29 25 195402 147 162742 52 449 142891 272
100754 139 94 0155 094252 35 32 0190 162743 48 484 142898 300
100758 147 105 SEE NOTES 2,4 ,7 094255 43 42 SEE NOTES 2,4 ,7 0449 142905 328
0144 213305 0 0 094258 50 51 140110 0 0 150002 0 0 142912 352
SEE NOTES 2,4 ,7 213308 9 6 094301 57 60 140129 5 9 150005 0 28 142919 372
214502 0 0 213311 16 17 094304 65 69 140133 7 37 150006 29 104 142926 408
214519 27 18 213314 25 27 094307 72 77 140139 16 84 150006 42 171 142940 472
214529 69 34 213317 30 37 094310 78 85 140142 24 105 150007 129 245 142948 512
214542 135 51 213320 37 47 094313 92 140149 34 176 150007 167 325 142958 584
214548 160 62 213323 44 57 0179 140154 43 221 150008 213 402 142969 672
214554 190 70 2L3326 45 66 SEE NOTES 2,4,,7 140200 54 268 0450 0471
214556 74 213329 58 75 092147 0 0 140207 70 302 162077 0 0 131205 0
0145 213332 81 092203 0 140211 87 308 162080 4 47 131380 0
SEE NOTES 2,4 ,7 0 156 092211 3 3 140214 118 279 162080 33 144 131395 8
213730 0 0 SEE NOTES 2*4 ,7 092214 8 10 140217 260 240 162081 62 225 131403 16
213736 13 17 235045 0 0 092217 16 18 0418 162081 100 309 131410 36
213740 27 26 235103 0 0 092220 25 27 SEE NOTE 7 162002 158 394 131417 48
213746 57 35 235106 17 7 092224 33 35 155825 0 0 0451 131424 56
213750 71 45 235110 29 17 092226 38 44 155829 33 30 175200 0 0 131430 64
213754 84 56 235113 33 27 092229 45 54 155832 37 37 175202 8 u 131438 72
213757 97 66 235116 35 34 092232 52 62 155835 63 U I 175203 8 44 131445 84
213800 108 76 235120 42 44 092234 57 70 155636 67 144 175203 37 123 131451 92
213804 117 85 235123 54 51 092237 75 155837 67 168 175204 70 174 131458 112
213807 126 93 235125 58 59 0180 155838 83 250 175204 100 226 131464 124
01458 235128 63 67 SEE NOTES 2,4,,7 155839 104 302 175205 133 281 131471 144
SEE NOTES 2,4 ,7 235131 79 75 101420 155840 108 340 175205 166 333 131478 156
192108 0 0 235134 83 84 101430 0 0 155842 142 397 175206 195 403 131484 160
192113 11 9 235137 92 92 101434 3 2 155843 171 443 175206 220 459 131497 216
192116 22 20 235L4Q 100 100 101439 3 3 155844 204 510 0455 131504 232
192119 33 29 107 101443 10 LL 155846 238 598 152050 0 0 131511 248
192123 50 41 0163 101446 17 21 155848 271 675 152133 4 9 131516 268
192128 65 55 SEE NOTES 2,4 ,7 101449 25 30 155849 721 152145 4 46 131524 288
192132 78 66 211659 0 0 101452 30 41 0419 152157 12 76 131538 356
192135 97 75 211707 3 3 101455 38 50 SEE NOTE 7 152164 36 107 131545 384
192139 128 84 211712 13 10 101458 38 60 167501 0 0 152 L 73 64 143 131551 448
192143 702 211716 28 21 101S01 38 70 167504 0 11 152180 92 177 131557 472
192352 728 211720 46 31 101504 38 78 167506 0 16 152187 104 211 131563 500
192404 728 211726 75 40 101507 38 87 167512 29 37 152195 120 244 131570 544
0146 211730 89 49 101510 97 167515 25 60 152203 128 277 131577 576
SEE NOTES; 2,4 ,7 211736 112 61 o i e i 167517 29 88 152210 144 311 131583 608
214030 0 0 211739 122 69 SEE NOTES 2,4,,7 167519 41 107 152217 160 344 131590 640
215036 8 2 211742 135 77 205823 167521 58 128 152226 196 378 131597 676
215041 14 10 211746 149 87 205830 0 0 167522 58 135 152235 212 445 684
215046 38 19 0164 205839 3 3 167523 58 136 152241 240 478 0474
215050 53 24 SEE NOTES 2,4 ,7 205042 9 6 167525 58 155 0456 170450 0
215054 73 34 225104 0 0 205846 22 16 167526 62 210 173353 0 0 170451 8
215100 96 49 225109 0 1 205850 32 26 167527 83 249 173380 0 2 170452 64
215603 109 57 225113 7 8 205853 43 34 167529 116 296 173435 0 30 170453 120
215606 120 66 225116 18 12 205855 49 42 167531 137 347 173449 0 67 170454 156
215610 132 78 225120 32 18 205859 57 50 167533 137 402 173456 4 97 170455 212
215613 140 88 225124 46 26 205902 66 58 167534 166 447 173463 6 134 170455 276
215616 97 225127 53 33 205905 75 66 167535 166 515 173471 17 167 170456 336
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A 6
TIME STRAIN STRS TIME STRAIN STRS TIME STRAIN STRS
163747 660 153705 too 480 131634 56 280
183753 931 700 153706 120 540 131839 82 350
700 153708 130 610 131844 92 400
0558 153710 150 680 131049 105 480
141692 153711 160 750 131854 122 540
141788 484 388 153714 190 840 131859 144 610
0559 153716 210 930 131664 163 680
154056 153718 131869 172 740
154171 451 436 0621 131875 184 820
0560 170013 0 0 131860 207 880
170037 170015 0 70 131885 215 950
170180 912 689 170016 30 120 131890 222 1010
0561 170017 60 170 131897 234 1080
143808 170018 60 230 131903 238 1 120
143829 304 796 170020 90 290 131912 268 1150
0562 170021 100 340 132001 1 190
155450 170024 110 420 132038 310 1250
155471 426 729 170025 140 490 132044 314 1320
0563 170027 160 560 0638
170405 170028 180 610 163634 0 0
170409 40 170030 190 690 163645 20 70
170410 45 107 170031 200 750 163650 50 1*0
170415 116 358 170034 220 820 163655 60 200
170429 385 950 170035 260 890 163660 70 270
0564 170037 290 950 163665 80 340
131229 170038 280 1020 163670 100 400
131235 116 485 170040 310 1090 163674 110 470
0565 170041 1150 163678 500
143280 0623 0641
143291 282 422 181053 0 0 130560 0 0
0566 181055 0 60 130595 0 70
163026 181056 0 110 130607 10 130
163050 466 870 161058 10 160 130620 10 200
0567 181059 30 210 130634 20 270
132229 181061 30 270 130645 30 340
132239 290 335 181062 60 340 130656 40 400
0568 181064 70 400 130670 50 460
142529 181065 80 480 130682 50 540
142540 253 448 181067 90 550 130693 60 600
0569 181068 100 610 130706 70 670
152779 181070 120 670 130718 80 740
152795 406 622 181072 140- 740 130731 100 800
0617 181074 160 010 130743 100 070
182518 0 0 181075 180 880 130750 UO 910
132525 4 40 181076 210 940 130755 110 940
182526 20 90 101077 210 1010 130768 130 1010
182533 60 320 181080 230 1070 130780 140 1070
182570 60 330 181081 250 1130 130792 160 1140
182575 80 400 161083 280 1210 130805 170 1210
182576 80 460 181084 300 1270 130818 L BO 1270
182577 100 500 161086 1340 130830 210 1340
182578 100 550 0625 130842 230 1410
182579 100 590 133728 0 0 130854 250 L470
182580 110 630 133740 10 80 130857 1490
182581 120 670 133746 10 ISO 0644
182583 120 720 133751 20 220 151954 0 0
182504 130 770 133755 30 280 151965 40 50
182585 130 810 133760 50 350 151979 68 120
182587 140 660 133765 50 410 151990 92 190
182568 170 940 133770 60 480 152003 120 260
182590 190 1010 133774 70 560 152015 138 320
182593 210 1080 133778 80 620 152029 160 400
182595 240 1140 133703 90 680 152044 192 490
182597 250 1160 133787 100 750 152058 204 580
182600 1180 133792 120 820 152074 256 660
0618 133796 130 890 152085 276 720
140630 0 0 133800 150 930 152097 286 790
140634 0 70 133802 150 960 152110 320 860
140636 4 120 133805 160 1040 152122 336 930
140637 12 180 133810 170 1080 152134 368 990
140638 16 240 133815 190 1150 152145 400 1060
140640 20 300 133820 210 1220 152158 420 1130
140641 30 350 133825 230 1290 152171 448 1200
140643 30 400 133830 250 1350 152181 1250
140644 40 470 133832 1380 0646
140646 40 550 0627 165179 0 0
140647 50 610 144827 10 0 165221 20 70
140649 60 680 144835 0 60 ,165235 40 130
140650 70 750 144840 10 140 165247 40 200
140652 80 820 144845 30 210 165259 60 270
140654 60 890 144850 40 270 165270 70 340
140656 90 950 144855 50 340 165282 80 400
140658 110 1020 144860 60 400 165295 100 470
140660 140 1070 144864 70 470 165306 120 540
140661 160 1120 144869 80 540 165319 120 600
140662 170 1150 144874 90 610 165331 130 670
140663 190 1150 144878 100 680 165343 140 740
140666 190 1150 144883 110 740 165355 160 800
140672 200 1150 144807 120 800 0648
140689 260 1210 144092 130 870 215680 0 10
140735 320 1330 144897 160 940 215706 20 70
140738 340 1420 144903 170 1010 215717 20 130
140743 1460 144906 190 1070 215731 30 200
0619 144913 200 1140 215742 50 270
153690 0 20 144918 220 1220 215754 60 340
153695 0 70 144923 1270 215765 80 400
153696 10 140 0635 215777 100 470
153698 30 210 131811 0 0 215787 120 540
153700 40 280 131818 24 70 215600 140 610
153701 70 350 131824 15 140 215811 160 670
153703 90 410 131830 36 210 215823 190 740
TIME STRAIN STRS TIME STRAIN STRS TIME STRAIN STRS
215836 210 3 00 OOOOOO 15*357 22 33
215848 240 870 000044 87 15*375 48 100
215860 260 940 000083 80* 154390 66 167
215873 280 1000 0714 154410 8* 234
215884 300 1070 OOOOOO 15*427 106 301
215896 330 1140 000042 8* 154445 136 368
215906 360 1210 000078 915 154474 156 *35
215921 390 1280 0720 154480 188 50*
215935 1340 OOOOOO 0914
215936 1340 000381 13* 17125* 0 0
0649 001061 670 171315 104 70
083510 0 0 001821 12*2 171332 96 130
083603 0 30 0723 1713*7 92 200
083611 0 70 OOOOOO 171362 116 270
083624 10 130 000533 68* 171376 112 3*0
083637 30 200 000900 11*0 171391 1*0 *00
083650 40 270 001495 1815 171411 160 *70
083661 50 340 0725 171426 178 540
083674 70 400 OOOOOO 171441 182 600
083685 90 470 000250 21 201407 0
083696 110 540 001302 1259 201502 17* 70
083707 140 610 0727 201521 186 130
083720 170 670 OOOOOO 0 201540 202 200
083732 200 740 000285 228 201560 206 270
083744 210 800 000782 912 201580 220 340
083756 240 870 000830 972 201598 232 400
083769 270 940 0000*6 21 201615 2** 470
0837B1 320 1010 000077 10*5 201634 274 5*0
083793 350 1070 000086 1 305 201652 26B 600
0B3804 1130 0729 201663 670
0689 OOOOOO 0915
153777 0 3 0000*2 232 08*583 0 0
153789 0 50 000073 1093 084601 26 30
153805 20 121 0733 064610 32 70
153823 100 204 OOOOOO 064620 40 100
153847 2*0 271 000102 232 084630 46 130
153892 248 355 000121 1005 084637 52 170
153925 256 422 073* 084645 60 200
153963 268 492 OOOOOO 084653 62 230
153990 692 564 000032 228 084661 72 270
154007 784 640 000069 1368 084669 76 300
154025 928 693 0735 084676 82 3*0
154048 1148 781 OOOOOO 064682 88 370
154060 000042 205 064688 100 *00
0692 000068 9*2 084696 104 *30
222485 48 0 000073 1050 064705 124 *70
222526 0 34 0736 084711 120 500
222540 20 97 OOOOOO 064718 128 5*0
222550 32 134 000074 228 084726 136 570
222564 44 196 000094 902 084735 162 600
222581 44 268 0758 0847*3 162 630
222596 44 331 SEE NOTES 1*4 084750 166 670
222614 44 402 143383 0 0 084757 192 700
222630 184 469 143395 6 11 084765 196 7*0
2226*4 244 526 1*3*05 5 18 0916
222657 272 570 143*16 12 27 134621 0
222668 312 610 1*3*28 13 36 134639 2 30
222662 412 663 1*3*40 8 *6 134648 0 70
222691 456 698 143452 17 55 134657 6 100
222709 69 2 767 14346* 25 6* 134667 6 130
222725 992 834 1*3*75 24 73 13*67* 16 170
222741 1072 901 1*3*87 23 82 13*681 26 200
222751 11*0 938 1*3*96 21 91 13*689 30 230
0694 1*3510 37 100 13*696 28 270
090700 0 0 1*3525 45 109 13*705 28 300
090743 2 14 1*35*0 48 119 13*711 2* 3*0
090758 32 77 1*3551 127 134719 36 *00
090776 112 151 0759 134727 *2 *70
090788 196 201 SEE NOTES 1 • 4 134736 52 5*0
090804 320 286 190000 0 0 134744 56 600
090820 512 335 190062 17 2 134751 66 670
090838 712 402 190072 15 9 134765 B8 7*0
090848 912 442 19008* 32 18 134780 9* BOO
090855 972 469 190097 39 28 0917
090871 1212 536 190109 36 37 171247 0 0
090868 1432 603 190122 29 *6 171262 38 30
090904 1660 637 190135 21 55 171275 50 70
090920 1712 >37 1901*9 63 64 171284 56 100
090938 1784 604 190157 68 171291 66 130
090954 1964 871 0761 171299 58 170
090962 2084 905 110905 0 0 171307 56 200
0699 110926 0 2 171315 64 230
183407 0 110936 0 8 171322 68 270
183471 168 1109*7 0 13 171330 72 300
183595 708 110960 8 20 171337 84 3*0
0706 110969 * 26 171353 98 *00
OOOOOO 0 110960 8 33 171370 126 *70
000078 134 110990 6 39 171385 144 5*0
000248 635 UlOOO 9 44 0918
000280 971 111013 12 51 OOOOOO 0
0707 11102* 19 56 000022 70
OOOOOO 111033. 28 61 0000*0 150
000065 144 1110*5 40 67 000056 2*0
000216 805 111057 58 7* 00007* 320
0708 111070 77 80 000088 390
OOOOOO 0 11108* 99 87 000102 *50
000030 97 111093 119 92 000116 520
000071 1005 111103 12B 97 000128 590
000081 1258 0830 000142 660
000083 1234 1539*5 000155 720
0709 15*315 0 0 000171 790
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A 7
TIME STRAIN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS
000185 860 165523 0 0 195202 140 290
000196 165551 96 40 195204 158 340
0919 165565 134 70 195205 176 380
210723 0 0 165572 170 LOO 195207 214 420
210735 26 30 165583 246 140 195209 238 460
210744 54 70 165590 266 170 195210 262 500
210751 58 100 165601 336 200 195212 292 540
2L0758 52 130 165613 434 240 195214 326 590
210765 82 170 165624 560 270 195215 360 630
210773 96 200 165636 718 300 0924
210780 130 230 165647 864 340 101300 0 0
210788 158 270 165660 1120 370 101352 20 70
210795 190 300 165673 1360 400 101366 20 130
210804 236 340 0923 101378 40 200
210821 326 400 081730 0 0 101389 60 270
210840 448 470 081761 12 33 101400 80 340
210858 624 540 081770 30 67 101413 60 400
210876 081780 46 100 101426 80 470
1144L0 0 0 081790 70 130 101440 100 540
114430 56 40 081600 100 170 101452 120 600
114440 76 70 081810 138 200 101464 140 670
114447 98 110 081820 188 230 101476 180 740
114455 118 140 061830 228 270 101486 190 800
114463 136 180 081840 282 300 101500 220 8 70
114471 154 220 320 340 101511 240 940
114480 172 250 194347 0 0 101525 240 1010
114488 204 290 194351 8 20 101536 280 1070
114495 238 320 194352 14 40 104373 0 0
114505 280 360 194353 26 60 104400 0 70
114523 376 430 194354 30 80 104452 0 130
114540 494 510 194356 34 100 104464 0 200
U 4 5 5 8 632 580 194357 48 120 104475 20 2 70
154136 0 0 194358 56 140 104490 34 340
154150 20 90 194359 64 160 104500 36 400
154154 40 180 194360 70 180 104512 60 470
154158 48 270 194361 84 200 104524 80 540
154162 80 360 194362 106 210 104537 100 6 00
164166 112 450 194363 122 230 104550 120 670
154170 148 540 194364 140 250 104563 140 770
154175 208 630 194365 152 270 104580 140 870
154178 266 720 194366 162 290 104597 180 970
192228 0 0 194367 174 310 10461b 230 1040
192250 92 100 194368 190 330 104635 260 1140
192255 112 200 194369 196 350 104654 320 1240
192260 134 300 194370 214 370 0925
192264 162 390 194370 230 390 080259 0
192269 222 490 194371 430 080277 120
192273 266 590 101179 0 0 080291 250
192277 330 690 101180 44 20 080307 390
0920 101181 50 40 060320 520
oooooo 0 101183 58 60 080334 650
000016 20 L O l185 62 80 080348 760
000038 100 101186 64 100 060360 910
000064 200 101187 76 130 080374 1040
000086 300 101189 86 150 2360
000110 400 101190 106 170 0926
000132 500 101191 124 190 103403 0 0
000149 101192 128 210 103418 20 30
oooooo 0 101194 154 250 103437 30 100
000035 60 101196 180 290 103453 56 160
000056 170 101198 214 ‘ 340 103466 74 220
000076 250 101200 22  8 380 103478 80 280
000094 330 101202 284 420 103490 90 340
000108 400 101205 314 460 103503 U O 390
000121 470 101206 346 500 103515 126 450
000135 530 101209 408 540 L03528 136 510
000151 600 133721 0 0 103541 160 570
000157 133759 94 20 103553 180 630
0921 133760 96 40 103567 200 700
OOOOOO 0 133761 100 60 103582 230 770
000022 70 133762 100 80 103596 260 850
000038 160 133763 104 LOO 103611 290 920
000055 250 133764 114 130 10362 7 310 990
000073 330 133765 118 150 103643 348 1070
000091 410 133766 132 170 103659 360 1140
000108 500 133767 132 190 0927
000124 580 133768 144 210 134200 0
000140 660 133769 146 250 134405 120
000156 750 133770 174 290 134421 250
000174 830 133771 194 340 134434 460
000193 920 133773 216 380 134447 520
000210 1000 133775 222 420 134458 660
000227 1080 133776 230 460 134470 780
0922 133778 256 500 134482 920
202200 0 0 133780 292 540 134493 1040
202230 58 70 133782 332 590 134507 1180
202246 84 130 133783 358 630 134513 1250
202261 122 200 133785 402 670 134519 1310
202277 170 270 195186 0 0 134526 1380
202293 222 340 195190 44 21 134532 1440
202310 294 400 195191 50 42 134538 1510
202330 396 470 195191 58 63 0926
202342 195192 62 64 060950 0
111773 0 0 195193 70 105 080974 100
111809 268 70 195194 74 136 080986 230
111630 350 130 195195 78 ISO 080998 370
>11850 446 200 195196 82 170 081010 SOO
1 i 1874 694 270 195197 88 190 081022 630
111897 792 340 195198 94 210 081034 760
: 11923 1040 400 195199 LOO 230 081046 890
111948 1380 470 195200 122 250 081058 1020
TIM E STRA IN STRS TIME STRA IN STRS T IM E STRAIN STRS
1070 091735 22 580 113339 40 130
0929 091737 34 660 113352 60 200
103090 0 0 091 7 39 44 730 113365 60 270
103326 10 60 091741 50 800 11337m 100 340
103379 60 120 091742 70 880 113390 130 400
103394 90 160 091745 114 950 113403 160 470
103408 120 230 091747 150 1010 113416 200 540
103421 130 290 0936 113430 220 600
103434 150 350 114474 0 113442 240 670
103447 170 410 114547 60 113456 270 736
103458 190 470 114549 120 0943
103471 2 20 530 114550 180 154985 00 0
103483 240 580 114552 230 155000 20 7U
103497 262 660 U 4 5 5 4 290 155014 ?0 130
103513 320 730 114555 350 165027 30 200
103530 350 800 114556 410 165U41 50 270
103544 420 880 U 4 6 5 B 4/0 155054 90 340
930 114560 530 155068 140 400
0930 114561 580 155092 140 470
152219 0 0 114562 660 185093 540
152258 34 40 114564 720 0944
152263 40 100 114566 770 103351 0
152268 50 160 093 7 104220 70
152271 66 220 152300 0 0 104230 n o
152274 86 280 132320 2 60 104235 200
152276 96 340 152321 2 120 104240 270
152278 106 390 152323 26 180 104246 334
152282 122 450 152323 42 230 0945
152284 146 510 152327 64 290 140802 00 0
152287 176 370 152328 82 350 140833 00 70
152291 190 630 152330 98 410 140836 00 130
770 152 33 L 108 470 140840 20 200
0931 152333 128 530 14Q842 36 270
191699 0 0 152335 144 590 140845 42 340
191708 70 40 152336 160 660 140848 58 400
191710 86 100 152339 178 720 140851 80 470
191714 100 160 152340 7 70 140854 96 540
191717 110 220 0938 140856 118 600
191722 130 280 114899 0 140860 140 670
191724 140 340 114927 60 140862 160 740
191728 150 400 114929 120 140665 182 800
191731 170 450 U 4 9 3 1 190 140668 200 870
191733 210 510 114933 240 140871 216 940
191738 224 570 114933 290 140873 234 1003
191740 246 640 114937 350 0946
191743 284 720 114938 430 163300 00 0
191747 304 790 114940 500 L63330 2 70
191751 326 860 114942 580 163334 10 130
191754 364 930 114943 640 163337 26 200
191758 420 1010 114946 720 163340 42 270
191762 450 1080 114948 800 163343 60 340
191765 1150 114950 870 163345 82 400
0932 114952 940 163348 102 470
113200 0 114954 1010 163351 124 540
113229 100 0939 163354 138 600
113231 210 091299 0 0 163357 160 670
113235 320 091315 0 60 163360 166 740
U 3 2 3 9 430 091317 0 120 163363 184 800
113241 540 09*1 320 16 180 163365 202 870
1 13244 640 091321 38 230 163368 226 940
113247 750 091323 58 290 163371 244 1010
U 3 2 5 0 860 091326 58 350 163374 264 10 70
113253 970 091327 68 410 0947
113256 1080 091329 78 4/0 201200 00 0
113258 1190 091330 88 530 201210 10 70
L13261 1300 091331 128 580 201211 10 130
U 3 2 6 3 1410 091332 158 640 201212 32 200
113266 1510 0940 201213 52 270
0933 135499 0 0 201215 74 340
143551 0 135518 0 60 201216 100 400
143565 14 40 135521 0 120 201218 128 470
143568 24 100 135523 20 160 201219 152 540
143571 40 160 135525 30 230 201220 178 600
143574 44 220 135526 30 290 201222 210 670
143577 60 270 135527 40 350 201224 238 740
143580 70 360 135529 50 410 201226 258 800
143582 76 390 135530 70 470 201228 244 870
143585 106 450 135532 90 530 201229 2 74 940
143587 120 510 135534 100 580 201230 1003
143590 156 570 135535 120 660 0948
143593 170 630 135537 140 730 140 8 6 7 00 0
143597 206 700 135540 160 800 140879 00 70
0934 190 860 140880 10 130
162396 0 0941 140882 36 200
162399 78 163445 0 0 14088A 40 2 70
162402 78 163506 0 60 140885 60 340
162406 267 163520 30 120 140886 HO 400
162408 333 163534 60 180 140888 94 473
162411 508 163548 90 230 140889 120 540
162414 614 163563 100 290 140890 130 600
0935 163576 170 350 140892 144 670
091700 0 0 163590 200 410 140894 164 •740
091718 0 60 163604 240 470 140896 180 HOO
091720 0 120 163619 290 530 140897 190 870
091724 0 180 163633 330 580 140899 200 936
091725 0 230 163648 360 640 0949
091727 0 300 163662 430 700 162555 0 0
091729 0 350 163678 500 760 162580 34 70
091730 0 410 0942 162582 100 130
091732 1 470 113300 00 0 162583 96 200
091734 14 530 113316 20 70 162585 100 2 70

















































































































































































185353 3*6 7 **
185362 37* 773










0 0*02* 2 138




























































































































050165 28 33 L
050178 38 397






















































































































































0 L 3013 22 *9
0L3031 32 60














0 L 3509 3*2 500
0135*7 390 53*
013582 *30 565










0*2091 12 * *
0*2117 2* 77
0*21*7 *2 111
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A 9
TIM E STRA IN STRS














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































T IM E STRA IN STRS
041543 44 431
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A 10
























































052610 398 * 9 *













































05 1 *2 * 138 702
051*28 158 768
051*33 192 832
TIM E STRA IN STRS
051*37 22* 889
051**0 258 9*6











































































































102139 2 B* 310
102 IB  1 382 3*3
102237 528 39*
102300 732 * * *
102366 100* *93



























113103 * * 93



























































131230 * * 110
13123* 56 1*3





















































































































































































16*185 6 * 155
16*190 7* 185































































































1 3 2 *** *02 *95
132*55 *32 527
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TIME STRA IN STRS







1 /0959 96 92
170972 62 122

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































131293 82 2 12
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202 LOO *16 67
212500 *32 67
225500 * * * 67


































































001898 * * * 1010
001900 **8 1010
002100 *62 1010














































0 *0*33 182 810


















































































































































0 1*812 56 *55







































110000 0 H I



















09 0 0 0 0 0 120
090010 1* 195
090 0 11 *6 355
090013 9* 5*5
090015 I * * 720
090017 196 86*
1593


















































































0*00 *6  7 906
0500 578 1180






















































































0066 00 1 78
0112 2 238
01*1 10 270
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11001* 32 50 7
110015 43 666
110017 43 82 7











u o o o o 9 181
110005 21 272
110008 60 523







































































011279 50 7 2205
011335 552 2270
011391 568 2345















































































































































1 10050 78 907
110053 87 976
1 10056 93 1027
110059 96 1080
110063 102 1152




u o o o o 9 16*
110051 2* 306
1LQ056 35 360
1 10060 *0 *56
1 10068 60 582




1 10097 108 1092
110103 151 1175
1979




110176 5* 65 7
1980
UOOOO 0 0










120158 152 66 7
120181 158 720
120210 180 789
12023B 212 8 52
120265 242 922
120291 276 1059
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010037 44 . 356
010040 52 427
































































































































































































































































































080537 232 138 1
080569 250 1437
2070










































































































































































































































































































120000 0 I la
120061 14 165
120247 104 379
120316 152 46 7
120465 278 654
120500 312 702
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14 - 24 178
23 - 22 272
37 - 10 456
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OOOOl 1 4 318
000013 31 517
000015 61 702
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T IM E STRA IN STRS TIME STRA IN STRS TIME STRA IN STRS
000021 12 253 000051 373 620 2912
000029 0 335 2878 oooooo 0 179
000037 12 420 OOOOOO 0 168 000009 20 224
000047 40 546 000007 22 233 000014 46 327
000057 78 675 000015 69 364 000020 68 443
000062 94 758 000021 111 450 000026 86 538
000069 112 840 000030 197 588 000035 116 700
000076 142 919 000039 317 729 000047 182 926
000082 178 1009 000052 560 912 000055 238 1080
28.-0 2879 000064 306 1247
oooooo 0 154 OOOOOO 0 0 000071 352 1358
OOOOU 10 211 OOOOOO 0 161 000078 406 1467
000029 30 341 000060 40 228 2913
000035 40 420 000077 222 367 OOOOOO 0 178
000041 56 504 000246 426 453 000008 16 216
000050 88 634 000397 1071 601 000014 28 325
2851 000537 2362 729 000021 48 439
OOOOOO 0 143 000626 3735 763 000027 76 540
000004 2 167 000785 4691 763 000036 n o 701
OOOOll 4 252 2880 000047 164 924
000017 24 340 OOOOOO 0 160 000055 190 1085
000022 30 420 000230 355 260 000064 234 1243
000031 58 543 000333 1015 575 000071 274 1358
000040 84 672 000551 1235 737 000073 320 1464
2852 000646 3208 732 2914
OOOOOO 0 142 000655 3408 730 OOOOOO . 0 193
OQOOIO - 56 210 2881 000060 6 329
000019 -  56 297 OOOOOO 0 165 000228 18 526
000028 -  34 424 000261 226 464 000325 66 683
000033 - 16 502 000308 357 496 000424 70 863
000038 4 589 000400 995 586 000591 168 1139
000044 24 672 2882 000708 208 1313
000050 42 759 OOOOOO 0 177 000828 328 1483
2853 000107 146 314 2915
OOOOOO 0 142 000257 628 498 OOOOOO 0 180
000005 8 190 000352 1213 602 000132 36 325
000006 26 306 000465 2357 664 000277 68 602
000008 50 482 000674 3393 709 000392 152 831
000010 74 658 000760 4937 692 000472 240 977
000012 106 615 2683 2916
2871 OOOOOO 0 183 oooooo 0 196
OOOOOO 0 150 OOOOOO 64 273 000125 10 387
000010 15 340 000008 148 364 000280 62 659
000012 48 429 000014 233 456 000370 94 830
000013 71 563 000021 322 542 000451 144 977
000015 120 699 000027 426 637 000518 188 1088
000017 157 785 000037 631 774 000617 288 1247.
2872 2906 2917
OOOOOO 0 151 OOOOOO 0 179 OOOOOO 222
000008 26 291 000007 12 279 000041 271
000010 135 542 000009 34 483 000073 326
000012 146 740 000010 50 677 000233 5 70
000014 208 912 000012 62 882 000447 921
000016 282 1070 000013 100 1081 000553 1084
2873 000015 116 1166 000619 1190
OOOOOO 0 151 000018 140 1389 000696 1306
000020 8 246 000019 166 1574 001318 1473
000021 33 367 2907 2918
000023 62 502 OOOOOO 0 183 OOOOOO 0 211
000025 106 661 000006 18 294 000012 12 232
000027 148 813 000007 48 488 000014 52 5L0
000028 197 960 000010 76 684 000016 84 634
000030 260 n o i OOOOU 112 913 000019 140 885
2874 000014 152 1177 000021 206 1113
OOOOOO 0 160 000016 172 1373 2941
00Q005 28 249 2908 OOOOOO 0 244
000007 77 437 OOOOOO 0 174 000123 18 398
000008 128 622 000004 12 266 000168 26 476
OOOOIO 184 620 000006 42 471 000339 52 817
000012 260 1005 000007 66 680 000532 76 1200
2875 000010 102 945 000602 92 1320
OOOOOO 0 159 000012 134 1185 000709 120 1480
000008 33 229 000014 176 1390 2942
000015 77 320 000017 212 1583 OOOOOO 0 251
000022 133 413 2909 000066 12 349
000028 306 501 OOOOOO 0 184 000187 36 553
000035 293 591 000009 12 296 000329 56 811
000042 366 685 OOOOU 34 526 000400 58 954
000048 486 777 000013 74 750 000613 150 1316
000055 635 866 000015 120 1014 000751 292 1526
000061 817 953 2910 000853 388 1670
000070 1093 1049 OOOOOO 0 222 000948 501 1787
2876 000006 6 271 2943
OOOOOO 0 148 OOOOU 22 378 oooooo 310 0
OOOOll 4 182 000020 46 535 oooooo 310 210
000018 35 271 000043 96 810 000237 280 573
000027 73 364 000052 126 962 000348 278 782
000034 131 456 000058 ISO 1061 000607 212 1253
000041 206 543 000066 202 1248 000750 26 2 1495
000048 286 638 2911 000874 242 1688
000058 433 775 OOOOOO 0 205 000949 242 1792
000066 562 867 000005 4 219 001026 234 1906
000073 742 956 000010 16 325 001107 232 2029
90008 L 982 1044 000020 44 491 001211 2 28 2183
300089 1295 1142 000026 62 597 001293 226 2294
'377 000032 82 704 2944
.OOOOO 0 174 000041 118 868 OOOOOO 0 278
■JO O l l 15 273 000054 166 1088 000075 20 460
’00021 60 370 000063 216 1241 000191 73 793
30027 100 459 000070 256 1357 000333 131 1246
000041 173 668 000077 292 1466 000427 177 1521
T IM E ST R A IN STRS T IM E  STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS
000535 244 1822 OOOOOO 0 255 00 0 349
000630 324 2052 000008 2 372 0207 162 1114
000707 393 2218 000010 26 656 0256 116 1290
2945 000012 53 974 0434 183 2159
OOOOOO 0 259 000014 86 1300 0557 320 2658
0000L2 11 362 000016 326 1630 0627 411 2919
000020 26 510 2997 0721 581 3200
000035 51 722 OOOOOO 0 345 3009
000044 71 940 000012 7 431 00 0 334
000053 97 1170 000020 28 651 07 30 628
000065 126 1450 000026 49 859 08 48 821
000075 151 1670 000035 74 1071 10 69 1026
000084 162 1890 000043 98 1182 12 88 1215
000091 162 2040 000063 130 1621 14 106 1446
000096 204 2170 000066 172 2051 17 141 1736
2946 2998 19 165 2106
OOOOOO 0 244 OOOOOO 0 337 21 195 2488
000009 6 292 OOOOll 21 431 3010
000016 13 436 000028 93 1087 00 0 320
000021 33 582 000038 128 1397 05 18 511
000028 42 722 000047 156 1741 07 53 972
000037 66 946 000059 168 2154 09 100 1413
000048 100 1244 000078 216 2481 11 132 1830
000057 120 1454 000083 262 2913 13 165 2216
000065 131 1668 2999 15 202 2577
000075 155 1892 00 0 347 3011
000081 168 2038 10 2 426 00 0 340
000080 184 2183 17 20 656 03 4 497
000094 200 2 323 29 74 1077 06 72 1001
000101 208 2475 41 113 1511 07 109 1334
2947 53 162 1943 10 172 1723
OOOOOO 0 249 59 195 2159 U 213 2066
000008 2 293 68 227 2583 3012
000015 4 436 78 293 2807 00 0 330
000022 28 582 68 346 3140 04 30 530
000029 55 727 95 395 3338 06 67 9413
000039 108 940 3000 08 109 1313
000052 191 1241 00 0 347 10 165 1733
000060 280 1455 10 39 430 12 206 2083
000070 373 1674 16 72 649 13 241 2412
000080 466 1892 28 144 1077 16 279 2731
000087 533 2049 35 165 1*287 3013
2948 44 209 1619 00 0 330
OOOOOO 0 247 55 255 2051 06 16 409
000014 24 438 64 293 2363 18 13 726
000020 31 583 74 339 2692 28 41 1021
000027 55 724 3001 35 69 1223
000035 77 946 00 0 337 44 132 1539
000047 100 1238 06 9 437 51 144 1745
000055 120 1455 07 46 871 58 162 1950
000064 144 1672 10 113 1535 64 186 2145
000073 146 1892 12 155 2036 71 211 2355
000080 160 2041 3002 83 248 2669
000087 142 2178 00 0 356 91 262 2976
000092 157 2324 05 0 483 0100 2B6 3172
000100 173 2473 07 39 845 0101 3490
000107 193 2625 08 69 1226 3014
2949 U 111 1733 00 0 292
OOOOOO 0 309 16 183 2653 13 46 405
000073 18 511 3003 23 109 721
000159 51 740 00 0 396 34 155 1023
000256 90 1099 05 39 742 46 202 1326
000324 145 1316 07 88 1233 57 255 1642
000449 191 1669 10 141 1727 67 306 1950
2950 12 183 2168 78 293 2250
OOOOOO 0 233 3004 94 348 2672
000027 11 425 00 0 347 3015
000029 44 648 04 23 517 00 0 3377
000031 71 931 07 69 1064 10 25 410
000033 104 1306 06 113 1428 16 46 615
000036 131 1523 11 155 2034 25 60 829
000037 160 2198 12 190 2322 31 62 1018
000039 202 2072 14 227 2755 42 60 1332
000042 2 26 2421 3005 51 08 1642
2951 00 0 357 60 113 1941
OOOOOO 0 270 0224 100 1241 70 L23 22 48
000007 15 366 0325 139 1735 81 165 2566
000008 42 648 0418 183 2159 91 204 2874
000010 77 927 0521 232 2599 3016
OOOOU 115 1240 0602 232 2921 00 0 351
000013 142 1538 0685 325 3239 07 13 418
000016 180 1616 0764 358 3533 15 32 630
2952 3006 22 58 827
OOOOOO 0 298 00 0 307 29 81 101U
000005 28 510 48 18 552 40 111 1334
000007 57 804 0150 62 913 50 137 1645
000010 104 1272 0302 109 2049 60 165 2042
OOOOll 151 1650 0480 197 2205 70 195 2250
000014 193 1962 0557 225 2485 81 230 2571
000016 220 2256 0692 269 2835 89 290 2771
ooooie 280 2536 0842 353 3322 96 325 2976
2953 0970 444 3784 0100 337 3081
OOOOOO 0 277 3007 0108 376 3276
000004 6 401 00 0 356 0120 432 3600
000007 40 736 0214 90 1032 3017
000008 71 1022 0352 151 1604 00 0 340
000010 102 1313 0469 200 2063 86 9 489
OOOOll 122 1607 0650 260 2745 0151 23 659
000013 153 1875 0746 309 3083 0404 104 1591
000016 193 2240 0871 362 3512 0475 123 I8 6 0
2954 3008 0549 2103
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TIME STRA IN STRS TIME STRA IN STRS TIME STRA IN STRS
0588 2248 00 0 357 0481 114 1187
0740 2749 08 13 554 0549 134 1323
0787 2887 10 44 824 0612 150 1436
3018 13 61 1224 3110
00 0 354 16 104 1452 00 0 171
0116 37 6996 19 144 1975 13 12 303
0208 70 1062 22 190 2475 19 22 424
0260 93 1267 3075 28 46 603
0410 133 1879 00 0 359 39 60 834
0553 2391 08 9 544 46 98 1011
3019 11 58 1088 3L11
00 0 338 12 100 1580 00 0 215
0145 34 767 14 139 2082 07 16 302
0237 69 959 17 181 2507 16 34 479
0316 153 1566 19 216 2891 22 44 597
0567 206 2044 20 251 3327 31 68 769
3020 23 283 3757 40 94 953
00 0 348 25 323 4204 49 144 1132
0148 51 700 27 346 4639 58 198 1305
0234 86 988 3076 3112
0414 111 1641 00 0 338 00 0 160
3021 10 18 542 11 4 238
00 0 381 12 55 1020 21 24 418
10 279 615 13 113 1550 31 42 595
20 535 921 16 167 2040 38 58 709
30 930 1220 IB 216 2460 47 84 893
39 123 1539 3077 54 104 1014
49 156 1642 00 0 369 64 134 1191
3066 10 6 637 3113
00 0 363 12 51 1149 OC 0 160
53 27 499 14 97 1633 08 . 4 238
0132 48 863 16 141 2159 15 12 362
0257 102 1356 19 186 2576 22 36 462
0362 153 1978 3078 29 44 595
0455 190 2235 00 0 367 36 62 775
0578 239 2720 98 46 742 47 80 952
0685 279 3100 0295 67 1637 57 96 1137
0780 313 3465 0372 102 1979 62 110 1248
0857 330 3709 0491 158 2465 69 124 1369
0923 358 3947 3079 77 138 1491
3067 00 0 345 07 160 1669
00 0 335 09 13 496 93 172 1767
0160 46 891 21 37 739 3114
0512 179 1173 37 60 993 00 0 162
0615 218 1596 52 83 1229 03 6 233
0725 232 1983 68 104 1528 05 22 420
3068 82 120 1970 07 44 609
00 0 388 0103 160 2463 08 62 813
0211 90 1116 0115 188 2829 10 82 1036
0388 183 1849 0128 218 3207 12 102 1224
0611 295 2735 0140 260 3575 14 126 1422
0710 346 3094 3080 16 144 1603
3069 00 0 372 3115
00 0 525 05 6 490 00 0 158
0195 106 1290 07 48 938 09 36 266
033B 200 2040 08 93 1380 11 58 442
0470 311 2444 10 130 1843 12 70 554
0571 325 2860 12 162 2284 14 86 662
3070 13 202 2649 17 102 805
00 0 321 15 230 3045 19 128 998
16 25 499 17 262 3402 21 156 1191
26 55 872 3081 24 186 1400
36 88 1232 00 345 3116
47 104 1600 0159 826 00 0 169
55 139 1972 0300 1401 12 24 291
68 174 2465 0404 1849 14 56 555
78 186 2833 0500 2225 17 92 783
89 230 3211 0657 2828 18 118 1027
99 267 3577 0771 3216 20 148 1233
3071 0840 3460 22 176 1425
00 0 458 310& 24 204 1608
10 34 752 00 0 163 3117
18 76 1112 0102 4 263 00 0 169
36 120 1467 0246 62 620 04 12 287
50 190 2095 0350 106 873 06 40 502
59 2 23 2434 0384 120 953 08 66 719
72 276 2961 0438 140 1076 09 102 942
3072 3107 11 132 1190
00 0 372 00 0 185 13 170 1368
16 123 749 0140 46 458 15 186 1554
26 197 1113 0314 86 881 17 218 1765
35 251 1467 0373 128 1014 3118
44 3 l t 1849 0418 162 1112 00 0 165
53 362 2216 0482 218 1244 05 22 250
60 400 2465 0548 294 1371 07 52 464
70 467 2833 0618 392 1491 08 80 667
81 530 3207 3108 10 100 893
3073 00 0 185 12 12B 1109
00 0 315 06 4 361 14 144 1311
20 55 752 87 12 362 16 170 1489
25 79 986 0204 34 613 3140
31 102 1232 0292 54 813 00 0 128
41 139 1602 0359 104 958 04 16 245
50 179 1972 0442 154 1133 06 38 845
57 202 2221 0531 196 1313 3141
63 232 2465 3109 00 0 125
72 276 2826 00 0 178 05 14 200
83 311 3210 25 22 409 07 34 362
90 344 3455 0223 40 619 09 52 526
97 365 3698 0298 38 787 11 54 718
3074 0370 70 953 12 68 853
T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRAIN STRS
14 90 1012 000018 113 543 000607 97 1446
16 112 1156 000019 177 650 000791 175 1816
3142 000021 257 858 3209
00 0 135 000022 328 982 OOOOOO 0 278
07 2 218 3175 000104 51 620
12 32 393 OOOOOO 0 129 000249 153 1145
14 62 566 000005 24 215 000305 186 1363
16 100 742 000007 57 364 000363 275 1636
3143 000009 104 585 000437 348 1816
00 0 92 OOOOIl 168 754 3210
04 4 12 2 000013 231 906 OOOOOO 0 325
07 38 286 3176 000134 46 588
08 60 405 OOOOOO 0 125 000253 04 999
3144 000003 13 193 000356 120 1385
00 0 127 000005 37 150 000390 137 1501
20 26 240 000007 82 492 00042ft 161 1636
29 42 369 000008 124 638 000481 157 1793
35 58 456 000009 173 783 3211
46 8B 615 OOOOIl 222 913 OOOOOO 0 231
56 322 729 000012 291 1022 000098 6 459
3145 000013 368 1144 000247 13 892
00 0 128 000016 473 1268 000313 40 1112
10 8 182 3177 000402 182 1409
16 22 273 OOOOOO 0 130 3212
23 44 369 000007 17 183 OOOOOO 00 220
29 54 456 000013 44 271 000012 13 390
36 70 542 000021 88 370 000019 22 574
42 90 638 000028 146 459 000025 35 729
48 108 729 000038 248 592 000031 51 902
54 130 822 000048 388 729 000038 66 1083
61 152 912 000058 615 729 000046 93 1363
3146 3178 000058 124 1641
00 0 155 OOOOOO 0 148 000064 148 1815
16 12 226 000004 28 183 3213
27 40 365 OOOOIO 53 273 OOOOOO 0 235
34 50 456 000017 102 364 OOOOIl 20 363
44 70 593 000024 168 456 000022 53 63b
54 66 733 000036 297 592 000032 97 902
67 118 908 000047 491 729 000039 115 1074
77 142 1045 000059 791 866 000050 153 1366
90 166 1187 3179 000060 191 1635
3147 OOOOOO 0 130 000067 206 1816
00 0 132 000007 4 163 000074 233 1999
12 2 192 000013 38 273 000082 266 2162
22 18 320 000020 64 367 3214
32 40 454 000027 104 469 OOOOOO 0 209
41 74 593 000033 182 542 000007 22 272
3146 000040 268 638 000017 22 545
00 0 173 000047 371 729 000030 66 909
48 10 2 32 000057 520 821 000037 88 1091
0223 46 455 000066 724 912 000043 88 1273
0361 80 625 000075 988 998 000050 111 1454
0458 104 749 3180 3215
0516 112 822 OOOOOO 0 156 000009 0 272
0631 152 953 000007 22 182 000016 15 459
0759 194 1094 000012 46 273 000026 48 726
0860 242 1191 000019 80 369 000032 66 902
3149 000026 128 456 000042 104 1180
oooooo 0 109 000032 195 542 000051 133 1454
000080 8 169 000042 328 683 000058 155 1635
000196 32 397 000054 540 825 000064 184 1809
000352 58 433 3161 3216
000477 86 572 oooooo 0 136 OOOOOO 0 0
000511 90 603 000123 131 338 3217
000600 72 670 000215 426 527 OOOOOO 0 237
000673 80 735 000304 984 594 000003 220 290
000761 104 804 000403 2344 686 000006 184 729
000853 132 874 000492 4095 720 000007 155 1054
000946 162 941 000602 6851 714 3216
001034 208 1007 3182 OOOOOO 0 220
001126 260 1072 OOOOOO 0 125 000004 11 345
3150 000058 37 232 000006 37 63 L
OOOOOO 0 127 000131 171 372 000007 64 921
000167 16 276 000224 500 524 000009 93 1184
000300 60 442 000325 1624 647 OOOOU 1L 3 1464
000377 86 543 3183 000012 135 1729
000470 80 668 OOOOOO 0 124 3219
000573 62 802 000116 126 219 OOOOOO 0 257
000700 76 954 000262 493 419 000006 24 516
000839 34 1115 000358 951 547 000008 88 206
3151 000445 1862 652 3221
OOOOOO 0 132 3164 OOOOOO 0 165
000145 26 270 OOOOOO 0 133 000008 6 25 1
000245 42 411 000160 217 334 000015 L9 400
000341 84 544 000329 964 540 000022 36 530
000413 105 643 000414 182 2 611 0U0029 42 656
000515 148 776 000668 6042 623 000036 65 785
000590 200 870 000828 7531 597 000042 70 921
3173 3185 000052 93 1118
OOOOOO 0 127 OOOOOO 0 136 000061 119 1311
000004 13 203 000006 8 245 000069 125 1434
000006 37 364 000007 46 415 000077 170 1576
000008 97 565 000009 86 565 000084 185 170b
OOOOIO 153 729 o o o o n 148 783 3222
OOOOIl 213 881 000013 217 962 OOOOOO 0 163
000013 311 1025 000014 295 1105 000018 27 270
000014 397 1147 3208 000027 67 461
3174 OOOOOO 0 225 000037 69 653
OOOOOO 0 149 000128 15 480 000048 121 854
000014 44 277 000284 46 782 000058 157 1054
000017 84 416 000422 71 1036 000067 197 1248
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A 22
TIME STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS TIME STRA IN STRS TIME STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRAIN S T R S
52 60 756 22 164 1553 0256 64 415 000004 16 252 OOOOOO 0 105 00C067 95 I 3 L 5
59 68 640 3437 0289 80 464 000006 10 370 000003 14 151 OOG073 100 1509
65 78 920 00 0 113 0390 142 611 000007 14 490 000005 42 286 000094 106 17 7 7
73 90 1009 05 10 229 0426 178 661 000008 40 620 000006 74 436 000107 IQH 19 70
81 106 1092 07 10 391 3502 3510 000008 102 593 000114 114 2097
89 120 1179 08 28 556 00 0 94 OOOOOO 0 103 OOOOIO 136 753 000121 112 2235
96 138 1259 10 38 716 0106 20 175 000059 151 174 000012 185 894 000133 125 24 32
0103 154 13446 12 60 886 0211 58 314 000105 287 258 000013 244 1030 000144 127 2624
3424 13 66 1027 0347 140 511 000214 740 440 3576 000152 134 2756
00 0 128 17 100 1327 0392 172 562 000257 1021 502 OOOOOO 0 133 3584
06 20 213 3438 0475 260 699 000343 1876 601 000046 51 2 70 000012 0 266
13 38 299 00 0 103 3501 000454 1427 669 000057 78 393 000018 1 7 393
23 72 418 31 12 228 00 0 104 3512 000071 114 526 000025 27 525
33 104 546 37 26 319 0109 22 239 OOOOOO 0 97 000084 148 649 000031 40 655
43 130 673 44 32 409 0181 16 334 000062 23 126 000101 185 648 000040 6H 054
53 164 7997 56 68 500 0248 16 423 000088 42 169 000116 210 1051 000049 60 1051
3425 62 74 592 0362 54 583 000112 72 210 000140 240 1249 000058 80 1246
00 0 113 72 90 731 0445 110 699 000164 159 296 000 148 261 1379 000067 95 1439
09 22 168 62 108 867 0502 158 774 000191 212 338 000151 302 1578 000077 106 1640
15 24 252 88 114 953 3500 000245 365 420 000167 32 7 1843 000088 121 1H43
21 32 336 99 118 1095 00 0 95 000302 614 500 3577 000090 136 2030
27 34 421 0108 134 1186 43 4 115 000371 1076 592 OOOOOO 0 157 3585
37 46 547 0116 154 1277 78 12 155 3513 000009 23 264 OOOOOO 0 187
45 76 674 0123 160 1367 0112 24 195 OOOOOO 0 121 000019 53 459 000005 6 262
54 86 798 0131 166 1459 0205 24 311 000032 38 169 000029 80 656 OOOOll 12 396
60 90 876 3439 0281 36 412 000057 70 213 000039 106 853 000018 23 526
67 104 965 00 0 105 0374 66 545 000166 323 391 000049 123 1052 000024 29 656
74 116 1051 69 8 191 0486 106 709 000246 702 515 000059 138 1247 000033 48 854
82 130 1136 0108 32 255 0562 128 015 000314 1212 610 000067 159 1371 000042 63 1054
92 144 1258 0161 42 328 0652 162 936 000426 2627 715 000079 174 1576 000053 70 1249
3426 0217 68 410 3499 000529 2672 742 000091 202 17 75 000063 97 1440
00 0 128 0249 86 494 00 0 129 3516 000098 206 1909 000073 114 1643
08 8 211 0356 132 593 0136 114 324 OOOOOO 0 96 000105 227 2031 000086 127 1841
14 20 303 0437 176 731 3498 000009 8 170 000113 263 2168 000101 148 2099
22 40 420 0513 220 843 00 0 103 000015 29 255 000 L21 2300 3586
31 52 547 0566 244 913 83 30 200 000021 57 337 3578 O O O O O O 0 I  70
39 70 631 0631 254 1004 0130 38 274 000028 85 421 OOOOOO 0 197 000007 4 262
48 90 798 0704 274 1099 0232 66 432 000037 153 547 000016 2 264 000013 10 400
se 108 925 0782 372 1187 0375 98 669 000044 212 634 000022 10 395 000019 19 526
68 136 1052 0857 394 1277 0418 108 738 000050 270 719 000029 25 526 000025 34 656
75 150 1137 3465 0472 122 816 000060 389 840 000035 40 655 000034 51 353
86 170 1262 00 0 95 0528 148 893 3517 000080 1506 000042 61 1049
3427 11 92 152 3503 OOOOOO 0 101 000092 189 1709 000051 78 1252
00 0 112 19 110 233 00 0 94 000010 36 169 000102 22 7 1905 000061 93 1440
46 2 168 27 118 311 08 18 116 000021 93 297 3579 000071 106 1712
0102 4 252 33 132 388 15 4 195 000031 168 421 OOOOOO 0 158 000081 117 1830
0190 0 378 43 154 505 21 6 274 000041 282 546 000006 14 197 000092 136 2029
0290 6 528 53 170 622 29 12 368 000051 408 676 OOOOll L 9 328 000102 153 2235
0387 16 682 58 188 698 35 24 465 000062 585 798 000020 38 525 000112 160 2434
0510 50 861 65 206 775 44 42 625 000068 746 879 000026 55 655 000123 176 27,27
0607 76 992 71 226 852 52 58 699 000077 970 966 000034 65 852 3587
0692 96 1095 78 248 932 58 72 777 3516 000046 85 1124 OOOOOO 0 171
3428 3466 3504 OOOOOO 0 105 000055 106 1312 000027 4 197
00 0 107 00 0 97 00 0 96 000007 4 171 000065 131 1507 000084 25 328
40 24 147 07 - 18 154 09 16 120 000016 80 295 000077 148 1708 000136 42 459
0161 36 302 13 - 18 235 11 24 234 000021 151 379 000087 159 1910 000230 74 715
0300 12 491 19 - 12 311 12 42 362 000027 223 459 000093 163 2031 000237 119 1130
0443 30 687 25 2 385 14 56 485 000033 308 546 000097 168 2098 000495 148 14 74
0495 50 760 34 4 505 16 76 620 000042 472 674 000103 180 22 35 000561 159 1643
0604 112 899 42 20 622 17 88 739 000052 678 6 0 0 .000110 180 2366 000688 182 1936
3429 52 34 739 19 102 859 000059 872 879 000118 L67 2498 000762 191 2099
00 0 126 62 46 850 21 132 974 3519 000126 202 2628 000833 172 2266
95 10 250 72 62 974 22 152 L080 O O O O O O 0 97 3580 3588
0240 20 491 80 68 1050 3505 000011 27 169 O O O O O O 0 I 79 O O O O O O 0 178
0346 42 672 87 84 1127 OOOOOO 0 95 000022 6 5 298 000006 0 262 000118 e 3 8o
0480 80 879 3467 000003 14 161 000028 102 378 000013 14 396 000206 42 931
0640 132 1095 00 0 118 000004 28 263 000035 144 457 000019 21 524 000392 46 1103
0713 156 1179 08 18 236 000007 42 415 000046 242 592 000026 29 6 5 6 000437 55 1307
0787 296 1259 18 28 312 000008 58 548 000055 363 718 000036 51 852 000490 65 1446
3432 23 38 368 OOOOLO 70 732 000065 544 840 0Q0045 70 1051 000631 too 1775
00 0 102 22 46 506 000012 84 673 000073 708 922 000056 87 1255 000719 119 196?
0124 20 203 41 62 622 000014 104 1017 3520 000065 108 1440 000780 134 2102
3433 50 6 2 738 3506 O O O O O O 0 96 000077 129 1710 000039 146 2239
00 0 113 60 92 852 OOOOOO 0 91 000009 14 169 3581 000933 i6 0 2440
03 12 151 70 116 974 000002 14 92 000018 63 296 OOOOOO 0 191 3589
05 32 299 81 130 1089 000004 10 162 000027 131 421 000038 2 259 O O O O O O 0 150
07 48 459 86 142 1165 000006 20 286 000033 172 501 000088 0 328 000074 21 279
09 74 689 94 150 1241 000007 40 431 000042 276 631 000139 0 525 000160 53 498
11 94 848 3468 OOOOIO 62 597 000049 391 718 000186 6 652 000288 95 853
13 108 994 00 0 171 000011 80 742 000059 551 840 000260 6 942 000300 119 1117
3434 07 8 247 000013 110 886 3521 000385 4 1208 000453 134 1 3 L 2
00 0 114 11 2 311 3507 OOOOOO 0 100 000429 6 1313 000520 151 1504
03 10 205 17 2 367 OOOOOO 0 123 000005 0 206 000547 29 1597 3590
05 22 378 22 4 462 000005 6 202 0 0 0 0 0 7 38 372 000674 38 1867 O O O O O O 0 262
07 44 578 31 16 624 000006 22 369 000009 6 1 512 000721 4 4 1968 000034 344
3435 37 26 660 000009 4 4 601 000011 104 678 3582 000078 512
00 0 111 46 4 4 774 000012 60 792 000012 159 836 OOOOOO 0 162 000124 692
03 16 139 3469 000013 84 937 000015 225 982 000174 17 503 000191 929
05 36 264 00 0 9 9 000015 92 1024 3522 000269 40 733 000259 1191
06 58 416 08 0 155 3508 OOOOOO 0 108 000395 85 1068 000347 1527
3436 17 4 234 O O O O O O 0 94 000003 4 174 000492 97 1308 000396 0 1696
00 0 105 25 8 311 000003 8 168 000005 29 301 000548 112 1440 000447 12 1874
04 6 176 34 22 387 000005 2 291 000007 53 426 000643 146 1646 000497 21 2044
06 24 3 3 3 47 38 462 000006 0 412 000008 97 586 3583 000553 34 2207
07 40 462 57 50 546 000008 18 5 5 5 000010 142 732 O O O O O O 0 162 000612 38 2 3 77
09 56 599 67 64 661 000010 30 703 000012 193 857 O O O O U 10 202 000660 61 2624
11 78 779 78 84 776 000011 48 821 3523 000018 31 397 000723 91 2708
13 94 909 89 110 893 000013 54 983 000014 0 30 000026 40 525 3592
16 116 1103 3470 3509 000016 36 210 000033 53 656 O O O O O O 0 191
18 136 1284 00 0 105 O O O O O O 0 91 000018 72 356 000044 61 854 000004 2 2 74
20 160 1412 14 16 226 000002 4 128 3524 000057 89 1118 000006 6 437
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TIME STRAIN STRS TIME STRAIN STRS TIME STRAIN STRS
000009 21 675 000045 100 854 000064 68 212
OOOOU 31 853 000051 113 984 000087 112 254
000015 57 1155 000057 135 114 000108 187 295
000017 74 1457 3620 000131 261 336
000019 100 1791 OOOOOO 0 159 000180 497 420
000022 129 2059 000014 15 266 000231 910 501
000024 148 2380 000021 31 395 000296 1727 589
3593 000029 42 532 000441 2855 666
OOOOOO 0 325 000035 55 656 000472 3921 666
000003 0 445 000042 66 785 3650
000006 14 767 OOOOSl 77 986 OOOOOO 0 102
000007 46 1060 000058 97 1116 000047 23 L2S
000010 87 1444 000064 104 1247 000076 68 172
000012 114 1766 000071 111 1374 000159 329 316
000014 151 2108 000077 120 1507 000196 548 380
000016 176 2406 000084 142 1644 000221 731 419
3594 3621 000292 1497 515
OOOOOO 0 195 OOOOOO 0 170 000409 1844 586
000004 4 332 000010 -  17 262 3651
000006 8 575 000016 - 13 400 OOOOOO 0 138
00Q006 36 855 000022 2 534 000039 40 168
000010 65 1212 000028 20 653 000060 68 212
OOOOU 80 1511 3622 ooooei 117 253
000013 108 1826 OOOOOO 0 164 000105 180 296
000016 136 2128 000007 2 191 000128 285 337
3595 000014 13 334 000180 623 420
OOOOOO 0 223 000021 26 461 000243 1251 501
000004 0 395 000030 55 660 000300 2146 545
000006 19 665 000036 68 782 000342 3040 551
000008 55 1029 000041 97 919 000362 3634 547
000010 85 1377 000048 113 1053 3652
OOOOU 114 1703 000054 133 1182 OOOOOO 0 105
3596 000060 160 1310 000024 12 125
OOOOOO 0 235 000067 191 1440 000048 44 168
000031 10 349 3623 000072 110 212
000072 27 515 OOOOOO 0 154 000094 193 254
000111 42 679 000006 15 199 000117 300 295
000171 61 923 000014 40 329 000142 440 336
000241 87 1231 000023 80 524 000216 1100 438
000314 112 1540 000029 U S 658 000273 1912 501
000386 140 1624 3624 000314 2793 523
3598 OOOOOO 0 220 000331 3263 523
OOOOOO 0 205 000004 15 268 3653
000003 4 382 000010 31 398 OOOOOO 0 100
000005 21 592 000017 42 526 000010 0 126
000008 63 1166 000024 71 653 000014 0 168
000010 87 1488 000031 80 787 000022 6 254
000012 102 1752 000037 97 926 000030 65 336
000014 134 2064 000043 113 1052 000037 140 418
000016 161 2344 000052 146 1249 000043 253 502
3599 000059 160 1376 000051 397 589
OOOOOO 0 229 000066 182 1511 000058 570 672
000006 6 410 000073 195 1642 3654
000007 14 705 000081 224 1775 oooooo 0 U 2 ‘
000009 29 958 000091 260 1972 000004 12 122
OOOOU 53 1340 000098 288 2031 000009 27 168
000013 63 1687 3625 000015 53 254
000015 102 2019 OOOOOO 0 158 000028 153 421
000017 131 2310 OOOOU 13 195 000034 236 504
3600 00001B 28 333 000041 353 593
OOOOOO 0 212 000025 48 459 000047 468 673
000004 2 366 000032 60 591 000053 631 756
000006 19 604 000038 75 716 3655
000007 40 854 000045 66 856 OOOOOO 0 104
000009 70 1195 000054 113 1053 000010 34 121
OOOOU 104 1529 000060 133 1051 000017 68 211
000014 131 1847 000067 146 1307 000025 110 296
000015 161 2082 000077 193 1511 000035 212 419
000017 19L 2366 000087 237 1711 000042 327 502
3601 000094 264 1840 3656
OOOOOO 0 241 3626 OOOOOO 0 126
000003 10 359 OOOOOO 0 163 000008 14 168
000005 34 680 000006 33 195 000013 51 254
000007 70 953 000012 28 332 000019 95 337
000009 93 1242 000020 51 466 000025 144 418
OOOOU 127 1561 000026 60 595 000031 208 502
000012 148 1857 000032 71 717 000038 304 588
000015 191 2285 000042 104 925 000044 412 676
3617 000051 117 1124 000051 582 756
OOOOOO 0 168 3628 000056 787 838
000012 6 269 OOOOOO 0 192 3657
000021 17 463 000006 22 262 OOOOOO 0 105
000031 37 651 000012 35 398 000007 14 169
000040 57 854 000018 51 526 000015 42 251
000046 64 989 000024 69 652 000022 78 340
000055 84 1186 3648 000030 138 420
000061 111 1311 OOOOOO 0 118 000037 206 502
3618 000032 40 168 000044 300 569
OOOOOO 0 197 000053 87 212 000051 406 673
000006 26 264 000075 140 255 3658
000015 53 480 000097 221 299 OOOOOO 0 118
000020 71 592 000118 304 336 000004 19 188
000029 104 787 000164 591 418 000006 53 322
000038 137 987 000218 1093 502 000007 89 454
3619 000296 2236 588 000009 155 610
OOOOOO 0 156 000391 2189 630 3659
QOOOQ9 13 197 000443 3612 627 QOOOOQ 0 IG5
000016 20 328 3649 000004 6 173
000024 33 461 OOOOOO 0 107 000006 34 296
000031 46 591 000018 17 126 000007 63 421
000038 64 716 000041 40 168 000009 112 576
TIM E STRA IN STRS T IM E  STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS
OOOOU 151 731 000009 93 672 000007 35 443
000012 204 654 3702 000009 40 605
3660 OOOOOO 0 167 OOOOLO 45 777
OOOOOO 0 121 000004 6 251 3755
000003 14 217 000006 29 453 OOOOOO 0 246
000006 48 363 000006 63 655 000008 2 243
000007 97 511 000009 106 871 OOOOLO 11 448
000009 144 660 OOOOU 159 1131 000012 23 656
OOOOU 200 801 000013 185 1330 000013 57 868
000012 644 839 3703 3756
3661 OOOOOO 0 203 OOOOOO 0 158
OOOOOO 0 161 000004 17 310 000003 7 185
000003 29 210 3744 000005 26 408
000005 61 354 OOOOOO 0 159 000007 52 673
000007 102 463 000025 40 195 000009 92 946
000008 155 623 000060 80 294 OOOOU 121 1184
000010 223 762 000092 140 395 3758
3662 000135 219 534 OOOOOO 0 164
OOOOOO 0 103 000172 280 656 000003 4 181
000007 65 265 000251 421 920 000005 16 360
000009 117 473 3745 000007 35 596
OOOOU 157 644 OOOOOO 0 000008 52 778
3663 OOOOOO 0 194 OOOOIO 66 965
OOOOOO 0 LOO 000026 16 263 OCOOll 95 1302
000007 10 126 000053 26 340 000013 121 1415
OOOOU 27 166 000071 36 395 000014 135 1583
000016 70 253 000091 60 460 0001
000025 146 337 000112 70 526 SEE  NOTES 2*7
000031 234 419 000L58 100 668 100900
3689 000192 148 788 1000 42 271
OOOOOO 0 185 000232 176 921 1100 141 351
000040 2 264 3746 1117 175 335
000065 6 334 OOOOOO 0 191 1130 204 327
000090 2 394 000034 11 275 1200 268 303
000140 8 526 000051 19 335 1230 330 288
000188 29 656 000088 45 463 1300 394 271
000236 61 789 000106 57 527 1330 457 256
000285 104 932 000124 78 592 1400 521 234
3690 000142 95 652 1430 584 217
OOOOOO 0 159 000182 126 791 1500 646 201
000062 2 198 000220 L83 927 1530 708 169
000119 25 328 3747 1545 736 168
000144 48 394 OOOOOO 0 164 0002
000191 112 532 000076 - 33 233 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7
000240 197 653 000086 - 35 264 100907 0
000291 323 789 0 0 0 U 5 - 28 329 0936 8 55
3691 000142 - 19 396 1004 24 166
OOOOOO 0 213 000167 - 9 461 1030 46 280
000032 27 262 000190 - 2 525 1100 65 357
000051 210 326 000236 14 655 1130 140 377
000100 246 476 000280 61 789 1200 198 372
000137 240 591 000302 92 856 1230 260 369
oooiei 246 722 000324 _ l 14 925 1300 322 360
000226 225 856 3749 1404 453 333
000267 182 986 OOOOOO 0 164 1500 571 309
000335 187 1182 000008 0 197 1600 697 274
3694 000013 0 262 1700 825 239
OOOOOO 0 165 000020 2 394 0003
000006 2 197 000027 28 526 S E E  NOTES 2 ,7
000009 17 266 000033 35 656 151600
000017 31 396 000039 66 783 1615 7 73
000023 55 528 000046 85 920 1630 17 151
000030 87 656 000052 121 1056 1700 48 245
000037 114 788 3750 1730 98 278
3695 OOOOOO 0 171 1800 159 280
OOOOOO 0 171 000007 2 203 1830 219 269
000005 8 198 000010 19 264 1900 284 258
000009 14 269 000013 26 333 1930 345 249
000016 38 397 000018 38 398 2000 402 235
000022 59 525 000024 57 525 2100 530 215
000028 80 656 000028 69 592 2300 780 169
000034 106 788 CQ003L 85 655 2400 909 145
000040 140 923 3751 0004
000048 182 1120 OOOOOO 0 180 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7
000055 219 1249 000008 14 262 102000 0
3696 000015 26 394 2015 . 5 30
OOOOOO 0 167 000021 57 525 2020 11 90
000009 12 191 000027 73 653 2040 20 147
000013 21 266 000033 100 783 2050 30 195
000019 36 389 3752 2100 43 236
000030 59 593 OOOOOO 0 177 2115 58 264
000037 93 716 000004 4 197 2122 89 270
3698 000008 16 262 2145 122 268
OOOOOO 0 226 OOOOU 26 331 2200 148 268
000008 14 331 000015 30 396 2215 177 270
oooou 14 395 000022 64 528 2230 210 270
000017 40 528 000029 85 653 2245 242 264
000023 65 658 000036 109 788 2300 273 260
000026 82 722 000042 133 919 2330 335 250
000032 114 855 000046 154 994 2400 394 237
000038 148 986 3753 2500 514 228
3700 OOOOOO 0 191 2600 632 220
OOOOOO 0 158 000005 1L 257 2800 875 195
000004 12 223 OOOOU 30 394 0005
000006 42 408 000017 47 525 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7
OOOOU 121 964 000023 71 653 151400
000012 155 1203 000027 85 717 1415 1 15
3701 000030 104 782 1425 7 64
OOOOOO 0 158 3754 1435 12 104
000005 10 203 OOOOOO 0 164 1445 21 164
000007 53 428 000004 4 191 1455 28 217
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A 26
T IM E STRAI N STRS T I ME STRA IN STRS TIME STRAI N STRS T IM E STRA I N  !iT R S T IM E S TRA I N  STRS T I ME STRA IN  STRS
0066 4800 109 515 204000 107 239 010812 133 166 220917 157 920 211727 521 244
SEE  NOTES 2*7 4900 121 607 214300 i l l 239 011500 113 3 220924 190 958 211734 621 244
214900 0 0 4930 127 646 233802 118 239 073627 112 3 220931 238 958 211740 724 246
5100 15 82 5000 135 680 014107 128 240 073847 131 164 220937 312 856 211752 937 244
5300 33 178 5100 149 750 025907 138 241 104246 143 163 220942 709 409 211759 1078 244
5500 47 271 5200 174 799 030145 118 142505 156 163 220955 732 407 211807 1261 244
5700 56 373 5230 201 800 031600 117 154347 162 166 0088 0093
5900 65 480 5300 282 677 080700 117 154843 140 0 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 SE E  NOTES 2 ,7
220000 69 535 5320 448 355 0077 0083 223900 0 0 214046 0 0
0200 79 638 5345 552 195 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 223916 6 25 214100 0 0
0300 83 683 5400 343 157 190705 0 0 185700 0 0 223921 16 100 214117 8 17
0500 96 764 0072 0802 15 46 185900 0 2 223926 30 152 214130 14 101
0600 106 789 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 0900 41 L 35 190100 4 34 223930 46 200 214152 28 246
0700 124 606 152400 0 0 1000 61 239 190200 20 107 223935 69 232 214405 35 246
0623 139 805 2407 12 71 1100 75 326 190230 33 162 223939 96 235 215827 47 246
0900 169 766 2418 28 166 1200 92 420 190300 51 232 223945 140 240 220433 54 247
0928 255 612 .2427 37 260 1300 106 520 190330 70 289 223951 178 208 222100 71 246
0949 340 442 2437 43 346 1400 122 619 190400 96 321 224000 242 175 223925 88 246
1032 452 268 2446 51 435 1500 141 704 190430 132 329 224008 293 159 224850 96 246
1100 532 201 2455 58 524 1548 L70 738 190454 169 312 224020 376 143 231006 120 24b
1300 599 189 2503 64 608 1602 190 729 190530 232 251 224035 477 134 2 32 346 143 246
0067 2511 70 692 1620 237 670 190600 278 214 224049 567 127 233445 170 246
SEE  NOTES. 2 ,7 2520 75 774 1634 284 588 190630 321 192 224115 746 120 234600 215 246
093810 0 0 2527 82 851 1648 368 436 19070U 361 188 224147 938 112 235400 268 247
3824 23 173 2534 85 930 1 723 494 255 190730 400 177 224218 1130 110 235900 310 246
3840 40 264 2542 91 1007 1800 561 203 190800 439 172 224248 1326 104 240406 363 246
3850 48 355 2550 96 1070 0078 190830 480 171 224301 1381 103 240945 429 246
3907 61 528 2600 105 1144 SE E  NOTES 2 ,7 190900 514 171 224314 1485 100 0094
3917 69 637 2609 116 1216 204000 0 0084 0089 SEE  NOTES 2 , 7
3927 77 723 2618 132 1265 204025 40 167 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 033230 0 0
3934 83 785 2623 166 1279 204046 62 345 194000 0 0 241300 0 0 093330 14 103
3942 90 656 2628 595 204105 76 525 194200 26 111 241328 1 8 094500 16 103
3950 101 937 0073 204121 89 694 194330 40 195 241333 14 55 110800 25 103
4000 121 1000 S E E  NOTES 2 ,7 204138 102 849 194407 64 275 241340 29 125 130430 36 103
4007 152 1014 165700 0 0 204154 115 850 194418 68 299 241346 42 2 12 150300 55 103
0068 5900 26 68 204212 133 1007 194500 101 382 241352 53 295 171400 99 103
SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 170000 49 165 204228 166 1123 194530 128 429 241357 63 375 174300 123 103
151600 0 0 0300 69 263 204235 194600 158 450 241402 71 451 180000 144 103
1625 52 186 0500 88 357 204307 194630 191 472 241407 77 531 182100 164 103
1648 86 390 0700 111 447 0079 194700 232 475 241411 86 613 163900 233 103
1717 93 392 0900 138 529 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 194730 268 454 241415 92 684 185400 261 103
1823 98 392 1000 153 562 213100 0 0 194817 335 422 241420 101 756 190600 296 103
2613 110 392 1100 171 578 213300 21 84 194900 396 403 241425 110 818 19L600 329 103
3841 121 392 1138 190 574 213404 31 319 195000 479 386 241430 127 891 193100 370 103
51L5 143 392 1200 205 558 213500 46 411 195330 748 316 241434 144 925 0095
162009 321 392 1300 255 484 213800 61 503 0085 241437 144 869 SEE  NOTES 2 , 7
2308 528 390 1400 324 398 214003 74 587 SEE NOTES 2 .7 241442 262 614 220830 0 0
2328 572 390 1500 390 337 214200 88 677 205200 0 0 241445 306 531 220945 45 103
2347 622 394 1700 489 26B 214501 109 784 205300 14 56 241515 520 361 221000 60 103
2410 691 381 1900 571 234 214705 138 795 205330 38 97 0090 221019 68 103
0069 2509 792 201 214800 274 585 205400 70 105 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 22L034 81 103
SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 0074 214900 391 255 205430 114 105 161220 0 0 221100 101 103
191600 0 0 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 215011 426 234 205500 154 105 161308 0 I 221115 117 103
1624 29 117 132200 0 0 0080 205530 194 101 161 316 3 L8 221200 163 103
1637 54 240 2210 23 61 S E E  NOTES 2 ,7 205600 232 95 161321 7 35 221230 199 103
1708 59 241 2221 46 138 152500 0 0 205630 273 89 161340 20 104 221300 241 103
2000 64 240 2233 67 235 152515 17 59 205700 311 86 161405 37 249 221330 287 103
5806 78 241 2335 78 237 152527 37 162 205730 348 82 161600 53 250 221400 337 103
214850 94 284 2633 86 237 152536 48 236 205800 388 81 161619 64 249 221430 392 103
231500 98 239 3900 102 239 152700 55 237 205830 426 90 162520 90 249 221500 452 103
014500 108 240 5200 110 237 153105 61 236 205900 468 77 162902 107 249 221530 519 103
051608 118 240 140600 121 239 155000 73 239 205930 502 75 163158 127 247 221600 586 103
101545 145 241 3000 155 237 162745 92 238 210000 540 73 163358 147 249 221630 666 103
5045 150 241 3830 179 237 164145 108 240 210033 582 73 163649 187 249 221700 734 103
114822 161 241 4500 215 237 165200 135 237 210100 616 73 163834 229 250 221730 807 103
131231 196 240 5035 278 237 165723 154 238 210130 654 71 163953 267 249 221800 860 103
3352 213 241 5300 333 237 170407 192 239 2L0150 677 71 164042 307 249 0096
140255 246 241 5500 396 240 141400 28 7 239 0086 164125 347 247 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7
2217 296 241 5700 481 237 171830 370 238 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 164155 388 249 094516 0 0
5045 395 241 5900 601 238 172200 454 238 214400 0 0 164220 431 249 094645 27 103
150543 455 241 0075 172500 536 238 214406 11 65 164236 467 249 095000 39 103
3040 554 241 S E E  NOTES 2 ,7 172800 636 242 2144L0 19 143 0091 095800 58 103
5046 632 242 162200 0 0 173011 720 238 214415 28 221 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 101045 89 103
162030 763 241 2222 39 122 0081 214420 36 303 201600 0 0 102400 127 103
2500 794 241 2248 82 167 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 214425 40 386 201611 8 2 103745 169 103
0070 2250 90 403 182903 0 0 214430 63 477 201630 18 169 105445 216 103
SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 2335 102 402 102935 22 161 214435 69 552 201652 35 247 110645 253 103
204745 0 2500 113 402 182951 36 307 214439 79 613 201737 52 247 111545 280 103
4812 18 71 2700 124 404 183001 43 401 214443 96 692 201845 72 247 113650 360 103
4835 70 258 3000 145 401 183045 50 401 214450 123 733 201926 80 247 114700 378 103
4853 90 4 00 3135 218 405 183217 57 400 214454 165 721 202045 98 247 115445 403 103
4909 104 400 3530 267 400 183755 66 401 214500 258 523 202215 120 247 115700 387 0
5057 113 398 3604 311 401 184300 79 401 214505 339 344 202330 138 247 1 15000 385 0
5400 139 400 3630 359 402 184705 93 400 214514 411 263 202539 161 247 009 7
5600 163 400 3700 437 403 184955 114 401 214527 511 225 202616 192 247 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7
5700 180 398 3726 557 396 185200 147 401 0087 202802 236 247 193755 0 0
5830 229 400 3740 676 383 185310 189 403 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 203045 280 247 193807 2 6
5915 272 400 0076 185342 224 401 220800 0 0 203115 324 249 193900 22 90
5945 325 400 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 185430 298 403 220807 1 15 203230 363 249 194000 44 182
210012 405 398 083900 0 0 185517 405 401 220813 u 57 203345 408 248 194100 70 262
0026 539 394 3915 18 95 185600 559 402 220620 25 151 203415 426 249 194200 95 336
0071 3940 43 241 185622 675 400 220826 36 234 0092 194300 123 411
SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 4000 50 240 0082 220831 47 317 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 194337 145 442
134200 0 0 4700 55 241 S E E  NOTES 2 ,7 220836 56 393 211444 0 0 194416 177 455
4300 21 72 091100 62 241 192500 0 0 220840 65 468 211530 0 1 194500 239 426
4400 43 157 4517 68 241 192520 37 63 220847 79 566 211549 13 50 194600 339 352
4430 53 202 123700 80 241 192535 72 163 220652 90 637 211611 37 117 194700 430 304
4500 62 244 131200 84 240 192635 88 163 220856 97 700 211649 169 242 194830 547 2 66
4530 66 289 143500 87 239 194200 101 166 220901 109 756 211703 250 238 194918 610 250
4600 77 335 161500 91 240 204523 115 166 220905 120 812 211711 328 247 0098
4700 91 425 184300 98 238 235715 128 163 .220912 139 880 211719 417 244 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7
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A 27
TIME STRAIN S IR S T IM E STRA IN STRS T IN E  STRA IN STRS
220153 0 0 5230 3 10 2720 19 16
220159 2 14 5310 12 59 2727 30 83
220208 18 74 5332 20 116 2732 41 153
220220 37 173 5400 32 186 2737 52 225
220230 54 264 5430 44 266 2743 64 310
220241 69 349 5500 58 346 2750 82 392
220251 80. 423 5530 71 426 2756 101 468
220300 89 528 5630 100 576 2805 134 531
220310 102 613 5600 185 509 2610 161 539
220322 123 698 5700 125 615 2815 186 531
220326 134 720 5720 145 631 2621 239 466
220332 160 741 5735 167 624 2830 308 393
22033? 191 741 5800 207 560 2638 371 354
220343 240 718 5830 264 461 2846 439 321
220350 314 614 5900 314 394 2900 510 298
220356 384 528 110000 398 322 2909 564 283
220412 516 351 0010 407 314 0110
220428 552 248 0104 SEE  NOTES 2 .7
220455 575 191 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 193245 0 0
0099 122903 0 0 3303 2 9
SEE  NOTES 217 2943 13 53 3310 14 114
222855 0 0 3015 22 137 3315 23 201
222913 6 5 3100 40 252 3320 36 288
223014 42 76 3130 57 320 3325 46 368
223116 67 174 3200 77 383 3330 61 444
223215 88 265 3230 99 428 3336 78 522
223316 111 361 3250 117 460 3341 97 589
223425 142 441 3301 125 470 3350 133 663
223516 180 476 3400 197 477 3350 176 677
223529 196 474 3430 240 453 3403 213 664
223600 251 426 3500 280 428 3409 261 590
223635 325 351 3600 363 396 3416 331 484
223700 372 312 3635 409 383 3421 373 443
223730 417 280 3700 440 371 3426 409 409
225800 461 257 3730 480 365 3434 469 371
223835 510 239 3800 517 357 3441 515 348
223907 551 232 0105 0111
223945 596 222 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7
0100 142745 0 0 200645 0 0
SEE  NOTES 2#7 2600 0 0 0700 0 0
135247 0 0 2820 5 32 0707 10 38
5310 4 20 2900 26 137 0713 20 103
5322 22 128 2932 45 209 0718 30 181
5334 40 238 3000 68 270 0723 42 266
5415 48 238 3030 95 316 0729 60 348
5545 57 239 3100 128 334 0735 72 424
140300 73 240 3130 171 338 0741 96 503
2240 93 240 3203 220 327 0746 115 535
5023 114 239 3218 241 309 0755 180 539
151828 131 240 3230 261 303 0800 224 481
4622 151 239 3300 273 283 0805 272 424
165352 190 238 3330 274 268 0810 313 385
181704 248 239 3401 274 258 0816 372 308
191211 305 240 3500 470 243 0112
5044 329 240 3532 530 237 SEE  NOTES 2 .7
205133 376 239 3600 542 234 205357 0 0
215045 420 238 3615 589 229 5402 0 0
222122 439 238 3700 644 218 5410 6 51
0101 3713 666 218 5417 17 109
SEE  NOTES 2 .7 0107 5423 29 246
091718 0 0 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 5451 44 247
1727 5 19 155046 0 0 5535 57 247
1802 61 310 5100 0 0 5634 67 247
1844 95 398 5118 2 23 210046 87 247
1916 118 398 5200 18 120 0415 108 247
1930 127 399 5230 31 199 0945 128 246
1951 145 398 5300 45 285 1530 146 247
2017 164 396 5400 77 428 2030 165 247
2035 181 396 5430 99 487 3200 20 2 247
2050 198 398 5518 152 514 4616 238 247
2121 243 395 5534 173 514 5900 280 247
2143 288 395 5600 213 464 220800 313 247
2200 332 397 5700 304 375 1700 350 247
2211 377 401 5731 348 348 2750 394 247
2223 434 387 5801 305 334 3545 425 246
2231 502 370 5830 422 327 0113
2235 561 313 5900 458 319 SEE  NOTES 2 t 7
0102 0108 233443 0 0
SEE  NOTES 2 .7 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 3500 0 3
103200 0 0 L65548 0 0 3513 11 82
3222 19 240 5600 0 0 3528 31 245
3500 75 240 5612 18 158 3628 46 245
4100 91 241 5624 37 372 3815 57 245
4700 105 240 5629 47 456 4531 78 244
5902 118 239 5635 57 549 240300 101 247
112400 144 239 5639 66 626 2653 120 245
5B08 172 239 5647 85 761 011645 167 245
125315 218 239 5653 100 824 021230 196 244
134600 261 239 5700 121 894 031535 236 245
143600 305 238 5706 156 917 042633 204 245
152300 350 239 5711 189 886 5437 313 245
160530 395 239 5715 229 780 061257 370 245
4003 439 240 5719 299 618 070711 418 245
170800 475 238 5723 354, 481 0114
1603 451 5728 400 390 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7
180200 448 5734 447 333 073734 0 0
203000 447 5738 490 292 3800 3
0103 5747 546 260 3815 17 84
SEE  NOTES 2 .7 0109 3820 22 120
105146 0 0 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 3830 36 246
5200 0 0 162703 0 0 3913 51 244
T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN  :STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS
3933 57 246 3035 154 491 2845 332 3 22
3935 68 246 3055 193 472 2853 377 305
4315 88 246 3116 255 424 2902 430 291
4715 109 246 0121 2910 489V, *:2H 1
5813 150 246 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 2922 562 271
080808 181 246 205945 0 I 2945 705 258
2029 222 246 210004 0 0 3004 819 250
3047 268 246 0017 1 6 3016 893 246
4116 314 246 0032 4 18 0126
5319 380 246 0044 5 26 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7
090855 464 246 0056 7 35 153000 0 0
0115 0105 9 41 3106 3 3
SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 0120 12 51 3253 10 62
092400 0 0132 15 60 3650 U 124
2430 10 102 0155 21 77 3716 49 180
2700 14 102 0220 29 93 3735 65 209
100900 32 102 0243 31 110 3756 88 223
122700 50 102 0307 36 128 3814 107 227
173200 66 102 0330 40 162 3833 133 226
230000 78 102 0353 45 196 3842 146 225
114200 104 102 0417 49 231 3854 165 220
144600 106 102 0445 56 265 3920 203 212
171100 113 102 0515 64 299 3947 242 205
1232 95 100 0547 76 333 4015 279 194
3000 93 100 0624 91 367 4047 320 187
230300 92 100 0709 119 400 4115 357 181
060350 92 100 0753 157 4144 396 175
0116 0818 193 414 4242 472 167
SEE NOTES 2 .7 0915 292 381 4341 549 164
103200 0 1114 508 294 4511 664 162
3300 16 102 0122 4640 780 162
111600 36 102 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 4810 895 162
132900 54 102 214547 0 0127
162700 70 102 4610 13 SEE NOTES 2 ,7
191500 83 102 4616 19 132450 0 0
234030 104 102 4621 37 2502 0 3
081043 139 102 4627 62 2520 9 85
1230 126 0 4635 92 2545 23 248
5300 123 100 4640 110 2607 35 248
0117 4644 134 2821 50 248
SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 4652 206 3057 69 248
101855 0 0 4700 262 3330 86 249
1918 12 102 4705 47 3922 124 247
2530 31 102 0123 4308 164 247
3400 38 102 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 4517 203 248
120500 57 102 121147 0 0 4630 239 247
161900 76 102 1218 I 2 4734 280 247
220600 90 102 1345 16 101 4811 309 249
082400 112 102 1520 37 244 4853 350 247
2515 102 0 1630 53 244 4923 383 249
2600 87 0 1740 70 244 4951 420 248
112200 83 0 1900 95 244 5019 458 248
0118 2025 127 244 5105 533 249
S EE  NOTES 2 ,7 2320 208 244 5250 609 249
151400 0 0 2525 286 244 0128
1458 0 0 2650 356 244 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7
1505 7 42 2733 396 244 181600 0 0
1519 169 15 2603 425 244 1616 I 8
0119 2940 540 244 1640 31 82
SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 3035 608 245 1705 58 177
162952 0 3100 644 245 1732 84 285
2958 0 0 3150 712 244 1750 100 358
3004 6 14 3240 782 245 1812 121 447
3008 11 28 3340 874 244 1835 145 535
3013 18 42 3445 973 244 1900 188 587
3017 22 57 3600 1085 244 1909 219 587
3020 26 70 3730 1166 125 1915 245 574
3025 28 84 4605 122B 0 1925 286 533
3028 31 98 0124 1935 358 446
3031 33 112 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 1947 431 35 r
3037 38 142 141900 0 0 2000 508 266
3042 42 186 2100 56 68 2015 598 17 7
3050 48 249 2205 73 144 2035 661 137
3055 54 279 2300 83 245 2052 736 121
3103 63 322 3300 95 245 0129
3113 81 376 L63600 120 245 SEE NOTES 2 ,7
0120 220915 152 245 184200 0 0
SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 083740 198 245 421? 11 0
192146 0 0 101800 207 245 4307 4 0
2200 0 0 140200 227 245 4315 41 16
2209 1 2 204800 268 246 4336 114 323
2214 1 5 4830 255 0 4345 148 460
2218 2 8 211000 252 0 4405 204 709
2228 4 15 230000 251 0 4415 261 717
2232 5 18 080900 251 0 4420 307 668
2243 7 25 0125 4427 363 598
2300 10 36 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 4436 426 515
2315 13 47 132646 0 0 4447 507 468
2331 17 58 2700 0 0 4458 582 428
2345 18 69 2740 7 51 4515 693 372
2356 22 30 2745 19 137 4530 807 303
2422 25 95 2750 29 201 4600 9B9 225
2444 29 112 2755 40 265 4622 1137 169
2457 31 121 2600 59 319 0130
2530 35 166 2805 78 442 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7
2552 40 199 2811 106 393 104630
2615 43 235 2618 150 403 5130 0 0
2710 55 302 2825 192 400 5147 16
2807 70 370 2828 219 363 5200 45 134
2910 90 438 2833 253 364 5208 62 265
3022 135 494 2339 293 343 5214 74 351
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A 29
TIM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS TIME STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS
0420 98 252 0700 131 102 2945 99 303 154940 395 160 123110 116 571 094719 62 163
0423 115 252 1000 150 102 2948 124 290 154957 519 140 123122 135 671 094723 92 163
0427 137 248 1300 169 102 2953 185 228 020 3 123132 185 743 094727 121 152
0432 173 252 1530 189 102 3004 274 155 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 0208 094740 208 143
0437 213 256 1710 208 102 3040 498 90 170916 0 0 SEE  NOTES; 2 ,7 094753 285 134
0441 249 256 2030 247 102 0197 170920 7 39 013701 0 0 094803 359 127
0445 287 256 2300 288 102 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 170925 20 80 013705 0 60 094816 440 119
0451 341 232 2515 323 102 203939 0 0 170928 31 121 013711 11 127 094027 517 111
0457 403 246 2730 363 102 3954 20 153 170932 41 164 013718 29 206 094838 593 107
0500 445 264 2930 401 102 3959 27 211 170935 49 204 013721 38 253 094851 673 103
0504 490 281 3131 438 102 4002 31 249 170940 59 252 013726 48 330 094857 719 101
0508 538 2 52 3330 478 102 4006 36 296 170944 70 324 013730 57 400 094909 785 98
0512 482 3500 516 102 4010 40 355 170949 84 416 013735 68 466 094920 661 95
0182 3730 594 102 4013 45 409 170954 96 485 013740 80 562 094926 900 95
SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 3930 669 102 4016 47 448 171000 107 599 013738 91 633 094938 938 95
133340 0 0 3950 492 4020 53 515 171004 118 637 011751 107 746 094951 1053 93
3400 20 102 4710 627 4023 57 521 171012 135 741 013756 120 819 095000 1093 93
3442 47 102 0189 4026 60 605 171020 164 849 013802 134 887 095009 1170 91
3506 66 102 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 4030 66 656 171024 180 866 013810 161 964 0214
3525 85 102 212800 0 0 4037 579 741 171028 216 818 013818 190 1013 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7
3545 106 102 2805 13 16 0198 171032 657 0 013822 225 1000 102248 0 0
3600 124 102 2809 29 36 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 0204 0209 102300 0 0
3618 143 102 2814 44 58 225045 0 0 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 102340 0 0
3645 181 102 2818 51 67 5052 11 41 164132 0 0 101145 0 0 102345 2 11
3708 219 102 2930 51 68 5057 26 90 184137 12 44 101202 0 0 102400 9 54
3735 262 L02 4000 55 68 5104 49 169 184142 30 90 101207 9 20 102417 16 95
3755 297 102 0190 5111 67 250 184148 64 127 101212 20 57 102439 38 131
3815 335 102 SE E  NOTES 2 ,7 5117 62 329 164158 80 160 101224 38 154 102506 107 146
3837 378 102 021700 0 0 5121 94 395 164209 186 168 101233 52 245 102545 130 144
3853 412 102 1715 15 20 5125 104 451 164228 320 155 101244 68 334 102624 188 127
3910 450 102 1732 32 40 5130 121 457 184243 424 147 101254 61 423 102702 204 115
3950 543 102 2000 32 40 5135 141 566 184257 520 138 101303 94 512 102756 283 103
4030 637 102 2500 35 40 5140 167 598 184313 620 132 101313 109 598 102851 342 90
4105 739 102 3000 36 40 5143 193 566 164317 646 131 101324 126 683 102945 437 85
4135 835 102 4100 37 40 5146 230 491 184327 720 130 101331 144 729 103100 502 78
4235 1031 102 0191 5157 319 386 184343 824 124 101334 158 738 103207 673 78
4315 1075 102 see  n o te s 2 ,7 0199 184358 920 122 10L337 180 723 103315 768 73
0183 034830 0 0 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 0205 0210 103423 661 72
SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 4843 20 20 224700 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 0215
150745 0 0 0192 4705 0 0 213830 0 0 120200 0 0 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7
0805 32 102 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 4710 16 41 213901 23 102 120210 9 60 105638 8 0
0840 68 102 113233 0 0 4716 39 81 214008 37 102 1202 17 29 142 105704 24 61
0930 86 102 3300 27 29 4723 70 137 214300 50 102 120223 45 215 105734 53 97
1030 111 102 3500 30 29 4728 100 146 214500 54 102 120227 56 266 105806 95 114
1145 141 102 4400 33 29 4733 140 147 215102 69 102 120232 67 338 105812 103 118
1235 160 102 120300 35 29 4742 201 132 220000 87 102 120237 77 417 105850 154 118
1342 163 102 2300 36 29 4752 264 121 221102 104 102 120242 85 500 105855 180 118
1515 220 102 4500 37 29 4800 316 112 222100 116 102 120246 96 567 105938 224 111
1635 260 102 131500 38 29 4812 396 103 224203 142 102 120251 103 639 110000 300 97
1915 350 102 141200 39 29 4825 462 94 232400 187 102 120255 113 717 110030 372
2130 430 102 150000 40 29 4636 556 86 236303 214 102 120301 126 788 110304 520 73
2247 487 102 155600 42 29 4054 674 78 244800 269 102 120307 144 660 110400 597 70
2430 567 102 165400 43 29 0200 251752 302 102 120314 170 901 110444 654 63
2535 626 102 190600 47 29 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 260553 356 102 120317 193 896 0216
2554 477 220900 51 30 132200 0 0 264653 404 102 120322 247 666 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7
2633 550 020000 56 29 132204 4 47 275145 486 102 120326 309 816 035145 0 0
0184 060300 60 29 132207 11 96 275900 492 102 120340 495 275 035201 0 0
SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 110000 72 29 132211 19 138 280000 473 102 0211 035215 37 26
163602 0 0 170800 86 29 132214 29 186 0206 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 035239 50 65
3904 51 102 220000 106 29 132216 37 232 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 041003 0 0 035304 75 103
4235 63 102 000600 114 29 132223 53 292 092100 0 0 041006 0 61 035337 120 109
5125 96 102 073800 135 29 132226 71 350 092245 156 102 041012 0 103 035405 157 101
171800 121 102 084500 151 29 132233 92 390 092330 174 102 041017 4 152 035437 195 90
3500 123 102 090000 155 29 132239 124 410 092400 204 102 041022 43 198 035542 271 85
5200 145 102 091500 163 29 132245 165 406 092416 219 102 041028 57 228 035613 310 85
184505 180 102 093500 175 29 132250 211 350 092432 238 102 041031 78 231 035715 389 62
200400 225 102 0193 132259 289 260 092500 273 102 041035 125 2 28 035612 467 78
221600 295 102 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 132312 380 202 092534 320 102 041040 164 228 035914 593 77
2200 294 0 L00310 0 0 132329 491 168 092545 335 L02 041045 190 216 040020 620 77
3045 272 0333 26 33 132345 600 145 092600 358 102 041050 211 200 040125 701 77
3300 261 0413 31 33 0201 092630 408 102 041056 257 177 040227 772 77
0187 0194 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 092700 461 102 041107 346 125 040330 848 77
SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 SE E  NOTES 2 ,7 115100 092730 523 102 041118 42 7 101 0217
135604 102140 0 0 115107 0 0 092834 623 102 0212 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7
5725 2150 23 23 115112 24 31 092915 719 102 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 070945 0 0
5746 0 102 2200 37 46 115117 51 56 093054 815 102 071540 0 0 071000 1 9
5820 8 102 2600 41 46 115123 80 68 093302 915 L 02 071601 0 0 071009 7 24
140100 25 102 4000 44 46 115127 104 104 093345 1006 102 071605 32 071016 9 53
142700 44 102 S900 47’ 46 115131 125 112 093429 1106 102 071609 4 62 071029 15 97
143500 65 102 L12700 50 46 115134 148 116 093507 1198 102 071613 33 135 071055 29 98
150700 96 102 5600 53 46 115140 188 114 093550 1296 102 071616 33 198 071120 39 256
3400 126 102 123500 57 46 115147 236 114 0207 071623 40 257 071143 48 332
5200 151 102 130500 60 46 115157 304 111 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 071627 68 325 071205 57 412
160700 182 102 132500 64 46 115215 424 98 122930 071632 79 355 071228 65 489
2200 223 102 140700 70 46 115230 526 96 123001 0 0 071637 106 395 071249 73 562
3700 296 102 3800 78 46 115245 626 96 123005 13 21 071643 146 432 071312 83 637
4330 341 102 150200 97 46 115315 826 90 123009 22 40 071653 176 465 071337 95 714
4800 380 102 151100 117 46 115330 922 88 123012 29 56 071657 220 469 071413 121 765
5200 419 102 0196 0202 123015 36 87 071703 257 462 071428 153 761
5430 465 102 SE E  NOTES 2 ,7 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 123018 41 111 071710 295 432 071445 202 637
5730 496 102 182900 0 0 154832 0 0 123021 48 137 071714 331 406 071510 277 464
170000 535 102 2905 10 26 154836 8 38 123024 52 152 071719 369 377 071553 369 379
0300 588 102 2909 19 53 154840 15 90 123027 59 172 071724 40 7 364 0218
0610 660 102 2913 27 85 154844 31 137 123030 63 214 071729 444 294 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7
0188 2917 34 115 154847 39 169 123034 68 247 0213 101121 0 28
SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 2921 40 144 154853 73 207 123038 73 282 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 101245 0
094300 0 0 2924 46 166 154856 93 218 123042 80 319 094640 0 0 101305 8
4328 66 0 2928 52 199 154902 127 225 123047 88 353 094702 1 6 101800 14
4409 50 102 2931 58 228 154912 195 219 123051 91 393 094706 9 59 103906 26
5015 73 102 2935 66 254 154921 255 200 123057 99 450 094711 24 119 125654 52
100200 108 102 2938 75 280 154929 319 182 123102 102 498 094715 40 152 160413 77
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T IM E STRA IN STRS T IH E  STRAI N STRS TIME STRA IN STRS
180657 83 092957 B3 446 104945 0 0
20080* 833 093003 103 477 105006 0 0
210906 96 0223 105020 4 23
260236 115 SE E  NOTES 2 ,7 105117 42 71
341030 134 115745 0 0 105146 79 79
440804 152 115802 0 0 105210 n o 79
481213 160 115805 4 8 105257 171 71
530557 169 115809 11 32 105326 211 71
540622 172 115814 17 64 105408 268 63
'560846 172 115818 28 94 105453 232 63
0218 115823 35 154 105534 391 55
SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 115827 42 172 105619 452 55
001000 0 28 115832 51 217 105706 472 55
160410 77 115839 64 261 105806 592 55
200803 92 115844 75 306 105938 712 55
210900 95 115850 66 350 0231
221035 102 115858 108 395 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7
231108 103 115902 126 425 030140 0 0
241205 107 115905 147 397 030201 1 1
251316 110 0224 030210 2 7
251345 111 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 030238 30 41
261436 115101 0 0 030332 95 70
281610 119 115105 9 32 030408 142 73
261645 120 115110 17 09 030451 201 76
301810 123 115114 23 148 030551 283 77
311906 125 115119 39 203 030700 370 78
322041 130 115123 48 260 030800 456 80
342230 134 115127 59 305 030900 539 77
352330 136 115130 70 351 031000 627 77
44Q804 154 115136 92 400 0 3 U 0 Q 691 83
450935 158 115139 114 409 031210 803 62
471110 160 115147 170 411 031310 882 85
481214 161 115150 210 345 031410 963 87
5014L2 165 115157 278 284 031509 1042 88
511512 432 0225 031611 1121 89
521657 166 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 031710 1199 92
541815 170 014840 0 0 Q232
562046 173 014901 0 0 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7
572115 173 014908 4 8 043301 0 0
0219 014913 14 55 043352 23 23
SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 014917 22 103 043441 79 39
100245 0 0 014920 33 151 043528 143 47
100304 0 8 014925 48 206 043551 183 47
100308 8 55 014929 59 261 043643 243 47
100313 19 103 014933 70 316 043744 323 39
100317 30 159 014937 84 381 043847 403 39
100324 53 237 014941 96 432 044017 483 39
100331 76 315 014949 132 492 044111 605 39
100337 95 395 014954 166 492 044211 664 39
100343 110 479 014957 207 418 044313 764 39
100348 130 552 015001 259 293 044412 840 39
100356 160 620 0226 0233
100401 188 650 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7
100405 218 641 112045 0 0 095240 0 0
100409 263 544 1L2103 0 0 095302 1 3
100414 345 355 112111 4 15 095306 e 34
100420 453 198 112116 8 30 095312 16 74
0220 112132 16 79 095317 23 114
S EE  NOTES 2 ,7 112148 22 119 095321 29 153
091750 0 0 112204 30 158 095325 33 192
091602 1 0 112223 41 198 095331 39 Z44
091610 17 35 112237 52 213 095336 47 294
091815 37 78 112318 95 245 095340 48 293
091819 50 118 112323 103 238 095419 50 285
091825 68 165 112350 152 158 095620 59 279
091831 93 239 112427 200 119 095638 67 351
091839 102 320 112457 249 103 095639 71 422
091847 160 397 112547 307 87 095646 81 509
09L9O1 225 473 112636 364 87 095652 90 547
091908 259 494 112705 406 84 095700 112 587
091913 266 499 0228 095703 173 551
091936 394 489 S E E  NOTES 2 ,7 0234
091925 446 427 025341 0 0 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7
091944 537 402 025401 0 0 110543 U 0
0221 025434 3 6 110602 0 0
SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 025438 13 47 110613 4 20
111349 0 0 025442 29 86 110618 16 78
111404 2 11 025446 41 134 110623 28 139
111409 18 56 025451 60 165 110627 38 193
111414 49 89 025456 95 197 110630 45 238
111421 77 132 025506 101 204 110634 57 290
111427 109 149 025511 186 192 110641 72 376
111438 191 153 025524 278 169 110644 95 365
111449 272 143 025540 397 148 0235
111501 352 133 025553 478 140 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7
111519 469 126 025605 558 134 013336 0 0
111527 592 121 0229 013402 0 0
111546 653 116 S E E  NOTES 2 ,7 013406 6 41
111555 716 111 045001 0 0 013410 13 84
0222 045006 6 17 013414 23 147
S EE  NOTESi 2 ,7 045011 11 66 013419 35 210
092845 0 0 045015 40 104 013423 46 273
092902 1 3 045020 61 130 013428 58 335
092907 8 29 045027 116 143 013433 78 395
092911 16 41 045038 195 108 013438 90 429
092916 23 101 045048 275 93 013441 110 427
092920 31 141 045100 355 83 013445 195 400
092925 36 160 045113 475 73 013453 230 313
092932 47 238 045125 565 66 013459 278 265
092938 53 294 0230 013506 328 225
092945 64 357 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 013514 390 126
T IM E STRA IN STRS TIME STRAIN STRS T IM E STRA IN  :STRS
0236 040012 147 325 101240 0 0
SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 040043 191 333 101304 0 0
031440 0 0 040056 215 325 101311 11 47
Q31501 0 0 040131 280 245 101314 22 95
031509 0 8 040157 32 3 221 101318 34 135
031513 11 55 040300 419 198 101323 59 158
031518 22 103 040400 504 182 101332 119 158
031521 38 143 040430 548 178 101340 179 151
031527 52 182 040530 624 175 1U1343 239 135
031534 95 203 040630 704 166 101357 300 127
031540 130 238 040659 740 159 101406 360 119
031540 176 245 0242 101412 400 119
031613 333 285 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 101421 456 U i
031630 443 293 061045 0 0 101430 520 111
031656 548 285 0 b l05 9 2 3 101440 527 106
031715 709 262 061120 11 30 101447 641 102
031721 780 253 061152 23 60 101458 721 102
0237 061215 32 117 024 7
SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 061235 39 150 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7
030949 00 0 061252 45 177 113440 0 0
031002 00 3 061315 52 212 113500 0 0
031006 11 47 061336 61 247 113517 4 8
031009 19 87 061404 71 285 113537 11 39
031014 45 103 061444 89 337 113542 19 55
031017 80 55 061520 113 370 113610 42 103
031021 119 15 061537 129 368 113617 50 127
031026 152 8 061546 149 352 113643 67 154
031033 213 0 061559 180 320 113653 74 198
031045 291 061619 229 261 113733 110 261
031057 369 061644 283 212 L 13002 143 265
031111 437 061714 331 186 1L3827 179 285
031122 567 061749 377 171 113909 240 269
0236 061826 421 164 113937 280 253
SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 0243 114005 320 245
102749 0 0 SEE  NOTESi 2 ,7 114049 380 238
102600 2 0 035901 0 28 114149 460 229
102824 4 8 035903 1 0248
102841 9 48 041500 1 SEE  NOTES 2 .7
102857 20 62 050235 8 031640 0 0
102916 31 124 070200 11 031701 0 0
102934 45 163 090200 16 031713 0 0
102956 61 205 090200 16 031804 8 39
103021 84 240 120200 19 031821 11 79
103038 104 255 020214 20 031838 30 118
103107 140 256 080020 23 031858 48 158
103138 181 231 120324 26 031915 59 190
103212 240 191 040328 29 031934 74 238
103251 301 158 071031 30 031957 95 277
103351 381 154 102934 31 032017 111 301
103505 402 146 122936 31 032048 151 315
103600 554 145 081544 37 032118 192 309
0239 020450 40 032156 291 292
SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 080056 41 032227 592 285
113347 0 0 103558 41 0249
113400 7 0 081266 42 SEE  NOTES; 2 .7
113424 15 40 120472 42 105141 0 0
113434 30 71 045076 43 105205 0 0
113454 42 111 103262 49 105226 4 8
113515 59 158 035887 49 105243 11 39
113534 73 196 101294 51 105312 41 79
113558 94 237 0244 105413 115 11 L
113635 135 269 SEE NOTES 2 ,7 105449 171 111
113710 183 261 033641 0 0 105529 231 111
113752 247 237 033701 4 0 105613 291 103
113720 283 229 033705 8 48 105655 352 103
113705 344 213 033709 22 79 105738 411 95
114003 429 198 033714 41 119 105829 480 95
114031 460 198 033718 62 151 105920 552 95
114102 504 190 033724 95 166 110003 612 87
114132 544 183 033730 171 166 110047 672 87
114203 535 174 033735 163 143 110134 733 87
114221 604 174 033740 219 135 110216 798 87
0240 033749 263 127 0250
SEE NOTES 2 ,7 033750 340 127 SEE  NOTES. 2 ,7
021247 0 0 033804 384 119 095501 0 0
021300 0 0 033810 473 119 095505 3 9
021331 4 8 033816 466 119 095516 27 78
021355 34 40 033822 500 111 095521 36 117
021449 87 71 033831 560 111 095527 48 176
021536 149 71 033839 620 103 095532 56 209
021618 210 63 033849 683 103 095538 62 266
021702 273 55 033903 780 95 095549 69 354
021747 336 47 0245 095554 82 397
021817 378 47 SEE NOTES 2 ,7 095559 93 441
021900 441 47 051146 0 0 095604 102 508
022948 504 47 051203 0 0 095612 117 553
022038 566 47 051213 8 48 095616 130 57?
022105 608 47 051217 19 88 095620 227
022149 670 47 051221 27 135 0251
022239 732 47 051225 41 166 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7
022340 815 43 051233 50 191 034159 0 0
022500 925 39 051238 123 198 034203 13 60
0241 051250 203 198 034206 21 109
SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 051258 263 198 034210 28 193
035648 0 0 051308 323 198 034214 38 250
035700 0 0 051313 383 198 034217 46 308
035722 4 8 051327 443 198 034220 52 363
035742 16 47 051338 523 191 034224 59 423
035803 35 87 051348 600 183 034227 64 433
035643 67 166 0246 034230 70 542
035920 102 245 SEE  NOTES; 2 .7 034233 82 596
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03*237 102 65* 102600 0 0 12*306 255 379 112205 13 *5 100608 6*5 175 073129 *2 233
0252 102820 * 17 026* 112209 27 93 100618 172 07313* *9 278
SEE  NOTES 2*7 102915 1* 53 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 112212 36 1*5 100622 166 073139 52 311
015223 0 0 103015 31 95 032959 0 0 112215 *8 19* 100633 167 0731*3 58 368
015239 7 9 103130 36 1*7 033003 16 50 112220 59 278 0277 0731*6 63 *12
015321 16 39 103Z55 79 208 033007 29 100 112225 71 368 SEE  NOTES 2 , T 073153 66 *58
0153*5 21 59 103*08 91 251 033010 *1 156 112230 63 *59 193100 0 0 073158 72 502
015*23 27 88 103518 110 316 03301* 52 212 112235 95 5*7 193200 I I 073203 77 5*5
015512 39 126 103637 137 3*1 033017 61 265 112239 106 632 1932*0 11 28 073207 81 586
015603 *9 165 103652 1*6 333 033020 70 319 1122*2 116 683 1933*5 29 65 073212 85 628
01565* 61 202 103728 177 307 03302* 80 393 1122*5 128 722 193*3* *1 100 073217 91 670
0157*8 73 237 103810 213 278 033027 87 *5 * 0271 193533 52 1** 073222 97 712
Q15852 89 273 103920 271 2*3 033030 100 *95 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 193609 60 175 073226 103 750
0159*5 101 288 10*020 311 225 033032 200550 0 0 193700 69 217 073230 107 790
020010 133 283 10*130 358 211 0331 IB 200615 * 19 19373* 7* 2*P 0282
020033 153 273 10*2*5 *05 208 0265 2006*1 9 38 193017 60 282 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7
020050 168 26* 10**00 *52 200 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 200730 18 77 193900 89 318 0*3751 0 0
020107 183 253 10*520 502 198 01080* 0 0 200835 31 1*6 1939*3 92 353 0*3801 1 0
0201*3 213 235 10*625 538 196 0108*6 8 26 200922 *0 173 19*025 103 389 0*3806 13 56
020222 2*1 220 0259 0109*0 20 69 20 10 00 *6 203 19*112 112 *25 0*3810 26 I * *
020322 272 201 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 011030 29 111 2010*8 63 229 19*201 125 *61 0*3815 39 230
020**0 3*1 183 111359 0 0 011100 3* 135 201110 79 2 28 19*318 150 *96 0*3820 *9 319
02060* 393 167 111 500 8 5* 011200 *5 189 201130 95 215 19*355 173 *96 0*3825 57 *08
020728 3*8 157 111600 15 103 011300 57 23* 201230 103 200 19**07 179 *88 0*3829 66 *97
0253 111700 23 167 011*00 69 280 201*00 205 165 19**51 2*0 *79 0*3833 73 583
SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 111800 32 208 011*30 7* 299 201700 310 151 19*605 351 26* 0*3800 79 6*9
071200 0 0 111900 *3 266 011530 89 338 202000 *10 151 19*900 *92 205 0*38*0 86 715
071205 5 19 112000 62 295 0116*5 115 369 0272 0278 0*364* 92 77*
071210 7 57 11201* 73 293 011710 127 371 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 0263
071218 21 119 112030 96 253 011730 1*0 367 0227** 0 0 212132 0 0 SEE NOTES 2 ,7
071219 28 177 112053 193 109 011620 169 323 022800 0 0 212138 12 38 1*1005 0 0
071229 3* 229 112115 23* 36 011916 2*7 2*2 022810 18 *3 2121** 23 87 1*1031 5 17
07123* *0 263 112200 277 10 012011 303 217 022818 37 102 2121*8 32 116 1*1105 12 *5
0712*0 *9 319 112300 338 2 012112 3*9 196 022826 52 157 212155 *6 180 1*1250 31 119
0712*3 53 351 0260 012300 381 177 022832 61 207 212200 51 206 1*1300 *6 139
0712*6 59 377 SEE  NOTESi 2 ,7 012500 391 17* 0228*2 169 116 212203 56 232 1*1500 52 228
071250 6 * *07 103506 0 0 0266 022850 187 195 212207 61 26* 1*1600 63 271
071255 73 **3 103513 13 20 SEE  NOTES: 2 ,7 022900 217 223 212210 66 298 1*1700 72 31*
071302 91 *90 103519 2 * 86 1051*5 0 0 022903 367 193 212215 70 336 1*1710 87 358
071305 105 *99 103525 33 137 105200 1 I 0273 212218 7* 371 1*18** 120 395
071309 130 *93 103528 39 179 105205 11 33 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 21222* 76 *29 1*1910 136 393
025* 103532 *2 215 105211 21 7* 213955 0 0 212227 82 *68 1*1950 182 289
S E E  NOTES 2 ,7 103536 48 250 105216 32 135 21*000 12 S3 212230 85 502 1*2016 212 279
180003 0 0 1035*0 51 266 105225 *2 193 21*003 20 113 212235 90 5*9 1*21*7 250 237
180007 16 63 1035** 55 322 105230 50 2*2 21*006 25 173 2122*0 95 600 1*22*3 301 216
180010 28 121 1035*8 58 357 105236 57 297 21*009 30 227 2122** 97 633 1*2320 318 206
18001* 37 178 103553 62 *00 1052*0 63 339 21*012 35 280 212250 10* 690 1*2*20 336 199
180017 *7 232 103557 57 * * l 1052*5 71 379 21*016 *0 35* 212253 108 715 1*2700 351 193
180021 55 29* 103602 72 *92 1052*9 75 387 21*019 *b *21 212300 113 780 028*
180025 312 103607 75 536 105253 80 *22 21*022 *9 *85 212310 123 875 S EE  NOTES 2 ,7
0255 103611 79 570 105256 86 *68 21*025 53 5*8 212318 135 956 075357 0 0
S E E  NOTES 2 ,7 10361* 82 602 0267 21*028 57 603 212329 153 1039 075*02 9 31
092355 0 0 103618 89 637 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 21*031 61 658 2123*0 170 1120 075*10 23 83
092532 * 10 103622 92 671 0928*0 0 0 027* 212350 180 1200 075*16 35 132
092600 1* 3* 103626 98 702 092900 0 0 SEE NOTES 2 ,7 212*07 1333 075*22 *2 182
092631 18 58 0261 092905 7 *7 1*1202 0 0 0279 075*26 50 226
092700 21 82 SEE  NOTESi 2 ,7 092909 20 115 1*1230 1 5 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 075*31 53 280
092800 37 126 025758 0 0 092913 39 193 1*12*2 17 *3 233*06 0 0 075*36 60 315
092900 55 189 025802 1* *6 092918 *2 280 1*1*00 31 96 233*10 9 59 075**1 6 * 361
093000 70 209 025806 27 100 092921 65 303 1*1510 *1 1*9 233*15 17 139 075**5 69 *02
093100 90 225 025809 36 156 092927 83 *00 1*1600 51 168 233*16 25 200 075*50 7* *51
093130 106 225 025612 *5 208 026B 1*170* 62 235 233*21 31 259 075*5* 79 *93
093200 125 222 025815 *8 256 S EE  NOTES, 2 ,7 1*1800 7 L 27* 233*25 37 313 0754S9 83 537
093300 163 215 025818 59 307 091302 0 0 1*1913 82 323 233*28 * * 365 075503 07 581
093*30 231 185 025821 66 366 091*00 7 7 1*2022 9 * 368 233*31 *9 *16 075509 91 623
093530 281 163 02582* 73 *18 09151* 30 *3 1*223* 106 *13 233*3* 53 *67 075513 97 666
093800 382 1*5 025827 81 *76 0916*0 50 107 1*23*7 155 * * 9 233*37 62 530 075517 101 705
09*100 1*8 025830 90 532 091727 60 132 1*2*28 168 *07 233**0 67 593 075521 105 7*3
0256 025633 99 578 0918*0 78 195 1*2510 238 329 2 3 3 *** 75 658 075525 110 783
S E E  NOTES 2 ,7 025836 111 61* 0919*5 95 236 L4263Q 310 265 233**7 8L 712 075530 11* 82*
112000 0 0 025839 126 159 092100 117 27* 1*2722 3 ** 2*9 233*51 89 766 07553* 120 705
112005 7 19 0262 092318 171 322 1*2800 373 2*2 23 3 *5 * 98 620 0285
112011 19 59 SEE  NOTESi 2 ,7 0923*7 189 319 0275 233*57 106 872 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7
112016 28 99 01*651 0 0 092*10 206 311 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 0280 091900 0 0
112022 39 138 01*659 9 21 092**3 232 290 1910*0 0 0 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 09190* 10 53
112027 *8 195 01*800 23 69 092515 260 267 191100 0 0 215*00 0 0 091907 17 111
LL2Q32 5* 236 01*900 38 108 0925*5 289 2*8 191111 21 11 215500 18 38 091911 30 171
112038 61 263 015000 51 170 0926*2 333 225 191118 39 *8 215558 33 77 091915 37 223
1120*3 69 330 015100 61 223 092750 363 211 191121 53 89 2157*6 *9 116 091918 *1 271
112047 72 358 015200 70 278 092830 367 206 191130 63 1*5 215831 57 155 091922 *9 332
112050 78 390 015303 60 299 0929*0 371 200 191135 72 195 215937 71 212 091925 71 39*
112053 83 *19 015*00 90 378 093130 381 199 1911*5 81 273 2200*3 82 26* 091928 77 **7
112058 91 *60 015500 106 *22 0933*5 393 198 191150 90 318 22012* 91 300 0286
112102 99 *95 015600 132 **1 0269 191155 95 369 220206 101 336 SEE NOTES 2 ,7
112107 109 532 015615 157 *37 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 191200 101 *05 2202*8 109 371 030*01 0 0
112110 522 0156*5 173 *11 102205 0 0 191203 105 * 3 * 220333 119 *07 030*11 7 39
0257 015731 237 333 102210 10 31 191209 113 *95 220*20 128 **3 030*20 13 75
S E E  NOTES 2 ,7 0158*5 31* 263 102217 25 79 191215 121 550 220513 139 *79 030*28 23 118
103800 0 0 020000 372 239 10222* *0 129 191223 132 623 220608 161 *96 030*36 30 15?
103605 13 56 020200 *51 225 102230 56 156 191227 138 657 220632 176 *96 030**3 39 192
103608 21 103 0263 1022*0 8* 221 1912*0 155 771 220703 199 *79 030**8 *3 213
103612 29 182 SE E  NOTES i  2 ,7 102250 116 266 1912*8 786 220712 2*0 **3 030*5* 52 239
10381* 39 233 12*20* 0 0 102257 135 313 0276 221005 375 389 030*60 61 26*
103818 *8 29* 12*212 15 13 10230* 157 353 SEE  NOTESi 2 ,7 2215*8 5*9 336 030*65 73 277
103822 55 363 12*217 31 69 10231* 185 396 100**0 0 0 0281 028 7
103825 62 *15 12*22* *7 126 102320 207 *29 100520 226 3 SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 SEE  NOTE 2
103828 70 *75 12*230 61 163 102323 223 *53 100527 256 69 073100 0 0 111001 0 0
103831 78 5*1 12*237 77 210 0270 100533 302 127 073108 11 *1 111010 8 26
10383* 85 597 12 *2 ** 92 2 5* SEE  NOTES 2 ,7 100537 337 1*9 073115 22 92 111016 16 53
0258 12*251 113 299 1121*1 0 0 1005*2 4*1 51 073120 30 139 11102* 25 82
S E E  NOTES 2 ,7 12*302 152 3*3 112200 0 0 100600 535 13* 073125 37 190 111030 33 112
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SEE  NOTE 2
113767 0 0
113799 1 22






























































SEE  NOTE 2
065570 0 0
065601 0 0

























































































































































































































































































































































































SEE  NOTE 2
110171 0 0
0200 0 0


























SEE  NOTE 2
020501 0 0
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T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E ST R A IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS
0827 770 147 2191 79 103 4378 98 343 2400 1 0 4345 90 415 1075 139 250
0323 2241 117 103 4431 161 266 2409 20 96 4350 116 453 1131 181 255
S EE  NOTE 2 2335 190 101 4565 345 159 2416 43 214 4355 153 486 1161 211 247
142100 0 0 2386 233 100 0334 2423 177 90 4361 533 120 1215 263 203
2151 17 78 2479 298 98 S EE  NOTE 2 0342 0353 1276 323 1602220 28 155 2585 389 93 024864 96 SEE  NOTE 2 SEE  NOTE 2 1346 381 145
2252 48 237 2685 467 90 4899 106 073761 0 0 121605 0 0 1465 462 135
2329 85 260 2782 541 90 4925 3800 I 1 1625 40 L 3 1579 575 126
2415 157 240 2885 622 89 4950 3810 22 120 1647 51 36 1824 843 125
2440 170 228 2982 694 89 4976 3816 39 221 1678 65 52 0358
2444 208 212 3085 771 89 5000 3824 59 315 1710 93 60 SEE NOTE 2
2512 250 181 3185 847 89 5050 3830 255 98 1750 126 60 043800 0
2535 281 162 0329 5100 0343 1800 172 62 3822 3 12
2539 366 149 SEE  NOTE 2 5200 SEE  NOTE 2 1850 209 63 3837 8 28
2722 423 146 091900 0 0 5300 092099 0 0 1900 249 60 3B57 I S S I
2824 443 145 1974 44 38 5400 2121 11 50 2015 322 60 3881 23 66
2836 500 145 2005 60 75 5600 2130 28 176 2 L 32 440 60 3908 33 118
2934 512 145 2030 67 115 0335 2138 53 342 2253 536 60 3924 40 140
0324 2053 74 156 SEE  NOTE 2 2145 72 455 2373 633 58 3936 43 159
SEE  NOTE 2 2090 89 235 101773 0 0 2153 98 565 2495 729 56 3958 53 189
110600 0 0 2132 102 315 1800 I 7 2160 133 636 2618 823 59 3983 63 225
0614 2 20 2171 113 393 1807 18 111 2167 211 540 2739 920 59 4010 74 263
0900 17 43 2212 127 468 1813 35 193 2173 314 385 2858 1011 59 4027 63 287
0928 29 63 2254 143 543 1820 53 278 2180 384 243 2983 1112 59 4053 95 318
0942 37 77 2312 185 570 1625 70 761 2198 532 210 3106 1208 59 4099 102 357
0958 44 90 2 326 197 541 1831 90 478 2226 706 210 3252 1243 35 4145 152 364
0915 52 110 2356 234 467 1838 107 591 2250 909 197 3326 1305 22 4187 189 357
0990 59 126 2362 274 393 1843 121 776 0344 0354 4213 218 2461001 63 137 2381 310 313 1850 140 807 SEE  NOTE 2 SEE  NOTE 2 4292 302 246
1062 90 207 2446 385 241 0336 095071 0 005900 0 0 4493 481 175
1106 106 257 2538 447 234 SEE  NOTE 2 5101 0 0 5934 3 5 4853 770 157
1123 115 275 2650 549 234 113673 0 0 5109 19 77 5950 9 21 0359
1165 139 308 0330 3704 0 0 5 L16 95 77 5960 13 34 SEE  NOTE 21200 159 321 SEE  NOTE 2 3712 14 75 5125 143 L 13 5976 20 44 021151 0 0
1253 192 316 230003 0 0 3718 29 156 5132 201 L 15 010000 39 52 1203 0 1
1300 238 288 0025 3 37 3725 52 253 5150 314 133 0020 56 57 1250 2 10
1372 307 256 QQ37 8 79 3730 70 333 5165 447 L33 QIOQ 120 57 1274 11 34
1467 383 235 0051 14 117 3735 95 415 5174 526 131 0190 200 57 1324 38 60
1567 462 219 0105 20 156 3740 119 469 5190 640 L30 026 2 257 52 1353 59 75
1663 537 210 0119 27 198 3752 182 535 0345 0311 302 51 1407 101 90
1765 613 205 0130 33 2 36 3757 228 535 SEE  NOTE 2 0431 400 41 1440 119 90
1825 658 204 0143 38 275 3763 284 503 112750 0 0 0547 449 37 1500 141 90
0325 0155 45 315 0337 2804 2 2 0670 600 35 1600 230 90
S EE  NOTE 2 0209 56 355 S E E  NOTE 2 2810 13 41 0794 701 35 1700 354 7S
155635 0 0 0223 63 395 115776 0 0 2816 38 115 0912 600 30 1759 402 74
5630 3 0 0235 69 432 5870 2 7 2822 196 78 0355 1829 458 69
5849 12 37 0248 77 468 5900 2 7 2830 213 78 SEE  NOTE 2 1900 516 66
5918 36 70 0320 102 544 5910 7 35 0346 015398 0 0 0360
160000 83 89 0346 132 575 5915 21 92 SEE  NOTE 2 5419 3 14 SEE  NOTE 20100 15L 85 0357 145 569 5920 64 149 100171 0 0 5428 8 30 033960 0 00200 237 84 0410 180 505 5926 75 189 0200 0 1 5435 9 42 4003 0 0
0300 300 60 0425 230 395 593 L 103 220 0209 ‘  15 71 5442 12 51 4054 3 16
0412 406 78 0456 308 275 5937 153 220 0216 45 168 5451 15 60 4073 11 41
0500 462 78 0656 481 352 5948 238 219 0230 275 125 5460 18 72 4114 46 53
0326 0331 5957 309 208 0271 435 153 5474 25 89 4212 119 59
S E E  NOTE 2 S E E  NOTE 2 5970 416 206 0292 582 175 5487 33 101 4260 163 58
131800 0 0 122999 0 0 5977 466 194 0311 720 171 5503 41 113 4332 219 52
1830 3 0 3035 9 36 5983 543 192 0347 5530 58 130 4407 281 51
1900 8 60 3060 17 77 5998 620 189 SEE  NOTE 2 5569 89 135 4498 360 47
1918 18 111 3086 27 115 120010 697 187 020770 0 0 5600 114 133 4575 420 48
1930 25 149 3115 40 147 0338 0801 2 3 5629 139 130 4700 525 50
1945 33 197 3139 51 177 SEE  NOTE 2 0809 18 108 5753 250 100 4797 600 47
1956 35 228 3160 67 210 134045 0 0 0813 47 231 5870 346 90 4895 680 472020 51 294 3190 65 226 4102 0 7 0824 72 330 5991 446 83 4995 760 46
2035 59 333 3238 122 242 4105 12 72 0830 90 408 6008 539 76 5100 847 46
2058 76 387 3300 217 239 4110 25 164 0836 113 481 6350 732 76 5200 888 46
2138 113 437 3353 2 29 227 4114 39 276 0843 144 550 6591 922 76 0361
2145 129 429 3416 239 196 4121 70 495 0848 170 556 0356 SEE NOTE 2
2157 168 327 3466 426 171 4129 102 722 0348 SEE  NOTE 2 203100 0 0
2208 207 229 3489 619 148 4134 132 681 SEE  NOTE 2 031892 0 0 3150 3 8
2218 233 189 0332 4139 155 979 03507L 0 0 1910 0 0 3161 8 21
2248 282 149 SEE  NOTE 2 4142 190 1030 5103 0 0 1922 L 19 3170 13 32
0327 011404 0 0 4146 347 988 5109 0 72 1932 3 36 3187 21 46
SE E  NOTE 2 1427 6 43 0339 5116 29 1-42- 1948 15 59 3200 28 51
023850 0 0 1449 12 83 SEE  NOTE 2 5124 61 231 *  1960 18 78 3225 61 55
3930 3 5 1491 22 157 142651 0 0 5130 94 293 1981 31 92 3250 72 55
3958 6 35 1532 35 242 2704 0 0 5137 129 326 2008 43 110 3300 ). 13 55
3990 15 87 1571 45 321 2707 3 30 0350 2039 52 132 3400 200 52
4010 18 124 1608 55 400 2712 32 112 SEE  NOTE 2 2074 85 158 3500 283 49
4030 19 157 1644 67 475 2716 56 207 194160 0 0 2123 121 180 3600 365 55
4050 27 201 1661 70 510 2720 80 292 4202 0 1 2162 153 192 3750 488 55
4087 36 274 1670 75 551 2724 98 399 4210 8 42 2192 179 192 3900 611 55
4113 41 317 L700 63 563 2727 119 494 4214 26 107 2261 240 191 4050 732 55
4141 50 369 1715 90 627 2731 141 571 4222 113 78 2353 320 172 4100 853 55
4177 58 429 1740 94 663 2735 160 611 0351 2475 422 168 4300 1015 55
4214 75 495 1758 102 700 2740 257 525 SEE  NOTE 2 2593 500 168 5700 1360 55
4254 85 543 1811 127 770 2743 373 288 082076 0 0 2839 720 168 0362
4286 101 565 L822 143 747 0340 2100 0 2 3202 1021 158 SEE NOTE 2
4326 121 610 1832 180 623 SEE  NOTE 2 2107 15 50 0357 043970 0 0
4355 150 600 1845 254 400 033940 0 0 2115 69 73 SEE  NOTE 2 4003 0 u
4386 198 503 1883 321 271 3969 0 0 2125 113 81 040600 0 0 4020 3 13
4406 232 427 1987 422 235 4010 8 51 2131 187 76 0822 3 13 4031 8 35
4436 272 363 0333 4022 41 196 2142 222 84 0636 7 42 4054 15 57
4510 349 292 S E E  NOTE 2 4030 83 250 0352 0848 9 55 4068 21 72
0328 014102 0 0 4037 137 250 SEE  NOTE 2 0861 13 75 4078 31 91
SE E  NOTE 2 4125 6 29 4045 202 223 114299 0 0 0874 22 98 4107 43 111
042000 0 0 4147 11 69 4054 282 197 4315 2 9 0899 30 126 4131 54 137
2030 1 11 4179 25 145 4071 418 168 4322 IB 89 0928 45 160 4191 90 190
2068 7 35 4235 43 222 0341 4328 31 167 0947 57 177 4230 135 210
2104 21 69 4290 69 309 SE E  NOTE 2 4334 51 264 0978 74 203 4270 16 3 203
2158 46 95 4355 76 345 042360 0 0 4340 71 343 1022 103 227 4339 220 165
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4440 320 115 0371 2071 66 253 3457 1146 291 5936 119 460 0517 77 498
4530 400 97 SEE  NOTE 2 2077 89 350 3504 1417 223 5941 146 513 0518 90 535
4615 440 85 031470 2082 107 420 0384 5948 188 582 0520 104 577
4725 580 82 1500 0 0 2089 137 487 SEE NOTE 2 5958 20 I 476 0522 129 600
0363 1508 13 35 2094 168 543 204075 0 0 5968 375 395 0524 146 603
SEE NOTE 2 1515 43 90 2105 242 541 4101 0 0 5986 535 340 0525 167 593
063551 0 0 1521 75 161 2111 302 518 4114 6 47 170012 731 316 0527 206 550
3600 I 0 1526 110 177 2118 367 406 4122 12 81 0039 923 292 0529 250 468
3615 5 22 1533 157 177 2126 447 325 4130 15 114 0392 0398
3633 9 40 1539 213 154 2134 630 263 4136 19 166 SEE NOTE 2 SEE  NOTE 2
3662 22 80 1549 298 138 0378 4142 26 225 184870 0 0 164800 0 0
3691 34 119 1558 377 130 SEE NOTE 2 4150 31 292 4903 4 0 4802 4 33
3717 44 159 1569 460 125 103850 0 0 4158 38 334 4912 24 94 4804 12 100
3750 60 198 1578 435 121 3900 0 0 4164 50 386 4921 68 229 4806 15 157
3780 73 234 1586 605 12 L 3906 22 48 4168 62 442 4930 120 196 4H0H 25 237
3B20 95 273 1594 668 121 3913 50 121 4178 77 533 4938 182 157 4810 33 315
3870 126 300 0372 3920 76 197 4183 100 563 4950 268 237 4812 38 395
3900 150 302 SEE  NOTE 2 3925 102 261 4196 138 668 4958 304 355 4814 50 468
3943 189 293 095698 0 0 3932 122 331 0385 4965 356 408 4816 58 540
3993 204 262 5711 I 7 3939 151 387 SEE  NOTE 2 4971 408 387 4818 67 612
4055 305 220 5719 26 85 3945 201 408 155370 0 0 4984 520 284 4820 77 700
4148 381 195 5725 49 141 3952 253 400 5408 15 23 5002 680 2L3 4822 102 773
4240 460 182 5731 80 203 3959 324 347 5418 38 157 5019 800 189 4825 119 ao3
4332 557 174 5737 115 244 3969 416 280 5430 115 212 5041 1000 157 4826 131 820
4424 612 167 5742 153 245 3979 501 237 5437 181 157 5067 1200 140 4828 165 810
0364 5748 208 215 0379 5455 327 78 0393 4829 185 BOO
SEE NOTE 2 5755 270 157 SEE  NOTE 2 5464 404 52 SEE NOTE 2 0399
071450 0 0 5765 358 1S8 021351 0 0 0386 153800 0 0 SEE  NOTE 2
1502 0 0 5791 580 142 1400 0 0 SEE  NOTE 2 3803 15 109 190201 0 0
1558 2 LO 5819 760 141 1409 26 39 095172 0 0 3810 35 308 0203 8 77
1569 7 27 5845 958 140 1416 57 100 5210 16 0 3815 58 514 0206 . 19 180
1586 14 35 5870 1158 140 1426 100 197 5219 46 180 3819 85 706 0207 31 245
1630 33 74 0373 1433 153 195 5228 100 275 3824 110 860 0208 38 303
1670 52 114 SEE  NOTE 2 1439 215 120 5236 154 275 3830 L67 947 0209 46 395
1700 67 158 102199 0 0 0380 5245 230 237 3834 300 657 0210 54 468
1740 83 205 2219 1 9 SEE NOTE 2 5254 296 198 3840 479 300 0212 62 544
L790 113 228 2221 27 78 044470 0 0 5268 423 158 3846 577 197 0213 65 612
1871 167 243 2229 56 149 4500 0 0 5293 615 102 3850 656 157 0214 73 695
1946 229 226 2235 90 220 4507 25 37 5308 731 70 3855 750 13? 0215 8 i 773
2015 245 203 2241 113 223 4515 58 93 0387 0394 0216 07 8 32
2088 304 187 224B 170 182 4521 88 163 SEE  NUTE 2 SEE  NOTE 2 0217 96 900
2193 423 182 2253 239 157 452 8 115 241 131870 0 0 164404 0 0 0218 108 953
2300 468 164 2270 370 119 4535 142 323 1905 12 8 4406 11 78 0220 127 1020
2393 577 157 2295 563 101 4541 173 396 1913 29 149 4408 21 i 80 0221 167 1033
2492 650 155 2312 758 93 4548 203 431 1920 54 237 4409 31 285 0222 192 990
2532 798 153 2349 950 85 4555 260 431 1932 115 316 4410 38 387 0400
0365 2375 1140 74 4560 313 389 1938 169 308 4412 54 484 SEE  NOTE 2
SEE NOTE 2 0374 4572 416 293 1963 376 198 44L4 69 627 113400 0 0
114991 0 0 SEE  NOTE 2 4580 50 L 240 1992 615 125 4416 77 700 113403 2 30
5005 I 1 110998 0 0 4586 552 213 2008 731 105 4418 92 810 113406 96 80
5017 78 160 1010 5 24 0381 2030 885 92 4419 108 896 113411 21 157
0366 1017 30 120 SEE NOTE 2 0388 4420 131 970 113416 33 245
125089 0 0 1025 62 201 113943 0 0 SEE  NOTE 2 4421 163 976 113421 46 315
5100 0 0 1031 95 263 3958 3 9 160070 0 0 4423 227 874 113425 63 353
5108 17 79 1039 133 319 3963 22 90 0105 8 38 4425 330 634 113428 71 395
5114 42 139 1045 173 349 3969 37 169 0112 23 141 4427 423 453 113433 U O 454
5120 83 L 38 1050 219 349 3974 58 249 0118 42 237 4431 538 331 113437 127 460
5126 131 130 1055 270 302 3980 80 332 0128 88 316 4434 613 276 113441 163 454
5132 185 98 1065 368 202 3985 107 373 0134 125 322 0395 113443 183 438
5138 241 79 1072 434 157 3990 147 372 0141 192 308 SEE NOTE 2 113450 233 395
5153 322 64 1081 564 121 3995 195 325 0148 244 276 205202 0 0 113456 310 315
5180 562 67 1102 685 140 4002 262 272 0163 385 237 5207 35 220 113465 367 2 75
5208 763 92 1129 882 63 4007 308 247 0188 577 180 5208 46 308 113475 46 7 237
5235 960 107 1154 1082 48 4024 423 222 0216 769 158 5210 65 446 113500 674 173
5262 L 161 120 1180 1283 48 4051 623 214 0240 962 149 5212 77 551 0401
0367 0375 4075 814 214 0389 5214 88 672 SEE  NOTE 2
SEE NOTE 2 SEE  NOTE 2 4102 1006 204 SEE  NOTE 2 5215 96 750 130306 0 0
011998 0 0 120659 0 0 4129 1200 191 090290 0 0 5216 100 817 130306 11 53
2008 1 0 0713 8 10 0382 0300 0 0 5216 111 896 130310 23 134
2015 18 75 0720 18 103 SEE NOTE 2 0303 15 77 5219 123 968 130312 31 213
2020 52 87 0725 33 189 031460 0 0311 35 140 5220 135 1040 130315 37 308
2025 95 81 0731 52 272 1480 0 0 0320 69 235 5222 158 1105 130317 46 395
2042 2 L I 78 0736 6B 349 1505 102 14 0325 96 276 0396 130319 54 445
2055 310 70 0741 86 422 1512 127 92 0330 135 292 SEE  NOTE 2 130 320 58 315
2080 500 70 0746 103 483 1520 155 173 0338 192 276 152800 0 0 130321 65 596
2107 697 70 0751 133 536 1527 185 243 0357 346 212 2802 8 53 130323 73 673
2134 884 68 0758 183 551 1534 224 285 0380 538 173 2803 17 140 130325 79 743
2160 1073 68 0763 245 478 1541 270 293 0408 731 157 2805 31 230 130327 90 810
2185 1269 68 0769 307 373 1548 339 258 0434 923 140 2807 37 300 130330 106 878
0369 0775 373 308 1555 401 228 0390 2808 50 380 130333 142 932
SEE  NOTE 2 0795 539 229 1578 537 182 SEE  NOTE 2 2810 62 470 130335 173 905
021300 0 0 0822 752 197 1604 700 165 150680 0 0 2812 69 575 130337 213 840
1310 0 1 0837 925 173 1631 971 157 0702 0 0 28L3 77 640 130338 265 725
1314 I 20 0874 1114 173 0383 0712 23 117 2814 88 730 130340 342 502
1323 28 100 0900 1310 166 SEE  NOTE 2 0718 42 205 2815 102 810 130344 411 475
1331 52 165 0376 033279 0 0726 69 316 2817 108 820 130350 527 370
1336 76 248 S E E  NOTE 2 3300 0 0 0734 111 371 2818 131 990 130356 611 331
1342 103 315 123500 0 0 3306 17 63 0738 154 387 2820 152 1033 0402
1349 131 357 3512 3 8 3313 37 154 0745 181 383 2822 194 1025 SEE  NOTE 2
0370 3525 25 73 3320 61 237 0766 387 280 0397 141200 0 0
SEE NOTE 2 3530 44 160 3325 82 323 0775 461 252 SEE NOTE 2 141202 4 70
024094 0 0 3536 65 241 3331 104 397 0800 654 190 160500 0 0 141204 1 3 1 50
4107 0 0 3541 85 321 3337 129 468 0826 850 140 0501 8 14 141206 27 23 7
4114 23 86 354S 109 386 3343 162 514 0391 0502 16 62 141206 31 300
4120 42 165 3683 395 3348 195 529 SEE  NOTE 2 0505 19 133 141210 42 38 7
4125 53 245 0377 3353 236 522 165870 0 0 0507 27 157 141211 52
460
4131 83 320 SEE  NOTE 2 3359 288 492 5903 10 13 0508 33 216 141212 62 550
4136 103 394 102000 0 0 3369 370 444 5911 29 118 0510 38 275 141213 73 612
4141 125 453 2050 0 0 3393 567 396 5917 42 205 0511 46 315 141215
85 688
4147 151 490 2057 26 66 3420 756 371 5924 77 315 0513 58 395 141217 100
760
4152 192 473 2065 48 164 3445 910'• 338 • 5930 96 395 0515 65 435 14L2 I8
140 818
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164495 581 2 76
0410

































































TIME STRA IN STRS
SEE  NOTE 2
181600 0 0







































































































































































































SEE  NOTE 2
142600 0 0


































































































































201358 476 L 16
201439 596 105
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083951 342 U O
083972 538 53
0461































TIM E STRA IN STRS
145339 615 287
0463






















































072300 881 2 76
0467











































TIM E ST R A IN STRS
0469

















SEE  NOTE 2
042500 0 0
0425 L 1 19 77



























































SEE  NOTE 2
175700 0 0
175750 9 37
























































































































TIME STRA IN STRS
230430 108 104
0495
SEE  NOTE 2
140500 0 0
140618 10 30
140662 23 l i b
140715 4 3 198
140755 65 239
140808 105 252
140860 154 22 9
140900 193 198
140989 27 3 15/
141272 42 3 133
0496
SEE  NOTE 2
133700 0 0




L 33993 154 237
134072 231 198































162758 692 1 75
0499



































































































































































































































































































142319 . . BO 348
142320 94 380









































































































































































































































































T IM E STRA IN STRS
154746 92 171
154748 117 198
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170490 39 3 990
170492 451 1061
1 70496 543 1040
170501 721 1197
I 70505 923 1213



























































































17004 L 304 618
170056 465 695
















13181b 30 4 618
131829 457 695
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L 81185 2 3
181472 38 78
181620 69 117
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TIME STRA IN  STRS
07589* 0 0
5915 30 20
































































































1550 280 2 12
1628 348 247
1715 449 282
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1 ***03 683 208
1 ***  3 2 996 2L1































































































































1 **6 2* 163 139
1 **8 3* 195 155






















































































101875 *3 * 131
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'0 3 8 * * 8* *8
J038*6 111 62
2038*8 117 78





































09*170 1*2 2 319
09*218 1928 327











































11307* 3 0 ** * * l
113079 3*11 * * *
113087 *000 **3
















































































































093000 **9 9 13
093100 **8 8 0
093500 **5 0
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T IM E  STRA IN STRS
132604 1884 319
0900
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T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS
172068 136 92 111951 2055 241
172085 160 101 112021 3105 251
172122 222 117 112137 4720 272
172163 308 134 112178 5120 307
172204 423 151 112235 5680 347
172261 624 182 112353 7320 380
172300 805 200 112442 B800 346
172346 1030 215 112490 9630 311
172460 1653 236 0978
172495 2161 237 031900 0 0
172637 3189 250 03L910 22 55
172700 3855 268 031916 60 88
172754 4140 281 031928 148 165
173105 4940 366 031942 370 253
0969 031968 1168 315
103515 0 0 032005 2482 365
103575 12 18 032035 3606 404
103628 20 27 032067 4862 442
103645 25 34 032078 5442 42S
103664 30 45 032099 6268 411
103683 39 54 032113 6874 413
103703 47 64 0961
103723 56 71 163950 0 0
103743 66 85 163970 0 33
103763 80 95 163981 47 66
103781 93 105 163992 66 117
103807 111 119 164004 127 156
103841 137 134 164016 161 204
103874 163 148 164030 236 240
103911 201 176 164045 372 280
103956 252 197 164063 503 320
104009 337 211 164086 813 355
104048 419 265 164103 1060 378
104108 543 299 164149 L 742 400
104172 737 334 164183 2305 402
104242 1100 350 164203 2700 386
104268 1290 349 164220 3075 338
104353 2184 349 164235 3383 313
104396 2712 349 0982
0971 113799 0 0
165900 0 0 113827 20 41
165967 2 2 113842 57 91
165993 17 13 113853 102 137
170012 33 21 113863 134 169
170030 49 29 113870 149 203
170048 66 36 113881 240 247
170062 78 44 113892 270 282
170081 88 54 113904 368 321
170096 92 62 113917 476 360
170112 96 71 113934 572 397
170137 102 85 113953 835 434
170166 111 101 113986 1323 470
170200 121 119 114021 1835 510
170226 126 135 114066 2563 523
170256 134 152 114077 2790 516
170287 144 183 114112 3470 472
170324 160 218 114125 3880 434
170360 177 252 114147 4370 398
170395 197 286 0963
170431 219 319 022300 0 0
170469 248 354 022310 28 35
170506 282 3B8 022319 92 81
170547 326 422 022326 105 135
170587 382 456 022334 188 197
1706L9 455 490 022340 217 245
170676 559 524 022345 257 286
170728 710 558 022353 330 357
170786 1024 576 022361 411 430
170796 1L15 575 022368 504 485
170616 1368 565 022375 630 543
170902 3270 394 022386 882 618
0974 022396 1090 657
091574 0 022410 1609 724
091585 10 8 022432 2295 805
091594 18 16 022447 2940 833
091603 28 25 022453 3295 830
091612 38 33 022460 3717 804
091630 57 50 022467 4150 767
091649 80 67 0985
091665 105 83 035500 0 0
091683 136 100 035518 71 227
091700 176 117 035532 102 227
091719 255 134 035580 173 227
091740 287 150 035605 208 227
091762 377 181 035637 250 227
091790 541 216 035700 286 227
091825 568 250 035800 434 227
091862 684 284 035902 691 227
091900 1428 318 040085 834 227
091946 1706 352 040135 945 227
092001 2554 386 040223 1152 227
092022 2761 040230 1216 227
092128 2843 040289 1269 227
092227 040325 1298 227
0976 040378 1548 227
111700 0 0 040415 1655 227
111788 119 85 040446 1739 227
111797 153 108 040494 1902 227
111813 242 149 040536 2050 227
111631 360 187 040557 2128 227
111863 515 228 040597 2285 227
TIM E STRA IN STRS T IN E  STRA IN STRS
040622 2382 227 153645 2104 227
040652 2504 227 153652 2255 227
040700 2477 0 153659 2357 227
040900 2441 0 153665 2501 227
042351 2408 0 153682 2414 0
044729 2393 0 153725 2358 0
0991 -• 153610 2312 0
044200 0 154200 2278 0
0443 L I 24 25 L54500 2272 0
044362 61 51 155000 2263 0
044427 102 85 1000
044477 145 109 163801 0 0
044525 171 131 0060 0 6
044600 290 168 4025 34 7
044669 394 192 4069 74 24
044757 541 213 4122 162 65
044895 840 237 4565 1336 87
045003 1081 253 4792 1994 94
045193 1557 277 4949 2392 108
045270 1779 277 5093 2746 124
045326 1950 275 5230 3066 141
045460 2354 261 5346 3370 157
045610 2836 245 5545 3926 150
0993 5645 4176 167
065200 0 0 5797 459B 190
065394 31 22 5890 4666 169
065438 51 43 170047 5302 198
065490 73 77 0154 5596 206
065536 78 102 1003
065576 120 125 075700 0 0
065626 140 158 5770 0 18
065664 167 182 5812 30 44
065706 192 208 5870 90 78
065764 251 239 5923 140 101
065812 270 261 5972 190 125
065873 360 284 080050 280 157
065968 497 307 0113 380 182
070038 615 325 0184 510 206
070138 775 349 0298 700 237
070213 918 374 0486 880 251
070338 1172 388 0590 1260 300
070378 1265 385 0689 1480 316
070467 1580 365 0602 1710 335
070561 1880 343 0911 1960 355
070738 2430 319 0959 2040 363
071052 3387 276 1057 2260 375
0995 1174 2504 369
110900 0 0 1280 2780 396
110915 32 30 1500 3260 401
110926 80 69 1622 3570 398
110934 124 146 1004
110940 189 197 101399 0 0
110945 232 235 1451 0 0
110951 334 276 1610 34 19
110960 482 315 80 80 44
110969 561 348 1759 158 78
110979 1142 366 1834 232 101
110994 1828 388 83 328 109
L11014 2305 426 2018 536 156
111029 3069 465 2210 990 175
111042 3560 480 2428 1592 180
111059 4130 538 2619 2116 187
111100 6060 596 2782 2516 205
1 U 1 U 6560 589 2920 2834 223
111140 7660 589 3076 3188 238
111160 8830 591 3253 3610 261
0997 3407 3996 285
155700 0 0 1005
155843 6 24 113200 0 0
155911 134 51 16 52 47
155997 244 83 27 126 134
160086 107 33 192 197
160266 846 119 40 228 254
160625 1722 153 50 314 341
160792 2158 179 58 428 402
160895 2680 211 68 576 479
161115 2962 221 74 694 515
161179 3100 231 81 852 552
161254 3276 243 91 1156 590
161418 3634 2302 1532 621
161575 298 12 2032 660
161685 4066 323 34 2622 697
161770 4248 337 50 3186 720
161957 4576 402 70 3956 745
162129 4956 451 84 4536 781
0999 99 5150 781
153500 0 0 3411 5704 761
153515 94 227 1006
153531 219 227 131951 0 0
153540 318 227 1961 32 33
153548 410 227 1968 66 77
153555 521 227 1976 120 175
153566 663 227 1985 156 267
153576 850 227 93 210 357
153584 880 227 2002 256 443
153591 1136 227 2012 366 517
153600 1271 227 2020 470 594
153610 1449 227 2030 636 670
153622 1735 227 2038 796 707
153630 1816 227 2046 1026 743
153639 1992 227 2057 1340 797
TIM E STRA IN STRS TIME STRAIN STRS
2066 1596 843 2345 152 235
2079 1940 913 97 172 270
92 2252 988 2455 190 310
2103 2524 1055 2515 226 350
2117 2882 1130 75 254 390
2134 3400 1188 2652 320 428
2145 3816 1189 2716 374 463
2155 4376 1135 55 426 478
1008 2828 556 493
034151 0 0 62 668 487
58 8 7 2930 946 450
64 20 53 59 1114 421
77 100 163 3017 1512 342
85 136 237 1016
91 162 322 111950 0 0
99 190 401 2667 226 7
3506 201 466 2737 284 38
12 230 543 2812 392 67
19 246 620 2904 596 88
26 274 694 3198 1464 87
33 306 788 3448 2202 86
40 330 669 3601 2448 84
48 382 956 3874 3178 81
53 428 1020 4036 3944 87
59 462 1072 4203 4406 92
64 536 1127 4318 4724 96
75 734 1200 4426 5002 104
81 894 1218 4583 5434 113
85 1110 1205 4725 5802 120
90 1446 1151 1018
1011 135600 0 0
165099 0 0 53 0 0
5126 2 0 5750 2 0
43 14 41 5811 12 8
53 26 133 32 52 34
60 76 207 47 90 63
68 106 294 60 136 83
78 128 400 75 190 103
85 146 475 86 260 121
91 166 551 5912 418 144
99 196 650 49 740 157
5210 250 776 78 1068 153
20 308 881 6030 1604 146
30 392 991 6117 2536 136
38 488 1068 6215 3556 128
48 708 1133 6330 4786 129
54 970 1120 93 5416 137
61 1652 982 6447 5928 150
1012 6521 6610 170
084600 0 0 6583 7190 193
5012 16 i 6653 7634 217
83 36 31 6765 8860 265
5126 56 54 6842 9632 302
55 78 69 1020
92 88 91 032200 0 0
5228 96 113 16 16 18
60 120 136 25 40 44
5304 130 167 32 64 72
40 138 182 49 114 111
98 152 232 63 184 150
5452 166 271 83 358 190
5505 184 309 99 566 204
63 194 349 2312 746 207
5613 208 387 32 1046 204
86 228 433 50 1360 201
5730 248 460 72 1752 193
9 L 260 498 2426 2636 182
5872 298 546 2507 3960 178
0966 346 597 65 4864 189
090068 424 649 95 5304 200
0150 584 652 2648 6064 222
63 626 648 82 6576 239
90 746 626 2752 7646 269
0227 786 569 1022
1013 045200 0 0
102324 0 0 38 10 1
12 16 24 47 60 56
2609 66 75 55 144 117
70 110 114 60 238 157
2724 118 155 67 570 188
85 132 197 75 616 215
2845 140 239 83 944 223
97 172 275 90 1220 217
2964 204 312 98 1600 207
3015 226 353 5311 2152 194
75 256 391 25 2670 187
3152 32 2 430 35 3120 189
3216 364 463 48 3738 190
65 384 480 72 4640 185
3328 562 495 95 5188 182
62 672 490 1027
3430 924 453 095000 0 0
59 1118 425 100013 16 23
3517 1510 352 0152 36 39
1014 0426 112 68
101825 0 0 0782 196 93
2012 16 21 1096 308 117
2110 40 73 1338 394 136
70 68 111 1575 490 ISO
2224 118 152 2006 650 156
85 130 192 2379 736 167
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59 * * 76
70 66 101
9* 88 1*0





82 2 76 300
0300 32* 322
12 38* 3*6
















































60 60 2 **
62 60 322


































































































* * 3 * 1590 2*2
*500 1658 2 **
1038





























* * 3*0 57*






























































































*3 80 * *
TIME STRA IN STRS
B 1 12* 60
5960 220 92



































































































































91 *2 3 * 582
3806 *796 568
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TIM E STRAIN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRAIN STRS TIME STRA IN STRS
22 128 57 5816 290 71 *5 196 197 *9 26* 198 13 1*2 122 52 22* 550
25 200 11* 5919 *80 71 *9 238 219 56 35* 220 17 178 1*8 57 252 60*
30 33* 202 90 602 71 5* 292 237 63 *86 237 22 21* 170 62 300 691
3* *6 * 258 120090 75* 71 58 356 250 70 66* 2*6 29 272 203 68 352 762
37 630 293 0175 880 71 62 *28 256 80 888 250 36 356 230 75 *52 839
*2 758 33* 0220 9*6 71 69 55* 26* 85 10*0 2*9 *2 *28 259 81 632 872
*6 1312 337 67 996 71 75 700 262 9* 1300 2 ** *8 510 280 85 782 880
*9 1878 32* 037* 11*6 71 78 812 259 1816 1928 230 57 680 296 89 9 ** 87*
52 20*6 306 0*58 12*6 71 82 91* 252 32 2358 221 6* 85* 308 92 113* 660
57 2502 290 0525 1378 71 88 1066 2*3 65 2998 212 77 11*6 302 95 1378 830
61 2868 281 062* 1*60 71 92 1186 236 1087 93 1600 294 1097
1067 0708 1576 71 1081 0*3800 0 0 221* 216* 287 01*380 0 0
0*2902 . 0 0 85 1680 71 105680 0 0 0* 26 *5 1092 99 0 0
27 136 36 0965 1868 71 5700 6 12 07 66 91 115700 0 0 * * 0 * 10 *8
32 250 61 1100 2058 71 03 58 65 10 106 157 5707 8 13 07 38 122
36 372 177 25 1966 0 06 112 108 13 150 213 11 6* 31 11 6 * 230
39 *72 236 75 19** 0 08 15* 156 17 208 272 17 1*0 79 15 90 313
*2 58* 282 1300 192* 0 U 19* 205 20 282 319 21 196 110 18 102 378
*6 7*8 329 1073 1* 238 252 22 358 356 25 2*8 137 20 126 *51
*9 938 36* 092800 0 0 17 29* 302 25 *68 393 30 306 170 2* 1*8 539
53 1212 399 93 58 23 20 368 35* 29 6*6 *17 32 350 195 27 166 612
57 1512 *21 29** 92 37 25 51* *00 32 8*8 *2 * 37 *38 236 30 190 692
61 180* *36 300* 176 62 29 738 *28 35 105* *20 *1 526 272 33 228 779
65 216* **8 3111 36* 71 32 9 ** *25 38 135* *03 *8 6*8 30* 36 272 6*9
70 2608 *58 98 600 81 36 1268 *15 A l 171* 382 55 898 3*2 39 32* 920
75 3068 *63 3235 770 82 39 1538 *00 *5 2070 359 60 1098 352 *3 *36 969
80 353* *66 3*93 138* 90 *3 1992 385 1086 66 1376 353 *7 592 1038
90 **20 500 3689 1886 91 *6 216* 368 0*5*31 0 0 72 1696 3*7 50 758 1062
96 5036 5*3 3600 2208 91 1083 50 10 * 61 2150 331 52 988 1068
3005 5130 576 3953 2618 91 11*205 0 0 56 156 35 90 261* 319 56 153* 1008
1* 6252 632 *100 3008 92 07 98 * * 58 188 8* 5801 3178 307 1098
20 6590 659 *212 328* 90 08 160 91 60 212 126 1093 020300 0 0
30 7508 691 107* 10 2*0 120 61 236 170 111230 0 0 07 20 *8
38 80*6 6B8 1*0705 0 0 11 230 170 62 268 213 36 12 *0 11 66 119
*1 8 *2 * 666 22 56 38 12 258 211 6* 300 260 39 * * 88 15 92 196
1068 *0 6 118 13 28* 250 66 35* 335 *2 7* 1*2 19 11* 283
065*20 0 0 50 310 158 I * 30* 292 68 *06 *00 *7 138 2*2 21 13* 361
50 *0 1 62 *88 200 15 3*0 331 69 *58 *50 50 218 313 25 158 *32
75 12* 32 76 788 220 17 *0 * 395 72 578 536 52 252 366 28 172 508
80 200 72 83 998 222 20 566 *58 7* 696 587 56 **0 *21 31 198 590
85 266 110 95 12*2 223 21 76* *89 92* 629 59 600 *72 3* 222 673
89 338 152 0812 1678 22* 2* 102* *89 1089 63 812 50* 37 250 755
9* 398 193 35 2260 228 25 1256 *76 173600 0 67 1160 519 *0 282 828
98 *68 231 61 2912 233 27 168* *36 17 38* 71 72 1556 525 *2 32* 89*
5502 5*0 272 92 3 7 ** 232 28 19*8 *16 32 * 6 * 71 76 1930 529 *5 370 960
07 626 312 0903 *066 228 30 2260 390 *6 518 71 80 2280 520 *8 *32 1028
11 690 3*8 19 *500 217 32 27*6 356 62 58* 71 87 3010 503 51 550 1095
19 878 *06 31 *810 219 108* 80 656 71 96 3960 *7 * 55 736 113*
28 107* *59 1076 020000 0 0 3702 730 71 1222 *552 *59 58 808 1139
38 13*6 515 030100 0 0 15 79 71 31 810 71 109* 61 1118 1118
50 17*8 570 05 18 36 26 127 71 77 922 71 062593 0 0 63 1728 1070
60 2096 610 07 6* 8* *0 180 71 3830 1030 71 2600 2 I 1099
72 259* 6*3 10 10* 12* 53 231 7 92 1128 71 05 20 28 022821 0 0
82 299* 662 13 162 176 72 30* 71 3990 1272 71 07 50 109 51 0 1
88 3302 672 16 220 220 97 39* 71 *092 1*00 71 10 78 203 57 12 37
96 3658 672 19 276 255 0139 532 71 *195 15** 71 12 116 2*0 59 *8 115
5602 *030 666 21 380 292 87 706 71 *292 1680 71 1* 166 362 62 80 202
11 * * 7 * 571 2* *98 322 0236 878 71 *391 1822 71 16 250 **2 63 106 296
1069 27 6*6 3*2 0300 1125 71 ** 9 7 1976 71 20 372 516 66 126 391
19153* 0 0 30 8*6 356 51 1320 71 *592 2100 71 21 538 577 68 1** *82
51 106 0 32 1030 357 0*50 162* 71 *692 2236 71 25 816 616 70 162 576
92 *16 *3 35 1226 35* 0500 1908 71 *790 2326 71 27 116* 623 73 19* 668
97 *70 97 37 1*22 350 50 211* 71 5091 2556 71 30 1616 572 75 212 812
1602 528 12* *0 16*6 3*2 0600 2320 71 5593 2818 71 32 222* 561 78 238 912
06 596 162 A* 195* 3*2 50 2538 71 180*91 317* 71 35 2686 526 80 266 960
11 682 208 *7 2210 3*2 88 2736 71 1510 3390 71 1095 82 298 1103
20 862 289 1077 0725 2966 71 3000 3628 71 115800 0 0 8* 312 1196
28 980 361 165000 0 0 69 3196 71 5100 389* 71 08 1* 32 86 3 ** 1290
38 11*6 *33 0* 26 60 0851 3635 71 192200 *1 7 * 71 13 50 82 88 380 1393
*3 126* *72 07 62 180 0935 *122 71 5000 *376 71 17 60 122 91 *18 1600
*8 1392 510 12 190 322 1023 *558 71 202000 *556 71 20 7* 163 94 *90 1652
5* 1552 5*7 16 528 *38 78 *870 71 5000 *7 0 * 71 2* 88 200 97 630 1776
61 177* 586 20 10*0 A*1 1109 50*0 71 212000 *830 71 28 10* 2*1 1100
66 196* 605 2* 1620 *27 *8 5172 71 215000 *956 71 31 116 282 030300 0 0
75 2308 62* 27 209* *13 1206 51** 0 222200 5072 71 3* 136 321 030320 8 27
82 2638 626 31 2680 *02 1300 51*2 0 2*0000 5*10 71 37 1*6 359 03032* 28 117
86 2 8 ** 622 1079 1500 51*0 0 010000 5560 71 *0 160 399 030321 *8 200
95 3298 616 08*500 0 0 19*2 5130 0 073000 6*06 71 ** 178 **7 030337 7* 278
170* 3780 593 68 10 12 2700 5120 0 3952 63*6 0 *7 198 *8 * 0303*2 9* 370
I * *2 6 * 588 *607 30 30 1085 080518 6356 0 52 23* 5*0 0303*8 11* *38
1070 72 66 60 051650 0 0 081000 630* 0 55 258 587 030355 15* 518
085399 0 0. *728 150 82 93 16 12 1090 60 298 62* 030360 18* 582
5900 2 78 98 292 101 1728 56 30 102*20 0 0 67 3*8 736 030365 238 6*7
05 112 115 *8*8 * 0 * 112 65 10* *5 65 1* n 76 *7 * 8*8 030372 318 716
09 250 2 ** *918 586 10* 1628 19* 70 99 26 2* 90 728 963 030391 79* 868
12 398 332 7* 768 101 69 260 86 2530 * * *1 5902 1138 1008 030*00 1136 89*
15 *72 *10 5056 986 100 1938 *12 102 57 68 53 06 1362 1005 030*10 1600 911
17 620 *81 51*8 1232 99 201* 60* 111 66 100 65 12 1698 981 030*21 210* 92*
20 608 5*1 520* 1532 99 83 812 n o 2625 1 ** 81 16 1966 950 030*30 2526 926
2* 1100 605 5352 176* 100 21*5 98* 108 65 210 97 1096 030*38 291* 922
27 1*06 653 1080 98 1182 107 2708 282 109 010900 0 0 030**1 3132 91*
30 178* 679 091800 0 0 1086 81 *50 119 09 20 27 030**6 3*06 897
33 2260 679 10 1* 15 0*1700 0 0 26*0 592 122 13 52 69 1101
36 2706 660 15 36 *2 10 0 16 2912 77* 122 17 7* 110 0*0300 0 0
39 3180 630 19 5* 61 15 22 38 3009 102* 120 20 92 152 0*0307 *6
*1 3820 601 22 72 80 20 3* 61 1091 26 n o 211 0*0312 2 91
1072 27 90 101 23 *8 81 102080 0 0 30 13* 262 0*0316 12 100
115720 0 0 30 106 122 30 76 10* 87 10 8 36 150 3*3 0*0322 * * 203
3* *2 71 3* 1*6 183 35 108 137 92 22 29 *0 16* 38* 0*0328 72 265
*2 , 6* 71 37 1*6 161 39 1*2 157 97 56 * * *5 19* **2 0*0333 11* 322
SO 9* 71 *1 16* 178 *5 202 181 2105 96 8* *9 210 *96 0*03*0 158 *00
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111 342 970 131
111466 1226 136
111692 1856 130
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152787 1720 211
152928 2108 207
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0 300 628 339
0 309 690 378
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4823 158 382 38 606 39 96 3222 167 2514 708 200 23 2340 303 0307 490 170
80 171 380 60 1472 51 2122 4284 150 2707 1196 212 27 2426 320 50 864 183
4983 199 368 4206 3292 70 1257 74 1410 210 34 2620 335 87 1246 177
5060 220 360 35 4400 60 103900 0 0 2903 1806 206 43 2948 341 98 1370 171
1240 49 5740 86 05 4 0 1271 60 3734 311 1291
162951 0 0 4309 7292 91 53 36 0 132950 0 0 63 3892 307 102650 0 0
3281 24 8 50 8922 96 58 238 30 90 0 4 67 4086 295 71 6 9
3321 190 39 4411 1424 101 62 444 SO 92 20 16 1279 74 26 31
58 320 80 59 3321 106 68 2078 82 95 40 34 154350 0 0 77 42 59
86 420 109 4513 5472 105 73 3016 122 99 98 57 4356 32 0 83 90 111
3 4 11 470 160 1248 82 5084 140 3003 154 80 4359 108 0 86 120 138
34 544 192 091702 0 0 86 5848 118 12 306 120 4361 158 2 90 184 167
57 596 233 41 150 2 89 6688 99 20 460 159 4363 194 51 92 204 190
85 674 280 SO 324 35 92 7368 89 25 546 200 4366 254 122 96 262 212
3507 816 319 54 536 50 96 8190 80 32 652 238 4368 322 190 98 316 230
33 858 355 63 1234 67 1256 40 772 278 4372 462 279 2902 380 230
93 1044 435 60 2488 78 142000 0 34 48 1062 304 4374 586 320 09 590 271
3640 1294 470 1805 4144 81 21 454 34 56 1346 296 4378 840 350 14 770 280
72 1530 478 23 5798 80 29 552 34 60 1600 291 4380 1186 351 19 936 280
95 1742 472 57 8442 85 50 686 34 65 1836 289 4382 1488 333 27 1248 279
3717 1972 452 96 672 90 76 812 34 1272 4385 1918 300 31 1406 278
42 2234 439 1911 2592 91 2100 876 34 125551 0 0 4389 2478 257 37 1660 272
73 2562 390 37 4556 94 2200 1228 34 72 166 103 1280 42 1694 266
1241 64 6858 99 2300 1540 34 76 584 192 145298 0 0 45 2022 262
092450 0 0 1249 2400 1824 34 78 864 260 5307 8 26 50 2262 257
77 16 38 103501 0 0 2550 2230 34 1273 09 0 120 1292
82 40 83 20 332 8 2886 3092 34 135766 0 0 11 126 252 112800 0 0
88 82 140 25 954 55 3186 3840 34 5800 32 15 14 56 357 09 6 10
94 112 198 28 1608 78 3700 5166 34 42 72 34 16 510 426 U 46 96
99 138 240 32 2360 90 4056 6150 34 75 86 50 18 1018 706 13 90 182
2503 166 288 35 3062 73 4498 7044 34 5910 126 66 1283 14 150 270
08 182 338 1250 4935 8280 34 45 176 83 090150 0 0 16 242 351
15 252 402 143600 0 0 5400 9648 34 140055 346 130 0362 108 35 18 1558 77
20 306 456 41 58 5 5700 10346 34 0151 586 150 87 140 49 1294
27 382 508 3703 198 12 150000 11062 34 0305 1032 L6S 0423 162 60 125535 0 0
33 486 561 27 256 19 0174 11492 34 0564 1842 168 84 240 89 62 6 11
40 660 615 4474 2298 78 92 11466 34 0765 2456 162 0554 376 109 5600 40 40
49 864 640 5131 4190 80 0212 11460 34 0880 2860 160 0638 540 127 38 64 61
53 1036 650 5302 4440 72 1000 11868 34 1274 83 652 131 90 146 91
58 1222 641 5538 5334 71 3200 14528 34 134300 0 0 0808 992 139 5721 166 110
62 1476 619 150680 6374 84 4836 16008 34 25 30 42 1040 1644 145 98 294 138
1242 1251 1261 30 72 81 1326 2372 150 5850 404 156
094451 0 0 134603 0 0 105451 0 0 35 120 120 1621 2862 160 5925 634 162
65 52 18 30 62 36 54 24 9 40 182 160 2060 4076 156 130168 1356 160
68 170 108 36 376 110 57 96 78 46 296 200 2100 4206 154 97 1456 157
70 236 253 41 718 181 60 190 137 52 440 239 1284 1295
73 298 397 46 1160 221 63 374 198 61 716 270 095100 0 0 134600 0 0
75 370 538 52 1832 230 67 590 234 70 1104 264 5154 20 20 22 8 33
78 448 668 57 2448 245 70 864 245 73 1308 256 67 46 40 32 22 50
80 564 796 63 3204 23C 72 1174 241 78 1530 241 60 86 60 42 36 70
82 752 891 68 3972 174 75 1640 224 1275 91 120 79 52 58 90
1244 1252 78 2002 221 131251 0 0 5204 172 97 64 86 n o
142200 0 0 140451 0 0 82 2452 213 1254 16 28 18 230 112 588 176 150
2320 212 5 58 108 47 1266 1257 104 133 52 408 155 4726 354 189
2639 870 6 62 690 116 101651 0 0 1276 70 526 169 69 678 205
3530 I4 8 6 5 65 1636 78 91 20 6 145500 0 0 5308 814 191 82 1254 200
3910 2096 7 70 2896 101 1721 40 32 6694 24 6 58 1252 2 02 4849 1428 196
4230 3036 11 77 4500 30 39 52 41 5743 92 22 5408 1758 196 1296
4438 3614 19 1254 73 94 56 5796 200 40 25 1880 191 135900 0 0
4645 4192 23 132000 0 0 1819 156 79 5862 322 56 1285 23 6 23
4958 5096 31 34 24 10 1903 268 103 5944 488 83 101650 0 0 32 26 44
5330 6136 37 2178 86 22 75 410 120 150025 576 120 69 18 14 41 44 75
5530 6756 37 2218 162 31 2142 794 142 57 616 138 72 44 42 53 80 116
5800 7542 39 2311 276 40 2335 1292 151 0104 688 160 78 90 81 60 104 138
150023 8206 39 2480 582 45 2496 1694 156 45 752 171 83 152 120 64 124 151
0300 9032 40 2503 914 48 2620 2042 156 0218 906 200 87 222 150 78 198 191
1245 2643 1302 50 2990 3060 161 0302 1092 210 93 340 192 97 348 230
161000 0 0 2780 1686 50 3186 3666 160 0464 1514 2 29 1700 462 230 6033 834 212
57 276 18 2916 2066 52 3433 4444 157 0601 1934 230 11 796 270 51 1122 242
86 380 30 3070 2492 51 3630 5066 157 0970 2782 221 15 916 277 64 1342 236
1121 580 45 3219 2908 50 3677 5224 156 1277 20 1110 278 1297
1211 1106 70 3327 3256 50 1267 152000 0 0 29 1240 276 141650 0 0
90 2006 75 2503 3688 50 105351 0 0 67 36 36 34 1462 276 1699 20 30
1370 2712 78 1255 5402 31 77 80 50 43 2082 263 1702 62 111
1421 3164 78 105951 0 0 27 104 71 2106 176 77 1266 05 104 171
65 3556 79 0000 24 0 60 244 112 26 2L6 99 111950 0 0 06 140 221
1531 4126 76 0156 192 6 98 450 150 46 260 126 55 14 19 08 270
66 4356 78 0475 276 11 5551 830 160 67 294 138 57 96 120 10 320
1660 5072 78 0574 402 15 82 1094 184 75 372 161 59 208 249 12 360
1827 6808 78 97 546 40 5622 1466 182 88 416 179 61 404 329 13 397
1991 8252 80 0625 752 51 63 1850 175 2214 564 205 1289 16 580 420
2075 8998 80 60 952 75 82 2036 173 2247 770 220 084500 0 0 18 438
1246 93 1104 90 1268 2293 1128 235 4656 26 10 20 908 445
164800 0 0 0732 1450 115 111000 0 0 2340 1508 238 4772 190 38 22 1132 44 L
37 64 14 72 1776 124 22 92 63 2433 2346 229 4828 280 50 25 1464 431
48 166 29 0834 2018 123 33 308 65 1278 4933 472 78 26 1710 426
72 432 51 92 2616 120 39 536 122 153300 0 0 5005 642 90 28 1982 421
4903 830 70 0936 3298 110 47 618 161 3342 50 19 5224 100 1299
41 1358 77 1020 4050 110 64 1196 201 3348 220 41 5339 1552 97 090150 0 0
5014 2466 64 1256 71 1512 193 3358 510 62 91 1726 93 0202 132 10
70 3320 82 102000 0 0 60 1954 162 3365 764 81 5409 1778 92 0320 342 36
5100 3780 82 07 54 39 1270 3373 1066 97 28 1830 92 0449 720 50
47 4476 82 13 134 72 141703 0 0 3383 1408 122 1290 1129 2840 76
85 5034 61 17 216 105 1907 20 10 3392 1660 145 100151 0 0 1488 4002 78
5287 6574 82 25 340 151 51 36 25 3396 1610 160 0204 18 35 1612 4400 79
5312 6966 64 33 616 186 2003 56 40 3402 1934 181 16 40 59 1300
1247 39 718 202 67 82 67 3404 1988 200 39 80 80 095150 0 0
093995 0 0 50 1148 207 2202 152 120 3408 2054 220 39 114 95 095186 32 19
4002 4 0 54 1306 200 2251 226 137 3411 2114 240 53 164 117 095206 102 38
20 206 11 62 1730 186 2324 330 159 14 2156 259 68 240 134 095225 198 51
4126 284 20 74 2258 176 76 622 173 17 2214 280 83 326 153 095285 790 78
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104560 n o 106
104575 156 169











































































































































































































































































































































113036 12 2 288
113039 168 397
113041 240 513
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T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS
113000 0 1442 145300 612 162
113024 52 17 030000 0 0 164300 740 162
113038 166 118 030050 66 35 074000 1316 162
113051 258 243 030100 464 139 125000 1480 162
113056 320 294 030125 602 211 164100 1600 162
113062 374 355 030140 694 248 213600 1760 162
113066 422 395 030160 820 319 035000 1944 162
113070 484 432 030180 968 378 075200 2076 162
113076 566 467 030200 1144 416 110200 2180 162
113081 668 505 030220 1354 444 110300 2130 0
113089 848 545 030241 1642 450 111700 2110 0
113098 1122 575 1443 121700 2070 0
113104 1428 575 024500 0 1459
113111 1622 565 024532 128 79 144500 262 203
113118 1896 546 024543 260 152 144700 300 203
1435 024552 392 231 145500 396 203
030000 0 024561 506 316 151300 492 203
030010 16 12 024570 642 396 153600 570 203
030014 84 71 024580 798 468 160900 662 203
030019 150 150 024595 910 542 164500 752 203
030024 212 232 024605 1460 560 195230 1140 203
030028 280 317 024616 1922 535 06L800 2460 203
030033 362 394 024626 2362 509 113700 2872 203
030038 472 468 024641 3066 467 145500 3424 203
030042 622 548 1444 150200 3520 203
030048 882 619 100000 0 150230 203
030056 1380 651 100100 44 8 150300 3252 0
030058 1622 649 100200 276 57 150800 3220 0
030062 1902 635 100300 554 110 1460
030065 2194 619 100400 724 196 134500 0 0
030081 3524 544 100500 692 279 134575 18 12
1436 100550 984 318 134600 32 15
090000 0 100600 1102 347 134650 62 52
090010 80 64 100650 1236 371 134700 102 80
090013 148 157 100700 1390 392 134750 138 126
090010 282 313 100750 1560 400 134800 174 167
090023 434 467 100800 1792 399 134900 250 247
090026 684 540 100850 2036 385 135000 342 322
090032 1396 611 100900 3120 362 135050 388 35B
090036 1772 626 1445 135100 450 391
1437 103000 0 135150 526 419
110000 0 103027 244 76 135200 614 433
n o o n 12 31 103037 502 115 135300 910 454
110014 174 111 103047 738 154 135334 1006 459
110017 440 213 103055 924 195 135350 1070 448
110020 630 339 103061 1072 235 135375 1190 440
110023 768 457 103067 1186 275 135400 1296 428
110025 886 580 103073 1296 317 1461
110028 1022 698 103079 1384 362 140608
110030 1230 813 103083 1454 395 140700 1
110032 843 103068 1528 432 140713 26 35
1438 103093 1598 467 140725 116 110
021500 0 103099 1686 508 140735 196 192
021600 72 42 103105 1778 543 140743 240 267
021700 208 107 103110 1876 582 140751 284 356
021800 352 167 103116 1990 617 140762 346 467
021900 486 230 103123 2132 657 140769 324 543
022000 628 296 103137 2550 688 140776 428 620
022100 814 347 . 103143 2032 660 140783 480 691
022282 1072 350 103148 3232 619 140790 566 770
022300 1144 357 1452 140800 674 841
022400 1446 300 090000 0 140814 972 910
1439 090081 172 97 140817 1138 911
093000 0 090100 172 97 140824 1438 883
093060 70 31 091500 292 97 140829 1770 847
093100 208 149 092600 320 97 1462
093140 342 294 093900 352 97 0 0
093150 394 340 102600 390 97 150440 58 80
093160 422 300 113400 420 97 150440 100 150
093191 592 401 145200 460 97 150456 142 234
093210 754 520 14 656 97 150464 174 315
093225 986 525 074100 660 97 150470 210 390
093240 1346 400 124800 670 97 150477 246 465
093250 1650 433 163829 710 97 150485 296 540
1440 213885 770 97 346 615
023000 0 034905 798 97 416 690
023034 46 35 075265 816 97 510 768
023041 146 74 075319 820 97 150518 678 839
023053 336 155 141525 850 97 150527 914 874
023065 494 234 195551 916 97 150530 1036 867
023075 640 316 14 942 97 150534 1210 855
023087 776 420 080130 950 97 150536 1382 838
023091 820 468 113600 956 97 150539 1564 808
023100 916 542 145576 1012 97 150542 1830 774
023110 1038 619 14 1044 97 1463
023121 1268 691 080725 1056 97 155400 0 0
023130 1510 710 081926 1056 97 155411 30 72
023135 1780 691 081972 1030 0 155417 90 197
023139 2010 663 082660 1000 0 155419 122 293
023142 2240 628 095071 984 0 155421 172 407
1441 1453 155423 228 532
020000 0 091200 0 155425 270 644
020052 0 0 091300 160 162 155427 316 760
020100 36 34 091700 200 162 155429 340 875
020300 212 101 092500 260 162 155431 444 975
020400 338 251 094000 304 162 155433 552 1060
920500 496 316 095200 330 162 155434 626 1140
020600 732 347 102500 390 162 155436 790 1225
020650 918 341 110000 436 162 155430 1100 1257
020676 1040 330 113300 470 162 1464
020700 1192 317 131300 572 162 104500 0 0
T IM E STRA IN STRS TIME STRA IN STRS TIM E STRAIN STRS
104558 800 227 031625 850 841 103166 446 510
104600 896 227 031628 952 856 103176 472 545
104700 970 227 031632 1062 861 103187 540 583
104800 1000 227 031639 1376 850 103199 604 619
104900 1032 227 031643 1578 828 100214 712 660
105000 1050 227 031646 1816 800 100240 1016 690
UOOOO 1188 227 031649 2024 775 100249 1172 686
111200 1260 227 1473 100257 1350' 673
113500 1374 227 240000 0 100265 1542 650
130700 1666 227 240050 4 06 1479
155700 2160 227 240100 22 40 010000 0 0
174600 2480 227 240150 44 75 010050 2 15
210900 3140 227 240200 78 111 010100 20 54
1466 240250 104 151 010200 90 139
151900 240300 120 194 010250 134 177
151910 16 72 240400 204 277 010300 186 216
151916 82 220 240450 254 313 010350 258 257
151922 156 392 240500 292 343 010400 348 277
151924 176 457 240550 332 368 010450 474 297
151926 212 520 240600 388 418 010500 582 313
151929 246 590 240650 456 446 010550 732 316
151931 274 676 240700 536 467 010600 908 320
151934 308 739 240800 768 490 010650 1110 317
151936 . 362 820 240850 926 489 010700 1308 310
151938 417 880 240900 1128 475 1480
151941 528 951 240950 1346 457 131500 0 0
151944 608 1009 1474 131550 6 16
151946 504 1050 041500 0 131600 112 91
151948 932 319 041511 32 69 131650 252 171
151950 1024 301 041515 BO 106 131675 320 2 22
151952 1616 240 041518 130 230 131700 384 270
151954 2082 157 041521 178 340 131725 440 317
1466 041526 242 400 131750 512 368
135000 0 041530 296 573 131775 600 409
135023 170 295 041534 366 690 131800 700 447
135033 198 295 041537 440 880 131825 030 470
135058 210 295 041541 560 911 131850 1002 488
135100 250 295 041544 662 982 131875 1230 488
135202 312 295 041547 878 1055 131892 1310 478
135400 404 295 041550 1098 1071 131900 1500 473
135500 440 295 041553 1594 1031 1481
140100 638 295 041556 2216 937 013000 0 0
141300 L l6 o 295 1475 013030 14 32
142100 2110 295 043000 0 013035 42 75
142200 1860 0 043009 4 40 013044 106 150
162200 1760 0 043012 60 160 013048 144 190
1469 043015 136 345 013053 186 231
100000 0 043018 180 467 013056 222 267
100041 100 340 043021 234 670 013060 264 313
100050 n o 340 043023 296 776 013069 336 395
100076 142 340 043026 406 975 013076 386 464
100099 166 340 043029 524 1130 013085 466 543
100200 268 340 1476 013094 58 6 615
100300 316 340 100000 0 0 013098 666 655
100400 374 340 10005 I 4 47 013105 786 695
100500 440 340 100100 30 110 013115 1056 733
100800 660 340 100150 64 174 013120 1214 737
100900 752 340 100200 104 239 013123 1358 736
100956 670 0 100250 158 300 013129 1642 717
101000 658 0 100300 220 368 013134 1066 696
103100 596 0 100 350 292 413 013140 2200 659
125302 580 0 100400 380 458 1482
1471 100450 496 493 014500 0 0
030000 0 100500 672 518 014513 22 47
030022 34 36 100550 934 517 014522 64 111
030027 86 77 100600 1254 481 014531 102 187
030039 182 160 1477 014539 164 271
030047 262 236 101500 0 0 014544 196 322
030051 298 279 101525 26 32 014551 250 395
030055 320 311 101550 50 58 014559 310 467
030059 340 352 101575 92 102 014567 406 543
030062 366 390 101600 134 154 014576 544 615
030065 396 430 101620 164 190 014594 1028 695
030070 424 467 101640 194 228 014599 1200 696
030073 456 502 101660 236 270 014603 1402 694
030077 490 550 101680 276 315 014608 1574 688
030084 560 620 101700 308 355 014615 1846 673
030089 604 659 101730 360 409 014620 2096 657
030092 650 690 101760 450 461 1483
030096 708 730 101790 554 513 140000 0 0
030102 792 775 101600 600 529 14000R 16 32
030108 918 810 101814 680 555 140010 66 120
030119 1214 829 101633 740 568 140013 118 216
030124 1504 820 101850 840 584 140014 172 318
030132 1908 772 10187 L 1002 591 140017 256 *73
1472 101900 1304 579 140020 348 635
031500 0 101929 1652 554 140022 426 760
031543 58 70 1478 140025 522 865
031551 124 156 103000 0 0 140028 736 1012
031559 176 230 103025 0 5 140030 1134 1069
031566 220 313 103050 78 67 140033 1786 1031
031574 242 390 103064 118 113 1484
031577 288 430 103075 144 153 040000 0 0
031581 316 466 103085 174 192 040100 90 15
031589 366 544 103095 198 233 040142 338 76
031596 434 617 103105 226 2 75 040150 390 88
031600 460 652 103116 258 318 040175 560 144
031604 516 690 103127 284 356 040200 676 211
031606 560 730 103138 324 402 040219 766 265
031613 638 776 103146 354 434 040240 958 332
031616 720 808 103157 388 466 040260 964 404
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T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E ST R A IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS
50 1258 180 30 820 190 96 5742 138 3200 202 45 36 1246 263 1597
3600 1464 178 33 1084 188 1600 6166 138 50 292 70 39 1454 263 031500 0 0
15 1358 176 37 1342 182 1900 6532 135 3300 400 60 41 1684 255 16 68 20
1660 39 1564 176 2000 6922 134 3400 572 107 1588 26 150 48
090000 0 0 1567 1574 3500 814 125 150000 0 0 38 288 79
50 22 4 031500 0 0 100000 0 0 50 916 132 07 52 36 52 510 99
75 68 13 15 40 22 24 64 16 3600 1048 132 10 88 67 65 736 118
0100 116 26 20 118 57 40 258 46 3700 1322 139 12 118 104 80 1034 141
so 234 44 25 238 91 61 6 72 80 3800 1602 142 15 202 139 1600 1438 153
0200 362 61 30 382 122 80 1116 88 3900 1888 140 18 262 178 12 1688 155
50 502 75 34 562 145 0100 1606 88 4300 3030 137 21 352 210 39 2308 156
0300 650 86 39 864 161 10 1882 88 4400 3324 135 24 484 236 60 2792 152
0400 956 109 45 1172 162 31 2388 64 1581 27 642 250 84 3368 L 51
0500 1328 117 51 1812 153 64 3238 B2 140000 0 0 30 042 255 1598
0600 1736 120 55 2088 150 1575 51 18 12 33 1072 250 033000 0 0
60 1986 117 1568 100000 0 0 85 64 41 36 1306 244 08 48 23
0700 2144 117 033000 0 0 11 18 41 99 84 50 1589 14 124 59
1561 05 38 32 12 120 103 0120 118 62 030000 0 0 17 244 90
091500 0 0 07 350 105 14 262 152 40 162 78 07 102 43 20 258 122
50 10 0 10 530 157 16 530 190 76 278 92 10 174 72 25 480 147
1600 90 17 11 722 130 19 802 2 21 0200 382 105 12 256 102 28 628 168
50 184 41 1569 20 1174 258 51 640 130 15 330 137 30 790 188
1700 272 64 040000 0 0 22 1542 271 0300 982 148 18 424 174 35 1008 199
50 384 86 08 20 22 25 1936 276 0400 1778 159 21 518 207 38 1258 203
1800 518 101 10 90 89 27 2468 262 50 2198 155 24 614 238 41 1494 202
50 682 110 12 186 159 30 3032 254 1582 27 732 265 44 L740 200
1900 864 112 14 464 217 1576 020000 0 0 30 890 283 47 1994 198
2000 1276 116 17 972 190 OOOOOO 0 23 6 9 32 1110 287 1599
2100 1684 112 IB 1394 175 50 90 15 50 30 31 35 1324 2 74 040000 0 0
2200 2078 115 1570 75 116 15 75 62 55 38 1552 256 03 98 49
2300 2470 116 OOOOOO 0 0 0100 122 15 0100 104 74 1590 05 410 63
2400 2980 120 17 300 32 0200 160 15 50 232 101 030000 0 0 07 818 63
2500 3282 121 50 330 32 0300 202 15 0200 502 129 06 40 13 09 1268 61
1562 67 384 32 0400 212 15 50 844 141 08 256 65 11 1770 52
010000 0 0 0100 400 32 0700 240 15 0300 1236 142 10 574 94 13 2206 45
24 8 20 0300 460 32 0900 2 72 15 50 1660 138 12 852 143 15 2708 34
40 20 46 0400 508 32 3500 526 15 0400 2106 153 14 1020 209 19 3414 28
50 30 61 0500 532 32 4500 620 15 1583 1591 1600
70 72 96 0600 544 32 036000 3820 15 021600 0 0 030000 0 0 150000 0 0
83 126 116 0700 560 32 060000 4854 15 01 40 15 14 52 64 150008 26 19
91 160 126 0800 594 32 014600 7370 15 24 104 43 15 126 128 150010 174 71
0100 198 134 0900 594 32 015050 7490 15 40 152 62 18 286 185 150011 490 05
19 306 149 1000 612 32 015950 7580 15 SO 192 79 20 694 189 150012 612 99
50 546 163 1100 616 32 017750 7730 15 75 310 100 21 1296 118 150015 1168 110
75 762 163 1300 650 32 189000 8936 15 1700 438 123 23 1758 123 150017 1590 112
0200 984 163 1400 660 32 206500 9760 15 50 754 151 1592 150020 2058 115
24 1200 159 2400 770 32 226000 0424 15 1600 1150 159 150000 0 0 150022 2550 n o
50 1462 153 3500 894 32 1577 50 1592 155 04 156 19 150024 3092 81
1563 6700 1280 32 OOOOOO 0 1900 2224 I S l 07 374 48 160 L
011515 0 0 013400 1954 32 10 60 15 1584 09 492 124 040000 0 0
40 92 11 022500 3160 32 30 100 15 023000 0 0 11 528 170 040011 38 8
1600 480 41 028500 3916 32 40 122 15 19 50 6 1594 040013 198 48
40 744 56 031000 4240 32 0100 152 15 33 248 30 090000 0 0 040017 446 81
61 894 66 1571 0200 182 15 51 514 62 61 46 7 040019 616 108
1700 1190 77 080000 0 0 0300 202 15 66 748 97 0100 116 24' 040021 820 144
25 1378 61 10 320 67 0400 220 15 78 952 123 50 212 43 040024 1110 166
80 1812 90 30 420 67 0700 262 15 92 1208 147 0200 320 60 040026 1450 172
1800 1958 92 40 500 67 2500 430 15 0112 1628 168 50 428 76 040029 1810 175
61 2420 105 0100 640 67 3000 480 15 25 1900 172 0300 538 90 040032 2238 176
1900 2714 114 0115 760 67 3200 480 15 35 2104 170 50 670 105 040034 2600 178
50 3110 126 0130 850 67 3400 492 15 51 2528 169 0400 782 118 040037 2992 ISO
2000 3524 131 0200 1000 67 6000 658 15 1585 0500 1086 131 040040 3454 17 7
50 3954 141 30 1200 67 7000 728 15 144500 0 0 0700 1842 139 040043 3870 176
2100 4384 134 45 1270 67 045500 2040 15 19 52 30 0800 2120 140 040050 4990 173
50 4804 135 0330 1660 67 075500 2810 L5 30 134 68 0900 2484 140 040053 5474 168
2200 5238 137 0400 1868 67 161500 4626 15 40 2 30 95 1000 2846 138 1602
1564 0430 1790 67 166000 4690 15 44 282 110 1100 3192 130 160000 0 0
020000 0 0 0530 1640 0 175000 4970 15 51 376 129 1400 4268 135 160003 58 16
I S 22 35 1000 1810 0 193000 5508 15 57 456 139 1550 4446 135 160006 198 37
23 52 66 091000 1866 0 304500 6100 15 63 53B 167 1595 160008 380 53
30 88 91 1572 322500 6110 15 68 624 181 110000 0 0 160011 568 72
35 134 111 020000 0 5 1578 75 744 200 50 10 7 160013 768 102
42 218 139 15 14 78 130000 0 0 82 876 206 0109 60 39 160015 956 134
50 326 159 21 19 78 50 30 14 88 1030 210 50 120 57 160018 1112 166
57 468 171 2fi 23 78 0100 96 35 4600 1298 208 0200 202 74 160020 1374 201
70 740 180 34 26 78 0200 222 69 07 I4 8 6 204 50 312 97 160022 1686 207
78 952 180 41 32 78 0200 388 96 16 1718 200 0300 432 103 160025 2100 169
86 1210 180 48 35 78 0400 576 120 1586 0400 734 119 1603
97 1454 171 55 41 78 0500 748 145 150000 0 0 0500 1074 126 040000 0 0
1565 61 0 0600 1014 I S l 08 18 15 0600 1430 129 040011 46 31
021400 0 0 1573 0700 1272 163 15 54 40 0900 2506 130 040013 126 78
21 34 16 040000 0 0 0900 1842 163 24 120 71 24 2596 131 040016 212 120
32 106 56 56 20 5 1100 2434 162 35 222 106 50 2690 131 040018 350 157
41 202 79 0100 86 24 1200 2702 159 42 312 130 1596 040020 566 170
56 418 121 20 126 32 1579 53 464 160 121500 0 0 04002.1 848 169
66 618 137 60 206 50 011500 0 0 60 604 174 50 14 4 040024 1154 161
77 884 141 0200 266 67 75 76 26 74 902 185 76 74 24 040025 1462 156
90 1214 143 50 404 84 1600 116 37 85 1188 185 1600 163 4L 2 604
1509 1652 144 0300 532 100 1700 276 66 0100 1556 185 25 290 59 120000 0 0
37 2333 139 50 676 115 1800 454 94 1587 50 422 73 120025 18 7
50 2648 139 0400 838 125 1900 622 120 150000 0 0 71 564 87 120051 58 23
1566 51 1022 129 2000 878 133 08 80 31 1700 710 101 120100 148 42
030000 0 0 0500 1204 131 2100 I  L40 140 10 168 59 41 976 111 120150 236 60
08 14 19 0700 1958 132 2200 1418 145 14 258 90 80 1282 119 120200 290 81
10 36 44 0800 2334 136 2300 1698 145 16 332 120 1600 1440 120 120250 436 97
12 62 70 1000 3100 137 2600 2576 141 19 414 150 50 1838 120 120300 562 107
15 120 100 1100 3466 138 2700 2860 140 22 508 178 1900 2236 120 120600 1626 107
17 192 126 1200 3846 140 1580 25 602 204 50 2618 120 120650 1824 105
20 310 149 1300 4226 139 133000 0 0 27 706 228 2000 3006 120 120700 1990 104
24 442 167 1500 4988 140 3100 56 20 30 900 251 50 3402 120 1605
27 616 182 1600 5376 138 50 126 36 33 1034 261 2100 118 120000 0
0
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TIM E STRA IN STRS TIME STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS
5200 0 32 065800 5726 15 0250 860 220
010000 127 32 091900 6936 15 0300 950 310
013000 639 32 102200 7414 15 50 1138 400
020000 1185 32 112400 8086 15 0400 1262 460
022500 1663 32 121200 8298 15 50 1590 507
R ESET  D IA LS 130400 6762 15 0500 1894 543
033500 0 32 222100 12284 15 0550 2330 560
040000 467 32 232100 12284 15 0573 2516 541
050000 1433 32 236400 12460 15 89 2750 515
060000 2 L68 32 136500 12404 0 1758
071000 2445 32 137000 12314 0 0000
RESET  D IA LS 143000 12260 0 0100 36 10
092700 0 32 1749 50 202 52
102300 630 32 0000 0200 376 109
113900 838 32 06 264 158 50 562 176
122600 1103 32 12 520 398 0300 684 252
131300 1317 32 16 696 662 0353 846 330
223100 2346 32 21 820 945 0400 798 409
OOOOOO 0 32 25 9B2 1277 50 980 467
000050 96 32 32 1280 1608 0500 1362 543
000100 128 32 37 2116 1693 50 1608 588
000150 138 32 1751 0600 1926 617
000200 150 32 0000 0 0640 2340 617
001100 189 32 0114 132 720 0655 2384 607
001600 306 32 0122 324 1014 1759
002600 341 32 0127 530 1370 120000 0 0
003600 384 32 1752 04 0 16
004600 436 32 0000 08 40 70
005600 504 32 26 56 78 12 60 145
012600 613 32 39 62 159 15 110 200
015600 628 32 54 128 237 21 150 310
R ESET  D IA LS 66 174 317 25 180 390
0 15900 0 32 72 212 395 26 220 460
022100 402 32 89 254 466 33 250 550
RESET  D IA LS 0100 300 543 37 290 645
033100 0 32 0111 350 618 40 320 716
035600 446 32 0124 406 645 44 380 828
045600 1157 32 0135 462 775 48 420 900
055600 1613 32 0146 520 646 53 520 995
070600 2054 32 0158 624 918 58 670 1095
092500 28-25 32 0173 714 989 63 834 1155
102500 3108 32 0188 1076 1030 67 1142 1175
113100 3384 32 - 0195 1320 1016 72 1720 1096
121600 32 0203 1666 960 1760
R ESET  D IA LS 0208 2000 888 0010
122000 0 32 0211 2312 823 15
131000 169 32 0216 2716 732 20 40 78
222800 1423 32 0220 3062 653 26 120 158
224800 1555 32 0229 3714 525 32 160 322
1747 0244 4564 395 39 200 394
0000 00 0 0275 5680 317 34 254 475
0005 2 15 1753 36 270 558
0100 4 15 OlOOOO 51 340 665
0200 4 15 75 40 20 5S 344 775
0250 4 15 0124 60 70 58 440 847
0300 5 15 0175 120 L ie 61 500 918
0900 11 15 0223 140 165 65 540 997
1400 14 15 0275 200 220 69 600 1076
2400 16 15 0351 250 290 73 660 1191
3400 22 15 0399 300 340 76 760 1262
4400 26 15 0450 390 375 80 800 1350
5400 29 15 0500 460 413 85 980 1421
012400 38 15 0551 600 440 88 1110 1450
015400 46 15 0600 740 460 92 1430 1463
021900 52 15 0675 1010 475 96 1930 1350
022300 68 15 0730 1380 460 0100
025300 76 15 0800 1720 410 1761
035300 90 15 0850 2140 346 120000 0
055300 103 15 1754 50 100 38
070300 114 15 0750 1060 380 55 160 90
092300 126 15 0800 1170 395 59 180 195
102300 136 15 0850 1640 409 69 260 316
RESET  O IA LS 0900 1322 417 72 324 432
112800 0 15 0950 1444 453 76 400 542
121500 7 15 1000 1630 452 81 510 658
130800 20 15 1050 1780 452 87 560 775
222600 105 15 1755 91 610 R75
224700 108 15 0000 98 740 982
224800 107 0 020Q 44 78 0104 t 840 1098
225300 106 0 0400 200 220 0111 1060 1205
235400 105 0 0500 316 262 0117 1950 1320
1748 0600 518 317 1764
0000 0 0 0800 1032 383 0000
0050 160 15 1000 1556 372 23 138 328
0100 234 15 1100 2166 317 30 160 328
0150 280 15 1400 3256 280 52 166 328
0200 316 15 1756 62 170 328
0250 352 15 1200 0 0 0500 286 328
0400 574 15 50 60 70 54 350 328
0900 680 15 0100 170 140 1103 498 328
1900 948 15 SO 320 220 1573 632 328
2900 1234 15 0200 450 300 1635 660 328
3900 1380 15 50 580 388 2100 890 328
4900 1552 15 0300 720 475 2300 1120 328
011900 1984 15 50 870 563 2500 1560 328
014900 2362 15 0400 1040 640 2653 2258 328
021400 2658 15 51 1370 675 2700 2444 328
031600 3392 15 72 1600 655 2750 2762 328
034800 3742 15 84 1970 607 2608 3220 328
044600 4508 15 1757 2852 3604 326
054600 5064 15 120200 730 150 2898 4078 328
T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS TIME STRA IN STRS
2928 4400 326 32 96 880 50 580 845
2964 4800 328 41 110 1282 56 800 955
1765 48 166 1433 63 1020 1046
010010 54 246 1550 70 1260 1133
80 404 328 1770 78 1800 1205
90 424 328 030000 0 0 85 2320 1284
0100 464 326 50 0 10 1777
0110 472 328 99 52 5 030000 0 0
0225 584 328 0150 125 159 18 37 70
0325 638 328 0198 208 278 25 125 102
0425 684 328 0299 371 450 34 246 197
0525 726 328 0367 482 572 42 358 300
0625 780 328 0324 633 693 51 596 467
0825 852 328 66 724 775 58 707 575
1125 1000 328 0416 864 857 65 1018 686
1225 1160 328 99 1195 970 70 1180 770
1525 1400 326 0587 1460 1050 80 1930 786
1766 0640 1695 1065 91 1950 1060
0004 20 324 59 1860 1065 030104 2616 1206
28 90 324 0799 2010 1015 11 3060 1242
37 262 324 1771 16 3400 1239
4? “ 292“ 324 030000 0 1778
47 302 324 65 75 20 030000 0 0
72 412 324 0150 323 111 07 0 0
77 440 324 0275 346 335 U 102 89
0150 1225 324 0400 387 576 24 365 287
64 1276 324 0500 1056 760 31 544 313
0200 1312 324 0600 1391 909 40 738 472
0300 1390 324 0700 1886 1000 50 966 615
0400 1438 324 0750 2190 1024 57 1200 765
0509 1486 324 69 2490 1027 66 1580 768
0600 1578 324 0805 2640 1023 85 2416 1058
0851 1652 324 30 2900 1000 89 2740 1029
1000 1798 324 1772 97 3366 1022
1200 2034 324 030000 0 0 0100 3680 1045
1350 2148 324 50 44 35 L 779
1375 2220 324 99 80 115 030000 0
1400 2234 324 0174 244 240 05 11 23
1415 2372 324 0215 364 318 08 52 66
1767 030 300 522 476 10 73 133
020000 0 0 0400 762 658 11 125 213
22 0 5 88 1106 775 13 157 284
50 40 15 0543 1402 810 15 198 408
75 60 38 90 1768 816 16 292 528
0100 80 60 030601 1870 610 20 416 693
50 120 100 10 2044 800 23 511 811
0200 20 0 150 50 2384 755 25 646 918
0300 280 238 1773 28 771 1017
0400 360 324 030000 0 0 31 1063 1191
50 480 380 15 39 20 33 1293 1276
0500 520 410 32 102 103 35 1700 1331
50 560 460 49 214 196 38 2125 1334
70 580 475 72 390 318 40 2665 L276
0600 620 496 86 528 395 1780
0650 660 535 0101 646 469 030000
0700 780 580 0117 790 545 06 63 154
0640 840 604 41 1030 658 08 104 273
55 880 618 56 1250 730 10 171 392
0800 920 650 0203 1575 808 12 184 505
50 1020 660 92 1775 847 14 232 617
0900 1100 700 0312 2162 880 16 291 743
50 1308 720 24 2410 890 18 317 867
1026 1500 720 38 2603 885 21 396 1004
76 1720 720 42 2900 874 23 437 1152
1143 2020 700 1774 25 494 1276
1768 030000 0 27 564 1434
120000 33 335 62 29 625 1552
0100 73 30 75 1000 69 31 721 1686
0200 250 79 0110 2145 92 33 821 1804
0300 250 135 50 2815 176 35 939 1920
0400 540 170 94 3395 324 37 1090 2023
0500 812 220 0230 3755 470 39 1310 2116
0600 1060 245 70 4145 694 41 1570 2172
0700 1500 284 89 4270 810 1781
0800 1880 340 0309 4365 912 030000 0 0
0950 2310 388 39 5220 1062 05 52 65
1075 2750 426 50 4820 1134 34 145 140
1200 3250 450 78 5130 1276 36 229 245
1325 3730 475 97 4980 1349 38 312 390
1375 3680 460 04155 5680 1363 40 375 505
1525 4120 490 18 5920 1349 43 453 618
75 4230 496 22 6020 1330 46 584 830
60 4500 565 1775 48 816 950
1600 4540 615 030000 0 0 50 771 1060
25 4570 655 70 52 78 52 896 1205
62 4600 693 92 177 188 54 1041 1328
78 4605 718 0125 219 433 56 1239 1435
85 4610 738 0159 302 611 59 1510 1520
1718 4610 775 0184 522 773 1786
1772 4610 780 0202 698 845 060000
1834 4630 920 0216 1032 855 36 4 14
93 4650 990 0220 1138 791 75 50 37
1960 4670 1060 1776 0125 136 88
2012 4675 1133 030000 0 0 75 210 102
2200 4720 1350 06 40 70 0225 320 142
2 300 4740 1490 11 100 159 0300 480 188
00 4820 1810 17 160 318 0400 640 261
1769 24 160 363 0500 720 372
020000 0 30 262 467 0600 780 466
20 46 375 35 300 572 0700 860 582
25 20 617 44 460 720 0600 920 677
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T IM E STRA IN  STRS
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T1MF STRA IN STRS T I ME STRA IN STRS T I ME STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS T IME STRA IN STRS t im e  s t r a in STKS
040100 200 236 070142 172 74 060009 50 78 123000 420 010050 238 119 360000 518 9
040130 466 350 070200 286 120 060012 120 276 134000 3778 010066 528 152 400000 652 9
040155 862 467 070260 390 200 060015 220 457 135500 4310 0L0082 992 164 430030 760 9
040170 1146 584 070400 661 317 060020 280 677 1872 O t O l l l 1640 157 683030 774 9
040100 1666 555 070500 882 395 060022 370 860 120500 0 0 1882 831230 778 9
0401 ?0 2314 562 070628 1212 469 060025 400 1066 120700 156 32 120000 0 0 860030 052 9
040135 2752 564 070800 1712 547 060030 490 1327 120900 249 120007 18 10 880030 886 9
040152 3232 562 071023 2592 576 060033 580 1565 121800 571 120012 60 70 894530 942 9
040157 3384 560 071038 2656 .574 060036 730 1776 123000 786 120015 114 117 912030 976 9
1644 071051 2732 572 1862 135000 1432 120022 218 191 084530 1238 9
040000 1856 060000 0 0 135500 1672 120030 446 268 153030 1376 9
040010 6 14 070000 0 0 060007 18 32 140300 1904 120037 768 317 354530 1712 9
040021 44 78 070147 62 43 060010 44 125 141400 2072 120041 1060 32^ 403030 1774 9
040037 96 172 070187 116 80 060011 81 252 142100 2080 120045 1382 331 560030 1960 9
040047 142 243 0 70232 170 115 060014 130 410 123000 2023 120050 1704 325 700030 2080 9
040063 222 347 070268 212 156 060016 210 618 143100 2020 120055 2154 298 701030 2080 9
040080 286 467 070310 258 195 060021 278 812 1873 1883 710030 2074 9
040100 312 572 070345 298 232 060024 350 1008 100000 0 48 120000 0 0 1890
040106 370 617 070383 344 275 060026 384 1160 100030 100 120010 . 0 23 120200 0
040126 854 693 070425 412 315 060028 462 1300 100042 128 120014 0 55 120300 28 9
04013B 1164 700 070465 472 356 060031 530 1450 100300 552 120016 0 77 120400 36 9
040150 1714 640 070510 554 395 060033 590 1584 100900 1636 120019 0 95 120500 41 9
1645 070558 646 434 060035 732 1730 101300 2760 120020 20 119 124000 104 9
040000 '■*» 070505 744 467 060037 168 1875 101400 3086 120024 64 141 180000 211 9
040022 20 070563 868 507 1863 101500 3430 120025 130 164 191000 224 9
040056 54 79 070730 1030 543 060000 0 0 101600 3780 120029 226 189 243000 286 9
040077 264 158 070800 1226 582 060007 196 93 101600 4460 120034 420 230 360000 418 9
040102 466 283 070887 1502 618 060010 240 212 101620 4756 120041 806 276 400000 146 9
040145 1004 317 070902 1546 625 060012 246 330 102200 5982 120045 970 283 403000 622 9
040166 1380 443 071105 2306 657 060015 280 490 102300 6030 1 2 0 0 48 1210 290 683000 910 9
040182 1756 563 071190 2690 650 060017 304 466 1874 120051 1470 284 831200 L136 9
040191 2060 565 071212 2790 642 060019 356 738 110000 0 48 120065 1700 283 860000 1220 9
040196 2240 558 1857 060021 414 890 110016 60 1884 880000 1258 9
1646 070000 0 0 060024 480 1040 110332 524 060000 0 0 894500 1284 9
070000 0 0 070028 20 14 060027 566 1220 110800 1546 060007 10 13 912000 1308 9
070060 40 36 070047 28 30 060029 634 1387 111700 3300 060018 180 157 964500 1540 9
0 70 10 2 108 69 070240 190 230 060031 608 1537 111900 3882 060027 480 237 033000 1662 9
070167 232 117 070377 418 355 060034 756 1691 112200 4560 060037 980 299 154500 1722 9
070260 408 193 070438 556 398 060036 840 1853 112700 5550 060045 1470 317 163000 1770 9
070308 504 232 070497 606 436 060039 946 2027 113052 5940 060050 1790 317 200000 1910 9
070356 598 273 070558 874 466 1867 113600 6628 060054 2150 317 240000 2032 9
070516 736 315 070700 1262 545 060000 0 0 1875 1885 241000 2030 9
070508 1232 353 070800 1556 589 060013 20 36 100000 0 060000 0 0 250000 2026 9
070561 1252 356 070936 2016 625 060025 244 171 100028 134 71 060005 18 40 1891
070597 1448 348 071080 2584 642 060070 366 328 100057 276 060008 60 54 OOOOOO 0
070630 1616 341 071288 3048 637 060192 478 481 100300 1450 060010 112 152 000100 32 61
1847 1858 060118 574 649 100713 3664 060011 166 206 003600 158 61
040000 0 0 070000 0 0 060140 664 808 100900 4654 060013 242 267 055600 464 61
040065 64 37 070020 16 42 060160 760 950 101500 7442 060015 340 317 070600 502 61
040070 160 112 070027 30 77 060188 926 1133 101906 8712 060018 466 367 122600 660 61
040075 208 188 070036 50 120 060212 1148 1280 102200 9354 060020 636 409 144000 780 61
040061 320 316 070042 74 152 060233 1408 1354 1876 060 022 880 430 168000 830 61
040086 368 401 070050 98 196 060240 1572 1363 080000 0 060024 1168 431 L86600 882 61
040092 480 542 070056 124 232 060250 1884 1339 080018 120 71 060026 1494 427 339000 1018 61
040097 548 617 070062 148 273 1868 080026 210 1886 432800 1070 61
040105 724 775 070068 180 313 060000 0 0 080052 340 06000G 0 0 443600 1126 61
040110 954 845 070075 214 355 060023 30 60 080070 480 060005 20 46 455600 1190 61
040119 1420 882 070081 246 395 060040 84 124 080083 508 060007 50 114 466100 1164 61
1348 070087 282 432 060070 162 319 080116 760 060010 98 204 475600 1194 61
040000 070094 308 470 060197 244 510 080162 900 060011 160 277 586100 1300 61
040009 40 32 070100 382 507 060125 322 794 080200 1120 060014 260 340 1892
040014 100 109 070107 400 543 060156 428 918 080250 1360 060016 428 389 070000 0 502
040022 164 229 070113 446 581 06Q189 580 1160 080300 1640 060019 782 413 070025 272 502
040026 232 316 070120 498 619 060220 810 1356 080620 2880 060021 1084 402 070042 456 502
040031 266 394 070127 546 654 060235 1042 1400 080700 3700 060023 1414 388 070065 702 502
040034 316 450 070135 622 693 060241 1250 1385 080950 5140 L887 070100 1148 502
040041 490 580 070143 702 730 1869 081150 6800 060000 0 0 070150 1588 502
040049 636 692 070185 1292 831 070000 0 0 081200 7080 060010 14 20 070214 2064 502
040053 1040 758 070210 1840 900 070033 22 23 081500 8300 060011 68 80 070250 2308 502
040059 1040 768 1859 070058 134 150 1877 060015 164 127 070300 2652 502
040064 1664 802 070000 0 0 070100 306 415 120000 0 0 060017 242 160 070368 3158 502
040066 1964 774 070046 86 115 070131 414 620 120100 60 17 060019 382 232 070400 3426 502
1851 070058 140 183 070153 502 778 120150 180 37 060021 524 297 070450 4100 502
040000 0 0 070068 202 240 070173 606 912 120200 780 65 060024 656 347 070481 4954 502
040005 64 72 070080 236 306 070200 780 1060 120266 500 70 060026 794 387 070492 5744 502
040007 128 147 070094 322 464 070232 1152 1102 120300 640 78 060027 984 413 1893
040008 190 228 070108 410 451 070245 1400 1222 120353 890 76 060030 1044 421 070000 0
040010 504 317 070121 512 525 070258 1748 1215 120400 1140 65 060031 1526 416 070031 296 502
040011 462 390 070136 648 595 070267 2042 1189 1879 060033 1860 403 070050 462 502
040014 770 445 070147 778 635 1870 120000 0 1888 070075 734 502
040016 1093 460 070161 922 689 120000 0 0 120023 24 19 060000 0 0 070100 992 502
040018 1504 451 070175 1206 729 120100 41 15 120063 280 85 060005 8 23 070125 1294 502
040020 1940 433 070215 2028 782 120300 57 120100 382 95 060006 3e 63 070150 1632 502
1852 070226 2314 770 120900 93 120133 614 109 060008 92 141 070200 22 76 502
040000 0 0 070235 2738 747 121600 124 - 120200 1256 117 060010 190 204 070240 2960 502
040003 56 84 1860 123000 160 120248 1510 117 060010 294 258 070269 3656 502
040005 128 177 060000 0 0 134000 310 1880 060012 414 310 070283 4084 502
040007 186 272 060019 60 57 135500 343 120000 0 0 060014 572 351 1894
040009 254 373 060060 474 224 140200 356 120019 2 11 060019 1146 453 170000 0 0
040010 324 473 060091 722 405 141400 385 120040 44 35 060020 1442 460
170027 52 31
040012 380 568 060120 840 576 142300 405 120077 174 76 060021 1764 455 170142 610 162
040015 540 735 060141 946 715 142900 417 120100 300 95 060025 2356 433 170200 882 237
040018 700 654 060158 1042 836 153600 613 120140 384 106 1889 170260 1160 317
040020 912 950 060170 1130 918 160000 691 120169 880 119 120000 0 170319 1388 395
040022 1208 1013 060183 1244 989 160000 690 120187 1020 118 120100 33 9 170400 1682 588
040025 1638 1027 060220 1720 1132 162000 670 1 20200 1172 116 120200 40 9 170488 2026
627
040027 2232 979 060226 1854 1144 171500 671 1861 121500 56 9 170549 2274 693
1855 060222 1958 1144 1871 010000 0 0 180000 110 9 170530 2592 77 2
070000 0 060239 2136 1132 120800 0 0 010010 0 7 191000 206 9 170700 3050 793
070056 26 10 1861 120900 66 32 010020 20 35 243010 224 9 1 70733- 3300 783
070085 64 33 060000 0 0 121800 288 010033 70 73 360000 310 9 1895
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TIME STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRAIN STRS
120000 0 0 05 6 23 35 436 543
120026 32 32 08 30 86 40 564 620
120057 122 80 11 82 226 49 1050 715
120098 240 153 16 146 395 51 1476 617
120138 334 233 20 200 543 1912
120171 380 317 24 204 687 120000 0 0
120207 450 400 29 450 918 05 32 73
120272 594 446 33 586 1054 09 80 159
120308 686 608 37 828 1205 11 114 260
120346 820 693 43 1448 1348 15 232 351
120391 1016 772 46 1764 1363 19 350 477
120495 1762 838 48 2128 1333 21 402 587
120510 1912 830 1903 25 660 686
1896 060000 0 0 30 952 813
120000 0 0 10 34 41 35 1506 895
L20046 16 29 12 84 78 38 2214 816
120075 28 80 15 124 157 1913
12011? 92 153 20 140 308 120000 0 0
120152 162 235 25 208 459 10 0 0
120186 236 316 28 760 735 18 22 71
120227 308 396 1904 31 70 183
120263 398 425 120000 0 0 35 152 313
120302 524 558 03 26 79 39 246 471
120337 616 623 05 38 181 43 388 617
120378 776 695 07 80 280 49 906 734
120426 994 773 09 118 379 51 1348 726
120487 1334 845 10 162 482 1914
120573 1964 898 15 270 693 120000 0 0
120607 2282 887 18 410 910 05 4 13
1097 _ 21 588 1083 08 6 70
120000 0 0 26 1136 1267 11 98 86
120015 58 69 26 1498 1283 15 186 287
120022 108 156 30 2032 1225 19 278 421
120026 162 228 1905 21 344 523
120035 322 393 120000 0 0 25 416 613
120040 364 467 00 4 20 27 504 734
120043 444 544 00 16 108 30 602 040
120048 522 619 00 32 204 33 762 1035
120055 710 722 00 50 299 36 948 1055
120060 918 843 00 86 463 40 1464 1132
120065 11B2 910 00 112 521 43 2156 1043
120074 1638 985 00 144 695 1915
120081 2188 1012 1907 120000 0 0
120085 2474 1004 070000 0 276 05 72 20
1898 34 294 07 150 162
120000 0 0 53 400 08 242 255
120004 6 37 0100 644 10 352 357
120009 30 111 40 860 11 446 439
120015 72 229 75 1098 14 510 535
120020 108 306 0224 1366 17 542 691
120024 148 395 50 1550 20 776 830
120028 192 467 0300 1820 22 996 975
120032 246 547 33 1964 25 1278 1042
120035 320 609 66 2190 26 1624 1033
120039 394 732 0400 2580 28 2204 937
120044 520 778 52 2754 1923
120050 744 842 0500 3136 080000 0 1054
120057 1200 910 76 3878 41 244
120064 1690 943 0632 4630 44 248
120069 2042 956 62 5202 60 314
120072 2310 957 85 5674 76 356
120077 2716 935 0700 6012 79 362
1899 1908 0120 460
120000 0 0 120000 0 38 494
120012 48 72 25 26 34 55 542
120023 162 227 50 66 83 0204 726
120035 434 395 0100 196 169 29 890
120046 816 544 50 402 248 45 1098
120055 1302 629 0200 688 311 53 1286
120063 1876 664 50 1066 348 58 1490
120075 2676 690 0300 1548 356 63 1812
120078 2972 702 21 1798 347 67 2238
12008 L 3310 672 1909 1924
1900 120000 0 0 120000 0 0
120000 0 0 25 16 35 50 2 32
05 0 35 48 52 75 95 28 135
11 172 212 0100 178 168 0151 64 227
16 266 390 so 332 266 0200 78 405
20 396 542 0200 428 354 50 134 540
25 538 693 50 780 411 0300 174 679
32 980 902 95 1256 419 50 216 820
38 1614 1016 0305 1374 409 0400 266 955
49 2970 1100 1910 50 322 1093
51 3404 1097 120000 0 0 0500 366 1223
53 4364 980 33 16 37 57 450 1307
1901 53 46 76 60 710 1296
120000 0 0 0100 IS 2 157 65 804 1260
04 28 29 50 330 237 1925
10 198 225 73 440 273 120000 0 0
17 336 417 0200 568 293 50 80 20
23 472 788 50 980 335 0100 284 51
27 602 039 0312 1532 347 50 520 96
30 742 976 30 1722 343 0200 678 147
34 898 1128 1911 0300 1202 279
36 1070 1191 120000 0 0 0400 1460 468
38 1204 1253 05 14 22 0500 1630 683
42 1614 1345 10 66 95 0600 1874 620
45 1976 1383 16 152 229 0700 2160 1113
47 2346 1357 22 210 310 90 2710 1181
1902 27 280 395 0803 2828 1169
120000 0 0 31 350 467 11 2920 1167
TIM E STRA IN STRS TIME STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS
1926 61 534 1205 080000 546 65
120000 0 0 65 648 1281 113000 642 65
50 18 37 72 886 1383 163000 806 66
0100 64 131 85 1696 1484 081500 1600 65
0200 144 363 88 2098 1487 111500 1704 65
0300 196 603 91 214 2 1490 131500 1765 65
0400 582 780 95 2400 1480 160000 1854 65
0500 1260 837 0100 2806 1457 091500 2277 65
10 1414 816 1933 131500 2407 65
1927 120000 0 0 151500 2447 65
OLOOOO 0 0 08 6 50 1958
27 66 53 10 22 123 140400 0 0
51 316 75 11 40 202 140500 30 65
82 1060 155 14 58 293 140900 66 65
0100 1280 207 16 100 465 145500 162 65
43 1956 334 21 140 622 162000 243 65
79 2468 423 26 212 905 060000 1029 65
0211 2842 630 ?9 280 975 113000 1239 65
38 3126 722 33 370 1125 163000 1645 65
75 3770 920 36 504 1275 081500 2762 65
79 3926 902 40 768 1414 111500 2816 65
1928 42 1062 1445 131500 3062 65
120000 0 0 45 1320 1454 160000 3217 65
20 42 72 46 1662 1461 091500 4391 65
37 90 160 49 2026 1452 131500 5212 65
50 124 235 1934 151500 5814 65
61 174 316 120000 0 0 1859
82 194 467 13 24 62 140600 0 0
92 244 545 15 54 147 140700 3 13
0111 268 693 19 84 283 140900 11 13
30 344 841 24 126 491 145500 58 13
43 364 945 27 152 617 162000 84 13
57 430 1050 30 170 767 080000 186 13
73 516 1204 33 206 914 113000 200 13
83 568 1277 39 266 1198 163000 226 13
93 638 1353 41 304 1348 081500 303 13
0211 830 1455 43 340 1484 111500 336 13
18 960 1463 47 384 1624 131500 350 13
23 1134 1448 50 424 1775 160000 369 13
26 1316 1410 52 506 1945 091500 514 13
1929 1935 131500 566 13
120000 0 0 050000 0 0 151500 573 13
21 14 33 24 128 318 1960
39 86 118 50 180 140800 0 0
53 148 190 0100 236 0900 90 13
66 21 a 276 50 288 1100 98 13
82 260 395 0200 336 5500 152
0102 302 541 50 384 162000 17033 386 772 0300 418 080000 274
51 460 913 0500 536 113000 288
70 570 1062 0600 598 163000 312
86 716 1171 0600 682 081500 410
95 850 1209 1000 754 111500 450
0200 924 1223 2000 962 131500 460
05 1038 1225 2600 1146 160000 488
10 1156 1223 3 S O O 1356 091500 702
29 1682 1200 5 300 1470 131500 762
1930 061700 1894 151500 798
120000 0 0 091400 3264 153000 796
10 4 4 37 1936 1961
20 244 149 090000 0 0 090000 0 0
28 360 263 36 288 318 24 10 13
35 484 395 61 326 65 74 73
41 602 433 0100 406 0140 142 145
51 780 693 0200 536 83 200 197
62 1072 908 045050 736 0217 254 236
75 1564 1126 3700 1754 52 324 275
84 2118 1249 125400 3296 0333 496 360
90 2552 1260 024200 4268 0415 514 433
92 2932 1215 052290 6776 70 698 467
1931 1937 0513 1070 463
120000 0 050000 0 0 67 1314 477
09 10 39 33 314 182 0650 1794 473
16 82 144 64 368 60 1876 471
23 136 270 0100 432 1962
29 182 393 50 474 021500 0 0
34 226 563 0200 510 63 80 13
39 260 619 0504 624 1600 174 39
46 318 769 053600 2000 40 270 73
50 368 876 064720 5906 97 404 123
55 410 983 070485 9500 L616 706 236
59 480 1066 070490 1923 1026 316
63 518 1205 1938 2155 2100 395
68 480 1313 080000 0 0 2240 2554 399
73 518 1495 30 56 182 2349 3196 395
81 520 1559 50 296 73 3350 390
65 866 1573 75 340 1963
87 1042 1561 0100 354 093000 0 0
90 1300 1523 0200 406 25 6 14
1932 0 300 444 74 58 72
120000 0 0 0835 1108 3140 130 154
10 26 46 5315 L480 3204 220 233
15 70 149 100300 2446 77 360 316
21 116 268 2900 3786 3367 606 395
30 168 431 1957 3539 1320 467
35 198 447 140000 0 82 1538 475
39 232 655 140100 26 65 3620 1752 475
43 268 760 140400 38 65 3659 1970 471
49 318 874 140900 58 65 1964
53 366 983 145500 117 65 100000 0 0
57 436 1092 162000 177 65 50 18 30
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T IM E '■STRA IN STRS T IM E ISTRA IN STRS T IM E !STRAIN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E ST R A IN STRS T IME STRAIN STRS
81 70 79 72 1624 913 06 54 146 12 2 33 15 192 113 0300 1208 36
0107 118 116 75 2122 903 08 92 230 20 16 72 18 280 151 40 1398 36
33 160 159 79 2394 668 10 146 335 33 42 152 25 432 231 2026
83 272 238 1972 11 192 413 46 100 237 30 562 313 120000 0 0
0236 486 320 120000 0 0 12 244 473 60 194 325 35 650 392 29 8 6
0300 668 402 12 8 27 15 420 629 73 314 397 39 752 500 51 38 12
76 1072 466 15 26 69 17 510 693 90 526 467 44 894 553 76 84 19
0*31 1456 493 20 58 151 19 694 763 o m 826 546 49 1044 617 0120 208 36
63 1702 493 24 94 2 26 21 1208 804 37 1282 620 57 1444 693 75 448 40
77 1820 487 29 130 313 29 2392 902 65 1856 665 59 1658 685 0200 572 39
1965 33 166 390 31 2868 901 80 2276 673 61 1882 667 2027
100000 0 0 37 204 466 33 3372 877 91 2596 661 2018 120000 0 0
61 76 34 40 252 543 1988 1995 120002 0 0 39 46 7
83 122 76 43 304 615 1988 120000 0 0 09 14 17 60 118 22
0135 230 155 47 372 733 120000 0 71 12 6 14 60 90 80 196 35
79 262 235 51 472 770 22 382 356 0162 74 77 18 134 149 0119 390 50
0202 306 275 55 622 839 38 612 0264 196 156 24 264 226 57 658 53
25 360 317 60 808 907 60 866 0328 306 200 30 642 313 74 796 51
73 468 398 66 1114 983 78 1026 0419 554 240 38 738 394 2028
96 542 435 75 1572 1055 0100 1166 90 802 255 45 1436 412 120000 0 0
0321 632 470 86 2296 1136 30 1342 0571 1176 253 49 1624 393 37 16 10
48 724 505 96 2966 1163 50 1444 1996 2019 60 66 30
82 872 545 0100 3244 1162 0200 1662 010000 0 0 120000 0 0 70 126 44
0482 1456 620 03 3504 1151 50 1836 0100 70 22 20 50 35 0103 224 62
0525 1782 630 1973 0300 1984 0261 464 79 25 124 83 68 646 73
65 2118 621 120000 0 0 53 2140 0405 784 149 30 216 150 81 760 72
1967 07 20 53 0400 2264 0720 1982 204 35 312 229 2029
080000 0 0 10 62 140 0500 2494 51 2146 201 40 400 313 120000 0 0
18 34 72 11 102 227 0600 2688 1997 45 466 394 07 0 4
22 64 123 14 132 301 0710 2888 120000 0 0 50 586 467 10 14 18
29 126 226 16 170 387 0800 3014 60 50 35 54 730 544 12 46 41
40 228 387 18 216 455 0900 3182 0120 162 80 60 984 615 28 150 72
45 278 466 20 274 543 1000 3312 0207 260 147 66 1390 637 35 242 90
55 420 618 25 432 648 1500 3902 0315 478 215 70 1666 626 45 386 108
65 624 781 27 570 764 1989 0405 774 243 72 2006 598 61 700 121
82 1196 913 30 794 839 020000 0 50 970 243 2020 70 872 131
90 1580 949 34 1086 909 34 642 356 0550 1444 233 120050 0 0 63 1226 130
95 1932 954 41 2152 968 50 866 1998 56 24 34 91 1446 126
98 2200 939 44 2652 950 75 1128 120000 0 0 58 84 111 2030
1968 1974 0125 1464 35 42 17 60 144 204 120000 0 0
080000 0 0 120000 0 0 0300 2140 0120 202 132 61 236 314 26 22 9
37 28 28 05 30 53 0500 2676 80 396 210 64 356 423 34 82 28
47 94 71 08 62 154 0725 3130 0211 510 247 65 456 516 42 184 52
59 206 116 12 168 320 0950 3452 46 674 276 68 614 605 51 270 77
70 328 152 14 216 384 1015 3534 89 976 287 70 804 762 61 362 100
92 606 234 15 232 437 1102 3644 0311 1166 283 71 1082 725 75 618 126
0105 734 280 17 266 491 1400 3986 1999 73 1474 725 86 866 134
12 620 317 19 312 551 2200 4792 120000 0 0 75 2030 675 0100 1176 133
31 1018 401 20 358 603 3041 5808 53 48 25 2021 15 1548 134
47 1220 467 22 448 649 1990 0117 194 103 120000 0 0 46 2260 130
66 I4 8 6 543 25 582 770 040000 0 0 0200 476 204 18 6 44 2031
93 1974 631 28 774 838 50 4 26 76 936 246 20 40 141 120000 0 0
0230 2682 676 32 1238 908 0100 22 69 0311 1230 242 23 106 292 04 4 8
43 3018 677 37 1884 933 50 38 107 2000 25 152 382 07 0 37
51 3214 671 39 2142 947 0200 68 137 120000 0 0 26 218 469 09 12 55
55 3324 663 41 2496 967 0250 160 166 40 36 66 28 340 563 11 20 83
1969 45 2964 988 0300 240 197 69 84 110 30 464 654 14 74 103
080000 0 0 49 3294 1004 0400 536 285 0118 192 185 32 710 724 17 132 129
35 62 13 51 3916 1007 0500 946 357 53 314 240 35 1094 754 20 220 149
60 300 72 53 4304 992 0600 1436 397 0216 648 276 36 1506 747 23 266 174
70 390 107 1975 0700 2000 413 55 966 270 39 2032 714 27 556 198
82 484 152 120000 0 0 0800 2650 440 2014 2022 31 602 210
97 576 235 09 52 70 1991 120000 0 “  0 120000 0 0 34 1006 210
0114 684 320 25 286 327 040000 0 0 21 10 19 03 26 43 38 1322 207
17 764 397 27 358 467 0100 104 95 34 38 75 07 76 160 40 1504 203
40 864 470 30 462 591 0200 414 198 50 88 157 08 112 252 2032
0235 1294 595 36 772 768 0300 764 287 62 146 231 10 164 345 120000 0 0
52 1416 697 42 1370 903 0400 1314 362 77 238 308 12 246 474 05 0 13
66 1554 772 49 2222 971 0500 1778 419 93 376 397 14 344 564 07 18 43
84 1752 853 51 2600 961 0600 2304 451 0111 586 471 2023 10 42 71
0305 2082 924 53 3040 926 0700 2880 474 33 940 522 120000 0 0 12 68 106
41 2826 977 1976 0800 3430 506 40 1154 522 31 110 204 15 160 148
52 3094 973 120000 0 0 0900 4030 531 49 1406 506 47 146 204 18 240 166
60 3324 961 19 32 73 1000 4652 550 2015 0124 244 204 21 434 194
1970 21 84 175 1100 5286 537 120000 0 0 0200 324 204 24 596 198
120000 0 0 25 164 333 1200 5916 533 20 22 16 50 366 204 26 752 196
34 14 27 26 254 445 1992 38 76 95 0302 414 204 39 966 188
38 34 103 31 596 708 120000 0 0 55 158 187 50 456 204 2033
45 84 236 35 948 817 52 8 17 70 262 275 0400 492 204 120000 0 0
52 160 384 37 1290 869 97 40 78 95 318 396 0500 616 204 05 14 40
60 294 545 40 1778 905 0134 90 117 0125 996 469 0600 664 204 07 46 100
69 546 703 41 2162 923 0230 256 236 35 1222 467 1615 628 204 08 92 173
77 916 772 45 2882 919 0300 366 309 39 1340 468 43 1256 204 10 180 243
83 1320 801 48 3512 856 0400 962 393 2016 60 1660 204 11 320 293
86 1532 806 1977 0500 1442 449 120000 0 0 2024 12 542 320
90 1910 799 120000 0 0 0600 1984 474 33 14 40 120000 0 0 14 864 322
94 2244 780 08 2 20 34 2400 465 38 22 72 30 294 204 15 1222 317
1971 10 34 49 1993 51 66 149 40 320 204 18 1774 304
120000 0 0 12 74 193 120000 0 0 60 110 203 0155 558 204 2034
13 46 70 15 230 368 76 54 28 66 136 232 0200 630 204 120000 0 Q
19 92 146 18 324 456 0103 218 130 73 186 273 50 668 204 05 16 28
23 122 229 20 462 544 30 496 232 81 252 317 ◦ 300 694 204 07 02 94
28 158 312 25 942 680 55 904 318 98 414 397 0600 930 204 08 156 150
32 196 392 27 1316 730 72 123 2 360 0108 722 433 0600 1232 204 15 848 309
36 240 467 29 1766 763 91 1624 397 24 796 469 0900 1604 204 16 1238 307
40 292 545 32 2232 767 0247 2834 457 30 948 472 50 2042 204 19 1678 293
43 362 616 34 2780 731 65 3324 467 36 1140 459 1000 2616 204 2035
47 446 739 36 4102 443 81 3742 464 2017 2025 OOOOOO 0 0
51 564 766 1978 90 4000 460 120000 0 0 120000 0 0 50 200 39
57 802 840 120000 0 0 1994 - 08 20 37 23 20 06 0100 310 39
68 1472 912 04 16 49 120000 0 0 11 72 74 0192 682 39 0200 440 39
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TIME STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS
0300 590 39 34 1400 1314 0106 86 115
0400 704 39 38 1500 1311 44 190 340
1000 1510 39 43 1696 1283 74 264 551
1700 2210 39 2050 0205 368 772
3000 3500 39 120000 0 0 18 466 9 Ifi
4400 4704 39 18 14 37 52 594 1054
6000 6220 39 30 36 78 80 826 1204
013000 8340 39 45 74 166 0305 1212 1261
024000 9240 39 65 126 323 12 1418 1269
2036 84 162 474 2064
120000 0 0 0103 196 619 070000 0 0
31 2 1 22 238 772 89 38 72
35 6 12 42 286 927 0120 160 236
37 40 44 60 352 1069 51 286 506
40 146 123 80 440 1209 68 370 543
41 250 164 0202 608 1350 0202 54 2 772
45 528 224 11 762 1372 26 680 920
47 810 243 15 862 1363 51 040 1062
49 1096 244 2051 78 1068 1204
0150 1398 237 100000 0 0 0310 1464 1353
2037 11 24 49 30 1792 1397
120000 0 0 13 72 156 36 1942 1398
05 20 15 16 118 303 2065
05 30 63 20 180 519 070000 0 0
10 110 112 22 218 717 12 16 57
12 228 160 25 270 835 26 40 131
15 416 208 27 320 998 42 78 236
19 718 255 30 380 1230 53 100 313
21 836 275 32 446 1339 77 148 485
24 1378 276 35 520 1489 95 190 632
26 1718 263 38 666 1683 0114 232 770
2045 40 864 1830 33 290 903
070005 0 0 42 1154 1906 54 370 1061
77 14 13 44 1678 1943 75 472 1204
0114 30 34 2052 95 602 1353
0214 112 102 100000 0 0 0218 784 1494
0320 202 203 09 e 40 45 1060 1637
66 240 235 I ? 44 198 76 1628 1736
0411 282 277 15 74 340 2066
54 318 316 16 112 534 070000 0 0
0539 358 397 21 154 770 11 8 37
78 420 434 24 184 917 14 38 130
0624 454 469 25 212 1043 37 122 272
0708 540 547 28 240 1196 39 142 373
0800 624 623 30 266 1310 43 202 619
91 722 693 31 300 1484 45 232 766
1005 918 770 34 338 1622 48 280 965
68 1100 811 35 372 1768 50 320 1126
1178 1380 825 30 420 1903 53 372 1411
1200 1442 823 40 470 2063 55 420 1599
2046 41 530 2185 59 480 1843
OSOOOO 0 0 44 610 2 324 61 590 2048
46 10 33 46 758 2393 63 634 2192
0130 56 116 40 1022 2507 2067
61 74 151 2053 060000 0 0
0250 136 231 100000 0 0 11 26 29
0341 214 317 11 10 9 14 120 136
0428 298 397 16 10 62 16 220 265
0626 556 545 20 10 180 20 332 420
0761 816 621 23 100 317 23 434 616
0952 1334 671 26 130 504 27 502 777
1016 1564 665 30 220 708 30 560 980
2047 35 300 1061 33 630 1225
080000 0 0 40 404 1426 36 704 1503
0114 58 61 42 368 1635 40 760 1722
0314 182 260 46 580 1840 45 846 2053
0510 312 467 49 710 2030 47 914 2205
0677 448 628 50 944 2208 49 1002 2386
0865 678 770 55 1700 2216 2075
0965 832 836 2060 080000 0 0
1100 1086 925 080000 0 0 61 22 32
1226 1366 970 70 30 9 0115 90 72
75 1504 980 0133 100 32 0364 1002 108
65 1530 974 0351 220 236 0410 1220 102
2048 0514 276 431 2076
120000 0 0 0620 326 539 080000 0 0
28 48 37 0769 400 693 15 0 3
49 46 153 0851 470 772 40 18 20
65 120 275 0983 750 823 74 52 47
0102 166 551 91 800 017 0110 98 74
37 264 817 2061 0215 370 126
68 362 1046 080000 0 0 0300 712 117
91 468 1224 20 4 20 2077
0221 636 1443 69 24 73 100000 0 0
33 754 1503 0400 172 449 10 10 25
40 870 1523 0723 394 770 20 38 69
45 1014 1516 0849 680 829 28 74 109
49 1170 1487 0961 746 623 36 12 2 145
2049 2062 45 182 190
120000 0 0 080000 0 0 56 276 243
19 32 39 10 20 8 66 408 269
29 116 52 46 32 49 80 572 323
49 178 153 82 50 73 95 704 343
70 424 277 0302 152 317 0107 1360 335
86 498 397 0439 224 467 2078
0109 584 545 0653 424 675 100000 0 0
31 680 693 0047 930 744 32 10 15
0251 770 841 0861 1006 737 42 20 70
72 874 986 2063 50 36 108
95 994 1137 070000 0 0 57 68 155
0320 1210 1277 88 26 33 72 144 236
T IM E STRA IN STRS TIME STRAIN STRS T IME STRAIN STRS
80 224 275 29 34 22 2103
81 348 317 57 106 78 oooooo 0 0
0100 524 331 0185 500 286 0L00 2200 32
08 646 335 0255 830 367 000200 24?0 32
19 906 327 92 1148 356 000701) 2710 32
2079 2095 000900 2760 32
100000 0 0 020005 0 0 002500 3050 32
07 26 43 50 60 35 014500 3560 32
10 62 125 74 104 77 094000 3980 32
11 116 226 0120 200 157 200000 4250 32
15 224 375 63 286 213 270000 4680 0
ifi 380 525 0221 540 316 2104
21 542 703 0305 1040 387 OOOOOO 0 0
25 786 829 16 1150 386 000100 1360 32
27 1078 903 2096 000600 1780 32
30 1466 926 120000 0 0 000800 1830 32
32 2150 886 01 8 31 002400 2100 32
2080 12 70 113 014400 2620 32
100000 0 0 22 106 163 094000 3080 32
05 6 44 36 260 233 200000 3378 32
06 6 106 50 316 319 270000 3660 32
08 50 197 65 412 399 2105
10 96 299 8 L 560 470 OOOOOO 0 0
12 358 473 95 772 509 OOOIOO 1540 32
15 416 509 0102 956 513 000300 1750 32
16 282 611 09 1136 507 001900 2292 32
18 356 704 2097 023900 3070 32
20 470 808 120000 0 0 093600 3580 32
22 616 890 15 12 23 195400 3906 32
25 836 954 30 68 87 265400 4124 32
27 1192 983 44 134 148 2107
2087 57 210 230 120000 0
100000 0 0 71 290 317 30 132 318
20 148 227 83 376 397 50 148
34 252 227 98 506 469 0100 176
52 452 227 0119 818 531 0300 226
75 726 227 24 940 530 0400 248
0100 1058 227 39 1108 514 0900 314
10 1216 227 2098 011500 818
19 1358 227 120000 0 0 014500 716
40 1704 227 20 16 25 031473 1214
59 1964 227 33 50 74 085825 1696
0200 2652 227 41 90 113 071160 2236
33 3198 227 50 138 160 071200 2184
61 3690 227 57 170 195 3300 2148
0300 4402 227 65 222 241 2116
43 5338 227 78 290 315 090000 0 0
0400 5998 227 91 380 398 11 2 72
30 6422 227 0108 506 477 14 48 190
69 6934 227 23 674 546 16 88 344
0500 7334 227 41 1034 574 19 140 473
30 7960 227 58 1266 551 20 220 622
65 8376 227 2099 24 362 761
0600 8774 227 120000 0 0 26 794 830
33 9172 227 06 6 31 28 1378 736
2088 14 82 149 30 2442 483
100000 0 0 18 122 227 2117
39 100 94 22 178 314 090050 0 0
60 144 94 26 204 393 60 46 151
80 180 94 30 256 464 61 L68 252
0100 222 94 34 326 540 63 130 367
0458 776 94 38 424 616 65 190 480
1262 2102 94 43 618 694 66 274 599
1778 3570 94 48 864 712 68 376 700
2442 4796 94 51 1214 741 70 554 798
3300 5870 94 2100 72 978 805
112824 6956 94 010000 0 0 74 1986 570
121500 7272 94 03 22 41 2118
2090 07 62 99 100000 0 0
020000 0 0 12 132 18 B 00 12 51
43 0 13 15 174 231 00 56 146
0102 132 50 20 244 319 00 120 253
0410 746 287 24 314 397 00 198 369
48 830 317 28 394 467 00 308 487
0510 1000 354 33 472 543 00 450 613
67 1194 352 38 634 618 00 608 713
78 1246 359 46 1076 687 oo 852 785
2091 48 1286 677 00 1208 602
020000 0 0 51 1618 644 2119
53 56 11 2101 120000 0 0
0293 510 204 010000 0 0 07 38 106
0422 784 304 05 0 47 11 126 250
81 976 330 10 44 146 15 236 414
0511 1098 334 16 90 270 19 344 546
0619 1126 331 20 166 353 22 482 658
2092 26 206 467 27 732 772
020000 0 0 30 324 549 30 1088 802
50 5 7 36 448 623 31 1662 722
0108 146 19 41 592 665 2120
0391 736 239 45 1168 633 120000 0 0
0570 1246 341 2102 11 46 8b
92 1306 341 120000 0 0 14 116 176
2093 10 2 3 17 196 267
020005 0 0 11 60 79 20 298 362
05 0 0 15 118 185 29 732 617
39 50 13 19 184 308 33 1120 703
76 250 37 23 290 467 36 1596 693
0300 1240 267 27 438 617 2121
50 1450 317 33 774 772 120000 0 0
2094 35 1084 781 33 0 09
020000 0 0 37 1564 719 50 0 20
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T IM E :STRAIN STRS T IME STRA IN STRS TIME STRA IN STRS
0100 10 49 21 266 315 86 304 127
50 42 79 27 364 394 0240 428 153
0311 2 IB 157 33 528 467 0317 738 167
0400 39B 197 40 834 543 30 800 163
0500 670 223 50 1478 577 2150
0659 862 2 26 52 1756 563 120000 0 0
S3 964 223 56 2072 551 18 8 10
2122 2132 47 72 53
120000 0 0 120000 0 0 61 114 77
55 32 34 08 4 35 90 220 117
40 128 90 n 26 103 0127 394 150
0156 144 101 18 74 227 79 740 173
0234 254 155 22 134 317 93 860 165
0350 478 218 33 394 467 2151
0400 618 235 38 692 500 060000 0 0
53 780 240 41 930 495 28 36 22
59 806 239 45 1252 493 54 96 57
2123 2133 92 214 112
120000 0 0 120000 0 0 0121 296 150
27 16 OB 00 22 39 51 39B 191
45 36 20 00 104 140 0200 646 236
0233 3R0 120 00 170 229 26 830 238
90 476 149 00 222 334 38 936 236
0340 588 173 00 278 441 2152
0400 746 200 00 410 596 060000 0 0
51 906 209 00 726 750 22 0 12
0500 1096 211 00 1174 754 68 96 84
10 1134 204 00 2006 647 96 200 134
2124 2134 0111 260 150
120000 0 0 120000 0 0 50 480 176
17 12 15 07 0 0 70 644 176
27 20 32 00 36 99 77 698 173
0234 704 266 10 96 225 2153
61 928 260 12 160 343 060000 0 0
2125 15 242 459 10 12 30
120000 0 0 17 366 562 17 48 76
10 0 0 19 618 646 27 104 127
30 26 5 21 1062 630 32 144 149
34 130 72 2135 52 382 232
0130 262 126 120000 0 0 70 746 261
0200 534 195 03 12 52 94 1144 251
64 872 230 06 52 159 2154
88 1054 231 08 104 2 74 060000 0 0
94 1100 2 28 10 196 402 17 60 37
2126 13 422 521 24 86 * 60
120000 0 0 15 790 522 40 220 116
14 6 21 17 1256 513 51 306 153
50 52 81 2136 65 458 192
0100 182 141 120000 0 0 80 664 236
50 440 167 06 2 23 0100 1052 258
BO 680 164 08 34 94 07 1236 252
2127 10 86 170 2155
120000 0 0 12 118 271 060000 0 0
10 18 24 15 170 354 08 10 9
20 56 70 18 246 470 17 24 49
29 106 117 20 364 557 30 96 109
45 200 198 23 660 610 39 142 157
53 274 243 2137 53 248 230
6fl 432 317 120000 0 0 60 316 270
80 5BB 355 03 20 37 75 520 316
92 832 365 07 44 148 80 612 325
96 914 363 11 126 314 91 930 319
2128 15 156 432 2156
120000 0 0 19 436 540 060000 0 0
11 14 21 23 894 611 00 10 13
38 60 109 27 1494 617 00 34 79
49 104 152 2138 00 66 133
64 120 211 120000 0 0 00 94 165
71 148 241 00 4 20 oo 224 227
90 152 316 00 44 93 00 272 274
0102 362 360 00 116 185 oo 342 317
IB 566 395 00 184 283 00 410 353
27 752 403 00 264 383 00 576 397
32 1086 397 00 368 493 00 794 423
2L29 00 572 616 00 954 426
120000 0 0 00 920 689 oo 1148 424
40 214 37 00 1316 705 00 1404 417
65 606 74 00 1878 674 2157
69 786 113 2147 060000 0 0
83 962 157 060000 0 0 07 0 1
0104 1228 231 24 6 24 10 66 60
37 1616 317 62 42 72 20 334 167
52 1946 356 0102 86 110 27 610 227
67 2262 363 44 158 145 38 1062 317
72 2390 358 80 233 167 43 1396 334
2130 0230 400 183 47 1716 323
120000 0 0 67 564 180 2158
05 6 19 2148 060000 0 0
10 85 120000 0 0 10 8 12
17 36 175 42 30 5 13 20 80
24 170 280 60 62 U 15 54 130
30 384 378 0268 626 125 19 82 194
38 670 467 0304 728 143 21 116 22 8
47 1142 524 58 940 137 26 204 308
51 1480 514 72 998 131 35 528 395
2131 2149 37 716 397
120000 0 0 120000 0 0 39 898 389
03 4 10 39 42 14 2159
07 36 66 63 76 30 080000 0 0
12 110 150 0110 152 70 11 4 37
IS 212 256 47 206 97 13 34 120
TIME STRA IN STRS T IME STRA IN STRS TIME STRAIN STRS
15 . 78 254 120000 0 0 05 4 26
18 146 331 0L93 136 77 07 34 113
20 262 447 0260 266 •109 08 66 204
21 466 527 0450 796 195 10 112 296
23 630 519 0500 950 207 11 164 385
2160 82 1242 217 12 242 465
080000 0 0 97 1312 221 14 356 536
14 52 102 2180 15 466 579
17 144 255 120000 0 0 17 1050 508
19 228 353 30 18 29 2190
21 342 435 45 48 60 120000 0 0
23 570 516 58 70 87 06 2 36
25 1042 483 70 108 113 08 32 55
2161 92 184 153 10 86 268
080000 0 0 0120 276 193 11 152 377
10 10 53 57 498 232 15 390 530
12 54 168 0200 816 239 17 724 560
14 112 296 10 922 236 19 130B 466
16 202 400 218 1 2191
18 320 476 120000 0 0 120000 0 0
20 604 524 36 62 50 04 14 18
22 1170 505 59 120 92 07 66 87
216 2 93 240 150 08 168 148
080000 0 0 0139 426 213 10 298 213
04 44 37 58 510 233 11 418 277
07 148 126 0200 828 257 12 550 343
10 256 187 25 1018 257 14 714 606
12 400 264 38 1144 253 17 1026 468
16 564 353 2182 2192
18 730 433 120000 0 0 120002 0 0
20 980 489 51 58 40 11 38 60
23 1396 477 03 142 66 13 70 140
2163 0102 216 126 15 112 227
080000 0 0 41 350 164 17 164 307
06 14 36 0231 886 244 20 246 494
07 50 93 92 1390 2*7 23 370 472
10 138 172 0300 1458 245 25 560 520
I t 200 228 2183 27 868 518
14 302 319 120000 0 0 29 1308 417
16 400 390 30 36 41 2193
20 760 456 53 86 87 120000 0 0
21 1050 439 91 206 151 05 0 0
2164 0122 338 190 08 20 28
080000 0 0 70 608 230 10 100 87
09 14 51 0205 886 237 ‘ 12 178 152
13 248 200 18 994 235 14 244 231
16 354 249 2184 17 310 322
18 548 310 120000 0 0 19 386 393
21 780 370 10 0 3 21 512 461
24 1092 397 30 30 43 2* 758 506
?5 1364 386 39 62 71 27 1104 492
2165 50 156 H I 2194
0000 0 55 59 200 149 120000 0 0
01 680 68 286 192 07 2 17
02 754 77 366 231 11 20 37
37 1674 96 566 320 18 7 O' 72
0147 2268 0109 726 364 37 225 152
1262 3930 30 1140 386 41 294 172
1317 4134 42 1706 363 48 376 199
140? 4290 2185 57 502 236
1737 4878 120000 0 0 69 696 273
1992 51S0 20 62 87 85 892 317
2L66 28 114 126 0100 12BB 333
0000 0 55 41 222 185 12 1544 324
01 280 52 344 241 2195
04 370 71 616 317 120000 0 0
40 572 91 1014 345 06 6 7
0150 590 96 1142 342 06 72 73
1265 950 2186 11 162 149
1320 976 120000 0 0 13 246 232
1410 1010 05 10 23 16 330 314
1740 1116 10 22 73 29 450 491
1995 1170 16 120 134 0125 1046 533
2176 21 256 192 28 1518 494
070000 0 0 34 666 327 2209
0250 24 4 40 962 384 120000 0 0
0335 130 53 44 1222 389 120027 14 7
86 204 102 47 1510 374 120064 98 37
0464 370 157 2187 120100 170 44
0534 530 197 120000 0 0 120167 340 72
0607 760 228 05 6 20 120213 488 87
80 1044 228 09 93 120300 820 102
0760 1418 220 16 42 14R 120350 1040 “119
2177 23 224 230 120361 1088 103
070000 0 0 31 500 313 2210
33 20 4 37 806 370 120000 0 0
68 70 13 45 1284 394 120069 50 44
0355 902 126 59 1642 378 120104 104 66
0450 1220 153 2188 120150 208 97
0623 1838 193 120000 0 0 120212 406 116
0742 2292 207 09 14 10 120297 796 129
50 2328 204 13 86 72 120305 824 123
2178 20 184 163 2211
070000 0 0 23 262 224 120000 0 0
58 42 13 29 390 314 120075 12 2 31
86 86 31 35 598 394 120195 458 78
0325 598 177 41 916 433 120270 672 L 1 0
0430 986 203 46 1462 423 120300 7B0 117
81 1276 187 49 1638 393 120378 1090 133
0548 1560 160 2189 120439 1356 126
2179 120000 0 0 120448 1404 122
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TIM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS
120015 86 317 41 240 234
120020 198 469 72 350 278
120024 386 619 0224 658 315
120029 696 770 46 816 317
120033 1004 841 66 1008 314
120036 1330 858 2318
120037 1908 834 120000 0 0
2296 17 18 33
120000 0 0 40 96 173
120006 16 55 50 130 234
120008 82 150 63 218 321
120011 138 243 78 362 394
120013 212 350 0100 700 470
120016 284 459 06 848 478
120020 390 621 13 1010 477
120023 496 772 18 1146 477
120026 574 851 2319
120028 704 943 120000 0 0
120031 892 1013 18 46 24
120034 1196 1040 28 120 70
120036 1552 1008 45 204 151
2297 60 320 236
120000 0 0 74 432 312
120006 14 33 89 584 393
120008 60 106 0111 922 472
120011 134 230 20 1120 484
2310 28 1320 484
120000 0 0 36 1520 476
08 22 9 2320
0120 230 63 120000 0 0
0349 554 183 46 12 21
0460 814 238 57 48 71
0537 1000 275 63 90 119
0693 1504 313 76 160 205
0714 1614 307 80 186 237
2311 92 246 316
120000 0 0 0105 348 393
19 4 7 23 542 473
0233 290 175 37 780 509
57 330 190 54 1170 516
0317 454 233 58 1298 511
50 528 250 2321
0438 784 286 120000 0 0
0500 1008 297 07 4 51
81 1340 300 10 42 112
87 1376 293 17 138 232
2312 21 222 310
120000 0 0 26 354 393
97 122 23 34 644 475
0100 354 63 41 1062 510
0307 562 117 49 1576 533
0587 1138 271 52 1876 532
0702 1462 336 2322
88 1642 368 120000 0 0
0957 2294 378 08 .. 46 44
2313 12 126 109
120000 0 0 15 168 153
77 66 32 20 246 236
76 160 69 25 334 318
0192 322 168 28 396 393
0401 504 235 33 460 469
0587 1062 286 37 544 547
2314 41 650 624
120000 0 0 46 820 695
43 26 51 51 1160 718
63 50 89 54 1492 697
99 120 160 2323
0120 168 197 120000 0 0
49 248 240 10 6 27
78 378 276 15 40 111
0249 616 309 21 120 193
74 1034 302 27 250 273
2315 43 610 489
120000 0 0 48 1064 558
45 110 42 56 1438 620
0147 582 83 60 1768 643
77 706 158 64 2074 640
0204 812 194 2324
37 940 233 120000 0 0
77 1118 277 08 74 108
0328 1392 317 11 140 254
94 1842 330 14 202 496
0403 1912 327 16 292 539
2316 19 390 673
120000 0 0 20 490 768
65 78 53 22 618 640
0104 152 118 23 808 898
26 190 156 25 1094 907
47 232 193 27 L666 840
69 292 240 2325
0200 390 278 120000 0 0
38 566 317 120013 104 314
73 600 323 120015 228 390
0300 1028 320 120019 306 546
2317 120022 388 691
120000 0 0 120026 504 838
17 4 13 120029 656 938
31 20 36 120031 834 987
53 52 77 120033 1146 983
75 82 119 17 12 27
0105 142 173 18 72 126
T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS
20 140 230 2346
23 192 353 120000 0 0
26 288 540 24 18 23
28 362 657 53 44 77
30 450 762 71 82 n e
32 488 853 0103 146 163
34 884 913 35 222 213
2326 52 262 237
120000 0 0 82 416 277
09 40 91 0233 694 316
10 84 195 0300 1168 337
13 150 363 0400 1942 350
16 238 540 0500 2704 379
19 340 637 0600 3490 402
21 484 830 0700 4498 425
23 544 908 0800 5086 453
25 882 961 0904 5826 492
27 1166 973 1000 6500 517
2327 1100 7268 530
1 20000 0 0 1154 7682 525
17 70 102 2347
20 140 227 120000 0 0
24 264 386 19 10 17
29 448 543 37 46 52
33 616 695 53 74 79
36 816 768 77 146 117
38 1052 830 . 0100 218 150
41 1348 852 10 248 160
43 1756 830 42 386 196
2328 0200 738 235
120000 0 0 0300 1472 253
07 12 43 0450 2624 273
10 84 136 0643 3944 319
13 180 183 0950 6144 447
16 320 423 1207 8120 456
20 442 543 37 8352 454
23 554 623 2348
28 838 749 120000 0 0
31 1138 811 26 54 39
33 1458 828 50 84 79
35 1784 819 74 140 123
2329 94 194 157
010000 0 0 0121 294 199
07 30 44 51 592 237
10 66 112 0450 2630 269
11 124 199 0500 3010 279
17 272 390 0953 6638 368
20 432 539 1032 7412 367
24 582 621 2349
27 798 690 120000 0 0
31 1274 747 22 14 21
33 1616 74 7 37 22 50
36 2310 725 52 34 79
2342 80 94 130
120000 0 0 0100 146 157
78 10 5 0400 347
0116 44 37 0600 417
60 104 73 0700 420
0210 174 116 35 419
51 258 150 2350
0300 382 173 L20000 0 0
0410 810 197 14 4 26
2343 21 28 76
120000 0 0 29 56 118
54 24 30 34 86 157
82 48 60 40 122 195
0100 66 75 47 162 235
23 90 97 60 288 316
45 108 121 78 484 395
63 170 157 0116 1198 469
0233 262 198 50 2406 484
0300 444 233 0200 3170 519
78 738 250 20 3658 519
0457 1074 256 2351
0500 1264 257 120000 0 0
44 1454 258 24 52 42
53 1488 255 45 226 147
2344 61 392 228
120000 0 0 73 566 273
56 24 33 0100 1322 314
82 54 53 15 I486 310
0100 62 65 2352
51 122 93 120000 0 0
91 200 113 39 124 145
0302 262 158 49 214 195
71 468 177 57 310 235
0400 766 183 78 606 317
51 952 187 94 866 360
74 1040 183 0123 1512 378
2345 2353
120000 0 0 120000 0 0
18 16 23 23 26 30
34 32 40 28 68 U I
74 62 79 32 160 194
0102 116 103 37 226 268
0221 348 199 39 276 314
50 434 212 43 390 394
0300 598 228 49 576 471
50 782 235 59 1126 544
04 1000 239 63 1460 529
13 1054 237 2354
TIME STRAIN STRS TIME STRAIN STRS
120000 0 0 120000 0 0
09 14 4 65 36 33
13 134 60 0100 90 52
20 332 153 0200 338 87
25 404 230 0300 684 89
30 490 313 0400 1074 89
34 586 394 18 1136 83
39 662 471 2376
42 760 520 120000 0 0
45 860 583 50 24 13
49 972 632 0200 270 87
55 1336 697 50 396 103
60 1610 710 0352 726 119
64 2018 706 0500 850 123
2355 0550 1458 125
120C0C 0 0 0600 1614 137
15 4 23 0700 1928 148
18 24 93 0800 2282 154
22 56 157 1000 3006 160
26 80 238 69 3246 263
30 120 319 95 3328 158
33 168 394 2377
37 248 474 120000 0 0
41 320 555 50 26 27
46 434 622 0100 102 56
52 736 697 51 200 79
57 1104 710 0200 334 94
62 1526 704 0300 854 107
2356 0400 1130 106
120000 0 0 0500 1420 103
27 126 H I 2378
29 276 203 120000 0 0
30 386 290 75 34 16
32 478 382 o n e 116 67
34 588 480 50 224 100
36 722 583 0200 450 140
37 826 677 0300 1078 182
39 962 757 ■“50 1498 180
41 1200 812 2379
2357 120000 0 0
120000 0 0 50 52 54
00 10 41 76 128 89
00 48 150 0100 222 115
00 104 307 62 532 164
00 162 428 0202 800 180
00 244 547 52 1178 188
00 342 653 0355 1960 207
00 480 757 0400 2330 215
00 1198 871 0502 3202 223
235 8 0700 5286 233
120000 0 0 30 5514 229
11 34 61 2380
14 n o 180 120000 0 0
17 200 333 60 84 63
19 316 457 0100 234 110
22 496 581 24 350 133
25 626 640 0208 972 143
27 1206 607 50 1298 142
2359 0301 1734 141
120000 0 0 2381
00 10 49 120000 0 0
15 46 158 50 50 38
17 76 263 75 100 63
19 106 358 0100 150 89
22 176 475 52 133
25 240 581 0200 510 169
27 304 659 0300 1128 206
30 460 763 76 1672 222
33 532 847 0600 3616 210
36 1052 870 2382
30 1360 873 120000 0 0
41 1854 857 19 36 53
2360 31 118 113
120000 0 0 42 248 152
10 14 28 57 508 195
13 88 147 82 974 237
19 286 317 0120 1862 253
23 450 464 52 2674 253
28 662 621 0200 3B64 286
33 1014 770 22 4292 316
37 1364 847 87 5630 403
40 1732 882 0311 6792 447
43 2244 896 0400 8142 505
50 3282 938 86 10176 542
53 3538 966 2383
57 4094 999 120000 0 0
60 2620 1040 16 30 49
65 5232 1100 30 120 113
70 5784 1151 39 196 153
73 6518 1186 48 296 193
78 6918 1204 59 430 2 35
82 7498 1219 72 642 277
2374 95 1058 317
120000 0 0 0150 2316 350
0100 36 30 0202 3504 364
50 110 65 23 4006 362
0210 230 93 2384
CT3 00 518 110 120000 0 0
0400 688 107 12 16 33
51 1078 104 20 54 73
2375 30 106 n  b
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TIME STRA IN  STRS
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A 74
T IM E :STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS T IME STRA IN STRS
0301 5358 496 0030 866 636 0419 674 917
0360 6678 548 0036 1442 905 0470 922 989
2558 0039 2004 890 0505 1156 1004
120000 0 0 0042 2628 650 0519 1292 996
0037 174 150 2567 2589
0056 364 240 120000 0 0 OOOO 0 0
0074 614 319 0019 16 90 0040 52 31
0186 796 357 0022 68 227 0071 208 78
0107 1160 396 0026 114 348 0195 546 316
0122 1496 403 0030 220 544 0320 830 583
0146 1850 412 0037 462 768 0405 1028 772
019B 1414 412 0043 1096 903 0523 1394 988
0227 2066 406 0047 1652 898 0588 1792 1039
2559 2568 0603 1944 1030
120000 0 0 120000 0 0 2590
0015 16 43 0012 14 27 OOOO 0 0
0021 38 72 0016 100 148 0016 22 77
0035 90 160 0020 188 315 0037 50 157
0047 160 239 0025 280 479 0047 78 235
0062 304 319 0028 366 620 0067 138 395
0084 646 398 0032 506 767 0087 198 547
0108 1202 412 0037 824 915 0116 294 77 2
0117 1414 403 0039 1118 957 0136 366 915
0124 1588 400 0042 1488 968 0165 446 1062
2560 0045 1936 959 0172 544 1205
120000 0 0 0048 2418 937 0196 724 1357
0012 20 60 2569 0219 1074 1420
0017 114 317 120000 0 0 0228 1442 1354
0020 200 553 0034 12 18 2591
0023 324 766 0057 24 34 OOOO 0 0
0027 550 977 0108 70 73 0029 34 82
0032 1176 1127 0198 196 140 0040 62 157
0034 1780 1142 0305 446 194 0051 96 236
2561 0591 1490 222 0072 164 393
120000 0 0 0818 2292 226 0093 206 545
0006 56 117 0939 2418 223 0126 216 772
0008 94 140 25 82 0147 250 912
0011 164 385 OOOO 0 0 0180 382 1133
0013 242 542 0120 108 165 0197 542 1205
0017 374 755 0468 226 400 0225 978 1266
0019 508 909 0746 406 647 0237 1244 1215
0021 750 1053 0904 584 761 2592
0023 1052 1127 0957 672 783 OOOO 0 0
0027 1474 1154 1031 878 793 0012 18 39
0028 2028 1133 1042 914 783 0020 28 089
0030 2630 1080 2583 0042 78 238
2562 OOOO 0 0 0052 102 317
120000 0 0 0148 48 103 0062 128 394
0010 46 105 0348 120 290 0081 184 547
0012 104 243 0659 308 569 0100 240 699
0015 162 394 0861 598 702 0110 276 772
0018 266 630 0897 724 699 0131 344 918
0020 352 770 25R4 0259 480 1133
0022 488 913 OOOO 0 0 0280 666 1279
0025 728 1062 0134 34 47 0302 1072 1315
0026 1046 1155 0159 44 73 0310 1342 1281
0031 1780 1205 0371 176 253 2593
0034 2390 1197 0438 232 317 OOOO 0 0
2563 0577 346 451 0012 16 71
120000 0 0 0612 566 649 0017 48 150
0021 56 120 1164 1040 763 0025 98 317
0028 100 237 1173 1078 759 0035 166 546
0031 136 319 2585 0044 234 767
0039 444 488 OOOO 0 0 0052 302 916
0046 418 623 005 3 2 34 0057 358 1131
0060 1200 772 0095 22 78 0062 400 1273
0064 1632 772 0465 160 324 0072 500 1492
0066 1962 763 0765 468 561 0077 578 1633
0071 2232 753 2586 0083 686 1779
2564 OOOO 0 0 0097 1004 1990
120000 0 0 0051 10 44 0100 1248 2015
0010 16 42 0082 16 78 0104 1696 1938
0013 30 73 0114 46 153 2594
0019 80 158 0147 68 238 120000 0 0
0029 238 314 0209 134 396 0008 20 65
0032 504 454 0270 200 547 0017 74 234
0044 698 544 0368 372 788 0024 122 393
0051 1054 620 0429 498 917 0030 154 547
0057 1446 645 0528 1018 1026 0037 216 706
0061 2064 647 2587 0041 252 837
0066 2330 636 OOOO 0 0 0046 304 989
2565 0051 26 84 0053 370 1137
120000 0 0 0080 S6 156 0062 484 1349
0007 10 45 0115 84 237 0067 574 1493
0011 56 118 0218 188 466 0073 712 1627
0015 100 155 0271 260 620 0063 1154 1747
0024 292 315 ◦ 336 380 772 0090 2030 2180
0030 416 394 0408 578 915 2595
0034 542 465 0474 934 985 OOOO 0 0
0039 714 543 0515 1272 990 0010 18 69
0045 950 621 0522 1344 986 0014 46 149
0057 1956 697 2588 0023 90 315
0060 2024 696 OOOO 0 0 0034 166 546
0063 2318 688 0018 4 22 0043 256 772
0067 2824 683 0108 56 204 0049 332 910
2566 0153 100 319 0054 414 1057
120000 0 0 0183 130 397 0063 506 1279
0012 286 49 0247 222 548 0071 658 1500
0016 350 315 0307 342 698 0077 808 1630
0022 482 548 0343 428 772 0081 970 1706
0026 612 686 0375 528 846 0087 1270 1735
T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRAIN STRS TIME STRA IN STRS
0090 1556 1710 262? 0147 202 780
2596 OOOO 0 0 0162 264 917
120000 0 0 0100 40 508 0182 338 1063
0021 62 147 0400 12 508 0205 414 1205
0025 12 2 394 2900 40 508 0241 446 1420
0029 168 604 012900 50 508 0356 614 1494
0031 216 792 025900 142 506 0375 756 1560
0035 ?60 983 045900 130 508 0387 846 1570
0037 310 1204 075900 110 506 0392 920 1559
0 04? 388 1500 095900 110 508 2637
0046 460 1768 305900 206 506 OOOO 0 0
0050 574 2057 505900 360 508 0028 24 78
0051 658 22 03 582900 470 508 0049 230
0053 754 2333 802900 1450 508 0070 100 394
2597 855900 2080 508 0102 168 621
120000 0 0 855900 1910 508 0223 2 22 772
0017 20 88 860900 1840 0 0253 346 900
0019 42 183 2620 0202 710 1277
0021 70 28 2 OOOO 0 0 0245 1310 1420
0023 102 410 0048 2 35 0355 1466 1423
0026 140 568 0079 18 73 0360 1704 1420
0029 180 772 0116 36 115 2638
0031 210 917 0151 46 154 OOOO 0 0
0034 262 1132 0228 66 236 0008 2 76
0037 320 1354 0307 124 319 0020 48 315
0039 362 1503 0390 178 394 0030 94 547
0043 452 1773 0543 326 513 0038 140 772
0047 544 1979 0593 38 8 549 0047 19R 986
0050 686 22 00 0808 728 655 0057 276 1204
0053 962 2390 0949 1078 697 0064 394 1420
2598 1172 1460 703 0075 610 1632
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oooooo 0 0 0110 964 506 30 1856 1006 2897 1300 4610 182 11 34 159
17 56 103 0200 2186 660 38 2462 947 OOOOOO 0 0 2921 15 64 23721 160 312 38 3214 723 2870 20 4 11 OOOO 0 0 19 98 319
23 232 467 87 4470 740 OOOOOO 0 0 26 72 71 87 108 25 23 138 395
27 314 610 92 4628 737 04 22 78 32 184 154 0200 166 106 31 276 550
29 438 772 2859 06 128 319 39 462 230 03 430 185 40 590 697
31 562 907 OOOOOO 0 0 12 290 540 44 892 253 0418 702 248 53 1438 761
35 840 1053 12 6 33 17 604 767 49 1240 252 0600 1336 275 60 2152 746
38 1280 1125 19 36 73 20 946 640 54 1700 246 0800 2084 279 2932
40 1744 1120 39 102 154 26 1504 915 2898 0887 2444 270 OOOO 0 0
2832 64 222 321 30 2062 986 OOOOOO 0 0 2922 10 18 35
OOOOOO 0 0 97 486 472 36 2668 1053 07 0 39 OOOO 0 0 15 42 7812 20 64 0153 1320 625 42 3336 1123 12 60 120 0115 64 57 25 210 237
13 38 175 2860 46 3736 1113 20 328 231 78 136 128 38 954 317
18 126 475 OOOOOO 0 0 48 4034 1078 27 718 249 0200 164 144 44 1456 29921 150 620 17 12 28 2885 31 1116 237 0300 ' 402 222 2933
23 228 772 25 44 73 OOOOOO 0 0 2899 0500 1118 287 OOOO 0 0
25 306 907 38 104 153 71 64 23 oooooo 0 0 0651 1658 330 05 4 40
28 4 30 1059 62 254 317 0133 200 44 05 44 20 0752 2078 341 12 34 153
31 574 1204 88 470 472 0264 540 77 08 130 111 0861 2964 323 20 92 317
33 770 1301 0120 834 624 0459 1196 97 11 272 193 292 3 29 250 469
35 1086 1366 77 2024 750 1108 3136 135 15 484 271 OOOO Q 0 39 728 560
37 1504 1386 93 2596 738 1411 4572 192 18 818 329 0131 158 13 49 1438 597
39 1952 1384 2861 1975 6544 246 21 1280 352 0234 246 47 64 2582 613
41 2628 1293 OOOOOO 0 0 2333 7730 322 25 1794 350 0351 360 124 70 3116 597
2839 12 30 71 2886 30 2426 343 0666 1002 330 2934
OOOOOO 0 0 17 70 152 OOOOOO 0 0 2900 0751 1242 363 OOOO 0 0
39 22 18 25 156 319 0258 674 84 OOOO 0 0 0852 1538 402 40 116 01
29 138 67 34 360 469 0810 3194 197 05 24 58 0973 2104 411 44 264 237
0251 364 147 46 860 619 1350 5668 350 07 58 131 2924 48 504 390
0400 712 227 67 2068 772 1400 5880 365 11 164 231 OOOO 0 0 53 924 476
0700 1464 370 87 3436 881 2887 13 302 315 31 26 20 57 1606 496
0653 1864 432 0107 4752 923 OOOOOO 0 0 17 632 379 50 64 49 62 2202 496
1388 3160 543 12 5194 900 0206 508 100 20 984 387 71 124 78 70 3680 505
1555 4006 578 2862 0497 1650 117 23 1432 375 0100 226 113 79 5082 504
1800 4478 597 OOOOOO 0 0 0860 3314 197 2901 0151 518 144 85 5758 464
1900 5134 614 05 4 33 0926 3622 212 OOOO 0 0 0200 910 152 2935
2425 6500 643 10 24 81 1457 5744 272 11 20 20 0300 1766 163 OOOO 0 0
47 7182 640 18 110 2 32 1847 7164 408 16 102 119 0400 2438 183 06 0 33
2840 27 2?a 400 2886 20 308 238 0600 4068 210 08 22 150
OOOOOO 0 0 36 402 547 OOOOOO 0 0 22 492 315 0700 5024 200 12 62 307
0139 224 19 53 1162 772 0139 164 58 27 864 396 2925 16 124 462
0427 922 143 70 2234 843 0320 910 89 30 1344 417 OOOO 0 0 20 252 627
0652 1668 257 83 3270 877 0883 3316 178 34 1820 419 15 4 19 24 344 770
0800 1960 314 93 4014 895 1532 8150 363 37 2352 413 51 28 89 29 1086 815
1156 2758 409 0105 4660 873 2889 40 2836 412 84 62 159 32 1564 808
1455 3974 439 2863 OOOOOO 0 0 2902 0148 188 279 35 2070 797
2841 OOOOOO 0 0 27 28 9 OOOO 0 0 0251 696 381 2936
OOOOOO 0 0 13 16 22 0253 1480 92 10 16 20 0311 1246 356 OOOO 0 0
0252 258 122 25 112 226 1237 8616 540 12 40 111 2926 10 30 61
0525 824 252 33 228 398 2890 13 96 206 OOOO 0 0 14 120 157
0771 1504 317 41 416 548 OOOOOO 0 0 15 188 301 18 6 5 16 262 317
1450 3510 416 63 1600 772 0172 648 87 18 346 379 71 IL 2 63 23 444 469
1650 4136 425 73 2230 838 0292 1532 100 19 520 426 0117 240 127 28 724 619
1844 4752 430 94 3744 905 0400 3986 240 21 938 447 0155 384 176 35 1342 772
1891 4920 429 0100 4150 893 0500 4844 261 23 1344 444 0200 550 241 41 2194 832
2842 05 4468 867 2891 25 1760 437 0302 1064 339 47 3004 830
OOOOOO 0 0 2864 OOOOOO 0 0 2903 0400 1782 355 50 3596 805
0300 306 107 OOOOOO 0 0 0266 1414 143 OOOO 0 0 0477 2660 327 2937
0600 898 237 06 24 70 0713 5018 332 05 42 56 2927 OOOO 0 0
0850 1494 348 10 122 235 2892 07 122 168 OOOO 0 0 04 18 651200 1920 466 14 228 396 OOOOOO 0 0 09 240 271 39 4 21 07 108 232
1500 2356 518 18 328 550 0218 1300 96 11 424 353 0100 144 97 10 240 396
1650 2612 535 24 548 770 0770 5334 252 14 826 417 0162 506 125 13 390 5432000 2658 537 29 900 880 1113 8050 456 17 1298 431 0250 1186 132 20 1160 765
2854 34 1438 975 2893 19 1B36 430 0400 2308 165 22 1606 768
OOOOOO 0 0 37 2030 927 OOOOOO 0 0 22 2366 430 0510 3158 183 25 2278 733
55 64 17 2865 11 42 32 2904 0605 3956 183 2936
67 90 39 OOOOOO 0 0 32 164 75 OOOO 0 0 2928 OOOO 0 0
0180 442 209 03 4 32 84 1200 149 03 6 18 OOOO 0 0 08 46 63
0333 1140 395 07 52 144 0126 2134 152 06 34 90 11 20 20 11 198 226
0500 2166 497 10 152 303 0232 4574 240 07 112 192 24 92 73 15 370 400
0773 4400 465 15 268 467 0284 5630 319 10 266 316 34 184 113 18 644 537
2855 19 454 621 0331 6972 384 13 748 394 43 284 154 21 1120 593
OOOOOO 0 0 25 920 767 0341 7242 395 16 1234 391 63 502 240 25 1828 611
0150 232 192 34 1858 640 2894 17 1718 376 87 620 320 28 2456 647
0310 812 423 41 2984 875 OOOOOO 0 0 2905 0154 2430 377 33 3480 667
0400 1268 503 50 4368 873 24 52 40 OOOO 0 0 0200 3226 420 38 4594 670
0712 3248 671 53 4912 834 42 242 112 05 20 16 0236 4084 409 43 5596 673
0816 3986 682 2866 61 626 151 07 64 80 2929 50 7180 652
30 4074 677 OOOOOO 0 0 0100 1458 163 09 160 189 OOOO 0 0 2939
2856 07 44 93 52 2666 190 12 394 334 15 0 20 OOOO 0 0
OOOOOO 0 0 10 158 231 0203 3776 238 16 788 421 48 138 170 05 10 65
80 24 82 15 318 398 36 4452 271 18 1228 447 61 254 238 07 60 234
0307 652 419 20 512 549 2895 21 1738 453 80 470 317 10 124 396
52 862 463 27 1008 767 OOOOOO 0 0 23 2342 470 0115 1016 396 13 230 545
0500 1580 598 32 1418 839 15 44 33 29 3190 494 0136 1458 410 16 420 685
0705 2634 731 37 2130 917 26 118 73 33 4136 509 75 2480 402 19 842 772
0800 3354 752 43 2638 983 47 338 153 38 4972 556 2930 21 1388 785
33 3574 755 51 3816 1062 0100 1454 224 41 5814 588 OOOO 0 0 25 2024 702
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TIM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRAIN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS T IME STRA IN STRS
30 3434 772 81 246 473 20 328 990 52 192 153
2940 0160 324 624 25 432 1264 76 342 316
0000 0 0 20 380 772 2B 546 1487 0130 530 713
04 24 79 38 464 914 30 1078 1465 0172 654 1063
07 92 232 58 580 1063 2974 0210 786 1346
10 204 396 60 812 1209 0000 0 0 30 884 1490
13 448 543 0202 1248 1248 07 102 61 67 1196 1707
16 1006 539 09 1436 1230 11 280 263 73 1370 1727
18 1714 487 2965 16 394 547 78 1524 1713
2955 0000 0 0 20 482 77C- 2986
0000 0 0 20 12 34 25 614 1061 0000 0 0
45 36 13 25 20 74 30 956 1360 35 30 216
0100 52 67 36 42 153 34 1318 1611 77 104 547
55 82 132 55 88 319 2975 0132 194 987
0200 114 188 72 138 469 0000 0 0 0176 318 1365
0300 174 318 92 212 623 05 14 89 0211 416 1640
0400 254 450 0113 322 771 08 56 306 0238 530 1849
0500 308 577 40 592 915 12 102 525 0271 830 2057
0603 410 703 0167 1184 956 16 150 772 77 930 2058
0800 796 662 75 1434 947 19 216 984 80 1058 2046
0B88 1570 710 2966 22 290 1200 2987
2956 0000 0 0 27 424 1484 0000 0 0
0000 0 0 10 24 68 29 526 1623 07 14 73
77 68 29 14 56 150 2976 17 56 238
0151 168 89 22 156 317 0000 0 0 29 112 471
0261 350 194 33 246 543 50 64 28 41 216 759
0466 526 450 41 412 695 0100 110 46 50 320 988
0663 704 688 47 640 772 0300 226 158 60 502 1279
0751 810 772 53 1024 840 0500 306 387 63 584 1490
0909 1282 830 64 897 0700 388 610 68 682 1707
0945 1500 807 2967 0900 468 903 77 798 1912
2957 OOOO 0 0 1100 556 1118 84 950 2057
0000 0 0 08 0 29 1500 1006 1305 2988
66 56 41 14 34 152 1517 1064 1301 0000 0 0
0150 148 77 21 84 315 2977 07 0 17
0200 214 136 28 136 469 0000 0 0 10 16 77
0511 854 402 41 212 772 0128 100 39 14 42 151
0537 1016 392 47 260 907 0300 310 254 21 88 316
2958 53 310 1061 0763 556 722 31 144 548
0000 0 0 67 718 1350 0781 618 1099 38 196 766
69 46 52 2968 0853 1296 1268 47 246 989
0165 142 149 0000 0 0 2978 57 30B 1272
0273 220 273 09 30 73 0000 0 0 65 360 1489
0515 400 532 13 64 151 0192 202 35 73 412 1703
0621 528 625 21 134 317 0334 326 73 78 454 1849
0755 940 653 32 246 547 0758 668 354 84 492 1996
2959 43 394 772 1348 978 794 91 550 2198
0000 0 0 50 586 914 1604 1212 1092 98 636 2328
0103 150 44 62 942 1062 68 2074 1317 0112 988 2595
0200 362 140 70 1540 1132 84 3040 1229 2989
0450 984 449 85 2502 1205 2979 0000 0 0
0526 1228 548 98 3314 1280 0000 0 0 06 18 75
0700 1916 748 0104 3704 1295 0290 148 277 10 48 152
0812 2744 745 2969 0613 278 791 13 76 231
2960 0000 0 0 0933 464 1057 23 142 469
OOOO 0 0 05 22 67 2980 31 194 695
38 10 33 09 70 225 0000 0 0 39 246 905
0100 50 89 14 134 463 0167 234 263 48 298 1133
0200 218 244 21 218 780 0280 358 519 55 326 1348
0284 394 396 26 262 1004 0495 586 1029 65 422 1630
0467 868 703 30 374 1204 0626 802 1302 76 504 1918
0520 1098 747 37 582 1487 0712 1084 1419 64 582 2125
0564 1402 751 2970 0734 118B 1412 97 742 2397
296 0000 0 0 2981 2990
0000 0 0 08 6 64 0000 0 0 OOOC 0 0
71 66 39 11 20 147 0157 112 215 05 48 168
95 364 239 16 64 318 0278 196 480 10 104 396
0237 426 316 24 154 683 0543 424 1081 13 140 544
0444 714 763 30 218 903 0721 766 1407 18 196 772
0465 754 807 36 3S2 1217 0759 988 1417 23 220 1057
0545 988 920 44 690 1554 0767 1074 1405 28 270 1271
0612 1626 899 47 1044 1573 2962 32 302 1487
2962 2971 0000 0 0 37 340 1769
0000 0 0 0000 0 0 0242 142 466 43 380 2053
52 16 19 25 16 123 0500 354 1042 46 400 2207
0130 122 132 30 96 230 0597 488 1225 2991
0269 398 375 34 154 396 0717 1016 1339 OOOO 0 0
0358 636 520 37 210 545 2983 06 40 160
0455 946 670 41 290 777 0000 0 0 11 96 403
0548 1368 762 44 328 914 0120 62 150 16 136 630
0636 1984 791 47 394 1059 0363 444 655 20 190 854
0669 2246 783 51 456 1268 0505 764 923 25 238 1068
2963 57 582 1466 0694 1594 1112 29 286 1283
0000 0 0 2972 0842 3424 835 36 348 1640
15 10 36 0000 0 0 2984 40 404 1652
28 14 73 05 52 133 0000 0 0 47 506 2207
50 54 237 07 82 303 10 44 34 49 554 2347
60 82 320 11 154 540 26 76 78 53 660 2547
78 136 472 15 248 764 64 334 330 58 604 2735
97 202 724 20 456 1065 84 410 468 2992
0116 280 770 24 704 1270 0121 478 778 OOOO 0 0
28 404 917 28 1206 1419 0148 530 988 14 48 112
63 664 1074 31 1554 1497 63 570 1133 19 90 314
86 1042 1132 34 2022 1573 0208 670 1493 26 166 624
91 1182 1113 37 2606 1593 44 804 1778 33 264 987
2964 2973 72 950 1940 39 340 1275
0000 0 0 0000 0 0 97 1236 2092 43 392 1490
21 32 48 05 36 72 0300 1420 2053 47 462 1706
28 64 76 08 90 229 2985 52 574 2658
39 102 160 12 152 468 0000 0 0 2993
61 184 318 16 238 702 39 104 72 OOOO 0 0
T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRAIN STRS
07 8 56 64 512 1097
45 54 176 0312 994 1350
52 134 532 43 1496 1441
60 240 917 50 1690 1437
65 312 1200 3031
73 406 1623 OOOO 0 0
79 486 1924 12 16 37
84 552 2200 27 66 75
88 624 2397 51 116 240
96 770 2720 91 216 551
99 870 2847 0123 290 789
2994 60 404 1068
OOOO 0 0 0202 678 1353
04 54 56 19 936 1393
10 156 450 22 1056 1380
14 222 694 26 1208 1358
18 278 907 3032
22 346 1205 OOOO 0 0
30 456 1635 16 22 41
33 522 1912 38 74 157
37 598 2200 85 224 509
41 694 2458 0120 338 770
2995 72 602 1097
OOOO 0 0 0213 1130 1279
06 120 165 33 1500 1307
12 278 483 38 1604 1300
19 432 1004 43 1854 1273
23 486 1291 3033
27 568 1521 OOOO 0 0
32 678 1932 13 22 36
36 836 2207 20 50 71
40 1000 2462 56 148 238
44 1390 2611 77 190 400
3022 0120 300 700
OOOO 0 0 51 422 918
57 0 5 81 600 1135
0129 24 113 0223 952 1354
98 50 210 33 1140 1364
0277 84 326 37 L3L4 1343
0500 202 648 3034
0756 306 853 OOOO 0 0
0900 624 1104 12 16 45
1043 770 1111 17 38 73
49 804 11L0 26 134 236
3023 36 214 469
OOOO 0 0 42 264 626
0200 120 125 48 312 772
0500 316 450 57 384 903
0712 456 686 65 468 1205
1466 2698 675 70 540 1346
3024 77 630 1490
OOOO 0 0 87 872 1703
0511 380 710 93 1054 1775
0865 1018 902 96 1310 1803
0900 1360 894 3035
3025 OOOO 0 0
OOOO 0 0 12 44 35
0372 196 437 22 104 152
0685 436 837 30 164 319
0771 540 963 40 216 548
0875 82 2 1050 49 262 647
3026 57 306 985
OOOO 0 0 65 356 1206
0164 138 245 73 410 1422
0300 236 559 81 466 1632
90 320 772 87 516 1779
0500 494 987 97 618 1987
0623 1026 1107 0107 792 2198
29 1078 1103 3036
302 7 OOOO 0 0
OOOO 0 0 09 70 74
0118 620 62 13 130 150
0252 1124 169 22 220 315
0586 2516 571 33 314 547
0936 3332 1165 42 396 769
1054 3490 1157 51 478 985
59 3538 IL5 2 64 620 1279
3028 73 676 1495
OOOO 0 0 87 1164 1704
0120 96 147 3037
0271 224 473 OOOO 0 0
0437 410 823 06 66 39
0600 812 1080 11 160 315
30 1002 1083 18 308 617
38 1066 1079 24 418 642
3029 3038
OOOO 0 0 OOOO 0 0
0151 84 240 04 32 72
0321 240 621 OB 124 231
0525 652 988 12 198 393
61 864 1003 17 258 620
69 940 997 21 320 840
3030 27 374 1062
OOOO 0 0 32 440 1340
17 16 36 37 526 1564
30 38 73 42 652 1847
51 104 245 50 926 2126
71 158 400 3039
0100 238 628 OOOO 0 0
0219 288 772 06 50 57
50 416 988 13 194 323
r
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TIM E :STRAIN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS
32 584 949 OOOOOO 0 0 11 178 1 15
40 896 1062 24 16 13 14 264 155
52 1648 1144 56 60 31 21 506 234
59 2220 1127 81 110 46 27 586 274
3130 0151 300 63 32 1104 291
OOOOOO 0 0 0219 576 67 37 1554 287
17 84 142 66 786 64 3166
22 128 205 3154 OOOOOO 0 0
32 242 400 OOOOOO 0 0 03 16 22
43 426 621 38 64 11 04 44 92
51 600 772 71 174 23 06 84 152
58 878 882 0151 470 30 08 154 227
71 1536 1025 0315 1190 24 12 390 320
81 2096 1100 3155 15 684 344
90 2700 1113 COGGOO 0 0 17 996 341
96 3206 1093 49 26 22 3167
3131 71 58 41 OOOOOO 0 0
oooooo 0 0 0100 112 55 05 22 45
06 22 72 0249 2 76 70 07 46 115
17 70 238 0335 634 71 09 114 200
31 162 547 0430 1076 70 12 236 277
41 244 780 3156 16 484 354
53 420 1067 OOOOOO 0 0 19 916 373
64 694 1260 53 138 28 21 1286 351
76 1274 1420 67 218 39 3168
60 1592 1436 0144 792 47 OOOOOO 0 0
86 2098 1410 0200 1252 41 04 20 67
3132 3157 08 158 308
OOOOOO 0 0 OOOOOO 0 0 12 356 313
06 36 107 11 12 13 15 556 354
09 120 316 27 28 33 18 1196 347
13 236 547 47 84 51 21 1566 331
17 335 775 70 356 89 3169
21 474 1056 0127 542 104 OOOOOO 0 0
27 732 1348 0165 826 JOS 11 12 79
31 1024 1490 0190 1056 104 14 84 232
33 1518 1560 3158 18 276 396
37 2092 1547 OOOOOO 0 0 20 600 462
3133 17 54 19 23 1044 467
OOOOOO 0 0 28 82 33 24 1544 439
07 12 49 78 356 71 3170
10 70 226 0100 518 73 OOOOOO 0 0
14 142 469 37 1010 67 03 20 60
18 200 688 3159 04 66 150
21 280 907 OOOOOO 0 0 07 198 303
25 390 1132 09 6 15 09 368 382
29 564 1348 16 38 49 12 704 431
33 074 1564 27 106 96 14 1124 428
37 1294 1702 47 380 154 3171
40 1774 1776 58 646 157 OOOOOO 0 0
43 2290 1771 65 834 152 13 26 22
3134 3160 17 98 150
OOOOOO 0 0 OOOOOO 0 0 20 314 312
07 36 114 06 22 20 23 710 381
11 94 319 14 58 55 25 1134 385
15 176 447 18 84 73 27 1674 365
19 256 772 30 200 114 3172
22 380 986 54 642 157 OOOOOO 0 0
27 618 1217 70 874 143 03 20 69
31 1092 1387 75 1236 143 05 50 161
34 1584 1443 3161 07 102 259
36 2194 1415 OOOOOO 0 0 10 230 390
3135 07 16 22 11 430 462
OOOOOO 0 0 13 32 54 14 722 492
07 50 78 18 54 73 16 1094 487
10 130 227 27 122 114 17 1498 469
14 212 39? 39 284 153 3186
19 304 551 57 696 162 OOOOOO 0 0
25 508 772 62 842 160 0108 44 48
31 926 911 3162 0288 146 230
34 1412 918 OOOOOO 0 0 0372 189 322
3136 05 22 12 0439 238 396
OOOOOO 0 0 11 46 35 0515 284 472
05 20 93 19 120 74 0645 404 583
08 52 232 31 226 117 0730 590 630
12 92 390 43 410 156 0747 632 621
16 152 540 65 854 173 3167
19 226 696 72 1084 169 OOOOOO 0 0
22 302 639 3163 0156 56 70
26 408 983 OOOOOO 0 0 0329 144 238
32 690 1204 04 24 21 0510 262 399
36 896 1283 06 70 71 0627 422 463
39 1288 1340 14 246 151 0650 520 459
41 1672 1370 22 302 234 3168
46 2292 1360 26 796 266 OOOOOO 0 0
3137 32 1112 266 0133 82 21
OOOOOO 0 0 36 1442 252 0317 272 152
08 74 159 3164 0485 498 268
17 222 449 OOOOOO 0 0 0674 518 359
22 386 621 03 16 21 0735 1122 361
27 730 764 07 44 80 48 IL7 4 360
31 1110 822 09 72 114 3189
34 1550 838 11 106 153 OOOOOO 0 0
37 2020 638 16 206 232 0111 178 100
42 2920 809 38 1046 286 0256 352 372
3152 40 1250 287 0384 604 514
OOOOOO 0 0 45 1824 279 0408 758 591
0100 148 29 3165 15 810 585
0267 784 36 OOOOOO 0 0 3190
0367 1214 27 05 30 17 OOOOOO 0 0
3153 08 104 74 0134 40 48
TIME STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS
0278 120 168 10 48 323 21 18 35
0407 174 287 15 94 546 28 40 77
0479 216 354 23 202 923 35 64 113
0607 312 472 28 278 1137 42 98 156
0700 398 54B 33 424 1348 53 142 237
0754 526 564 3201 64 204 316
0762 594 553 OOOOOO 0 0 76 268 402
3191 03 16 63 88 352 469
OOOOOO 0 0 11 100 319 0106 578 532
0140 114 74 15 182 545 10 748 513
0283 262 432 20 260 772 3236
0400 466 640 25 356 984 OOOOOO 0 0
50 730 664 30 510 1205 26 40 36
58 992 658 34 2174 1446 33 50 74
3192 3202 40 78 114
OOOOOO 0 0 OOOOOO 0 0 47 92 157
31 30 79 05 10 69 58 150 238
48 72 194 09 60 234 81 264 398
63 116 317 14 112 469 94 336 469
64 170 471 20 176 707 0112 502 547
0106 242 622 24 250 920 21 692 557
28 342 722 31 384 1209 28 1104 540
41 460 843 37 1584 1374 3239
51 654 854 3203 OOOOOO 0 0
54 826 833 OOOOOO 0 0 18 20 35
3193 04 14 78 34 60 119
OOOOOO 0 0 07 60 229 53 180 244
32 8 19 11 132 469 75 302 401
32 78 130 16 222 767 93 398 509
0213 156 287 19 294 983 0116 618 621
0327 290 503 22 366 1200 26 790 64 3
0409 498 625 26 470 1407 34 L030 633
38 678 629 3204 3240
49 774 616 OOOOOO 0 0 OOOOOO 0 0
3194 07 140 53 21 36 33
OOOOOO 0 0 09 196 149 30 60 78
12 12 38 13 256 313 44 128 157
35 40 119 16 352 630 62 224 279
42 60 163 21 410 840 73 272 358
53 84 240 26 504 1143 86 372 433
76 158 398 31 672 1494 0102 496 509
0118 342 621 34 1546 2095 16 786 544
0146 732 704 3205 23 936 526
0159 L U O 685 OOOOOO 0 0 3241
3195 04 32 129 OOOOOO 0 0
OOOOOO 0 0 07 88 283 21 20 42
21 32 65 14 264 779 28 46 80
46 90 160 18 330 988 43 108 165
70 126 316 23 680 1273 55 146 253
94 166 470 3206 66 196 327
0120 238 62 3 OOOOOO 0 0 77 246 403
52 386 778 04 14 78 89 330 479
57 494 770 07 56 246 o n e 690 580
61 668 745 11 108 471 22 874 560
3196 17 206 885 3242
OOOOOO 0 0 20 260 1063 oooooo 0 0
15 22 33 24 360 1349 12 60 13
32 38 77 28 472 1564 18 126 35
46 66 155 3207 24 194 51
68 114 316 OOOOOO 0 0 40 346 61
89 158 472 05 4 75 53 590 90
0112 218 623 09 54 239 64 866 94
33 298 772 15 122 470 82 1396 87
55 418 917 20 202 710 3243
70 570 968 25 270 912 oooooo 0 0
75 702 993 32 400 1207 09 14 16
81 908 973 36 778 1356 16 22 37
3197 3234 28 166 75
OOOOOO 0 0 OOOOOO 0 0 33 250 90
09 70 73 06 4 15 47 538 99
14 110 154 19 24 76 61 924 97
27 192 396 27 46 119 66 1120 94
38 272 621 32 62 157 3244
47 284 845 44 92 237 OOOOOO 0 0
53 270 989 57 132 319 08 30 10
59 256 1132 67 180 396 15 84 35
67 212 1253 77 228 469 22 144 61
71 832 1150 0107 490 622 28 210 77
3198 17 692 642 41 474 96
OOOOOO 0 0 25 952 622 62 1044 87
08 12 76 3235 3245
16 42 231 OOOOOO 0 0 OOOOOO 0 0
23 90 398 u 6 35 09 24 14
33 162 621 15 18 78 14 58 36
39 208 772 38 44 157 21 U O 63
49 306 983 60 120 318 26 158 78
55 410 1133 83 264 469 40 348 114
3199 0102 500 520 53 638 129
OOOOOO 0 0 10 716 514 67 1054 128
07 36 74 3236 79 1398 123
15 74 237 OOOOOO 0 0 3246
23 128 398 16 16 43 OOOOOO 0 0
33 206 625 23 34 78 11 68 15
42 296 843 37 70 157 16 116 35
52 414 1063 49 116 238 27 196 61
59 582 1204 71 220 401 33 316 79
62 724 1231 89 350 510 41 460 90
3200 0102 552 545 52 802 93
OOOOOO 0 0 08 760 524 64 1102 90
04 4 70 3237 74 1380 89
07 22 189 OOOOOO 0 0 3247
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35 2 4 2 102
* 2 3 8 4 11 7
51 5 9 8 12 2
6 3 9 5 0 12 0
7 0 11 3 8 11 5




2 9 2 9 4 6 7
4 2 5 3 2 8 7
50 7 2 6 8 9
65 1 1 5 8 8 3
3 2 4 9
o o o o o o 0 0
0 9 20 13
14 42 37
21 9 0 61
27 1 3 4 7 0
4 2 3 4 2 11 6
5 9 7 4 4 13 3
7R 12 9 6 125
3 2 6 2
OOOOOO 0 0
09 34 3 5
24 5 6 11 2
31 88 1 5 8
4 5 1 8 4 2 3 6
76 4 8 0 3 9 8
9 8 8 0 0 4 6 9
0 1 1 9 1 2 6 0 4 9 3
28 1 5 0 2 4 8 8
3 2 6 3
OOOOOO 0 0
16 2 21
2 2 10 53
2 7 20 75
35 44 11 7
4 2 9 0 15 7
5 7 1 7 4 2 3 7
71 3 0 6 3 1 6
97 5 8 4 35 8
0 1 2 9 11 2 8 5 0 9
4 0 1 4 0 2 5 1 2
44 1 5 4 0 5 0 5
3 2 6 4
OOOOOO 0 0
2 3 0 21
2 8 10 75
4 0 30 15 7
52 74 2 3 8
6 4 L tO 3 1 6
7 4 176 3 9 7
88 2 7 2 4 7 3
0 1 0 7 5 1 2 5 4 8
0 1 3 1 1 0 5 0 5 7 7
0 1 3 7 1 1 7 0 5 6 8
3 2 6 5
OOOOOO 0 0
20 18 4 9
27 48 78
41 128 15 7
5 4 192 2 3 8
6 8 2 9 4 3 1 9
8 4 6 3 0 3 9 6
0 1 0 6 8 7 2 4 5 0
32 15 0 0 4 6 8
38 1 6 8 6 4 8 4
3 2 6 6
OOOOOO 0 0
0 9 2 38
23 18 72
3 7 4 8 1 5 7
4 9 9? 2 3 6
61 1 6 2 3 1 6
74 2 4 8 3 9 6
88 4 1 8 4 6 9
0 1 1 9 1 0 5 6 5 4 0
37 1 1 4 4 5 3 2
3 2 6 7
OOOOOO 0 0
1? 44 3 6
2 9 108 7 8
4 5 2 0 2 15 7
5 9 3 1 4 2 3 8
77 5 2 4 3 1 7
0 1 0 2 9 5 8 3 7 2
13 1 2 1 4 3 7 2
2 3 1 5 1 8 3 6 3
3 2 6 8
OOOOOO 0 0
17 14 37
32 78 7 6
4 0 1 1 4 1 1 4
47 1 6 4 1 5 8
6 1 2 5 2 2 3 8
75 3 6 2 3 1 7
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TIM E STRA IN STRS TIME STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS
000037 5500 6223 000053 560 752 000018 2180 2361
000041 8200 6569 000077 960 1180 000023 3160 3257
000044 11160 6464 000100 1280 1569 000027 3880 3977
3440 000234 4560 3724 000036 5640 5469
SEE NOTES 3 » ‘ 000406 13240 5070 000044 8140 7006
000021 0 134 000459 17020 5065 000052 11880 7730
000041 20 380 3448 000058 16260 7848
000063 160 618 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 000061 19360 7789
000078 200 768 OOOOIO 100 332 3456
000103 340 990 000016 260 729 SEE  NOTES 3, 5
000122 440 1180 000024 420 1109 000007 80 435
000160 760 1569 000031 620 1521 OOOOIl 360 1172
000202 1120 1989 000045 1080 2361 000014 560 1902
000241 1560 2377 000058 1700 3170 000021 960 3154
000282 I960 2773 000087 3620 4716 000028 1660 4731
000328 2420 3170 000131 9520 6253 000036 2780 6223
000433 4040 3962 000181 20640 6984 000043 4500 7677
000604 7720 4851 000194 22040 7022 000049 6560 8433
000821 14880 5100 00020B 25460 6976 000054 10120 8796
000951 16180 5085 3449 000059 13780 8781
3441 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 000062 16220 8633
SEE  NOTES 3,5 000009 100 364 3457
000042 280 150 000016 360 737 SEE  NOTES 3 ,'5
000064 480 380 000020 500 1212 000002 60 435
000080 880 776 000028 640 1569 000004 480 1180
000152 1280 1180 000042 1220 2361 000006 960 2314
000200 1760 1672 000055 2040 3185 000009 1340 4000
000350 3280 3217 000089 6140 4716 000013 2800 6200
000467 4780 4339 000108 10S60 4874 000017 5060 7670
000560 6700 5115 000115 12160 4829 000019 7300 7745
000664 8200 5891 3450 3458
000794 11320 6607 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 SEE  NOTES 3 ,'5
000892 14140 6976 000007 80 158 000006 380 570
001030 18880 7157 OOOOIl 220 364 000008 940 1585
001061 20060 7127 000018 420 729 OOOOIl 1600 2781
3442 000024 600 1149 000013 2260 3985
SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 000031 780 1569 000016 3360 5492
000020 220 158 000042 1160 2377 000019 4560 6976
000044 500 396 000054 1540 3170 000020 5640 7804
000063 700 610 000076 2620 4723 000023 8140 9344
000082 920 792 000100 4480 6223 000028 1320010618
000123 1420 1172 000137 8820 7730 000030 1702010663
000160 1960 1585 000152 11560 8100 3459
000338 5020 3320 000171 16140 8271 SEE  NOTES 3 ,'5
000474 9360 4196 000179 18600 8952 000003 180 515
000691 16640 5092 3451 000005 400 626
000938 26740 5454 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 000008 1000 3165
3443 000008 0 87 00001 I 1580 4768
SEE NOTES 3,5 000014 80 388 000013 2140 6155
000012 160 166 000020 320 729 000016 3020 7730
000042 400 380 000028 560 1125 000019 4060 9137
000065 620 634 000034 800 1553 000021 580010692
000078 800 760 000047 1320 2369 000024 840011796
000120 1220 1180 000058 1940 3170 000027 1200012095
000160 1680 1600 000071 2820 3962 000028 1572012037
000293 3560 2987 000084 3940 4716 000030 2052011527
000474 8300 40 22 000101 5740 5469 3460
000761 20580 4022 000122 8720 6238 SEE  NOTES 3 ,'5
000777 21400 3985 000175 18820 7670 000006 160 554
3444 000208 26440 7848 000007 400 1680
SEE NOTES 3 ,5 000239 27060 7834 OOOOIO 680 3185
000037 280 301 3452 000013 1200 4987
000052 440 546 S E E  NOTES 3 ,5 000019 2320 7945
000065 600 776 000008 160 388 000023 4080 9870
000091 960 1172 000014 300 721 000026 546010240
000116 1360 1577 000021 480 1125 000028 1084010114
000239 3980 3526 00002? 720 1537 000030 16260 9759
000330 2640 4784 000041 1260 2361 3461
000476 13820 5854 000054 2020 3185 SEE  NOTES 3 ,'5
000538 17440 5959 000067 3080 3962 000041 200 752
000582 20780 5914 000082 4660 4731 000043 360 1600
3445 000128 12040 6245 000046 600 2666
SEE NOTES 3,5 000172 2 1660 7014 000048 920 3946
000026 100 150 000212 31220 7157 000051 1260 5514
000040 320 372 3453 000057 1940 7745
000066 640 792 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 000059 2740 9226
000091 1080 1172 000008 160 1069 000062 380010707
000119 1520 1585 OOOOIl 320 1553 000066 536012102
000144 2080 1973 000016 620 2377 000070 832013615
000241 5280 3185 000024 1340 3977 000076 1422014678
000380 13420 3732 000031 2400 5454 000078 1710014714
000427 16740 3716 000039 4140 6946 000079 2056014401
3446 000048 7940 8085 3462
SEE  NOTES 3,5 000053 12320 8322 SEE  NOTES 3 ,'5
000020 400 ’ 221 000058 15480 8219 000007 100 372
000030 600 380 3454 000009 680 1188
000047 980 618 SE E  NOTES 3 ,5 000012 1240 2361
000057 1300 760 000007 360 713 000017 2080 4000
000087 2080 1180 OOOOIO 620 1497 000020 3080 5462
000117 2940 1585 000015 1100 2369 000024 4520 6991
000168 4540 2377 000024 2520 4000 000029 7360 8396
000286 8920 3899 000034 5600 5469 000032 9960 9004
000377 12880 4829 000042 10880 6110 000036 14400 9552
000467 17760 5507 000046 13980 6147 000039 18640 9759
000566 24320 5771 000051 18440 6065 000042 23740 9766
000597 26680 5741 3455 000045 28100 9463
3447 SE E  NOTES 3 ,5 3463
SEE  NOTES 3,5 000004 200 340 SEE  NOTES 3 , 5
000022 40 * 253 000007 460 713 000002 60 673
000031 300 388 OOOOIO 800 1125 000005 240 705
000044 440 610 000012 1200 1505 000006 340 2298
TIM E STRA IN STRS TIME STRA IN STRS TIME STRA IN STRS
000009 640 3170 SEE NOTES 3 ,5 000007 0820 1101
OOOOIl 860 3962 000012 0340 174 000009 1480 2108
000014 1300 5454 000017 0560 360 OOOOIl 2460 3019
000018 I860 6976 000022 0620 594 000012 4080 3716
000022 2800 6463 000027 1220 752 000015 7360 4196
000025 2140 9937 000036 2160 1046 000017 1460 4226
000030 900011447 000039 2700 1165 000018 6700 4022
000034 1134012160 000062 7220 1378 000021 21740 3843
000036 1432012233 000071 9660 1363 3495
3464 3485 SEE NOTES 3,5
SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 000003 160 253
000004 280 79 000006 0180 277 000006 500 1125
000007 620 1680 000012 0360 459 000007 980 1933
OOOOIl 1240 3265 000018 0660 713 000009 1720 2757
000015 1740 4784 000022 0920 871 OOOOIl 2900 3510
000018 2380 6230 000033 2120 1236 000012 4800 4053
000022 3160 7730 000045 4520 1363 000014 7760 4279
000024 3580 8500 000053 6600 1339 000017 11820 4249
000027 4600 9915 3486 000018 15680 4076
000031 602011513 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 3496
000035 808012975 000009 320 158 SEE  NOTES 3,5
000039 1076014328 000014 620 364 000003 0320 404
000045 1646015386 000020 1060 594 000005 0700 1299
3471 000032 2160 990 000007 1400 2440
SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 000043 3760 1339 000008 2400 3090
000029 280 213 000063 7500 1513 OOOOIl 4100 3819
000045 820 301 000076 10860 1497 000012 6640 4233
000062 1360 404 3487 000015 8860 4271
000082 2080 483 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 000017 17200 4046
000099 2800 515 000003 20020 L16 3525
000135 4480 530 000006 20200 459 SEE  NOTES 3,5
000177 7140 515 OOOOIO 20460 1157 35 220 364
3472 000012 20860 1529 51 380 562
SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 000016 21340 2020 64 460 729
000021 400 158 000016 21820 2377 98 840 1149
000041 1040 237 000022 22940 2765 0199 1700 2401
000072 22 00 324 000025 24440 3019 0376 2820 4716
000092 3100 340 000028 26640 3106 0543 4500 6592
000140 5420 364 000031 28900 3098 0671 7300 7029
000235 10320 372 000034 31160 3027 0678 7860 7293
3473 3488 3526
SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 SEE  NOTES 3,5
000023 100 71 000003 340 142 46 700 79
000044 420 245 000007 760 752 77 1300 356
000059 760 372 OOOOIO 1080 1133 0247 4080 1997
000084 1500 530 000013 1700 1577 0382 5380 3637
000131 3380 634 000020 4420 2385 0646 12160 5597
000183 6100 634 000027 8160 2567 0652 12920 5138
000213 7560 618 000030 10460 2575 3527
3474 000034 14440 2504 SEE NOTES 3,5
SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 3489 34 160 174
000018 0320 15 SEE  NOTES 3 .5 47 200 348
000052 0800 134 000003 0080 253 75 320 713
000083 1300 301 000006 0500 729 0176 920 2076
000146 3240 554 000009 0940 1149 0307 1600 2179
000205 5340 721 OOOOIl 1560 1553 0553 3860 7112
000274 8760 729 000016 3300 2361 0620 5040 7730
000304 0240 729 000026 6660 2932 0652 6200 7782
3479 000029 9260 2987 0661 16620 7745
SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 000034 13000 2916 3528
000025 40 63 3490 SEE NOTES 3 ,5
000042 400 301 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 • 31 100 142
000059 720 546 000006 480 245 53 280 356
000072 1180 669 000008 0840 721 90 560 721
000100 2460 655 000012 1400 1172 0228 1480 2171
000123 4700 895 000014 1940 1545 0371 22 80 3740
000143 5460 079 000018 3080 1917 0461 2940 4716
3480 000023 5720 2227 0578 3840 5854
SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 000027 6460 2227 0668 4620 6607
000020 0660 10 000030 U 1 0 0 2139 0827 6960 7413
000046 1660 30 3491 0632 7160 7346
000072 3100 35 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 3529
000100 4840 50 000004 0 134 SEE NOTES 3 ,5
000154 9200 51 000006 120 713 21 140 253
000176 11100 50 000008 600 1513 31 300 729
3481 OOOOIO 1160 2298 38 400 1149
SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 000130 2200 3170 46 480 1553
000027 22 0 134 000017 4320 3938 57 660 2377
000047 760 324 000019 7120 4188 67 880 3178
000067 1520 475 000021 10400 4173 87 1340 4716
000102 3080 705 000023 13860 4037 0108 1840 6238
000120 4020 792 3492 0128 2440 7730
000182 8360 895 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 0158 3880 9952
000192 9200 887 OOOOIO 1980 1561 0191 686011796
3482 000013 3900 2377 0202 864011920
SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 000018 5000 2908 0213 1438011796
000017 700 118 000020 11380 2948 3530
000038 1520 301 000022 15800 2908 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5
000069 3520 451 000024 19280 2813 12 160 150
000109 6460 467 3493 16 260 348
000122 7480 451 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 23 400 729
3483 000009 720 1117 30 640 1117
SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 OOOOIl 1400 1894 38 840 1521
000007 100 103 000012 1980 2393 52 1240 2369
000013 280 360 000016 3940 3106 64 1520 3170
000021 600 744 000018 6120 3360 99 2620 4723
000026 660 974 000020 6560 3407 0121 3460 6260
000030 1200 1157 000022 12600 3328 0145 4720 7730
000042 2740 1585 3494 0169 16960 9159
000051 4660 1680 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 3532
3484 000005 0400 134 SEE NOTES 3 ,5
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A 84
T I M E S T R A I N S T R S T I M E  :S T R A I N  S T R S T I M E  S T R A I N  S T R S T I M E  S T R A I N  S T R S T I M E  S T R A I N  S T R S T  I ME S T R A I N S T R S
12 1 0 0 3 2 4 1 1 1 7 9 5 4 0  8 4 7 0 0 3 0 0 7 6 8 0 1 2 4 6 6 5 5 4 0 4 0 1 1 4 4 7 0 5 3 2 8 5 0 0  9 5 9 6 17 i  3 6 0 6 2 3 8
19 2 2 0 7 2 9 3 5 4 1 0 3 0 5 8 8 4 0 1 2 4 6 6 6 7 7 3 6 0 1 3 6 1 5 0 6 4 7 1 3 6 6 0 1 0 6 9 2 21 1 7 6 0 8 4 4 1
2 5 3 4 0 1 1 0 9 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 0 3 1 0 1 0 9 8 0 1 2 3 5 7 3 5 5 7 3 5 6 6 2 6 2 3 0 0 9 9 5 2
3 2 4 4 0 1 5 4 5 31 5 2 0  1 6 6 3 5 4 8 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 31 2 8 0 0 1 3 6 5 2
4 4 7 6 0 2 3 9 3 6 8 1 2 0 0  3 8 8 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 0 3 7 0 2  4 6 7 3 4 2 6 0  3 3 2 36 3 3 8 0 1 5 7 8 6
5 b 1 0 4 0 3 1 8 5 0 1 3 1 2 7 4 0  7 2 9 0 4 1 2 0  8 6 3 0 6 7 5 5  1 4 4 1 5 7 4 6 0  7 5 2 39 3 9 4 0 1 7 9 1 9
7 7 1 8 0 0 4 7 1 6 0 3 1 3 5 7 2 0  1 9 7 3 0 7 4 8 0  2 4 2 5 15 1 0 3 1  3 9 6 6 78 6 4 0  1 1 8 0 4 3 4 7 0 0 1 9 9 4 3
0 1 0 0 2 7 8 0 6 2  3 0 0 4 7 7 7 2 6 0  3 4 7 9 10 8 4 0  3 9 7 7 2 6 1 3 4 0  6 8 8 9 0 1 0 8 8 0 0  1 5 3 7 4 8 5 7 8 0 2 1 9 1 6
0 1 2 5 4 0 6 0 7 7 3 0 0 6 4 3 8 2 2 0  5 0 7 0 12 1 2 8 0  5 5 5 2 3 5 1 7 4 4  9 7 8 0 0 2 0 2 1 6 4 0  3 6 4 5 3 5 7 4
0 1 5 1 6 3 4 0 9 1 9 6 0 9 0 4 1 0 7 0 0  7 3 3 8 16 1 7 8 0  7 7 3 0 4 5 2 3 8 2 1 2 4 3 7 0 2 9 4 2 4 8 0  8 8 0 1 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5
0 1 6 7 8 9 8 0 9 6 6 3 3 5 4 2 1 8 2 0 2 0  9 0 5 5 5 1 3 0 3 1 1 4 3 4 1 0 3 7 7 3 3 0 0  7 7 3 0 0 5 0 3 8 8
0 1 7 2 1 0 3 6 0 9 6 7 0 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 2 0 2 4 0 0  L 0 8 4 0 5 8 4 0 5 3 1 6 3 6 7 0 4 4 5 4 2 8 0  9 2 1 1 0 6 8 0 7 9 2
0 1 7 7 1 1 6 2 0 9 5 7 4 5 7 0  1 4 2 2 3 2 9 0 0 1 2 8 2 2 6 2 4 6 8 0 1 7 0 7 9 0 5 2 0 6 9 0 0 1 0 2 4 0 4 0 2 2 0 1 0 4 6
3 5 3 3 7 7 6 0  3 8 0 2 7 3 4 8 0 1 5 1 3 4 6 7 5 9 1 4 1 8 2 9 3 0 5 3 8 1 0 4 2 0 1 0 1 1 4 4 6 7 2 0 3 1 5 4
s e e  N O T E S  3 , 5 0 1 0 9 1 6 0  7 4 4 2 6 3 8 4 0 1 6 6 0 7 6 9 1 9 4 2 5 1 7 0 2 5 3 5 6 7 49 1 1 2 0 4 7 1 6
O S 2 4 0 3 3 2 0 2 3 1 6 2 0  2 2 1 9 3 5 4 9 3 5 5 8 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 S 3 1 6 6 0 6 9 7 6
15 4 4 0 7 2 9 0 4 1 8 1 4 8 0  4 4 1 4 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 35 2 4 0  3 5 6 5 8 2 2 8 0 9 1 5 2
2 2 6 0 0 1 1 7 2 0 4 7 5 1 7 2 0  5 0 9 2 0 5 4 4 0  8 5 5 0 3 0  3 0 9 5 4 4 4 0  7 2 1 61 2 6 8 0 1 0 7 6 6
2 8 7 R 0 1 5 6 9 0 6 7 7 2 9 0 0  7 5 4 2 10 1 6 2 0  3 1 8 5 0 6 8 0  7 0 5 7 6 6 6 0  1 1 2 5 65 3 4 6 0 1 2 9 4 b
30 1 1 4 0 2 3 6 9 0 7 6 4 3 5 2 0  8 4 6 3 13 2 3 4 0  5 4 6 9 U 4 8 0  1 5 4 5 9 8 8 6 0  1 5 3 7 6 9 4 1 0 0 1 5 0 7 1
51 1 5 2 0 3 1 6 5 0 8 6 7 4 8 8 0  9 1 9 6 17 2 7 0 0  6 9 7 6 15 7 4 0  2 3 1 4 0 1 2 0 1 0 8 0  1 9 4 9 73 5 0 0 0 1 7 1 8 9
71 3 3 2 0 4 7 1 6 0 9 0 7 5 9 0 0  9 2 7 8 19 3 2 4 0  9 2 1 1 19 1 1 2 0  3 1 7 0 0 2 1  2 2 0 6 0  3 6 0 4 77 5 9 4 0 1 9 2 3 4
9 4 3 1 4 0 6 2 2 3 0 9 1 9 6 3 4 0  9 2 2 6 2 2 3 7 2 0 1 1 4 9 8 2 7 1 8 6 0  4 7 2 3 0 2 8 2 2 8 8 0  5 3 1 1 3 5 7 5
0 1 1 7 4 3 4 0 7 7 3 0 3 5 4 3 2 6 4 4 4 0 1 3 6 5 9 3 3 2 5 6 0  6 2 1 5 0 3 6 9 3 9 4 0  7 0 3 7 see N O T E S  3 , 5
0 1 4 3 6 3 6 0 9 1 9 6 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 2 8 5 1 6 0 1 5 7 4 4 3 9 3 2 4 0  7 7 3 0 0 4 9 3 6 4 0 0  9 1 5 2 0 7 140 7 2 9
0 1 5 9 9 0 6 0 9 7 2 9 0 9 1 8 0  3 6 4 32 1 6 2 8 0 1 7 9 6 1 4 6 4 0 6 0  9 2 2 6 0 5 6 3 9 1 2 0  9 8 3 3 12 4 6 0 2 3 7 7
0 1 6 3 1 0 2 2 0 9 7 2 9 16 3 6 0  7 2 9 3 5 5 0 5 3 1 5 5 6 0 1 0 7 0 7 0 5 8 1 1 0 5 4 0  9 7 7 4 16 8 2 0 3 9 7 7
0 1 6 7 1 1 4 2 0 9 6 1 1 2 2 5 8 0  1 1 4 9 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 3 5 5 9 3 5 6 8 21 1 3 8 0 6 2 6 0
3 5 3 4 2 8 7 8 0  1 5 4 5 0 5 0 6 0 2 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 23 1 6 0 0 7 2 1 0
S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 41 2 9 6  2 3 6 1 0 7 1 4 0  1 4 4 2 0 4 1 2 0  3 2 4 ' 0 4 0 3 3 2 2 7 2 0 0 0 9 1 5 2
16 2 8 0 6 9 7 5 2 1 5 8 0  3 1 7 0 10 4 8 0  3 2 8 1 0 7 2 0 0  7 2 9 0 7 1 0 0  7 1 3 31 2 6 8 0 1 1 5 2 0
18 6 2 0 1 9 7 3 74 2 2 6 0  4 7 3 1 12 8 0 0  5 6 2 0 11 4 4 0  1 5 5 3 0 8 2 6 0  1 1 0 9 36 3 0 8 0 1 3 6 3 /
22 1 2 4 0 4 0 5 3 9 4 2 9 2 0  6 2 3 8 1 6 1 1 4 0  6 9 0 1 16 6 8 0  2 3 7 7 1 1 2 8 0  1 5 0 5 4 n 3 7 4 0 1 5 7 7 2
25 1 8 4 0 6 2 6 8 0 1 1 4 35E. 0  7 7 3 0 18 1 4 0 0  8 3 8 9 2 0 9 2 0  3 2 7 3 16 6 2 0  2 3 9 3 4 4 4 5 6 0 1 ZB77
29 2 4 8 0 8 4 8 5 0 1 3 5 4 2 4 0  9 2 0 4 21 1 8 2 0 1 0 7 3 7 2 6 I 3 4 0  4 7 1 6 19 9 6 0  3 1 7 0 4 8 1 5 6 6 0 1 9 9 / /
32 3 2 4 0 1 0 7 1 4 0 1 5 3 5 0 2 0 1 0 7 0 7 2 4 2 2 2 0 1 3 0 0 4 3 3 1 8 2 0  6 2 2 3 2 7 1 4 4 0  4 7 5 3 3 6 0 2
3 5 3 5 0 1 7 2 6 0 6 0 1 2 1 6 0 2 7 2 5 2 0 1 5 0 4 1 3 9 2 4 0 0  7 7 3 0 3 4 1 9 6 0  6 4 B 7 S E E  NU f E S  3 . 6
S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 0 1 9 7 8 0 0 0 1 3 6 3 7 3 0 3 0 0 0  L 7 2 2 4 44 3 1 0 0  9 2 1 1 3 9 2 3 4 0  7 7 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 7 2 8 0 2 7  7
0 4 4 0 2 7 7 0 2 2 3 1 1 6 8 0 1 4 5 6 1 33 3 4 0 0 1 9 3 4 2 51 4 1 8 0 1 0 6 9 2 4 8 2 9 8 0  9 9 3 7 0 0 0 0 3 1 5 0 0 7 3  7
16 3 2 0 5 6 2 0 2 2 9 1 3 5 2 0 1 4 4 5 9 3 6 3 7 8 0 2 1 3 4 8 58 6 1 4 G 1 2 L 6 0 5 7 3 7 0 0 1 2 1 6 0 0 0 0 0 5 8 1 4 2 0 2 3 4 5
18 5 6 0 2 4 4 0 3 5 4 4 3 8 4 2 4 0 2 3 1 2 5 6 3 9 0 6 0 1 2 6 8 4 6 5 4 5 4 0 1 4 3 4 3 0 0 0 0 7 8 2 3 0 0 3 5 5 0
20 8 4 0 3 4 3 9 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 3 5 5 1 6 6 1 1 3 0 0 1 2 6 0 4 74 5 5 8 0 1 6 4 1 8 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 8 6 0 4 7 1 6
22 1 1 8 0 4 6 4 8 28 4 0  4 2 0 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 3 5 6 0 8 5 7 7 0 0 1 8 5 7 8 0 0 0 1 4 7 1 2 1 4 0 5 4 6 9
2 4 1 6 6 0 6 2 1 5 34 1 8 0  8 0 0 14 1 2 6 0  1 1 9 6 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 3 5 6 9 0 0 0 1 5 2 1 3 9 2 0 5 3 5 6
27 2 2 0 0 7 8 7 8 4 7 5 4 0  1 5 7 7 19 3 0 0 0  3 1 5 4 02 4 0  4 0 4 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 3 6 0 3
3 5 3 6 5 9 8 0 0  2 3 9 3 2 4 4 1 6 0  6 2 2 3 06 3 2 0  L 4 9 7 0 6 2 0 0  3 1 7 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5
S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 6 9 1 0 4 0  3 1 7 0 2 7 4 6 8 0  8 0 6 3 10 7 6 0  3 1 9 3 0 8 3 4 0  7 6 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 5 6 0 6 5 7
0 5 1 8 0 5 6 2 9 0 1 5 4 0  4 7 3 1 3 5 5 2 16 1 3 8 0  5 4 8 4 10 4 0 0  1 1 5 7 0 0 0 0 4 5 1 5 8 0 1 7 1 9
OB 7 8 0 2 2 8 2 0 1 1 1 1 9 2 0  6 2 2 3 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 2 0 2 0 4 0  7 7 0 0 13 5 8 0  1 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 3 9 8 0 2 7 7 3
11 3 3 4 0 2 8 8 4 0 1 4 1 2 5 2 0  8 4 1 9 2 2 3 0 0  2 2 L 25 2 8 6 0 1 0 6 3 3 17 8 6 0  2 3 4 5 0 0 0 0 9 9 8 8 0 0 3 3 9 2
13 4 6 0 0 4 7 0 8 0 1 6 9 3 2 2 0 1 0 7 0 7 31 4 2 0  3 7 2 30 3 9 4 0 1 2 1 6 0 21 1 0 6 0  3 1 7 0 0 0 0 1 1 4 1 3 7 0 0 3 0 9 8
17 1 7 2 4 0 5 7 8 6 0 1 8 9 3 7 4 0 1 2 1 8 9 5 5 0 0 0  7 5 2 33 1 4 9 0 0 1 3 6 1 5 2 8 1 4 4 0  4 7 6 0 3 6 0 4
3 5 3 7 0 2 0 8 4 2 8 0 1 3 6 1 5 7 6 1 1 8 0  1 1 2 5 3 5 6 1 34 1 8 8 0  6 1 6 5 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5
S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 0 2 2 7 5 0 4 0 1 5 0 7 1 0 1 0 0 1 6 0 0  1 5 4 5 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 4 1 2 2 6 0  7 7 4 5 0 0 0 0 0 8 1 6 0 142
0 3 1 0 0 3 1 7 0 2 5 3 7 6 6 0 1 6 1 5 8 0 2 1 3 2 6 4 0  3 6 6 5 0 2 2 2 0  5 6 2 4 9 2 8 6 0  9 9 3 7 0 0 0 0 1 4 3 0 0 3 7 2
0 6 3 2 0 1 5 2 9 0 2 5 7 6 8 6 0 1 6 1 3 7 0 2 9 6 3 9 0 0  5 3 0 3 0 6 4 8 0  1 5 2 1 5 8 3 6 8 0 1 2 1 4 6 0 0 0 0 2 3 6 4 0 7 6 0
0 8 7 0 0 3 2 3 3 3 5 4 5 0 4 4 7 7 0 2 0  7 7 1 5 0 9 9 0 0  3 L 8 5 6 7 4 6 6 0 1 4 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 4 0 1 3 0 0 1 5 7 7
12 1 1 6 0 5 5  2 2 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 0 5 1 8 1 0 2 6 0  8 2 8 5 13 1 4 2 0  4 6 6 3 7 2 5 4 6 0 1 5 7 0 2 0 0 0 0 5 4 1 9 2 0 2 3 6 9
16 1 6 6 0 7 7 3 0 12 2 4 0  3 4 8 5 2 8 2 3 3 18 2 3 8 0  7 0 2 2 3 5 7 0 0 0 0 0 6 8 2 5 6 0 3 1 8 5
18 2 0 6 0 9 1 5 9 2 0 6 6 0  7 5 2 3 5 5 3 2 2 2 8 4 0  8 4 8 5 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 0 0 0 0 8 2 3 2 8 0 4 0 1 5
20 2 4 6 0 1 0 7 8 1 28 1 1 2 0  1 1 4 9 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 2 6 3 6 8 0 1 0 7 2 2 11 1 6 0  7 3 7 0 0 0 1 1 4 5 3 0 0 5 4 8 4
23 3 0 6 0 1 2 9 3 9 3 6 1 6 0 0  1 5 4 5 4 4 5 4 0  3 7 2 31 4 8 8 0 1 2 9 6 8 17 3 2 0  1 4 8 9 0 0 0 1 4 0 B 9 4 0 6 2 0 8
2 7 3 9 6 0 1 5 1 2 7 5 0 2 2 2 0  2 3 7 7 6 5 9 0 0  7 1 3 3 5 6 2 21 5 6 0  2 3 3 0 0 0 0 1 4 7 1 0 8 2 0 6 1 2 5
2 9 4 7 2 0 1 6 4 6 0 6 2 2 5 8 0  3 1 8 5 9 1 1 3 2 0  1 1 5 7 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 2 5 7 6 0  3 1 3 8 3 6 0 5
3 5 3 8 8 2 3 2 4 0  4 7 1 6 0 1 1 5 1 7 6 0  1 5 4 5 0 4 2 0  5 2 3 3 5 1 2 0 0  5 4 6 9 S E E  N O T E S  3 , ' 5
S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 0 1 0 5 3 7 6 0  6 2 3 8 0 1 3 9 2 1 2 0  1 9 5 7 0 7 1 8 0  1 5 2 1 4 1 1 5 2 0  6 9 7 6 0 0 0 0 0 9 2 0 3 8 0
0 6 2 2 0 5 9 4 0 1 2 9 4 4 2 0  7 7 5 2 0 2 4 7 4 1 8 0  3 6 9 1 0 8 2 6 0  2 3 1 4 4 8 I 9 6 0  8 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 4 2 2 0 1 1 7 2
0 6 7 0 0 1 8 7 0 0 1 5 8 5 5 6 0  9 9 5 2 0 3 9 0 9 8 0 0  5 6 3 5 11 3 8 0  3 2 4 1 5 9 2 9 8 0 1 1 4 3 3 0 0 0 0 3 2 4 2 0 1 5 8 5
12 1 2 2 0 3 1 8 5 0 1 9 5 7 5 2 0 1 2 1 6 0 0 4 3 2 1 2 9 6 0  5 5 9 0 1 4 5 6 0  4 7 8 4 6 8 4 3 6 0 1 3 6 1 5 0 0 0 0 4 4 8 4 0 2 3 6 9
14 1 7 0 0 4 7 9 1 0 2 1 3 1 0 2 4 0 1 2 6 7 0 3 5 5 4 18 9 0 0  6 3 1 3 7 4 1 5 4 4 0 1 5 0 3 4 0 0 0 0 5 7 1 3 0 0 3 1 7 8
16 2 4 2 0 7 0 7 4 0 2 1 9 1 1 4 8 0 1 2 6 0 4 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 2 0 1 1 6 0  7 6 7 0 3 5 7 1 0 0 0 0 6 9 1 9 8 0 4 0 0 0
2 0 2 8 4 0 8 5 4 5 3 5 4 6 44 8 6 0  3 1 7 23 1 4 0 0  9 1 3 0 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 0 0 0 0 8 3 2 9 6 0 4 7 1 6
2 4 3 5 0 0 1 0 0 9 9 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 8 4 2 1 2 0  8 0 8 26 1 8 0 0 1 0 7 2 2 0 5 1 0 0  3 7 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 6 4 6 0 5 4 3 4
2 7 4 1 6 0  L 3 1 5 7 11 4 0  3 5 6 0 1 0 9 2 7 0 0  1 1 6 5 31 2 4 0 0 1 2 9 5 3 0 8 3 6 0  1 0 5 4 0 0 0 1 1 8 8 5 8 0 5 4 6 2
31 5 0 2 0 1 5 7 1 6 18 8 0  7 2 9 0 1 3 6 3 3 0 0  1 5 4 5 3 2 2 4 0 0 1 5 0 7 1 1 1 5 0 0  1 4 8 9 3 6 0 6
34 1 6 1 2 0 1 7 9 6 8 2 4 1 6 0  1 1 6 5 0 2 2 6 4 8 4 0  2 7 4 2 3 8 4 4 6 0 1 6 4 7 4 16 8 6 0  2 3 7 7 S E E  N O T E S  3 , ' 5
3 5 3 9 3 0 2 6 0  1 5 2 1 0 3 1 9 6 4 2 0  4 4 9 0 4 2 5 9 4 0 1 7 0 7 7 19 1 0 8 0  3 2 0 1 O O O O I O 2 0 0 2 2 1
S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 4 1 4 8 0  2 3 4 5 0 4 3 2 8 7 0 0  6 4 7 9 44 8 0 0 0 1 8 6 8 7 30 1 7 2 0  5 4 6 9 0 0 0 0 1 5 3 0 0 3 8 8
41 8 0 2 2 9 5 3 7 6 0  3 1 7 8 0 5 0 2 1 1 2 8 0  7 3 4 6 4 6 1 5 4 4 0 1 6 9 0 2 39 2 4 6 0  7 7 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 6 4 0 7 8 4
6 3 1 8 0 4 7 5 7 2 1 1 8 0  4 7 3 8 0 5 3 6 1 3 2 2 0  7 4 7 4 3 5 6 3 4 6 2 8 6 0  9 2 7 8 0 0 0 0 3 2 8 8 0 1 1 4 9
9 0 3 0 0 7 9 2 9 2 1 6 4 0  6 2 3 8 5 5 7 4 4 4 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 51 3 1 6 0 1 0 7 0 7 0 0 0 0 3 9 1 2 8 0 1 5 5 3
0 1 7 1 6 4 0 1 5 6 5 0 1 1 3 2 0 6 0  7 7 3 0 3 5 5 5 0 5 2 0  4 6 7 5 9 4 0 8 0 1 2 9 1 0 0 0 0 0 5 4 1 7 4 0 2 3 7 7
0 3 4 0 1 3 4 0 3 0 4 3 0 1 4 1 2 6 2 0  9 9 4 4 s e e  N O T e s  3 » 5 0 7 2 0 0  1 2 1 2 6 8 5 3 0 0 1 5 0 7 1 0 0 0 0 6 7 2 2 8 0 3 2 0 9
0 4 4 7 1 7 6 0 4 2 5 6 0 1 6 1 3 4 4 0 1 1 4 4 7 2 9 2 4 0  4 4 3 11 5 4 0  2 3 8 5 75 6 7 6 0 1 6 4 0 4 0 0 0 0 8 0 2 9 8 0 3 9 6 2
0 6 5 6 2 1 6 0 5 5 4 5 0 1 9 0 4 6 6 0 1 3 6 1 5 4 3 5 0 0  7 2 9 14 9 4 0  4 0 3 0 3 5 7 2 0 0 0 0 9 6 4 0 0 0 4 7 3 1
0 7 6 8 3 1 0 0 8 0 4 1 0 2 1 6 6 5 8 0 1 5 0 7 1 0 1 4 0 2 0 8 0  2 6 4 7 16 1 3 6 0  5 4 9 9 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 0 0 0 1 1 5 5 6 6 0 5 4 6 9
0 9 1 3 3 9 0 0 9 5 5 2 0 2 2 6 8 3 0 0 1 5 3 0 9 0 2 3 0 4 2 4 0  4 3 5 4 2 3 1 0 8 0  7 7 6 0 0 7 2 0 0  7 6 8 0 0 0 1 3 8 9 3 2 0 6 0 1 9
1 1 1 5 1 5 9 6 0 1 4 8 9 6 0 2 3 1 9 5 8 0 1 5 2 2 5 0 4 0 7 1 6 3 4 0  5 1 5 3 28 2 4 0 0  9 9 4 4 0 9 5 0 0  1 5 3 7 0 0 0 1 4 6 1 1 6 6 0 5 8 9 1
1 1 2 2 1 8 4 6 0 1 4 0 7 4 3 5 4 7 0 4 3 1 1 8 4 0 0  5 0 9 2 32 3 1 4 0 1 2 2 2 6 14 1 4 2 0  3 2 0 1 3 6 0 7
3 5 4 0 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 3 5 5 6 37 4 0 0 0 1 4 3 4 3 2 0 2 6 8 0  5 4 7 7 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5
S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 14 1 8 0  3 4 8 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 41 1 5 0 4 0 1 6 4 1 0 2 6 3 6 4 0  7 7 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 2 0 0 4 0 1 8 2
4 3 3 0 0 2 1 3 2 0 3 6 0  7 2 9 0 4 0  3 1 7 3 5 6 5 31 4 5 8 0  9 9 4 4 0 0 0 0 1 8 2 0 1 2 0 3 7 2
6 2 4 0 0 3 9 6 2 8 6 4 0  1 1 8 6 0 6 8 0  7 6 0 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 3 5 5 3 2 0 1 2 1 8 9 0 0 0 0 2 6 2 0 3 2 0 7 9 2
0 1 0 2 6 4 0 7 5 2 3 5 8 2 0  1 5 2 1 0 8 1 8 0  1 1 4 9 3 0 3 4 0  3 3 2 39 6 0 6 0 1 4 4 0 8 0 0 0 0 3 4 2 0 5 0 0 1 1 7 2
0 1 4 3 7 4 0 1 1 2 5 4 9 1 1 4 0  2 3 9 3 10 2 4 0  1 5 2 1 5 6 7 8 0  7 6 0 4 3 6 7 2 0 1 6 4 7 4 0 0 0 0 4 3 2 0 7 2 0 1 5 9 2
0 1 8 4 9 6 0 1 5 4 5 0 1 6 0 1 4 4 0  3 1 7 0 14 4 2 0  2 3 9 3 81 1 1 6 0  1 1 5 7 4 9 1 7 8 8 0 1 9 2 7 4 0 0 0 0 5 7 2 1 2 2 0 2 3 7 7
0 3 6 4 1 7 8 0 3 3 0 4 0 1 6 2 2 0 0 0  4 7 1 6 18 6 0 0  3 1 7 0 . 0 1 0 8 1 5 6 0  1 5 6 9 3 5 7 3 0 0 0 0 7 1 2 1 7 4 0 3 1 8 5
0 5 5 2 2 7 6 0 5 1 0 0 0 1 0 3 2 5 0 0  6 2 3 8 2 6 9 8 0  4 7 1 6 0 2 1 1 2 7 4 0  3 6 3 7 S E E  N O T E S  3 , 5 0 0 0 0 8 5 2 2 3 2 0 3 9 6 2
0 7 2 9 3 R 4 0 6 7 1 3 0 1 2 5 3 2 0 0  7 7 3 0 3 2 1 4 6 0  6 2 7 6 0 2 9 2 3 7 0 0  4 9 5 7 0 3 6 0  7 5 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 3 1 0 0 4 7 3 1
0 9 5 3 6 2 2 0 8 1 9 6 0 2 5 3 4 2 2 0  9 9 3 7 3 9 2 0 0 0  7 7 4 5 0 4 0 0 3 4 6 0  7 3 4 6 0 7 5 2 0  2 4 1 7 0 0 0 1 1 6 2 4 1 4 0 5 4 8 4
1 1 0 4 9 1 8 0 8 4 8 5 0 2 7 7 5 5 0 0 1 1 4 4 7 4 6 2 5 8 0  9 1 9 6 0 4 6 6 6 9 6 0  8 4 7 0 11 8 8 0  4 0 1 5 0 0 0 1 3 3 2 5 8 0 0 6 2 2 3
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A 85
T IK E  !STRAIN STRS T IK E  STRA IN STRS T IK E  STRA IN STRS
000158 29860 6826 000179 13660 8930 000051 300 380
000166 31680 6856 3615 000073 560 776
000175 34220 6773 SEE  NOTES 3 , ! 000096 860 1196
3608 000014 60 380 000188 2420 2757
SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 000022 200 760 000220 3160 3233
OOOOIl 20200 356 000029 340 1165 000282 5980 3962
000019 20440 744 000036 480 1585 000314 8240 4037
000029 20680 1149 000041 720 1917 000331 9740 3985
000037 20920 1577 000048 900 2393 3636
000052 21500 2401 000060 1340 3170 SEE NOTES 3 ,5
000072 22520 3582 000084 2420 4716 000013 520 38B
000095 24080 4716 000098 3260 5484 000022 880 760
000124 26740 5854 000112 4280 6245 000034 1600 1157
000135 28180 6245 000129 6000 6976 000044 2540 1569
000165 33360 6976 000146 9140 7436 000055 3560 L997
000176 36380 6916 000159 12680 7346 000065 4640 2377
3609 3616 000088 8140 3185
SEE  NOTES 3,5 S EE  NOTES 3,5 000124 14620 3637
000011 200 396 000016 280 752 000131 16420 3558
000018 360 792 000031 500 1521 3637
000031 700 1545 000044 860 2393 SEE NOTES 3 ,5
000039 980 2052 000054 1180 3170 000008 80 206
000057 1620 3185 000076 1940 4716 OOOOIl 160 396
000069 3962 OOOIOO 2740 6238 000018 660 729
000081 2820 4716 000126 4080 7730 000026 1800 1157
000095 3800 5469 000150 6320 9196 000033 3300 1569
000111 5280 6223 000172 10160 9885 000040 4980 1973
000133 8700 6811 000279 12600 9729 000047 7720 2377
000143 11380 6765 3629 000059 12100 3170
3610 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 000072 17640 3962
S EE  NOTES 3,5 000012 260 364 000091 25200 4716
000012 200 372 000021 440 760 000126 30600 5492
000019 380 752 000030 740 1165 000147 35740 5605
000027 560 1141 000037 1120 1545 000158 39140 5484
000034 780 1585 000052 1960 2377 3638
000047 1120 2377 000067 2900 3176 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5
000058 1520 318S 000104 7220 4716 OOOOIO 180 198
000069 1940 3977 000122 9840 5138 000013 300 388
000081 2480 4723 000157 17080 5575 000021 640 752
000094 3180 5484 000178 21180 5605 000038 1780 1585
000108 3980 6223 000184 23700 5530 000058 3920 2377
000122 5100 6976 3630 000075 7440 2615
000141 7400 7730 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 000100 13640 2551
000149 9340 7804 000014 380 309 3639
000155 11000 7730 000024 860 760 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5
3611 000034 1320 1172 OOOOIl 20 221
SEE  NOTES 3,5 000042 1780 1585 000013 120 372
000036 20 213 000050 2360 1973 000021 260 776
000045 160 752 000059 3000 2425 000029 460 1188
000052 240 1149 000072 4020 3185 000035 680 1585
000058 320 1569 000089 5340 3962 000049 1320 2377
000064 520 1973 000107 7260 4716 000057 1740 2781
000070 640 2377 000136 11220 5484 000063 2360 3185
000082 1060 3170 000176 20020 5929 000081 4400 3962
000110 2420 4716 000189 23240 5869 000097 7480 4143
000127 3860 5484 3631 000106 9920 4030
000146 6120 6223 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 3640
000169 10420 6976 000013 160 356 SEE NOTES 3 ,5
000194 15080 7436 000021 320 737 000006 300 356
000208 18680 7391 000028 480 1157 000008 560 729
3612 000035 740 1553 000013 1280 1696
SEE  NOTES 3,5 000050 1440 2377 000018 1940 2425
OOOOIl 320 372 000063 2440 3185 000025 3440 3550
000019 560 752 000080 4100 3962 000033 6620 4279
000028 800 1149 000107 8160 4716 000036 9200 4324
000035 1200 1561 000147 15960 5469 000044 17180 4211
000050 1680 2393 000210 29040 6253 3641
000062 2580 3170 000264 41340 6645 SEE NOTES 3 ,5
000091 4960 4716 000277 44540 6577 000006 140 182
000116 8340 5477 3632 000008 300 523
000131 11640 5627 SEE  N0T6S 3 ,5 000012 640 1149
000139 14000 5507 000029 20 182 000014 860 1553
3613 000040 100 3 72 000019 1360 2377
SEE  NOTES 3,5 000052 240 594 000024 I860 3170
000015 160 427 000062 500 776 000028 2560 3962
000022 320 832 000086 920 1157 000032 3400 4716
000029 440 1228 000118 2160 1585 000037 4960 5469
000036 600 1640 000159 12800 1925 000044 9000 6012
000047 920 2433 000202 24500 2116 000050 14640 5786
000059 1420 3288 000264 29300 2092 3642
000069 1820 4015 3633 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5
000081 2260 4768 S EE  NOTES 3 ,5 000006 140 293
000094 2840 5537 000032 80 174 000009 400 792
000107 3420 6313 000043 200 364 000012 580 1196
000134 5200 7782 000063 520 776 000016 1060 1965
000151 7100 8507 000086 940 1188 000023 2060 3170
000167 10500 6626 000108 1400 1577 000028 3380 3962
000177 13580 8722 000167 3760 2377 3643
3614 000207 6660 2496 SEE NOTES 3 ,5
SEE  NOTES 3,5 000223 8260 2433 000003 100 388
000014 80 380 3634 000005 100 713
000022 220 776 S EE  NOTES 3 ,5 000007 360 1149
000030 460 1204 000034 500 206 OOOOIO 400 1521
000036 600 1565 000048 720 388 000015 1360 2377
000048 1000 2377 000072 1320 744 3644
000059 1420 3170 000102 2260 1157 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5
"00082 2340 4731 000137 3540 1569 000003 300 39
OQ0108 3480 6238 000242 9940 2139 000006 720 1941
"00134 4900 7730 000278 13360 2123 000008 1440 3090
"00147 6180 8433 3635 OOOOIO 2640 4120
"00168 9880 9078 S EE  NOTES 3,5 000012 4200 5062
T IK E  STRA IN STRS T IM E 1STRAIN STRS TIME STRA IN STRS
000015 6160 5929 OOOOU 360 332 000023 16080 2496
000017 9080 6524 000016 700 523 000026 23040 2464
000019 13980 6517 000022 1420 729 000028 28160 2314
3645 000031 2680 911 3685
SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 000040 4560 1014 SEE  NOTES 3,5
000002 100 396 000056 7640 974 000006 200 293
000004 220 1268 3675 000008 1020 1220
000006 440 2298 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 OOOOU 3500 2290
000008 860 3415 OOOOIl 240 126 000014 8120 2528
OOOOIO 1320 4625 000016 580 356 000017 14480 2544
000012 1900 5643 000022 1060 594 000020 21020 2504
000014 2590 6765 000027 1400 752 000023 27260 2393
000016 3320 7834 000032 1940 935 3686
000018 4840 8952 000039 2840 1133 SEE  NOTES 3,5
000020 7040 9715 000049 4580 1299 000006 260 475
000022 11280 9655 000056 6340 1355 000008 1120 1585
3646 3676 V. . OOOOIO 24R0 2528
SEE NOTES 3 ,5 S EE  NOTES 3 ,51 000013 5220 3170
000003 520 570 000009 160 134 000015 9220 3320
000005 2260 12D4 0000)6 540 356 000013 15700 3138
000007 5440 1569 000023 1040 570 3687
000009 10160 1347 000028 1680 729 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5
000017 24000 1569 000037 3100 887 000004 160 317
000019 29600 1743 000048 5400 935 000006 980 1204
000023 36360 1981 000062 9220 919 000008 2200 1981
000027 46B40 2242 000070 11220 903 OOOOIO 4400 2520
000030 51080 2393 3677 000012 8180 2623
000034 58840 2559 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 000014 13520 2536
000039 68420 2718 000005 200 158 000017 17740 2448
3647 000007 520 467 3688
SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 000012 1540 1180 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5
000002 0 467 000016 2440 1569 000004 0 96
000004 400 1291 000020 4400 1973 000006 660 776
000007 7960 2314 000026 8040 2155 000006 1360 1204
3664 000032 12820 2084 OOOOU 3000 1909
SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 000036 16360 1989 000016 7260 2314
000031 40 55 3678 000018 10740 2211
000049 240 237 S6F NOTES 3 ,5 3706
000067 640 388 000003 40 39 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5
000099 1660 554 000006 280 356 34 200 356
000130 3120 626 000008 600 729 68 720 729
000170 5600 634 OOOOIl 1000 1149 0112 1560 1133
000194 6960 554 000014 1580 1521 0167 5300 1521
3665 000023 6240 2266 0260 7820 1761
SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 000027 7B20 2290 0281 9160 1743
000021 100 71 000031 11380 2219 3707
000041 380 245 3679 SEE NOTES 3 ,5
000057 920 380 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 24 260 71
000092 2400 515 000003 280 253 58 920 388
000137 4780 000007 860 776 80 L340 570
000160 6160 515 000011 1900 1188 0100 1660 752
3668 000016 3960 1529 0142 2440 1149
SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 000021 7220 1624 0235 4440 1989
000023 40 71 000026 11220 1585 0326 8200 2314
000037 380 237 000031 14860 1521 0344 9240 2282
000049 800 364 3680 3708
000088 3320 554 SEE  NOTES 3*5 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5
000131 6520 570 000002 280 126 26 140 229
000180 L0680 554 000006 840 530 37 240 372
3669 000008 1340 752 55 440 602
SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 000012 3000 1133 68 680 776
000020 400 71 000019 6840 1450 0106 1400 1165
000043 1180 293 000022 9180 1466 0131 1920 1466
000073 2940 451 000026 13040 1474 0148 2360 1569
000131 7080 491 000038 21160 1426 0198 3900 1941
000151 8620 475 3681 0281 7400 2282
3670 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 0350 11040 2322
SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 000031 1060 1038 0305 13220 2290
000017 180 79 000033 1980 1703 3709
000033 540 245 000036 3400 2227 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5
000047 1000 364 000038 5920 2536 34 340 134
000075 2440 538 000041 10760 2647 58 920 372
000100 2920 586 000044 15740 2615 88 1620 610
000150 8040 594 000048 20760 2536 0108 2140 760
000167 9500 570 3682 0166 3920 1157
3671 S EE  MOTES 3 ,5 0237 6380 1569
SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 000004 100 213 0343 11220 1941
000033 960 150 000007 620 887 0536 21 300 2203
000052 1880 269 000009 1460 1569 0600 25 180 2187
000088 4320 404 OOOOIl 3180 ? 1 16 3710
000132 7480 396 000014 6020 2330 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5
3672 000016 9240 2345 28 100 118
SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 000019 13540 2314 53 520 388
000006 60 87 000022 18260 2266 68 900 610
000012 280 332 368 3 79 1100 792
000019 760 594 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 0106 1780 1172
000023 1260 760 000005 160 253 0134 2780 1569
000031 2340 911 000007 880 705 0166 4300 1949
000039 4040 1006 000012 2900 1489 0211 7700 2155
000056 8300 990 000014 4740 1925 0249 U 4 6 0 2100
3673 000018 8960 2219 “3711
S EE  NOTES' 3 ,5 000023 17620 222 7 SEE NOTES 3 ,5
OOOOU 460 142 000029 265R0 2219 26 620 237
000017 900 356 000034 33400 2147 36 900 356
000027 2180 594 36B4 55 1780 610
000036 3660 673 SEE NOTES 3 ,5 68 2240 792
000047 6380 669 OOOOIl 260 309 0100 3400 1186
000056 9620 649 000013 1760 649 0132 4760 1569
3674 000016 3720 1640 0162 6120 1949
S EE  NOTES 3 ,5 000018 5840 2290 0202 8080 2361
000006 180 156 000021 10400 2504 0253 10900 2757
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A 86
TIME STRAIN STRS TIME STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS T IM E STRA IN STRS
0353 18100 3067 2* 3000 *022 17 2*20 2 **0 87 1960 626
0385 20780 3051 3* 55*0 5*8* 21 2820 3185 99 2200 776
0*08 22660 3320 39 9060 591* 29 *000 *716 0129 3120 11*9
3712 *3 12160 5718 36 5380 5 *2 * 0156 *180 1537
SEE  NOTES 3,5 3720 *1 7*00 6223 0277 95*0 2726
12 20 182 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 *8 11760 6607 0377 151*0 338*
21 120 36* 03 *0 269 53 175*0 6*11 0500 23020 3899
3* 2*0 610 06 320 760 3731 0700 36000 *505
41 360 737 08 660 11*9 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 0900 50520 *716
62 700 1157 11 1060 15*5 03 260 110 3739
83 1220 1553 17 1280 2139 07 1280 729 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5
0109 *32 1965 19 6580 181* 11 26*0 1909 20 180 158
01*1 3320 2361 372 1 1* 3500 31 70 33 *00 388
0189 62*0 2773 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 19 5160 *7*6 *6 6*0 626
0278 127*0 2971 06 80 2*5 23 6720 6268 53 800 776
0330 16560 3035 08 300 776 27 11200 7006 67 10*0 998
038* 21120 3075 12 720 15*5 30 16120 7120 76 1280 1165
0**1 25760 3067 17 1220 2369 3* 22*60 6750 96 1780 1569
0 *5 * 26980 3051 21 1660 3170 3732 0122 2260 1989
3713 30 3120 *716 SEE  NOTES 3 .5 01*5 2900 2393
SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 35 **80 5*69 31 320 221 0239 62*0 3685
37 5*0 253 *2 8220 6065 *3 **0 36* 0353 12760 *535
* * 720 300 *6 12380 5725 0112 1360 1165 0*88 22*00 *912
66 1200 776 3722 01*6 1920 1521 0578 29**0 *927
91 1960 1188 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 0182 26*0 1965 3740 '
0155 2900 1965 02 0 158 0267 *660 2757 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5
0211 6400 2266 06 220 737 0321 6000 3162 06 100 309
0256 12920 2227 11 *00 1569 0*28 9520 3812 08 680 1157
3714 15 820 2385 0600 16680 *271 10 1500 20**
SEE  NOTES 3,5 19 12*0 3098 0676 20660 *256 12 2900 3185
08 0 17* 23 1860 39*6 3733 I * *580 3566
11 0 36* ?R 2780 *716 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 17 7900 3962
18 200 744 32 3860 5085 32 3*0 221 18 12140 *000
26 480 1165 39 7720 5*09 *7 500 388 21 16840 *256
33 780 1529 *6 14500 5213 81 8*0 752 27 26560 *708
40 1260 1949 3723 0181 2060 1*82 32 37920 *836
49 2020 2377 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 0278 *060 23*5 36 45900 *9*2
57 2960 2773 11 0 193 0*00 78*0 3027 39 53940 *972
68 *400 3178 I * 360 1196 0500 117*0 3320 *4 65940 *836
83 7180 3*95 16 760 162* 0600 L5680 3502 3741
0111 13060 3756 18 1580 2322 0700 20*80 3582 SEE NOTES 3 ,5
0118 15060 3685 21 3800 2995 0765 23520 3582 03 *00 951
3715 25 9080 3051 373* 05 920 2005
SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 28 13620 305 I SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 07 1700 30*3
08 400 368 32 210*0 3059 31 *00 221 09 2880 372*
15 640 760 36 26800 2971 *7 660 36* 12 5060 **52
23 920 1165 38 30380 2892 65 960 55* 14 8780 *6*0
30 12*0 1545 372* 86 1200 737 16 138*0 *6*8
37 1600 1973 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 0131 2040 1125 18 191*0 *505
44 2100 2393 05 1*0 253 0174 2880 15*5 21 2**60 4369
51 2660 2757 07 580 1125 0278 51*0 2377 37*2
71 *860 3574 11 12*0 2361 0377 7960 3011 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5
91 66*0 3977 16 2*20 *015 0525 13060 3574 03 100 237
0106 12*20 3899 20 51*0 5*62 0700 20*20 3930 06 480 1188
3716 23 9120 5582 0813 253*0 4037 08 1360 2377
SEE  NOTES 3,5 26 1*380 5077 0900 29120 4068 1 I 2R20 3479
10 120 142 3725 0914 29660 4045 1* 6000 4309
17 500 364 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 3735 17 10500 5062
33 1560 784 02 160 213 SEE NOTES 3 ,5 21 15820 5552
42 2*60 1172 06 9*0 895 36 320 166 23 21820 5560
51 3320 1569 08 19*0 2020 55 560 356 28 29880 5620
60 *380 1989 12 3500 3162 94 1100 729 32 39620 5620
70 56*0 2377 16 6680 395* 0141 1820 966 35 *8100 5138
81 7160 2773 19 11**0 3977 0168 22R0 1157 37*3
93 8660 3185 3726 0270 4500 2100 SEE  NOTES 3,5
0107 1Q560 3582 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 0379 7920 2789 05 200 301
0144 17980 3970 0* 20 388 0471 11*20 3170 07 920 1252
015* 20800 3883 07 380 1521 0802 26*20 3574 11 20*0 3019
3717 09 9*0 2686 0838 28220 3574 13 3060 *083
SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 11 1880 372* 3736 15 *780 5130
09 260 356 13 3*00 *6 *0 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 18 7*00 5936
17 6*0 752 15 6180 5077 26 500 i* 2 21 11**0 6517
2* 960 1172 3727 45 920 364 23 161*0 6735
38 1760 1941 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 66 1660 610 26 215*0 6765
*6 2280 2*33 07 *00 *99 80 2100 752 29 28800 6765
58 32*0 3170 09 1220 1513 0106 28*0 974 32 35*60 6*71
67 *060 3558 3728 01*9 *080 11*9 3760
77 5620 3977 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 0180 50*0 1577 SEE  NOTES 3,5
98 9620 *271 03 0 261 0279 8540 2702 13 *00 158
0109 123*0 4196 05 2*0 1252 0383 13760 3*15 15 860 356
3718 07 6*0 2361 0600 28000 3796 20 1260 562
SEE  NOTES 3,5 09 1300 3621 0628 29960 3788 25 1500 729
10 200 36* 11 2120 *716 3737 35 22*0 11*1
18 *60 808 13 3620 5627 SEE  NOTES 3,5 *3 2980 1529
2* BOO 1149 16 5920 588* 29 380 213 63 3880 19*1
32 1320 1521 18 11*60 5952 *1 680 356 63 6980 2369
*0 1980 1949 3729 55 1100 55* 91 8860 3170
50 3120 2369 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 69 1500 729 0120 1*000 357*
62 *680 2781 0* 100 118 68 2060 97* 0189 295*0 380*
7* 69*0 3185 06 1020 879 0101 2680 u * i 02*3 *1*00 3891
0100 11800 3566 08 1880 1997 0133 3600 1553 0320 59**0 3962
01*7 22860 372* 11 2860 32*9 0193 5900 2361 03* L 63800 39*6
0163 27000 3693 I * *2 *0 *791 0297 10320 3*55 3761
3719 18 6500 6260 0392 15360 *188 SEE  NOTES 3,5
SEE  NOTES 3,5 20 8880 7067 0665 26*60 *806 11 0 13*
03 200 317 3730 0700 36200 * 8 * * 17 60 372
07 5*0 816 SEE  NOTES 3 ,5 0872 *2260 *7 8 * 2* 280 729
09 760 1165 03 500 3*0 3738 33 6*0 1125
U 1080 1600 06 1100 792 SEE  NOTES 3,5 *1 1120 1537
16 16*0 2385 10 1600 1180 *1 700 0 *9 1880 1957
20 2280 3233 12 1880 1585 67 1380 36* 58 29*0 2377
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